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Symbols and Notation
 

capture king
 
check queen
 
double check rook
 
checkmate bishop
 
brilliant move knight
 
good move
 
interesting move
 
dubious move
 
bad move
 
blunder
 

-0 castles kingside
 
-0-0 castles queenside
 
:J) see next diagram
 

Algebraic Notation 

:\10ves are shown by giving the piece symbol followed by the destination square. For instance, if a 
knight moves to the square marked in the diagram, this is written as ttJf3 in algebraic notation. If 
two pieces of the same type can move to the same square, more information is given. For instance, 
if there are knights on gl and e5, then the one on e5 moving to f3 is written as ttJef3. 

For pawn moves, only the arrival square is given (for example, e4 means that a pawn moves to 
the e4-square). For pawn captures, the file the pawn is leaving is also given. Thus exf4 means that a 
pawn on the e-file makes a capture that brings it to the f4-square. 



Introduction 

In the colossal body of chess literature, no aspect of the game has been treated as extensively as the 
openings. In varying degrees of expertise, clarity and depth, thousands of books discuss every 
imaginable and unimaginable opening the game of chess has to offer. This is a process that will 
never stop. As long as a particular opening is being played, its variations will be worked out deeper 
and deeper and assessments will be modified on the basis of these new experiences. As long as 
chess is alive, its opening theory will also be alive and new books will be needed to document all of 
this new life. 

This book intends to introduce the reader to this strange but fascinating world, the world of open
ing theory. There will be no long sequences of moves, no complicated analysis and no real attempt to 
keep up with the very latest developments. Instead I shall attempt to clarify the background, the gene
sis and the development of all major openings and try to show how they are much more intercon
nected and based on the same ideas and insights than many people think. This approach makes this 
book a very different one from the usual opening manuals. It could perhaps be said to precede them. If 
it has the effect on the reader that it whets his appetite for these 'usual' opening books, or at least 
makes him understand them a little bit better, this book will have fulfilled its purpose. 

What is Opening Theory? 

Everyone who devotes even the tiniest amount of thought to his first move not only makes a start 
with that particular game but also with the development of opening theory. From that moment on, 
every new game will confront him with the starting position again and therefore with his earlier 
thoughts on it. Also he will sooner or later find out that millions of other players have pondered ex
actly the same problems and, whether he wants to or not, he will to some extent start comparing his 
own ideas about how to start a game with theirs. 

This means that opening theory arises quite naturally with the start of a game. No one can avoid 
it. It ends, equally naturally, with the end of a game. If we pursue our thinking about the opening 
position logically and systematically, while accepting only the highest possible degree of certainty 
as a satisfactory result, we cannot end our investigation unless we are sure we have reached either a 
winning or a drawn position. Seen in this light, thinking about the starting position involves a thor
ough examination of the middlegame and endgame as well. 

It could be said then, that opening theory does not really exist, at least not as something separate 
from other aspects of the game. Ultimately, opening theory comprises all theory. 

However, since the human brain and even the computer is still not capable of completely seeing 
through (and thereby destroying) chess as a whole, in practice opening theory does not end with an 
empty board but in positions where there is a certain consensus about how they should be assessed, 
for instance 'chances are equal' or 'White (or Black) has the advantage'. 

Sometimes a question can be answered with total confidence. In the position after 1 e4 there is 
some room for discussion on how good or bad 1...g5 is (though not much), but if White continues 2 
d4 here, there can be no question on the value of 2.. .f6 because 3 '~h5# is then mate. End of game, 
end of theory. 

But in most cases an assessment is merely a temporary stop. The moment somebody starts ques
tioning it, the argument continues. Until the next temporary stop is reached. 



7 INTRODUCTION 

And so, ever since the beginnings of chess, every single chess-player has contributed something 
to that gigantic construction called opening theory. This brings us to the next question. 

How Much Theory Should a Player Know? 

The most severe answer to this has to be 'everything', the softest 'as much as you like' and the pro
foundest 'nothing'. All three are correct. 

Knowledge of opening theory is a double-edged sword. The player who knows a lot will un
doubtedly profit by his knowledge, but he may also live in constant fear of meeting an opponent 
who knows even more. Everyone who has studied opening theory in depth will have learned that, 
no matter how well you do your work, there is always the possibility of having overlooked some
thing or of not having looked deep enough. Trying to keep abreast of the latest developments, read
ing everything, keeping a close watch on the Internet, makes you very knowledgeable but also 
acutely aware of the possibility of missing something. In short, he who lives by the sword shall die 
by the sword. 

It is therefore of the utmost importance for a chess-player to find his own personal balance be
tween knowing too much and knowing too little. The purpose of studying opening theory should 
not be accumulating any set amount of knowledge, but being content with whatever knowledge one 
has. For someone with a natural flair for study, it may be perfect to work on openings all the time. 
For someone who is much less scientifically minded, even the slightest attempt to study openings 
may well be superfluous and even detrimental to his game. 

But there is another aspect of studying opening theory to be mentioned. Anyone with even the 
slightest intellectual bent of mind (and which chess-player isn't?) may find getting to know a little 
bit about opening theory very interesting. Even without any ambition to improve your results and 
independent of your level of play, you may simply find the study of openings very enjoyable. You 
may also discover that this has absolutely nothing to do with memorizing variations or the need to 
occupy yourself with chess more than you want to. 

This sheer fun is in my view an essential element of studying opening theory. It is my hope that 
this book will make some of this pleasure visible and perceptible. The book contains an overview 
of all major openings, how they have evolved through the years and how they are looked upon to
day, early in the 21st century. I shall be just sketching the outlines and will be very concise, hut per
haps this is precisely the way to convey the fascination that opening theory has always had for me. 
Opening theory has been an almost inexhaustible source of pleasure for me throughout my active 
chess years. I sincerely hope it may be the same for you. 



The First Move 

The two most important opening moves by far are 1 e4 and 1 d4. By playing either of these classical 
moves, White uses his right to open the game to occupy as large a portion of the centre as possible. 
He also opens lines and diagonals for his queen and one of his bishops and creates a possible square 
of development for one of his knights. 

Slightly more modest, yet still very respectable, are 1 c4 and IltJf3. With these moves, White 
does not immediately occupy any of the centre squares (e4, d4, e5 and d5) but he controls them, 
which is strategically just as important. He does this from the side or, in military terms, on the flank. 
That is why these two opening moves are called Flank Openings. 

It is mainly on these four moves that the grand structure of opening theory has been erected. Bor
dering on that structure (in the grounds so to speak) are the modest cottages of 1 g3, 1 b3, 1 f4 and 1 
ltJc3, while with other moves we gradually get bogged down in the marshlands surrounding the es
tate, lands which have hardly been made inhabitable and perhaps had better remain so. 

We shall start our investigation with 1 d4. 



1 d4
 

Speaking in very general terms, one might say 
this is the more strategically orientated of 
White's two main opening moves. If, on your 
classical opening move, the equally classical 
symmetrical reply is what you expect, then you 
know that after 1 e4 e5 you will immediately be 
able to attack an undefended pawn with 2 ttJf3 
(or the much more radical 2 f4). White then has 
an obvious object of attack which makes the sit
uation relatively clear and straightforward. 

After 1 d4 d5 things are very different be
cause Black's pawn on d5 is securely defended. 
Yet on closer inspection it tums out that White 
is able to attack Black's central stronghold, 
mainly because of the possibility of 2 c4. This 
attack has a different feel and is slower than 
White's plans in the equivalent position after 1 
e4 e5. It is based on a long-term positional plan 
and therefore more of a strategic nature. That is 
why 1 d4 did not really nourish until the rise of 
positional play in the late 19th century. Until 
then 1 e4 was by far the most popular move. 

This means that practically from the start, 
theory of the 1 d4 openings has been developed 
by players whose general outlook on chess was 
similar to ours today. That is why almost all of 
these openings are still very much alive, which 
can hardly be said of the 1 e4 complex. Espe
cially in the 1 e4 e5, section quite a lot of the old 
theory has by now been shelved permanently. 

1 d4 (D) 

Black's most classical reply has already been 
mentioned: 1...dS. Until about 1920, this was by 
far the most highly regarded and in some periods 
practically the only 'approved' move. The cru
cial position arises if White then plays 2 c4, the 
Queen's Gambit. Black's principal defences 
to this set-up have grown into three major, inde
pendent openings: the Queen's Gambit De
clined (2...e6), the Slav Defence (2...c6) and the 
Queen's Gambit Accepted (2...dxc4). These 
openings will be the subject of the first three 

B 

chapters of this book. In the fourth I shall give 
an overview of Black's less popular replies to 2 
c4 and of White's altematives to 2 c4. 

Around 1920 the classical move 1.. .d5 began 
to be seriously challenged by the rise of an alter
native: 1...ttJf6. Hesitant at first, suffering much 
scom and sarcasm, then quickly gathering mo
mentum and eventually quite triumphantly, this 
move has risen to the top of the bill. 

Traditional theory had stated that 1...ttJf6, al
though it does have the merit of controlling e4 
and thus preventing 2 e4, had little more to offer 
against the logical 2 c4 (D) than a hasty retreat 
to the safe ground of the Queen's Gambit with 
2".e6 followed by 3".d5 and therefore had little 
independent significance. 

In due course it became clear, however, that 
Black does not have just one, but several impor
tant possibilities. In fact, the position after 1 d4 
ttJf6 2 c4 tumed out a real goldmine of new 
openings. Most of these rose to prominence 
shortly after World War II and 1...ttJf6 has 
been Black's most popular defence to 1 d4 
ever smce. 

To begin with, it was discovered that Black 
has 2...e6 3 ttJc3 iLb4, the Nimzo-Indian De
fence. Then it turned out that Black has two al
ternatives to 3".d5 if White plays 3 ttJf3 instead 
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of 3 ttJc3, namely 3...b6, the Queen's Indian 
Defence, and 3....ltb4+, the Bogoljubow De
fence or Bogo-Indian. All three have devel
oped into very reliable openings, which are 
unlikely ever to disappear again. 

Even more spectacular was the gradual ac
ceptance of 2...g6. No fewer than two new 
openings were introduced here, both equally 
important today and equally forceful: after 3 
tDc3 the move 3....ltg7 produces the King's 
Indian Defence, while 3...dS is the Griinfeld 
Defence. 

Finally, Black also has the possibility of 
2.•.cS, which is called the Benoni. This open
ing contains a surprisingly large number of 
subvariations, all offering Black an interesting 
game. 

All of these openings will get a chapter of 
their own. We shall then consider some minor 
alternatives on Black's second move and we 
shall see what happens if White refrains from 
playing 2 c4. 

Apart from 1...d5 and 1...tDf6, Black has 
several other replies, of which L.fS, the Dutch 
Defence, is the most important, at least in a his
torical sense. In the 19th century, this opening 
was considered the only reasonable alternative 
to the classical 1. ..d5. It was ranked far above 

1...ttJf6 until that move became popular around 
1920. The rise of the Indian openings pushed 
the Dutch Defence into the background, but 
there it has held a respectable position ever 
since. 

1...d5, 1...tDf6 and 1...f5 are moves that pre
vent the opponent from taking up the ideal cen
tral pawn-formation by playing 2 e4, which is 
what White would undoubtedly do if Black 
were to push his clock without making a move. 
And yet, the term 'ideal central pawn-formation' 
is perhaps a misleading one. It is not only a 
matter of how White (or Black) places his 
pawns in the centre, it is equally important (and 
perhaps even more so) what he can do with 
those centre pawns in any given situation. A 
broad pawn-centre can be strong, but it can 
also be vulnerable. It is strong if it cramps the 
enemy position or if it forms a base for an at
tack. It is vulnerable if it is being attacked, and 
it is weak when it crumbles as a result of that 
attack. 

It is a perfectly legitimate opening strategy 
for Black to let White build up a central pawn
formation to his liking. If he does so without a 
plan and the necessary determination to fight 
back at the fIrst opportunity, however, opening 
theory will regard this as a betrayal of its princi
ples and tum its back on the offender. But if he 
acts with a plan and with determination, the re
sult may be a fascinating opening struggle. In 
that case Black allows his opponent to form a 
broad pawn-centre only with the firm intention 
to annihilate it. 

The maj or representatives of this category of 
openings are L.e6, L.d6 and L.g6. A respect
able body of theory has been developed around 
all three of these moves, especially in the last 
three decades, but to put this into perspective 
(for, after all, this is still only a fraction of the 
theory attached to the 'big' 1 d4 openings) I 
have condensed this into a single chapter. 



Queen's Gambit Declined
 

1 d4 d5 
2 c4 e6 

The Queen's Gambit Declined is one of the 
oldest 1 d4 openings and has a long history. As 
long ago as the 19th century, when 1 e4 was still 
by far the most popular move, 1.. .dS 2 c4 e6 
was the accepted reply to the far less respected 
I d4. With the rise of positional chess, atten
tion shifted heavily to I d4 and the Queen's 
Gambit Declined automatically became the 
most important of all openings. In the 1927 
match for the World Championship between 
Alekhine and Capablanca, for instance, the 
Queen's Gambit Declined was played in 32 of 
the 34 games (and 1 e4 only once). No doubt 
as a reaction to this one-sidedness, a much 
broader range of openings was developed after 
this, but the Queen's Gambit Declined has al
ways remained important, simply because it is 
regarded as an intrinsically sound and trust
worthy way of playing. 

Black prepares to recapture on dS with his 
e-pawn if necessary, while at the same time 
opening a diagonal for the king's bishop. He 
thus holds his ground in the centre and sets up 
a very natural plan of development for his 
pieces. 

White now has two plausible moves, 3 I.l:lc3 
and 31.l:lf3. The main significance of 3 I.l:ln lies 
in preparing the Catalan Opening, which arises 
after 3...l.l:lf6 4 g3 and will be dealt with at the 
end of this chapter. 

3 I.l:lc3 (D) 
This is the most usual move, which brings us 

to our first major parting of the ways: 
With 3...c5 Black claims an equal share of 

the centre at once. This is called the Tarrasch 
Defence. 

He can also play 3...c6. This move is based 
on a very clever idea and is much more aggres
sive than it looks. This is the Noteboom (or 
Abrahams) Variation. 

B 

Then we have the simple developing moves 
3...ttJf6 and 3...i.e7. It is with either of these 
that the Queen's Gambit Declined proper is 
reached. 

Finally, the move 3....ltb4 has been played 
on and off, especially in the 1990s. This is an 
attempt to combine two different openings, the 
Queen's Gambit Declined and the Nimzo
Indian Defence. Black keeps all options open 
to go either way depending on White's reply, a 
strategy that may well unsettle an opponent 
with a narrow opening repertoire. Theory has 
not yet managed to get a firm grip on this line, 
but one of White's best options seems to be 4 
a3. By forcing his opponent's hand, White at
tempts to turn the situation around and use 
whatever Black plays (after 4...i.xc3+ S bxc3) 
to achieve a favourable variation of the NinlZo
Indian. 

Tarrasch Defence 

3 c5 (D) 
This was regarded as the only correct move 

by Siegbert Tarrasch (1862-1934), one of the 
world's best players in his day and an extremely 
influential theoretician. His basic assertion was 
that White cannot very well take on dS because 
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that would give Black "the advantage of an iso
lated d-pawn after 4 cxd5 exd5". Tarrasch val
ued open lines and freedom of movement for 
his pieces so highly that he considered it irre
sponsible for White to play like this and judged 
4 e3 to be the best move, whereupon it was of 
course Black's tum to avoid making the same 
mistake by taking on d4. His view of the situa
tion was that both players should wait for a fa
vourable opportunity to break the tension in the 
centre. 

Since then, the evaluation of the isolated 
queen's pawn has changed considerably. Pawns 
may become weak, especially when they are 
isolated. The judging of these positions could 
be said to have become a very personal affair 
and it is only natural that some famous grand
masters have often and successfully used the 
TalTasch Defence (for example, Spassky and 
Kasparov) while others have never even tried 
it. 

4 cxdS 
4 e3 is hardly ever played nowadays, yet 

some positions resulting from this move are still 
relevant because they may also arise from very 
different openings. The position after 4.. .tDf6 5 
ttJf3 ttJc6, for instance, is often reached via the 
Symmetrical English; e.g., 1 ttJf3 ttJf6 2 c4 c5 3 
ttJc3 ttJc6 4 e3 e6 5 d4 d5. White then usually 
takes on d5 anyway but the subtle waiting move 
6 a3 is popular as well, when Black often adopts 
the same strategy by playing 6...a6. In this posi
tion White has another useful waiting move in 7 
b3 (in the best tradition of Tanasch!) though 
this is also a good moment for releasing the 

tension and developing the queenside with 7 
dxc5 .i/,xc5 8 b4 and 9 ~b2. 

4 ... exdS 
This recapture seems natural, yet Black has 

the option of trying to grab the initiative by sac
rificing a pawn: 4...cxd4. This is called the 
Schara-Hennig Gambit and its main line runs 
5 '!Wxd4 ttJc6 (I suspect being able to play this 
beautiful move is all the justification that quite 
a number of Schara-Hennig fans need) 6 '!Wd1 
exd5 7 '!Wxd5 .i/,d7 8 ttJf3 ttJf6 9 '!Wd 1 ~c5 10 e3 
'!We7 11 .i/,e2 0-0-0 120-0 g5. There is a sharp 
middlegame ahead which offers rather more 
scope for short-term tactical calculations than 
for considerations of a positional nature. 

S ttJf3 ttJc6 (D) 
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6 g3 
Decades of practical experience have turned 

this into the main line of the Tarrasch Defence. 
The alternative 6 e3 ttJf6 is not unimportant, but 
it is usually reached via other openings. White's 
standard continuations are 7 ~e2 and 7 ~b5. 

These variations are not as sharp or as deeply 
worked out as the ones arising from 6 g3. 

6 ... ttJf6 
The provocative move 6...c4, which gives 

the game a totally different face, is an important 
and interesting alternative. This is called the 
Swedish Variation. Black takes a somewhat 
intimidating step forward on the queenside and 
tries to cramp his opponent's position. White 
has two standard strategies at his disposal to 

try to break up Black's pawn-formation: b3 and 
- even more forceful- a well-timed e4 and play 
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IV 

QUEEN'S GAMBIT DECLINED 

is likely to revolve around either of these. After 
7 .\tg2 .\tb4 8 0-0 CiJge7 the thrust 9 e4 is al
ready possible for White regains his pawn after 
9....\txc3 10 bxc3 dxe4 11 CiJd2. 

7 .\tg2 .\te7 
8 0-0 0-0 (D) 

This is the most important starting position 
of the Tarrasch Defence. No other opening of
fers Black such free and easy development for 
his pieces. One might easily be led to believe 
that it was actually Black who started the game! 
In fact White's only chance lies in putting pres
sure on Black's d-pawn, but although this is 
White's only option it is also a very dangerous 
one, especially in the hands of a skilled posi
tional player, so it would be wrong to assume 
that everything is going Black's way in this po
sition. Whether one prefers White or Black is 
at least to a certain extent - a matter of taste. 

A large number of moves have grown into 
major variations here. 9 .\te3, 9 .\tf4, 9 b3 and 
even the at first sight rather unimpressive 9 a3 
are not bad, yet the outstanding main lines are 9 
dxc5.\txc5 10 .\tg5 and 9 .\tg5. After the latter 
move, Black has a choice of 9....\te6, 9...c4 and 
9...cxd4 10 CiJxd4 h6. Some of these lines have 
been analysed deep into the endgame, but this 
should not be as alarming as it sounds since 
play is of a very logical nature here which 
makes the variations fairly easy to understand. 

Noteboom (or Abrahams) Variation 

c6 (D)3 

IV 

This innocent-looking little move is in fact 
the first step into one of the most exciting varia
tions the world of chess openings has to offer. 

4 CiJf3 
By playing this natural move, flexible and 

aimed at a development of his pieces, White al
lows the Noteboom Variation, which is also 
known as the Abrahams Variation. 

There are three major alternatives, the most 
popular one being 4 e3. This normally leads to 
the Meran Variation of the Semi-Slav Defence 
(page 33) after 4...CiJf6 5 CiJf3, but Black may 
also choose to go for a relatively favourable 
version of the Stonewall Variation of the Dutch 
Defence (page 175) by playing .. .f5. 

4 cxd5 is an attempt to reach the Exchange 
Variation (page 22), but White's options are 
limited here as compared to the 'regular' ways to 
reach this line. After 4...exd5 the move 5 .\tg5 is 
not possible while 5 .\tf4 allows 5....\td6, giv
ing Black a much easier game than in the Ex
change Variation proper. 

4 e4 is very interesting. This is a totally logi
cal move, which has one disadvantage only, i.e. 
4...dxe4 5 CiJxe4 .\tb4+. Now the retreat 6 CiJc3 
offers little hope of an advantage because it gives 
Black the opportunity for a counter-thrust in the 
centre: 6...c5. The critical move is 6 .\td2, sacri
ficing one or even two pawns after 6...'i'xd4 7 
.\txb4 'i'xe4+ 8 .\te2 (or 8 CiJe2). White has a 
sound lead in development, but Black's posi
tion has no real weaknesses. After some years 
of great popularity during the 1990s, White 
seems to have lost interest in this gambit. 

4 dxc4 (D) 
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Taking on c4 is a major theme in many varia
tions of the Queen's Gambit, its consequences 
being subtly different in almost every case. 

S e3 
What makes this particular line so surpris

ingly uncontrollable is that this seemingly mod
est and reticent reply to Black's capture on c4, 
is in reality the starting point of the truly mind
boggling complications of the Noteboom Main 
Line. The seemingly more aggressive S e4 is 
less forcing (Black replies 5...b5 6 a4 ~b4) and 
considerably less popular, as is S itgS, though 
both these moves may well be worth some 
deeper investigation. S a4 has no independent 
significance after 5...~b4 6 e3 (or 6 e4) 6...b5. 

S ... bS 
6 a4 ~b4 

7 ~d2 

White manages to win back the pawn be
cause he still has the break b3 up his sleeve, but 
the real point of the Noteboom is that Black has 
a particularly venomous answer to this. 

7... ~b7 

7...aS, based on exactly the same idea, has 
also been played. Theory has not quite decided 
yet what the most accurate move is, but they 
usually lead to the same position, shown in the 
next diagram. 

S axb5 ~xc3 

9 ~xc3 cxbS 
10 b3 as (D) 

This is the point and the reason why the 
Noteboom Variation has deserved its promi
nent place in chess theory. After 11 bxc4 b4 12 
~b2 l2Jf6 it turns out that Black has managed 
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to drop two connected passed pawns on the 
queenside behind the enemy lines, so to speak. 
These may well intimidate a pessimistically in
clined player of the white pieces to a disastrous 
degree, yet the optimistically inclined will look 
at his mass of central pawns andjudge the posi
tion quite differently. Whoever wants to play 
this line (with either colour) will need a good 
deal of theoretical knowledge or a lot of self
confidence and preferably both. 

3...4:Jf6 / 3...j,e7 

3... l2Jf6 (D) 
This simple and natural developing move al

ready constituted the main line of the Queen's 
Gambit Declined as far back as the 19th century 
and this situation has never really changed. A 
subtle modern variation on it is 3...~e7. This 
move is intended to limit the opponent's op
tions. If White continues 4l2Jf3 then Black will 
simply play 4...l2Jf6 and return to the main 
lines. By preventing ~g5, if only for one move, 
Black hopes to take the sting out of the Ex
change Variation. It is precisely here, however, 
that the critical test for 3...~e7 lies, for White 
can return the favour by playing 4 cxd5 exd5 5 
~f4. Because Black has already put his bishop 
on e7, the natural reply 5...~d6 is now slightly 
less attractive (though it is still not bad and ac
tually played quite often) which means that 
Black is also limited in his choices. He will 
want to develop his queen's bishop to f5 but 
first 5...c6 6 e3 ~f5 7 g4 and secondly 5...l2Jf6 6 
e3 ~f5 7 1/Wb3 need to be properly evaluated. 
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w w 

These lines are pretty sharp, but the amount of 
theory involved is moderate compared to the 
'regular' Exchange Variation. 

Three main lines have developed from this 
position. The oldest and most straightforward 
one is 4 i.g5, then there is the flexible 4 ct'lf3 
and finally we have 4 cxd5, the Exchange 
Variation. 

3...tZ:Jf6 4 iLg5 

4 iLg5 
Many different variations have evolved from 

this position, especially in the first decades of 
the 20th century, when the Queen's Gambit De
clined reigned supreme in the world of chess 
openings. Most of these lines have now been 
practically forgotten. 

Black has, for instance, the possibility 4...c5 
5 cxd5 cxd4, called the Dutch Gambit (or the 
Dutch-Peruvian Gambit, due to the Peruvian 
player Canal's alternative idea 5.. .'iVb6). This 
was still moderately popular as late as the 1950s, 
but has now been reduced to a footnote. 

Then there is the older still Cambridge 
Springs Variation, which is less risky and 
fairly popular to this day. It can be reached ei
ther by playing 4...t2Jbd7 5 e3 c6 6 ct'lf3 ifa5 
(D) or by 4...c6 5 e3 ct'lbd7 6 ct'lf3 ifa5. Black 
unpins his king's knight and prepares the aggres
sive moves ... iLb4 and ...ct'le4, both of which 
should not be underestimated. 

White's most cautious reply is 7 ct'ld2, where
upon Black has two options: 7...dxc4 more or 
less forces the exchange 8 iLxf6 ct'lxf6 after 

which many players, satisfied with this achieve
ment, will be happy to withdraw their queen (9 
ct'lxc4 ifc7), and 7...i.b4 8 'iVc2 0-0 9 i.e2 and 
now either 9...c5 or 9...e5, continuing the at
tack. 

A sharper reply is 7 cxd5 ct'lxd5 (with the 
black queen on a5, 7...exd5 would produce an 
inferior version of the Exchange Variation) 8 
ifd2. White is prepared to sacrifice the pawn 
that will be lost after 8... iLb4 9 Mel ct'l7b6 (fol
lowed by 1O...ct'la4) in order to take over the 
initiative. This approach is perhaps the most 
feared nowadays although its consequences are 
far from clear. Black also has 8...ct'l7b6, imme
diately bringing the second knight into the as
sault on c3, when White also tends to sacrifice a 
pawn, by 9 iLd3 ct'lxc3 10 bxc3 ct'ld5 11 0-0. 

In practice many players avoid the Cam
bridge Springs by transposing to the Exchange 
Variation with cxd5 on move 5 or 6. 

All other vmiations at Black's disposal start 
with... 

4 iLe7 
Just like 3...ct'lf6, this is a solid and natural 

move. Black is not in a hurry to try to take over 
the initiative, and simply develops his pieces 
instead. 

5 e3 0-0 
6 ct'lf3 (D) 

This is the starting point for all variations 
which are based on 4...i.e7. In the course of 
well over a century the following can be said 
to have evolved as the main lines: 6...t2Jbd7, 
6...h6 7 iLh4 ct'le4, 6...h6 7 i.h4 b6 and 6...h6 
7 i.xf6. 
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The oldest of these is 6...lDbd7. After White's 
most common reply 7 Mel Black may choose 
7...c6 8 iLd3 dxc4 9 iLxc4 lDdS, the Capa
blanca Variation. Here we touch upon some of 
the bedrock theory of the Queen's Gambit De
clined. It has remained virtually unchanged 
since the 1920s yet it is still alive and very in
teresting. The point is that after the plausible 10 
iLxe7 Wixe7 II 0-0 lDxc3 12 Mxc3 Black contin
ues 12...eS, when he has reached a very accept
able position without any weaknesses. White 
has tried just about everything to hold on to at 
least a minimum of initiative. One option is the 
forcing 13 dxeS lDxeS 14 lDxeS 'i'xeS 15 f4, 
which has been worked out very deeply. The
ory's present favourite, however, seems to be 
13 Wic2 exd4 14 exd4. 

Very closely related to the Capablanca Varia
tion is 6...h6 7 .il.h4lDe4, the Lasker Variation. 
Here too Black aims at a fairly uncomplicated 
middlegame by exchanging some minor pieces. 
In some cases the similarities with Capablanca's 
idea are astonishing; for instance, after 8 .il.xe7 
'i'xe7 9 Mcl c6 10 .il.d3lDxc3 II Mxc3 dxc4 12 
.txc4 llJd7 13 0-0 e5 the only difference from 
the line given above is that Black's pawn is on h6 
instead ofh7. A good alternative plan is 13...b6. 
Perhaps the most principled approach is to play 
9 cxd5 (instead of 9 Mel), forcing the exchange 
on c3. After 9... llJxc3 10 bxc3 exd5 White has a 
very sound strategy in II '~b3 followed by c4 
gaining a nice central pawn-majority. Black's 
reasons for allowing this are the open lines, 
which allow him an easy and active develop
ment of his pieces. 

Both these variations are old and respectable 
and still quite fashionable, but the real main 
line of the Queen's Gambit Declined is now 
6...h6 7 iLh4 b6 (D), the Tartakower Varia
tion. 
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This gives rise to much more complex posi
tions than both the Capablanca and the Lasker 
Variation have to offer while retaining about 
the same degree of reliability, a very fortunate 
combination of characteristics which makes 
the Tartakower very attractive indeed. In fact 
there is hardly a world-class player nowadays 
who has never played it. 

White has tried a great number of ideas to 
gain at least a minimal opening advantage, of
ten extremely subtle and sometimes involving a 
clever move-order to execute a standard plan in 
a new form. 

Basically White has three different plans at 
his disposal. The first is to leave Black in peace 
and to concentrate instead on developing as ac
tively as possible. This attitude may result in a 
variation like 8 iLd3 iLb7 90-0 lDbd7 10 Wie2 
c5 II Mfd I. The tension in the centre may be re
solved at any moment, but how? This strategy 
is intrinsically sound but it does require some 
accuracy and good positional skills in order to 
be really effective. 

The second plan is to do precisely the oppo
site: White tixes the central pawn-formation im
mediately by playing 8 cxd5. This was the main 
line of the Tartakower until about 1970, but 
when it became increasingly clear that 8...lDxd5 
9 .il.xe7 Wixe7 10 lDxd5 exd5 is entirely playable 
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for Black, mainly because of the discovery that 
after 11 Mel the somewhat surprising 11...JLe6 
is much stronger than Il...JLb7, its popularity 
dwindled. 11 ... JLe61eaves Black free to use the 
open b-file after 12 j,e2 c5 13 dxc5 bxc5 14 
0-0 i2Jd7 for his rooks. Chances are considered 
equal here. 

The third plan (and the most popular one 
nowadays), is actually a refinement of the sec
ond. White waits for 8...JLb7 to be played (this 
can be done in numerous ways, the most com
mon ones being 8 JLd3, 8 JLe2, 8 Mel and 8 
'~b3), he then exchanges bishop for knight on 
f6 and only then does he take on d5. In this type 
of middIegame it is much more difficult for 
Black to free his position by means of ...c5 and 
if he does not achieve this pawn-break he runs 
the risk of ending up in a slightly passive, if still 
fairly solid position. Naturally by giving up the 
bishop-pair White does take a certain amount 
of long-term positional risk, so this strategy, 
popular though it is, does require a steady hand. 

The reader may have noticed that both the 
Lasker and the Tartakower Variation are given 
here as starting with 6...h6. This is played sim
ply because in many of the resulting positions 
...h6 turns out to be a useful move for Black. 
Inevitably the attempt to 'punish' Black for 
this insertion by not retreating the bishop and 
going for 7 JLxf6 instead has also been investi
gated. Very similar to the above-mentioned 
third plan against the Tartakower, White gives 
up the bishop-pair in order to make it more dif
ficult for Black to get ...c5 in. At the same time 
a ...b6 set-up (for instance 7...ihf6 8 Mel b6) is 
discouraged because White will then normally 
be just a tempo ahead of a regular Tartakower. 

This means that Black will have to think of 
other methods of tackling the opening prob
lems. Four main lines have been developed, all 
based on White's choice of move after 7...~xf6 

(D). 
These lines are very subtle and need a good 

deal of positional understanding, but basically 
they all fit into the simple schedule: White 
chooses a move to make ...c5 as unattractive as 
possible, then Black reacts in such a way as to 
demonstrate that White has made the wrong 
choice. 

w 

After 8 MCl, an enormously popular move 
around 1985, 8...c6 9 JLd3 i2Jd7 10 0-0 dxc4 11 
JLxc4 e5 is the main line. 

On 8 'i'c2, intended to make castling queen
side possible, Black turns out to be able to play 
the much longed-for 8...c5 anyway, mainly be
cause of the fearless pawn saClifice 9 dxc5 
i2Jc6 1• 

Subtly different from this, 8 'i'd2, also with a 
view to castling queenside, is met by 8...dxc4 9 
~xc4 i2Jd7 with 1O...c5 to follow. 

Perhaps White's most forceful move (though 
not necessarily the strongest!) is 8 'i'b3, attack
ing Black's pawn on d5. In that case Black will 
have to look for a specific way to take advan
tage of the exposed position of the white queen: 
8 c6 9 Mdl i2Jd7 10 JLd3 and now 1O...'i'b6, 
1O a5 and 1O...Mb8 (intending l1...b5) have 
all been played. 

3 ...C2Jf6 4 C2Jf3 

4 i2Jf3 (D) 
This position very often occurs via 1 d4 i2Jf6 

2 c4 e6 ("A Nimzo-Indian - 3 i2Jc3 JLb4 - per
haps?") 3 i2Jf3 ("No thank you, but I wouldn't 
mind a Queen's Indian - 3...b6 - or a Bogo 
3... JLb4+.") 3...d5 ("Well, now that you have 
put your knight on f3 I think I prefer a Queen's 
Gambit Declined.") 4 i2Jc3. 

Because 4 i2Jf3 applies less direct pressure on 
Black's central position than 4 ~g5, Black now 
has a very large choice. The main lines are 
4 JLe7, 4...ttJbd7. 4...c5, 4...JLb4 and 4...dxc4. 
4 c6 is also important but this is one of several 
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move-orders to reach the Semi-Slav, and will be 
dealt with in the next chapter. 

3 .. .tuf6 4 tt:Jf3 JLe7 

4 ... :it.e7 
Black's most classical move. Now 5 ii.g5 

will take us back to the 4 kg5 lines, but White 
has an important alternative which rose to great 
prominence in the 1990s. 

5 kf4 (D) 
On the face of it, this move is less aggressive 

than 5 :it.g5, but it has the great advantage of not 
overly encouraging standard simplifying ma
noeuvres like ...ttJe4. 
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5 •.. 0-0 
6 e3 

Now the 'normal' moves 6.J2Jbd7, 6...c6 and 
6...b6 have never really caught on, Most of the 
resulting middlegame positions are regarded as 

just that little bit less attractive (from Black's 
point of view) than with a white bishop on g5, 
On the other hand Black now has a move that is 
simply bad with a bishop on g5, but is entirely 
feasible after 5 :it.f4, 

6 ... c5 
Thus it is only natural that this has become 

the main line. With White's bishop on f4 in
stead of g5, Black's d5-pawn is safe, 

7 dxc5 kxc5 (D) 
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White now has a choice of two fundamen
tally different plans. The first is to keep the po
sition simple by exchanging on d5. The main 
line runs 8 cxd5 ttJxd5 9 tDxd.5 exd5 and now 
both 10 a3 and 10 kd3 have been played. 10 a3 
stops Black from playing lO,..kb4+. After 
something like 1O.,.CDc6 11 ii.d3 iLb6 12 0-0 
kg4 Black has developed his pieces satisfacto
rily, but White may still hope to besiege the iso
lated d-pawn, 10 ii.d3 :it.b4+ pursues the same 
strategy more fanatically, ignoring the some
what precarious position of the white king and 
hoping to take advantage of the now rather 
loosely placed bishop on b4. 

The other and far more popUlar plan is not to 
worry about a possible ,..dxc4, play 8 a3 or 8 
'i'c2, develop the queenside and increase the 
pressure on d5 later on. A critical position arises 
after 8 a3 ttJc6 9 'i'c2 'lia5 (D). 

Black's last move threatens ."CDe4 and forces 
White to react. 

The oldest line in this position goes 10 Md1 
:Ji.e7 11 CDd2 allowing but also forcing Black 
(in view of the threat of 12 ttJb3) to lash out in 
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the centre with 11...e5 12 i,g5 d4. This varia
tion was thoroughly examined and considered 
acceptable for both sides. 

Then, in 1988, 100-0-0 was introduced and 
this became extremely popular almost over
night. After 1O...~e7 both the ferocious at
tacking moves 11 g4 and 11 h4 and the more 
subtle 11 tLid2 and 11 c;,t>b1 all turned out to be 
very dangerous for Black. It took a few years, 
but by now Black has managed to work out 
good defensive lines against all four of these 
moves and the Queen's Gambit Declined is 
back from the Intensive Care Unit, but it was 
mighty close! 

3...4:Jf6 4 4:Jf3 4:Jbd7 

4 CLJbd7 (D) 

w 

This move has not yet established itself suffi
ciently to get a name, but it is a sound and 

flexible option which can be played with several 
ideas in mind. 

To begin with, it may be used as an anti-5 
~f4 weapon since on 5 i.f4 Black now has the 
excellent reply 5...dxc4. The white bishop finds 
itself somewhat awkwardly placed after both 6 
e4 i.b4 and 6 e3 CLJd5, so this is usually avoided. 

Against 5 i.gS Black has a choice between 
transposing to the 4 ~g5 main lines by playing 
5... i.e7 or 5...h6 6 i.h4 i.e7 (although he has 
of course committed himself to a ...CLJbd7 line), 
the Ragozin Variation by 5...~b4 (see page 21) 
or the Cambridge Springs by 5...c6 6 e3 'iVa5 
(see page 15). 

The critical test for 4 ...CLJbd7 is 5 cxdS exd5 
6 i.f4. Again, as in the variation 3...~e7 (see 
page 14), because there is a drawback to the 
natural reply ... i.d6 (in this case of course 
6...~d6 7 ~xd6 cxd6 would be awkward) White 
is hoping to achieve a favourable version of the 
Exchange Variation. 

The whole of the 4...CLJbd7 line, although it 
has been known for quite some time, has some
how managed to stay clear of the theoretical 
steamrollers. This makes it an interesting choice 
for those who know their way about in the 
Queen's Gambit and can hope to lure their op
ponents into unknown territory. 

3...4:Jf6 4 4:Jf3 c5 

4 cS 
This is called the Semi-Tarrasch Variation, 

and it indeed bears a close superficial relation
ship with the line 3...c5. However, the name is 
at odds with the fact that Tarrasch was attracted 
to his opening, the Tarrasch Defence, by the 
point that Black is going to play ...exd5 if White 
ever takes on d5, while in the variation that we 
are discussing here, Black's aim is to avoid an 
isolated queen's pawn. Hardly a strategy that 
Tarrasch would have approved of, let alone 
given his name to! But of course chess opening 
nomenclature is not always logical and this is 
really a nice illustration of the fact. 

However, the strategic idea behind the move 
4...c5 is perfectly logical and that is what counts. 
Black attacks the white central formation in a 
very straightforward way. 
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This is the idea, The whole variation has ac
tually more in common with a Griinfeld De
fence than with the TalTasch. Black challenges 
his opponent to occupy the centre by playing 6 
e4. Such an aggressive attitude is not to every
one's taste, however, and the rather more re
served options 6 e3 and 6 g3 have also grown 
into proper variations. 

After 6 e4l2Jxc3 7 bxc3 cxd4 8 cxd4 ~b4+ 9 
.id2.ixd2+ 10 li'xd2 0-0 Black has developed 
very nicely and it is not clear how strong White's 
central position really is. The main line goes] 1 
Jtc4 tbc6 120-0 b6 followed by 13...Jtb7. The 
position seems to be asking for a dS break
through, but its consequences are far from clear. 
A good variation for players with strong nerves! 

Though outwardly less aggressive, 6 e3 also 
offers White some attacking prospects, but of a 
different nature. In fact he is inviting Black to 
play 6...cxd4, when 7 exd4 (D) now gives White 
an isolated queen's pawn with all the (latent) at
tacking chances on the kingside that go with it. 

Theory recognizes two main lines here. One 
is easy development: 7...:Re7 8 ~d3 (or 8 .ic4) 
8 CUc6 90-00-010 l':rel and now, for instance, 
lO .if6. The other is more aggressive and 
rather tricky: 7...J1I.b4. Now after the natural 8 
~c2 CUc6, White may fall into a 'trap' by 9 ~d3 

.iaS (threatening lO...4:Jdb4) 10 a3 l2Jxc3 11 
bxc3 4:Jxd4 1 losing a pawn, but then Black may 
find that this is actually rather unclear for after 
12 LiJxd4 ~xd4 13 0-0 White has a consider
able lead in development which several players 
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consider sufficient compensation for the mate
rial deficit. Nevertheless most people avoid this 
by developing their king' s bishop in a slightly 
less active way, namely 9 ~e2, avoiding the 
knight fork on b4. Also 8 ~d2 (instead of 8 
"'i'c2) is often played. 

The solid option is 6 g3 (D). 
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White follows a completely different strat
egy here. Instead of trying to establish some 
sort of central dominance, he aims for a symmet
rical position with a tiny lead in development 
and some pressure against b7. After 6...cxd4, 
for instance, 7 CUxdS! ~xdS 8 "'i'xd4 "'i'xd4 9 
''Uxd4 is considered to be very slightly better 
for White. Theory at any rate prefers 6...4:Jc6 7 
i,g2 and now 7.. ,cxd4 (7....ie7 80-0 brings us 
to a position discussed via the Keres-Parma 
Variation of the English Opening on page 210) 
whereupon 8l2Jxd4 (8 ~xdS? "'i'xdS would now 
simply lose a pawn) 8...4:Jxc3 9 bxc3 0Jxd4 10 
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'ii1ll xd4 i\I!Ixd4 11 cxd4 brings about an endgame 
with chances for both sides. White has some 
pressure against b7, but Black's pawn-majority 
on the queenside may eventually tum into a 
dangerous passed pawn. 

3...QJf6 4 QJf3 ii,b4 

4 ~b4 

This is the Ragozin Variation, a near rela
tive of the Nimzo-Indian (which is only one 
move away: 5 e3). Black aims for counterplay 
by ...cS, ...ttJe4 or ...dxc4. That is why White's 
best reply is thought to be... 

5 cxdS exdS 
6 i..gS (D) 

B 

Now there are two main lines for Black, 
6...CDbd7 and 6...h6. 

Against 6...CDbd7, 7 e3 cS 8 ~d3 constitutes 
White's most natural development. Black then 
lashes out on the queenside with 8... i\I!IaS 9 i\I!Ic2 
c4. This leads, after 10 ~fS 0-0 11 0-0 ~e8, to a 
difficult position. White's ideal plan would be to 
play e4, preferably after CDd2 and n, but prac
tice has shown that this is hard to achieve against 
an opponent who knows what he is doing. Still, 
this is White's most principled approach. 

Very often. however, White avoids this type 
of middlegame altogether by playing 7 ~c 1 or 7 
i\I!Ic2. White plans to radically stop ...cS-c4 by 
taking on cS should Black play ...cS. For in
stance, after 7 i\I!Ic2 cS 8 dxcS 'i'aS 9 ~d21 the 
game assumes a totally different character from 
the 7 e3 line. Though Black is certainly not 

without his chances even here, these two moves 
have become quite fashionable of late. 

6...h6 forces White to make a decision. 
Should he take on f6 or is 7 i..h4 the stronger 
move? The latter invites the sharp response 
7...gS 8 ~g3 CDe4, threatening 9...CDxc3 as well 
as 9...hS. White must deal frrmly with this. The 
pawn sacrifrce 9 CDd2! CLJxc3 10 bxc3 i..xc3 11 
~c1 offers good attacking prospects (especially 
because l1...i..xd4? fails to 12 'i'a4+ CDc6 13 
~xc6), but exactly how good remains unclear. 

What is clear is that in practice most players 
prefer 7 ~xf6, leading to a much more sedate 
middlegame. The main line goes 7...\ilixf6 8 
'i¥'a4+ CDc6 9 e3 0-0 10 i..e2 i..e6 11 0-0. In com
parison with the Exchange Variation, Black's 
pieces are rather scattered all over the board so 
it may look as if White's opening play has been 
successful, yet a Ragozin expert usually man
ages to recoordinate them fairly quickly. 

3...QJf6 4 QJf3 dxc4 

4 dxc4 
This is one of the youngest variations of the 

Queen's Gambit Declined. It was hardly ever 
played before the 1990s. Black immediately 
forces his opponent to make a fundamental de
cision. He can win back the pawn very easily 
with 5 e3 or 5 i\I!Ia4+ but both these moves trans
pose to another opening where White has then 
'missed' a number of options. 5 e3 cS 6 ~xc4 

a6 is a Queen's Gambit Accepted and 5 i\I!Ia4+ 
c6 6 ihc4 bS is a variation of the Semi-Slav. 
Though neither of these lines is bad for White, 
he may not like the choice of variation that has 
been forced on him. 

The more principled continuation is: 
5 e4 ~b4 

6 i..gS cS (D) 
This is called the Vienna Variation, a line 

that enjoyed a certain popularity in the 1930s, 
was completely forgotten for half a century but 
came back with a vengeance in 1987, when it 
was rejuvenated and analysed very deeply. It is 
a provocative way to handle the opening be
cause at frrst sight White appears to have a great 
number of very attractive possibilities. Black's 
position turns out to be remarkably resilient, 
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however, and White's straightforward aggres
sion may also create a few weaknesses in his 
own camp. At any rate it is a real tactician's 
variation. 

The first move to catch the eye is 7 eS. This 
was met in the 1930s by 7...cxd4, whereupon 8 
Vi'a4+ CLlc6 9 0-0-0 .id7 10 CLle4 .ie7 11 exf6 
gxf6 leads to a highly complicated position 
where Black seems to have sufficient compen
sation for the sacrificed piece. The modem re
joinder to 7 e5 is 7...h6 8 exf6 hxg5 9 fxg7 J::tg8. 
This too has held up reasonably well in prac
tice. 

Then there is the alternative 7 .ixc4. seem
ingly simple and strong. White makes no im
mediate attempt to crush his opponent and 
instead relies on his lead in development to give 
him the initiative. Yet here too, things have 
turned out to be not that simple, The critical po
sition arises after 7, .. cxd4 8 L{Jxd4 .ixc3+ 9 
bxc3 ''i'a5, when White has tried 10 CLlb5, 10 
j,xf6 Vi'xc3+ 11 ~f1 (the idea being to meet 
1l...Vi'xc4+ 12 ~gl gxf6? with 13 J::tcl), and 10 
j,b5+. Years of intensive research have not 
produced a clear main line. 

3...cuf6 4 cxdS 

4 cxdS 
This is the Exchange Variation or, perhaps 

more accurately, the most important version of 
it. White can take on d5 in many positions of 
the Queen's Gambit Declined. By choosing this 
particular move-order, however, he optimizes 
the latent advantages of this exchange. 

By taking on d5, White fixes the central 
pawn-formation and avoids the myriad varia
tions that we have looked at on the previous 
pages. The strategic situation is now clear. Yet 
even here a great variety of plans and schemes 
of development have been tried and investi
gated, both for White and for Black. 

4 ... exdS (D) 
Analogous to the Semi-Tarrasch, 4...CLlxdS is 

sometimes played to avoid the typical Exchange 
Variation pawn-structure. A direct transposi
tion is possible; e.g., 5 e4 CLlxc3 6 bxc3 c5 7 
CLlf3 (page 20), but White may deviate with 7 
a3!, preventing the simplifying check on b4. 
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5 j,gS 
The best move and one of the reasons why 

this particular move-order constitutes the most 
accurate way of playing the Exchange Varia
tion. IfWhite plays an early ,'tJf3 he is nonnally 
unable to stop Black from playing ... iH5, which 
practically solves all development problems 
Black may have in this line. For instance in the 
position after 5 CLlf3 c6, which often arises from 
the Semi-Slav (l d4 d5 2 c4 c6 3 CLlf3 CLlf6 4 
CLlc3 e6 and now 5 cxd5 exd5), Black's opening 
problems are nowhere near to what he is facing 
in the main line: 6 j,g5 !JLe7 (an immediate 
6...!JLf5 is also possible but leads to a more 
complicated middlegame after the disruptive 7 
'>jIb3) and now 7 e3 .if5 or 7 Vi'c2 g6! 8 e3 !JLf5. 

5 .., c6 (D) 
The alternative S...!JLe7 is likely to transpose 

after a few moves, but the text offers Black one 
or two interesting extras. 
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w B 

6 IjVc2 
Preventing 6.. .lLiS. For a long time the more 

natural 6 e3 was also regarded as at least dis
couraging this move, but it appears that then 
6,..iLiS 71jVf3 (or 7 ~b31jVb6) 7,..iL,g6 8 iL,xf6 
'i'xf6 9 IjVxf6 gxf6 is quite playable for Black 
even though this may look a bit coarse. The de
terioration of Black's pawn-formation on the 
kingside is compensated by active piece-play. 

6 iL,e7 
7 e3 CLlbd7 
8 iL,d3 0-0 

This has been the main line for ages, but an 
important alternative has recently come to the 
fore which is probably just as good: 8...CLlh5. 
Black deflates the tension on the kingside even 
before White has shown any signs of aggression 
there. After 9 iL,xe7 'Vi/ixe7 and now, for instance, 
10 CLlge2 Black continues IO".g6, intending 
,..CLlg7, ...CLlb6 and ,..iL,fS. He also retains the op
tion of castling either side, the idea being to wait 
for White to castle and then go the same way. 

It is difficult to say whether this is better than 
8,..0-0, but there is certainly far less theory to 
be studied. 

After 8,..0-0 White has to choose a plan. For 
most players this will be a matter of taste be
cause the following variations differ consider
ably in their respective characters. 

The classical method is to play 9 CLlf3 and, 
after Black's standard reply 9,..Me8, simply to 
castle kingside: 100-0 (D). 

White then has several ways to implement the 
typical plan of a minority attack on the queen
side, the most straightforward being IO,..CLlf8 

11 MabI followed by b4-b5xc6. White creates a 
weakness in Black's pawn-structure (if all goes 
according to plan there will be a loose pawn ei
ther on c6 or on dS) which will be the object of 
further attacks. Black may try to stop this plan 
but he will eventually have to look for coun
terplay on the kingside. A possible continua
tion is Il...aS 12 a3 CLlg613 b4 axb4I4 axb4 
CLle4. Play may look a little slow in this line but 
it can actually become rather violent in the 
middlegame, especially when Black gets going 
on the kingside. 

This is much more obvious if White decides 
to castle queenside, 10 0-0-0. Now it will be 
White who attacks on the kingside (l0,..CLlf8 11 
h3 to be followed by g4). 

The same plan is often executed in a slightly 
different version, starting with 9 Cl:Jge2 (D). 

B 

After 9".Me8 100-0-0 the general outlook is 
the same: White attacks on the kingside with 
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h3, g4 and perhaps 4Jg3-f5, while Black tries 
his luck on the queenside. Both lO...a5 fol
lowed by b5 and ...a4 and 1O...4Jf8 followed 
by ...ite6, .:c8 and ...c5 have been played. 

In thc late I980s, a plan became popular 
which combines the development of White's 
king's knight to e2 with castling kingside: 10 
0-0. Of course this still allows White the more 
traditional plan of a minority attack on the 
queenside, but the modem idea is to continue 
lO...4Jf8 11 f3 intending a frontal attack in the 
centre with e4. Thanks to some beautiful games 
by Kasparov, this line has become extremely 
popular. Play is very different from the more 
traditional Exchange Variation lines discussed 
above. White attacks in the centre and Black 
will have to think of a completely new strategy 
to adapt to the new situation. One important 
motif is the counter-thrust ...c5. Some typical 
problems are illustrated by the following sam
ple line: Il...ite6 12 MaeI (it is still an open 
question whether this rook should go to dI or 
eI) 12...CLl6d7 13 itf4 land here it is the choice 
between keeping the bishops on the board or 
not which leaves theoreticians baffled) I3 ....:c8 
and after 14 e4 dxe4 15 fxe4 c5! 16 d5 c4 17 
dxe6 4Jxe6 Black regains the sacrificed piece 
and stands well. White should prepare e4 fur
ther by playing 14 ~h 1. If Black then goes 
14...c5 anyway, White takes on c5 and plays 
against the isolated d-pawn. 

We have now examined all major options for 
White of tackling the Queen's Gambit Declined 
with one exception. Technically speaking this 
is an independent opening which may arise in 
many different ways. Still, because the basic 
central fonnation is the one from the Queen's 
Gambit Declined, it seems to me that the best 
place for discussing this opening is in the pres
ent chapter. 

We are talking about the Catalan Opening, 
in which White fianchettoes his king's bishop. 

3 tLlf3: The Catalan 

3 t:Zlf3 
This is the most popular way of introducing 

the Catalan, although an immediate 3 g3 is also 

not bad. On the other hand 3 4Jc3 CLlf6 and only 
now 4 g3 is considered less accurate because 
the possibility of playing 4Jbd2 is very useful 
in the Catalan, so it seems rather a pity to give it 
away so early. 

3 ... 4Jf6 
4 g3 (D! 
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This, the basic position of the Catalan, is 
reached via many roads. Perhaps the most com
mon one is 1 d4 ltJf6 2 c4 e6 3 g3 d5 4 4Jf3 (4 
itg2 is equally sound and is likely to transpose 
after just a few more moves). 

The fianchetto (meaning 'Hank' develop
ment, i.e. to g2 rather than somewhere on the 
fl-a6 diagonal) development of the king's 
bishop is not intended to take immediate action 
in the centre nor is White aiming at any particu
lar fixed pawn-formation. It is chosen with the 
long-term strategic goal of putting pressure on 
the long hI-a8 diagonal. This pressure is most 
likely to be felt when Black plays ...c5 or when 
he takes on c4 at some point. In the latter case 
White will in many cases regain the pawn with 
'ila4+, but sometimes a gambit will also be an 
interesting option. White then allows his oppo
nent to keep the pawn on c4, hoping to use 
whatever means Black employs to protect his 
booty to his own advantage. This could work 
along the lines of: Black plays ... b5 to protect 
his pawn on c4, White attacks b5 with a4, Black 
covers b5 with ...c6, White intensifies the pres
sure with tzJe5, Black blocks the hI-aS diagonal 
with ...4Jd5, White attacks in the centre with e4 
and possibly d5. 
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Black's options against the Catalan can 
roughly be divided in three variations: notwith
standing the above he may try 4...c5 or 4...dxc4, 
because these moves are part of the fundamen
tally sound strategy of undermining White's 
central position no matter what reason White 
may have for allowing them. 4...c5 will nor
mally transpose to a Tarrasch Defence after 5 
cxd5 exd5, whereas 4...dxc4 has a great num
ber of subvariations that will be examined be
low. The third option is simply to continue 
development: 4...i.e7. 

3 12Jf3 12Jf6 4 g3 dxc4 

4 dxc4 (D) 

This is called the Open Catalan. White can 
win back his pawn by playing 5 'i"a4+. Black 
then has 5...ctJbd7 6 'i"xc4 a6 preparing to meet 
7 i.g2 with 7...b5 8 'i"c2 i.b7. By putting his 
bishop on b7 Black neutralizes any pressure the 
bishop on g2 may exert. Now all he needs to 
achieve full equality is to play ...ctJbd7 and 
...c5. To prevent this rather straightforward 
scheme from happening, White usually prefers 
a more pointed move: 

5 i.g2 (D) 
In this position Black must lay his cards on 

the table. Those who feel like challenging the 
validity of White's last move will consider 
5...b5. Black walks into the scenario which I 
have outlined above, but if he is aware of the 
dangers awaiting him, this is a valid option. 
5...a6 is a slightly more cautious move, based 

B 

on the same idea. Black delays the weakening 
...b5 until White has castled, or - more cautious 
still- he may prefer (6 0-0) 6...ctJc6, when per
haps b5 won't even be necessary. 

5 ctJc6 is often played with the same idea in 
mind. Now after 6 0-0 Mb8 Black has simply 
economized on ...a6 which is very nice, but 
there is also a disadvantage. If White plays 6 
'i"a4, Black is neither in a position to reply ...b5 
nor can he achieve the freeing ...c5 very easily. 

5...c5 is based on a totally different view of 
the situation. Black is not concerned with keep
ing his pawn on c4 at all; he is concerned with 
attacking White's last remaining stronghold in 
the centre: the pawn on d4. After 6 0-0 ctJc6 
White has to play very aggressively in order to 
keep his chances of an opening advantage alive. 
Critical are 7 'i"a4 with the idea of 7...cxd4 8 
ctJxd4! 'ii'xd4 9 i.xc6+, and the pawn sacrifice 
7 ctJe5. 

5...i.d7 prevents 6 'i'a4(+) and aims at com
pleting this bishop's development with 6...i.c6. 
The alert reaction 6 ctJe5 is probably critical. 

3 12Jf3 12Jf6 4 g3 iLe7 

4 i.e7 
Priority is given to completing development 

of the kingside. Naturally, taking on c4 remains 
an option. 

5 i.g2 0-0 
6 0-0 (D) 

Black now faces the same choice again. 
6...dxc4, 6...c5 or 6...something else; which is 
best? 
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6...c5 is again very likely to transpose to a 
Tarrasch after 7 cxd5 exd5. 

There is also the Closed Catalan, where 
Black develops his queenside without either 
taking on c4 or playing ...c5. This idea may be 
pursued with either 6...tbbd7 or 6...c6. The two 
moves often transpose. An important scheme of 
development is to play ...b6 with an eye to devel
oping the queen's bishop to b7 or a6 depending 
on where White puts his queen's knight (CDc3 
leaves c4 undefended, which makes ...~a6 an 
attractive option). After Black completes his 
development (for instance ...~b7, ...lLJbd7 and 
...Mc8) the liberating ...c5 comes into view 
again. Another idea is to play ...c6 followed by 
...b5. White's main plan is to open the centre by 
playing e4 at some point. 

The Open Catalan approach is still avail
able, although taking on c4 now is very differ
ent from taking on c4 two moves ago. In fact 
6...dxc4 is one of the most popular variations 
of meeting the Catalan. The idea is to counter 
the plausible 7 i¥c2 with 7... a6. This leads, af
ter 8 i¥xc4 b5 9 'Vic2 ~b7 (D), to a type of po
sition that we have already encountered in the 
4...dxc4 5 'Via4+ variation. 

Again Black is aiming at completing the de
velopment of his queenside by playing ...CDbd7 
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and ...c5. White has tried to prevent this or at 
least to make it as unattractive as possible in 
numerous ways, the most direct being 10 ~f4 

and 10 ~d2 lLJbd7 11 ~a5. Still, hundreds of 
games at the highest level have shown that 
White must be a supremely good positional 
player to squeeze any advantage from this line. 
Many players consider this sufficient reason for 
preferring the more robust 8 a4. At the price of a 
certain loss of flexibility in his queenside pawn
formation, White stops ...b5 altogether. Black 
now has to look elsewhere for a way to develop 
his queen' s bishop. The most popular solution is 
8...~d7, which is very solid. 9 'Vixc4 ~c61eaves 

Black with a little less space but well developed 
and 9lLJe5 CDc6 has also held up well in practice. 

The same can be said about 7lLJe5. The sur
prising reply 7...lLJc6 has taken the sting out of 
this seemingly very logical move. In a very un
orthodox way Black gets some nice open files 
and diagonals for his pieces, both after 8 lLJxc6 
bxc6 9 ~xc6 Mb8 and after 8 ~xc6 bxc6 9 
lLJxc6 'Vie8. 

7 CDc3 is the sharpest approach. White makes 
no attempt whatsoever to get his pawn back and 
simply intends to play 8 e4. This has been in
vestigated far less deeply than the more cau
tious 7 'Vic2 and 7 lLJe5. 



Slav and Semi-Slav
 

1 d4 d5 
2 c4 c6 (D) 

w 

Though not as old as the Queen's Gambit 
Declined, the Slav has an excellent record of 
service and is considered a classical opening. It 
first became popular when it was extensively 
tested in the World Championship matches be
tween Alekhine and Euwe in 1935 and 1937, 
with both players adopting it in tum. Since then 
it has always remained one of the most impor
tant 1 d4 openings with new variations being 
developed and refined all the time. 

As in the Queen's Gambit Declined Black 
maintains a firm grip on d5, but the difference is 
an important one: he keeps the c8-h3 diagonal 
open for his queen's bishop where it can be ag
gressively developed to f5 or g4. Another point 
of 2...c6 is that now the threat of taking on c4 
looms much larger over White's position than 
after 2...e6 since a black pawn on c4 can now be 
immediately protected by a pawn on b5 (...b5) 
which will itself be covered in advance by the 
pawn on c6. In fact 2...c6 forces White to take a 
fundamental decision: in comparison with 2...e6 
he will either have to be more reticent in his nat
ural development (moves like tDf3, tDc3 and 
.if4 or .ig5 are less self-evident than in the 

Queen's Gambit Declined) or he must be pre
pared to risk some fairly sharp variations where 
he may have to sacrifice a pawn. 

The most radical way of eliminating ...dxc4 
is 3 cxd5, the Exchange Variation, yet the 
main lines of the Slav are to be reached with 
either 3 tDf3 or 3 tDc3. These two 'natural de
veloping moves' will often transpose, but of 
course there aTe a few important differences. 

Exchange Variation 

3 cxd5 cxd5 (D) 

w 

One of the great tragedies of the Slav Ex
change Variation is that its reputation has been 
soiled in the past by the fact that is has been the 
most popular line for pre-arranged draws in 
tournament games. 

Countless games have been 'played' along 
the lines of 4 tDc3 tDc6 5 tDf3 tDf6 6 .if4 .if5 7 
e3 e6 8 .id3 .ixd3 9 '!ixd3 .id6 10 .ixd6 
'!ixd6 11 0-0 0-0, followed by a random num
ber of uninteresting moves and a draw before 
move twenty. 

And yet the exchange on d5 is a perfectly le
gitimate and highly serious way of playing, a 
strategy that has been successfully employed 
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by great champions like Botvinnik, Portisch 
and Kasparov! It is based on the assumption 
that it is precisely in a symmetrical position that 
the advantage of having the first move can be 
the most dangerous. 

4 CLlc3 CLlf6 
A somewhat puzzling feature of the Ex

change Variation is that its theory does not 
really start before the position shown in the 
next diagram. In what way this position is best 
reached, however, is a sadly neglected ques
tion. 

So much is certain that 4...CLlf6 is played far 
more often than 4...CLlc6 (with some aggressive 
ideas like 5 ~f4 e5!?), yet the only move that 
could possibly prove the latter wrong or at least 
inaccurate is 5 e4 and almost nothing is known 
about this! Since 5...dxe4 6 d5100ks rather dan
gerous, 5...CLlf6 seems a sensible reply. This 
produces a position from the Panov Attack of 
the Caro-Kann (see page 379) if White contin
ues 6 exd5 CLlxd5 7 CLlf3, but 6 e5 CLle4 7 ~d3, 

for instance, leads us into totally unknown ter
ritory. 

We should also note that 4...e5!? transposes 
to a line of the Winawer Counter-Gambit (see 
page 38) and so totally changes the strategic 
picture. White can of course avoid this possibil
ity by playing 4 CLlf3, or by inserting 3 CLlf3 CLlf6 
before exchanging on d5. 

5 CLlf3 
At this point theory begins to be interested, 

if only vaguely. 5 CLlf3 and 5 ~f4 are about 
equally popular with the latter move being con
sidered slightly more flexible. Still, after 5 ~f4 

CLlc6 6 e3 the general picture is almost the same 
as after 5 CLlf3 CLlc6 6 ~f4: 6 ~f5 and 6...e6 
are the traditional moves and 6 a6 the cheeky 
newcomer. 

5... CLlc6 
6 ~f4 (D) 

This is the most important point of departure 
for the Slav Exchange Variation. Black now has 
four moves, all giving the game a decided fla
vour of its own. 

6...~f5 is the most traditional option, pre
serving the symmetry and challenging White to 
show what his 'advantage' is worth. For this 
purpose 7 e3 e6 8 ~b5 is the preferred choice. 
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White is threatening 9 CLle5 and is hoping at 
least to saddle his opponent with a backward 
c-pawn after a future ~xc6 bxc6. Black has to 
concede some ground here and 8...CLld7 is gen
erally looked upon as the best defence. The 
main line then runs 9 'iI:Va4 Mc8 10 0-0 a6 11 
~xc6 Mxc6 12 Mfel, when White has a tiny 
lead in development. However, it is very diffi
cult to turn this into a more tangible advantage. 

Another long-standing main line is 6...e6, 
which is usually looked upon as perhaps a little 
bit on the passive side but very reliable. After 7 
e3 ~d6 (7 ...~e7 is also a good move) White 
can simply take on d6 or he can keep a little 
more tension in the position by playing 8 ~g3. 

This is aimed at making castling kingside less 
attractive for Black; e.g., 8...0-0 9 ~d3 fol
lowed by 10 CLle5 could become troublesome. 
A solid alternative is 8...~xg3 9 hxg3 'il:Vd6, de
laying castling and stopping White from play
ing CLle5. Indeed Black could now take the 
initiative in the centre himself by playing ...e5 
at some point. 

Of far more recent origin is the attempt to 
pre-empt any possible aggression by White on 
the queenside by playing 6...a6 (D). 

This has an added advantage in that it retains 
the possibility of ...~g4, which would now be 
an excellent reply if White were to continue 7 
e3. The immediate 6...~g4 has a bad reputation 
because of 7 CLle5, but if White does not have 
this reply (as after 6...a6 7 e3 ~g4), this active 
development of the queen's bishop is perfectly 
playable. In fact this is why many players meet 
6...a6 with 7 Mel instead of 7 e3. Only if Black 

I 
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:hen 'commits' himself with 7...i1I.f5, is 8 e3 
\entured. In practice, however, Black has expe
;ienced few difficulties in this line. Having a 
pawn on a6 has turned out to be simply quite 
useful. This ...a6 variation is especially impor
tant since those who play ... a6 in the standard 
Slav lines are committed to this line if White 
exchanges on d5 in a line like 3 ct:Jf3 ct:Jf6 4 tLlc3 
a65 cxd5 cxd5. 

Equally youthful and perhaps even more 
amazing is the bold sally 6...tije4. Black breaks 
the symmetry and intends to continue 7 e3 
!tJxc3 8 bxc3 g6. This variation contains an ele
ment of risk but at least White must now really 
fight for the initiative and it therefore seems a 
very suitable choice against an opponent who 
had been looking forward to an easy draw. 

3 lDf3 

3 ct:Jf3 (D) 

B 

With this move we are entering main-line 
territory. White does not resolve the central 
tension and boldly develops a knight without 
being worried about a possible ...dxc4. It is in
teresting that this attitude was practically taken 
for granted for a very long period of time and 
was only brought up for discussion in the 1990s, 
when all of a sudden 3...dxc4 came to be taken 
very seriously indeed. Just like the Noteboom 
Variation (3 ...e6 4 ct:Jc3 dxc4; see page 13) 
Black aims for a sharp battle based on a very 
asymmetrical pawn-formation. Similar to the 
Noteboom, the main line runs 4 e3 b5 5 a4 e6 6 
axb5 cxbS 7 b3 i1I.b4+ 8 i1I.d2 i1I.xd2+ 9 ct:Jbxd2 
as 10 bxc4 b4. Black has 'saddled' his oppo
nent with a strong pawn-centre while creating 
two dangerous-looking passed pawns for him
self on the queenside. This has become ac
cepted theory in recent years, although a name 
has not yet been given to this new branch of the 
Slav. 

Nevertheless the traditional move firmly re
mains in place: 

3 ct:Jf6 
White now has a choice of 4 cxdS, going for 

the Exchange Variation after all, 4 e3, which is 
cautious and not bad but considered relatively 
easy for Black after 4... i1I.fS (while 4...a6 is also 
popular), or he may choose to ignore the threat 
of taking on c4 again by playing the most natu
ral developing move: 

4 ct:Jc3 (D) 

B 

Traditionally. theory of the Slav splits up at 
this point into two main lines. 
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To begin with, 4...dxc4, commonly called the 
Slav Accepted, is viewed by many as the only 
true way of playing this opening. It was this line 
which first drew serious attention to the Slav 
when it was played in the 1935 and 1937 World 
Championship matches between Alekhine and 
Euwe. Many famous grandmasters have used it 
since then, most notably perhaps World Cham
pion Vasily Smyslov in the 1950s. 

4..•e6 is the other 'traditional' move. This 
position is often reached via other move-orders; 
e.g., 1 d4 t2Jf6 2 c4 e6 3 t2Jf3 d5 4 tLlc3 c6. It is 
called the Semi-Slav and it is the starting point 
for some of the most complicated variations the 
Queen's Gambit complex has to offer. 

A list of 'other moves' has to start with 4...a6 
(D). 
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This move may look rather silly at first, yet 
it has been played by some of the world's best 
players since it started to become popular in 
the late 1980s and it is closing in on the two 
traditional main lines fast. It combines many 
of the characteristic traits of modem chess: it 
is provocative, flexible and it is based - al
though it may not look it at first sight - on 
sound positional principles. Black intends to 
meet the plausible 5 e3 with 5...b5 6 b3 and 
now 6... .itg4, an attractive developing move, 
which when played one move earlier would 
have been met by ~b3, but is now perfectly 
satisfactory. Theory of this very young varia
tion is growing fast, in recent years concen
trating mainly (but by no means exclusively) 
on the logical rejoinder 5 cS. 

Immediate active development of the queen's 
bishop by means of 4...i.fS?! is not good and is 
played very little because White then has 5 
cxd5 cxd5 6 ~b3, when the desirable answer 
6.. Jib6 can be met by 7 tLlxd5. 

Finally, there is 4...g6 to be taken into ac
count, but this variation is far less popular than 
its cousin 3 t2Jc3 t2Jf6 4 e3 g6, the Schlechter 
Variation (see page 39). Because White has not 
yet played e3, he has some aggressive options 
that are unavailable to him in the Schlechter 
proper. 5 cxd5 cxd5 6 i.f4 in particular is con
sidered quite good for White. 

Slav Accepted 

4 dxc4 (D) 
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This variation has been very popular at all 
levels ever since its introduction in the 1930s. 

5 a4 
Not a useful developing move at all, yet this 

is by far the most common reply to the Slav Ac
cepted. White prevents 5...b5, which is the rea
son why the alternatives 5 e4 and 5 e3 are not 
often played. Despite the loss of time involved 
and the obvious weakening of the queenside 
pawn-structure (Black's pieces will make good 
use of the b4-square in the future) 5 a4 has al
ways been regarded as White's best chance for 
an opening advantage. Not that the other two 
moves have not had their loyal followers: 

5 e4?! is a true gambit because Black re
mains a pawn up after 5...b5. This line has al
ways attracted the bold and the impatient, but 
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nobody has ever been successful enough to lure 
the more cautious away from S a4. The crucial 
position is reached after S".bS 6 eS ~dS 7 a4 
e6. White has more space on the kingside and 
may try to utilize this by playing 8 axbS ~xc3 9 
bxc3 cxbS 10 ~gS .tb7 11 \ins g6 12 ~g4 or 
an immediate 8 ~gS. The problem with this 
type of approach is that although it does offer 
prospects of a quick and brilliant win, it also 
opens the door to a most drastic defeat. 

The alternative S e3 is a very different cup of 
tea. In fact this is even more cautious than S a4 
since White not only avoids having to playa 
gambit but he also avoids having to weaken his 
queenside. Here too S".bS is the critical reply 
but now White can play 6 a4 forcing 6".b4 (D) 
and thus robbing the pawn on c4 of its cover 
(6...a6 does not work on account on axbS cxbS 
8 ~xbS). 

w 

However, White will have to withdraw his 
knight from c3 and redevelop this piece, which 
means that he can put very little immediate 
pressure on his opponent's position. 7 CLla2 e6 
leaves the knight awkwardly stranded on a2 
while after 7 ~bl .ta6 White will have to in
vest additional time and effort in getting his 
pawn back. Black will be able to develop his 
pieces quite comfortably in both these lines. 
Nevertheless this line may be perfectly suitable 
for those wishing to reduce the element of risk 
to a minimum. 

S .tfS 
This simple developing move has always 

been by far the most popular choice. 

Black has a much more provocative alterna
tive in S....tg4, inviting 6 ~eS, which is a 
main line after S... .tfS as well, so this looks 
totally stupid because now the knight on eS 
attacks the black bishop and White gains a 
tempo. However, there is actually a very clever 
point to this: after 6....thS 7 f3 Black plays 
7...~fd7 8 t2Jxc4 eS!, inviting White to lose a 
piece by playing 9 dxeS? 'i'h4+ and - more 
importantly - creating a very complicated po
sition after 9 ~xeS ~xeS 10 dxeS t2Jd7. At the 
cost of a pawn, Black has managed to develop 
his pieces very nicely. Still, the reputation of 
S....tg4 is dubious at best. White has been 
fairly successful first with 9 ~e4 and - more 
recently - with 9 e4 and 9 g3. 

Black may also consider the non-committal 
S...~a6, waiting for White to declare his inten
tions in the centre and intending to develop his 
queen's bishop accordingly; e.g., 6 e4 .tg4. 
This move also has the advantage of allowing 
Black to answer 6 t2Je5 with 6...t2Jg4 7 cLlxc4 
eS!, which is an improved version of the S.. .i.g4 
line. This variation has never been really popu
lar, but it is not bad and by playing it Black 
avoids an enormous amount of theory. 

We now return to S".i.fS (D): 

w 

Starting from this position many thousands 
of games have been played, leaving behind 
layer after layer of theory. This never-ending 
process of improving, going deeper, refining 
and sometimes changing track abruptly, is 
likely to continue as long as chess will be 
played. 
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There are two main lines. 6 e3 and 6 0Je5, 
which are equally good but completely differ
ent in character. 

6 e3 is the simple move. White calmly con
tinues his development and does not commit 
himself yet to any middlegame strategy. It does 
not, however, lead to a simple type of position. 
A heavy positional struggle can be expected 
here, requiring great stamina from both players. 

6lLie5 is the more ambitious choice. White's 
plan is to build a strong centre by means of f3 
and e4. If this plan succeeds he will have won 
the opening battle, but Black has two possible 
reactions both leading to a hard-to-judge type 
of position. 

The standard continuation after 6 e3 is 6...c6 
7 ~xc4 j,b4 80-00-0 (D) (or 8...l2Jbd7). Here 
again White has two main lines, each with a 
distinct strategic idea. 
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The older and more traditional one is 9 'ife2, 
intending to play e4. Black could try to obstruct 
this, e.g. by playing 9..l2Je4, but most players 
just allow White to carry out his plan and con
tinue 9...l2Jbd7 10 e4 ~g6. This position is ac
tually a very tense one with White controlling 
more space in the centre and Black exelting 
strong pressure on that centre, without there be
ing a clear formula for either player how to con
tinue. In this type of position the weakness of 
b4 makes itself felt: White has very little oppor
tunity of creating attacking chances on the 
queenside. 

The alternative 9 CLJh4 pursues a different 
idea: White wants to exchange the black bishop. 

A lot now depends on how Black reacts to this 
plan. Initially 9 CLJh4 was most often met by 
9...~g4 intending to draw White's kingside 
pawns forward and hoping to exploit any weak
nesses that might result from 10 f3 ~h5 11 g4 
~g6. In practice, however, this has proved to 
be no easy task for Black. Nowadays the la
conic 9...CLJbd7 is usually preferred (9...~g6 is 
also possible). After 10 CLJxf5 exf5 White then 
has the two bishops, but the pawn on f5 forms a 
strong barrier against an attack both in the cen
tre and on the kingside. 

Against 6 4Je5 there are also two main 
defences: 6...e6 and 6...l2Jbd7. 

The crucial test of 6...e6 is 7 f3 j,b4 8 e4, 
when the point of Black's opening play is to 
sacrifice a piece for three pawns by playing 
8...~xe4 9 fxe4 CZJxe4 (D).
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This sets the opponent some very concrete 
problems: 10 ~f3 can be met by the cold
blooded 10...'lixd4 while the alternative 10 j,d2 
does not look particularly attractive either, also 
because of 1O...'lixd4. Yet it is precisely this 
variation which suddenly became exceedingly 
popular in the 1990s and which is still being in
vestigated to this day in ever-increasing detail. 
The crux of the matter is that most endgames 
after 11 ct:Jxe4 'lixe4+ 12 "'I'e2 ~xd2+ 13 \t>xd2 
have turned out to be much more difficult for 
Black (often to the point of bei ng untenable) 
than older theory assumed. Black's problems 
were exacerbated by the fact that it also proved 
unexpectedly difficult to take any advantage of 
the exposed position of the white king. 
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The most important vanatlOns alise from 
l3 ... iVd5+ 14 Wc2 ctJa6 15 CDxc4. In this posi
tion Black may castle either side, with great 
complications to be anticipated in both cases. 
The whole variation is fascinating and Illay be 
particularly suited for lovers of unbal anced ma
terial and of course for the diligent and ambi
,ious student. 

For those who al'e scared off rather than at
tracted by this recommendation there is the altcr
native 6...ctJbd7, which has been the dominant 
choice in recent years, as Slav players have 
seemingly lost faith in the bishop sacrifice line 
discussed just above. This is a move with a to
tally different purpose. Black wants to meet 7 
!Uxc4 with 7.. .'JJiic7, when he is threatening to 
rake the initiative in the centre himself by play
ing 8...e5. White has only one effective antidote 
to this plan: 8 g3 e5 9 dxe512Jxe5 10 il,f4 (D), 

forcing the opponent to slow down a little in or
der to neutralize the pin against his knight on e5. 

B 

This can be achieved by either lO...1':(d8 11 
iVcl il,d6 or 1O...l2Jfd7. The latter is the more 
popular choice. After 11 il,g2, the traditional 
line is 11...f6 12 0-0, when Black can choose 
between 12 il,e6 or the sharper and more 
modern 12 ttJc5; in neither case has White 
found it easy to break down Black's firm hold 
on the centre. However, since 2000, 11...g5!? 
has been a major alternative that White must 
take very seriously. Despite its shocking ap
pearance, this move has a firm logical founda
tion as it breaks the pin on the e5-knight due to 
White's undefended knight on c4. 

Semi-Slav 

4 e6 (D) 
The name Semi-Slav points at the hybrid 

character of this variation. With its distinctive 
move ...e6 it is in effect a cross between the 
Slav and the Queen's Gambit Declined. 

w 

Again the threat of taking on c4 forces White 
to take a major decision. He cannot very well fall 
back on the Exchange Variation any more since 
5 cxd5 exdS is now relatively easy for Black (see 
page 22). Also 5 'Jjjb3, though not of course a 
bad move, does not really make life very diffi
cult for Black. Both Queen's Gambit Declined
inspired classical development like 5...il,e7 6 
il,g5 0-0 and a more Slav-orientated approach 
like 5 ...dxc4 6 'Jjjxc4 b5 should yield Black a 
satisfactory position. The latter variation might 
continue along the lines on 'il!d3 I2Jbd7 8 e4 b4 
912Ja4 ~a5 10 b3 c5 with equal chances, 

By far the most popular moves, which have 
grown into enormously theoretical main lines 
over the years, are 5 e3, generally leading to the 
Meran Variation, and 5 i.g5, the Anti-Mcran 
Gambit, daring Black to take on c4. 

5 e3 and the Meran Variation 

5 e3 
Black now has a large choice of acceptable 

moves. 
5 CLlbd7(D) 

This is the standard option, and also the main 
path to the Meran. 
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6 ~d3 

This is White's most natural move, allowing 
Black to head for the Meran by taking on c4. 
However, it says much about the respect in 
which Black's following moves are held that 
practically every legal move in this position has 
been tried to steer the game in a different direc
tion. Still, even the most widely accepted of 
these alternatives, 6 'iVc2, is not particularly 
dangerous for Black. It is true that taking on c4 
is then inaccurate since after 6 ...dxc4 7 ~xc4 

White simply has a very useful extra move 
('iVc2) compared to the main line after 6 ~d3, 

but the position after 6...~d6 7 ~d3 (or 7 ~e2) 

7...0-080-0 offers Black several possibilities of 
obtaining a good game; e.g., 8...dxc4 9 ~xc4 

and now either 9...b5 or 9...e5. Waiting moves 
too, at least the sensible ones like 8... 'iVe7, have 
been shown to be perfectly playable. The only 
theoretical problem seems to be the wild 7 g4 
(instead of 7 ~d3 or 7 ~e2), creating unfath
omable complications and steering the game in 
a totally different direction. 

6... dxc4 
7 ~xc4 bS (D) 

This build-up, introduced by Rubinstein in 
Meran 1924, bears a strong resemblance to the 
Queen's Gambit Accepted and has been ex
tremely popular for at least half a century. Black 
relinquishes his stronghold on d5 in order to de
velop his queenside. Within just a few moves he 
will be ready to strike back against White's cen
tral position with ...c5. This is a very dynamic 
and flexible way of playing. 

8 ~d3 
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Again this seems to be the best square for the 
bishop. 8 i.b3 and 8 ~e2 have also been played 
but without a finn grip on e4 White will not be 
able to act quickly in the centre. 

8... a6 
An inconspicuous move, yet this is the start

ing point for a truly magnificent complex of 
variations. 

Black's strategic aim is to attack the pawn on 
d4 with ...c5. This will stop White from con
centrating all his forces on the kings ide where 
he would otherwise be able to build up a rather 
threatening initiative starting with e4. 

This plan may be executed in several ways. 
Of these 8...a6 is only one, albeit the most im
portant one. 

The first alternative to be considered is 8...b4. 
It looks as if this is not very good because after 
the logical continuation 9 LLle4 i.e7 10 0-0 0-0 
11 LLlxf6+ LLlxf6 12 e4 White appears to have 
achieved his strategic goals while Black does 
not seem to have made a lot of progress. Yet on 
closer inspection it is revealed that Black has 
not done so badly because he will now simply 
play l2...i.b7, when ...c5 is unstoppable. Just 
how crucially important this advance of the c
pawn is, is shown by the fact that if White now 
plays 13 e5 Black will not move his knight to 
the superficially attractive central square d5, 
but to d7 from where it supports ...c5. 

Black has another plausible and sound possi
bility in 8...i.b7 (D). 

IfWhite then reacts by advancing in the cen
tre immediately (9 e4) he will play 9...b4 10 
LLla4 c5 11 e5 LLld5. This position has turned out 
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w 

to be perfectly playable for Black, tactically be
cause losing the right to castle after 12 ct::JxcS 
ttJxcS 13 dxcS .txcS 14 .tbS+ et:e7 is not a 
problem, and strategically because other moves, 
such as 12 0-0 cxd4, always leave White with a 
somewhat isolated and vulnerable knight on a4 
making it difficult for him to utilize his space 
advantage on the kingside. 

After 8...a6 Black is ready to play 9...cS. If 
White really wants to test this variation he will 
have to respond without delay. 

9 e4 c5(D) 

w 

We have arrived at the most important start
ing position of the Meran Variation. 

For almost a century White has been trying 
to refute Black's opening play outright. At first 
10 e5 seemed the proper way to do this but it 
quickly transpired that Black has a very strong 
rejoinder to this advance in 1O...cxd4. This ex
change of hostilities creates a veritable jungle 

of variations that is very hard to see through 
and is still in the process of being explored. 
White's best response is 11 ttJxbS, when Black 
has three major options: 11...ct::Jg4, 11...axbS 
and 11...ct::JxeS. The last move is based on the 
spectacular sequence 12 tUxeS axbS 13 .txbS+ 
.td7 14 tUxd7 'i'aS+ IS .td2 'iJixbS.leading to 
approximate equality. Anyone wishing to play 
one of these highly dynamic variations should 
be able to calculate very accurately. A single 
wrong step can be fatal. 

Later it was thought that the more positional 
10 d5 refutes Black's opening, especially be
cause 10...exdS is well met by 11 eS. This ad
vance is much more awkward for Black now 
than a move earlier. Also keeping the position 
closed by playing 1O...eS, although not bad, 
tends to favour White in the long run, provided 
he takes the precaution 11 b3 in order to impede 
further queenside expansion by Black. 

That is why the immediate 1O...c4 is consid
ered Black's strongest reply to 10 dS (Black can 
also play 1O...~c7 as a move-order subtlety, but 
he will need to play ...c4 in most lines quite 
soon). If White then simply retreats his bishop 
(11 .tc2) closing the centre by means of 11...eS 
becomes much more attractive. The critical test 
of 1O...c4 is thought to be yet another vigorous 
move: 11 dxe6. Now 11...fxe6 12 .tc2 leads to 
a sharp middlegame with chances for both sides. 
Black will be able to develop his pieces very ag
gressively (....tcS or .. :flJc7, ....td6 and ...tUcS) 
while White has options like eS and tUgS with 
possible attacking chances on the kingside. 
11...cxd3 12 exd7+ ~xd7 is also playable and 
perhaps more solid than 11. ..fxe6. 

5 iog5 and the Anti-Meran Gambit 

5 .tg5 (D) 
Not only is this a perfectly natural develop

ing move, it is also a challenge. 5...dxc4 will 
now produce the ultra-sharp Botvinnik Varia
tion, a line which has had the greatest of play
ers baffled in the past, and which requires 
tremendous theoretical knowledge from any
one. 

Of course Black is not forced to play this. 
He may prefer 5...tUbd7, transposing to the 
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Cambridge Springs Variation of the Queen's 
Gambit Declined, or 5...i.e7, which also avoids 
great complications. 

But the most important alternative is 5...h6, 
which is an important variation in its own right 
and is known as the Moscow Variation. Now if 
the bishop retreats (6 i.h4) taking on c4 pro
duces a very different sort of game from the 
Botvinnik Variation because after 6...dxc4 7 e4 
Black will be able to throw in 7...g5 first and 
only after 8 i.g3 will he defend his pawn on c4 
by playing 8...b5 (D). 
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For a long time this was thought to be highly 
dubious for \Vhite at best. but recently this 
judgement has been queried. White simply 
continues 9 i.e2 and turns out to have a surpris
ing amount of compensation for the missing 
pawn in his strong pawn-centre and in potential 
attacking chances against the black king. In 
fact, this is one of the crucial variations of 

modem-day opening theory and can hardly be 
played without the most thorough preparation. 
To give but one example: after the deceptively 
normal continuation 9...i.b7 10 0-0 tDbd7 11 
tDe5 j,g7 the piece sacrifice 12 tDxf7!? 'It>xf7 
13 e5 tDdS 14 tDe4 has caused no end of confu
sion ever since its introduction in January 2008. 

Much more cautious and more traditional is 
6 j,xf6 1/ixf6. This is a positional variation 
which poses subtle problems, like what is the 
best plan for Black after 7 e3 (7 e4 is considered 
rash due to 7...dxe4 8 tDxe4 j,b4+) 7...tDd7 8 
i.d3? Perhaps the answer is 8...dxc4 9 joxc4 g6 
10 0-0 j,g7, when 11 e4 can be met by 11...e5. 

5... dxc4 (D) 
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This variation, named after world champion 
Mikhail Botvinnik (1911-95), leads to a posi
tionally unbalanced, even chaotic middlegame. 
In very many cases there is no question of mate
rial equality either, making it even harder to 
judge a position or to decide what is the best 
move. It really is a variation for specialists and 
lovers of thorough opening preparation with a 
good feel for the dynamic aspects of chess. A 
good memory is also recommended. Theory 
stretches its tentacles far into the middlegame, 
even into the endgame in this line. 

6 e4 b5 
Without this, Black's previous move would 

make little sense, but it would be far too simplis
tic a view of the Botvinnik Variation to assume 
that Black is just thinking of consolidating a 
material gain here. It is all about dynamics. 

7 e5 
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This is what makes the variation attractive to 
White. Black has only one response: 

7 h6 
8 ~h4 g5 (D) 

w 

9 tiJxg5 
White too must be energetic. 9 ii.g3 tiJd5 

would not get him anywhere (compared to the 
above-mentioned Moscow Variation White has 
conceded the d5-square). He does have a possi
ble alternative though in 9 exf6 gxh4, when 10 
0JeS 'iifxf6 11 a4 was popular for a while in the 
1990s (without ever being able to replace 9 
tiJxg5 though). 

9 hxg5 
10 j,xg5 tiJbd7 (D) 

10...j,e7 11 exf6 ~xf6 has also been played, 
but the text-move is more aggressive. Black 
does not want to lose any time over the capture 
of the white pawn that is soon going to appear 
on f6. 

w 

This is the most important starting point of 
the Botvinnik Variation. At fIrst glance it seems 
impossible that this position should in any way 
be desirable for Black, but the hidden dynamics 
become obvious if one imagines Black continu
ing ...~b7, ....~b6, ...0-0-0 and ...c5, when all 
of a sudden his position springs to life. In fact 
the pressure against d4. the open files on the 
kingside and Black's pawn-mass on the queen
side that may result from this set-up have un
nerved many an unprepared and unsuspecting 
opponent in the past. White has to act deci
sively and fearlessly. It is, for instance, quite 
necessary after 11 exf6 ~b7 to continue 12 g3, 
because this both defends the kingside against 
an attack on h2 via the h8-h2 diagonal and pro
vides an excellent square on g2 for the bishop. 
White need not worry about the rejoinder 12...c5 
because this allows 13 d5 (D). a bold advance 
that is usually of crucial importance whenever 
Black plays ...c5 in this variation. 

B 

Just how explosive the situation is, becomes 
clear if Black now plays 13 ...b4? when 14 
itxc4' bxc3 15 dxe6 would win instantly. A 
much better idea is to play 13 ...~·b6 14 j,g2 
0-0-0 150-0 and only now 15...b4. This leads to 
a ferocious middlegame battle. demanding thor
ough theoretical preparation from both players. 

Another variation that illustrates the level of 
difficulty of the Botvinnik Variation starts with 
11 g3. If Black now simply continues 11...i,b7 
12 i,g2 ~'b6 a transposition to the above
mentioned line with 13 exf60-0-0 140-0 c5 15 
d5 is likely, but he may also consider 11.. ..l:,g8, 
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provoking 12 h4, when 12...Mxg5 13 hxg5 ct:Jd5 
leads to (another) totally unclear position. The
ory gives 14 g6 fxg6 15 Wifg4 as the main line 
here, but will not tell you who is better. 

3 ttJc3 

I shall conclude this chapter by saying a few 
words about the differences between 3 ct:Jf3 and 
3 ct:Jc3. 

3	 ct:Jc3 (D) 
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Black now has several alternatives to the 
'normal' developing move 3...ct:Jf6. 

To begin with, 3...dxc4 needs to be consid
ered. The implications of this move are slightly 
different from 3 ct:Jf3 dxc4. White's strongest 
reply is considered to be 4 e4, intending to meet 
4 ...b5 with 5 a4, thus undermining the pawn on 
c4. If 5...b4 White plays 6 ~2la2, when both 
6...e5 and 6...ct:Jf6 have been tried. Theory has 
not come to any conclusions that are worth 
mentioning, but practice suggests that this line 
does not appear to be a problem for White. 

The same holds true for 3...e5 (D), the Wina
wer Counter-Gambit. 

Nevertheless a refutation of this old varia
tion has never been found. The idea is to meet 4 
dxe5 with 4 ... d4 5 ctJe4 Wifa5+, when both 6 
i.d2 ~xe5 7 ct:Jg3 and 6 ct:Jd2 ~2ld7 7 ct:Jf3 ct:Jxe5 
8 ct:Jxd4 ct:Jxc4 allow Black to win back his 
pawn with a reasonable game. 4 cxd5 cxd5 5 
ct:Jf3 e4 6 ct:Je5 f6! 7 ~a4+ ct:Jd7 is also consid
ered playable for Black due to 8 ct:Jg4 \tn l 9 
ct:Jxd5?! ct:Jb6!. 
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An important option of course is 3...e6. This 
is the Noteboom (or Abrahams) Variation, 
which I have classified as part of the Queen's 
Gambit Declined in this book (see page 13) 
but which might equally reasonably be seen as 
a variation of the Slav or a form of the Semi
Slav. 

Still, Black's most important move, just as it 
was against 3 ctJf3, is: 

3 ... ct:Jf6 
Now 4 ct:Jf3 of course produces the main line 

that we have already looked at. Likewise 4 
cxd5 cxd5leads to a well-known position from 
the Exchange Variation. Many players who wish 
to avoid the Slav Accepted, however, now pre
fer... 

4	 e3 (D) 
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As we have seen before, Black has no prob
lems after 3 ct:Jf3 ct:Jf64 e3, because he can then 
develop his queen's bishop very comfortably 
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.. ith 4 ....tf5. With a knight on c3 instead of f3 
:nis is a different matter altogether, because 
now 4...iI.f5 can bc met by 5 cxd5 cxd5 6 '~31, 

.\'hen the plausible answer 6.. :'~6 just drops a 
pawn to 7lt.Jxd5. 

If Black wishes to playa Semi-Slav (\vith 
White committed to the 5 e3lines), then he can 
play 4...e6, when 5 It.Jf3 completes the trans
?osition, but if he wishes to avoid the main 
jnes Black often chooses either the modem 
move 4...a6, with consequences very similar 
co 3 CiJf3 tLlf6 4 C1)c3 a6. or the more tradi
tional... 

4 g6 (D) 

This is the Schlechter Variation, a hybrid of 
a Slav and a Grtinfeld. Because White has al
ready committed himself to e3 he does not have 
the means to react as sharply as in the case of a 
'real' Grtinfeld. This has given the Schlechter 
Variation a very solid reputation. Unlike many 
other Slav variations, play usually develops at a 
leisurely pace and is mainly of a positional na
ture. 

5 It.Jf3 il.g7 (D) 

w 

White's most natural move in this position is 
6 il.d3. Black then usually plays to exchange 
his queen's bishop, a strategy which will leave 
him with a flexible position for the middle
game. The main line runs 6...0-0 7 0-0 il.g4 
(7 .. :JLfS is also sometimes played). If now 8 h3 
lLxf3 9 'iihf3 Black may try to take over the ini
tiative by playing 9...dxc4 10 itxc4lt.Jbd7 to be 
followed by ...e5 or he may just play 9...e6 and 
1O.. ,?,ijbd7, keeping his options open. 

In order to avoid this, White sometimes plays 
6 ite2, when Black may still play 6...0-0 7 0-0 
itg4 of course, but because f3 is now covered 
by his bishop White then has the sharp reply 8 
cxd5 cxd5 9 ~b3 without having to worry 
about taking on f3 (and getting saddled with 
doubled pawns as a consequence). In fact he 
more or less forces Black to weaken his queen
side, if only very slightly, by 9... b6. With the 
white bishop on c2 though, the central advance 
e4 is no longer an issue, so Black may decide to 
try a less aggressive move than 7...iLg4. 7...a6 
is all interesting alternative, intending to play 
8 bS. 7...e6 too, with the idea of 8.. .ttJbd7, 
9 b6 and lO... itb7, does not look bad. 



Queen's Gambit Accepted
 

1 d4 d5 
2 c4 dxc4 (D) 

Having read the two previous chapters and 
noticed the multitude of variations where Black 
plays ...dxc4 at some point, the reader may have 
started wondering whether it is not much sim
pler to take on c4 straightaway. 

The answer is a very simple yes, it is much 
simpler. By playing 2...dxc4 Black defines the 
outlines of the middlegame. White will have to 
regain the pawn which gives Black time to at
tack in the centre, usually with ...c5 or ...e5. 

But whether it is a good idea to make this 
decision so early in the game is another matter. 
In fact this question is almost impossible to 
answer in a general way. It is very much a mat
ter of choosing a type of middlegame. Are 
there positions that you prefer or that you wish 
to avoid? This is of course a very personal 
matter. 

By playing the Queen's Gambit Accepted, 
Black really turns the logic of most of the 
...dxc4 variations of the previous two chapters 
around. Instead of developing his pieces first 
and waiting for a suitable moment to capture 
on c4, he takes on c4 first and then adapts his 
development to the set-up chosen by White for 
recapturing the pawn. 
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White now has to make up his mind. He may 
want to go all-out in the centre by playing 3 e4 
or he may prefer to adopt a more flexible atti
tude and play 3llJf3. 

Two other moves, 3 e3 and 3llJc3, were con
sidered less accurate for a very long time be
cause they allow the bold response 3...e5. The 
position after, say, 3 e3 e5 4 dxe5 'ilxdl+ 5 
~xdl i.e6 is indeed fine for Black, but recent 
practice has shown that White can do much 
better: 4 i.xc4! exd4 5 exd4 (or 3 llJc3 e5 4 e3! 
exd4 5 exd4) when the resulting middlegame 
with an isolated pawn on d4 is perfectly play
able for White. 

If Black avoids this, play will usually trans
pose to a main-line 3 llJf3 variation; e.g., 3 e3 
llJf6 4 i.xc4 e6 5 llJf3. 

3 e4 

3 e4 (D) 
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For a long time this very natural reaction to 
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aggressive and Black will have to take great 
care in getting his king into safety. This is in 
fact a lively variation with chances for both 
sides. Just one example of a critical line: 5... lZ:Jc6 
6 0-0 ~e6. Now 7 dtxe6 fxe6 8 '~b3 ~d7 9 
jl!xb7 wins back the pawn, but the remaining 
position is hard to judge. Black has secured his 
strong pawn on d4 and is catching up in devel
opment fast. 

Another standard device for counterattack
ing against the white centre consists in 3...c5. 
The d-pawn is drawn forward. White has of 
course the very quiet 4 lZ:Jf3 cxd4 5 ~xd4, but 4 
d5 is the principal reaction, when the natural 
follow-up is 4... lZ:Jf6 5 lZ:Jc3 and now 5...e6, at
tacking the white pawn on d5. The position that 
then arises after 6 ~xc4 exd5 7 lZ:Jxd5 cbxd5 8 
Jtxd5 ~e7 9 iZlf3 0-0 10 0-0 has turned out to 
be quite reasonable for Black if he attacks 
White's strong bishop on d5 without delay. 
This has been done with 10... tDa6 followed by 
11...tDc7 (and in some cases 12... Jte6) and also 
with 10... jl!b6 and 1l...Jte6. Sharper (though 
not necessarily better) is 6 tDf3, intending to 
meet 6...exd5 with 7 e5. I shall discuss this po
sition when we look at the variation 3 lZ:Jf3 [bf6 
4 cL'lc3 c5 below. 

5...b5 (D) (instead of 5 ...e6) is an alterna
tive. 

w 

This is far more speculative and has as yet 
not been analysed very thoroughly. Black does 
not have to worry about 6 tDxb5 ''i'aS+ 7 tDc3 
tDxe4 nor does 6 e5 b4 pose a serious threat, but 
a dangerous move seems to be 6 ~f4. 

Another way of drawing the enemy forward 
is 3...tDf6, when 4 e5 (4 tDc3 makes 4...e5 even 
more attractive than on the previous move) 
4... iZld5 5 Jtxc4 offers White more space, but 
Black will have a solid position and a very use
ful square on d5 for his pieces. This variation 
has become very popular of late, with attention 
focusing mainly on 5...lZ:Jb6 6 ~b3 iZlc6 7 tDe2 
~f5 8 0-0 e6 9 iZlbc3. 

More provocative still is 3...tDc6 (D), be
cause this move blocks the pawn on c7 that 
would normally want to rush forward in this 
opening, at least in a classical interpretation of 
it. 

It comes as no surprise therefore that the 
playability of this variation largely depends on 
accurate calculations. Black has to know what 
he is doing, but if he does, this is a tricky varia
tion also for White. Black intends to meet 4 d5 
with4... tDe5 and 4 tDf3 with4...Jtg4. The main 
line goes 4 ~e3 tDf6 5 [bc3 e5, when after 6 d5 
Black has tried both the fairly solid 6...tDe7 7 
~xc4 tDg6 and the more bellicose 6... lZ:Ja5. 

3 LLJf3 

3 tDf3 (D) 
Throughout the history of the Queen's Gam

bit Accepted, this has been White's most popu
lar move in this position. White does not hurry 
to win back the pawn that he has sacrificed. He 
calmly develops his pieces and offers his oppo
nent as few targets for an immediate counterat
tack as possible. 
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3 CLJf6 
Alternatives to this natural move are mostly 

subtle attempts either to lure White into one of 
the variations discussed below or to avoid one 
of them. 

3...a6, for instance, intends to steer clear of 
the sharp 3.. .cZJf6 4 CLJc3 lines, hoping to trans
pose to the much quieter 3.. .cZJf6 4 e3 variation 
after 4 e3 ~f6 5 .ixc4 e6 6 0-0 c5. The point of 
3 a6 is to meet the straightforward 4 e4 with 
4 b5, when the standard reply 5 a4 is not as 
powerful as White would like it to be because 
Black has 5....ib7 attacking the pawn on e4. On 
4 ~c3 Black also has 4...b5, when 5 a4 can be 
met with 5...b4. 

The same logic applies to 3...e6. Black wants 
to meet 4 e4 with 4 ...b5 5 a4 .ib7 (or 5 ...c6 6 
axb5 cxb5 7 b3 .ib7), when things are rather 
unclear. Here too 4 e3 will normally transpose 
to a 3...~f6 4 e3 variation. 

Theory of both these moves is still in the ex
perimental stages. 

3...c6 is again very similar. This move \vas 
discussed in the chapter on the Slav and Semi
Slav (see page 29). Here too Black tries to 'do 
something' with his pawn on c4 rather than fol
low the classical recipe of just gi\'ing it away 
and developing his pieces instead. 

The most straightforward 'defence' of c4 of 
all, 3...b5, is not to be recommended, howe\er. 
In fact this move will give White the ideal op
portunity to stan an attack on all fronts by 4 a4 
c6 S axbS cxbS 6 b3 cxb3 7 e4. 

3...c5, a move that we ha\'e already seen as a 
possible reply to 3 e4. is based on a completely 

different idea. Black attacks the white centre 
straightaway. The most principled reply 4 d5 is 
met by 4...e6 and what makes this variation par
ticularly interesting is that the quiet 4 e3 allows 
4...cxd4 S exd4 .ie6, making it a little more dif
ficult for White to get his pawn back. 

We now return to the position after 3...~f6 

(D): 
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Now there are two main lines. The sharper is 
4 CZJc3 intending to continue 5 e4. The older and 
more popular is 4 e3, 

A third option is 4 'i'a4+, which is certainly 
not bad, but does not pose Black as many prob
lems as the two main lines. A solid reply is 
4...c6 S ''iiVxc4 .ifS, giving the game a distinctly 
Slav flavour. 

3 tZJf3 tZJf6 4 tZJc3 

4 ~c3 (D) 
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This aggressive move has caused many a 
devotee of the Queen's Gambit Accepted (in
cluding - I am sorry to have to admit - myself) 
some sleepless nights, especially in the 1970s 
when theory recommended 4...a6. It is pre
cisely this move which involves great risk for 
Black if White continues unflinchingly 5 e4 b5 
6 e5 ctJd5 7 a4. Although this position may look 
attractive for Black, White's attacking chances 
are in fact very dangerous, particularly if White 
is a player with a natural flair for the initiative 
who is not afraid of sacrificing some material. 

One example of what Black is in for in this 
line is provided by the variation 7...c6 8 axb5 
ctJxc3 9 bxc3 cxb5 10 ctJg5! f6 11 ~f3 lla7 12 
e6!. Although it is actually highly unclear how 
this position should be evaluated, it is clear that 
having one's kingside squashed is not to every
one's taste. 

The most obvious defence runs 7...ctJxc3 8 
bxc3 (D). 

B 

Now the natural 8...~b7 is also not safe: 
once more 9 e6! gives White a very dangerous 
attack. DUling the 1980s it was established that 
8...1/iId5 is more solid, yet here too White turns 
out to have sufficient compensation for the pawn 
if he calmly plays 9 g3 ~b7 10 ~g2 1/iId7 11 
~a3. Black is under pressure, though it is only 
fair to add that he is not without chances either. 
A gambit will always be a double-edged sword. 

It was not until the very last years of the 20th 
century that a truly solid defence against this 
variation was unearthed at last. Much to every
one's surprise it turned out that 7...e6 8 axb5, 

and now the far from obvious 8...ctJb6, really 
takes the sting out of White's attacking plans. 
The game takes on a positional character and 
the chances are more or less equal. 

While this heavy theoretical battle raged 
through the 4...a6line, the alternative 4...c5 was 
also explored in great depth. At first this move 
seemed unattractive because of the violent at
tack 5 d5 e6 6 e4 exd5 7 e5! but some staunch 
supporters of the black cause managed to estab
lish a solid defence following 7...ctJfd7 (D). 

To begin with, it was discovered that after 8 
'i\!xd5 the surprising 8...ctJb6 is perfectly satis
factory for Black and even the loss of tempo in
volved in 8 ~g5 ~e7 9 ~xe7 1/iIxe7 10 ({Jxd5 
'lWd8 turns out not to have any damaging effect 
on the black position provided he dislodges the 
knight on d5 as soon as possible. In fact the 
variation 11 ~xc4 tUc6 120-0 ctJb6! is consid
ered about equal. 

Black also has two fully acceptable trans
positional moves at his disposal. 4...e6 produces 
a variation of the Queen's Gambit 'Declined' (l 
d4 d5 2 c4 e6 3 ctJc3 ctJf6 4 tZJf3 dxc4) while af
ter 4...c6 we suddenly find ourselves in a Slav 
Accepted' 

3 tbf3 tbf6 4 e3 

4 e3 (D) 
This has always been the most popular way 

of meeting the Queen's Gambit Accepted. 
White wins back his pawn and calmly develops 
his kingside before taking any further action. 
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4 ... e6 
Black also develops unhun-iedly. 
The attempt to hang on to the pawn on c4 by 

4...b5 is ill-fated. White immediately demol
ishes the black pawn-phalam with 5 a4 c6 6 
axb5 cxb5 7 b3 and gets the upper hand. 

4....ig4 is more interesting. This active move 
poses White some concrete problems and is not 
easy to refute. In the early days it was thought 
that White could just win a pawn by 5 .ixc4 e6 
6 'ilb3 until it was demonstrated that Black gets 
an excellent game if he replies 6...1I.xf3 7 gxf3 
t2Jbd7 8 ''i'xb7 c5. White has an extra pawn but 
is lagging behind in development. A more care
ful approach is (5 .ixc4 e6) 6 CLlc3 CLlbd7 7 h3 
.ih5 8 0-0 .id6 9 e4, but now the true point be
hind 4 .. .1I.g4 is revealed: Black will play 9...e5 
and hold his ground in the centre. This makes 
4....ig4 a very lively variation with consider
ably less theoretical baggage to carry than 
4...e6. 

5 .ixc4 c5 
6 0-0 

This is White's most natural move. but he 
has an interesting and very subtle alternative in 
6 ''iile2 (D). 

Unafraid of the isolated queen's pawn that 
will result from an exchange on d4, he intends to 
take on c5 if Black continues 6...a6, parallel to 
the main line. The difference is that in this case 
7 dxc5 will not allow an exchange of queens 
and this makes the position after 7....ixc5 8 0-0 
much more dynamic than in the parallel varia
tion 6 0-0 a6 7 dxc5. which is discussed below. 
Remarkably enough perhaps, this position is 
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full of danger for Black because it is precisely 
in an open position with a symmetrical pawn
structure that a slight lead in development will 
be felt the most acutely and that is precisely the 
advantage that White has here. The possibility 
of an advance in the centre (e4-e5) has to be 
carefully monitored. One of the many ways that 
theory has suggested of doing this is 8...t2Jc6 9 
e4 b5 (not 9...e5?? immediately because of 10 
.ixf7+! ~xf7 11 ''iilc4+) 10 .ib3 e5. 

After 6 0-0 Black is faced with a far-reaching 
choice. The most obvious and also the simplest 
strategy is to take on d4 and play against the re
sulting isolated d-pawn. This may be done ei
ther at once, by playing 6...cxd4, or in a slightly 
more subtle way by 6 CLlc6, waiting for 7 'ile2 
before taking on d4: 7 cxd4 8 £ldl 1I.e7 9 exd4 
0-0. If White then continues 10 CLlc3, which is 
the obvious move, 1O...t2JaS 11 .id3 b6 fol
lowed by 12....ib7 is a standard manoeuvre for 
increasing control over d5. 

This is a sound way of playing and theory 
could end here but, unfortunately perhaps, open
ing theory is never satisfied. It always looks fur
ther, it always wants to find something which is 
even better. even more accurate or even more 
difficult to handle for the opponent. That is why 
another move has become the uncontested main 
line in this position: 

6... a6(D) 
Black waits for a more favourable opportu

nity to take on d4 and introduces the possibil
ity of developing his queenside swiftly and 
comfortably with ...b5 followed by ...1I.b7 and 
...tZlbd7. 
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iF B 

White has tried several ways of combating 
this scheme. 

To begin with, 7 'i'e2 is important. White 
simply allows his opponent to carry out his 
plan and concentrates on his own chances: he 
wants to gain space in the centre by J::l:dl and 
e4. After 7...b5 8 i.b3 i.b7 9 J::l:dl ttJbd7 10 
:tJc3 we arrive at a crucial position. Black now 
has to consider not only the e4 advance but d5 
as well. These are dangerous plans, but by now 
theory has worked them out pretty thoroughly 
and it seems that Black will be able to cope with 
these threats. The most popular move nowa
days is 1O...\i'b6. 

Another idea altogether is to play 7 a4, pre
venting Black's plan in a radical way at the 
cost of a slight weakening of the queenside. 
White abandons control over b4, a square 
which Black can now use for his knights or his 
king's bishop, especially if he now switches to 
the old plan of playing against the isolated 
queen's pawn: 7... ttJc6 8 'I:l¥e2 cxd4 9 J::l:dl i.e7 
10 exd4 0-0 11 ttJc3 (D). 

This position is crucial for an evaluation on 
a4 but, as in so many similar cases, here too the 
question of whether you want to play with or 
against the isolated queen's pawn is largely a 
matter of taste. It all boils down to weighing dy
namic features against static ones, which is a 
difficult but also a very personal matter. Open
ing theory of course does not take a personal 
view of the matter and just tries to look at all the 
possibilities as accurately as possible. In this 
case a verdict has not yet been reached despite 

decades of practical experience. Black's posi
tion is solid and he has good long-term pros
pects. but for the time being White has the freer 
piece-play and holds the initiative. 

A much more flexible strategy that was pop
ular during the 1990s is to anticipate ...b5 by re
treating the bishop straightaway so as to be able 
to respond to oo.b5 with an immediate a4, hop
ing to take over the initiative on the queenside. 
For this purpose both 7 i.b3 and 7 i.d3 have 
been played. Black's standard reaction to this 
plan is to switch to the strategy of playing 
against the isolated queen's pawn (7oo.cxd4), but 
there are a few interesting alternatives. Against 
7 i.b3 Black might consider 7 b5 anyway, 
while against 7 i.d3 the subtle 7 ttJbd7, some
times followed by 8oo.b6, is an option. 

A very radical solution to the problems ofthis 
opening is to play 7 dxc5. Although this simpli
fies the position and looks totally harmless at 
first sight. world champions Boris Spassky and 
Vladimir Kramnik have successfully used this 
idea. After 7oo."Ii'xdl 8 J::l:xdl i.xc5 White still 
has that minimal lead in development which a 
great champion may be able to use to his advan
tage even in the endgame. 

Finally, White's sharpest move in this posi
tion is undoubtedly 7 e4, yet strangely enough 
this is not particularly dangerous for Black. 
White's idea is to play 8 d5 if Black takes on e4 
(7oo.ttJxe4), Although it is far from clear if this 
poses any problems if Black simply continues 
8oo.i.e7, most players prefer 7oo.b5 8 i.d3 i.b7. 
which has proved to be very reliable. 
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1 d4 d5 (D) 
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Most games that start like this continue with 
2 c4, the most aggressive move, White attacks 
the pawn on dS. This is the Queen's Gambit. 

The next most popular move is 2 £Df3, which 
may either be played to steer away from the 
Queen's Gambit complex or to enter that com
plex through the back door by playing c4 later, 
usually with the aim of avoiding cenain lines 
that are specific to the immediate 2 c4. For ex
ample, White may want to counter the Queen's 
Gambit Accepted (2... dxc4) with the variation 
3 tDf3 tZJf6 4 tZJc3. but he is worried about 2 c4 
dxc4 3 tDf3 a6. By choosing the move-order 2 
ctJf3 ctJf6 3 c4 dxc4 4 ctJc3 he achieves his aim, 
provided of course that he is not worried even 
more about possible alternatives for Black in 
this line. In this case he is fairly safe, because 
the only possible way to get into the 3...a6 vari
ation would be 2...a6, but this move makes a 
non-c4 set-up (3 j,f4 or 3 g3 for instance) much 
more attractive, because ... a6 is practically a 
wasted move here. 

Another reason why the position after 2 tilf3 
deserves some attention is that it is often reached 

Those 2 tDf3 lines where White refrains from 
(an early) c4 are collectively referred to as the 
Queen's Pawn Game. 

The most emphatic way to do without c4 is 2 
ctJc3. This somewhat old-fashioned move is 
known as the Richter-Veresov Opening. 

Much more modem is 2 j,g5, a move that 
has become popular in the wake of 1 d4 ctJf6 2 
iLg5, the Trompowsky Attack. 

Other moves, like 2 j,f4 or 2 e3, are of 
course not illegal and are in fact quite often 
played, but not at the highest level where open
ing theory is forged and where every move has 
to be better than average. On these moves the
ory remains silent. 

Quite the reverse can be said ahout 2 e4, the 
Blackmar-Diemer Gambit. This is very rarely 
played at any level, but a small band of fanatical 
devotees have developed a considerable amount 
of theory on this pawn sacrifice. If Black takes 
up the challenge (2 ... dxe4) White will continue 
3 tDc3 CL\f6 4 f3 exf3 5 £Dxf3 and assume that 
his lead in development will compensate for the 
material deficit. 

Queen's Gambit 

2 c4 (D) 
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The most important alternative to 2...e6, 
2...c6 and 2...dxc4, the three classical openings 
that we have investigated in the three previous 
chapters, is 2...tDc6, the Chigorin Defence, 
This opening is perhaps not considered as solid 
as the 'Big Three', but it is still very respect
able. 

2...iJS is one step further away from the 
classical approach. This is a modern idea, which 
remains as yet unchristened, although the name 
Baltic Defence has been proposed. 

Older and duly given a name, yet not fash
ionable at all, is the symmetrical reply 2...cS, 
the Austrian Defence. 

Finally, Black's most drastic option is 2...eS, 
called the Albin Counter-Gambit. 

Chigorin Defence 

2 tDc6 (D) 

w 

More than a century after its first bloom, this 
opening is making a remarkable comeback. With 
the steadily increasing stream of information 
and the possibility of computer-assisted analy
sis making opening preparation more concrete 
than ever before, general guidelines and con
siderations of a positional nature tend to be less 
authoritative (and less intimidating). Nowadays 
many players are fully prepared to take some 
positional risks in the opening in order to seize 
the initiative. The Chigorin Defence, named af
ter the great Mikhail Chigorin (1850-1908) fits 
perfectly in this trend and the scepticism with 
which it was regarded throughout most of the 

20th century has to a great extent been aban
doned. 

The principal test of the soundness of 2...tDc6 
is 3 cxdS, hoping after 3.. :'i'xd5 to gain a tempo 
by playing tDc3 after first protecting d4. Black 
has to act quickly. Both against 4 tDf3 and 4 e3 
it is of vital importance to play 4...e5. The main 
line is 4 e3 e5 5 CLlc3 ~b4 6 ~d2 ~xc3 and now 
either 7 ~xc3 or 7 bxc3 is good. The former is 
based on the possibility 7 ~xc3 exd4 8 CLle2! 
(D). 

B 

White intends to follow with 9 liJxd4. 
7 bxc3 intends to build a strong pawn-centre 

by means of f3 and e4. Both these lines are 
hotly debated and make for lively middlegame 
play. 

Another important test of the Chigorin is 
the natural developing move 3 CLlc3. Now the 
thematic 3...e5 is not considered very promis
ing because of 4 cxd5 CLlxd4 5 e3 CLlf5, but both 
3...dxc4 and 3...CLlf6 are thought to be playable. 
Against 3...dxc4, the sharpest reply is 4 d5 CLle5 
5 f4 followed by 6 e4, but this is not played very 
often. The most popular move is 4 CLlf3, when 
4...QJf6 produces a position that is also relevant 
to 3...CLlf6 (4 CLlf3 dxc4). With 5 e4 ~g4 6 ~e3 

and now either 6...e6 or 6...~xf3 7 gxf3 e5 be
ing the critical follow-up, this line is similar to 
the 3 e4 CLlc6 variation of the Queen's Gambit 
Accepted (page 41) and is likely to lead to a 
tense and double-edged middlegame. 

3 CLlf3 is also a natural move. The main line 
here is 3...~g4 4 cxd5 ~xf3 5 gxf3 1/Il{xd5 6 e3 
e5 7 CLlc3 ~b4 8 ~d2 ~xc3 9 bxc3 (D). 
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By now the reader will have understood that 
Black should not be afraid to give up his bishop
pair if he wants to play the Chigorin Defence. 
The very essence of this opening lies in the cre
ation of unbalanced middlegame positions by 
introducing hard-to-judge positional elements, 
such as doubled pawns and bishop-against
knight situations. 

Finally. against 3 e3 the characteristic 3...e5 
4 dxe5 d4 is considered a strong reply. This is in 
effect the Albin Counter-Gambit in a more fa
vourable version. The natural 5 ctJf3 runs into 
5... i.b4+, while 5 exd4 ~xd4 gives Black ex
cellent compensation for the sacrificed pawn. 

2 c4 ~f5 

2 i.fS (DJ 
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This move betrays an attitude very similar 
to the Chigorin Defence: Black is aiming for 

active piece-play. It is also a highly provocative 
move, perhaps even more so than 2...ctJc6. This 
introduces a psychological element into the 
game: many a player behind the white pieces 
will feel that he has to punish such reckless 
opening play and perhaps becomes reckless 
himself. And in a way it is true that imaginative 
and aggressive play is required, for if White 
does no more than simply develop his pieces, he 
will not achieve any opening advantage (which 
may not be a problem for some, but terribly 
frustrating for others). 

The first point of 2...i.f5 is that 3 cxdS is met 
by 3... ii.xbl. Now 4 'i'a4+ is a useful move to 
interpolate, forcing 4...c6, which gives White a 
choice between 5 Mxbl and 5 dxc6 ctJxc6 6 
Mxbl, when the sharp 6...e5 is thought to be 
best. Black regains his pawn and obtains what 
is usually called 'a reasonable position', mean
ing that theory has not yet examined this very 
deeply and is working on the primal hypothesis 
that until proved otherwise chances are consid
ered more or less equal. 

It is also important to note that 3 'iVb3 can 
(and probably must) be met by the ultra-sharp 
3... e5 (DJ. 
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Theory has even less to say about this (al
though it should, as it is a possible refutation of 
2...~f5) than about 3 cxd5, but practice sug
gests that this is tricky since, although 3 'iVb3 is 
perfectly plausible, it is rarely played. 

The sound developing move 3 ctJc3 is much 
more popular. This is usually met by 3...e6, 
when things start to slow down a bit. Attacking 
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b7 by means of ~3 is still an important motif, 
but White usually protects his own pawn on d4 
first by playing 4 CL'lf3 (D). w 

B 

Black then usually replies 4 ...c6 in order to 
meet 5 ~b3 with 5...~b6. Perhaps rather sur
prisingly 6 c5 is then not met by exchanging 
queens, but by 6.. ."'iJiic7 allowing White to gain 
yet another tempo by 7 ~f4 (7 ...~xf4 8 o~xb7 

is in White's favour). Still, the position after the 
modest retreat 7 .. .'ifc8 is not necessarily bad 
for Black. Because White has played c5, Black's 
central position is now safe. The position has 
become closed and fairly slow. White will try to 
exploit his space advantage on the queenside, 
but Black has the prospect of retaliating in the 
centre by means of ...e5. 

3 CL'lf3 is also a sound move, deserving care
ful consideration if only because this position 
often arises via 1 CL'lf3 or 1 d4 d5 2 CL'lf3. After 
3...e6, 4 CL'lc3 transposes to 3 CL'lc3 e6 4 CL'lf3, 
while 4 ~b3 runs into the aggressive 4...CL'lc6!. 

Austrian Defence 

2 c5 (D) 
This interpretation of the Queen's Gambit 

(also known by the natural name, the Symmet
rical Queen's Gambit) has never been fully 
trusted. Yet there probably is a lot to be discov
ered here and, being as unfashionable as it is, it 
could well make a wonderful surprise weapon 
for those who are prepared to put some work in 
it and perhaps lift our knowledge of this open
ing to a new level. 

3 cxd5 CL'lf6 
Much more sophisticated than 3...~xd5, 

which allows White a comfortable lead in de
velopment after 4 CL'lf3 cxd4 5 CL'lc3 ~a5 6 
CL'lxd4. 

4 e4 
It is this bold move which is responsible for 

the dubious reputation of the Austrian Defence. 
More conservative options like 4 CL'lf3 cxd4 5 
~xd4 'i!xd5 or 4 dxc5 ~xd5 do not cause 
Black a lot of trouble. 

4 CL'lxe4 
5 dxc5 (D) 

B 

White has managed to hold on to his pawn 
on d5, which gives him a space advantage and 
plenty of open lines for his pieces. A logical re
action by Black would be to play 5...CL'lxc5 6 
CL'lf3 e6, eliminating the white pawn, but prac
tice has shown that Black still has his work cut 
out for him after the simple 7 CL'lc3 exd5 8 
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'i'xd5, giving White a solid lead in develop
ment. 5...'i'a5+ has been suggested as an im
provement, but this has not been played very 
often. Here too Black will have to be very care
ful not to fall behind in development after 6 
~d2 ctJxd2 7 'i'xd2 'i'xc5 8 ctJa3. 

Albin Counter-Gambit 

2 ... e5 
Having called 2...~f5 a provocative move, I 

am at a loss to find even stronger terms for this 
gambit. One may well stare in disbelief at this 
move and be quite unable to see the point. And 
yet it is by no means unfounded. 

3 dxe5 d4 
This is Black's idea: he gains a space advan

tage in the centre. 
4 ctJf3 ctJc6 (D) 

We have arrived at the basic starting-point of 
this gambit. 

~--------------
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Black has created a bridgehead in the centre, 
he has all the open lines that he can possibly 
want for a quick development of his pieces and 
there is the realistic long-term prospect of sur
rounding White's pawn on e5, which will re
store the material balance. Is it strange that this 
gambit has always held a strong attraction for 
the daring attacking player: 

And what does White have to show for all 
this? WelL in the first place, by playing ...d4, 
Black has left the h l-a8 diagonal wide open. in
viting a g3 set-up which may result in an attack 
on the queenside involving b4. Furthermore, 

Black's pawn on d4 is not completely safe. It 
may be attacked with moves such as ctJbd2-b3 
or b4 followed by ~b2. Womes over the e5
pawn are misplaced. As long as it survives that 
is fine, but if it does fall, the strategic plans out
lined above remain unaffected. 

Strangely enough, despite the sharp nature 
of the position there are not a lot of clear-cut 
variations here. White's most popular move is 5 
g3, but 5 ctJbd2 and 5 a3 have also been played. 
Black usually continues 5...~e6 or 5 ~g4. A 
plausible continuation (after 5 g3) is 5 ~e6 6 
ctJbd2 'i'd7 7 ~g2 (D). 
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Now Black is able to regain his pawn by 
7...ctJge7 8 0-0 ctJg6. In practice, however, this 
has turned out to be quite good for White after 9 
ctJg5 or 9 '~b3 Mb8 10 tt:Jg5. A more resolute 
approach is probably called for, for instance 
7...~h3 8 0-0 0-0-0 followed by 9...h5. 

Whoever wants to play this gambit does not 
need any thorough knowledge of variations, but 
a good eye for tactical chances and a feel for 
improvisation are indispensable. 

Queen's Pawn Game 

2 ctJf3 (D) 

It could be said that, by not playing c4, 
White is trying to avoid a fight, but this is de
ceptive and, of course, ultimately impossible. 
In reality, White simply postpones c4 and waits 
for Black to show his hand first. 

If White, for whatever reason, does indeed 
refrain from playing c4, opening play will 
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B 

~enerally speaking be a bit slower than in the 
Queen's Gambit. In fact we then enter a dimly
it area on the fringes of opening theory where 
:t is still possible to discern general schemes of 
jevelopment, but where sharp and forcing vari
ations are nowhere to be found. 

As far as any roads can be said to exist in this 
'Jorder area, they are not highways, but lonely 
and rarely used footpaths. They may seem im
passable and difficult to spot in some places, 
but this is never really a problem, because the 
experienced hiker can be depended upon to find 
an alternative path without any difficulty. 

2 lLlf6 
A useful, neutral reply, for which there are a 

great number of alternatives. 
2...e6 is usually played in order to enter a 

specific variation of the Queen's Gambit, for 
instance 3 c4 dxc4 or 3...c5. It is also a useful 
preparation for 3".c5 in case White does not 
play 3 c4. 

The most popular non-Queen's Gambit move 
against 2".e6 is 3 i,f4 (D). 

This move introduces a scheme of develop
ment, known as the London System, that may 
be used against almost any black set-up, but it is 
more effective if Black has already played ."e6, 
as is the case here. The general idea is to play 
lLln, i,f4, c3, e3, i,d3 and lLlbd2, offering 
prospects of a successful attack on the kingside 
starting with lLle5. 

It is difficult to recommend a specific 'best 
reply' to this, but stalting with 3".c5 4 e3 and 
then playing 4,,:iVb6, in order to induce White 
to play the slightly passive 5 ViIIc l, is a good 

idea. Classical development like 4".lLlc6 5 c3 
i,d6 is also not bad. 

If Black is thinking of a ."c5 set-up, he may 
want to consider the immediate 2...c5 (D). 

w 

This is also an important move psychologi
cally, because Black makes it clear that he is 
ready to take over the initiative, thus provoking 
a sharp reply or cowering White into submis
sion. Moves like 3 e3 or 3 c3 cannot be said to 
be downright bad, but in this case they do 
clearly signal that White is not aiming for an 
opening advantage. If he finds this too meek, 
White has only two options. One is to force the 
opponent back into the realm of the Queen's 
Gambit by playing 3 c4 (Black may then opt 
for the Tanasch Defence by 3."e6, or for the 
Queen's Gambit Accepted by 3".dxc4). The 
other is to take on c5 and enter relatively un
known territory. A possible continuation is 3 
dxc5 e6 4 e4, a motif which we have already 
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seen with colours reversed in the Queen's Gam
bit Accepted. 

2...c6 is played with an eye to the Slav De
fence if White goes 3 c4, while also keeping the 
active developing moves ...~f5 and ...~g4 in 
mind if White plays something else. If, for ex
ample, White chooses 3 ~f4, then the resulting 
middlegame after 3 ...~f5 4 e3 e6 5 ~d3 itxd3 
6 'i'xd3l2Jf6 will be somewhat easier for Black 
than the positions after the above-mentioned 
2...e6 3 itf4. Perhaps in this case 3 ~g5 is the 
more aggressive option. 

Playing 2...~fS immediately is also perfectly 
sound, but it does of course allow White to 
transpose into a line of the 2...~f5 Queen's 
Gambit with 3 c4. Other moves, like 3 ~f4 e6, 
are again perfectly playable, but they do not 
make life difficult for Black in the opening. 
Perhaps this is the one line where I would ad
vise even the most fanatical theory hater (who 
is of course unlikely to read this book) to go for 
a main line just this once and play 3 c4. 

Quite the reverse can be said about 2...tLlc6 
(0). 
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This is an invitation to enter a Chigorin De
fence with 3 c4. Naturally 3 c4 is a perfectly 
valid option, yet in this particular case even the 
builders of highways consider two footpaths as 
just as reliable: 3 itf4 and 3 g3. These are not 
intended to avoid c4 altogether, but to play this 
move a little bit later so as to avoid a few stan
dard Chigorin reactions. 

3 ~f4 is usually met by 3...~g4, when the 
idea is to play 4 e3 e6 5 c4. 

3 g3 is also often met by 3•..itg4, in this case 
with 4 itg2 Ij'd7 in mind, with a view to lashing 
out on the kingside with ".1l.h3 and ...h5-h4. 
This may easily lead to chaotic situations where 
positional subtleties do not count for much. 

Another, only slightly less radical, possihil
ity is 3...~fS 4 1l.g2 ttJb4. This is not a rash at
tacking move but a clever ploy to clear the way 
for the c-pawn while at the same time making it 
more difficult for White to get c4 in. After 5 
12Ja3 c6 6 c3 ttJa6 followed by ...e6, Black's po
sition has tumed out to be quite solid, much 
more so in fact than in a Chigorin proper. 

We now retum to 2".tLlf6 (D): 
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In fact the implications of 2".tLlf6 are not so 
different from those of the moves we have just 
looked at. If White does not wish to return to the 
Queen's Gambit by playing 3 c4, then 3 ~f4 and 
3 itgS are his most plausible options. A third 
possibility, which may not look very impressive, 
but is nevertheless the starting point of a well
thought-out scheme of development, is 3 e3. 

Superficially modem and sophisticated, but 
in actual fact quite the opposite, is 3 g3. After 
3...~f5 4 itg2 e6 or 3...c6 4 itg2 ~f5 Black's 
position is much easier than in the Catalan 
Opening (page 24). In a situation where Black 
is able to develop his queen's bishop as com
fortably as this, a g3 set-up is usually fairly in
nocuous. 

2 ~f3 ~f6 3 Jtf4 

3 ~f4 (D) 
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2 tt:Jf3 tt:Jf6 3 :ig5 

B 3 i,g5(D) 

This is yet another foml of the London Sys
tem (and we shall be seeing quite a few more in 
the course of the book, as White can play these 
moves almost regardless of how Black replies). 
This variation is not a frequent guest in games 
at the highest level, because 3 iI..£4 does not ex
ert any immediate pressure on Black's position, 
yet anyone not aspiring to world championship 
level may rest assured that 3 .1&f4 is a perfectly 
useful move. Pressure and ambition always 
work in two directions. Developing his pieces 
in this way, White also does not exert any pres
sure on his own position. Accidents are unlikely 
to happen here. White simply and soundly de
velops his pieces. 

In the end, the intensity of a game of chess 
does not depend on the choice of opening, but 
on the effort and intensity that both players in
vest in it. An opening like this offers plenty of 
possibilities for a fierce middlegame, just as a 
sharp opening may fizzle out. 

As I already mentioned when discussing 
2...e6, a il..f4 set-up is at its most effective when 
Black has already hemmed in his queen's bishop 
with ...e6. This means that Black has a fairly 
easy game here after 3.••iI..£5 or 3 c6, intend
ing to meet 4 e3 with 4... i,g4. 3 c5 is also a 
good move, producing a sort of Queen's Gam
bit with colours reversed after 4 e3. Black then 
has 4 Ct:Jc6 but also the more aggressive option 
of 4 'i'b6. This move forces White to choose 
between the modest (but not bad) 5 'i'c1 and the 
more cheeky 5 Ct:Jc3, when 5...i!Jxb2 6 Ct:Jb5 is 
not exactly attractive for Black, but 5...c4 6 l:!.bl 
.1&g4 is a very good option. 

This method of development is slightly more 
aggressive than 3 .1&f4 because it raises some 
concrete, if not overly pressing, problems. In 
the first place the possibility of taking on f6, al
though it can hardly be called a threat, now 
looms over the position. As a consequence the 
sortie ...Ct:Je4 needs to be considered: is this a 
welcome improvement of Black's chances or 
will this knight on e4 tum out to be a potential 
liability? These problems may not be world
shattering, yet a certain tension is palpable. 

Black has several ways to react. 
Undoubtedly the simplest reply is 3...e6. 

Black continues in classical fashion and shows 
no inclination to try to wrest the initiative from 
his opponent immediately. White is allowed a 
return to the Queen's Gambit (4 c4), but the 
characteristic Queen's Pawn Game scheme e3, 
c3, Ct:Jbd2, il..d3 with a view to playing either e4 
or Ct:Je5 and f4 is equally justifiable. Many games 
have continued 4 e3 i,e7 5 Ct:Jbd2 c5 6 c3 Ct:Jbd7 
7 i,d3 b6 8 0-0 i,b7 9 Ct:Je5 Ct:Jxe5 10 dxe5 Ct:Jd7 
11 i,xe7 'i'xe7 12 f4 with chances of a kingside 
attack for White. 

Practically just as simple, yet a little more 
energetic, is 3...c5. If White now takes on f6, 
Black intends to take back with his g-pawn, 
while against the quiet 4 e3 he has the aggres
sive options 4.. :iVb6 and 4...Ct:Je4. 

If Black is not worried about being saddled 
with doubled pawns on the f-file, he may freely 
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play 3...g6, 3....tf5 or 3...c6. In fact, players 
aiming for .txf6 are not likely to play this in 
combination with 2 ctJf3. They will usually pre
fer 2 .tg5 (which will be discussed shortly), to 
allow themselves greater flexibility - moves 
like ctJe2 or 'l!9f3 may come in useful. 

Finally, Black's most radical move is un
doubtedly 3...ctJe4. Strangely enough though, 
theory has little to say on this. It is more or less 
agreed that, after 4 .th4, 4...c5 is the sharpest 
follow-up, when 5 e3 'l!9b6 6 ctJc3 is considered 
'interesting' and 5 dxc5 takes us into practically 
unknown territory, but basically we are left to 
work it out for ourselves. 

2 ClJf3 ClJf6 3 e3 

3 e3 (D) 
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Nowadays this modest little move will prob
ably impress no one as deserving more than a 
cursory glance. Yet for the greater part of a cen
tury it was looked upon as the main line of the 
Queen's Pawn Game and some very strong 
grandmasters have used it to good effect in the 
past. But even though we see little of it in top
level tournaments any more and although it has 
been labelled 'solid but harnl1ess' in the books, 
even today Black, especially ifhe suspects noth
ing, may find this ancient line surprisingly dif
ficult to handle. 

3... e6 
This reply was more or less standard during 

the first half of the 20th century, the heyday of 
this opening, but there are other moves. 

The first move to become accepted as a legit
imate alternative (this was sometime during the 
1930s) was 3...iH5. The old-fashioned response 
is 4 <~d3, hoping for 4....txd3 (4...e6 may well 
be a better idea) 5 cxd3 followed by e4, while 4 
c4 (with either 4...e6 or 4...c6 the likely answer) 
is more modem. 

This 'modem' reaction 4 c4 is also a good re
ply to 3....tg4, while if Black plays 3...g6 it 
even leads us straight into a modem main line 
of the Griinfeld Defence: 4 c4 .tg7 5 ctJc3 (see 
page 132). Of course a set-up without c4 is also 
playable here. It always is. 

3...c5 is also a good move. This may easily 
transpose to our main line, for instance after 4 
c3 e6 5.td3. 

4 .td3 c5 (D) 
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In this position there are two standard plans 
of development for White. 

The older, favoured by Zukertort in the 19th 
century, starts with 5 b3. After 5.. .tLlc6 6 0-0 
.td6 7 .tb2 0-0 the traditional plan involves 
cue5 and f4 with an eye to a possible kingside 
attack. The modem alternative is to play 8 c4, 
which may give rise (after 8...cxd4 9 exd4 dxc4 
10 bxc4, for instance) to a position with 'hang
ing pawns', a double-edged pawn-formation 
which tends to lead to a highly complex middle
game. Black will attack the centre pawns while 
White may (again) develop a dangerous attack 
on the kingside. 

Compared to this, White's second option, 5 
c3 (D), is uncomplicated and pretty straightfor
ward. 

I 
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B 

The plan is to play et:Jbd2 and e4, sometimes 
preceded by capturing on c5. This is the Colle 
System, which was especially popular in the 
1920s and] 930s. It is still an excellent choice 
for those who want to keep the opening as sim
ple as possible. 

Black's most plausible reaction is 5...et:Jc6 6 
0-0 kd6 7 et:Jbd2 0-0, when 8 dxc5 kxc5 9 e4 
produces what may be termed the starting point 
of this ancient opening. Black's best move here 
is considered to be 9...VJJic7 to prevent 10 e5. 

A slightly more subtle deployment of the 
queen's knight is 5...et:Jbd7 in order to capture 
on c5 with the knight. In this case White, after 6 
0-0 kd6 7 et:Jbd2 0-0, usually plays 8 e4 straight
away, though the preparatory move 8 Mel IS 

also moderately popular. 

Richter-Veresov Opening 

2 et:Jc3 (D) 

B 

A positionally-inclined player will perhaps 
regard this move as somewhat unnatural. White 
blocks his own c-pawn and by so doing com
pletely rules out the typical Queen's Gambit 
move c4. Nevertheless this strategy has always 
had its small band of devotees. After all, White 
does develop a piece and his strategic aim is 
sound enough: he wants to play e4. 

This makes the Richter-Veresov an opening 
which is strongly related to the 1 e4 openings. It 
could even be said that this is a 1 e4 opening, 
but without the vast amount of theory which is 
attached to the 'rear 1 e4. 

2 lLjf6 
The Richter-Veresov's close relationship to 

I e4 is made emphatically clear if Black plays 
either 2...c6 or 2...e6, when 3 e4 will produce a 
Caro-Kann or a French Defence, respectively. 

The sharp 2...c5 is not to be recommended if 
only because of 3 e4 dxe4 4 d5, an Albin Coun
ter-Gambit with colours reversed and an extra 
tempo for White. 

3 kg5 et:Jbd7 (D) 
Other moves are not necessarily inferior, but 

allow White to complicate matters. If 3...c5, for 
instance, 4 kxf6 gxf6 5 e3 produces a much 
more difficult position and if 3...c6, both 4 kxf6 
and 4 VJJid3 followed by 5 e4 are good alterna
tives to the 'normal' 4 e3 or 4 et:Jf3. Similarly 
3...kf5 has been answered by both 4 Jl.xf6 and 4 
e3 e6 5 Jl.d3, again intending to play e4. 

3...e6 again allows a transposition to the 
French by 4 e4. 

w 
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This simple developing move has pushed the 
older 4 f3 into the background. Practice has 
shown that, although 4 f3 is a logical enough 
move (preparing an immediate e4), Black has 
too many good replies. The sharp 4.. .cS and the 
waiting moves 4...c6 and 4...e6 have all done 
very well, as has interpolating 4...h6. In fact, al
though f3 is useful in preparing e4. it is a move 
which White would dearly like to retract after 
he has played e4. because it gets into the way of 
fast development (no tLlf3, no dl-hS diagonal 
for queen and bishop). For this reason the mod
em Richter-Veresov player tries to get in e4 
without B. 

After 4 tLlf3 Black has a solid scheme of de
velopment in 4...g6, when a plausible continua
tion is 5 e3 Ag7 6 .ltd3 0-0 7 0-0 cS 8 Mel, 
getting ready to play e4. 

4...h6 5 .1h4 e6 is a sharp alternative. Black 
dares his opponent to play 6 e4 at the cost of a 
pawn: 6...g5 7 .tg3 tLlxe4, when 8 ct:Jxe4 dxe4 9 
ctJd2 f5 10 h4 produces rather an obscure posi
tion. White is not without some compensation, 
certainly, but will it be enough? 

2.tg5 

2 .tgS (D) 
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When during the 1980s the Trompowsky At
tack, 1 d4 ctJf6 2 .tg5, came into fashion and 
quickly gained acccptance as a serious open
ing, some of its pioneers started experimenting 
with this bishop sortie after 1...d5 as well. 

While 2...tLlf6 transposes to the Trompowsky 
proper (see page 171) a number of alternatives 
have been developed into a modest amount of in
dependent theory. 

Among moves like 2 cS and 2...f6 (and 
many others). 2...c6 and 2 h6 3 .th4 c6 may 
be loosely called the mainlines. They are based 
on a tactical finesse: after 2 h6 3 .th4 c6 4 e3 
(or 2...c6 3 e3 h6 4 .th4) 4 'iVb6 5 'iVcl (or 5 
b3) Black has the rather surprising 5...e5 (D). 
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This is based on the fact that taking on e5 
loses the bishop (6 dxe5?? ·'ib4+). Strangely 
enough though, this has not unduly worried the 
2 JigS crowd. In the first place many of them 
simply play 6 GDf3 instead of 6 dxe5 and con
tinue as if nothing has happened (and they may 
have a point, proven in part by the fact that not 
everyone likes S...eS; the quiet 5...Jif5 is often 
preferred). Secondly, White has tried 4 tLlf3 (in
stead of 4 e3) and this has also held up fairly 
well in practice. If now 4...·~·b6, White intends 
to play 5 'i'cl ~f5 6 c4 e6 7 tDc3. The battle for 
the initiative is in full progress. 



Nimzo-Indian Defence
 

1 d4 ct.:Jf6 
2 c4 e6 
3 ct.:Jc3 i.b4 (D) 

w 

Named after its pioneer Aron Nirnzowitsch 
(1886-1935), this opening has been one of 
Black's most popular defences to 1 d4 ever 
since its 'invention' (adoption really, because it 
had been played before) by Nirnzowitsch dur
ing the 1910s. 

Black prevents 4 e4, yet unlike the more clas
sical approach that achieves this goal, 3...d5 
(the Queen's Gambit Declined), he maintains 
maximal flexibility for his pawn-fonnation. 
Depending on White's reply, Black will be able 
to choose between a central fonnation based on 
...d5, ...c5, ...b6 or ...d6 (and almost any combi
nation of these). 

This means that both players will have to as
sess the situation very carefully on practically 
every single move during the opening stage, not 
just tactically but strategically as well. This 
makes the Nimzo-Indian a demanding opening 
and it may explain why, no matter how highly 
regarded it may be, this opening is not popular 
with everyone. 

Ever since Nirnzowitsch, almost all top play
ers have played the Nimzo-Indian at one time 

or another and at times White has been so trou
bled by it that the move 3 ct.:Jc3 all but disap
peared for some years. Yet every single time 
this happened, after a while White managed to 
bounce back with new ideas and new insights. 
This constant to and fro of the theoretical battle 
has created a fascinating wealth of variations, a 
wealth that is not just at the disposal of players 
looking for a solid opening repertoire but also 
(and perhaps even more so) of the ardent stu
dent who wants to deepen his understanding of 
positions where flexibility and dynamic play 
are the key factors. 

The first of these dynamic factors confront
ing us is the possible exchange of the Nimzo
Indian bishop for the knight on c3. This was 
the first question asked of 3....Il.b4: does not the 
position after the straightforward 4 a3 i.xc3+ 
5 bxc3 simply favour White? Demonstrating 
where Black's chances lie in this type of posi
tion has perhaps been the great contribution by 
Nimzowitsch to the Nimzo-Indian. It meant 
that this simple reply to 3...i.b4, which later 
carne to be called the Samisch Variation, was 
not a refutation. 

Then carne the more subtle approach: 4 'i'c2, 
intending to play 5 a3 .Il.xc3+ 6 'i'xc3. White 
does want the pair of bishops, but not the dou
bled pawns. After initial success, this line fell 
out of favour because it was thought to be too 
slow until it was rehabilitated by Kasparov in 
the early 1990s. Today it is one of White's most 
dangerous weapons against the Nirnzo-Indian. 

The move which has been the most consis
tently popular one, however, is 4 e3, the Rubin
stein Variation. This may well be called a 
middle road between the two extremes 4 a3 and 
4 'itc2. White does not avoid the doubled pawns, 
but he is confident that the position after 4 e3 
i.xc3+ 5 bxc3 is so much better for him than the 
one arising from 4 a3 .Il.xc3+ 5 bxc3 that he de
cides not to 'waste a move' on 4 'i'c2 and simply 
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continues his development instead. And it is true 
that 4...i.xc3+ is completely unusual here, but 
the threat of taking on c3 remains and is exe
cuted in many subvariations a few moves later. 

4 ~gS also allows the exchange on c3, yet 
this move poses a counter-threat: how is Black 
to react to the pin against his knight? This fairly 
sharp variation was popularized by SpassK-y 
and Timman in the 1970s and 1980s. 

4 f3 is also a sharp move. It became uncom
monly popular in the early 1990s, when White 
was extremely successful with it for a short 
time. All existing variations and assessments 
were completely overhauled, swept aside in 
fact, but soon things began to fall into place and 
new defences for Black were erected. Still 4 f3 
remains a move to be reckoned with. 

In comparison, the neutral developing move 
4 CDf3 may almost be called less ambitious al
though it is certainly not to be underestimated. 
It is strongly related not only to 4 e3, but also to 
4 g3. Both these moves have also been rehabili
tated by Kasparov. 

Lastly 4 'i'b3 must be mentioned, but the 
theoretical status of this line can be summa
rized briefly: the move dates back to the earliest 
times of the Nimzo-Indian, but although it seems 
sound enough, it fell out of favour for a very 
long time and to this day is rarely played. 4 
'i'b3 is more forcing than 4 ''llUc2 but less flexi
ble. The reason it fell out of fashion is 4...c5 5 
dxc5 CDc6 6 CDf3 CDe4 (D). 
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This last move would obviously be impossi
ble with the queen on c2 and gives Black a 
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fairly easy game after 7 ~d2 tZJxd2 8 tZJxd2 
~xc5. 

Samisch Variation 

4 a3 ~xc3+ 

5 bxc3 (D) 
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This is the fundamental test of 3... ~b4. 

White now has a great many pawns in the cen
tre, giving him plenty of space. He also has the 
pair of bishops. These factors are not to be un
derestimated and in the hands of a skilful at
tacking player they may easily add up to a 
dangerous attack. But the downside is that, due 
to the doubled pawns on the c-file, White's 
pawn-formation is rigid and vulnerable. It is 
also still completely uncertain at this early 
stage whether the bishop-pair is going to turn 
out to be an asset or a liability. 

In fact, these positional factors are extremely 
delicate and the slightest inaccuracy may tip the 
scales at any moment. Besides, many players 
are prejudiced in these matters one way or an
other. They simply want the Sarnisch to be ei
ther good or bad, no matter what the books say. 

S .., cS 
This is perhaps the most popular move, both 

in practice and in theoretical investigations. 
Black takes a natural step forward in the centre 
and retains a certain amount of flexibility in 
his pawn-formation. For instance, the impor
tant decision whether to play ...d6 or ...d5, or 
whether to castle kingside or queenside, is left 
open. 
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On a more fundamental level, however, the 
choice is not between moves but between plans. 
How does Black intend to attack the \vhite cen
tre? Which pawn-formation does he have in 
mind? The range of these plans varies from 
classical to extremely provocative. 

5...c5 may be called classical, while 5...b6 is 
perhaps Black's most provocative move, be
cause while allowing his opponent a free hand 
in building a strong pawn-centre with 6 f3 .Aa6! 
7 e4 Black concentrates fully on attacking the 
c4-pawn by 7. JiJc6 (D). 

Here too theory refuses to give clear answers 
or even clear variations. After 6 n, for instance, 
6...e5 7 e4 c5 8 i!,d3 t/Jc6 is a solid plan and one 
that \ve are going to see quite often in this chap
ter, yet Black has varied endlessly on this idea 
and it is very hard to say what is best. To start 
with, Black may throw in 6...CLlh5 (threatening 
7...·~h4+) 7 tZlh3 before he plays 7...e5. He 
may also play 6...c5 7 e4 ILlc6 first and leave 
his opponent guessing whether ...e5 is still to 
come. 

We now return to 5...c5 m): 

w w 

Black intends 8.. .ttJa5. Strangely enough, 
after many years of practice and research, the
ory is still not sure whether this strategy is 
sound. White has tried both 8 ~g5 and 8 e5 
ILlg8 9 CLlh3 without coming to firm conclu
sions. 

Another interesting and slightly more mod
est idea is 5...d6 (D). 

w 

White now has two mainlines: the ambitious 
6 f3, or the more cautious 6 e3. 

4 a3 j,xc3 + 5 bxc3 cS 6 f3 

6 f3 
This is always the most aggressive approach; 

White is threatening to play 7 e4. Now Black 
can either allow this (we have just seen that 
6...d6 7 e4 CLlc6 is a valid option) or he can act 
directly against this plan by taking the initiative 
in the centre himself. 

6 d5 
7 cxd5 

After this logical reply, the character of the 
nuddlegame will to a great extent be deter
nUned by Black's choice of how to recapture. 

7...exd5 gives Black a firm foothold in the 
centre and prevents White from playing e4. 
This is a logical enough strategy, forcing White 
not only to change plans but also to slow down 
a little. In fact White has to start developing his 
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kingside now, for which the standard scheme is 
8 e3, 9 ~d3, 10 iLle2 and 11 0-0. When this is 
accomplished, he may return to the plan of 
playing e4. This scheme is fairly straightfor
ward and although it is slow, it is difficult for 
Black to do any damage before White gets the 
e4 advance in. 

That is why the alternative recapture 7...ct~xdS 

(D) has gradually replaced 7...exd5 as Black's 
most popular choice. 
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Black plays actively, trying to make use of a 
few concrete disadvantages of the move f3. To 
begin with, White cannot defend his c-pawn by 
the seemingly natural 8 ~d2, because this al
lows 8...cxd4 9 cxd4 ~h4+, winning a pawn. 
This means that White does not have a really 
comfortable way of protecting c3 (8 'liVd3 is rel
atively best in this respect, but then he must 
take 8...b6 9 e4 .ia6 into account), which has 
caused White to look in an entirely different di
rection. The critical move is now thought to be 
8 dxcS. Abandoning the original idea of form
ing a strong pawn-centre (and indeed abandon
ing any idea of a solid pawn-formation), White 
opens as many diagonals as possible in order to 
maximize the positive effects of the bishop
pair. It is not the extra pawn that matters, and 
practice has shown that it is often a good idea 
for Black to subdue the white bishops by refus

4 a3 Jtxc3 + 5 bxc3 c5 6 e3 

6 e3 (D) 
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This is a more solid option than 6 n, giving 
the opponent as little opportunity for counter
playas possible. White wants to play 7 ~d3 

fonowed by 8 iLle2 and 9 0-0, when everything 
is ready for the central thrust e4. 

The downside is that, compared to 6 n, 
Black has one extra move with which to orga
nize his defences. 

6... iLlc6 
This is perhaps Black's most flexible move, 

but not the only one. A sound alternative is 
6...b6 7 .id3 ~b7 forcing his opponent to make 
one more preparatory move (n) before he can 
playe4. 

7 ~d3 0-0 
8 ttJe2 b6 
9 e4 (D) 
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This is one of the most critical positions of 
~_1c entire Samisch Variation. With minimal loss 
:r time, White has managed to create the pow
~rful central formation that he had in mind 
.:. hen playing 4 a3. Black now has to defend 
-.ith the utmost accuracy, yet without letting 
."limself be pushed into a passive position. His 
:lext move is far from obvious. 

9 tbe8 
This move was first played by Capablanca 

lnd betrays the brilliant positional insight of 
:he great Cuban world champion (1888-1942). 
By now it has become common property but it 
:s still as vital to Black's plans as it ever was. 
Before he lashes out on the queenside with 
...ii,a6 and ...tbaS (and ...tbe8-d6 if necessary!) 
Black prevents the pin ~g5 and clears the path 
for his f-pawn. 

Play now becomes very complicated. After 
10 0-0 ~a6 11 f4 f5 12 tbg3 g6 13 ii,e3 liJd6, 
for instance, nobody really knows who is better. 

What is clear, however, is that whoever 
wants to play this variation (with either colour) 
should not feel half-hearted or worried about 
his chances. Total self-confidence is what is re
quired here. 

4 'i'c2 

4 VJlic2 (D) 

B 

With this move we enter a world that is 
vastly different from the Siimisch. Whereas 4 
a3 could be said to resolve the pin against the 
c3-knight quickly and radically, 4 VJlic2 does it 

slowly and patiently. In most cases White will 
play a3 on one of the next moves and recapture 
on c3 with his queen, thus carefully guarding 
the integrity of his pawn-formation. 

To our modern minds the soundness of this 
strategy seems commonplace, but this was not 
always the case. In the 1930s the reply 4...d5 
was thought to bring about an improved version 
of the Queen's Gambit Declined (improved 
from Black's point of view, that is) because 
White's d-pawn comes under attack. For the 
same reason 4...liJc6 was thought to be a prob
lem for White. 

Later it was the move 4...c5 which kept the 
reputation of 4 VJlic2 at a moderately low level 
and later still the ultra-flexible 4...0-0 caused a 
lot of headaches. 

But all these problems were solved when 
around 19904 'i'c2 suddenly became exceed
ingly popular. All theoretical assessments and 
variations were overhauled and renewed with 
great precision. Ever since that time 4 VJlic2 has 
been held in high esteem by all and sundry. 

4 'i'c2 d5 

4 d5 (D) 

w 

It is no coincidence that White had to find a 
satisfactory reply to this move before 4 VJlic2 
could even begin to be taken seriously. Black 
attempts to take over the initiative at once. 

5 cxd5 
This is the most popular and certainly the 

most solid reply. The alternative 5 a3 is no less 
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logical, but after 5....txc3+ 61Ji1xc3 ctJe4 White 
is made to feel that his plan, beautiful as it is, is 
also a trit1e slow. Whether Black's initiative is 
really to be feared is in fact, despite a multitude 
of high-level games and much analysis, still a 
very moot point, but it is essential for White to 
be aware of the potential dangers that 5 a3 is 
sparking off. To give but a sample line: after 7 
~c2 Black has 7...e5!?, intending 8 dxe5 .tf5, 
and also 7...ctJc6 8 e3 e5 with similar ideas, 
while the less intimidating 7...c5 8 dxc5 ctJc6 is 
in fact quite treacherous as well (as is revealed 
after 9 b4?? iff6 i). 

5 ... ifxdS (D) 
This perhaps somewhat surprising way of re

capturing the pawn had an excellent reputation 
in the very first days of the Nimzo-Indian, then 
fell into oblivion for the better part of a century 
only to be fully rehabilitated in the 1990s. 

The alternative S...exdS is also not bad, but a 
proper evaluation of this move is now thought 
to depend on (again) a rather sharp line: 6.tgS 
h6 7 ~h4 c5. IfBlack recoils from this and goes 
for something like 6...0-0 7 e3 c6 he will in
stead find himself in a slightly inferior version 
ofthe Exchange Variation ofthe Queen's Gam
bit Declined. His bishop on b4 does not fit into 
this scheme. 
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This position was already considered per
fectly playable for Black in the 1930s, but this 
changed when it was discovered that White 
should perhaps not play 6 a3 JLxc3+ 7 bxc3 or 
6 e3 cS 7 JLd2 JLxc3 8 bxc3, recapturing on c3 
with the b-pawn and hoping to create a strong 

central pawn-formation, but 6 ctJn cS 7 JLd2 
JLxc3 8 ~xc3, keeping the centre as open as 
possible in order to enhance the powers of his 
bishop-pair. Although Black is not under im
mediate pressure in this position, in the long 
term his prospects are no brighter than obtain
ing a hard-fought draw, which caused S...ifxdS 
to be practically abandoned. Then in 1993 
Romanishin introduced the highly original move 
6...~f5 (instead of 6...cS) and this has caused 
the variation to make a full recovery. The end
game after 7 ~xf5 exfS is considered equal, 
while other moves (like 7 ~3 for instance) 
leave the black queen well positioned on fS. 

4 "iVc2 liJc6 

4... ctJc6 
This move introduces a simple plan: Black 

wants to play ...d6 and ...e5. 
5 ctJf3 d6 (D) 
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This is the key position. It may look as if 
White can now prevent Black from playing ...eS 
very easily by 6 a3 ~xc3+ 7 ifxc3, but in the 
long run this is impossible. Black will execute 
his plan by 7...0-0 8 e3 Me8, followed if neces
sary by 9....~e7, when ...eS can no longer be 
prevented. 

For this reason White's main consideration 
should not be how to stop ...e5, but how to react 
when it happens. He has two fundamental op
tions: either White decides to exchange pawns 
on e5 hoping that the bishop-pair will prove to 
be an advantage in the resulting semi-open 
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~ ~'sition, or he plays d5 and relies on his space 
~:\'antage. Both methods are basically sound 
.c~~d the choice between them is to a large extent 
~ -natter of taste, 

Some players prefer 6 ~d2 instead of 6 a3, 
:',ending to take back on c3 with the bishop 
~",O-O 7 a3 ~xc3 8 ~xc3), 

4 1Wc2 c5 

4 c5 
This attack on d4 is so powerful that White is 

,~actically forced to abandon this central strong
~.,)ld. 

5 dxc5 (D) 

The theoretical assessment of this position 
las shifted very gradually over the years, For 
jecades it was considered 'about equal', but 
chis has changed almost imperceptibly to 'not 
=Iuite as easy for Black as we thought it was'. 
Parallel to this. the ranking of 4...c5 dropped 
:rom 'the answer to 4 ''i'c2' to 'one of a multi
rude of possibilities'. 

In the diagram position Black (again) has 
several options. 

Perhaps the most ambitious move is 5...4Ja6. 
Black wants to regain his pawn without making 
even the smallest concession (like taking a 
step 'backwards' with ... ~xc5), The idea is to 
play .. ,c2Jxc5, followed by ...b6 and ...~b7, 

gaining firm control over the important central 
square e4. White's most principled reaction is 
6 a3 ~xc3+ 7 'iVxc3 ttJxc5, and now either 8 
b4 ttJce4 9 'iVd4 threatening 10 n, or 8 n 

threatening 9 b4. In both cases Black is forced 
to react very sharply. White is dangerously lag
ging behind in development but if Black fails 
to capitalize on this fast, White will be able to 
create a strong pawn-centre and he will have 
the advantage of the bishop-pair in an open po
sition. 

For a long time the flexible 5...0-0 (D) was 
thought to be Black's best move, 

w 

This assessment was based mainly on the 
possibility of switching to the .. ,ttJa6 plan after 
the neutral developing move 6 ttJf3, when 
6",ttJa6 may be played without the potential 
drawbacks (outlined above) of the immediate 
5... ttJa6. 

Here too the critical move is 6 a3, practically 
forcing Black into a ., ,~xc5 plan. Only then, 
after 6",~xc5, does White start to develop his 
kingside: 7 ttJn. Just like the position after 5 
dxc5 itself, this line was also considered harm
less for Black for a very long time because of 
7...ttJc6 8 ~g5 ttJd4, based on the tactical point 
9 4Jxd4 ~xd4 10 e3 'iVaS. But when it was dis
covered that this too was 'not quite so easy for 
Black as we thought' because of 11 exd4 'iVxg5 
12 ~d2!, enthusiasm for 5...0-0 cooled down a 
bit and this line too could now be said to be just 
'one of a multitude of possibilities'. 

Considering the above, it may look rather il
logical to play 5...~xc5 (D) straightaway, with
out waiting for White to play a3. 

Even so, this is played quite often, but with 
a very specific aim in mind: Black wants to re
ply to the natural 6 ttJn with the seemingly 
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primitive 6...~b6. Because 7 e4 CDg4! would 
then be most unpleasant for White, he is forced 
to play 7 e3, blocking the c l-h6 diagonal for 
his bishop. Thus Black has avoided SLg5, the 
move which caused all the trouble in the 5...0-0 
line. 

As an immediate 6 SLg5? is out of the ques
tion because of 6...SLxf2+! 7 ~xf2 CDg4+, there 
is little White can do to avoid this. After 6 CDf3 
~b6 7 e3 Black calmly retreats his queen to a 
more civilized square (7 ...~c7), fianchettoes 
his queen's bishop, and awaits further develop
ments. 

Whether this strategy is objectively good or 
not, this line undeniably allows Black to avoid a 
sharp and highly theoretical opening battle. In 
all probability a rather slow type of middle
game position will come about, in what is 
known as the hedgehog structure, which will be 
further discussed in the chapter on the Symmet
rical English. 

4 iVc2 0-0 

4 ... 0-0 
Strange as it may seem, this move is actually 

as stem a test of 4 '>i'c2 as any of the more direct 
moves that we have just been looking at. Since 
5 e4 is not to be feared (Black could then, for in
stance. strike back in the centre \\lith 5...d5 6 e5 
QJe4 7 1Ld3 c5) and the neutral developing 
moves 5 CDf3 and 5 1Lg5 can both be met by 
5...c5 6 dxc5 etJa6, giving Black a relatively fa
vourable version of a 4...c5 line, White more or 
less has to 'carry out his threat', viz.: 

5 a3 iLxc3+ 
6 ~xc3 (D) 
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White has executed his plan. Without even 
the slightest weakening of his pawn-chain, he 
has acquired the pair of bishops. 

But does this really mean anything? After 
all, Black can also claim a few 'theoretical' ad
vantages, like having obtained a small lead in 
development and having preserved maximal 
flexibility for his own pawn-chain. It is not 
easy to answer this question and even less easy 
actually to play this line, but it pays to make a 
thorough study of it. It teaches you a few things 
about the subtleties of positional play. 

6 ... b6 
Roughly speaking, the outlines of the forth

coming battle have now been defined. But there 
is almost always some room for deviations from 
the main road and in this position 6...b5 has 
earned its rightful place in the books. Black 
sacrifices a pawn in order to open lines on the 
queenside so that his lead in development may 
make itself felt. On 7 cxb5 Black plays 7...c6, 
when 8 bxc6 QJxc6 has held up very well in 
practice. Many players prefer to ignore this 
challenge, simply carrying on with their stan
dard scheme of development: 8 1Lg5 cxb5 9 e3. 

6...etJe4 is also an attempt to take the initia
tive. It is based on the tactical point that after 7 
'>i'c2 f5 (D) White is unable to chase back the 
knight immediately. 

The reason is that 8 f3? fails to 8...~h4+. He 
will either have to accept the presence of the 
black knight on e4 for the time being and make 

----~--~--~--~---- ------'" 
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::1e battle for control over e4 a long-tenn one 
for instance, 8 t:2Jf3 b6 9 g3 .ib7 10 .ig2) or 

:nake a concession like 8 t:2Jh3, slightly mis
:,iacing the knight, in order to playa quick f3 
.myway. In the latter case Black may reply 
' ... tDc6 9 e3 d6 10 f3 tDf6, getting ready for 
...e5, when it is not at all clear if White has 
~ained anything by his swift reaction. 

7 iLg5 
If White refrains from making this aggres

sive move and prefers the more modest 7 tDf3 
~~b7 8 e3 instead, the position resembles the 
above line 6... tDe4 7 '\i'c2 f5 8 tDf3 and play 
,-.,-ill develop along similar lines. Black will be 
able to finish his development quite comfort
ably; e.g., 8...d6 9 iLe2 tDbd7 10 0-0 tDe4 11 
iilc2 f5, taking a firm grip on e4. This makes it 
difficult for White to become active and he will 
have to be careful not to allow his opponent to 
build up an attack on the kingside. 

7 iLb7(D) 
This is the obvious move and it is certainly 

very logical, but it is not the only one. In thc 
first place, Black may also consider directing 
his attention towards not the e4-square, but the 
c4-pawn, and thus play 7...iLa6. After 8 e3 d6 9 
£d3 ctJbd7 10 ctJe2 c5 followed by 11 ...Mc8 the 
white pawn comes under serious pressure. 

Secondly, the immediate 7...c5 is also not 
bad. After 8 dxc5 bxc5 Black does not need to 
worry about kxf6. He can try to develop an at
tack along the b-file with moves like ... tDc6, 
...Mb8 and ... 'i!'"b6 or ...iVaS. 

It is from this position that most of the 4 '~c2 

0-0 variations start. 

Theory's first impression was that 8 e3 d6 9 
f3 is the best set-up, but in the early 1980.'1 
9...?Jbd7 10 £d3 c5 11 tLle2 Mc8 turned out to 
be a satisfactory answer. The threats against c4 
hamper White's attempts to make his bishop
pair felt. 

Because simple moves like 8 tUf3 d6 9 e3 
t:2Jbd7 10 .ie2 were also unable to cause much 
damage, 4...0-0 was considered totally safe and 
sound in those days. But problems started when 
during the 1990.'1 White, led by Kasparov, began 
to investigate the much sharper move 8 f3 (D). 

B 

It soon transpired that White can permit him
self the luxury of occupying the centre without 
completing his development first since after 
8...d6 9 e4 Black is unable to take advantage of 
his lead in development. An alternative would 
be to play 8..•c5, analogous to 7...c5, but with 
the bishop already committed to b7 this did not 
seem to be the perfect solution either. 
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Things were looking fairly bleak from Black's 
point of view until finally a narrow and only 
just passable path was discovered: 8...h6 9 .th4 
d5. White's most dangerous reaction to this 
turned out to be 10 e3 tLJbd7 11 cxd5 (D). 
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Now l1...exdS may look solid, but this puts 
very little pressure on White and allows him to 
complete his development with excellent pros
pects of turning his bishop-pair to good use in 
the long run (12 .td3). But the surprising move 
l1...tilxdS saves the day. Suddenly Black's lead 
in development does make a difference. The 
endgame after 12 .txd8 (~xc3 is about equal 
because 13 .txc7 is met by 13 ...tLJd5, and now 
either 14 .td6 tLJxe3! or 14 .tf4 J:tfd8 intending 
...g5 (this is the reason why 8...h6 is an essential 
element of this plan). For these reasons White 
usually tries the modest 13 .th4 CZJd5 14 .tf2, 
but practice has shown that Black's chances are 
not inferior here if he continues fearlessly with 
14...c5. 

Rubinstein Variation 

4 e3 (D) 
Historically speaking, this is the main line of 

the Nirnzo-Indian Defence. Over a period of 
more than half a century. dozens of variations 
have been developed from this position and 
found their way into the books. 

The result is that, if you look at these books. 
the impression is created that theory is much 
more comprehensive here than it is in the 4 '~'c2 

variations. But comprehensive does not mean 

CHESS OPENINGS 

that it has become fixed. Evaluations will al
ways remain open to modification, however 
subtle. A good variation is never finished and 
will always be influenced by new insights, new 
ideas, new experiments. 
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Now it is up to Black to define the further 
course of developments. He has a choice of sev
eral moves, which are all perfectly sound. The 
most important of these are 4...b6, 4...cS and 
4...0-0. 

4 e3 b6 

4... b6 
A logical reaction to 4 e3. Now that White is 

clearly making no attempt to get the advance e4 
in immediately, Black strengthens his grip on 
this important central square by developing his 
queen's bishop to b7. 

5 .td3 
This looks like the natural developing move 

in this position and that is just what it is, but 
White has a major alternative in 5 tLJe2 (D). 

The idea is to play 6 a3 and, if Black then 
takes on c3, to take back with the knight. Thus 
after S....tb7 6 a3, if Black replies 6... .txc3+ 7 
tLJxc3. White has solved the 'Nimzo-Indian 
Problem', the pin against the c3-knight, in the 
most elegant way imaginable. Black has tried 
several ways to try to thwart this plan, all pro
ducing unclear but lively play. To begin with, 
6... :i&e7 is an original idea, based on the as
sumption that White's knight is looking rather 
silly on e2 if it cannot proceed to c3 as planned. 
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But even more radical is 5....Jta6 6 a3 .Jtxc3+ 7 
tUxc3 d5. Black wants to expose the downside 
of the bishop-pair: if White now plays 8 cxd5 
Black can be very satisfied after 8...~xfl 9 
~xfl exd5. All that has remained from the two 
bishops is one unimpressive bishop on c1, 
henuned in by its own pawns. Protecting c4 by 
8 b3 is considered critical. Black then increases 
the pressure on c4 by playing 8...0-0 9 ~e2 

tUc6 followed by ...tUa5, trying to force the ex
change on d5 anyway. 

5 gb7 
6 tUf3 0-0 

Usually the opening battle in this variation is 
about control over e4. Besides the neutral 6...0-0 
the more direct 6../t:Je4 also serves this pur
pose. Black creates threats and frees the way for 
his f-pawn. A voluntary exchange on c3 (i.e. 
without waiting for White to play a3) fits into 
this plan. After 7 'iic2 f5 8 0-0 £xc3 9 bxc3 0-0 
a difficult strategic stmggle lies ahead. White 
will have to make an effort to dislodge the 
knight from e4, starting, for instance, with 10 
ItJd2 or 10 ltJe1 followed by n. A trap to look 
out for is 10 ItJd2 ~h4 11 g3?! (11 f3 is better) 
1l...ltJg5! 12 gxh4?? lbh3#! 

7 0-0 (D) 
Now the road branches out. 
Exchanging on c3 voluntarily is still possi

ble, but not as popular (or as accurate) as in the 
6.. .ttJe4 line. mentioned above. After 7..,.Jtxc3 
8 bxc3 ct:le4 White does not need to lose a tempo 
protecting his pawn on c3. Instead of 9 \)jIc2 he 
can play 9 tUel at once, when 9.. .tt:Jxc3?? loses 
a piece to 10 'ifc2. 

A much better idea is to play 7...c5, when 
conventional moves like 8 a3 (8 ...~xc3 9 bxc3 
ct:le4) or 8 .Jtd2 (8 ...cxd4 9 exd4 d5) yield White 
next to nothing. Only the unorthodox 8 tUa4 
has managed to pose Black some problems. 
The point of this knight sortie is that after 
8...cxd4 9 exd4 d5 White now has 10 c5!, which 
not only creates a dangerous passed pawn but 
also embarrasses the Nimzo-Indian bishop. For 
this reason Black usually postpones ...d5 and 
voluntarily retreats the bishop first by playing 
either 9....Jte7 or 9...Me8 10 a3 .Jtf8. Now ...d5 
is a positional threat which is difficult to assess 
and which gives this variation its distinct and 
rather tense character. Black often plays ...d6 
(and perhaps ...t2Jbd7 and ....:t.c8) before lash
ing out with ...d5 at a later stage, preferably in a 
situation where White no longer has the option 
ofreplying c5. 

In comparison, Black's second main line, 
7...d5 (D), is strategically uncomplicated. 

w 
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Black now has the option of retreating his 
bishop to d6 if necessary, for instance if White 
plays 8 a3. After 8...~d6 9 b4 Black has 9...dxc4 
10 ~xc4 a5 (or the immediate 10.. .cDbd7) 11 b5 
<Dbd7, when he is ready to strike back in the cen
tre with ...eS. 

To avoid this, most players prefer to fix the 
central pawn-formation immediately by play
ing 8 cxd5. After 8 ...exd5 White then has two 
fundamentally different plans: 

One is to try to build up an attack on the 
kingside, starting with 9 ttJe5. To this, Black's 
accepted reply is 9...~d6 10 f4 cS, when a dy
namic equilibrium is reached between White's 
attacking chances on the kingside and Black's 
in the centre and on the queenside. 

The other plan is more modest and generally 
leads to quieter play: 9 a3 $J"d6 10 b4. Never
theless this too may well lead to a tense struggle 
eventually, especially if Black plays the intimi
dating ...<De4 with an eye to taking the initiative 
on the kingside. 

4 e3 c5 

4 c5 (D) 
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With this move, Black takes up the struggle 
for control of the centre in a very different way. 
Yet there are certain similarities bet\veen this 
move and 4...b6. For instance, 'White now faces 
the same choice between 5 1i,d3 and 5 ·'tJe2. 

5 ~d3 

This move is aimed at natural, uncompli
cated development. The alternative 5 ClJe2 is 

CHESS OPENINGS 

sharper and is (usually) played with a more 
concrete aim in mind. Theory has always found 
it very hard to choose between these two moves 
and indeed most players seem to regard it as 
mainly a matter of taste. It could be said though, 
that with S <De2 White wants to dictate the 
course of the game himself, while with 5 ~d3 

he lets his opponent choose a type of middle
game. 

The most important response to 5 tDe2 is 
S...cxd4. After 6 exd4 (D) Black then has two 
rather different options. 
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These are the straightforward 6...d5 and the 
more laid-back 6...0-0. In both these lines, drop
ping the Nimzo-Indian bishop back to e7 if 
White plays 7 a3 has become a standard ploy 
(but not forced!) to saddle White with the same 
problem as we saw in the 4...b6 5 tDe2 line: 
what should he do with the knight on e2 if the 
plan a3 i.xe3+ tDxc3 is side-stepped? The 
main lines start with 6...dS 7 cS and 6...0-0 7 a3 
1i,e7 8 d5. With his last move White stops his 
opponent from playing ...dS (which could fol
low, for instance, after 8 CDf4). After 8...exd5 9 
cxd5 Me8 (or 9...i.cS) this leads to a hotly
debated key theoretical position. 

S... CDc6 (D) 
In connection with Black's next move, this 

gives the variation 4 ...cS a face of its own. The 
alternatives 5...dS and 5...0-0 are by no means 
bad. but they transpose to those variations that 
may also be reached via 4...0-0 and are treated 
under that heading. 

6 CDr3 
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Many players prefer 6 itJe2 here, in order to 
be better prepared for the forthcoming exchange 
on c3, The idea is not so much to take back on 
c3 with the knight (as is the idea of playing (zJe2 
a move earlier!) should Black play 6",itxc3+, 
because that would just leave the pawn on d4 
undefended, but that the knight is better placed 
on e2 than on f3 in the position arising after 7 
bxc3. In this type of middlegame it is of vital 
importance for White to be able to use his f
pawn, either by playing f3 or f4, which is of 
course much easier if there is no knight stand
ing in the way. 

But for another type of middlegame the 
knight is less well placed on e2: the typical Iso
lated Queen's Pawn position arising after 6 
{zJe2 cxd4 7 exd4 dS with the exchange ,,,dxc4 
to follow, Of course, this position is perfectly 
playable for White (and indeed 6 tiJe2 was all 
the rage around 1990), but it is undeniable that 
a knight on e2is less int1uential on the kingside 
than a knight on n, and that it does not cover 
the important e5-square. This makes the choice 
between 6 tiJn and 6 tLJe2 (again) to a large ex
tent a matter of taste, The question is: which 
central pawn-formation does White prefer? 

6 ~xc3+ 

This is the Hubner Variation, one of Black's 
most solid options against 4 e3 and one of the 
few lines where taking on c3 without waiting 
for White to play a3 frrst is completely ac
cepted. 

7 bxc3 d6 (D) 
This is the same type of position that we have 

already seen in the Samisch Variation, White 

has economized on a3, but his knight on f3 
blocks the f-pawn. As a result White experi
ences some difficulties in taking the initiative on 
the kingside as we saw him do in the Samisch. In 
the meantime Black is ready to play ...e5, taking 
the initiative himself. The way in which White 
resolves to tackle these problems will define the 
further course of the opening. 

The classical approach is 8 e4 e5 9 d5. White 
fixes the central pawn-formation and hopes to 
build up a slow-buming attack on the kingside. 
Practice has shown, however, that after 9.. .!1Je7 
Black's chances of doing just that for himself 
are by no means inferior, This has caused White 
to look for more subtle measures, Especially 8 
0-0 has been investigated very deeply. If now 
8...e5, instead of closing the centre immedi
ately he plays either 9 CZJd2 or 9 tLJg5. White 
does not worry about the prospect of losing a 
pawn on d4 and plans f4 in both cases. The 
problems facing Black are of a more complex 
nature here than after 8 e4, yet in practice here 
too Black has done welL 

4 e3 0-0 

4 0-0 (D) 
The most flexible move, opening the door to 

a wide variety of variations, 
5 ~d3 

Whereas the difference between 5 .i.d3 and 
::; t7\e2 is more or less a matter of taste after both 
4...b6 and 4."c5, 5 tLJe2 in this position is not 
nearly as popular. The difference is that Black 
now has the reply 5",d5 6 a3 i.e7, turning the 
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opening into a kind of Queen's Gambit De
clined where the moves e3 and CL:le2 compare 
rather poorly with the active moves g,g5 and 
CL:lf3 of the 'real' Queen's Gambit 

5 ... d5 
The alternative 5...c5 usually leads to the 

same position, especially if White simply con
tinues 6 CL:lf3. In case he prefers 6 &2Je2, then 
6...cxd4 7 exd4 d5, a strategy that we have al
ready seen in the 4...c5 5 g,d3 lLlc6 6 'be2 vari
ation, is a good reply. 

6 CL:lf3 
Here too 6 CL:le2 is a perfectly valid alterna

tive. Black then has two well-reasoned standard 
responses in 6...c5 and 6...dxc4 7 g,xc4 c5, but 
in this particular case he could also try the much 
wilder 6...e5!?, based on the tactical point 7 
dxe5 dxc4 8 g,xc4 "i'xdl + 9 ~xdl CL:lg4. 

6 ... c5 
This very natural move is by far the most 

popular one, but Black has also tried the unor
thodox 6...'bc6. It may look rather crazy to 

block your own c-pawn in this variation, but 
there is a very sound idea behind it: Black is 
preparing to strike out in the centre with ...e5. 
After 7 0-0 he may set this plan in motion with 
7...dxc4 8 g,xc4 g,d6, when he is just in time to 
meet 9 e4 with 9...e5. It is not at all easy for 
White to find an antidote against this original 
plan and 6... lLlc6 has known several periods of 
popularity. especially in the 1950s and 1960s. 

7 0-0 (D) 

This is one of the most important and deeply 
analysed positions in the entire Nirnzo-Indian. 
In practice it has occurred in thousands of games 
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and between about 1950 and 1970 the term 
Nimzo-Indian was almost synonymous with 
this position. 

This huge popularity is based on a wealth of 
variations and subvariations, which are attrac
tive for both sides. Careful study of these is 
certain to pay dividends, both in immediate 
practical results and in one's overall under
standing of the game. 

In fact almost every possible plan has been 
tried and each one of those has at one time or an
other been overhauled, refined and modernized. 

First it is Black's move. Which type of mid
dlegarne does he choose? 

The strategically simplest option is to define 
the central pawn-formation immediately with 
a double pawn exchange: 7...cxd4 8 exd4 dxc4 
9 ~xc4. Black has chosen to play against the 
isolated queen's pawn. But handling this varia
tion well is not so simple. 9...b6 (D) is consid
ered the most reliable follow-up. 
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This is the Karpov Variation. Black puts his 
bishop on b7 and does not immediately decide 
between developing his queen's knight to d7 or 
to c6. Also the decision of what to do \vith the 
Nimzo-Indian bishop (taking on c3 or retreat
ing?) is left open for the moment. White will 
have to make optimal use of the many open files 
and diagonals that the double exchange in the 
centre has given him. A good move is 10 ~g5, 

followed (if Black plays 1O...~b7) by 11 :'el 
or 11 Mcl. 

If Black is interested in this type of middle
game but does not want to allow itg5, he might 
consider taking on c4 only, postponing ...cxd4 
until a more convenient moment. This brings us 
to the variation 7...dxc4 8 j,xc4 b6 (D). 

w 

If White now plays 9 'iVe2, for instance, a 
natural move preparing 10 Mdl, Black can still 
opt for the Karpov Variation with 9...cxd4 or 
9...j,b7 10 Mdl cxd4. Theoretically critical is 
the ultra-subtle 9 a3, intending to meet 9...cxd4 
with 10 axb4 dxc3 11 'iVxd8 Mxd8 12 bxc3. 
Thanks to the pair of bishops this endgame is 
considered to favour White, if only slightly. 

This brings us to the next variation, 7...dxc4 
8 j,xc4 CDbd7 (D), which is basically an at
tempt to avoid even this little problem. 

Now 9 a3 cxd4 10 axb4 dxc3 11 bxc3 may 
lead to the same pawn-structure, but with the 
queens still on the board the situation is totally 
different: Black gets counterplay on the queen
side, starting with 11.. ..~c7. 

Here it is 9 'iVe2 which has become the main 
line. After 9...b6 White will either just play 10 

Mdl allowing 1O...cxd4 11 exd4 itb7 and a 
transposition to the Karpov Variation or he will 
try to refute Black's set-up with the sharp 10 d5. 
This move seems attractive because the meek 
1O...exd5 gives White an excellent position af
ter IlCDxd5 CDxd5 12 itxd5 Mb8 13 e4, but it is 
actually very double-edged because Black has 
the much more critical reply 1O...~xc3 11 dxe6 
CDe5!, when 12 exf7+ Ii?h8 13 bxc3 itg4 gives 
Black a dangerous initiative for the sacrificed 
pawns, though exactly hmt' dangerous is a ques
tion still unanswered. 

Finally, Black may decide to leave the cen
tral tension unresolved for the moment, for in
stance by playing 7...CDc6. The only move 
which is then considered critical is 8 a3, when 
8...itxc3 9 bxc3 (D) brings about yet another 
key position of the Nimzo-Indian. 

Looking at the static features of this posi
tion, one might be inclined to favour White. He 
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has the bishop-pair and a pawn-majority in the 
centre. Taking on d4 is no longer attractive for 
Black as White will now be able to take back 
with a c-pawn, which only increases the strength 
of his pawn-centre. 

But when we investigate the situation more 
carefully, we discover an excellent plan for 
Black, which highlights the more dynamic fea
tures of the position: 9...dxc4 10 ~xc4 ~c7!. 

Black is ready to take over the initiative in the 
centre with ...e5, a move that will also awaken 
his only remaining dormant piece, the bishop 
on c8. How should White react to this threat 
and how should he awaken his own dormant 
bishop on c I? Many different answers have 
been suggested to these questions, but no defi
nite conclusion has ever been reached, though 
in practice 11 ~d3 e5 12 ~c2 Me8 13 dxe5 
tLlxe5 14 tLlxe5 ~xe5 15 f3 has become some
thing of a main line. White hopes to consolidate 
his position with e4 and ~e3. 

An attempt to refine this plan may be made 
by playing 9...~c7 first, with the intention of 
exchanging on c4 one move later (for instance 
after 10 ~b2). The only useful attempt to thwart 
this plan is to play 10 cxd5 exd5. This is in ef
fect the same type of middlegame that we have 
seen in the Siimisch Variation, but with a knight 
on f3 White will not find it easy to achieve the 
essential e4 breakthrough; e,g., 11 a4 Me8 12 
~a3 c4 13 ~c2 tLle4 with a fiml grip on e4, 

4~g5 

4 ~g5 (D) 
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CHESS OPENINGS 

White meets the pin against his knight with a 
counter-pin. This seemingly calm approach runs 
into two concrete problems, which must be 
solved before White can really be confident. 

4... h6 (D) 
One great advantage of 4 ~g5 over 4 ~c2 

and 4 e3 is that Black has far fewer options. The 
only reaction to 4 ~g5 which is considered 
fully acceptable is to play ...c5. Pushing the 
white bishop back to h4 is not essential but it is 
a useful little extra. 
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5 ~h4 

Black does not have to wony about 5 ~xf6. 

After 5....'kl¥xf6 the advance ...c5 will have even 
greater impact. 

5... c5 
6 d5 (D) 

This advance is the point but also the neces
sary consequence of 4 ~g5. After 6 e3 cxd4 7 
exd4 "ilVa5 8 ~c2 tLle4 White's bishop would 
only be sorely missed on the queenside. 

In reply to 6 d5, Black has an aggressive tac
tical option and a solid positional one. 

The tactical option is 6...b5, an assault on 
White's pawn-centre based on the pawn sacri
fice 7 dxe6 fxe6 8 cxb5 which gives Black a 
good many open files and a pawn-majority in 
the centre in retum for his pawn. This is danger
ous ground for both players requiring good cal
culating skills and a feeling for dynamic play. 

The positional method is 6...~xc3+ 7 bxc3 
d6 or 6...d6 7 e3 ~xc3+ 8 bxc3 e5, aiming for 
the same pawn-structure as in the Hubner Vari
ation. Black has no pawn weaknesses and no 
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B 

immediate tactical problems to worry about. 
Middlegame play will be practically restricted 
to the kingside, where neither player will find it 
easy to take the initiative. 

So whoever wants to play 4 jLg5 will have to 
feel comfortable both with the strategic difficul
ties of 6...jLxc3+ (or 6...d6 which is just a trans
position of moves in most cases) and with the 
tactical turmoil of 6...b5. This makes 4 jLg5 a 
variation for players with a truly universal style, 
which is exactly what the two great champions 
who have made this variation popular, Boris 
Spassky and Jan Timman, were renowned for. 

4 f3 

4 f3 (D) 

B 

This is perhaps White's most radical way of 
meeting the Nimzo-Indian Defence. Without 
further ado he prepares to play 'the perfect 

move', e4. For decades this almost naIvely 
straightforward approach was looked upon with 
suspicion, especially because White robs him
self of the natural square B for his king' s knight. 
But during an outbreak of unheard-of popular
ity around 1990 all the pros and cons of 4 B 
were thoroughly investigated and by now the 
theoretical situation has cleared up. 

In fact 4 B is now often used as a kind of par
allel road to the Samisch Variation by players 
who are aiming for one particular subvariation 
of the Samisch and who prefer the side streets 
of the 4 B road to those of 4 a3. 

4 d5 (D) 
Black does well to react to White's plans in 

the centre immediately. The main alternative 
to the text is 4...c5, but it is precisely here that 
the 1990 thunderstorm has caused considerable 
damage. It was previously thought that after 5 
d5 the sharp variations 5...~xc3+ 6 bxc3 l1IVa5 
and 5 .. ,tIJh5 were both quite well playable but 
they are now regarded as slightly dubious. A 
third option, 5...b5, has also turned out to be 
fairly innocuous because of the laconic reply 6 
e4. 

w 

5 a3 
Only this move can justify 4 B. The struggle 

for e4 must be continued. 
Now 5...~xc3+ 6 bxc3 c5 transposes to a 

line of the Samisch (see page 59). This is in fact 
the key test of 4 B. 

The alternative 5...~e7 is provocative be
cause it allows White to carry out his plan and 
play 6 e4. A proper assessment of this position 
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depends on the sharp reply 6 ...dxe4 7 fxe4 e5 8 
d5 (D). 
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White has gained considerable space in the 
centre but he has had to make himself vulnera
ble to dangerous counterattacks to achieve this. 
Critical is 8...i.c5 9 CLlf3 CLlg4, but although 
White certainly needs nerves of steel here, this 
is considered rather dubious nowadays because 
of the bold 10 CLla4. 

4 etJf3 

4 tiJf3 (D) 
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This sound developing move may well be 
viewed with a sigh of relief by many readers af
ter all the subtle and ambitious lines that we 
have looked at so far. Others may suffer from 
the opposite effect and look upon this movc as 
strangely unpretentious. 

CHESS OPENINGS 

4 CLlf3 was never a popular move until Kas
parov rejuvenated it in his match for the world 
championship against Karpov in 1985. What 
their games clearly indicated is that all sorts of 
ambitious replies to 4 CLlf3 are risky. There is no 
refutation of this move, so Black does well to 
treat it with the same respect as the older varia
tions of the Nimzo-Indian. 

It then turns out that 4 CLlf3 has in fact little 
significance of its own because. depending on 
Black's reply, it is bound to transpose to other 
variations. This does of course demand a cer
tain knowledge and appreciation of these other 
variations, which implies that 4 CDf3 is an inter
esting option for those who want to play some 
particular variations of the 4 e3 or 4 g3 lines, 
while wishing to avoid others. 

To begin with, 4...dS takes us straight into 
the Ragozin Variation of the Queen's Gambit 
Declined (see page 21). 

The Queen's Indian Defence is also just one 
move away: 4...b6. 

To complicate transpositional matters even 
further, both these options allow White to re
turn to a 4 e3 NinlZo-Indian by playing 5 e3. 

The only moderately popular independent 
reply to 4 CLlf3 is 4...0-0, but this is not rated 
very highly because of 5 i.g5 c5 6 e3 (D), 
which is much better for White than the related 
variation 4 i.g5 h6 5 i.h4 c5 6 e3. 
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The difference is that 6..."i'a5 can now be an
swered by the sharp 7 Jtxf6 Jtxc3+ 8 bxc3 
~xc3+ 9 CLld2 or even 7 kd3 J.xc3+ 8 bxc3 
iVxc3+ 9 ~fl, when in both cases White has 
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excellent chances of launching an attack against 
the enemy king. 

The most popular reply to 4 ~f3 is 4...c5. 
when 5 g3 will bring us to the next section. on 
the 4 g3 variation. 'Vllite has then moided the 
line 4 g3 0-0 5 ~g2 d5 so he has reduced Black's 
options. For anyone appreciative of these subtle
ties, 4 ltJf3 may be a very useful move. 

4 g3 

4 g3 (D) 

B 

As mentioned before, this variation is closely 
interwoven with 4ltJf3. 

Black's main responses are 4...cS and 4...0-0 
5 i.g2 d5. The immediate 4...dS is also possible 
(it is unusual but there seems to be no good rea
son for this), transposing to the 4...0-0 line after 
5 ~g2 0-0. 

4 g3 c5 

4 cS 
It is in this variation where the lines 4 ltJf3 

and 4 g3 merge. 
S ltJf3 (D) 

White has nothing better than this because S 
dS is strongly met by 5...ltJe4 (when 6 'lii/ic2? 
runs into 6.. .'i'f6!). 

We have now reached the same position as 
arises from 4ltJf3 c5 5 g3. 

S cxd4 
At first sight S...ltJe4 appears a very attrac

tive move here, but a game from the match 

B 

Kasparov-Karpov in 1985 confirmed that Ro
manishin's idea 6 'i'd3 is a good reply. After 
6....~a5 7 'iiVxe4 1 ~xc3+ 8 i.d2 ~xd2+ 9ltJxd2 
Black's initiative turns out to be short-lived. 

Black has hied to refine this idea by playing 
5...ltJc6 first. If White then continues 6 j,g2 
(and what else could he possibly play?) the 
consequences of the knight sortie 6...4Je4 are 
much more complicated because 7 "liiIid3 now 
runs into 7...cxd4 8 ltJxd4 ltJxc3 9 bxc3 ltJe5, 
while the alternative 7 i.d2 also brings about a 
position which is not easy to judge following 
7...i.xc3. Nevertheless Kasparov was success
ful against this line as well in 1985, and the 
theory of this line has more or less petered out 
into the modest vmiation 7... ltJxd2 8 'i'xd2 
cxd4, with perhaps a slight advantage to White 
but nothing very threatening. 

Less adventurous is 5...b6 6 i.g2 i.b7. when 
after 7 0-0 Black may either go for a Hedgehog 
type of position starting with 7...cxd4 (we shall 
look at the general aspects of the Hedgehog 
System in the chapter on the Symmetrical Eng
lish) or he may prefer a solution in a more typi
cal Nimzo-Indian style: 7...i.xc3 8 bxc3 d6. 

6 ltJxd4(D) 
This is a key position not just for the 4 g3 

Nimzo-Indian but for the Symmetrical English 
as well. It is often reached via 1 c4 c5 2 ltJf3 
ltJf6 3 ltJc3 e6 4 d4 cxd4 5 ltJxd4 i.b4 6 g3 or a 
similar move-order. 

6 0-0 
If Black is eager to play ...ltJe4 in this line 

this may be the best moment to do it. One rea
son why 6...ltJe4 is so popular is the charming 
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little queen sacrifice 7 'iVd3 'iVaS 8 CLlb3 CLlxc3 l, 
with the point that after 9 tt:lxaS CLle4+ Black 
wins back the queen immediately. The critical 
line, however, is the calm 9 Jl.d2, when Black 
still has to prove something. 

7 Jl.g2 d5 (D) 
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This position is crucial for the entire varia
tion. The situation is tense. With his last move 
Black has taken the initiative in the centre but at 
the same time his queenside remains underde
veloped. 

White has tried several moves, among which 
8 ~b3 and 8 0-0 have earned their places in the 
books. but the most principled approach is 
probably 8 cxd5 ct:lxdS and now either 9 Jl.d2 or 
9 lib3. White accepts an isolated pawn on c3 
and relies on the open b-file and his strong 

bishop on g2 to grant him good chances against 
Black's queenside. This is a hotly debated vari
ation and one where every decision is based on 
extremely subtle positional nuances. After 9 
Jl.d2, for instance, it is not clear whether Black 
should take on c3 with the knight or with the 
bishop, while after 9 'ib3 it is extremely unusual 
to take on c3 at all. In fact it has even become 
fairly standard for Black to accept an isolated coo 
pawn himself here by playing 9...CLlc61O CLlxc6 
bxc6. 

4 g3 0-0 

4... 0-0 
Black refrains from any immediate action 

bascd on ...'!:\Va5 and ...ct::le4. He has a more clas
sical strategy in mind. 

5 ~g2 d5 (D) 
This move gives the opening a decidedly 

Catalan flavour (see page 24). 5...c5 6 ct::lf3 
cxd4 7 L2Jxd4 would transpose to the 4...c5 line. 
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If White now plays the natural 6 tLlf3 he has 
to take 6...dxc4 into account because, unlike the 
Catalan Opening proper, winning back the pawn 
is not self-evident in this case. After 7 0-0 CLlc6 
a fierce opening battle is to be expected. 

6 cxd5 exd5 7 ct::lf3 is the more prudent 
choice, but with the bishop on g2 this type of 
central pawn-formation is generally regarded 
as giving Black an easy game. 



Queen's Indian Defence
 

1 d4 tLlf6 
2 c4 e6 
3 tLlf3 b6 (D) 

For a long time, playing the Queen's Indian 
with either colour was regarded as a sign of 
peacefulness. After all, by playing 3 tLlf3 White 
avoids the complications of the Nimzo-Indian 
Defence, whereas Black, by not transposing to 
the Queen's Gambit Declined via 3...d5, avoids 
a confrontation in the centre. In fact the term 
·Queen's Indian' used to be almost synony
mous with 'avoiding a fight'. In some books it 
has even been called a 'drawish' opening. 

For those who only started playing chess af
ter about 1980 and have consequently not lived 
through this 'anti-Queen's Indian' era, it will 
be hard to understand that such an attitude to
wards this opening ever existed. But it was 
only when Garry Kasparov made his way to 
the top in the early 1980s, using the move 3 
tLlf3 to extremely good effect and creating a 
whole new world of variations in the Queen's 
Indian, that this attitude changed. Kasparov 
forged the variations 4 a3, 4 tLlc3 ~b4 5 ~g5 

and (to a lesser extent) 4 g3 into new and very 
dangerous weapons and suddenly this became 
one of the most popular openings, superseding 

3 ciJc3 and the Nimzo-Indian completely (for 
some time). 

Since then, almost every top grandmaster 
has played the Queen's Indian, often with both 
colours, and they have all contributed some
thing to the rapid development of dynamic and 
challenging variations offering rich potential 
rewards for both White and Black. As a result, 
theory of the Queen's Indian has become almost 
as complex as that of the Nirnzo, and unlike 
forty years ago some knowledge of variations is 
now essential if you want to play this opening. 

White's most important method was and still 
is 4 g3. By putting his king's bishop on g2, 
White takes up the challenge of fighting for 
control over the important hl-a8 diagonal and 
over the central squares e4 and d5. 

Although it may not look very to the point 
at first sight, 4 a3 takes up this challenge as 
well. White wants to play the natural develop
ing move tLlc3 without being disturbed by the 
Nirnzo-Indian pin ...~b4. This amazingly la
conic little move was first used by Tigran Petro
sian and later by Kasparov to surprisingly good 
effect. The games of Kasparov in particular 
proved that, far from being a waste of time, 4 a3 
is the vital starting move of an extremely aggres
sive strategy that caused Black quite a headache 
during the 1980s. 

Strangely enough, 4 tLlc3, although it is in 
fact the most natural move, was used by Kaspa
rov as an even subtler starting move of this, 
'his' aggressive strategy. By starting his plan 
with 4 tLlc3, White avoids the variation 4 a3 
~a6, which became more and more of a prob
lem for White during the 1980s. IfBlack simply 
replies 4...~b7 White will play 5 a3 and against 
4 ...~b4 he has the sharp 5 ~g5. This line is 
really a fusion of the Queen's and the Nimzo
Indian and it is a highly explosive mixture. 

Completely different but no less important is 
4 e3. This quiet developing move does not 
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spark off a fierce struggle right away, yet the re
sulting middlegame positions are often very 
tense and full of promise of a fascinating fight. 

Finally there are the moves 4 .if.f4 and 4 .if.g5 
to be mentioned, but these are relatively unbur
dened with theoretical baggage. 

Although 4 .if.f4 caused quite a stir for a 
short period of time in the late 1970s it has be
come clear that this move does little to make 
life difficult for Black after 4....if.b7 5 e3 .if.e7 6 
h3 (6 CLJc3 allows 6...CLJh5, eliminating the 
bishop) 6...c5. 

4 .if.g5 too has had its devotees, but it is gen
erally regarded as equally harmless. The simple 
reply 4....if.b7 5 e3 .if.e7 (a crucial difference 
from the line 4 CLJc3 .if.b4 5 .if.g5, mentioned 
above) 6 CLJc3 CLJe4, leads to exchanges and a 
lessening of tension. 

4 g3 

4 g3 (D) 
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This move has constituted White's main line 
ever since the very first days of the Queen's In
dian. During about three quarters of a century, 
it has been investigated in great detail, yet it still 
offers plenty of scope for new discoveries. 

Just as in the Nimzo-Indian, Black has several 
plans at his disposal for tackling White's cen
tral position. Moreover, these plans can be exe
cuted in several different ways. White usually 
has a choice between a sharp and a more self
restrained approach to these variations. Which 
is objectively best is often impossible to say. 

To begin with, Black has a choice between 
the natural 4....if.b7 and the more aggressive 
4....if.a6. 

In fact he even has a third option: 4....if.b4+ 
(D). 
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This Bogo-Indian check plays an important 
part in all variations of the 4 g3 line, a clear in
dication of how closely related the Nimzo-, 
Queen's and Bogo-Indian Defences really are, 
but at this moment it only has independent sig
nificance if Black wants to play the provocative 
and highly experimental line 4....if.b4+ 5 .if.d2 0.5 
6 .if.g2 .if.a6. In case of 5....if.xd2+ 6 'i'lxd2 .if.b7 
7 .if.g2 we enter the territory of the more 'civi
lized' variation 4....if.b7 5 .if.g2 .if.b4+, which 
we shall look at below. 

4 g3 ~b7 

4... .if.b7 
5 .if.g2 .if.e7 

This is the classical response to 4 g3, but 
5....if.b4+ is a solid alternative. White then faces 
a fundamental choice between 6 CLJc3, 6 CLJbd2 
and 6 .if.d2. 

6 CLJc3 is a Nimzo-Indian variety that is gen
erally regarded as less promising for White 
than the 'rear Nimzo-Indian and is not played 
very often. 

6 CLJbd2 is also quite rare, but there seems to 
be no concrete reason for this lack of popular
ity, because Black has nothing better than a 
fairly neutral reply like 6...0-0 7 0-0 d5. In all 
probability, most players simply prefer their 

1 
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queen's knight to be on c3 in this type of posi
tion, where it exerts some pressure on dS. Also 
of course a knight on d2 always hinders the 
rapid development of the cl-bishop. 

By far the best studied move is 6 ~d2 (D). 

Black then has a large number of variations at 
his disposal, all varying greatly in character. 

The oldest and simplest is 6....txd2+ 7 
'iYxd2 (White again prefers the c3-square for 
this knight, so the perhaps rather more obvious 
move 7 .:tJbxd2 is usually avoided) 7...0-0. Al
though this is a fairly quiet position, it is not 
without danger. For instance, White may opt 
for 8 .:tJc3 .:tJe4 9 'iYc2 with the treacherous 
point 9....:tJxc3 10 .:tJg5! winning the exchange. 
However, it is actually quite unclear whether 
this is good for White because Black gets fair 
compensation for the material deficit after both 
1O...'iYxg5 11 .txb7 .:tJxe2 12 'iYxe2 .:tJc6 13 
.txa8 J:.xa8 and 1O....:tJe4 11 .txe4 .txe4 12 
'iYxe4 'iYxg5 13 'i'xa8 .:tJc6. The latter variation 
was the subject of heated theoretical discussion 
back in the days of Capablanca and Euwe. It 
still is. 

A totally different idea lies behind the mod
ern move 6...aS. Black is hoping for 7 .txb4 
axb4, which would give him an open a-file for 
his rook and good control over the centre. 
White does well to avoid this. One critical line 
is 7 0-0 0-0 8 .tf4, which practically forces 
Black to retreat his bishop because of the 
threat of 9 c5 followed by 10 a3. After 8....te7 
9 .:tJc3 .:tJe4 10 '>l/Vc2 a characteristic struggle 
for control over e4 breaks out. This fight for e4 

is highly typical of the Queen's Indian and we 
are about to see it in several other variations. 

Whereas 6... a5 is logical and quite under
standable from a classical positional point of 
view. 6...cS seemed very hard to swallow when 
it was first played around 1985. Here too Black 
accepts doubled pawns. but in this case (7 
~xb4 cxb4) the capture is not towards the cen
tre but away from it which, at first sight at least, 
seems totally wrong. Nevertheless this plan has 
sened Black very well in practice and today it 
can be found in many different forms in both 
the Queen's and the Bogo-Indian. Black's posi
tion is very flexible. He can attack the \vhite 
centre with ...d6 followed by ...e5 or with ...d5, 
while White cannot really do all that much with 
his central pawn-majority. 

Finally, 6....te7 (D) is also a good move. 

w 

This bishop retreat is a recurring theme in 
this opening. Black lures the enemy bishop to d2 
to prevent White from fianchettoing this bishop 
and to undermine a plan with the d5 advance, 
which is an important weapon against 5....te7, 
as we are about to see. With a bishop on d2, 
White's control over d5 is lessened, which 
makes 7 0-0 0-0 8 d5? exd5 rather pointless. 

The d5 advance, which cuts off the 'Queen's 
Indian bishop' on b7 from the battle for e4, is in 
fact one of the major strategic motifs of the en
tire Queen's Indian. In most cases White will 
gain considerable space ifhe manages to con
solidate this outpost. 

Thus the value of S...cS, for instance, de
pends entirely on the question "how should one 
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assess 6 d5?". The point is that 6...exd5 is met 
by 7 GLlh4, making use of the unprotected posi
tion of the bishop on b7 to regain the pawn. 
There are not too many players who have faith 
in this variation as Black. 

We now return to 5... j,e7 (D): 
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6 0-0 
6 C2Jc3 is also often played, not with the idea 

of meeting 6...0-0 with 7 d5, because that would 
give Black the opportunity of undermining the 
outpost on d5 with 7... j,b4!, but in order to play 
7 i'iVc2 or 7 ''ij'd3, gaining control over e4. 

The prudent reaction to this plan is 6...ct:je4 
which usually transposes to the line 6 0-0 0-0 7 
C2Jc3 C2Je4 discussed below. but there is one 
rather important way to tum this into an inde
pendent variation. IfWhite responds to 6...tzJe4 
with 7 j,d2 and Black then plays 7...f5, the 
characteristic push 8 d5 gains considerably in 
strength compared with the position where both 
sides have already castled. because White will 
not have to worry about 8...~~f6 9 '~c2 j,xc3 10 
j,xc3 exd5('!) now that Black's pawn on g7 is 
left undefended. These are of course rather 
subtle considerations which are for the really 
interested only and are best studied in connec
tion with the main line 6 0-0 0-0 7 tLic3 cLJe4 8 
j,d2. 

6 ... 0-0 (D) 
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allowing White to build up a nice attacking posi
tion with 9 cxd5 C2Jxd5 10 C2Jf5 followed by e4. 

7 ... C2Je4 (D) 
This characteristic knight move clears the 

way for the f-pawn before White is able to take 
control over e4 by playing 8 Vliic2 or 8 i'iVd3. It 
also has the advantage of maintaining maximal 
pawn-structure flexibility. 

The main alternative is to play 7...d5, a 
frontal assault on White's pawn-centre which 
usually results in some heavy-weight posi
tional manoeuvring. Black plans to play ...c5 
and is holding ...C2Je4 in reserve. White's most 
aggressive reaction is 8 C2Je5. when the perhaps 
slightly odd-looking 8...C2Ja6 is actually more 
accurate than the rather obvious 8...C2Jbd7, be
cause 9 i'iVa4 (with the positional threat of play
ing 10 C2Jc6) is now neutralized by 9...V//ie8. 
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An interesting alternative. especially for play
ers who like to sacrifice a pawn for the initia
tive, is 7 d5. If 7...exdS White (again) plays 8 This is one of the most imp0l1ant positions 
C2Jh4, when Black has nothing better than 8...c6. of the Queen's Indian Defence. It is also the 
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main culprit for the somewhat dubious reputa
tion this opening once 'enjoyed' as being dull 
or even downright drawish. 

Innumerable games have been played where 
after 8 tLlxe4 .ixe4 9 tLlel .ixg2 10 tLlxg2 fol
lowed by a few more moves a draw was agreed 
(sometimes even a pre-arranged one). These 
games have done a great injustice to this position 
because apart from 8 tLlxe4 (which by the way 
can also be played with integrity) White has 
two 'real' main lines which have always been 
taken very seriously indeed by opening theory. 

Ofthese two, 8 ~c2 is the more cautious, but 
after 8...tLlxc3 9 VJIixc3 White's control over the 
central squares e4 and d5 has been consider
ably reduced, which gives Black the chance fi
nally to get 9...c5 in without having to worry 
about the standard reply d5. A more reserved 
approach, like 9...f5 followed by ....if6, ...d6 
and ... tLld7, is also not bad. 

8 i,d2 (D) is a more aggressive and recently 
much more popular move. 

B 

White concentrates on the battle for the cen
tral squares. His focus is on playing d5 in order 
to gain space, even if this is at the cost of the 
pair of bishops. This usually leads to tense and 
highly complex middlegame positions, espe
cially if Black takes up the challenge and coun
ters aggressively; for instance, 8 .if6 9 MC 1 c5 
10 d5 exd5 11 cxd5 tLlxd2 or 8 fS 9 d5 .if6. 
Strategically simpler and perhaps more cau
tious is 8...dS. This has similar aims to the 
7...d5line. Here White usually fixes the pawn
structure immediately by 9 cxd5. 

4 g3 lta6 

4 .ia6 (D) 

w 

With the rise to fame of this funny-looking 
move, at first nicknamed the Slipped Bishop 
Variation but nowadays far too respectable to 
be treated as flippantly as that, began a transfor
mation of the entire 4 g3 system in the late 
1970s which would soon take hold ofthe classi
ca14....ib7 as well. 

Instead of following the classical strategy of 
aiming at a harmonious piece development 
while containing White's pawn-centre. Black 
seeks to take over the initiative, to attack the 
white centre pawns and generally to unbalance 
the position completely. This forces White to 
take some immediate and far-reaching deci
sions which are not at all easy to judge. When it 
transpired that this enormously increases the 
probability of something going wrong for White 
in the early stages of the game, 4....ia6 quickly 
superseded 4....ib7 as the main line. 

S b3 
This is the least compromising way of pro

tecting c4 but not the only one. At first S VJIia4 
was thought to be a strong and aggressive way 
of meeting 4....ia6, but it soon became clear 
that this is in fact not very forceful at all be
cause it allows Black to reply 5....ib7 6 .ig2 c5 
without having to worry about 7 d5 (a motif we 
have seen in the 4....ib7 variation). 

S tLlbd2 (D), on the other hand, has never 
been quite as popular as 5 b3 but it is certainly a 
move to be reckoned with. 
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Of course, a knight on d2 does not exert as 
much pressure against the centre as a knight on 
c3, but if White is prepared to play aggres
sively, this move may lead to interesting and 
complex middlcgame positions. 

The seemingly solid reply 5....ltb7 6 .tg2 c5, 
which is such a commendable choice against 5 
ilia4, now runs into the bold 7 e4! with the very 
nasty point 7.. .':tJxe4 8 tbe5, when 8...tbc3loses 
a piece to 9 'iVh5! g6 I0 ~h3. 7...cxd4 8 e5 ttJe4 
is a better choice, maintaining a state of dynamic 
equilibrium. It should be quite clear though that 
Black needs to play with the utmost accuracy in 
this line. Likewise, the value of an immediate 
5...c5 also depends to a large extent upon the 
sharp 6 e4. 

Black can steer away from these treacherous 
waters by playing 5....ltb4. He renews the at
tack against c4 and lets further development de
pend upon White's reaction. 6 ~a4 or 6 'i'b3 
can be met by 6...c5 and on 6 'i'c2 he has a solid 
reply in 6...~b7 7 ~g2 .ltc4. By physically oc
cupying e4 Black, for the time being at least, 
prevents White from playing e4. As a conse
quence of this plan he will have to give up the 
bishop-pair after 8 '~b3, but this fits well into 
this Nimzo-oriented strategy. After 8... .txd2+ 
9 .txd20-0 100-0 d6 followed by 11...[;2Jbd7 it 
will not be easy for White to find weaknesses in 
Black's compact position. 

5... .tb4+ 
This check, which we have already seen in 

5...d5 is Black's most direct move. He in
tends to meet 6 .ltg2 with 6...dxc4 (D). 
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This allows the response 7 tbe5 but forces 
White, if he so continues, to give up castling af
ter 7... .tb4+, because 8 .td2?! is dubious in 
view of 8...cxb3~. After 8 ~fl White's position 
is sufficiently disorganized for Black either to 
prevent the imminent loss of material or to find 
satisfactory compensation for it with imagina
tive and very precise play, starting, for instance, 
with 8... .td6 or 8...CUfd7. Black has to know 
exactly what he is doing though. 6 cxd5 is a 
more cautious but less dangerous reaction to 
5...d5. 

5...b5 (D) is an unorthodox move which 
equally upsets the balance of power in the cen
tre but in a totally different way. 
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similar situations, is Black's most solid treat
ment of this line. The alternatives are sharper Rather than demanding a great capability for 
and tend to lead to extremely complex positions. calculating and evaluating dangerous tactics as 
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does 5...d5, this approach poses problems of a 
purely strategic nature. But these are no less 
difficult! What should we think, for instance. of 
the position after 6 cxb5 .ixb5 7 .ig2? Black 
leaves the h l-a8 diagonal unguarded and he 
will have to spend at least another move to re
move his bishop from b5, yet in the meantime, 
by eliminating the pawn on c4, he has consider
ably weakened White's control over the centre 
while in the long run he will be able to strike 
back with both ...dS and ...c5. This makes 5 b5, 
much more than the seemingly classicaI5 d5, 
an ideal variation for the positional player, but 
not for the conventionally positional player. 

The idea underlying 5...~b7 is more subtle 
again. Black switches back to the 4 ...~b7 vari
ation and assumes (or hopes) that White's extra 
move b3 will actually work against him, an as
sumption which seems hardly realistic at fIrst 
sight but which is based on the fact that after 6 
.ig2 .ib4+ 7 ~d2 as (D) the possibility of 
playing ...a4 becomes something of a positional 
threat. 

If 8 0-0 0-0 9 ~f4, for instance, which I 
called a critical line in the analogous variation 
4 ~b7 5 ~g2 .ib4+ 6 ~d2 as, Black now has 
9 a4. This move not only saves the bishop 
from being ambushed on b4 but it also hurts 
White's pawn-formation on the queenside. The 
loss of a pawn after 10 bxa4 is irrelevant. 

6 ~d2 .ie7 (D) 

It is this characteristic manoeuvre, ...~b4
e7, wrongfooting the white bishop, that has 
made the valiation 4 ....ia6 so very popular. 

Nevertheless, the alternative 6....ixd2+ is 
not bad either. After 7 ~xd2 Black continues 
7...c6 8 ~g2 d5. the very same plan which we 
al'e about to see in combination with 6...~e7. 

But 6... .ie7 is more ambitious: Black really 
wants to take advantage of the fact that White's 
bishop on d2 is standing in the way of his other 
pieces. 

w 

7 ~g2 c6 
Black can play 7...d5 at once if he wants to do 

so, but 7...c6 is just a little bit more profound, for 
Black can now recapture on d5 with the c-pawn 
if necessary. The symmetrical pawn-structure 
(after 8 CLlc3 d5 9 cxd5 cxd5 for instance) with 
the black bishop on a6 and its counterpart 
fairly powerless on g2 offers White almost no 
chances of obtaining an opening advantage. He 
will have to think of something else. 

8 ~c3 

White frees d2 for his knight, so as to pro
tect his pawn on c4. After the routine move 8 
0-0, the reply 8...d5 would more or less force 
White to adopt a set-up involving 9 'iVc2 which 
would allow Black to increase the pressure on 
c4 by playing 9...CLlbd7 followed by ...Mc8 and 
...c5. 

8 d5(D) 
Now White has a choice of two main lines 

that have both been very deeply investigated 
over the years. 

Perhaps the most obvious one is 9 CLlbd2. 
After 9...CLlbd7 10 0-0 0-0 Black will then have 
completed his development and he will be 
ready to play ...c5. In this situation it is of vital 
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importance for White to play his trump card as 
soon as possible: e4. This makes the position 
after 11 S.el c5 12 e4 a veritable starting point, 
not just of this variation but of a sharp fight for 
the initiative in the centre. 

The alternative is slightly more subtle: 9CLle5. 
Since Black can hardly allow a white knight to 
stand unchallenged on this central square, he has 
to make a backward movement with 9...&2Jfd7. 
The knights are then exchanged and after 10 
tDxd7 ttJxd7 11 tDd20-0 120-0 White is ready 
to play e4 while Black still needs another move 
to prepare ...c5. So it could be said that by play
ing 9 ttJe5 White has gained a tempo at the 
'cost' of exchanging a pair of knights. Starting 
from this position, some very deep and precise 
variations have been developed. 

4 a3 

4 a3 (D) 
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White prevents ... iLb4 and by so doing he 
prepares the 'perfect' developing move tDc3. 
This variation did not really come under close 
scrutiny until the 1980s. The split of variations, 
however, is the same as after 4 g3. Black has 
the classical reply 4...iLb7 and the somewhat 
cheekier 4...iLa6. 

A third possibility is to change direction and 
play 4...c5, giving the game a Benoni-like char
acter. At fIrst sight this may look attractive for 
Black since, after 5 d5, his 'exlra' move ...b6 
creates the impression of being more useful 
than \Vhite's a3, but this is not really the case 
and in practice the straightforward 5•..exd5 6 
cxd5 g6 7 tDc3 iLg7, analogous to the Modern 
Benoni, is hardly ever played. 

It is much more interesting for Black to re
turn to the ...iLa6 motif by playing 5...iLa6. Af
ter 6 ~c2 a position is reached that we shall 
take a closer look at in the variation 4 iLa6, 
since the identical situation arises via 4 iLa6 5 
Vllic2 c5 6 d5. 

4 a3 Ji.b7 

4... ~b7 

5 CLlc3 d5 
The strength of v,,'hite's knight on c3 makes 

itself felt. Just as in many lines of the 4 g3 sys
tem, Black now has to take the advance d5 into 
account. This is why the simple developing 
move 5...iLe7?! is hardly ever played at master 
level. White replies 6 d5 followed by 7 e4 and 
obtains a comfortable space advantage. 

The alternative 5...g6 is more subtle because 
now Black will at least have his bishop actively 
placed on the long diagonal in case of 6 d5 
~g7. This is an important and combative varia
tion. Black challenges his opponent to execute 
his strategic threat and gets ready to tight against 
Vihite's central position. 

5../iJe4 is also quite popular but for a com
pletely different reason: this variation is very 
solid. By exchanging a pair of knights (6 ttJxe4 
SLxe4) Black reduces the tension. IfWhite wanls 
to fIght for an opening advantage he will have 
to sustain the struggle for control over e4. This 
is done either by the quiet 7 e3 followed by 8 
~d3 or by the sharper 7 CLld2. 
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We now return to 5...d5 (D): 

In this position the straightforward 6 cxd5 is 
White's most important option. Black is then 
faced with a fundamental choice between the 
robust 6...exd5 and the dynamic 6...CtJxd5. In 
the former case White will try to put pressure 
on the enemy position by 7 .if4 or 7 g3, while 
Black will normally move forward in the centre 
with ...c5. This variation usually leads to a 
long-drawn-out struggle for small positional 
advantages. 

The alternative 6...CtJxd5 on the other hand is 
likely to ignite a fight for the initiative. White 
may play 7 ~c2, for instance, aiming at an im
mediate occupation of the centre with 8 e4. 
This forces Black to react swiftly in order not to 
drift into a passive position, yet the situation is 
also potentially dangerous for White, for his 
broad pawn-front may tum out to be vulnerable 
if things go wrong. 7....ie7 8 e4 CtJxc3 9 bxc3 
0-0 10 .id3 c5 11 0-0 is a characteristic fol
low-up, when Black could try 11 ...lI'c8, intend
ing not only to play 12...cxd4 followed by an 
exchange of queens, but also to meet the plausi
ble reaction 12 li'e2 with 12...i,a6. Generally 
speaking, exchanges are to Black's advantage 
in this type of position, because White's attack
ing chances are lessened while Black's pros
pects of an advance on the queenside increase. 

Less direct, but equally well-founded are 6 
''i'c2 and 6 .ig5 i,e7 7 lI'a4+. The latter varia
tion aims at disorganizing Black's position: ev
ery single way of relieving the check has certain 
subtle positional disadvantages. These lines are 

less thoroughly investigated than 6 cxd5 and 
require a talent for improvisation (from both 
players !). 

4 a3 ~a6 

4 i,a6 (D) 

w 

This unorthodox move has proved a great 
success against both 4 g3 and 4 a3. It makes it 
harder for White to 'easily' develop his pieces 
and it also poses some concrete problems with
out taking undue risks. Nevertheless, the choice 
between 4...i,b7 and 4... i,a6 is largely a matter 
of taste. Which type of position do you want to 
play or which do you want to avoid? 

5 II'c2 
5 e3 is well met by both 5...c5 and 5...d5, 

while 5 CtJbd2 (which goes entirely against the 
spirit of 4 a3) is usually answered by 5...i,b7 6 
II'c2 d5. The knight is simply not well-placed on 
d2. 5 II'b3 is more interesting, because it pre
serves the option of playing CtJc3, but 5 ~'c2 has 
the additional advantage of threatening 6 e4, 
which makes it the most popular move by far. 

5 i,b7 
Should Black play 5...d5 in this position, 

White simply plays 6 cxd5 exd5 7 CtJc3, when 
the knight on c3 will exert considerably more 
pressure on Black's central position than in the 
above 5 CtJbd2 line. 

Black usually builds his scheme of develop
ment around the advance ...c5. 5 i,b7 pre
pares this move, yet an immediate 5 c5 is also 
not bad. The critical reply to this is 6 d5 (D). 
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Black can now tum the opening into a kind 
of Modem Benoni by playing 6...exd5 7 cxd5 
g6, a strategy which is much more promising 
now than in the event of 4...c5 5 d5 exd5 6 cxd5 
g6 as mentioned above, since with a black 
bishop on a6 White cannot play e4 "for free' . 
He will have to give up the right to castle. 

Another option for Black is to win material, 
for White's move 6 d5, natural as it is, does ac
tually involve a pawn sacrifice. Though after 
6 exd5 7 cxd5 Black cannot simply play 
7 l::iJxd5??, because of 8 ''i'e4+ winning a 
piece, following 7... ikb7 8 e4 Wie7 the loss of 
either e4 or d5 becomes unavoidable. This 
greedy variation has never been very popular 
though. White plays 9 ikd3 ttJxd5 10 0-0, when 
his lead in development promises full compen
sation for the lost pawn. 

6 I::iJc3 (D) 
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The point of Black's previous move be
comes clear. Since 7 d5 is now a practically 
pointless pawn sacrifice, White has to find an
other plan. 

7 e4 cxd4 
8 ttJxd4 (D) 
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This is the fundamental starting position of 
most of the 4...i,a6 theory. 

Though the position may look very good for 
White optically, it offers Black counter-chances 
which are not be underestimated. The moves 
8...l::iJc6 and 8...i.c5 immediately reveal a weak
ness in White's position: his queen is not ide
ally placed on c2. 8...d6 is also not bad. Black 
will curl himself up into a Hedgehog-type of 
position and intends to show up the supposed 
clumsiness of both a3 and ~c2 in this type of 
position at a later stage. 

44:Jc3 

4 I::iJc3 
An unprejudiced observer will be likely to 

think this is the most natural move in the world. 
But to a player who has avoided the Nimzo
Indian just one move ago by playing 3 1::iJf3 in
stead of 3 I::iJc3, this is not self-evident at all. 
Nevertheless, White has a very good reason for 
playing this move. If Black now plays 4...ikb7, 
5 a3 will bring about the 4 a3 line without 

,.~~d d'~~ %~/8:~ ~ g R White having been bothered by 4 ... ika6.
I~~ ~ ;; ;~.~ 
//////// ~ .. /u// %. U/» 0=@0->'/'/,,__ But what if Black plays the Nimzo-Indian 

move'? 
6 c5 4 i.b4 (D) 
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White now has the opportunity of turning 
this into an independent variation by pinning 
the f6-knight. 

5 ~gS 

Now that Black has committed himself to a 
...b6 set-up, he will not be able to react to this 
pin in the same way as against 4 ~g5 in the 
"\Jimzo-Indian proper (see page 72). 

5 ~b7 

6 e3 h6 
7 ~h4 (D) 

B 

We have arrived at the key position in this 
line. 

Black faces a crucial choice. White is practi
cally challenging him to play 7...gS 8 ~g3 

tZ'Je4, which breaks the pin against the f6-knight 
and at the same time looks like an attractive 
way to take over the initiative. But in reality this 
variation makes enormous demands on both 
players. After 9 iVc2 ~xc3+ 10 bxc3 d6 11 

~d3 f5 a critical situation is reached. Black's 
initiative is very threatening indeed and White 
has to fight back quickly. The move that keeps 
him in business is 12 d5, a pawn sacrifice dis
rupting Black's pawn-formation. Now it is 
Black who has to be careful. Accepting the sac
rifice is risky: 12...exd5 13 cxd5 ~xd5 is met 
by 14 GLJd4 ~'f6 15 f3 and White takes over the 
initiative. Theory considers 12... tZ'Jc5 or even 
the pawn sacrifice 12 ... tZ'Jd7 to be a better 
choice. Black's chances in this very compli
cated position lie in his opponent's shattered 
pawn-formation on the queenside. White hopes 
to expose the vulnerability of the black king by 
attacking moves like tZ'Jd4 and h4. 

These complications are not to everyone's 
taste. Those who prefer a quieter game usually 
play 7...~xc3+ 8 bxc3 d6, a slower but much 
more solid variation. White will try to set up a 
strong pawn-centre by playing 9 'tJd2 and per
haps f3 followed by e4. Black will react with 
...e5 at some point. 

4 e3 

4 e3 (D) 

B 

This variation is quite different from every
thing we have seen earlier in this chapter. White 
is in no hurry to start a battle for control over e4 
and d5. Instead, he calmly completes his king
side development. This sober attitude forces 
Black into a similar role. 

Such a treatment of the opening is of course 
a highly personal choice. White effectively 
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postpones the start of the battle to the early 
middlegame, when complicated problems are 
bound to arise, for behind the following seem
ingly commonplace moves the tension is build
ing. It should not come as a surprise then that 4 
e3 has always been a relatively popular varia
tion, even among top grandmasters, but that 
theory has remained somewhat rudimentary. In 
a way, the opening is skipped and the players 
head straight for the middlegame. 

4 ... .w.b7 
5 i,d3 (D) 
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This is the starting point of the 4 e3 varia
tion. Anyone making a study of this line will 
soon discover for himself one of the reasons 
why there are few clearly defined variations 
here: the order of moves is extremely vague. 
Both sides have certain standard schemes of 
development but within such a scheme there is 
hardly ever one particular move-order standing 
out as best. In the meantime all these uncer
tain move-orders do have their own particular
ities. 

Perhaps Black's most solid plan is to play 
5...~e7 6 0-0 0-0 71Llc3 d5 (or 5...d5 6 0-0 i,e7 
7 ctJc3 0-0). A plausible continuation is then 8 
b3 c5 9 i,b2 ctJc6. This symmetrical position is 

very demanding of both players because there 
are so many different pawn exchanges, all lead
ing to complex pawn-formations in the centre, 
most of which are hard to judge. It is this type of 
situation which is the most characteristic aspect 
of the 4 e3 line. 

Black may also decide to head for this line 
by playing 5...c5 (D) first. 
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In that case he must be prepared for 6 0-0 ~e7 

71Llc3 though, when the simple 7...0-0?! is met 
very forcefully by 8 d5. The exchange 8...exd5 
9 cxdS ctJxdS 10 ctJxdS i,xdS 11 i,xh7+ would 
then be positionally favourable for White. 
7...cxd4 8 exd4 dS is considered to be Black's 
best reply, but this too contains some problems. 
White could decide to start an attack on the 
kingside with 9 cxdSlLlxdS 10 ILleS 0-0 11 1VhS 
and although Black should be able, with accu
rate play, to maintain the balance, the mere fact 
that such accuracy is required is a factor which 
needs to be taken into account. A well-known 
trap, illustrating the danger, lies hidden in the 
position after 11...ctJf6 121Vh4, when the seem
ingly natural 12...ctJc6? 13 ~~gS g6?? loses on 
the spot to 14 .w.a6!, A better way to develop 
this knight is 12...ctJbd7, while 12...ctJe4!? is 
also possible. 



Sago-Indian Defence
 

1 d4 tLlf6 
2 c4 e6 
3 tLlf3 .ib4+ (D) 

This move was introduced at the highest 
C'\el by Efim Bogoljubow (1889-1952) during 
'le 1920s, but it was not until half a century 
,::ter that it matured into a fully-fledged open
'g. Until then the laconic check on b4 was gen
~~ally looked upon as a queer deviation from 
~~-,e Queen's Indian Defence and sort of hushed 
::? in most opening manuals because it seemed 
~:' be lacking a clear strategic purpose. 

From a modem point of view this seems al
:~_ast incredible, for we now know that the 
3 ago-Indian contains not just one but a vast ar
::.y of strategic ideas and purposes. To begin 
'ith, what may have looked like a lack of stra
:'gic purpose fifty years ago is now regarded as 
:~exibility, which is an attractive feature in itself 
~, many players. Black preserves the choice be
~",'een no fewer than four different plans: a 
2ueen's Gambit-oriented ...d5, a Queen's In
~:an-related ...b6, the Old Indian strategy of 
"d6 and ...e5, and finally the Benoni move ...c5 
-, many different versions. 

A second characteristic of the Bogo-Indian 
hich is widely valued is its soundness. In the 

majority of cases the bishop on b4 will be ex
changed on d2 and whether for a knight or a 
bishop, some of the pressure which Black often 
feels in the early stages of most other openings 
will be relieved. I think it is fair to say that if the 
opening does not go well for Black, this may 
lead to disaster in the sharper opening systems, 
but in the Bogo-Indian (as well as in some other 
solid openings) the worst that can happen is 
that Black finds himself in a somewhat passive 
position: long-term problems instead of short
term ones. 

Whether this a actually an advantage of the 
Bogo-Indian is of course a matter of taste and 
temperament. 

And if this all sounds as if the Bogo-Indian 
were unfit to play for a win with the black 
pieces: that would be a grave misunderstand
ing. There are quite a number of double-edged 
variations that offer White many opportunities 
to go wrong, especially in the area of making 
delicate positional evaluations. 

A third feature which sets the Bogo-Indian 
apart is that, despite its recent popularity and 
the theoretical research this has involved, it still 
carries relatively little theoretical baggage. 

In fact this aspect makes itself felt immedi
ately for, apart from a return to the Nimzo
Indian with 4 tLlc3, White has only two main 
lines: 4 ~d2 and 4 tLlbd2. 

4 iLd2 

4 .id2 (D) 
The most natural reply. Unafraid of possible 

simplifications, White continues his develop
ment. Black now has several possibilities, dif
fering greatly in character and intention. 

By far the simplest move is 4...iLxd2+, the 
preferred choice of Bogoljubow himself and the 
main line in the early years of the Bogo-Indian. 
White usually recaptures with the queen so as 
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to develop the queen's knight to its ideal square 
c3. After 5 lJixd2 d5 6 ctJc3 play strongly re
sembles a main line of the Queen's Gambit De
clined (see page 16), while 6 g3 brings about a 
sort of Catalan (see page 24). Should White 
prefer 5 8bxd2, however, a plan based upon 
...d6 in combination with ...e5 or ...c5 is best. 

The alternative 4..:iVe7 (D) is slightly more 
aggressive while also containing a subtle tacti
cal point. 
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White's most popular reply 5 g3 can be met 
by 5 ... tZJc6 preparing to meet 6 Jtg2 with 
6...A.xd2+, when 7 'i"xd2?! fails to 7".tZJe4 8 
~oc2 ~b4+ and now White must either give up 
the right to castle, offer a dubious pawn sacrifice 
or play an unattractive endgame with 9 tZJc3 
'Zlxc3 10 'i'ixc3 ~'xc3+ 11 bxc3. White is thus 
more or less forced to play 7 t2Jbxd2, which is 
slightly less attractive on general grounds (as 
outlined above). Black then chooses the ".d6 

plan where the white knight on d2 is at its 
weakest. 7. "d6 8 0-00-0 9 e4 e5 10 d5 ctJb8 (D) 
is a characteristic follow-up. 
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This promises a fundamental positional clash 
between White's space advantage and Black's 
'better' bishop (meaning that it is not of the 
same colour as the fixed pawn-formation in the 
centre). Black can open hostilities both on the 
quccnside (...c6) and on the kingside (... f5). 

This is a very popular variation, illustrative 
of the fact that the Bogo-Indian is really all 
about subtle positional judgement. Lovers of 
wild tactical complications will not feel at 
ease here (at least not in the opening stage of 
the game) and for this reason many players use 
the Bogo as an occasional weapon, hoping to 
unbalance an opponent who they think might 
feel uncomfortable in this type of purely posi
tional play. 

White can opt for a different scenario by 
choosing 6 'Zlc3, pre-empting Black's idea of 
exchanging on d2. However, the nature of the 
position after 6...A.xc3 7 A.xc3 t'bc4 8 Mel 0-0 
9 A.g2 d6, intending ...e5, is not fundamentally 
different. 

4...a5 also leads to positions which are not 
easy to judge, We have seen this motif in the 
Queen's Indian Defence, to which a direct trans
position is now possible with 5 g3 b6 6 A.g2 
,i,b7 (see page 79). Equally well-founded (and 
about equally popular) are 5...d5 and 5...d6 6 
.ig2 v21bd7 7 0-0 e5 - another example of the 
perfect adaptability of the Bogo-Indian to a 
player's personal style and preferences. 
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Having read the chapter on the Queen's In
dian, it will come as no surprise to the reader 
that 4...c5 (D) is also an important continua B 
tion. 

This provocative move is in fact one of 
31ack's sharpest weapons in this opening, en
:irely in the typical Bogo-Indian way of always 
~reating positional problems rather than tacti
~ al ones and of never taking undue risks. 

After the natural 5 ~xb4 cxb4 6 g3, a direct 
:ransposition to the Queen's Indian is again 
;o5sible with 6...b6 7 ~g2 ~b7, but practice 
::-35 shown that a set-up based on 6 0-0 7 ~g2 

~6 8 0-0 and now either 8.. .':tJc6 or 8 :l.e8, both 
.. ith ...e5 in nlind, may be an even better choice. 

=:: this type of position the bishop might well be 
::-iore useful on the h3-c8 diagonal than on the 
".;Iueen's Indian diagonal hl-a8. 

4 iZJbd2 

4 tZJbd2(D) 
This move betrays a totally different inter

::etation ofthe situation after 3...~b4+. White 
ants to play 5 a3, forcing Black either to retreat 

.-~S bishop or exchange it on d2 for a knight. In 
·::-.e latter case he will be the proud owner of a 
: ...ir of bishops, without having had to worry 
c~out complications like doubled pawns (as 
. ,~uld be so after 4 tZJc3). In the former case he 

:11 have gained a tempo (although of course a3 
, not that spectacular an extra move) and he 
ill have avoided the simplification of a bishop 

:.2hange on d2. 

Clearly the positional problems involved in 
this dilemma are at least as difficult to judge as 
the ones we have just seen arising from 4 ~d2. 

Under what circumstances is taking on d2 the 
right solution? When is it better to retreat the 
bishop and how important is it that the white 
knight will then be on d2 instead of c3? 

Studying this line carefully and experiment
ing with it in practice will quickly acquaint you 
with these subtleties and give you an ever
increasing advantage over less-experienced 
players. 

Just as in the 4 ~d2 line, Black now has a 
major decision to make. He has several options. 

To begin with, 4...c5 (D) is an important 
move if only because White cannot reply 5 d5. 

Instead 5 a3 is both consistent and critical. 
After 5...~xd2+, for instance 6 ~xd2 cxd4 7 
CLlxd4 tZJc6 leads to a position where White's 
two bishops cannot be said to yield him a clear 
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advantage (yet), but they are still threatening 
and this may have an intimidating effect on 
Black, who will have to play accurately. 

If Black has no objections to taking on d2 he 
might also consider 4...b6. This is likely to pro
duce a type of middlegame which is very simi
lar to a well-known line of the Nimzo-Indian: 5 
a3 ~xd2+ 6 ~xd2 ~b7 7 J,g5 (the Nimzo
Indian close relative being 3 tLlc3 ~b4 4 ~c2 

0-05 a3 j,xc3+ 6 ~xc3 b6 - see page 64). 
4...d5 (D) is based on a completely different 

idea. 
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Black prepares to meet 5 a3 with 5...:!e7, 
without having to worry about 6 e4. This raises 
the fundamental question outlined above. Has 
White really gained a tempo or is this compen
sated for by his knight on d2 being less actively 
placed than it would be on c3? A clear answer is 
hard to give, which is of course exactly what 

makes this variation so interesting. 5 Vj!a4+ is a 
subtle attempt to improve on this line. Because 
the reply 5... tLlc6 is forced, Black will not be 
able to play ...c5 for some time, which would 
otherwise be a very natural way to fight back in 
the centre. Still, whether this is actually an 
'achievement' remains a matter of opinion. 

4...0-0 takes this strategy one step further, 
for this laconic move allows White, after 5 a3 
iLe7, to play 6 e4 (D). 
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The idea is to strike back heavily against 
White's centre pawns, fIrst with 6 ...d5 and if 
White replies 7 e5 iLlfd7 8 cxd5 exd5 9 iLd3 
again with 9...c5. Here Black is really trying to 
make use of the (relatively) passive position of 
White's knight, because if it were on c3 this 
would be completely impossible. Nevertheless, 
this too is an unclear and much-disputed varia
tion. 

1 



King's Indian Defence
 

1 d4 tLlf6 
2 c4 g6 (D) 

By playing 1...tLlf6, Black approaches the 
opening in a way that is fundamentally different 
from 1...dS. While still turning his attention to 
the centre and taking control over some impor
tant squares, he as yet does not send his pawns 
forward. He maintains as flexible a pawn-struc
ture as possible. Now by playing 2...g6 instead 
of 2...e6, Black takes this strategy one step fur
ther. Whereas 2...e6 prepares ...dS and opens 
the way for ...~b4, thus continuing the fight for 
-..-ontrol over e4, 2...g6 signals a complete lack 
of interest in preventing e4. Black allows his 
opponent a free hand in the centre, confident 
(or at least hopeful) that it is exactly this broad 
pawn-centre that will provide him later on with 
a beautiful target for a counterattack. 

In fact, this is not an attempt to maintain 
equality, as a classical treatment of the opening 
could be said to be; it is a violent attempt to 

wrest the initiative from White. It is an un
equivocal challenge - a challenge for a fight to 
the death. 

In the early 20th century, the days of glory of 
the Queen's Gambit Declined, such an approach 
to the opening was unthinkable and what is now 

a huge amount of deeply analysed opening the
ory was a mere footnote in the practically un
charted morass of what was called 'irregular 
openings' in those days. It was not until around 
1920 that some promising young players started 
experimenting with it, most notably perhaps the 
future world champion Max Euwe. Little by lit
tle' the despised opening gained respectability 
and even a name: the King's Indian Defence. 
The decisive impetus came from the Soviet Un
ion, reaching the international arena after World 
War II. Fantastic games from almost all the 
great Soviet players of that era (headed perhaps 
by Bronstein and Boleslavsky) brought to light 
an inexhaustible source of tactical and strategic 
new ideas. Both the King's Indian and the 
Griinfeld were lifted to the very top of the hit 
parade, where they have flourished ever since. 

In this chapter we shall look at the King's In
dian Defence, which is not really a name for a 
particular sequence of opening moves but rather 
for a scheme of development involving ...tLlf6, 
...g6 and ...~g7, thus allowing White to play 
e4. One of the great attractions of this opening 
is in fact that it is not restricted to a particular 
sequence of moves and that it can be played 
against any first move except 1 e4 (although it 
could be said that the Pirc Defence represents 
the King's Indian against 1 e4). 

The Grtinfeld Defence, which we shall look 
at in the next chapter, though equally provoca
tive, is very different in character, for here Black 
plays ...dS, starting the attack against White's 
pawn-centre immediately. Once these were just 
two variations of the same opening, but now 
they have grown far apart. It is even a rarity 
these days if a player has both these openings in 
his repertoire as Black, because they differ so 
greatly in character. 

By far the most obvious continuation after 
2...g6, is 3 tLlc3, in order to prepare (or is it to 
threaten?) e4. 
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The second-most important move is 3 g3. 
Other moves are 3 lLlf3 and 3 £3. 3 lLlf3, 

while a sound enough move in itself, has little 
independent significance because after 3...iLg7 
White will still have to choose between a set-up 
involving 4 lLlc3 and one based on 4 g3. 3 f3 
(D) is controversial. 
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If Black replies 3....tg7, the continuation 4 
e4 d6 5 CDc3 will transpose into a Samisch, a 
variation that we shall look at later on. If he 
plays 3...c5 the game turns into a Benoni after 4 
d5 iLg7 5 e4 d6 6 lLlc3 (see page 142). But if 
Black is not satisfied with either of these trans
positions, if he feels he has to 'punish' the per
haps somewhat clumsy 3 £3, he may want to 
play 3...d5. This is the Grtinfeld approach that 
will be dealt with in the next chapter. 

34Jc3 

3 CDc3 iLg7 
4 e4 d6 (D) 

This is the most important starting position 
of the King's Indian Defence. White faces a 
fundamental choice on how to tackle the situa
tion, a choice which is to a very large extent a 
matter of taste. 

Outwardly the most intimidating, strategi
cally a little primitive, yet all in all an important 
possibility is 5 f4, the Four Pawns Attack. 

Seemingly less aggressive, but on closer in
spection very sharp indeed, is 5 f3, the Samisch 
VariatioIl. White prepares a set-up involving 
i.e3, il'd2 and 0-0-0 followed by a pawn-stann 
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on the kingside, but he does not commit him
self. He is keeping his options open. 

Likewise, the natural developing move 5 GlJf3 
may lead to unfathomable complications, but as 
yet no bridges are burned. Both sides may still 
steer the game into more navigable waters. In 
fact, this flexible and classical move must be 
considered the main line of the King's Indian 
Defence and probably constitutes the most se
vere test of its soundness. 

5 .te2 0-0 6 ~g5 is the subtlest approach, al
though like everywhere in this opening here too 
a sudden explosion into chaos is never far away. 
This is the Averbakh VariatioIl. 

Together with the g3 system, these are the 
main lines of the King's Indian Defence, but be
cause of Black's initial reticence in this opening 
(meaning that no physical contact with the en
emy forces is made during the first few moves) 
White has a great variety of moves in the early 
stage of the game. Practically all of them are 
good, playable, adequate or at least legal. 

The moves 5 CZJge2, 5 .td3 and 5 h3 in partic
ular are really quite respectable variations with 
considerably more theoretical background than 
many a variation of a lesser opening, yet in the 
context of the hugely popular King's Indian they 
remain relatively small. 5 GlJge2 is played with a 
view to 6 lLlg3, 7 iLe2 and 8 0-0, 5 i.d3 fol
lowed by 6 ctJge2 is a variation on the Samisch 
and 5 h3 prepares 6 i.e3 (or 6 .tgS h6 7 .te3) by 
eliminating the annoying reply ...CZJg4. 

All of these moves are subtle attempts to im
prove on the main lines. When studying these 
variations it is essential always to keep in mind 
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'Jme typical responses for Black which are 
~C'ally standard King's Indian strategies. First 
':':ld foremost Black has ...eS, possibly prepared 
~y ...tLJbd7 or ... tLJc6. Secondly, White always 
-.15 to take ...cS into account when in most cases 
:hough not all ofthem!) the d5 advance will be 

::-:e crucial response, landing us into a Benom. 
There are many more schemes of develop

:::lent for Black, for instance ...c6 in combina
:ion with ...a6 intending to play ...bS, and of 
:ourse it is always possible to find a very spe
:dic and non-standard reaction to almost any 
:l1ove by White. 

All of these strategic motifs will recur in the 
\ariations below. 

Four Pawns Attack 

5 f4 0-0 
6 tLJf3 (D) 

B 

White has taken the greatest possible advan
tage of the freedom his opponent has allowed 
him in occupying the centre. Black is now under 
20nsiderable pressure to launch a counterattack 
which must be swift, powerful and well-aimed. 
Decades of practical tests have established that 
only ...c5 and - to a slightly lesser degree - eS 
are to be fully trusted in this respect. The cS 
plan can be executed immediately: 6...c5. The 
...eS plan needs some preparation. Curiously, it 
is not one of the obvious moves 6...tLJbd7 or 
6...tLJc6 which has turned out to be ideal for this 
purpose, but the seemingly totally out-of-place 
6...tLJa6. 

5 f4 0-0 6 cLlf3 c5 

6 c5 
Black's first five moves could be called reti

cent, but from this point onwards play wiU be 
very concrete. To begin with, White now has 
to take a decision with far-reaching conse
quences. 

7 dxc5 (D) 
It is truly difficult to say what is best, but 

certainly White's sharpest and most principled 
move is 7 d5, reaching a position which is of 
crucial importance for both the King's Indian 
and the Benoni. For reasons of systematic 
clarity, however, I shall discuss this and simi
lar variations with the typical Benoni pawn
formation in the chapter on the Benoni, except 
the Averbakh which I regard as predominantly 
King's Indian. 

A third option is 7 ~e2 cxd4 8 tLJxd4 tLJc6 9 
i.e3. This continuation was popular in the early 
1960s. 

B 

7 ~a5 

One cannot do full justice to the King's In
dian without always - in each and every situa
tion - looking for the most dynamic move. It 
may not always be the best, but it always de
serves to be taken into consideration and more 
often than not, it should get the benefit of the 
doubt. In fact it is precisely this quality, this 
continuous tension between what is and what is 
not carrying imagination too far, which attracts 
so many players with a natural dynamic style to 
the King's Indian Defence. 
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The diagrammed position is a good case in 
point. Of course it is not illegal to play 7...dxc5, 
but Black's position will be drained of all vitality 
and become rather static and perhaps slightly 
passive after 8 i.d3 ttJc6 9 e5. 

The text-move (7 ..."iVa5), on the other hand, 
creates the threat of 8...ttJxe4. Play might con
tinue 8 i.d3 "iVxc5 9 "iVe2 ttJc6 10 i.e3, when 
Black has a choice between two squares for his 
queen. Superficially 10..."iVh5 looks like the 
most active move, partly because it invites White 
to fall into the nasty trap 11 O-O? ttJg4 12 
i.d2?? ttJd4, but if White calmly responds 11 
h3, the position of the queen on h5 is shal.)T. 
Most players prefer 10..."iVa5, when 11 0-0 can 
be met by 11...i.g4 and 12...ttJd7, starting ac
tive play on the queenside. 

5 f4 0-0 6 tLlf3 tLla6 

6 ttJa6 (D) 
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This move is likely to raise a few eyebrows, 
especially when one is told that the idea is not 
to prepare ...c5, but ...e5! We are now, indeed, 
entering hypermodern opening theory, where 
considerations of a general nature tend to get 
swept aside by concrete and precisely calculated 
variations. Black is planning a massive attack in 
the centre, hoping to take over the initiative at 
the cost of a pawn. 

If White now simply replies 7 i.e2, allowing 
Black to carry out his plan by 7...e5, he will face 
a difficult choice. He can accept Black's pawn 
sacrifice in various ways, but a closer inspection 

of these possibilities reveals that neither 8 fxe5 
dxe5 9 ttJxe5 c5! nor 8 dxe5 dxe5 9 "iVxd8 Mxd8 
10 fxe5 ttJg4 is very attractive and that 8 dxe5 
dxe5 9 ttJxe5 (D) is really the only option that 
holds any promise. 
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This, however, brings to light a very impor
tant point of 6...ttJa6: 9...ttJc5! increases the 
pressure on what is left of White's centre. If 
now, for instance, 10 "iVxd8 Mxd8 11 i.f3 i.e6 
followed by 12...ttJfd7!, White is in danger of 
falling behind in development and Black will 
have more than sufficient compensation for the 
sacrificed pawn. 

A more positionally oriented reaction to 
7...e5 would be 8 fxe5 dxe5 9 d5. By refusing 
the sacrifice, White hopes to hold on to the ini
tiative. But because this causes problems with 
the defence of e4 after 9...ttJc5, attention has 
gradually shifted to the alternative 7 i.d3. This 
move is likely to produce, after 7...e5 8 fxe5 
dxe5 9 d5 c6 (or 9...CLlh5), a typical King's In
dian battle, revolving around the question: is 
White's central formation a source of strength 
or is it the perfect target for Black's counterat
tack? 

Finally, there is the aggressive reply 7 e5 
(D). 

The consequences of this advance are hard 
to judge, but White should certainly not be 
working under the assumption that this simply 
refutes 6... ttJa6 and that he is smashing his op
ponent easily. Black replies 7 ttJd7, when he is 
ready to strike back with 8 c5. If White has 
nothing better in this position than completing 
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his development with Sl,e2 c5 9 exd6 exd6 10 
0-0, he may not have a bad position but he 
would certainly like to put his f-pawn back on 
1'2 again, which can hardly be what he intended 
when playing 5 1'4. 

~Jr Samisch Variation 
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:-at- White consolidates his central position and 
prepares .ie3, He is also laying the cornerstone 

• eS for a kingside pawn-storm by g4 and M-h5. Yet 
he does not commit himself to this plan. A 

'Jd queenside offensive remains just as realistic an 
be option, when 5 f3 will serve as a precaution 

'ply against an expected attack on the kingside by 
. Jp Black. 

--: is This versatility of 5 f3 has held a strong at
; :-las traction over the years to players of varying style 
::;ng and personality. Almost all the world champions 

and other top grandmasters since World War II 
have played the Samisch. For decades, this was 
considered to be the ultimate weapon against the 
King's Indian Defence. 

It was not until the 1990s that Black finally 
managed to come to terms with it and the 
Samisch slowly began to give way to other 
yariations, most notably 5 CLlf3. 

The main objection that can be raised against 
5 f3 is that it is not a developing move. White's 
pieces are a little slow in joining the battle and 
Black should try to take advantage of this. Over 
the years a wide variety of variations have been 
de\'eloped, based not just on the traditional 
stratagems of ...c5 and ...e5, but on some very 
original ideas as well. 

S 0-0 
For almost all of these variations, castling 

has proved to be a useful preliminary, the only 
exception being the plan of playing ...c6 and 
...a6. where the risk of an enemy attack is 
thought to outweigh the advantage of complet
ing kingside development. This has made the 
position after S...c6 6 .ie3 a6 (D) the main 
starting position of this subvariation. 

w 

The Samisch is one of only a few King's In
dian variations where this plan has gained a 
solid reputation for itself, mainly because Black 
runs little risk of being pushed back by a swift 
central advance based on e5. The only situation 
where theory regards this as dangerous arises 
after 7 .id3, if Black replies 7...b5. Then S e5! is 
thought to be annoying for Black and 7... tZJbd7 
(or even 7...0-0) is considered a better choice 
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than the immediate 7...b5. The position after 
7...0-08 'LJge2 b5 9 0-0 'LJbd7 is characteristic 
for this line. White enjoys a space advantage 
but Black's position is both flexible and solid 
and it is far from clear how White should pro
ceed. 

White's most aggressive option is to play 7 
'iVd2 b5 80-0-0, intending ~h6 and h4-h5. It is 
precisely to take the sting out of this attacking 
scheme that Black does well to delay castling in 
this line. If he continues 8...'iVaS. Black's at
tacking chances on the queenside will be no 
worse than White's on the opposite wing. 

Finally, blocking Black's advance on the 
queenside by playing 7 a4 is also a valid option. 
Of course this means that White. hampered by 
his now sterile pawn-structure will no longer be 
able to make any serious headway on the queen
side. A good reply is 7...a5, securing the 'hole' 
in White's pawn-structure, followed by .. .'~Ja6 

and ...e5. 
6 ~e3 

This is the classical interpretation of the 
Samisch. In the last decade of the 20th century, 
however, when White was finding it increas
ingly difficult to cope with the many new 
problems that Black was posing, the search for 
alternatives, not just for this but for each and 
every 'self-evident' move in the Samisch, be
came intense and 6 ~g5 (D) came to the fore, 
though whether this move is really an improve
ment is still an open question. 
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Black has the same range of possible replies 
that he has against 6 ~e3 except that he cannot 

play 6...e5?, which is punished by 7 dxe5 dxe5 
8 \illxd8 l1xd8 9 'LJd5. In practice Black has 
usually replied with a ...c5 plan, which is very 
logical now that d4 is not as well protected as it 
is with a bishop on e3. 6...c5 7 d5 is a direct 
transposition to the Benoni (see page 142), but 
there are subtle variations on this theme which 
are hard to evaluate properly, like 6...a6 7 ''I!l\'d2 
c5, when 8 d5 runs into the characteristic pawn 
sacrifice 8...b5. This is a typical King's In
dianfBenoni motif which will pop up in many 
different forms, culminating in the Benko Gam
bit (see page 153) where Black starts the game 
with this pawn sacrifice. 

We now retum to 6 ~e3 (D): 
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Starting from this position, an amazing di
versity of variations has been developed, doing 
full credit to the pent-up strength hidden in 
Black's seemingly rather withdrawn position. 

The classical approach is to play 6...e5, when 
after White's principled reply 7 d5, Black again 
faces an important choice. His most obvious 
plan is to lash out on the kingside with 7...'LJh5 
8 ~'d2 f5. If. after 90-0-0. Black continues this 
strategy of gaining ground by playing 9.. .f4 10 
~f2, the centre is closed and both sides will 
have to move forward with their pawns slowly 
and carefully, White on the queenside and Black 
on the kingside. It is more flexible (though not 
necessarily better) to play 9... 'LJd7 10 ~d3 

tDdf6, retaining the option of exchanging pawns 
on e4, though of course this also allows White 
to take the initiative himself by exchanging on 
f5. 
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The brave and the reckless may want to try 
.:leir luck in one of the most famous (or should 
=say infamous?) variations of the entire world 
:~ opening theory: 7.. .c,,'Jh5 8 '~d2 '-j'h4+ 9 g3 
~xg3!? This is in effect a queen sacrifice 
,mce 10 'i'f2 will cut off the knight's retreat. 
31ack then continues unflinchingly 1O...C2.Jxfl ' 
,1 'i'xM 4:Jxe3, when after 12 ~e2 cDxc4 (D) 
~ critical situation arises. 

Black has only two minor pieces and two 
.Jawns to show for the queen, yet White's posi
tion has been damaged in such a vital way, in 
;:,articular by the disappearance of his g-pawn 
:md of his dark-squared bishop, that the posi
tional compensation for this material deficit is 
thought to be sufficient. And this is not a pas
sive variation either! Far from just banking on 
White being unable to break down his fortress, 
Black has hopes of taking the initiative himself 
by means of ,..c6 or ...f5. What this variation re
quires - from both players - is not so much a 
good knowledge of opening theory but courage 
and, most of all, self-confidence. 

In addition to 7 CDh5, Black has the possi
bility of playing 7 c6 (D), opening the c-file in 
anticipation of his opponent castling queen
side. 

If White now simply carries on with 8 'i'd2 
cxd5 9 cxd5 a6 10 0-0-0, Black will get coun
terplay on the queenside, based on moves like 
...'i'aS, ...b5 and CDbd7-c5. For this reason, 
most players take 7 c6 as a signal for White to 
change plans and castle kingside instead. After 8 
.1d3 cxd5 9 cxd5 Black falls back on standard 

w 

kingside aggression with 9.,.CDh5 lO 4:Jge2 f5. In 
this position White must be careful not to give 
Black too much of a free hand on the kingside 
(11 0-0 f4). Therefore most players exchange 
pawns on f5 before castling (11 exf5 gxf5 12 
0-0). The central pawn-formation is now less 
rigid than in the 7...4:Jh5 8 'i'd2 f5 line and 
Black will have to be on his guard for counter
aggression on the kingside, most notably based 
on the powerful thrust g4. 

Another classical way to tackle the'Samisch 
problem' is to play ...c5. This plan can be exe
cuted in several ways, 

To start with, the immediate 6...cS, strange 
though it may look, has turned out to be emi
nently playable. At first sight Black's compen
sation is not obvious after 7 dxcS dxc5 8 iVxd8 
Mxd8 9 ~xc5 CDc6 (D), yet closer investigation 
reveals that this is actually a beautiful demon
stration of the hidden powers of the King's In
dian Defence. 

w 
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White has difficulties in getting his pieces 
developed and he would dearly like to neutral
ize the pressure on the long diagonal (aI-h8) 
and plug the hole on d4 by putting his c-pawn 
back on c3. In fact, many players prefer a switch 
to the Benoni via 7 dS or, perhaps slightly more 
accurate, 7 CLJge2 CLJc6 8 d5 C'ie5 9 CLJg3, which 
transposes to a critical line of the Modern 
Benoni after 9...e6 10 ~e2 exd5 11 cxd5 (see 
page 148). 

It is partly this line which has caused White 
to take a closer look at 6 ~g5 because in this 
Benoni-type position, g5 is the more aggressive 
square for the bishop. 

Although it is therefore not strictly necessary 
to make any preparations for ...c5, many players 
still prefer to do so. Especially 6...CLJbd7 (D) is a 
popular alternative to 6...c5. 
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This is mainly a matter of taste. Black avoids 
the exchange of queens (after 6...c5 7 dxc5) and 
is aiming for a complicated (probably Benoni
oriented) middlegame. For instance, now 7 
CtJge2 c5 8 d5 CLJe5 produces the same position 
as the above-mentioned 6...c5 7 CLJge2 CLJc6 8 
d5 CLJe5. White may want to try to improve on 
this line by maintaining the tension in the cen
tre with 8 'i'd2, or he may play 7 CLJh3 (intend
ing CLJf2), making use of the fact that Black 
cannot play ...~xh3, ruining White's pawn
structure, with a knight on d7. 

6...b6 is a rather old-fashioned way to prepare 
...c5. This line was fairly popular in the 1960s 
but is now a rare bird. If White plays 7 ~d3 

Black will have to make another preparatory 
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move because 7...c5? runs into 8 e5 followed 
by ~e4. 

Finally, there is 6...CLJc6 (D), a move based 
on an entirely different idea. Black's aim is to 
take the fullest possible advantage of the limita
tions of the Samisch. 
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For a start, he does not need to worry about 7 
d5 because he can simply reply 7...C'ie5, when 
White will begin to experience some difficul
ties in developing his kingside, while Black has 
an easy plan of action on the queenside, based 
on ...c6. 

The idea behind 6. "CLJc6 is to play 7 a6 and 
8...Mb8, getting ready to play either b5 or 
...e5 (and preferably both!), depending on which 
scheme of development White chooses. The 
ideal is to play .,.e5 in a situation where d5 can 
be met by ...L1Jd4, even if this involves a pawn 
sacrifice. The rook on b8 will support an attack 
on the queenside once the b-file is opened, for 
instance after ...b5 and ...bxc4. 

This way of tackling the Samisch is much 
more aggressive than ...a6 in combination with 
.. ,c6 and it has been one of the main lines of 
the Samisch ever since its introduction in the 
1960s. The most important starting position is 
reached after 7 tt"lge2 a6 8 "i-'d2 Mb8 (D). 

If White now plays a calm move like 9 CLJcl, 
freeing the diagonal for his bishop on fl, the 
thematic reply is 9...e5 10 d5 CLJd4. Then after 11 
~xd4?! exd4, 12 ''i'xd4? loses to I2 ...CLJxe4!, 
but even 12 L1J3e2 allows Black excellent posi
tional compensation. With all White's centre 
pawns fixed on light squares and the a1-h8 
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diagonal fully at the mercy of the black bishop, 
the absence of White's dark-squared bishop is 
making itself felt. But it may well come as a bit 
of a shock that White is not safe from aggression 
even ifhe plays the solid 11 CUb3, because Black 
then has another pawn sacrifice to add fuel to 
the fire: 11...c5 12 dxc6 bxc6! 13 t2Jxd4 exd4 
14 .ixd4. Now after 14....l:re8 (or 14.. .'j·a5, or 
even 14...d5) Black's plan is running like clock
work: he has open lines for his rooks and an 
open diagonal for his bishop on g7 and White 
has great ditIiculty in getting his pieces devel
oped. 

A much more aggressive approach is to play 
9h4(D). 

B 

White is trying to get his attack in first. If 
Black plays 9...e5 now, the situation after 10 
d5 is totally different. Because White has not 
moved his knight from e2, 1O.. .et~d4 essen
tially just loses a pawn here, while if Black 

plays 1O.. ::tJa5 11 CUg3 c5 (a necessary move 
to prevent b4) 12 h5, White does indeed obtain 
excellent chances on the kingside. The alter
native 9...b5 too, requires (at least) nerves of 
steel from Black in view of 10 h5. Black's 
most solid response to 9 h4 is 9...h5. White 
then again faces a fundamental choice. He can 
either fall back on the CUc 1 plan or proceed 
with the attack: e.g., 10 0-0-0 b5 11 .ih6. 

5 c21f3 

5 CUf3 (D) 

B 

The fact that this position is often reached 
via a different move-order (e.g. 1 CUf3 ctJf6 2 c4 
g6 or 1 d4 CUf6 2 ctJf3) would be more than suf
ficient reason in itself to regard this as a main 
line, but even in the move-order that we are us
ing here, 5 cun is one of White's most impor
tant moves. He develops his king's knight and 
as yet does not commit himself to any particular 
pawn-formation. 

5 0-0 
6 .ie2 

Again White makes a natural move, devel
oping the bishop without committing himself, 
but the alternative 6 h3 (preparing .ie3) is also 
quite popular. If Black responds in classical 
style with 6...e5, the idea is to play 7 d5, when 
after 7...Q'lbd7 8 .ie3 Q'lc5 White has 9 ctJd2 
and if now 9...a5 (strengthening the position of 
the knight on c5 by preventing 10 b4), the bold 
10 g4 reveals White's intentions: he is anticipat
ing the thematic advance .. .f5. If Black carries 
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on with his standard plan of playing 1O...~e8 

11 'lliic2 f5, the response 12 gxf5 gxf5 13 l:!.gI 
offers White chances of taking over the initia
tive on the kingside. 

6 ... c5 
A major difference between this and the 

Samisch Variation is that White's piece devel
opment is much more smooth after 5 CDf3, 
making it harder for Black to use any of the 
'non-classical' plans that are so useful against 
the Samisch. For instance 6...CDc6 7 d5 now of
fers poor prospects for Black and this is hardly 
ever played nowadays. The same goes for 6...c6 
70-0 a6. 

6...c5 (D), on the other hand, is still a sound 
enough move. 
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Black is seeking a transposition to the Ben
oni via 7 d5 (see page 142). However, he has to 
take another transposition into account, one 
that is much more surprising and which may 
not be entirely to his liking: after 7 0-0 cxd4 8 
iLJxd4 CDc6 9 ~e3 we suddenly find ourselves 
in the Maroczy Bind, a line of the Sicilian Ac
celerated Dragon (see page 420)! 

6...~g4 (D), however, is an interesting and 
very specific attempt to take advantage of the 
downside of 5 Qjf3 and 6 iLe2. 

Black intends to put pressure on d4 with 
moves like ...CDc6 and ...CDfd7. In the meantime 
he leaves his opponent guessing whether he 
will play ...e5 or ...c5. 

White's reaction to this aggressive plan has to 
be accurate. The logical 7 ~e3, strengthening 
d4, is generally considered best. Now 7 ...&2Jfd7 
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constitutes the main line of this variation, pre
senting White with a difficult choice. The ca
sual R0-0 has the drawback that after 8.. ,ct:Jc6 9 
d5 (if White does not play this, 9, ..e5 10 d5 
~xf3 11 ~xf3CDd4 will be annoying) 9... ..ixf3 
10 ~xf3 CDaS a weakening of White's pawn
structure will be unavoidable. If, for instance, 
11 ~e2 iLxc3 12 bxc3 e5! White's position has 
lost much of its dynamic power. Most players 
prefer to anticipate this attack by preventive 
measures like 8 Mel or the surprising regroup
ing 8 4'\gl li.xe2 9 CDgxe2. 

We now return to 6 ...e5 (D): 
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There are four main lines in this position, 
each with a clearly defined character of its 
own. 

7 dxe5, the Exchange Variation is not just 
an exchange of pawns. White fixes the central 
pawn-formation immediately and is heading 
for a queenless middlegame. 

--,,,.------
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Another way of fixing the central pawn-for
mation is 7 d5, but unlike the Exchange Varia
tion, White is closing the centre instead of 
opening it. This is the Petrosian System. 

White's most popular and probably the most 
critical move is 7 0-0, which can be called the 
Classical Variation. \A/bite keeps his options 
open as far as the pawn-formation in the centre 
is concerned, but he unhesitatingly commits 
himself to a place for his king. 

The developing move 7 ~e3 keeps even mat 
option open. This is the Gligoric Variation. 

Exchange Variation 

7 dxe5 dxe5 
8 ~xd8 ~xd8 

9 i.,g5 (D) 

Taking on e5 is useless: 9 LDxe5 LDxe4! and 
Black wins back his pawn immediately. 

B 

In the Exchange Variation, Willte is taking 
the long-term positional risk that d4, the tear in 
his pawn-formation, may become a problem. 
What is attractive in this line are the short-term 
advantages: a slight lead in development and 
some concrete threats. 

For a long time 9...~e8 was thought to be the 
best move and many players were tempted to 
try their hand with the tiny endgame advantage 
offered by 10 ttJd5 LDxd5 11 cxd5. 

But when 9...c6 came to the fore in the 1980s, 
White's interest in the Exchange Variation 
dropped sharply. Suddenly play becomes com
plicated and tricky. Black prevents LDd5 at the 

cost of a pawn and although this may look rather 
dubious at first sight, Black does actually get 
some very good counterplay. If 10 LDxe5 ~e8 11 
0-0-0 Black effortlessly regains the pawn in the 
case of 11.. /iJa6 12 f4 (12 ~d6 is the main line) 
12...h6 13 xh4 g5 14 ~g3 tLlc5. 

Petrosian System 

7 d5 (D) 

This move is more ambitious than 7 dxe5 
and much more threatening for Black in the 
long run. 

B 

The type of middlegame that now arises is 
highly characteristic of the King's Indian De
fence and very important in a general sense. 
White has a space advantage and, given the op
portunity, he will take the initiative, most prob
ably on the queenside where the natural plan of 
playing c5 presents itself. Black, on the other 
hand, will try to tum this very pawn-fonnation 
that gives White more space into a target for his 
own plan of attack. For him an advance on the 
kingside (and against e4!) is the natural plan: 
.. .f5. 

The point of the Petrosian System, as com
pared to 7 0-0, is of a strategic nature and be
comes apparent if Black now carries out his 
...f5 plan straightaway: because White has not 
yet committed his king to the kingside he can 
still take the initiative on that wing himself. 

Thus 7../iJe8 is strongly met by 8 h4, while 
7...LDh5 allows White to take advantage of the 
unsafe position of the knight: if he plays 8 g3, 
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preventing Black from playing ...!tIf4, the 'de
sirable' 8.. .f5 runs into 9 exf5 gxf5 10 tDxe5!. 

Therefore Black does better if he first devel
ops his queenside. Traditionally this was done 
by 7...tDbd7, intending to meet 8 0-0 with 
8...tDc5 9 lic2 a5. By erecting a temporary 
blockade to White's ambitions on the queen
side, Black hopes to be able to play .. .f5 before 
White can take the initiative himself. The varia
tion is named after Tigran Petrosian because 
this world champion introduced the strategic 
idea of postponing castling in order (again) to 
prevent or at least discourage .. J5. His plan 
starts with the move 8 J.g5 (D), pinning the 
knight. 
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If Black breaks the pin by 8...h6 9 J.h4 g5 
10 ~g3 tDh5, White has achieved two aims. 
First. he has taken some of the sting out of 
Black's plan because a future exf5 can now no 
longer be met by ... gxf5, a recapture which in 
many cases (though not always!) gives Black 
dangerous attacking chances on the kingside. 
Second, he can play 11 h4, again laking over 
the initiative on the kingside (or at least at
tempting to do so). 

For this reason, subtler ways of achieving 
Black's plans were developed, which resulted 
in the following move gradually taking over as 
the main line: 

7 ... a5 
The modem key position is reached after... 

8 ~g5 h6 
9 .th4 c'Lla6 

10 tDd2 "~e8 (D) 
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Both sides have developed their pieces ac
tively while at the same time throwing as many 
obstacles in the way of their opponent's plans 
as possible. 

Thanks to his last move, Black is now ready 
to play 11..,ctJh7 followed by ... f5, when he 
has retained the possibility of playing ...gxf5. 
White needs to tackle the qlleenside problem: 
he must find a way to play b4. 

This line does not demand so much a will
ingness to throw everything forward in blind 
faith, as an ability to weigh carefully the conse
quences of each and every move. Characteristic 
finesse is demonstrated after 11 a3 -Itd7, when 
the straightforward 12 .:tbl (preparing to play 
13 b4) is met with 12...a4!, considerably reduc
ing White's flexibility on the queenside. White 
docs well to prevent tlus by playing 12 b3 first. 

Classical Variation 

7 0-0 (D) 
White maintains the tension in the centre. He 

is waiting for a better moment to play either 
dxe5 or d5. 

But first it is up to Black now to decide 
whether he will use his chance to determine the 
central pawn-formation by playing 7.•.exd4 or 
if he too will maintain the tension and wait for a 
better moment. In the latter case he needs to 
find a move that fits in well with both the dxe5 
and the d5 plan and which preferably increases 
the strength of a future ...exd4 as well. 

All of these requirements are well met by 
the classical developing move 7...etJbd7 and it 

~ 
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should come as no surprise that this was the 
first main line of the King's Indian Defence. 
reigning supreme until around 1950. 

After that the much more provocative move 
7...~c6 took over, outgrowing the old main line 
in importance and even becoming one of the 
most difficult and complicated variations of the 
whole of opening theory. 

Finally, in the late 1980s the possibility of 
playing 7...~a6 was 'discovered'. Around that 
time, this way of developing the queen's knight, 
seemingly moving away from the centre but in 
reality eyeing the excellent square c5. began to 
pervade almost all variations of the King's In
dian and this is one of the lines yvhere it turned 
out to be eminently playable. 

5 ttJf3 0-0 6 i.e2 e5 7 0-0 exd4 

7 exd4 
8 ~xd4 (D) 

B 

Black gives up his stronghold in the centre 
in return for open files and diagonals for his 
pIeces. 

8 :e8 
9 f3 

After this logical follow-up. there are two 
standard plans for opening the attack on White's 
stronghold in the centre. 

The classical method is to play 9...c6, envis
aging the central advance ...d5. 10 ~hl is then 
a solid and typical reply, removing the king 
from the dangerous g l-a7 diagonal in order to 
pre-empt nasty moves like ...~·b6 and intend
ing to meet 1O... d5 with 11 cxd5 cxd5 12 J?g5. 
Black usually avoids this, continuing his devel
opment with 1O...~bd7 instead. 

9../'2\c6 10 .1Le3 ~h5 is an entirely different 
approach and one which was very popular in 
the 1990s. Black frees the way for ...£5 and 
forces his opponent to take drastic measures if 
he wants to preserve his central dominance. An 
important tactical point is that 11 f4 can be met 
by 1l...~f6 12 ~f3 .1Lg4!. The resulting ex
changes (e.g. 13 CLlxc6 i.xf3 14i1xf3 bxc6) are 
just what Black needs in order to solve what is 
really his only strategic problem in this line: a 
lack of space. 

5 ttJf3 0-0 6 i.e2 e5 7 0-0 ct'Jbd7 

7 CLlbd7 (D) 

w 

Although this is one of the oldest variations 
of the King's Indian Defence, it is also one of 
the most topical ones. After some 90 years of 
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research, the theoretical problems are as fasci
nating as ever and we still do not even know 
what White's best next move is! 

The essence of the problem lies in the fact 
that it is not a particularly good moment to re
solve the tension in the centre. 8 d5 produces a 
position from the Petrosian System that we 
have just been looking at (7 d5 CDbd7 8 0-0), 
while 8 dxe5 is really completely pointless 
here. All the books (and the players behind 
those books) agree that White should prefer a 
useful developing move, but which one? 

The fact that it has proved to be almost im
possible to answer this question with any de
gree of finality is of course precisely what 
makes this variation both difficult and attrac
tive. 

The classical move is 8 Mel (D). 
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White assumes that Black will have to take 
on d4 sooner or later, when the rook will be 
well-placed on el. But Black too is able to 
maintain his waiting policy, for instance by 
8...c6 9 .tfL when one of the traditional lines 
continues 9...a5 10 Mbl Me8. He may also want 
to consider an aggressive alternative: 9...exd4 
10 CDxd4 CDg4, intending to meet 11 h3 with 
11 ...'iiVb6!. This is in effect an attempt to expose 
the downside of 8 Mel. 

By playing 8 ~c2, White is thinking along 
d5 lines. If Black now plays 8...c6, this makes 
itself felt immediately since after 9 d5 the 'nor
mal' 9...ctJc5 is now useless. White's pawn on 
e4 is protected and he will be only too happy to 
play 10 b4. This implies that Black has to find 

another antidote to the d5 plan. Closing the cen
tre completely with 9...c5 is most players' pre
ferred choice. We shall encounter several more 
examples of this pawn-structure in this book, 
culminating in the Czech Benoni: 1 d4 CDf6 2 
c4 c5 3 d5 e5 (see page 143). The circum
stances for building such a wall are reasonably 
favourable in this variation because White has 
already castled kingside, which is not consid
ered to be White's most dangerous strategy in 
this type of position. Also the move ~c2 is not 
particularly useful here. 

8 .te3 (D) can be said to be the modem 
move. 
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Here too the idea is to meet 8...c6 with 9 d5, 
when in case of 9...c5 the developing move 
~e3 is of more use to White than ''i'c2. If 
8...CDg4 then 9 .tg5 f6 10 .td2 gives White a 
relatively favourable version of the Gligoric 
Variation (7 .te3; see page 110), because here 
Black no longer has the aggressive option 
...CDc6. 

5 ttJf3 0-0 6 ite2 e5 7 0-0 ttJc6 

7 ... CDc6 
This move forces White to lay his cards on 

the table. No longer can he maintain the tension 
in the centre, because the only move to do so, 8 
~e3, is not only troubled by the standard reac
tion 8...CDg4 9 .tg5 f6, but also by the excellent 
8...Me8, when 9 d5 runs into 9...CDd4!. It is true 
that the situation is relatively favourable to try 
the dxe5 plan instead (8...Me8 9 dxe5 dxe5), but 
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practice has shown that even this does not really 
worry Black. 

If White really wants to go for it he has to 

accept the challenge: 
8 d5 tiJe7 (D) 

w 

At first sight things seem to be going very 
well for White. Black has invested two moves 
in order to land his knight on what looks like an 
extremely unattractive square (e7), and the op
tion of putting pressure on e4 with ...tiJbd7-c5 
(or ...tiJa6-c5) is gone. 

Yet a closer inspection of this intriguing po
sition, one of the most important of the entire 
King's Indian Defence, reveals the positive 
sides of Black's play. With the central tension 
resolved, Black can fully concentrate on his 
kingside operations. He has no problems what
soever in playing .. .f5 and once this crucial ad
vance is achieved, new prospects for the knight 
on e7 will open up automatically. In case his 
kingside pawns get rolling (.. .f4 and ...g5-g4, 
once White has been induced to play n) an ex
cellent square becomes available on g6, while if 
the game is opened by ...fxe4 (or exf5), then 
...tiJ(x)f5 will be possible. What Black gives up 
in defensive strength on the queenside, he gets 
back in attacking power on the kingside. 

It should come as no surprise then that this 
variation is an extremely popular choice with 
the uncompromising attacking player. It may 
easily come to a situation where White breaks 
through on the queenside and Black on the king
side. with both players having burned their 
bridges. Because Black's attack is directed at 

the enemy king, the danger for White may be
come very acute, but White's attack on the op
posite wing is equally threatening and a single 
mistake may mean immediate disaster for both 
sides. 

It is also a clash of opposing styles. There are 
very few players who play this variation with 
both colours. Almost everyone is either for 
White or for Black. 

9 tiJel, 9 tiJd2 and 9 b4 are the main lines, 
but if you look at these variations carefully you 
will find them to be closely related to each 
other. Many players study all three of them in 
order to get the fullest possible idea of where 
White's chances lie in this position. 

9 tiJel (D) was the first of these moves to 
gain wide recognition. 

B 

White prevents ...tiJh5, frees the way for his 
f-pawn (which can either move forward to n, 
protecting e4, or more aggressively to f4) and 
prepares tiJd3, supporting the c5 advance. A 
well-established main line may serve as an ex
ample of how deeply attack on the one side and 
defence on the other are integrated in this varia
tion: 9...tiJd7 10 tiJd3 f5 11 ilI.d2 tiJf6 12 f3 f4 
13 c5 g5 14 cxd6 cxd6 15 lIcl tiJg6 16 fLlb5 
1If717'iVc2(intendingfLlc7) 17...fLle818a4h5 
19 tiJf2 (D). 

This variation has been studied down to the 
last detail, yet it is still as alive as it ever was. 
The sequence of moves given above may be 
varied at almost every moment; e.g., White 
may choose a completely different strategy by 
playing 11 exf5 (instead of 11 ilI.d2) 11...gxf5 
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12 f4, shifting the battle to the kingside, or he 
may play 13 g4 (instead of 13 c5), hoping to 
achieve exactly the opposite, namely, to close 
off the kingside and reign supreme on the queen
side afterwards. 

9 ctJd2 (D) was a fantastically popular varia
tion in the early 1990s. 
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Here too White wants to play c5, but instead 
of preparing this pawn-break with c.1Jel-d3. he 
chooses to prepare it with b4 so as to allow his 
knight to move to the truly splendid square c4 
after he has played c5. This will enable him to 
put pressure on d6. which is the base and there
fore the only really vulnerable point in Black's 
pawn-chain. 

This variation too has been minutely ana
lysed, with the emphasis on how Black should 
react to this plan on the queenside. Is ...c5 a 
wise precaution and if so, should White play 
dxc6 or is the patient a3 and b4 the better 

choice? Is ...a5 a useful move, delaying White's 
attack, or will this tum out to be a weakening of 
the queenside in the long run? Is it better per
haps to forget about these nuances of posi
tional play and go all-out on the kingside with 
9...ctJd7 10 b4 f5, leaving the queenside to fend 
for itself? 

These are very profound questions indeed 
and anyone who makes a thorough study of this 
line is likely not only to construct a solid open
ing repertoire but to discover a lot about the po
sitional aspects of this type of position. 

On a concrete level, theory seems to have de
cided that building a few defensive barriers on 
the queenside is a good idea. This has led to 
9...a5 (D) becoming the main line. 
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Then there is a major division arising after 
the logical 10 a3, between 1O...ctJd7 11l1bl f5 
on the one side and 1O...~d7 11 b3 (l1l1bl al
lows Black to play l1...a4) 11...c5 or even the 
flexible I 1...c6 on the other. 

Troubled by this multitude of defensive pos
sibilities, White then turned his attention to 9 
b4 (D), a move which until about 1995 had 
been relatively out of favour for two reasons. 

First 9...&2)h5 was thought to be an annoy
ing move because White must then either al
low this knight to jump to f4 or he must play 
the weakening g3. Second, Black has 9...a5, 
disrupting White's pawn-phalanx on the queen
side. 

It is interesting to note that the recent history 
of this variation is at the same time a nice illus
tration of how opening theory works: ever more 
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B 

detailed analysis uproots even the soundest 
general plinciples in the end (and thus creates 
new ones). 

First it was shown that 9..J2,]h5 can be met 
by 10 Mel CLlf4 11 ~fl (D). 

B 

-.:; 

This manoeuvre had presumably been con
sidered to be far too passive at first. but because 
Black's knight is not completely secure on 1'4, it 
is not so easy to proceed. 11...1'5, for instance, 
runs into 12 ~xf4 exf4 13 e5 1• 

Then it turned out that the damage done to 
White's pawn-phalanx by 9...a5 is not all that 
serious, because after 10 ~a3 (10 bxa5 is also 
quite playable) 10...axb4 II ~xb4 CLld7 12 a4 
White will eventually press through c5 anyway 
with moves like as and CLla4. Once this plan is 
successfully camed out. Black may well start 
to regret having started hostilities on the queen
side with only his opponent having taken ad
vantage of it in the end. 

5 &2Jf3 0-0 6 ~e2 e5 7 0-0 ttJa6 

7 t.21a6 (D) 

The rise to fame of this move duling the last 
decade of the 20th century has radically changed 
the face of a good many variations of the King's 
Indian Defence. We have already seen how 
6...CLla6 came to be accepted as an excellent 
way of meeting the Four Pawns Attack (see 
page 96). Here, in the Classical Variation. 
7...CLla6 is really a subtle variation on the old 
main line 7... t.21bd7. Black preserves the tension 
in the centre, while eyeing c5 as a future square 
for his knight. but without giving up the possi
bility of playing ...~g4. This changes the char
acter of the opening subtly but considerably. 

Of course White can play 8 dS, steering the 
game into the Petrosian System (8 ...CLlc5 9 ~c2 

as), just like he can against 7...CLlbd7, but as we 
have seen, this does not really cause Black any 
headaches. Again, just as in the 7...CLlbd7 line, 
the real test of 7.. .It:Ja6 is to playa useful devel
oping move. The first difference is felt after 8 
~c2. which in this case is not useful at all since 
Black can play 8...CLlb4 and if now 9 'lJi'b3 then 
9...CLlc6 10 d5 t:cJ d4! makes it very clear that 
the manoeuvre 'l'c2-b3 is not something to be 
proud of. 

The classical move is (again) 8 Mel, when 
after 8...c6 9 ~fl a key position alises. On the 
one hand Black has the nimble 9...exd4 10 
CLlxd4 ltJg4, the idea being to meet 11 h3 with 
11...'Ii'b6 (or 11...'1'1'6); on the other hand he 
can play the rather more profound 9...~g4 (D). 
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Profound because it now looks as if White 
can finally shut the a6-knight effectively out of 
play by 10 d5, now that lO...Ct:Jc5?! is pointless 
(and will be met by 11 b4), However, Black 
has a highly original alternative to lO.. /tic5 
which keeps his position fully alive. By play
ing lO...ttJb4!, threatening lL.Ji.xf3, when 12 
~xf3 Ct:Jc2 costs White the exchange and 12 
gxf3 disrupts his kingside pawn-formation, he 
more or less forces the reply 11 Ji.e2. This gives 
Black just enough time to play lL..a5 so as to 
be able to retreat his knight behind the a-pawn 
instead of in front of it (12 a3 ttJa6). Suddenly, 
just because Black has managed to get ...a5 in, 
his knight on a6 is in the middle of the battle
field (namely, the battle for b4) instead of shut 
off from it. Perhaps I should add that Black has 
a good no-nonsense alternative to all this in the 
shape of the robust lO...c5. 

The second main line is 8 Ji.e3. Here too a 
variation has been developed to make good 
use of the position of Black's knight on a6: 
8...ttJg4 9 Ji.g5 and now not the obvious 9,.f6 
but 9...~e8 (D), 

This move is possible because 10 ctJd5, which 
would have been strong with the black knight 
on d7, makes no sense now that c7 is protected, 
There are a few nasty points to 9.. :~e8, most 
notably the threat of 1O...exd4 11 ttJxd4 ttJxh2 1 

12 ~xh2 'lie5+. Practical evidence seems to in
dicate that 10 dxe5 dxe5 11 h3 is White's best 
option in this line. This is in fact one of the few 
instances in the whole of the King's Indian De
fence where the dxe5 strategy is really an excel
lent choice. Just like in the Exchange Variation 
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proper (see page 103) White hopes that his 
slightly more active piece development will 
yield dividends. The potential drawbacks are 
also the same: the d4-square remains the Achil
les' Heel in White's pawn-formation. 

Gligoric Variation 

7 j,e3 (D) 
This move is even more flexible than 7 0-0. 

Not only does White retain the choice between 
d5 and dxe5, he also does not commit himself 
to a place for his king. 
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These advantages are demonstrated most 

clearly if Black now plays 7...ttJc6. White re
sponds 8 d5 ttJe7 9 CLJd2, when he has in fact 
achieved a superior version of the variation 7 
0-0 t21c6 8 d5 ttJe7 9 CLJd2 because his knight on 
d2 is not obstructing his bishop 011 c1 amI he is 
free to castle queenside should this be required. 
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Other developing moves, like 7...tJbd7 and 
7...tiJa6, transpose directly to 70-0 lines after S 
0-0. This makes the Gligoric Variation espe
cially popular with players who feel uncom
fortable with the sharp 7 0-0 &~c6, but \vho ha\'e 
no objection at all against the other 7 0-0 varia
tions. 

Therefore the immediate attack on the bishop 
is critical for the assessment of 7 ~e3: 

7 CZJg4 
8 ~gS f6 
9 ~h4 (D) 

We have reached the most important starting 
position of the Gligoric Variation. 

B 

Has Black done well chasing the white bishop 
or has he just weakened his o\vn position? This 
is a difficult question and one which has not 
been resolved so far. The usual continuation is: 

9 ctJc6 
10 dS t1'Je7 
11 t1'Jd2 t1'Jh6 

Strategically, the problems are the same as in 
the 7 0-0 t1'Jc6 line, but because White has not 
castled and his bishop is on h4, the solutions 
will have to be quite different. 

A very important feature of the Gligoric Vari
ation is that is has been analysed far less exten
sively than 7 0-0. Opening theory is not an 
obstacle if you wish to play this line, yet neither 
is it a support. 

Averbakh Variation 

5 ~e2 0-0 

_c---.---

6 Ji.gS(D) 

B 

This variation was developed in the 1950s. It 
has always occupied a modest but not unimpor
tant place in the King's Indian arsenal. 

Just like in the Samisch Variation, White 
keeps open the possibility of an attack on the 
kingside with moves like g4 and 14. Yet at the 
same time he reserves the f3-square for his 
knight so that he will also be able to play 'sim
ply' with ctJf3 and 0-0. 

Black faces a dilemma: should he tolerate 
White's bishop on g5 or should he chase it away 
with .. ,h6'.' He also has to make up his mind 
about which pawn-formation to choose in the 
centre. 

At first a ...c5 formation was the most popu
lar option, either by playing 6...cS immediately 
or preceded by 6...h6. 

In recent years, attention has shifted to sev
eral ways of implementing the other standard 
plan: ...e5. In this case the immediate 6...e5'.''.' is 
a bad blunder, losing to 7 dxe5 dxe5 S '\ixdS 
M-xdS 9 t1'Jd5 (this line features prominently in 
several collections of opening traps), but both 
6...t1'Jbd7 and 6...t1'Ja6 are useful moves, pre
paring this central advance. 

5 ~e2 0-0 6 ~g5 c5 

6 cS 
7 dS (D) 

This is the only ...c5 variation which I have 
decided not to move to the Benoni chapter. It is 
so generally known as belonging to the King's 
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Indian Defence that a breach of tradition is un
called for. 
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Black again faces a choice. 
In the very first years of the Averbakh Varia

tion, 7...a6 8 a4 'ilaS was the usual recipe for 
obtaining counterplay. Black intends to meet 9 
'i"d2 with the typical pawn sacrifice 9... bS! 10 
cxbS axbS 11 iLxbS iLa6, obtaining a strong ini
tiative against White's now slightly weakened 
pawn-formation on the queenside. But then the 
Soviet grandmaster Yuri Averbakh showed that 
9 iLd2 is much stronger than 9 'i"d2 and that in 
fact Black's queen is rather misplaced on as af
ter this move; e.g., 9...e6 10 ctJf3 exdS 11 exdS 
and Black is not getting any counterplay at all. 

This led to the emergence of7...e6 (D) as the 
new main line. 
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than the traditional 9 cxdS - turned out to leave 
Black with a slightly passive (if solid) position, 
the true King's Indian aficionado began to feel 
uneasy and started looking for other ways to 
deal with the Averbakh Variation. It is pre
cisely this type of middlegame, by the way, that 
established the Averbakh's reputation as a line 
that does not allow Black to demonstrate his 
nonnal King's Indian aggression. 

It is in this light that the pawn sacrifice 7...b5 
8 cxbS a6 has to be judged. This is about the 
sharpest way of meeting the Averbakh that can 
be imagined, but although theory does not deny 
the latent dangers lying in store for White, it se
riously doubts the correctness of this line. It is a 
variation 'for experts only'. 

In the end it was really 7...h6, intending to 
improve subtly on 7...e6, which carried the day. 
If White retreats his bishop to e3, Black will 
steer toward the same pawn-formation that we 
have seen in the 7...e6 variation with a small but 
vitally important difference: after 8 iLe3 e6 9 
'i'd2 exdS 10 exdS ~h7 there is no longer a 
white bishop on gS to put pressure on Black's 
position. This tiny difference is enough to make 
theory (but not every King's Indian aficionado!) 
regard this line as satisfactory for Black. For 
this reason 8 iLf4 has come to be looked upon 
as White's best move. This seems to prevent 
8...e6 but strangely enough it is precisely this 
move which has become the main line: 8...e6! 9 
dxe6 iLxe6 10 iLxd6 .l"l.e8 (D). 
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But when after 8 '<j'd2 exdS here too recap Black's lead in development gives him that 
turing on dS with the e-pawn - 9 exdS rather typical King's Indian sort of compensation for 
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the pawn, which seems almost invisible at first 
but very soon turns out to force \Vhite to play 
with great precision. This complicated position 
is one of the most theoretically critical of the 
entire Averbakl1 Variation. 

5 ~e2 0-0 6 ~g5 h6 

6 h6 
Black forces his opponent to choose a square 

for his bishop immediately. 
If 7 ~f4 Black has the clever reply 7. Ji'Jc6 8 

d5 e5!. This holds little promise for White. 
This makes 7 i¥..e3 the main line, when Black 

has two options. First, he can play 7...c5, which 
after 8 d5 leads to a position that also arises 
from the 6...c5 variation (6 ...c5 7 d5 h6 8 5Le3) 
and which we have seen to be satisfactory for 
Black. White may try to improve on this trans
position by playing 8 e5 or 8 dxc5. 

But 6...h6 can also be interpreted as a prepa
ration for ...e5. In this case, 7 ~e3 e5 8 d5 (D) 

brings about a second type of middlegame by 
which the Averbakh Variation is character
ized. 

B 

White's plan is to take the initiative on the 
kingside with g4 and/or M. Black will try to 
counterattack on the queenside, using manoeuv
res like .. /iJbd7-c5, ...c6 and ...a5 or ...b5, yet it 
is vital that he does not remain entirely passive 
on the kingside either, because if White manages 
to seduce his opponent into answering h4-h5 
with ...g5, chances are that it will be White who 
gets a free hand on the queenside. After all, he is 

the one with the natural space advantage on that 
wmg. 

So Black will have to perform a balancing act 
bet\\een being aggressive on the queenside and 
keeping open the possibility of lashing out on 
the kingside with .. J5. In this context, however, 
the move ...h6 began to be seen as a slight weak
ening of Black's chances. In due time attention 
shifted again, this time to Black's other ways of 
preparing ...e5: 6... t2Jbd7 and 6...4"la6. 

5 ~e2 0-0 6 ~g5 tDbd7 

6 ~bd7 

Black wants to play ...e5 without having to 
weaken his kingside first by playing ...h6. 

7 Wd2 e5 
8 d5 t2Jc5 
9 f3 a5(D) 

IV 

This is the key position. The question is: 
should White lash out with 10 h4 or should he 
try to suppress Black's queenside counterplay 
(...c6) with 10 0-0-0 first? 

5 ~e2 0-0 6 ~g5 tDa6 

6 CLJa6 (D) 

This way of developing the knight was a 
godsend to players struggling with the older 
lines in the 1990s. It is now one ofthe most im
portant lines of the Averbakh Variation. 

6 .. l iJa6 has the advantage over 6...CLJbd7 in 
that it enables Black, after 7 'i'ld2 e5 8 d5, to 
create immediate counterplay on the queenside 
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with 8, .. c6, because after 9 dxc6 bxc6 Black's 
pawn on d6 is now protected. 

On the other hand, 7 f4 is stronger than after 
6...ctJbd7, because Black cannot reply 7 ...e5 in 
this case (7 ...e5?? 8 dxe5 dxeS 9 \~xd8 :!'xd810 
fxeS and White is winning), Critical moves are 
7 1JWe8, preparing 8... e5, and the unorthodox 
7 c6 8 tbB tbc7, with ideas including ...tbe6, 
...~g4 or sometimes even ...dS or ...b5. 

Fianchetto King's Indian 

3 g3 (D) 
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White refuses to be tempted into playing a 
ljui(;k e4. He is satisfied with what he has 
achieved (pawns on d4 and c4) and gives prior
ity to developing his pieces without offering 
Black new targets for counterplay. 

Developing the bishop on g2 fits well into 
this strategy. As long as the h l-a8 diagonal 

remains unblocked, the bishop will cover some 
vital squares in the centre and put pressure on 
Black's queenside. It also supports a later e4 
(for this remains a move to be reckoned with) in 
a very natural manner. 

A major difference between this and the 3 
{tJc3/4 e4 scheme is that by playing 3 g3 White 
abandons any ideas of a swift kingside attack. 
Moves like h4 or g4 are not to be expected in 
this line. White concentrates on keeping Black's 
eounterplay in check and maintains a flexible 
pawn-stru(;ture. 

It should come as no surprise that the g3 sys
tem has always been particularly popular with 
those players who havc a keen sense of posi
tional play and a good technique in exploiting 
tiny advantages, 

3... :il.g7 
With White unable to respond with 4 e4, 

Black has the option of playing 3...c6, followed 
by ...dS, creating a mixture of Slav and Griin
feld motifs. This is a sound, but essentially 
non-King's Indian strategy and will be dealt 
with in the chapter on the Griinfeld. 

4 £g2 0-0 
By playing this move, Black lays his cards 

on the table: he wants to playa King's Indian 
Defence. 4...dS is a Griinfcld. 

5 tDc3 d6 
6 1tJf3 (D) 
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This is the starting point of all the important 
g3 va.riations. 

A first difference from the 3 e2Jc3 lines be
comes visible: Black cannot play 6...eS without 
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any preparation since after 7 dxe5 dxe5 8 'i'xd8 
l'!xd8 9 CUxeS he has simply dropped a pavill. 

The classical move to prepare the advance 
...e5 is 6...tt:Jbd7. 

The more provocative 6...CUc6 also prepares 
...e5, but this move also offers some completely 
different prospects. 

6...cS will transpose to a Benoni if White re
plies 7 d5 (see page 141), but if White plays 7 
0-0 we remain in King's Indian territory. This is 
the Yugoslav Variation. 

Finally, the flexible move 6...c6 also deserves 
a mention. 

6.. /tJbd7 

6 tt:Jbd7 
7 0-0 eS 

This is Black's oldest reply to the g3 sys
tem. Over the last three quarters of a century, 
many alternatives have made their mark, but 
the wealth of resources offered by this classi
cal strategy has not dried up in the least. It re
mains one of Black's most popular and most 
dynamic options. 

8 e4 (D) 
With this move, White brings about a key 

position. 

B 

There is not really a lot of difference be
tween this and the starting position of the Clas
sical Variation with 7... tt:Jbd7 (see page 105), 
only that White's bishop has been moved from 
e2 to g2. But eighty years of practical experi
ence and intensive theoretical research have 

blown up this tiny difference to enonnous pro
portions. 

A first comparison bet\veen the two lines 
seems to favour the Classical Variation. Both 
the d5 and the dxe5 plans lose strength with a 
bishop on g2 because in the resulting rigid 
pawn-structure, this piece \-vill no longer bring 
pressure to bear on he enemy queenside. 

But the great advantage of the g3 system is 
that e4 is weJl-protected, w'hich makes it diffi
cult for Black to put pressure on White's centre 
pawns and this rules out some of the options 
Black used to good effect in the Classical Varia
tion. Only by exchanging pawns on d4 at some 
point will he be able to complete his develop
ment. This does not mean that Black has no 
choice. It may make a great deal of difference 
when Black plays ...exd4 and even the mere 
threat of taking on d4 may be enough to deter
mine the course of the opening. 

Black's simplest option is to take on d4 
straightaway and to develop some of his pieces 
to active posts; e.g., 8...exd4 9 [lJxd4l'!e8 10 h3 
CUc5 lIl'!el c6 (D). 

w 

This is the classical treatment of the 6...ctJbd7 
variation. Black has less space, but his position 
has no weaknesses, his pieces are well-posi
tioned and he has the prospect of continuing 
... a5-a4 followed by .. :~a5. The manoeuvre 
...tt:Jfd7-e5 might also come in handy. White 
will have to be patient and careful. A good plan 
is to play l'!bl, b3 and a3 followed by b4, to 
chase away Black's knight and gain space on 
the queenside. 
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8...c6 (D) is a flexible alternative. 
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White then has a large number of sound 
moves; e.g., 9 J:i:el, 9 b3 and 9 jJ,e3, but 9 h3, 
preparing to play ~e3 without being bothered 
by ...4Jg4, has always been the most popular 
choice. Now the consequences of 9...exd4 are 
similar to 8...exd4, but maintaining the tension 
(e.g. 9...iVa5) or even intensifying it by playing 
9...'i'b6 are no less interesting options. The 
latter move in particular presents White with a 
difficult decision, which decades of practical 
experience have failed to solve. What is he to 
do? Black is threatening to play 1O...exd4 11 
l2Jxd4 etJxe4 and the 'natural' reply lO jJ,e3 
does not work because it leaves the pawn on b2 
hanging. Taking on e5 is decidedly unattractive 
and 10 d5, though not a bad move, does little to 
challenge the validity of9.. :~b6. After 1O...l2Jc5 
II J:!:el cxd5 12 cxd5 ~d7 the queen is well
placed on b6. 

In fact, the position after 9...·~b6 is a major 
parting of the ways. White can either preserve 
the tension with 10 Mel or he can attempt a out
right refutation of Black's provocative queen 
move by means of the violent 10 c5 dxc5 11 
dxe5, which, after ll...tiJe8, will lead to a highly 
complicated position. 

6".!iJc6 

6... CtJc6 
We have already seen this move as a reliable 

way of meeting the Samiseh Variation (see page 
100). In this case Black intends to meet 7 dS not 
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with 7...l2Je5, but with 7... l2Ja5, attacking the 
pawn on c4. 

Instead, White can simply continue his de
velopment: 

7 0-0 (D) 
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Black now has several options, all with their 
own specific idea. 

With 7...e5 Black opts for the same classical 
strategy as 6...CLlbd7, albeit in a more forceful 
manner. 

7...a6 is more subtle. Black wants to play 
8...~b8 and 9...b5. This is the Panno Varia
tion, one of Black's most popular options for 
more than half a century. 

Other (more or less) respectable variations 
are 7...~g4 and 7... j1',£5, but these have never ac
quired the same following as the two main lines. 
7... jJ,g4 is intended to put pressure on d4 with 
8.. .t2:Jd7, but since 8 dS GtJa5 (after 8... ~xf3 9 
exf3, White's play on the e-file is more impor
tant than the apparent weakening of his pawns) 9 
ciJd2 produces the same pawn-fonnation as in 
the Palllo Variation with the chances of ...JiLg4 
turning out less useful than ...a6 rather high, 
7... :..~g4 has never gained wide acceptance. 

7...JiLrs is a way of seeking control over the 
imp0l1ant e4-square, but it is a highly provoca
tive move, offering White a choice of attractive 
replies. Still, this move is played fairly often, 
perhaps because it is a rare opportunity for seri
ously provoking White in the otherwise very 
solid g3 system. After 8 d5 CLla5 White can con
tinue solidly enough with 9 GtJd2, but 9 ?21d4 is 
very tempting. intending to meet 9...GtJxc4?! 
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(Black nonnally plays 9...~d7) with 10 ~xf5 

gxf5 11 'ib3. Another important option is 8 
ttJe1, followed by 9 e4. 

6...tiJc6 7 0-0 e5 

eS (D)7 

w 

This is an attempt to bring about the well
known type of middlegame with a closed centre 
which we have already seen in several King's 
Indian variations, most notably in the Classical 
Variation. 

In fact it is quite a forcing move since 8 dxe5 
does not hold out any great promise for White 
even though the fact that he has omitted e4 
means that taking on e5 does not involve the 
usual long-term positional risk of a 'hole' on 
d4. Therefore the ambitious player finds him
self more or less forced to play 8 d5, falling in 
with Black's plan. The critical position arises 
after 8...ttJe7 9 e4 ttJe8 (or 9...ttJd7). With his 
bishop on g2, White's prospects of making in
roads on the queenside are reduced, but his 
defences on the kingside are strengthened. 
White can either play the aggressive 10 b4 or 
The prophylactic 10 ttJel f5 11 ttJd3, taking 
control of the important squares e4 and f4. 

Panno Variation 

7 a6(D) 
This move seems less direct and less aggres

sive than 7...e5, but it is at least as ambitious 
and much more subtle. 

Black wants to take the initiative on the 
queenside with 8...Mb8 and 9...b5, keeping ...e5 
in reserve for future operations. 

White has plenty of ways to meet this daring 
plan, but of course theory has always focused 
on the more aggressive ones. 

8 d5 
This is the traditional main line. 
If White prefers a simple developing move 

instead. such as 8 b3, Black will execute his 
plan undisturbed. After 8...Mb8 9 ~b2 b5 10 
cxb5 axb5 11 Mel b4 12 cL'lbl ttJa7 chances are 
even. Far from being misplaced on a7, Black's 
knight is heading for a bright future on the ac
tive square b5. 

The most important alternative to 8 d5 is a 
plan based on playing e4. Unfortunately for 
White, the immediate 8 e4 runs into 8...~g4 9 
"te3 ttJd7, intending 10...e5 11 d5 cL'ld4 and 
putting considerable pressure on d4. White has 
to make a preparatory move: 8 h3 (D). 

B 
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The position which then arises after 8...J:i.b8 
9 e4 b5 contains many sharp variations, based 
on 10 e5 or 10 cxb5 axb5 11 e5, that have been 
investigated very deeply. 

8 ... ltJa5 
By thus attacking the pawn on c4, Black puts 

his finger on the Achilles' Heel of the g3 sys
tem. 

9 ltJd2 e5 (D) 
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Safeguarding the knight on as against White's 
b4 advance. Black's plan remains unchanged: 
he wants to play ...Mob8 and ...b5. White's main 
line now is to anticipate this manoeuvre by pre
paring to play b3. 

10 'i'c2 
The immediate 10 b3?? is a blunder losing a 

pawn to 1O...tt:Jxd5. 
10 MobS 
11 b3 b5 
12 ~b2 (D) 
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This position is the starting point for some 
subtle and deeply-analysed variations. Black 
can either take a natural step forward in the cen
tre by playing 12...e6 or 12...e5 or he can play 
the more aggressive 12...bxe4 13 bxc4 ~h6. At 
first sight, Black's last move looks rather primi
tive hut on closer inspection it turns out to con
tain quite a bit of poison. In the first place, 
White cannot parry the threat of 14...~xd2 by 
the seemingly natural move 14 e3 because this 
runs into l4... ~f5!. when both 15 e4 .ixd2 and 
15 tDce4 tDxe4 16 ~xe4 ~xe4 l7ltJxe4ltJxc4! 
cost White a pawn. Therefore White must ei
ther take a (temporary) step backwards with 14 
tDeb1 or make a double-edged step forward by 
14 f4. The latter move in particular leads to a 
fierce battle (14...e5!) demanding great accu
racy and cold-bloodedness (and some theoreti
cal knowledge!) from both players. 

Yugoslav Variation 

6 c5 (D) 
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As we have seen, Black can use this move as 
an invitation to transpose to the Benoni (7 d5; 
see page 141) in every line of the !<jng's Indian 
Defence. Independent lines arise only if White 
does not accept this invitation. 

7 0-0 CDe6 
Increasing the pressure and inviting White, 

even more pressingly than before, to play 8 d5. 
After 8...t2JaS 9 Gbd2 a6 this would lead, perhaps 
somewhat surprisingly, to a position we have 
just seen as 'belonging' to the Panno Variation. 
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In fact 6...c5 can be said to be an alternative 
route toward this position. The choice between 
6...c5 and 6...CLlc6 will depend on \vhich of the 
'side effects' Black prefers. Choosing 6.. /iJc6 7 
0-0 a6 means Black is not overly worried about 
White's alternatives to 8 d5. Choosing 6...c5 
implies a readiness to play both the Benoni (7 

d5) and the following more open position: 
8 dxc5 dxc5 (D) 

w 

This variation had its heyday during the 
1950s and 1960s but half a century later it is 
still popular and highly relevant for the entire 
g3 system. As so often in positions with a sym
metrical pawn-forn1ation, the rule of thumb is 
that if it is your move you have the advantage. 
The second rule is that once you have really 
fallen into a passive position, you will be con
demned to a long and gruelling defence. 

Nevertheless the choice between 8 d5 and 8 
dxc5 is, to some extent at least, one of personal 
preference. One player may feel attracted by 
the long-term advantage of having more space, 
\\hile the other may prefer the short-term ad
\antage of having the initiative. 

The first target that presents itself for using 
that initiative is the unprotected pawn on c5. In 
fact, the position after 9 i,e3 is an excellent il
lustration of the general character of the entire 
variation. Both players will have to make subtle 
positional assessments, yet they also have to do 
some accurate calculating work. It is easy to see 
'hat the 'ideal' way of protecting c5, 9...b6?, 
loses material to 10 ttJe5, but it is far more diffi
cult to find an antidote to 9...'I"a5. The best 

move theory has come up with is the modest 10 
l,d2. You cannot say 11 CLld5 is actually a 
threat in this position but since it does prevent 
some of Black's natural moves (1O...:d87 for 
instance) it has become fairly normal to reply 
10...'~;d8. confronting \Vhite with the question if 
his extra move l,d2 (as compared to the diagram 
above) has any real value. By playing 11 '~cl 

followed by 12 ith6 White can try to answer this 
question in the affirmative. Instead of protecting 
his pawn on c5, Black may want to counterat
tack against \\-'hite's c4-pawn: 9...i,e6. In that 
case it is up to v,'hite either to maintain the ten
sion by 10 'i'a4 or to simplify with, e.g., 10 
i,xc5 ''Ii'aS 11 l,a3 itxc4. 

9 £f4 is also a respectable move. White puts 
his queen's bishop on a good square without 
hurrying to create any direct threats. 

6...c6 

6 c6 (D) 

This is a move that fits into several plans. 
7 0-0 '>/ifa5 (D) 

This is the oldest and best accepted by theory 
of Black's many possibilities in this position. 

7...a6 and 8...b5, although a normal enough 
plan in the King's Indian Defence, is not often 
played here, because White's bishop is well
nigh ideally posted on g2 for an immediate 
counterattack in the centre: 8 e4 b5 9 e5. 

7...iH5 is a much more common alternative 
and far less provocative and risky than when 
combined with 6... ttJc6 (instead of 6... c6). 
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However, it is also slightly less aggressive, 
since a pawn on c6 is less influential in the cen
tre than a knight on that square. 8 ttJe 1 is a prin
cipled reply, but there are many players who 
prefer a calm development of their queenside 
with 8 b3 CLJe4 9 Jtb2. 
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7...'i¥a5 is a move of an entirely different 
calibre, opening up the possibility of .. :~h5, 

which in turn enables Black to play ... Jth3 or 
...~g4. This is a fairly aggressive strategy. 

8 h3 (D) 
The most cautious reply. 
8 e4 has also been played, intending to meet 

8...~h5 with 9 e5, when a transition to an end
game after 9...dxe5 10 CLJxe5 Vixd1 11 .J:.xd1 is 
probably not very attractive to one who has just 
played .. :'i'a5-h5 in order to create attacking 
chances against White's king. 8...~g4 and 8...e5 
are more in keeping with such a view. The latter 
move transposes (after 9 h3) to a position that is 
also reached via 8 h3 e5 9 e4 and will be dis
cussed below. 

The positive side of 8 h3 is that it prevents 
Black from playing 8...1\IVh5?, which would 
now run inlO 9 CZ'lgY, followed by 10 ~f3, 

trapping the queen. 
The negative side is that it is a somewhat 

slow move, encouraging moves like 8...Jle6, 
attacking c4. The critical test of this line is 9 
~d3 'i¥a6 10 b3 d5. Will Black be able to 
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sustain the pressure against White's central for
mation or does Black's aggression not really 
bother White? The immediate 8...'i'a6 has also 
been tried. 

8...e5 (D) is a more classical approach. 
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After 9 e4 Black has a direct transposition to 
the 6...CLJbd7 variation by 9...CLJbd7. but 9...exd4 
10 tDxd4 'jJgc5 is an interesting altcmative, the 
point being that 11 b3 (the natural way to pro
tect c4) runs into 11...CZ'lxe4!. It is true that 
White can simply play 11 CLJb3 Vfxc4 12 "i'xd6, 
exchanging c4 for d6, but whether this is actu
ally a good idea is a moot point. White has 
solvcd his own problems, but by doing so he 
has also solved his opponent's problems for 
him. 



Grunfeld Defence
 

1 d4 ?2Jf6 
2 c4 g6 

As we have seen in the previous chapter, 3 
:2Jc3 is the first move to consider in this posi
rion, with 3 g3 (or 3 ?2Jf3 itg7 4 g3) being the 
most important altemative. 

A third move to have found its niche in open
ing theory is 3 f3. 

We shall now look at these moves not from a 
King's Indian, but from a Grtinfeld perspective: 
before White is able to play e4, Black will 
counterattack in the centre with ...dS. 

Timing is very important in this strategy. As 
an illustration of what Black should not do, let us 
first look at 3 lbf3. If Black wants to play a 
Grtinfeld against this move, he is well-advised to 
play 3...itg7 first and only throw in 4...dS after 
\Vhite has played either 4 ttJc3 or 4 g3 (in the lat
rer case Black can even wait a little longer; e.g., 4 
g3 0-0 S itg2 dS). Of course it is not illegal to 
play 3...dS?! at once, but this move allows the op
ponent an unnecessarily large freedom of choice 
in determining his reaction. After 4 cxdS ct'JxdS 
5 e4 lbb6 6 h3 (preventing the pin 6...itg4) 
6...itg7 7 lbc3 White's position is considerably 
more comfortable than in a 'regular' Grtinfeld. 

3 ctJc3 

3 lbc3 dS (D) 
With this move Black gives the game a char

acter which is totally different from the King's 
Indian Defence. One could even say that he is 
actually playing a Queen's Gambit Deferred, 
albeit a sharper version of it, focusing entirely 
on active piece-play and creating and utilizing 
as many open files and diagonals as possible. In 
most variations Black will play an early ...c5, 
giving his g7-bishop ample scope to join in the 
battle. 

The opening is named after Emst Grtinfeld, 
who braved the scepticism of a totally classically 

w 

oriented chess world in the 1920s. His courage 
has since been richly rewarded, for many of 
the greatest chess-players after him have taken 
up his opening; e.g., world champions Botvin
nik, Smyslov, Fischer and Kasparov. AJl of 
them have contributed towards the theoretical 
development of the Grtinfeld Defence and most 
importantly they have all demonstrated the vi
ability of its main strategic aim: the battle over 
the centre. 

White has a choice of reacting ambitiously 
or cautiously. The most principled and there
fore the most ambitious variation at his disposal 
is 4 cxdS, the Exchange Variation. 

The variations 4 itgS and 4 itf4 are more 
cautious. yet not without venom. Both of these 
moves introduce concrete threats against dS 
and c7, respectively. 

4 lbf3 is White's most neutral move. After 
the logical 4...itg7 White then has several op
tions, some of them cautious, one extremely 
ambitious. 

Exchange Variation 

4 cxdS lbxdS 
5 e4 lbxc3 
6 bxc3 itg7 (D) 
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This is one of the fundamental positions of 
the Grtinfeld. After more than eighty years of 
theoretical discussion, it is still not clear whether 
White's broad pawn-centre is strong or weak, 
unless we accept the philosophical conclusion 
that it is both. 

On the one hand, White's centre pawns are 
a strong enough force that they can eventually 
suffocate the opponent, while on the other 
hand they do indeed provide Black with a 
beautiful target for a counterattack, starting 
with ...c5. It is true that the crucial link in 
White's pawn-formation, the pawn on d4, is 
well-protected by the pawn on c3, but it is also 
precisely this formation which lends a certain 
rigidity to White's position. Because the pawn 
on c3 is itself not protected, White will be un
able to react to ... c5 with either d5 or dxc5, 
moves which would otherwise be very natural 
indeed. As a rule, White is thus condemned to 
defend his pawn on d4. Whether this is a good 
or a bad thing is entirely dependent on the spe
cific circumstances. 

So, the answer to the fundamental question 
remains open. This brings us to a much more 
important, and above all, a more practical ques
tion: who will make the most of his chances? 

The main lines start with 7 4::lf3 and 7 i.c4. 
7 .lta3 is also possible, but theory has never 

held this move in high regard, because it does 
not achieve what it pretends to achieve: to stop 
...c5. With moves like .. ,cZjd7 and ...b6, Black 
will have no trouble achieving this advance. 
Once he does, the positioning of the bishop on 
a3 is moot. 

4 cxd5 CUxd5 5 e4 cuxc3 
6 bxc3 iLg7 7 cuf3 

7 CLJf3 
This seemingly uncomplicated developing 

move had a bad reputation for over half a cen
tury until it was fully rehabilitated in the early 
1980s thanks in part to the successes of Garry 
Kasparov with several of its variations. Today it 
is one of the most dangerous and thoroughly 
analysed variations of the entire Grtinfeld. 

7... c5(D) 
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Now there are two main lines, the sound and 
logical move 8 .lte3 and the profound 8 Mbl. 
The latter move in particular has been the sub
ject of incredibly deep analysis. 

The reason why 7 4::lf3 was out of grace for so 
long is that before the late 1970s, theory did not 
look deeper into the position than taking simple 
developing moves like 8 i.e2 for granted. This 
causes problems with the defence of d4: after 
8 .lte2 CLJc6 9 i.e3 iLg4 White is practically 
forced to play 10 e5, which hands Black the 
d5-square on a plate and reduces the latent dy
namics in White's position considerably. 

It is exactly this sort of concession that 
White should try to avoid in the Exchange 
Variation. At the very least he should make the 
opponent pay a high price for it, not give it 
away for free . 

7 C2Jf3 c5 8 iLe3 

8 .lte3 (D) 
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12 i'xd2 0-0 (D) 

B 

White anticipates the expected wave of at
tack against d4, which we have just seen burst
ing out over 8 iLe2. Not only does he provIde 
d4 with some extra cover beforehand, but he 
also prepares ~c1, protecting c3 and thus en
abling White to play d5. 

Still, anyone wanting to play this line will 
have to agree to the simplification of the posi
tion that becomes unavoidable after Black's 
most natural reply: 

8 'liVa5 
This is not the only move - there is also 

8...iLg4, for instance - but it is a critical test of 8 
~,e3 and should be considered very carefully. 

9 'i'd2 CLJc6 
10 ~c1 (D) 

B 

Threatening 11 d5, which would give White 
the initiative. 

10 cxd4 
11 cxd4 'i'xd2+ 

Now it is Black's tum to threaten to take the 
initiative by either 13 ...~d8 or 13 ...f5. 

13 d5 
Another option is to play 13 iLb5, yet prac

tice has shown that Black can simply give up 
the pawn and lash out with 13...f5 regardless. 
After 14 exf5 iLxf5 15 iLxc6 bxc6 16 ~xc6 

~ab8 Black has more than sufficient compen
sation for the pawn thanks to the insecure posi
tion of the white king. 

13 ~d8 

Wringing as many concessions as he can 
from his opponent before finally moving the 
knight. Black now threatens both 14...e6 and 
14... f5. 

14 'i'el(D) 

B 

The theoretical status of this 'middlegame 
without queens' is much disputed. Has Black's 
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initiative been brought to a halt or has it not? 
Can White finally start reaping the benefits of 
his spatial advantage? 

Not only has White had to give up castling, 
but he has also been forced to move his king 
back to el. Nevertheless, on the whole his strat
egy has proved justified. Those pieces that have 
been developed are well-positioned and the ad
vance d5 is a sound method of putting pressure 
on Black's position. 

Both the cautious 14...CLlb4 and the more ad
venturous 14...CLlaS have been tried here with 
acceptable results, but 14...CLleS has been shown 
to make it too easy for White to set his central 
pawns in motion. 

7 ct'Jf3 c5 81:bl 

8 .s.bl (D) 
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This subtle rook move leads us right into the 
heart of the modem-day Griinfeld. It is this 
variation, more than any other, which has given 
the opening a whole new face after 1980. Ev
erybody who wants to play the Griinfeld has to 
have an answer - and a very good one - to this 
variation. 

White is anticipating the .. .ciJc6 and ...itg4 
plan, but he does so in a less direct, and an ap
parently less aggressive, way than 8 ite3. For 
what is really the point of 8 J:bl? It is easy 
enough to notice that ...itg4 loses some of its 
attractions when a pawn on b7 is left behind un
protected, but what could possibly be the prob
lem with 8.. /t:Jc6? 

The answer is as self-evident as it is unex
pected. White plays the only move that can be 
a problem for ...CLlc6, namely 9 d5!. Since 
there is no longer a rook on al, White is sacri
ficing only a pawn (and not an exchange) af
ter 9... itxc3+ 10 .td2. and because Black is 
forced to exchange his powerful bishop, mak
ing his kingside vulnerable to attack, it turns 
out that White obtains excellent compensation 
after 1O...itxd2+ 11 i¥xd2, no matter to which 
square Black moves his knight. 

The result of this is that Black must find a 
new plan, and this is what Griinfeld devotees 
have done with great enthusiasm ever since the 
8 J:bl bomb exploded. This has resulted in two 
main lines, both starting from the next diagram. 

8... 0-0 
9 Ji.e2 (D) 
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To begin with, notwithstanding the objec
tions outlined above, the natural move 9...ct:Jc6 
was explored in great depth. This was the main 
line during the mid-1980s. 

Then, in the last decade of the 20th century, 
attention shifted to 9...cxd4 10 cxd4 \iJUa5+. 
Black challenges his opponent to play 11 .td2, 
a particularly unclear pawn sacrifice. This is 
now seen by many as the main line of the entire 
Griinfeld Defence. 

In the early days, the immediate 9...'iVaS was 
sometimes played, but when it became clear 
that a similar pawn sacrifice, 10 0-0, makes life 
much harder for Black than in the 9... cxd4 vari
ation, this was largely abandoned. In case of 
1O.. .''i'xa2 11 itg5 White has a full extra tempo 
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as compared to 9...cxd4 10 cxd4 '~'a5+ 11 ~d2 

'liUxa2 120-0 followed by 13 ~g5. while after 
1O...'i'xc3 both 11 d5 and 11 Jtd2 '~'a3 12 \;~k: 

look very pronlising for White indeed. 
9...b6 is another early variation, but one 

which - unlike 9...~'a5 - has remained popular. 
if only moderately so. It is in fact the preferred 
choice of players who do not like long and forc
ing variations. Black simply accepts the fact 
that White has been able to consolidate his 
pawn-centre and moves on to the nliddlegame. 

8 l:.bl 0-0 9 ~e2 4:Jc6 

9 ttJc6 (D) 

w 

This is more accurate than 8... ttJc6, which I 
have discussed above, because Black's 'extra 
move' 8... 0-0 is likely to be more useful than 
White's 9 Jte2. 

10 d5 ttJe5 
Accepting the sacrifice is rarely done and 

can only be recommended to those who have 
truly great confidence, not only in their position 
but also in themselves. After 10...iLxc3+ II 
iLd2 Jtxd2+ 12 "ilVxd2 ttJa5 13 h4! Black will 
have to play with great accuracy to avoid going 
down in a kingside attack. 

11 ttJxeS iLxeS 
12 ~d2(D) 

This is where the sharp and deeply analysed 
variations begin, which scare off some, and fas
cinate others. 

12 'i'd2 may appear strange, but in this vari
ation all theoretical moves have a profound 

meaning. At first sight a nliddle-class move 
like 12 ''i'c2 strikes one as a more plausible 
\vay of protecting c3, yet after 12...~c7 13 h3 
e6 it soon transpires that \\-l1ite' s position lacks 
many of the dynamic possibilities which 12 
'~'d2 offers. 

Theoretical discussion of this line first con
centrated on 12...e6 13 f4, with the principled 
follow-up 13 ...iLg7 14 c4. Black tried just 
about everything to blow a hole in White's mas
sive pawn-centre. Variations like 14 exd5 15 
cxd5 ~d4 16 iLb2 and now either 16 "ilVb6 or 
16....~h4+ 17 g3 ~e7 (intending to meet 18 
J£,xd4 with 18...~xe4) have been played in 
sometimes truly brilliant games. Eventually 
though, theory took a different route. The un
conventional 13 ...~c7 prevents White from 
supporting his stronghold on d5 with 14 c4?? 
because of 14...iLa5. All of a sudden, after 14 
0-0 exd5 15 exd5, it is a fairly static position we 
are looking at. How should it be evaluated? 
Will White be able to take advantage of the ab
sence of the Griinfeld bishop from g7 or will he 
not? 

Also the slightly more cautious move 12...b6 
has come to the fore. Black is waiting for 13 f4 
~g7 14 0-0 before he opens the attack on 
White's pawn-centre with 14...e6, when most 
players choose between 15 dxe6 and 15 ~c4. 

Anyone who wishes to play this line, with 
either colour, will have to make a thorough 
study of these variations, which are not only 
difficult strategically, but are drenched in tac
tics as well. 
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8 f!b 1 0-0 9 j,e2 cxd4 

9 cxd4 
10 cxd4 ~a5+ 

11 i.d2 
It took a long time for the chess world to re

alize that this pawn sacrifice is more than just 
an empty macho gesture. The initial response to 
1O... 'i'a5+ had been 11 'l/iid2 ~xd2+ 12 Jtxd2, 
but by 1990 it had become clear that Black is 
doing well here, especially if he continues 
12...b6. With this move, Black neutralizes the 
pressure along the b-file against his b-pawn 
while preparing to counterattack against e4 
(lL.tb7). 

11 'itxa2 
12 0-0 (D) 
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At first sight it may look almost incredible 
that White should have sufficient compensation 
for a pawn in this position, yet hundreds of 
games of the highest level have shown this to be 
the case. 

Black's position has no apparent weaknesses, 
he has two connected passed pawns on the 
queenside and he has an extra pawn, but the 
pressure that is created by White's two centre 
pawns and his lead in development have proved 
to be intangible but telling factors time and time 
again. 

In this focal point of modem opening theory, 
new ideas are being introduced, tricd and dis
carded almost continuously. a dynamic process 
the end of which is not yet in sight. The most 
important variations are probably those starting 

with 12...t2Jd7, 12...b6, 12...a5 and especially 
12...i.g4. 

4 cxd5 ttJxd5 5 e4 ttJxc3 
6 bxc3 j,g7 7 j,c4 

7 ~c4 (D) 
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Until around 1980 this was the way of play
ing the Exchange Variation. It is still a very im
portant line. 

The point of 7 i.c4 becomes visible after 
White's next move: 

7... c5 
8 tDe2 

By developing the knight to e2, White makes 
sure that the vital protection this piece provides 
for his pawn on d4 is not eliminated by ....tg4. 
The knight also covers c3. Alas, there are some 
disadvantages as well. The first of these is 
shown up by Black's reply: 

8 ... l1Jc6 
Black does not need to worry about 9 dS. 

Both 9... l2Je5 and 9... t2Ja5 attack the white 
bishop, giving White no time to consolidate his 
central fonnation. 

9 Jte3 0-0 
10 0-0 (D) 

This is the key position for this variation. 
Two methods of obtaining counterplay have 
grown into main lines, 10..:iic7 and 10....tg4. 
Bolh intend to utilize the vulnerable position of 
the bishop on c4 to Black's advantage. 

10..:'i'c7 was the favourite in the 1970s. 
Black hopes to ma..1.ce his opponent nervous by 
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indirectly attacking the bishop on c4 (the pos
sibility of playing ll...cxd4 12 cxd4 ?Jxd4 is 
introduced, although this is not a real threat 
because by playing 13 iLxf7+ White prevents 
The loss of a pawn). The real point of 1O".'i/fc7 
:hough, is that Black is going to play 11".~d8, 

increasing the pressure on d4. 
During the 1980s, attention shifted back to 

1O...iLg4, which had been the main line several 
decades earlier. This is a more forcing move. 
White has to play 11 f3, whereupon Black has 
another aggressive move, 11.. Aija5 (D J. 

Now if the bishop drops back to d3 Black has 
managed to secure, after 12 iLd3 cxd4! 13 cxd4 
iLe6, a good square for his bishop. As an imme
diate result he now has the unpleasant threat of 
14".CLJc4. White is a tempo short of a 'comfort
able' way of parrying this threat and has to resort 
to aggressive options like the pawn sacrifice 14 
~c1 iLxa2 or even the exchange sacrifice 14 d5 

j;~xal 15 'i/fxal. Although these are dangerous 
lines, with especially the latter one still hugely 
popular today, Black always seems to have suf
ficient defensive resources. 

White has a major alternative in 12 iLxf7+. 
Until 1987, nobody took this acceptance of 
Black's pawn sacrifice (for that is what 11...CDa5 
really is) seriously, but when Karpov used it to 
good effect in his match for the world champi
onship against Kasparov in Seville, it became 
the height of fashion overnight. It was chris
tened Seville Variation and analysed down to 
the last detail. Nevertheless, Black's position 
survived the onslaught and the popularity of 12 
~xf7+ subsided. The staI1ing position for all 
analysis arises after 12".:'xf7 13 fxg4 ~xfl + 
14 ~xfl. Black's initiative has turned out to be 
quite satisfactory, especially after the bold 
counter-thrust 14".cxd415 cxd4 e5 16 d5 CLJc4. 

4 ~g5 

4 iLg5 (D) 

B 

This move betrays a completely different 
mind-set, for strategically 4 Jtg5 is far less de
termined and less radical than 4 cxd5. Still. the 
problem confronting Black is real enough: how 
should the threat of 5 Jtxf6 be warded off? 

4 CLJe4 
What White would really like to see is Black 

choosing either the 'easy' solution 4...dxc4, 
presenting White with 5 e4 and a beautiful 
pawn-centre for free, or the passive option 
4...c6, which transposes to a sort of Schlechter 
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Variation of the Slav Defence (see page 39) 
with a white bishop actively placed on g5 in
stead of cl. 

But any GriinfeJd player who has a heart for 
his opening will probably not even consider 
these options. He will notice immediately that 4 
iLg5 not only poses a threat but also offers a tar
get for a counterattack. It should come as no 
surprise then that 4,..CDe4 is the classical reply. 

And yet there is a fourth move, one that has 
only been noticed very recently: the ice-cold 
4...iLg7 (D). 
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Black treats 4 i1.g5 with utter contempt, turn

ing the variation into a gambit without so much 
as raising an eyebrow. After 5 i1.xf6 i1.xf6 6 
CDxdS he calmly retreats the bishop (6,..i1.g7), 
when he is ready to pounce on White's pawn
centre with 7...c6 or (in case of 7 e3) 7".c5. 
Taking on d5 with the pawn (6 cxdS) is more 
solid, but even here Black has a way of destroy
ing White's centre and obtaining compensation 
for the pawn: 6... c6! and if now 7 dxc6 i1.xd4 8 
cxb7 i1.xb7 Black has a substantial lead in de
velopment. 

5 i1.f4 (D) 
This retreat may look a bit confusing, but in 

fact the strategic idea behind 4 iLg5 is already 
beginning to materialize. The threat against d5 
is renewed and Black is invited to head for a 
pawn-formation which is similar to the Ex
change Variation in so far as White does get a 
mass of centre pawns, but at the same time fun
damentally different in that White can still play 
e3 instead of e4, thus giving full support to his 
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pawn on d4. In this way White hopes to slow 
things down a little bit and contain Black's 
counterplay. 

The alternative 5 i1.h4 pursues the same 
idea. 

In the early days of the Griinfeld White 
used to play the obvious move 5 CDxe4 but this 
soon turned out to play into Black's hands. Af
ter 5 ... dxe4 and now, for instance, 6 f3 i1.g7 
Black's control over the vital al-h8 diagonal is 
a telling factor. 
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5 CDxc3 
6 bxc3 i1.g7 
7 e3 cS 
8 CDf3 0-0 (D) 
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This position is crucial for the 4 i1.g5 varia
tion. White's plan to turn d4 into a fortress has 
succeeded, but at the price of relinquishing the 
pressure on Black's position that is so typical of 
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the Exchange Variation. The whole line is tai
lor-made for players who prefer subtle ma
noeuvring to cut-throat aggression. A typical 
continuation is 9 cxd5 cxd4 10 cxd4 '~'hd5 11 
,1.e2 ttJc6 120-0 iU5. 

4 ~f4 

4 11,f4 
Just like 4 i,g5, this has been a popular way 

of countering the Griinfeld ever since its incep
tion. White combines a sound development of 
his pieces with controlled aggression. 

4 11,g7 (D) 

There is not a wide variety of strategic motifs 
in this line, but the consequences of seemingly 
minimal differences in implementing them can 
be far-reaching. To begin with. the difference 
Jetween 5 e3 and 5 ttJf3 is surprisingly large. 

4 ~f4 ~g7 5 e3 

5 e3 
Strange as it may seem, this modest little 

move forces Black to sacrifice a pawn, or at the 
very least it challenges Black to do so. Of course 
there is the possibility of keeping everything 
protected with 5...c6, just like 4...c6 against 4 
11,g5, but the real Griinfeld aficionado is unlikely 
to put a pawn on c6. whatever the circumstances. 

5 c5 
As in almost all variations of the Griinfeld. 

this move is the natural way of taking up the 
fight against White's pawn-centre, but of course 

it is not only a matter of 11'hat to play. Accurate 
timing is at least as impOltant. 

For instance. in this position 5...0-0 is no less 
a natural move than 5...c5. intending to play 
this advance a little later, possibly after 6 ttJf3. 
Yet this move allows White to demonstrate a 
crucial point of his fourth move, namely 6 cxd5 
t2Jxd5 7 ttJxd5 "~xd5 8 i,xc7 (D). 

This pawn sacrifice has been hotly debated 
ever since it was first accepted. Black has tried 
several ways of taking advantage of White's 
now somewhat forlorn bishop on c7. Sharpest 
is 8../1'1c6 9 ttJe2 i,g4. yet modem theory con
siders this to be rather dubious. 8...ttJa6 is a 
more solid option. Since hanging on to the extra 
pawn with 9 i,g3 is risky because of 9... i,f5 
threatening 1O...ttJb4. White has to exchange 
his material advantage for a positional one: 9 
.itxa6 VJtIxg2 10 ''i'f3 ''i'xf3 ] 1 ttJxf3 bxa6. The 
question then is whether the open files and di
agonals fully compensate Black for the sacri
fice of his queenside pawn-structure. 

We now return to 5...c5 (D): 
6 dxc5 

The great thing about the Griinfeld is that 
Black immediately takes over the initiative if 
White relaxes and starts avoiding the fight. For 
instance, Black would be very happy if White 
simply plays 6 ttJf3 in this position. Though a 
sound enough developing move in itself, this 
is just not sufficiently sharp to create any seri
ous problems. After 6...cxd4 7 exd4 the open
ing skirmish is over already with Black having 
obtained a good position: no weaknesses and 
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the strategic prospect of putting pressure on 
d4. 

() dxc5 on the other hand, does put Black's 
opening play to the test. By opening the al-h8 
diagonal, White makes the bishop on g7 a very 
powerful piece. but he trusts his position to be 
sufficiently strong to withstand the pressure. 
His plan is to utilize the time that Black will 
need to regain the pawn on c5. to take the initia
tive. 

6 ~a5 (D) 
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This is a key position for the 4 ~f4 system. 
Black does not have to worry about 7 cxd5, be
cause this allows 7... ttJxd5!, based on 8 '~xd5 

~xc3+. There is in fact a forced draw in this 
line. a phenomenon not uncommon to sharp 
variations. If we take the above variation a little 
further with 9 bxc3 'i¥xc3+ 10 ~'e2 ~xal, it 
looks like White is winning material because 
of 11 ~e5. The trick is that Black then has 

1L.iVcl 12 i.xh8 iie6! 13 iVxb7 iVc2+ 14 
~f3 ~f5+ and there is no escape from perpet
ual check, 

'Real' theory works on the assumption that 
White's ambitions go further than this, and so 
concentrates on 7 iVa4+ and 7 .sel. 

7 iVa4+ breaks the pin against the c3-knight 
and protects the pawn on c5. After 7...iVxa4 8 
tlJxa4 Black will need all the ingenuity he can 
muster ifhe is to find compensation for his miss
ing pawn, but the offside position of the knight 
on a4 offers just enough of a target to maintain 
the balance. At first 8...tlJe4 was thought to be 
the best move, intending to meet 9 f3 with 
9 ...~d7 10 fxe4 .Jtxa4 which leads to a very 
murky and double-edged endgame. Later the 
laconic 8...0-0 also turned out to be playable 
and even the peremptory 8.. Jl,d7 9 tlJc3 ctJe4 1? 
10 ctJxd5 tlJa6, wii1l1ing one pawn back (on c5) 
and obtaining enough counterplay to compen
sate for the second. 

7 ;gel is an attempt to keep the reins much 
tighter than this. Black can win his pawn hack 
by playing 7...dxc4 8 ~xc4 0-0 9 ctJf3 (9 ttJe2 
is an alternative that leads to sharp play. and 
makes use of the fact that White has not already 
committed this knight to f3) 9...iVxc5 (D). 
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At first sight this position may look rather 
boring and devoid of tension, but this is decep
tive. With all minor pieces actively developed 
on both sides, this line is more often than not 
the starting point for a fierce fight in the middle
game, Some players find this a little too simple 
and straightforward a solution, however, and 
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prefer 7.. .i2Je4. This leads to a position \\hich is 
strategically more complex after 8 cxd5 CZJxc3 
9 'iid2! ~xa2 10 bxc3 '~a5 (or 10...\~txd2+l. It 
all depends on whether \Vhite' s pawn on d5 
will prove to be a strength, keeping Black' s po
sition under pressure, or a weakness. haying 
given up control oyer the central squares e5 and 
c5. 

4 ~f4 ~g7 5 &2Jf3 

5 tilf3 
The consequences of this move are subtly 

but substantially different from those of 5 d. 
5 0-0 (D) 

Here too, S...cS is sometimes played, but the 
difference from the variation 5 e3 c5 is that af
ter 6 dxc5 ~a5 7 cxd5 'Dxd5 8 '~xd5 itxc3+ 
White now has 9 itd2!, giving him a comfort
able initiative if Black responds with the obvi
ous 9...itxd2+ 10 ~xd2 'ii'xc5 11 l:!.cl. In an 
attempt to keep this variation alive, 9...ite6!'7 
10 'iixb7 itxd2+ 11 CtJxd2 0-0 is sometimes 
played. Black is two pawns down and there is a 
rook en prise as welL but the point is that 12 
'iixa8?! Mod8 13 l:!.d1? loses the queen after 
13... itd5. Whether Black has sufficient com
pensation after the stronger 12 b4 is another 
question. 

w 

A second important difference from the 5 e3 
variation is that accepting the pawn sacrifice 
with 6 cxdS CtJxd5 7 CtJxd5 'ii'xd5 8 itxc7 is 
now very risky because of 8 CtJc6 9 e3 itf5 
with the fearsome threat of 10 CtJb4. Now that 

his knight is already on n, White is not in a po
sition to consolidate his queenside by means of 
the manoeuvre .::Je2-c3. 

Instead \Vhite has two main lines. He can ei
ther head for a transposition to the 5 e3 varia
tion with 6 e3 (6 ...c5 7 dxc5 ~a5 8 l:!.el dxc4 9 
j"xc4 '·gxc5) or he can play 6 l:!.cl. The latter 
move is intended to discourage Black from play
ing 6...c5 7 dxc5 '~a5'J, for in this case after 8 
cxd5 there are no conjuring tricks based on 
8...?2Jxd5. A drawback of 6 Mel is that it does 
nothing towards the development of White's 
kingside. This makes the 'easy' solutions 6...c6 
and especially 6...dxc4, which Black has thus 
far scorned, relatively more attractive than be
fore. 

4 ~f3 

4 CZJf3 W) 

A solid developing move. 
4 itg7 

Now, White can still go for the Exchange 
Variation by playing 5 cxdS CZJxd5 6 e4 CZJxc3 7 
bxc3, or for the 4 itf4 variation, with 5 itf4. 

Likewise, White can steer for the 4 itg5 
variation by playing 5 itgS: 5...CZJe4 6 itf4 
CtJxc3 7 bxc3 c5 8 e3 and we arrive at a position 
from 4 itg5. But, because with a knight on n 
the bishop on g5 is now protected (unlike after 
4 itg5 CZJe4), White may also consider meet
ing 5...CZJe4 with 6 cxdS. If Black then plays 
6...CZJxc3 7 bxc3 ~xd5 the position is almost 
identical to the one arising from 6 itf4 (or 6 
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.sth4) but with the important difference that 
White has an extra tempo, since he has saved 
himself the move .stg5-f4/h4. The critical tcst 
of 6 cxd5 is 6...liJxg5 7 liJxg5 e6! (D), regain
ing the pawn. 
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It is true that 8 ~d2 exd5 9 'i'e3+ forces 
Black to give up castling (9 ...~f8) but since 
White will need to spend a few moves on a re
grouping of his queen and knight, this should 
not unduly worry Black. Players who like a 
fixed pawn-formation often prefer the quiet 8 
liJf3 exd5 9 e3. This is in fact one of just a few 
variations in the Griinfeld where the pawn
structure becomes static and although this line 
is not considered to be particularly dangerous 
for Black, it is regarded as a godsend by many 
players who have trouble coping with the dy
namics and high-speed variations of the more 
popular lines. 

Finally White can also play the really quiet 
move 5 e3. Only in the early years was this line 
thought to be of theoretical importance, but it is 
still eminently playable if rather unambitious. 
If, after 5...0-0, White tries to prevent ...c5 by 
playing 6 M, Black will simply prepare this ad
vance with 6...b6. 

But the most important \vay oftuming 4 t:2if3 
into an independent variation by far is ... 

5 '\!Ub3 (D) 

This is the Russian Variation. Together 
with the Exchange Variation it is considered the 
sharpest and most ambitious way of countering 
the GrUnfeld Defence. 

5... dxc4 

CHESS OPENINGS 
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This move is more or less forced since most 
Griinfeld devotees are unlikely to scale down 
their dynamic ambitions to the level of playing 
5...c6. 

6 '~xc4 0-0 
7 e4 (D) 

We have arrived at the starting point of this 
variation. 
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White has achieved quite a lot with his last 
three moves. He has the 'perfect' centre (pawns 
on e4 and d4), he has prevented ...c5 and he has 
managed to keep a tight rein on the knight on 
f6. It is almost enough to make one believe that 
White has won the opening battle already! 

But if we go into the matter a little deeper 
and if we look at the vast amount of theory that 
has sprung into existence from this position 
over the years, we shall have to correct this op
timistic viewpoint. The resilience of Black's 
position is in fact phenomenal. Black has a 
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:,oice of no fewer than three plans (and per
'.cps more) to fight back against White's cen
::'al formation. all of them based on the one 

eak spot that can be found in his position: the 
lllnerable position of the queen on c4. 

The most direct way of showing up this \'ul
',orability is 7...a6. intending to play 8...b5. 
This is the Hungarian Variation. 

Then there is 7...QJa6. the Prins Variation. 
Black prepares to play 8...c5. Although not di
:,octly under attack, the white queen may well 
;et into trouble once the fighting on the queen
,ide gets underway. 

7...~g4 is the Smyslov Variation. Black 
:ries to utilize the unstable position ofthe white 
:;ueen to start an attack against d4. based on the 
mgenious manoeuvre ...lbfd7-b6. 

A fourth possibility, 7..,ti:Jc6 (D J, is based on 
:he same strategy. 

This move has not (yet) obtained quite the 
same rank in the hierarchy as the previous three 
moves, but it is perfectly playable nevertheless. 
The idea is to wait for 8 ~e2 before playing the 
Smyslov move 8...~g4 and to meet 8 d5 with 
8.. .ciJa5 9 I/iUd3 c6!, attacking White's centre. 
White cannot afford to play 10 b4? here, be
cause of the vicious reply 1O...QJxe4!. 

Hungarian Variation 

7 a6(D) 
Black wants to chase the white queen away 

from c4 and then play ...c5. What makes this 
plan particularly venomous is that it cannot be 

simply stopped by 8 a4? Not only does this 
move fail to fulfil its purpose, it even makes 
8...b5! all the more attractive for Black. Since 9 
axb5? axb5 loses material, White has to play 9 
~b3, when after 9...c5! Black is firmly in the 
driving seat. If, for instance, 10 dxc5 ~e6 11 
'~a3 b4! 12 '>j'xb4 tbc613 'jJa3? Mb8, Black is 
already winning in view of the lethal threat 
14...Mb3. 

The real decision White has to take is whether 
he wants to continue calmly developing his 
kingside and allow Black to carry out his plan 
(8 ~e2), or if he prefers to take the initiative by 
playing 8 eS. This is not 'just' a question of 
what is best objectively, it is also to a large ex
tent a matter of taste. 

In case of 8 iiLe2, the position after 8...b5 9 
'jJb3 (D) is the starting point. 

B 

Black can either play 9...~b7 or 9...c5. The 
latter variation splits again after t11e crucial reply 
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10 dxc5, when Black has a choice between 
10...~b7 and 1O...~e6. In most cases Black 
will win back his pawn without much trouble. 
The question then is how much power remains 
in what is left of White's centre. 

If White plays 8 e5, the game becomes very 
complicated. After 8...b5 9 iVb3 CDfd7 both 10 
e6 and 10 h4 have been tried, moves that clearly 
intend to wipe out the enemy position fast. 10 
~e3 is slightly more modest (though by no 
means boring) and also very popular. 

Prins Variation 

7 CDa6 (D) 
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Black prepares ...c5, when a sharp fight in 
the centre and on the queenside is likely to flare 
up, leaving White's queen dangerously trapped 
in the middle of the battlefield. 

8 ~e2 

The fact that Black is developing his pieces 
faster than in the Hungarian Variation has dis
couraged most players from trying the aggres
sive 8 e5, although on and off this has been 
played, with the follow-up 8...CDd7 9 e6. 

8 iVb3 is an entirely different idea. White 
creates the possibility of taking on a6, ruining 
Black's pawn-formation on the queenside. This 
'threat' has done little to deter Griinfeld devo
tees from playing 8...c5 though. After 9 d5 (the 
immediate 9 ~xa6 is met by 9...cxd4!) 9...e6 10 
~xa6 bxa6, the pair of bishops and the open b
file more than compensate Black for the dou
bled pawns. 

8 c5 (D) 
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9 d5 
9 dxc5 ~e6, and now, for instance, 10 '~b5 

J:c8 11 '~xb7 CDxcS, would reveal Black's strat
egy in its full splendour. The text-move is stron
ger and takes the question of the correctness of 
7...CDa6 to a deeper level. Does Black's position 
have the resources to attack White's central for
mation effectively? 

9 e6 
10 0-0 exd5 
11 exd5 ~f5 (D) 
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This is a key position in the Prins Variation. 
Positionally speaking, the situation is very tense. 
The crucial factor is White's d-pawn. Will this 
tum out to be a powerful passed pawn or a 
source of worry for White? The position of the 
knight on a6 is also hard to evaluate. On the one 
hand this piece stands offside; on the other it 
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performs the useful task of protecting c5. Be
sides, in many variations White has to take 
.. .ct'lb4 into account. 

Smyslov Variation 

7 ~g4 (D) 

w 

A classical developing move with a venom
ous point. By attacking the knight on B, Black 
is undermining White's d-pawn. Besides, the 
'threat' of taking on B adds some extra tension 
to the position. How should this exchange be 
judged? 

8 i.e3 
White can radically solve the question of the 

exchange on B by playing 8 CtJe5, but because 
this knight sortie gives Black new targets for a 
counterattack, it has never been very popular. 
Black draws White's d-pawn forward by play
ing 8...~e6 and after 9 d5 retreats the bishop to 
its original square (9...~c8). Although the ma
noeuvre ...~g4-e6-c8 has resulted in no fewer 
than three extra moves for White, Black has ev
ery reason to be satisfied. He is ready to pounce 
on the white centre pawns with ...e6 and it will 
not be easy to prove that e5 is actually a good 
square for the knight. 

The simple developing move 8 ~e2, although 
by no means bad, has never enjoyed great pop
ularity either. Most of those who study the 
Smyslov Variation come to the conclusion that, 
generally speaking, White does not have to be 
afraid of meeting ... i.xB with gxB and that if 
he is, he had better give up the idea of playing 5 

'~b3 altogether. After 8.. A'Jfd7, supporting the 
d-pawn v;ith 9 ~e3 is necessary. Now if Black 
continues 9... :t:Jb6. Vvlllte's choice of a square 
for his queen is limited compared with the posi
tion after 8 ~e3 tDfd7 9 ~dl, because the pawn 
on d4 is in need of protection. After 10 'i'd3 
fZJc6 11 ~d 1 (or 11 0-0-0), for instance, Black 
has the characteristic action 11...~xf3 12 i.xf3 
e5 13 d5 etJd4. 

8 tDfd7 (Dj 
This is the point of the Smyslov Variation. 

By manoeuvring his knight from f6 to b6, Black 
chases the queen away from c4 while at the 
same time opening the diagonal of the bishop 
on g7. All of a sudden White's pawn on d4, that 
was looking unassailable a mere two moves 
ago, finds itself under heavy pressure. 

w 

The classical way to protect d4 is 9 ~dl. Put
ting a rook on the d-file discourages an attack 
based on ...e5, as we saw in the 8 i.e2 line. 
9...CtJb6 10 'i'b3 CtJc6 then intensifies the pres
sure on d4 to a point where it becomes neces
sary to play 11 as. This advance leads to an 
extremely complicated position after 11...CtJe5 
12 ~e2 CtJxB+ 13 gxB ~h5, which is critical 
for a proper evaluation of the Smyslov Varia
tion. Black plans to attack the white centre 
pawns with ...c6, ...e6 or .. .f5, or a combina
tion of these moves. White has the option of 
launching an attack on the kingside with h4 
and f4, but he will also have to react accurately 
to whatever scheme of counterattack his oppo
nent chooses. This situation is further compli
cated by the uncertain position of White's king 
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and with an eye to this problem, the alternative 
9 0-0-0 has been suggested (and played). Yet 
this move too has its disadvantages. For one 
thing, with the white king committed to the 
queenside, the plan of playing 9... tLlb6 10 
~b3 as, followed by ... a4-a3, becomes much 
more attractive. 

Fianchetto Grunfeld 

3 g3 (D) 
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I have already discussed the relative merits 
of this move and 3 tLlc3 in the chapter on the 
King's Indian Defence. In general, White's ap
proach in the g3 system is slightly more mea
sured. Rather than rushing forward to occupy 
the centre with a quick e4, White completes his 
development without giving his opponent un
due targets for a counterattack. 

Now, if Black wants to playa Griinfeld rather 
than a King's Indian, he has a choice between 
3...~g7 4 ~g2 d5 and 3...c6. 

3 g3 iLg7 4 iLg2 d5 

3 .., iLg7 
4 iLg2 dS (D) 

Black does not let the absence of a white 
knight on c3 - which implies that he won't be 
able to respond to 5 cxd5 tLlxd5 6 e4 with 
... tLlxc3 followed by ...c5 (as in the Exchange 
Variation) - discourage him from carrying out 
his aggressive plan. 
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S ct:lf3 is a major alternative. Now if 5...0-06 
0-0, Black can switch to the solid 3...c6Iine with 
6...c6 or he can pursue his active strategy by 
playing 6...dxc4. The usual response to this is 7 
tLla3, when Black has two important schemes 
of putting pressure on White's central forma
tion. Both 7 ...ct:lc6 8 ?2:Jxc4 ii.e6, intending to 
meet the plausible 9 b3 with 9...~d5 10 ~b2 

a5, and 7...c3 8 bxc3 c5, creating a pawn
formation which is similar to the Exchange 
Variation, have left their mark on opening the
ory. 

S ct:lxd5 (DJ 
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Again White faces a fundamental decision. 
Should he accept the challenge and play 6 e4 or 
should he prefer the quiet developing move 6 
tLlf3? 

The answer to this question has been steadily 
rocking to and fro over the years and this is not 
because spectacular theoretical discoveries were 
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knocking out one moye or the other. but simply 
because the g3 system has been enjoying an 
unbroken run of popularity among positional 
players. There has been a continuous process of 
ever more detailed and deeper analysis and 
ever more accurate assessments. which is con
tinuing to this very day. 

6 e4 is of course the sharpest moye. The re
ply 6...t2Jb4 then forces the d-pawn to mm"e 
forward because 7 tiJe2? would run into the 
fork 7...itxd4' 8 CLJxd4? ~Xd4 9 \~txd4 t:'jc2+. 
The advance 7 d5 allows 7...c6. opening lines 
for counterplay. On the other hand, the knight 
from b4 is likely to end up on the somewhat dis
appointing square a6. 

An alternative possibility is to play 6.. .2ijb6, 
when after 7 tiJe2 both 7...c5 8 cl5 e6 and 7...e5 
8 d5 c6 have been tested. In both cases Black's 
pieces circle freely around White's pawn on dS, 
which itself, however, is firmly protected and 
poses a latent threat. These positions are diffi
cult to evaluate. 

By playing 6 tiJf3, White pursues his strat
egy of sound development and ignoring Black's 
provocations. In fact, this position is doubly 
important because it often arises if White plays 
tLln much earlier; e.g., 1 tiJf3 or 1 d4 tiJf6 2 
tLlf3. The basic starting position is reached after 
6...0-070-0 tiJb6 8 tLlc3 tiJc6 (D). 

w 

IfWhite now plays 9 d5, the reply 9...tiJa5 is 
considered Black's best move. The knight is not 
standing offside on a5. Upon 10 e4 Black has 
the standard method 1O...c6, opening files and 
diagonals on the queenside and allowing the 
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knight to join in the fight quite naturally via c4 
and perhaps d6. 

\\nether 9 dS is best is a much-debated ques
tion. The alternatiw is to play 9 e3. again prefer
ring self-restraint to action. In fact, Black faces 
the same dilemma in this position. Both an im
mediate attack against the centre (9 ...e5) and 
the preparatory mme 9...':'e8 are \vell-respected 
possibilities and nobody knows which one is 
better. 

3 g3 c6 

3 c6 (D) 

rv 

This line was specifically designed as an at
tempt to neutralize 3 g3. Black intends to play 
...d5, but only when he can recapture on d5 with 
his c-pawn. The resulting position will be rather 
static. which is unusual for a Grtinfeld. Never
theless it is a very important option for every 
Grtinfeld player for, in its own modest way, it 
constitutes a critical test of the g3 system. 

Does White have a constructive plan against 
this solid plan? And even if the answer is 'yes', 
is this the type of middlegame that he really 
wants? Is he not sorry to have lost the chance 
for playing one of the much more aggressive 
and dynanlic lines starting with 3 tLlc3? For 
many players who like the g3 variations against 
both the King's Indian and the Grtinfeld De
fence, these are pertinent questions. 

Of course Black may be troubled by similar 
pangs of conscience. Do I go all-out for my 
usual Grtinfeld or King's Indian or am I (secretly 
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perhaps) quite happy with the much quieter and 
safer positions after 3...c6? 

As is so often the case, the answer is entirely 
up to you. 

4	 ~g2 dS 
5	 0:Jf3 (D) 
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5... ~g7 

It is a bit too early yet to take on c4, because 
White will win back his pawn very easily fol
lowing 5...dxc4 6 0:Je5, but after 5... JLg7 White 
needs to consider this possibility very carefully. 
If he absentmindedly continues 6 0-0, he will 
now find it much harder to find a satisfactory 
reply to 6.,.dxc4, because 7 0:Je5 is met by 
7.,.0:Jg4!, indirectly attacking d4. 

If White protects his c-pawn, for instance by 
6 0:Jbd2 or 6 b3, Black will have an easy scheme 
of development: 6...0-0, 7...~f5 and 8...0:Je4. 
This is playable of course, but practice has 
shown that the real test of Black's set-up lies in 
the only concrete solution to the problem that is 
available to White: 

6	 cxdS cxdS (D) 

Now, is this symmetrical position really 
White's best chance against 3...c6 or is it just 
plain boring?- ~ 

Unfortunately, and perhaps not surprisingly, 
there is no more honest answer to this question 
than 'both'. This is in fact White's dilemma in a 
nutshell. If he wants to play the theoretically 
most critical strategy against Black's .. ,c6 plan, 
he must have the motivation alld the technical 
skills to playa 'boring' position. that is a posi
tion which is all about small advantages. subtle 
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judgements and, perhaps more than anything 
else, stamina. 

Tinling is of the utmost importance in this 
line. It all started with players calmly continu
ing 7 0-0 0-0 8 0:Jc3, when after 8••.0:Jc6, 9 0:Je5 
introduces the fIrst starting point of this varia
tion. 9...~f5 was the main line in the 1960s. 
ConfIdent that his position is sufficiently solid, 
Black allows his opponent to saddle him with a 
backward c-pawn by 10 0:Jxc6 bxc6 11 {t'Ja4. 
Then 8...0:Je4 became popular. Black wants to 
be a step ahead of his opponen1, introducing the 
possibility of taking on c3 instead of allowing 
White to do the same on c6. Theory concen
trated on 9 0:Jxe4 dxe4 10 0:Je5 and on the im
mediate 9 0:Je5, showing clearly how important 
a good feel for the initiative is (and for the ag
gressive moves 0:Je5 and ...0:Je4 in particular), 
even in this quiet variation. 

Later still, 7 0:Jc3 0-0 8 0:Je5 (D) became the 
main line. 
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The subtle 8...e6 9 0-0 t:iJfd7, intending to 
play ...t:iJc6 only after White has weakened his 
pawn-structure by playing 10 f4, has come to 
the fore as the modem interpretation of this 
variation. 

3 f3 

3 f3 (D) 

B 

This unsophisticated little move has a very 
odd status. 

If Black plays l...t:iJf6 and 2...g6 with the 
idea of playing a King's Indian, he has no prob
lem whatsoever. He will simply play 3...dtg7, 
when 4 e4 d6 5 t:iJc3 brings about a Samisch 
Variation (see page 97) as if nothing has hap
pened. 

Another transpositional possibility is to play 
3...c5. This reply to 3 f3 is likely to come natu
rally to the Benoni expert. 

It is only when Black wants to playa Grtin
feld, that 3 f3 is the starting point of an inde
pendent opening variation. This makes it in 
effect an anti-Grlinfeld move: White does noth
ing to avoid a King's Indian, but he specifically 
steers clear of the 'normal' main lines of the 
Grtinfeld Defence. Paradoxically though, the 
Grlinfeld move 3...d5 is also the real test of the 
soundness of 3 f3, for unless we consider the 
Samisch as a second-rate choice against the 
King's Indian and the f3 system as harmless in 

the Benoni, this is the only way to try to prove 
that 3 f3 is too slow and that White really needs 
the f3-square for his knight. 

3 d5 
The point of 3 f3 is that White can now build 

up his broad pawn-centre without allowing his 
opponent the plan of exchanging knights on c3 
and play ...c5. We have seen this strategy in 
other variations as well; e.g., the g3 system. 

4 cxd5 t:iJxd5 
5 e4 t:iJb6 
6 t:iJc3 dtg7 
7 dte3 0-0 (D) 

w 

This is the critical position of the 3 f3 varia
tion. 

White has an aggressive and natural scheme 
of development in 8 'ij'd2, followed by 0-0-0 
and an attack on the kingside (M and ~h6). 

Black will have to be careful not to fall in with 
this plan. Swift counterplay against White's 
centre is needed; e.g., 8...t:iJc6 9 0-0-0 e5 10 d5 
t:iJd4. 

8 f4 is an important alternative. While 'cor
recting' his pawn-formation, he frees f3 for the 
knight and strengthens control over e5. Now 
8...t:iJc6 forces the d-pawn forward (if9 t:iJf3 the 
reply 9...~g4 will force 10 d5 anyway) when 
after 9 d5 t:iJa5 or even 9...t:iJb8, Black is ready 
to play 1O...c6, attacking White's outpost ond5. 
This variation is generally considered the most 
critical test of 3 f3. 
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1 d4 tllf6 
2 c4 c5 (D) 
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The chapter on the King's Indian Defence 
has already taught us that this move constitutes 
a standard way of attacking White's pawn
centre. The Benoni is closely related to the 
King's Indian, especially if Black develops his 
bishop on g7, as he does in most Benoni varia
tions. The main difference is that by playing 
2...g6 Black keeps his pawn-formation as flexi
ble as possible, while 2...c5 is a choice in favour 
of the immediate clarification of the central 
pawn-structure. 

But clarity is not the same as simplicity. The 
Benoni often leads to enormous complications, 
perhaps because it is in fact already a sacrifice 
to play 2...c5: a positional sacrifice of space. 
Since the simple reply d5 gives White a stable 
spatial advantage in the centre, Black takes 
upon himself the obligation to play the opening 
and middlegame with the utmost vigour, espe
cially in the more modem variations. He will 
have to seize every opportunity to take the ini
tiative, often at the cost of material sacrifices. 
In short, the Benoni is a very combative open
ing, tailor-made for the truly uncompromising 
fighter. 

The Benoni is characterized by ...c5, a move 
that may be played in many different positions. 
It started in the 19th century with 1 d4 c5 and 
the most modern version is to play ...c5 only af
ter White has committed himself to a particular 
scheme of development; e.g., 1 d4 tLlf6 2 c4 e6 
3 g3 and now 3...c5. The move-order adopted in 
this chapter is the most universal one, keeping 
as many strategic options open as possible. 

The name Benoni is somewhat ominous, for 
it is Hebrew for 'child of SOlTow'. Far from be
ing a cry of despair by a player who has just lost 
his third game in a row with this opening, how
ever, this name is the result of a bizalTe little 
twist of history. 'Ben-oni' is the first word of a 
much longer title of a general book on chess 
openings which was published in 1825. Among 
many other things, this book dealt with the 
consequences of 1 d4 c5. For some totally ob
scure reason the word Benoni then got stuck to 
this particular opening, eventually becoming 
its official name which was later extended to 
include the more modem version of 1 d4 tLlf6 
2 c4 c5. 

3 d5 (D) 
The most principled approach. White ac

cepts the challenge and occupies a large portion 
of terrain in the centre, It is only with this move 
that we enter the Benoni proper, for the alterna
tives 3 tllf3 and 3 e3 take us into a different kind 
of position and even into a different opening al
together. 

3 vjf3 is a direct transposition to a line of 
the Symmetrical English (see page 212), while 
3 e3 may transpose to a Panov Caro-Kann af
ter 3...cxd4 4 exd4 d5 (see page 378) or to a 
Queen's Gambit after 3... d5 or 3...e6 4 tLlf3 d5. 
3... g6 is another good reply and one that is 
more Benoni-oriented. 

3 dxc5 is rarely played. Whatever 2...c5 is, it 
is not a pawn sacrifice. Black wins back the 
pawn quite effortlessly by playing 3...e6. 
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B 

In this position Black has no fewer than four 
variations at his disposal, all with a totally dif
ferent strategic background. 

The oldest interpretation of the Benoni is to 
play 3...g6 (or 3...d6 4 tZJc3 g6). Of all Benoni 
variations, this is the one that is the most closely 
related to the King's Indian Defence. Though 
dating from the early 19th century, it is still a 
highly topical line. 

During the 1920s and 1930s it was consid
ered more modem and stronger to close the 
centre with ...eS. This resulted in the variation 
3...e5 being developed, which is now called the 
Czech Benoni, whereas the Modem Benoni re
fers to the much more dynamic approach 3...e6. 
The latter very sharp and double-edged interpre
tation of the Benoni rose to fame in the 1950s 
and 1960s, mainly due to the brilliant successes 
of world champion Mikhail Tal (1936-92). With 
his exceptionally dynamic style, he proved to 
be the perfect ambassador for this opening. It is 
hardly an exaggeration to say that it was Tal 
who taught the world to play the Benoni. 

But in the meantime, an even more modem 
variation has sprung up: the pawn sacrifice 
3...b5. When this line was in its infancy it was 
seen as an obscure and dubious side branch and 
it was called Volga Gambit. It reached maturity 
when around 1970 the Hungarian-American 
grandmaster Pal Benko came up with a new 
and much more profound interpretation. Nowa
days it is usually called the Benko Gambit. and 
rightly so, because Benko's ideas have turned 
it into a sound opening that offers Black unusu
ally good winning chances. 

3...g6 

3 g6 (D) 

An uncomplicated developing move, delay
ing the decision of what to do about White's 
spatial advantage to a later stage. Black will let 
his choice between ...e6, ... e5 or ...bS depend on 
\Vhite's scheme of development. 

\Vith the same idea in mind, 3...d6 is some
times played. This will usually transpose; e.g., 
after 4 ''iJc3 g6 5 e4 JLg7. 

4 tZJc3 
What makes this variation a difficult one 

from White's point of view is that he has to an
ticipate all three of the above-mentioned plans. 
A transposition to the Modern Benoni with ...e6 
in particular is something which has to be care
fully weighed and the first (and perhaps most 
crucial) aspect of such an evaluation is whether 
a transposition is acceptable to White or whether 
there is a chance for something better. 

An interesting option to make ...e6 possibly 
less attractive is to fianchetto the king's bishop, 
when ...e6 (and also ...e5 for that matter) can be 
met by taking on e6, opening a beautiful diago
nal for the bishop on g2. Now, an important fi
nesse of this plan is that an early tZJc3 is best 
avoided. After 4 tZJc3 JLg7 5 g3 0-0 6 JLg2 d6 7 
tZJf3 e6 (or 7... eS), for example, 8 0-0 exdS 9 
cxd5 will simply transpose to the Fianchetto 
Variation of the Modern Benoni (see page 151 ) 
but if 8 dxe6 JLxe6 9 tZJg5, the exchange sacri
fice 9...JLxc4! 10 JLxb7 (bbd7 11 iLxa8 "ilxa8 
is considered very promising for Black. But if 
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White delays CLlc3 in this set-up; e.g., 4 g31Lg7 
51Lg2 d6 6 CLlf3 0-070-0 e6, then 8 dxe61Lxe6 
9 CLlg5 .~xc4 'n 10 jLxb7 tbbd7 11 CLla3 ! (D) is 
very good for White. 
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But then again, and just to show how compli
cated such a choice of variation really is: play
ing 4 g3 also requires a willingness to play the 
Fianchetto Variation against the Benko Gambit, 
for if, after 4 g3 1Lg7 5 1Lg2 d6 6 CLlf3, Black 
plays 6...b5, there is nothing for White but to 
accept the gambit and transpose to this line 
with 7 cxb5 a6 8 bxa6 YLxa6 (see page 157). 
And this transposition, in its tum, is ruled out 
by 4 CLlc3. 

4 1Lg7 
5 e4 d6 (D) 
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6 £2Jf3 
This healthy developing move offers the 

best chances for a specific anti-3 ... g6 strategy. 

CHESS OPENINGS 

Alternatives are usually played with a transpo
sition to the Modern Benoni in mind, 

For instance, most players who prefer 6 f4 
will be counting on 6.,,0-0 7 CLlf3, when 7...e6 8 
1Le2 exd5 9 cxd5 transposes to the Four Pawns 
Attack of the Modem Benoni (note that Black 
has thus avoided the dangerous Taimanov At
tack - see page 147). However, Black has an 
impOltant alternative in 7..,b5 8 cxb5 a6. This 
pawn sacrifice is similar to the Benko Gambit 
but there is no literal transposition. Still, a gen
eral knowledge of that opening will help to 

cope with the specific problem of this line. Af
ter 9 bxa6lia5 10 1Ld21Lxa6 White should not 
underestimate the difficulties; 9 a4 is betteL 

6 f3 also allows a transposition to the Mod
em Benoni, for instance with 6...0-07 .te3 e6 8 
CLlge2 exd5 9 cxd5. Here 7 1Lg5 is slightly more 
aggressive, but it will not prevent 7".e6. It is 
true that White can then play 8 lid2 exd5 9 
tzJxd5, which perhaps looks very promising, 
but the pin on the f6-knight turns out not to be a 
problem for Black if he just continues 9.,,1Le6 
10 CLle2 YLxd5. For this reason most players 
prefer the 'orthodox' 9 cxd5. 

Another possibility is 6 .te2 0-0 7 1Lg5, 
which is a direct transposition to the Averbakh 
Variation of the King's Indian Defence (see 
page 111). 

6 0-0 (D) 
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7 h3 
One of the advantages of 3...g6 over 3...e6 is 

that after 7 ge2 White's development runs less 
smoothly here. The point is that, after 7...e6 8 
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0-0, Black is in absolutely no hurry to take on 
d5 (8 ...exd5 9 cxd5 would take us straight into 
the Classical Variation of the Modem Benoni: 
see page 149), since he has an excellent waiting 
and preparatory move in 8...:e8. It then be
comes difficult for White to keep on anticipat
ing a transposition to the Modem Benoni. while 
at the same time he has no obvious alternatives. 
If (by analogy with the Modem Benoni) he 
plays 9 tbd2, Black increases the tension with 
9...tLla6. Ifhe plays the natural developing move 
9 ~f4, he will have to recapture on d5 with his 
e-pawn (9...exd5 10 exd5). when 1O...tLle4Ieads 
to a fairly quiet position with fev.'" problems for 
Black. 

The idea of 7 h3 is to get precisely this type 
of position (with White having played exd5 in
stead of cxd5) in a more favourable version. 

7 e6 
8 ~d3 (D) 

B 

White's piece development is directed to
wards minimizing the impact of some of Black's 
standard options in the pawn-fOTIl1ation that 
arises after 8...exd5 9 exd5. 8 ~d3 is intended 
to prevent the simplifying manoeuvre ...:e8 
followed by ...tLle4 (which we have just seen in 
the 7 ~e2 variation) and to discourage ...~f5. 

The alternative active development ...~g4 has 
already been ruled out by 7 h3. 

On the face of it, this set-up seems to offer 
Black one particularly attractive possibility, 
namely 9...:e8+ 10 iLe3 iLh6 (D). 

But closer inspection reveals that White can 
tum this into a promising pawn sacrifice: 11 

O-O! ~xe3 12 fxe3, and after 12...:xe3 13 'iVd2 
:e8 14 '¥'b6 White is already close to winning. 
Black does better not to accept the sacrifice and 
to play 12...tLlbd7, but even then the open f-file 
and the vveakened dark squares on the kingside 
are ample compensation for the backward e
pawn. Black's dark-squared bishop is badly 
missed. 

This does not mean that there is anything 
wrong with 'the other capture' 9 cxd5. In fact, 
this is played quite often because it transposes 
to a highly popular line against the Modem 
Benoni. The choice between 9 exd5 and 9 cxd5 
is to a large extent a matter of taste. Opening 
theory can be useful though in helping a player 
to make up his mind and in determining which 
particular circumstances favour the one pawn
fonnation and which favour the other. 

Czech Benoni 

3 e5 
Black barricades the centre, leaving only the 

Hanks open for future action. 
4 tLlc3 d6 
5 e4 ~e7 (D) 

This brings us to the most important starting 
position of the Czech Benoni. Of course 5...g6 
is also a good move. Play then assumes a King's 
Indian character. 

But by playing 5... .i.e7 Black pursues a dif
ferent goal, one that is more specifically at
tuned to the blocked central pawn-fonnation. 
He intends to play ...0-0 and ...tLle8. While 
...g6, to prepare ...f5, remains fully possible, 
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Black also creates the option of playing ... jLg5, 
exchanging the dark-squared bishops, which 
will make his slightly cramped position more 
comfortable. 

Strategically, the situation is perfectly clear. 
While Black will concentrate on the advance 
.. .f5 (and in some cases ...b5), White will start an 
attack against the enemy fortress with b4 or f4. 

But it is not always easy to execute even a 
clear enough plan satisfactorily, In fact White 
faces something of a dilemma in this variation: 
should he concentrate his forces entirely on the 
queenside or should he first try to neutralize 
Black's attack on the kingside? And if he de
cides to allow Black to play .. .f5, hO\v should he 
react to this move? 

The most classical piece development is 6 
CLJf3 0-0 7 jLe2, when 7...CLJe8 8 0-0 CLJd7 (or 
8...g6) 9 a3 (preparing b4) 9...g6 10 jLh6 CLJg7 
11 iVd2 (D) is a characteristic (though by no 
means forced) continuation, 
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White's last move anticipates l1. ..f5, which 
can now be met with the annoying 12 {iJg5. 
Things usually develop at a leisurely pace in 
this type of position. Black can calmly play 
...~h8 followed by ...CLJdf6-g8 to drive away 
the bishop from h6, before turning his attention 
to playing .. .f5. In the meantime White will 
play b4 and open a file on the queenside. 

Nevertheless, once the battle gets started, 
this may lead to sharp play, especially on the 
kingside. 

If White prefers to try to smother Black's at
tack on the kingside before it even gets started, 
he may consider a scheme of development like 
i.d3, h3, g4 and perhaps 0-0-0, starting, for in
stance, with 6 i.d3 0-0 7 h3 CLJe8 8 CLJf3 (to stop 
8... i.g5) 8...g6 9 g4 (D). 
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Although a quick .. .f5 is not physically im
possible, it is decidedly less attractive now that 
White may well be the one who profits from an 
opening of the g-file, 

But this strategy makes high demands on 
White. In the long run it is far from easy to 
combine anticipating ...f5 on the one side and 
making the desired amount of progress on the 
queenside on the other. At any rate this set-up 
too usually results in a very complicated mid
dlegame. 

Modern Benoni 

3 .,. e6 (D) 

With this move Black is heading for the ex
change 4 ...exd5 5 cxd5. This is an extremely 
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sharp plan because what Black is doing here is 
in effect raising the positional stakes, which 
were already quite high after 2... c5. 

After the exchange on d5, White will not 
only have a spatial advantage but also a pawn
majority in the centre, something he can only 
dream of in many other openings. And this does 
not even come at the price of immediate tactical 
complications, as is the case in many gambits. 
White will have no problems in completing his 
development whatsoever. 

So what is it that makes this opening worth
while for Black? For we are talking about a re
spected opening here, not to everyone's taste 
certainly, but in the hands of an expert as fully 
playable as the more classical defences against 
I d4. 

It is hard to find words to describe the power 
and dynamism of Black's strategy. The best 
way to discover them is to study a number of 
classic Modern Benoni games in their entirety, 
for instance the games of world champions 
Mikhail Tal and Garry Kasparov. Again and 
again in these games White's pawn-centre turns 
out to be not only strong and potentially very 
dangerous for Black but also vulnerable, some
times rigid, sometimes no more than a sitting 
target. 

Moreover, Black's pawn-majority on the 
queenside plays an important role in this open
ing. The advance ...b5, often in combination 
with ,.. c4, can be very threatening, especially 
when supported by the powerful bishop on g7. 
White may easily come under heavy pressure on 
the queenside, which will automatically lessen 

his control over the centre, for instance by his 
knight being chased away from c3 (...b5-b4). 

iilld even on the kingside Black does not 
have to restrict himself to passivity. Both .. .f5, 
...h5-h4 and even ...g5-g4 can be very useful 
plans under the right circumstances. 

Move-order is an important aspect of play
ing the l'v10dern Benoni. Many players prefer 
2...e6 to 2...c5, choosing to playa Benoni only 
if White plays 3 ct:Jf3 or 3 g3 (3 ...c5), when 
White's choice of variation is restricted (after 3 
[t:Jf3 he will be unable to playa f4 or f3 varia
tion, while after 3 g3 White is committed to the 
Fianchetto Variation). Against 3 ct:Jc3, which 
does keep all options open in case of a Benoni 
(3 ...c5 4 d5), they then play either a Nimzo
Indian (3 ...ii.b4) or a Queen's Gambit Declined 
(3 ...d5). 

But there is also a variation of the Benoni 
that is specific to 2...e6 3 ct:Jf3: the Blumenfeld 
Gambit. After 2...e6 3 ct:Jf3, Black plays 3...c5 
and if White accepts the challenge to play a 
Benoni (4 d5), he lashes out on the queenside 
with 4...b5 (D). Black is sacrificing a pawn, 
hoping to gain a pawn-majority in the centre 
himself. 

w 

Although this gambit has never reached the 
pinnacle of respectability, it has always had its 
loyal devotees and it should not be underesti
mated. 

White faces a fundamental decision. If he ac
cepts the gambit by playing 5 dxe6 fxe6 6 cxb5 
he will be in for a dangerous tight against a shad
owy and intangible enemy initiative. But if he 
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maintains the Benoni pawn-structure the situa
tion is equally unclear. The most popular move 
is 5 ~gS, hoping for the meek reply 5...bxc4, 
when 6 CZlc3 or 6 e4 will consolidate the cen
tre, but Black has stronger moves in 5...h6 and 
5...i\la5+. In fact opening theory has little grip 
on the Blumenfeld Gambit. This makes it an at
tractive opening for some and unattractive for 
others. In any case the Blumenfeld requires 
some independent thinking from both sides. 

4 CZlc3 exdS 
5 cxd5 d6 (D) 
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This is the main starting position of the Mod
em Benoni. In the course of half a century, 
many variations have sprung up from this posi
tion (and many have disappeared again). 

The most obvious move is to play 6 e4 (D). 
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After the thematic 6...g6 White then has a 
choice between the sharp 7 f4, the Four Pawns 

Attack, 7 f3, which is more of a consolidating 
move, and 7 4:Jf3, the most classical set-up, 
which keeps a fair amount of options open and 
which is considered by many to be the main 
line of the Modern Benoni. 

6 tLlf3 is slightly more subtle, but of extra im
portance because this position is often reached 
via an earlier tt:Jf3; e.g., 2...e6 3 tLlf3 c5 4 d5 
exd5 5 cxd5 d6 6 CZlc3. After 6...g6 White can 
still play 7 e4, but he also has 7 g3, the Fian
chetto Variation, and 7 ~f4, which is a very 
concrete attempt at disorganizing Black's plans. 

Four Pawns Attack 

6 e4 g6 
7 f4 ~g7 (D) 

The fact that this has been called the Four 
Pawns Attack makes it sufficiently clear that 
this is not a variation for the insecure and the 
hesitant. Yet it is not just the bold and the ag
gressive who like this variation, it is even more 
the domain of those who simply feel at home 
in deeply analysed opening variations, where 
there is relatively little room for surprises and 
where good preparation offers potentially rich 
rewards. 
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White has three possibilities in this position. 
The sharpest move is 8 eS. This is the Mike

nas Attack. After 8...dxe5 9 fxe5 ctJfd7 10 e6 
Black will have to be very careful not to get 
smashed, but the immediate 8...CZlfd7 is consid
ered a solid reply. Without the exchange of 
pawns on e5. the thrust 9 e6 loses its edge 
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(Black simply replies 9.. .fxe6 10 dxe6 ?-:Jb6) 
while 9 exd6 0-0 cannot possibly be a justifica
tion for White's aggressive opening play. Much 
more to the point is the pawn sacrifice 9 ?~b5. 

yet even here Black's defences appear to be 
strong enough after 9... dxe5 10 ct:Jd6+ 9i:e7 11 
tLixc8+ ilxc8, in spite of the exposed position 
of Black's king. 

Slightly more self-restraint is shown by 8 
(:DB, a line that is particularly important as it 
often arises from the King's Indian Four Pavills 
Attack (the 8 e5 and 8 .¥Lb5+ lines are unique 
to the Modern Benoni move-order). The start
ing point of this popular variation arises after 
8...0-09 .¥Le2 (D). 

B 

Black now has the fairly solid 9...j"g4 10 0-0 
tLibd7, keeping the advance e5 in check, but he 
also has the more direct 9..Jle8. attacking e4. It 
is then White's turn to choose between the re
spectable 10 tLid2 on the one hand and the 
sharp 10 e5 on the other. The latter boils down 
to a pawn sacrifice after 1O...dxe5 11 fxe5 {iJg4. 
because White cannot protect his pawn on e5. 
After 12 j"g5 ilb6 130-0 (D) the utmost will 
be asked of both players' talent for coping with 
dynamic and highly tactical situations (and a 
certain amount of theoretical knowledge will 
also come in handy!). 

For example, 13...tLixe5 14 d6 or 14 LLlxe5 
j"xe5 15 j"c4, when White's attacking chances 
against the enemy king and his powerful d
pawn compensate for the material deficit. 

An even sharper option is to play 9...b5, 
based on the tactical point 10 j"xb5 ciJxe4! 11 

B 

ttJxe4 ·~a5+. Here too the consequences of 10 
e5 dxe5 11 fxe5 tLig4 are critical. 

But White's most dangerous weapon is prob
ably the Taimanov Attack: 8 j"b5+ (D). 

B 

The point of this check is not obvious at first 
sight, but if we investigate a little deeper, it is 
not hard to understand why this line is thought 
to constitute the perfect middle way between 
the aggression of 8 e5 and the sound piece de
velopment of 8 tLif3. 

The point is that the two most plausible re
plies, 8... ttJbd7 and 8....¥Ld7, are now met very 
strongly indeed by 9 e5. Black is thus more or 
less forced to play the anti-developing move 
8...tLifd7 (though it must be said that die-hard 
fans of 8...tLibd7 fanatically maintain that the 
position after 8...ttJbd7 9 e5 dxe5 10 fxe5 ttJh5 
11 e6 is playable because of 11...ilh4+ 12 g3 
tLixg3 13 hxg3 \\ihhl). After 8...tLifd7 play 
slows down a bit. 9 a4 prevents a counter-attack 
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on the queenside based on ...ao and ...b5 and 
prepares a smooth development of White's 
kingside. One critical position arises after 9...0-0 
10 t2Jf3 ttJa6 11 0-0 t2Jb4 12 1:.el. 

The Taimanov Attack came into fashion some 
thirty years ago and it is now generally viewed 
as one of the very strongest lines against the 
Modem Benoni. Many players prefer to avoid it 
by seeking refuge in 2...e6, playing the Benoni 
only in ease of 3 [Llf3 or 3 g3. 

6 e4 g6 7 f3 

6 e4 g6 
7 f3 (D) 
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Just as in the Samisch Variation of the King's 
Indian Defence, White consolidates his central 
position and prepares to play either ite3 or Jtg5. 
There is no immediate confrontation here, yet in 
the long run play can easily become just as com
plicated and sharp as in the Four Pawns Attack. 

Because of this slightly more relaxed alti
tude (Black has in effect complete freedom to 
develop as he pleases), move-order in this line 
is not all that important. 

7... iLg7 
8 i.g5 

This way of developing the bishop contains a 
little more venom than 8 il.e3, although there is 
nothing wrong with that move either. In fact, 
there are even one or two lines where 8 itgS 
and 8 il.e3 converge to the same position I 

After 8 i.e3 0-0 9 f:ZJge2 t2Jbd7 10 !tJg3 CLJe5 
11 :iLe2 we arrive at a position that is equally 
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relevant to the Sfunisch Variation of the King's 
Indian Defence (see page 100). This is one of 
those instances where Black is justified in tak
ing the initiative on the kingside: he can play 
11...h5 (or 11...a6 12 a4 h5). After 120-0 ttJh7! 
the way is freed for the f-pawn and play be
comes very sharp indeed; e.g., 13 ~d2 h4 14 
CZJhl f5 

8 0-0 (D) 
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9 'ild2(D) 
Theory has not yet decided whether this 

move is stronger than 9 ttJge2. The knight 
move develops the kingside a little faster but 
by playing 9 CLJge2 White does forfeit the ma
noeuvre ttJh3-f2, which is useful in case an 
early .. /iJbd7 by Black should temporarily pre
vent him from playing ... itxh3. 

9 i'i:ige2 h6 10 ~e3 t2Jbd7 11 ttJg3 <1Je5 12 
£e2 hS leads to the same position that we have 
seen above as arising from 8 sl1.e3. 
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9 h6 
If White's intention in playing 9'~;d2 was to 

prevent this move, he will be disappointed. Be
cause of the 'weakening' move n, 10 l.xh6 
can now be met by IO...CLJxe4! 11 CLJxe4 '-j'h4+. 
Although White remains a pawn up after 12 g3 
iVxh6 13 ~'xh6 ':~xh6 14 ttJxd6, his position is 
weakened by the demise of his dark-squared 
bishop and a manoeuvre like .. /iJd7-b6 fol
lowed by ...::d8 is likely to give Black cul1ple 
compensation. 

By far the more usual reply to 9...h6 is 10 
~e3, when 1O... a6 11 a4 ':e8 12 ZiJge2 {2Jbd7 
13 tlJg3 h5 will produce positions which are 
similar (and in some cases even identical) to the 
ones that we have seen arising from 8 ~e3. 

6 e4 g6 7 tt:Jf3 

6 e4 g6 (D) 

w 

7 ti'lf3 
This is probably White's most natural devel

oping move. White seizes the opportunity to 
play e4, but the emphasis of his opening play is 
on completing his kingside development. 

Strangely enough, even though theory has 
worked its way far into the middlegmne in this 
line, it has as yet failed to establish what the 
most accurate move to start this variation is! 
Apart from the move-order given here, the can
didates are 7 iLd3, 7 h3 and 6 tlJf3 g6 7 h3 or 7 
ZiJd2, depending on which ofthe two main lines 
(as outlined below) White intends to play. The 
idea of all these moves is to avoid ...~g4, but 

whether this is really something to worry about 
is moot. 

7 ~g7 (D) 
The discussion about the most precise move

order centres around the question of how strong 
7...a68 a4 ~g4 is. The point is that this will en
able Black to force a certain type of position 
vihich I shall discuss below, namely the one 
arising after 9 i,e2 £xf3. In this particular 
move-order, White is not given the chance to 

prevent the exchange on f3 by a timely Ct"Jd2. 

w 

This is where the classical and the modem 
main lines of the Modem Benoni divide. 

The former starts with 8 ~e2, the latter with 
8 h3 to be followed by 9 ~d3. 

Classical Variation 

8 ~e2 

White develops his kingside rapidly and sim
ply. The most important starting position arises 
after. .. 

8 0-0 
9 0-0 (D) 

9...::e8 is the classical move in this position. 
White then plays 10 tlJd2, not just to protect e4 
bur also (and this is the main strategic point of 
White's plan) to manoeuvre this knight to c4 in 
due course, where it will occupy an excellent 
post, exerting strong pressure against d6. 

Black has two ways of developing his queen's 
knight, 10...tlJa6 and 10...ti'lbd7, which are 
equally important but very different in charac
ter. 
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After lO...CDa6 11 f3 CDc7 the battle revolves 
around the advance ...b5. There are many intri
cacies to consider. If White continues 12 a4, 
then the straightforward 12... a6 allows White to 
carry out his basic strategic plan: 13 CDc4 with a 
very good position. Much more subtle (and 
stronger!) is l2...b6, planning to meet 13 tiJc4 
with l3 ...ioa6. A characteristic follow-up is 14 
.1gS h6 15 ioe3 i.xc4 16 .1xc4 and only now 
does Black play 16...a6 (followed by 17... 'i'd7). 
Thanks to the exchange ...il.xc4, White will 
now find it much harder to prevent ...bS. 

With lO...ttJbd7 (D) Black chooses a strategi
cally much more complicated plan, envisaging 
to make a forward move not on the queenside 
but on the kingside. 
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After 11 a4. for instance, Black has the pro
vocative 11...tZleS. White would then like to 
play 12 f4, but this would cause a major traffic
jam after l2 .. .t2Jeg4. White needs a preparatory 

move, like 12 ~c2, but this allows Black to 
stop 13 f4 by boldly playing 12...g5. It then be
comes a matter of carefully manoeuvring and 
waiting for a favourable opportunity for both 
sides. White will be looking at moves like tZldl
e3 or Mel followed by tlJf1-e3 to keep control 
over f5. Black will be interested in further king
side expansion with ...g4 or ...CDh5-f4. 

More recently, the idea of playing ... j,g4, al
ready mentioned above, has come to the fore as 
an important alternative. This plan is normally 
preceded by 9...a6, a move which, without be
ing strictly necessary, usually comes in handy 
for Black. Like in most cases where Black plays 
... a6, the reply 10 a4 (to stop 10 b5) is practi
cally forced. Now Black plays 10 j"g4 (D). 
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Black is aiming for a strategically uncom
plicated middlegame. If White plays 11 ttJd2 
he will reply 11...,lhe2 12 ~xe2 tZlbd7, when 
his position is easier to play (compared to the 
9... J:e8 lines) thanks to the exchange of a mi
nor piece. Most players prefer 11 ~f4, when 
1L...l"::e8 12 {2Jd2 J&xe2 13 ''ilVxe2 leads to the 
same type of position but with White's dark
squared bishop already on a good square. But 
this gives Black the opportunity to exchange 
on f3 instead. After l1...i.xf3 12 iLxf3 o/lie7. 
13 ':el ~bd7 brings us to a crucial position. 
Black is keeping White's centre pawns in check 
and even has chances of taking the initiative on 
the kingside \vith a manoeuvre like ...h5 fol
lowed by ...4Jh7-g5. The only violent way to 
break open the position, 13 e5 dxe5 14 d6 '~e6 

15 ':el (this is where an advantage of having 
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played ...a6 becomes tangible: without this 
move 15 ~xb7 would have been winning), has 
not been very convincing in practice. Black 
simply plays 15",i::iJbd7, when his position is 
solid. 

Modern Variation 

8 h3 0-0 
9 ~d3 (D) 

B 

This line came into fashion around 1990. It 
grew up very quickly and is now one of the 
most important lines of the Modem Benoni. 

Whereas in the Classical Variation, White's 
play centres around the manoeuvre lZ:Jd2-c4, 
the Modem Variation is based on taking opti
mal advantage of the position of the knight on 
f3, where it is excellently placed to control both 
the e5-square and the kingside. That is why h3 
is essential (to prevent ".~g4 and also the ma
noeuvre ".lZ:Jg4-e5 in combination with ".lZ:Jd7) 
and why the bishop goes to d3, where it covers 
e4 so that lZ:Jd2 is not necessary. 

Black has tried all sorts of plans. 
He can simply playa few developing moves, 

like 9...a6 10 a4 {Libd7 11 0-0 MeS, but the 
downside of this relaxed attitude is that it also 
allows White to complete his development at 
his leisure. for instance by 12 Mel or 12 ~f4. 

9...Me8 10 0-0 c4 is an attempt to hinder this 
easy plan of development. White now has to 
make up his mind whether to take on c4 and try 
to prove that he has an advantage after 11 ~xc4 

lZ:Jxe4 12 lZ:Jxe4 Mxe4 (and now 13 ~g5 or 13 

:~d3) or to maintain the tension and play 11 
~c2, allowing 11...b5. This position is hard to 
assess. The advance ".c4 gives Black chances 
for an attack on the queenside but it relin
quishes control over d4. 

9...b5 is even sharper and more concrete. It is 
also the most popular move, but Black needs to 
be aware of the latest theoretical developments 
here (as does White of course). 

The pa\vn on b5 may be captured in two dif
ferent \vays. 10 ~xbS is met by 10".tzJxe4! 11 
lZ:Jxe4 \\1Va5+ 12 lZ:Jfd2 'ihb5, when 13 lZ:Jxd6 
(D) brings about a critical position. 

B 

White is a pawn up but Black has the initia
tive and there are good prospects of regaining 
the pawn, for instance after 13".'iVa6 14lZ:J2c4 
lZ:Jd7 15 0-0 lZ:Jb6. 

10 {LixbS was initially met by the ultra-sharp 
10...cLixe4 11 ~xe4 MeS but once the vicious 
12lZ:Jg5 was discovered (the point being 12".h6 
13 lZ:Je6!) the somewhat calmer 10...Me8 be
came the new main line. If then 11 ctJc3 there is 
no objection to 1l...lZ:Jxe4 12 tLlxe4 f5 while 11 
lZ:Jd2 allows 11...lZ:Jxd5. Most players have pre
ferred the uncomplicated 11 a-a, returning the 
pawn immediately and hoping for a slight ad
vantage after 11."lZ:Jxe4 12 Mel. 

Fianchetto Variation 

6 lZ:Jf3 g6 
7 g3 (D) 

This scheme of development radiates mod
esty, yet in the long run it will be just as effective 
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as some of the sharper variations. In most cases 
White will play e4 anyway, but at a later stage 
and in a situation where the pawn will be safely 
protected by the bishop on g2. This strategy 
gives Black few targets for a swift counterattack. 

The Fianchetto Variation is also important 
for adherents of the Catalan Opening, who like 
to meet 1 d4 ctJf6 2 c4 e6 with 3 g3 and who 
need an answer to 3...c5. They have a choice of 
4 tLlB cxd4 5 It:Jxd4, transposing to a variation 
of the Symmetrical English (see page 213) and 
4 d5, which brings about the Modem Benoni 
after 4...exd5 5 cxd5 d6 6 .iLg2 g6 71tJc3 .iLg7 8 
ltJB. 

7 .iLg7 
8 .iLg2 0-0 
9 0-0 (D) 
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on .. /iJbd7; e.g., 9...a6 10 a4 ctJbd7. In this posi
tion White has played 11 e4, 11 .iLf4 and the 
classical 11 ltJd2. This last move in particular 
has been heavily analysed, and leads to surpris
ingly sharp play. After 1l...Me8 12 h3 Mb8 13 
ctJc4 Black has two ways of combining the de
fence of d6 with an attack against the well
placed lmight on c4: 13 ...ltJb6 and 13. ..QJe5. 
This latter move creates enormous complica
tions if White responds ambitiously with 14 
CtJa3, threatening 15 f4 followed by a return of 
the knight to c4. Now l4 ...ltJh5 tums the posi
tion into a highly explosive one. Black plans to 
meet 15 f4 with l5 ...ltJxg3! and, even sharper 
and very surprisingly, 15 g4 by a piece sacrifice: 
l5 ...~4!. Both lines are very dangerous for 
White and it is probably wise to play the solid 15 
e4 (D) instead. 
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This extremely complicated variatlOn re
quires very good preparation from both sides 
and, more than anything else, an excellent feel 
for the dynamics of the position. 

6 Cbf3 g6 7 ~f4 

6 tbf3 g6 
7 .iLf4 (D) 

We have seen the move .iLf4 popping up in 
several of the variations that we have exami~~ ~'iV_M~'/,,/////;. '////'''/ ~>// //",,// ined so far. It is a natural method of putting a 
finger on Black's weakest spot: the pawn on 

This is the starting point. d6. 
Black has several plans at his disposal, yet the In this particular case, there is a very con

most popular one has always been a set-up based crete motive behind 7 .iLf4, namely to meet 
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B 

7...~g7 with 8 ''i'a4+. This check practically 
forces the reply 8...~d7, when after 9 'ib3 (D) 
a critical position is reached. 

The initial reaction by Black was to play 
9...'ilc7, protecting both d6 and b7. However, . 
White then has plenty of time to develop his 
pieces very actively. Especially after 10 e4 0-0 
11 ctJd2 it is not easy for Black to get rid of the 
pressure. 

But in 1986 the Belgian player Luc Winants 
introduced a much more aggressive reply to 
White's opening idea, namely 9...bS, which is a 
pawn sacrifice in two ways. If 10 ~xd6, Black 
takes over the initiative by playing 10....'i'b6 11 
~eS 0-0 12 e3 c4. If 10 ctJxb5, play becomes 
even more complicated, especially if Black 
chooses to sacrifice another pawn by 1O...~xbS 

11 'ilxbS+ ctJbd7 12 ~xd6 ctJe4 13 ~eS 0-0. 
White is lagging behind in development and 
has to be extremely careful. 

Anyone not wishing to enter (or to study!) 
these sharp lines will probably be more inter
ested in 7...a6, which avoids such complica
tions. )Jow the routine reply 8 a4 (the alternative 
is to play 8 e4, allowing 8...bS, which is looked 
upon as rather unclear) gives Black the oppor
tunity to play 8...~g7 without being troubled 
by a check on a4. This is likely to transpose (or 
be very similar) to the Classical Variation after, 
for instance, 9 e4 ~g4. 

Benko (or Volga) Gambit 

3 b5 (D) 

w 

The two different names for this gambit not 
only reflect its historical background. They also 
express a fundamental difference in interpreta
tion of this surprising pawn sacrifice. 

'Volga Gambit' is the older name. It dates 
from a time when 3...bS was played with the in
tention offollowing up with ...e6, trying to break 
down White's pawn-centre. This idea bears a 
strong resemblance to the Blumenfeld Gambit, 
which I briefly discussed earlier in this chapter. 

But around 1970, Pal Benko demonstrated a 
totally different way of looking at the position 
after 4 cxbS. It was then (or, to be more pre
cise: a few years later, when his ideas were 
duly recognized and appreciated) that 3...bS 
was promoted from 'a dubious gambit' to a 
fully-fledged opening and that it was renamed 
the Benko Gambit. 

Strictly speaking, we are talking about two 
different openings here, but the Benko version 
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is completely predominant these days. Never
theless, the spirit of the old Volga Gambit still 
lingers in the shadows. The breaking-down of 
White's pawn on d5 by means of ...e6 remains 
an important strategic motif. Especially in those 
lines where White does not take on a6 after 4 
cxb5 a6, the earlier version of this opening is 
still recognizable. 

The Benko Gambit occupies a place of its 
own within the Benoni complex. It is a pure 
sacrifice. Black is not giving up a pawn in the 
hope or even the certainty that he will regain his 
lost material; his sole intent is to take advantage 
of the positional pluses that compensate for the 
missing pawn. Remarkably, these pluses are of 
an almost entirely positional nature. Despite 
the fact that the game starts with a pawn sacri
fice, play does not usually become unduly 
sharp or tactical. 

What is asked of Black, then, is mainly a 
psychological quality: he should not feel un
comfortable with his slight material deficit. 

4 cxb5 
Over the years many attempts have been 

made to avoid this move and steer the game in a 
different direction. but without success. 

4 t.LJf3 (D) is probably the best of these alter
natives. 
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It is a sound enough move, but not very pow
erful. White is hoping for 4...bxc4, when 5 t.LJc3 
followed by 6 e4 leads to a more 'normal' 
Benoni-type position, but Black has some ex
cellent alternatives. He can either play 4...b4, 
depriving the queen's knight of its natural square 

c3, or he can maintain the tension by 4...g6 or 
4... j,b7. There is also 4...e6, transposing to the 
Blumenfeld Gambit (see page 145). 

4 a4 has also been tried. While refusing to 
accept Black's pawn sacrifice, White does in
sist on clarifying the situation. Here too 4...b4 
is a good reply, but 4...bxc4 also becomes more 
attractive now that White has weakened his 
pawn-structure on the queenside (having given 
up control over b3 and b4). 

4 ... a6 
5 bxa6 

In this position, however, White does have 
some fully acceptable alternatives. 

To begin with, refusing the gambit by play
ing 5 b6 (D) is an option. 
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At first sight it may look a bit sheepish to re
turn the pawn in such a blunt way and in a posi
tion where it seems so natural to take on a6, but 
one who has been made to feel the strength of 
the Benko Gambit may well appreciate the fact 
that there will be no bishop on a6 and that the 
a-file remains closed. In fact, White often takes 
the initiative on the queenside himself in this 
line. After 5..:'liVxb6 6 CLlc3 d6 7 e4 g6, for in
stance, 8 a4 is a popular move, forcing Black to 
decide whether he wants to allow 9 a5, seri
ously cramping his queenside, or to play 8...a5, 
giving up the b5-square. Either way Black will 
not be able to get the kind of active play on the 
queenside that he is expecting in a Benko Gam
bit. An alternative is to play 5...e6. in the spirit 
of the old Volga Gambit that we shall consider 
later on. 
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5 e3 is another important alternatiYe. This 
:00 may seem a bit clumsy at fIrst sight. but it is 
a far more profound move than it looks. "YVhile 
accepting the sacrifIce. White concentrates on 
:leutralizing Black's initiative on the queenside. 
rather than going for a quick CLJc3 and e4. This 
line was particularly popular in the 1980s and it 
can easily lead to very complicated positions 
indeed. especially if Black decides to put him
self in 'refutation mode' by launching an all-out 
attack against dS: 5...axb5 6 i,xbS '~'aS+ 7 
;2Jc3 ~b7 (D). 

Now, if 8 i,d2 'i'b6 9 'i'b3 Black has the 
powerful 9 e6, when the obvious reply 10 e4 
runs into 1O CLJxe4! 11 CLJxe4 ~xdS. In this po
sition 12 'i'd3 is the only move to keep every
thing protected but Black then has not only 
12...f5 but also 12..."Iib7 (the idea being to meet 
13 f3 with 13 ...c4! 14 i,xc4 i,xc4 IS 'i'xc4 dS 
and Black regains the piece), with tremendous 
complications in both cases. In order to avoid 
this chaotic situation, 8 CLJe2 has been tried, giv
ing up d5 without a fight but hoping to take ad
vantage of White's slight lead in development. 

If Black plays 5...g6, things are less confus
ing. Black makes no attempt to refute S e3 and 
simply adopts a normal Benko strategy. After 6 
CLJc3 i,g7 7 CLJf3 0-0, for instance, 8 a4 is a 
characteristic move. "'ihite is hoping to prevent 
his opponent's usual counterplay on the queen
side by keeping a fIrm grip on the bS-square. In 
the long run, however, this plan is not without 
risk, because the weakness of b3 and b4 may 
make itself felt in the end. 

\Vhen theoretical developments in the S e3 
line finally slowed down a little around 1990, 
another variation became popular: the sharp 5 
f3 (D). 

White returns the pawn to build up a strong 
pawn-centre. One critical position arises after 
5...axb5 6 e4 'i'aS+ 7 ~d2 b4 8 CL:la3! intending 
CL:lc4. Another principled reaction is 5...e6, the 
original Volga Gambit theme, which leads to 
very difficult and highly dynamic positions, es
pecially ifWhite takes up the gauntlet and plays 
6 e4 exdS 7 eS. It is more in line with standard 
Benko Gambit strategy simply to play 5...g6 6 
e4 d6, without worrying whether this is perhaps 
relatively better for Wl1ite than the S bxa6 main 
lines, a difference which is very hard to assess 
in any case. 

5 ~xa6 

The decisive factor in understanding the 
Benko Gambit, which it has been Pal Benko's 
outstanding merit to unearth, is that there is 
absolutely no need for Black to hurry. By open
ing the a- and b-f1les, his counterplay on the 
queenside has already started, unnoticed by 
anyone! 

The Oliginal idea of the Volga Gambit was to 
eliminate dS by playing 5...e6. hoping in due 
course to play ...dS, so that it would in the end 
be Black who occupies the centre. However, 
this plan is less likely to succeed here than in 
the Blumenfeld Gambit, because after 6 CLJc3 
exdS 7 CL:lxdS CL:lxdS 8 'i'xdS CL:lc6 9 e3 White 
has no trouble in completing his kingside de
velopment. 
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It is important to note that 5... ji,xa6 is the 
original Benko move-order, which is given as 
the main line here for the sake of systematic 
clarity, but that 5...g6 is in fact the most popular 
move nowadays. The idea is to avoid the vmia
tion 5 ji,xa6 6 g3 d6 7 ji,g2 g6 8 b3. By play
ing 5 g6, the bishop arrives on g7 a move 
earlier, which makes 6 g3 d6 71Lg21Lg7 8 b3? 
unplayable due to 8...lbfd7. In practically all 
other cases, 5...g6 will simply transpose to the 
5...1Lxa61ines. 

We now return to 5...1Lxa6 (D): 
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Now what does Black have for his pawn? 
This question had a sceptical ring to it before 

1970, a troubling and urgent one when Pal 
Benko and his fellow pioneers started scoring 
point after point from this position in the 1970s, 
until it finally became an existential question 
when players on the white side started to be
come really desperate. Many of them simply 
could not understand why and how things went 
wrong for them time and time again. 

It is perhaps the Benko Gambit's greatest 
strength that it is so extraordinarily difficult for 
White to get a grip on it by means of concrete 
variations. That is why the alternatives 5 b6, 5 
e3 and 5 f3 have become so important. They 
change the character of the game. 

As I have said before. the advantages of 
Black's opening play are of a positional nature. 
In the first place he has a lead in development. 
enlarged by the fact that the rook on a8 no lon
ger needs to be developed. its position on a8 al
ready being the best possible one. Secondly, the 

two open files on the queenside form an excel
lent attacking base. Black's standard plan is: 
bishop to g7, rooks to a8 and b8, queen to b6 or 
a5 and perhaps a knight manoeuvre to c4 (e.g . 
... lbbd7-b6-c4), or - in case White plays e4 - to 
d3 (...lba6-b4 or ...lbg4-e5). 

The latter aspect is already a clear indication 
that White's pawn-centre has lost a great deal of 
its usual strength now that the pawn on c4 has 
disappeared, and that it may even become a 
weakness. Not only is the d3-square a most un
pleasant Achilles' Heel in many cases, but the 
standard Benoni advance e4-e5 also loses much 
of its power now that the pawn on d5 is no lon
ger protected by a neighbour on c4. This means 
that Black has created attacking chances for 
himself on the queenside and reduced his oppo
nent's chances on the kingside and in the centre 
at the same time! 

Besides, and this is perhaps the strangest 
aspect of the Benko Gambit, an exchange of 
pieces, normally a standard method of capital
izing on a material advantage, does not neces
sarily have the desired effect in this case. The 
structural advantages of Black's position do not 
fade away in the endgame. If anything, in many 
cases their importance only increases. Paradox
ically' this makes the Benko Gambit one of 
Black's safest openings not only of the Benoni 
complex, but of the entire range of 1 d4 open
ings. 

White has two main lines. The most popular 
one is to play 6 lbc3 followed by 7 e4. 

There is, however, no consensus as to the 
value of exchanging of bishops on fl. Many 
players prefer the Fianchetto Variation (6 g3), 
whereby White avoids the exchange and delays 
e4. 

3... b5 4 cxb5 a6 5 bxa6 i.xa6 
6 {z'Jc3 

6 lbc3 (D) 
In spite of all the alternatives that have been 

developed over the years. this natural develop
ing move has always been White's most princi
pled reaction. 

6... g6 
7 e4 
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Fianchetto Variation 

6 g3 (D) 

B 

White does not worry about giving up the 
right to castle 'regularly' since it requires very 
little effort to castle 'by hand' in this position. 

7 iLxfi 
8 ~xn d6 
9 g3 iLg7 

10 'It>g2 0-0 
11 LLlf3 LLlbd7(D) 

This is the most important starting position 
of this main line. Black is ready to execute the 
standard plan of playing 12...'ilb6 or 12...~a5. 

followed by 13 ...Mfb8. A modern variation on 
this theme is to play 12...Ma6 (or 12...Ma7) and 
13 ... 'ila8. With a queen on a8, a pawn-break in 
the centre with ... e6 becomes interesting. It 
will at least make the white king feel uneasy 
on g2. 

White's standard moves are 12 Mel and 12 
h3 (preventing ...LLlg4-e5). He will have to try 
to develop his queenside very cautiously. 

White postpones e4 and avoids an exchange 
of bishops. The underlying idea is that with all 
his pieces still in play, Black will have some 
slight coordination problems. White is in effect 
trying to use his traditional Benoni space ad
vantage even in this position. 

6 d6 
7 iLg2 g6 (D) 

8 LLlc3 
When discussing the relative merits of 5...g6 

and 5...iLxa6, I already mentioned the subtle al
ternative 8 b3, which is the reason why most 
players prefer 5...g6 these days. 8 b3 neutral
izes the dangerous bishop on g7. After 8...,i,g7 
9iLb2 0-0 White will have to develop his king's 
knight via h3, because 10 LLlf3 iLb7 would 
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leave the d-pawn very vulnerable (11 4::lc3 4::lxd5 
being obviously not what White intended whcn 
he played 8 b3), but this should not be a prob
lem since there is an excellent square for this 
knight on f4. 

8 :1Lg7 
9 lZlf3 ';'LJbd7 (D) 
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This is the most important starting position 
for the Fianchetto Variation. 

Strategically the problems are the same as in 
the 6 4::lc3 line, but tactically there are some 
major differences. 

Initially 10 0-0 was played almost unani
mously, with Black replying equally casually 
10...0-0. For decades no one knew how White 
should develop his pieces in this position until it 
finally became clear that 11 ~c2 followed by 12 
B,dl is probably best. White plans to consolidate 
his queenside with B,bl, b3 and perhaps :1Lb2. 
With this conclusion fmnly established, the im
mediate 11 ;g:bl followed by b3 turned out to be 
an equally sound way of carrying out this plan. 

To prevent these manoeuvres, the idea was 
developed to play 10../Db6 instead of 10...0-0. 
Not only does this prevent 11 'iic2, but also 11 
B,bl is now dubious because of 11...:1Lc4! at
tacking both a2 and dS. This was rather disap
pointing from White's point of view because it 
meant that he would have to fall back on other 
schemes of development, like 11 B,el 0-0 12 e4, 
for which enthusiasm had never been over
whelming. 

At the start of the 21st century, however, the 
ingenious 10 B,b1 (D) was discovered. 
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Now White is just in time to meet 1O, ..CLJb6 
with the simple 11 b3, preventing] l...i.c4. If 
11. ..:1Lb7, White does not play 12 e4, which 
would bc problematic after l2...~a6, but 12 
lZlh4. This protects dS and allows White gradu
ally to develop his queenside, An easing of the 
pressure on his position then finally comes in 
sight. Of course the knight is not well placed on 
h4, but if all goes well, this is a temporary draw
back only. 



Other 1 d4 CZJf6 Openings
 

1 d4 cuf6 (D) 

HI 

Generally speaking, the situation regarding 
White's 2nd-move options is much the same as 
in the position after 1 d4 d5. In the majority of 
games 2 c4 is played, intending to take com
plete control over the centre with 3 4Jc3 and 4 
e4. 

Second place in the hierarchy is occupied by 
2 4Jf3, which may be intended either as the first 
part of a scheme of development which does 
not include c4, or as a simple postponement of 
c4. In the latter case it is used as a clever ploy to 
avoid certain openings that are feasible only af
ter an immediate 2 c4, like the Benko Gambit 
and the Budapest Gambit. 

2 i.g5, the Trompowsky Attack, is a wholly 
different move. This relatively young opening 
has been particularly popular in Great Britain 
during the last three decades. Instead of jug
gling with ultra-subtle moves to reach a slightly 
more favourable version of this opening or to 
avoid a slightly inferior version of that varia
tion, White radically enters new territory. 

Other moves also leave the well-trodden 
paths of opening theory behind. Moves like 2 
e3, 2 c3 or 2 i.f4 are certainly playable, but 
there is nothing to know about them. Because 

they do not put any immediate pressure on the 
opponent. there are no problems to be solved. 

Things are different if White plays 2 4Jc3, 
which is really like saying "I would like to play 
an I e4 opening after all, if you do not mind". If 
Black does mind and plays the most logical re
ply 2...dS to prevent 3 e4, we find ourselves in 
the Richter-Veresov Opening (see page 55). 

2 c4 

2 c4 (D) 

In the previous chapters we have discussed 
the consequences of 2...e6, 2...g6 and 2...c5. 
There are a few other possibilities which are not 
as popular as these 'major' openings, but which 
are quite interesting nevertheless. 

The soundest of these alternatives is 2...d6, 
the Old Indian Defence. Black wants to play 
...e5, a solid positional motif which we have al
ready encountered in the King's Indian De
fence. 

Strictly speaking though, it is not necessary 
to make any preparations for ...e5, as is shown 
by the existence of the Budapest Gambit: 2...e5. 
Anyone happening to notice that this pawn is 
actually en prise will understand, however, that 
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this radical opening is far from self-evident. 
Still, it is an attempt to grab the initiative that is 
not to be underestimated. It is in fact quite a fa
vourite with some players who like to provoke 
their opponents. 

2...tLlc6 (D) is also provocative, but in a dif
ferent way. 
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This opening is of recent origin, and has been 
dubbed the Black Knights Tango although the 
name is not universally used, but it can boast a 
steadily growing number of devotees. Here too, 
the idea is to play 3...e5 (after 3 LZJc3 for in
stance) but it also challenges White to play 3 d5. 
The idea is to reply 3... tLle5 followed by 4...e6, 
hoping to develop some serious counterplay by 
attacking the enemy centre pawns. 

2...b6 is nameless yet this is a far older open
ing than 2...tLlc6. It is actually a rudimentary 
fonn ofthe Queen's Indian Defence, developed 
in the 1920s, but recently taken up again by 
some as a way to throw the opponent out of the 
theory books. After 3 tLlc3 .ib7, 4 tLlf3 will 
transpose to a regular Queen's Indian following 
4...e6, but White can take up the challenge by 
playing 4 d5 or 4 ·i/c2. 

Old Indian Defence 

2 ... d6 (D) 

As is suggested by the name. this is one of 
the oldest interpretations of the opening move 
1...tLlf6. Black allows his opponent to build up a 
broad pawn-centre with 3 tLlc3 and 4 e4. a 
strategy which was revolutionary a century ago. 
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but his plan to create a foothold in the centre by 
playing ...e5 is based on classical principles. 

The Old Indian Defence has acted as a pre
cursor of the more dynamic King's Indian, 
where Black fianchettoes his bishop first and 
makes a decision about playing ...e5 later, de
pending on White's scheme of development. 
The Old Indian Defence is characterized by a 
more modest development of the dark-squared 
bishop: ....ie7, which is why many theory books 
have labelled the Old Indian a passive opening. 
As usual such a label is inaccurate. It conceals a 
complex and fascinating reality. It must also be 
borne in mind that Black can still switch to a 
King's Indian by playing ...g6 in the next few 
moves, so White needs to take this into account 
when choosing his reply. 

3 tLlc3 
White can temporarily prevent ...e5 by play

ing 3 tLlrJ, reaching a position which also occurs 
quite frequently via 1 tLlf3 or I d4 tLlf6 2lZJf3. 

Though not a bad move. 3 tLlf3 gives Black a 
few extra options that he does not have after 3 
tLlc3. Developing the bishop to f5 (3....if5) be
comes slightly more attractive now that White 
can no longer prepare a quick e4 with moves 
like f3 or g3 and .ig2, but 3....ig4 is also quite 
interesting. 3...tLibd7 is the way to stick to the 
classical plan of playing ... e5. And of course, 
3...g6Ieads to King's Indian terrain with White 
committed to an early lZJf3, 

3... e5(D) 
This straightforward move does not really 

have what can be called a disadvantage objec
tively, but some players do prefer to play the 
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:lreparatory move 3...tLlbd7 in order to avoid 
:he possible exchange of queens after 4 dxeS. 

3...i.f5 is a much sharper variation which 
came into fashion around 1985. On the face of 
it. preventing e4 in this way seems totally point
less because what is Black to do now after the 
simple reply 4 1'3? The point is that if Black nOlI' 

plays 4...eS, White is committed to 5 e4, which 
can be met with S...exd4 6 'iVxd4 tLlc6. followed 
by 7...i.e6. The tempo lost with ...i.fS-e6 is 
compensated for by the attack on the white 
queen and an open, lively struggle, quite unlike 
the classical Old Indian variations, lies ahead. 
Another critical reaction to 3... i.fS though, is 
to prepare e4 by 4 g3 and S i.g2. 

It is also not too late to transpose to a King's 
Indian Defence by playing 3...g6. 

w 

4 tLlf3 
This move keeps the tension in the centre in

tact, while attacking the pawn on eS. 
The main alternative is to play the endgame 

after 4 dxe5 dxeS S "iVxd8+ Wxd8 6 tLl1'3, hop
ing to take advantage of the somewhat shaky 
position of Black's king on d8. 

Closing the centre with 4 d5, though cer
tainly not bad. is not likely to worry an oppo
nent who feels at home in the King's Indian 
Defence. After 4...g6 most players will feel that 
White has limited his options by having com
mitted himself to dS so early. 

4 tLlbd7 (D) 
The advance 4...e4 is critical for an evalua

tion of 4 tLl1'3, but this is not often seen in tour
nament practice. It usually leads to a much 

more chaotic type of position than 4...tLlbd7. 
The crucial reply is S tiJgS i.fS 6 g4. White 
eliminates the potential bridgehead on e4 at the 
cost of his g-pawn. 

w 

This is the most important starting position 
of the Old Indian Defence. Three different ways 
for White to develop his position have grown 
into main lines. 

5 e4 is undoubtedly the most natural move. 
After S i.e7 White plays 6 i.e2 0-0 7 0-0, 
when 7 c6 followed by 8...a6. preparing ...bS, 
is the traditional plan for Black. It is not easy to 
start an attack against Black's very solid posi
tion. White's main weapon is to play dS at some 
point. Some players prefer to adopt a King's In
dian set-up by S...g6, seeking a transposition to 
a ...tLlbd7 Classical (see page lOS). 

Contrary to the situation in the King's Indian 
Defence, a fianchetto ofthe light-squared bishop 
does not fundamentally alter the character of 
the game in this case. If White plays 5 g3, the 
critical situation also arises after S...iL.e7 6 iL.g2 
0-0 7 0-0 c6 8 e4 a6. 

On the other hand, 5 iL.gS does alter the situ
ation. White radically prevents a belated switch 
to the King's Indian (S g6? runs into 6 dxeS 
dxeS 7 tLlxeS!) while S !iLe7 can now be met 
aggressively by 6 e3 0-07 "iVc2, when Black has 
to take a possible kingside attack, based on 
0-0-0 and g4, into account. 

Budapest Gambit 

2 e5 (D) 
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What a contrast with the Old Indian move 
2...d6 that we have just seen! Still, there is one 
similarity between these two diametrically op
posed openings: they are of the same age. The 
Budapest Gambit was brought to the attention 
of the chess world around 1917, when several 
Hungarian players started using it to good ef
fect. Although occupying a relatively modest 
place in the opening books, it has always had its 
loyal devotees. 

Black is disturbing the positional balance 
and is looking to complicate the game by creat
ing tactical problems. However, these tactical 
complications will only arise if White goes for 
an all-out refutation of the gambit, especially if 
he decides to hang on to the extra pawn. If he 
behaves as if nothing has happened, retums the 
pawn and develops his pieces, the position will 
'normalize' and White may be justified in count
ing 011 a small positional advantage. Anyone 
wishing to play the Budapest Gambit must be 
prepared (technically, but also mentally) for ei
ther of these approaches. 

3 dxeS ct:Jg4 (D) 
Even sharper (and weirder!) is 3...ct:Je4. the 

Fajarowicz Gambit. Black is not concemed 
with winning back the gambit pawn and tries to 
unnerve his opponent by creating vague threats 
along the eI-aS diagonal instead. 4 'ilc2 j,b4+ 
5 tt:ld2 dS! 6 exd6 iLfS 7 dxc7 '':Jlixc7 would be a 
dream scenario for Black, transforming the 
vague threats into an attack with the force of a 
hurricane. 4 ?jf3 iLb4+ 5 iLd2 t,!Jxd2 6 tt:lbxd2 
ctJc6 7 a3 iLxd2+ 8 '!j'xd2, 'normalizing' the 
position, is much more solid. 
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4 iLf4 
The most level-headed way of temporarily 

hanging on to the extra pawn. 
The rather impulsive 4 f4, though providing 

radical protection for eS, does a lot of damage 
to White's pawn-structure and is probably ex
actly what Black would be hoping for. After 
4. ooiLcS 5 t,!Jh3 d6 there can be no doubt that 
Black has sufficient compensation for the small 
material deficit. 

4 'liId4 is less draconian, yet this too, like 4 
f4, is a relatively rare bird in tournament prac
tice. Black's best answer is the uncompromis
ing 4" .d6, giving top priority to fast piece 
development. 

Rather more important are two other moves 
that are based on a totally different strategy: 
White does not worry about defending his pawn 
on eS and concentrates on developing his posi
tion quickly and harmoniously. 

Of these, 4 e4 (D) is certainly the sharper. 
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After 4...ctJxe5 White continues 5 f4, \\hen 
5...ctJec6 (or 5...ttJg6) leads to a position where 
it is unclear whether White's centre will turn 
out to be weak or strong in the end. 

4 ctJf3 is a much more modest move. Black 
regains the pawn very easily with 4 ... i.c5 5 e3 
tLlc6. Now 6 ctJc3 ctJgxe5 7 xe2 0-0 8 0-0, for 
instance, leads to a situation where Black will 
not find it so easy to get his teeth into his oppo
nent's position as after 4 e4, but he also has far 
less to worry about. 

4 ctJc6 
The crazy-looking 4,..g5 is a move very much 

in the spirit of the Budapest Gambit, but while 
this move makes it easier for Black to regain his 
pawn, the resulting gash in his kingside pawn
formation puts off all but the boldest or most 
reckless players. 

5 ctJf3 xb4+ (D) 

This is the most important starting position 
of the Budapest Gambit. 

White faces a fundamental decision, reflect
ing his personal style and temperament. Black 
will have to feel at ease with either possibility. 

6 tLJc3 is the most ambitious move. White 
safeguards his extra pawn, because 6...xxc3+ 
7 bxc3 V/ile7 can be met with 8 V/ild5. Amazingly, 
although this is one of the oldest variations of 
the Budapest Gambit, there is still very little 
theoretical clarity about this position. Black 
continues 8.. .f6 9 exf6 ctJxf6 10 V/ild3 d6 (D). 

White's weakened pawn-structure on the 
queenside and the many open lines for Black's 
pieces definitely compensate to a certain extent 

for the missing pawn, but to what extent ex
actly? 

But if you are looking forward to trying your 
hand at this double-edged variation, the alterna
tive 6 ctJbd2 may come as a cold shower. White 
does not want to risk a doubling of his pawns 
and sticks to a strategy of simple and sound de
velopment. 6.. "fJie7 7 e3 tLJgxe5 8 ctJxe5 ctJxe5 
9 xe2 will give him an improved version of 
the 4 tbn xc5 5 e3 line, because his dark
squared bishop is actively placed on f4, while 
its counterpart is not really being very useful 
on b4. 

2 t{Jf3 

2 ctJf3 (D) 

B 

Most players will react to this move in the 
same way as they would to 2 c4. If you want to 
playa King's Indian or a Grlinfeld, you will 
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play 2...g6. If it is a Nimzo- or Queen's Indian 
you are thinking about, it will be 2...e6. 

But if you want to playa Benoni, things are 
different. If he so wishes, Black can play 2...c5 
and tum this into an independent way of coun
tering 2 CLlf3. In other words: this could be an 
attempt to 'punish' White for not playing 2 c4, 
because after 2 i:tJf3 c5 3 d5 Black has a few 
possibilities that are not available after 2 c4 c5 3 
d5. But if Black plays 2...c5, thinking that this 
is jusL another way of playing the Benoni, he 
may be in for an unpleasant surplise, be(;ause in 
that case White also has an important possibil
ity which is not available after 2 c4 c5. Very 
confusing of course, so both players will have 
to know exactly what they are doing. 

Another possibility for Black is to say good
bye to the l...CLlf6 openings and play 2...d5, 
heading for a Queen's Gambit. This move
order (l d4 LLlf6 2 iZJf3 d5 rather than 1 d4 d5) 
may be attractive to those who would like to 
playa Queen's Gambit, but who have a prob
lem with certain variations that are only avail
able to White after 1.. .d5 and not if the game 
starts 1 d4 IZJf6 2 EiJf3 d5. For insLarKe. if 3 c4 
e6 4 tZic3 iLe7 White no longer has the option 
of playing the strongest subvariation of the Ex
change Variation of the Queen's Gambit De
clined (see page 22), or, in the Queen's Gambit 
Accepted (3 c4 dxc4), the variation 3 e4 (see 
page 40) is not available in this move-order. 

2 CZJf3 g6 

2 g6 (D) 
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CHESS OPENINGS 

Now it is White's tum to lay his cards on the 
table, Ifhe still does not want to play 3 e4, with
out excluding the possibility of transposing to 
either the King's Indian or the GrLinfeld De
fence by playing c4 on one his next moves, he 
might want to consider 3 g3. 

If White has made up his mind to steer clear 
of these 'major' openings, he has 3 £f4, 3 iLg5, 
or - excluding an early c4 rather emphatically 
3 CUe3. 

2 ?.21f3 g6 3 g3 

3 g3 (D) 
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This is a modern and SUbtle variation, whieh 
is mainly intended to confuse an opponent who 
wants to playa King's Indian Defence. White 
leaves his opponent guessing whether he will 
play c4. 

The most important starting position arises 
after 3 :1g7 4 iLg2 0-0 5 0-0. Now, if Black 
plays 5 d5, White does not really have a fully 
fledged alternative to 6 c4, which is a Griinfeld 
(see page 136), alLhough 6 tZibd2 is sometimes 
played. But against 5...d6, the King's Indian 
set-up, there are a few alternatives to 6 c4 (see 
page (14) that need to be taken very seriously. 
For instance, White can play 6 QJc3, intending 
to transpose to a line of the Pirc Defence with 7 
e4, or he can play 6 b3, choosing a set-up which 
does not give Black the usual King's Indian tar
gets for a counterattack, but without entirely 
giving up rhe option of playing (;4 at a later mo
ment. 

1 
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2 ciJf3 g6 3 ~f4 

3 .1f4(D) 

This is a set-up that we have already consid
ered in the chapter on 1 d4 d5 2 'Df3. White 
leaves the well-trodden paths of opening theory 
and chooses a simple and sound scheme of de
velopment for his pieces. It is a variation par 
excellence for those who do not have the time 
or the inclination to study opening theory. But 
this does not imply that this is a low-level varia
tion! In fact it is popular at all levels. Even a top 
player sometimes feels the need for a day with
out heavy opening preparation. 

Black can react in several ways. The first 
thing that comes to mind is to playa quick ...e5 
in order to make the bishop feel unwelcome on 
1'4. For instance, after the natural continuation 
3...iLg7 4 e3 0-0 5 iLe2 d6 6 0-0, Black can 
play 6...CZJbd7 7 h3 (to prepare a retreat-square 
forthe bishop) 7...~e8, when 8...e5 is unstop
pable. Another healthy idea is to play ...c5; for 
example, 6...c5 7 c3 b6 8 CZJbd2 .1b7 and 
Black develops his kingside first before com
mitting himself to any form of action in the 
centre. 

2 CZ'lf3 g6 3 ~g5 

3 .1g5 (D) 
The same can be said about the difference be

tween this move and 3 .11'4 as I already did in the 
coverage of I d4 d5 2 CZJD. A development of 
the dark-squared bishop to g5 is slightly more 

aggressive because it introduces the possibility 
of .1xf6 and because it challenges Black to re
ply with sharp moves like ...CZJe4 or ...h6. 

With a bishop on g5, many players feel that 
they can do better than a quiet set-up based on 
e3. After 3...iLg7 4 CZJbd2, with possible ideas 
of e4, Black can prevent this advance altogether 
with the solid 4...d5, or he can try 4...0-0. Then 
the straightforward 5 e4 can be met by 5...d6 6 
c3, when 6...CZJbd7 7 iLc4 e5 and 6...c5 are 
both ways to attack White's centre in true 
King's Indian spirit. He can also seek to show 
up White's central advance as premature by 
playing 5...d5!?, meeting 6 e5 with 6...CZJe4. 
Therefore White often plays the slower 5 c3, 
when Black can again choose between 5...d5 
or 5...d6. 

2 CZ'lf3 g6 3 CZ'lc3 

3 CZJc3 (D) 

B 
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White is confronting his opponent with the 
same decision as in the variation 3 iLg5 iLg7 4 
tLlbd2 above: should he allow e4? 

Naturally, with a knight on c3 blocking its 
own c-pawn, playing 3...d5 becomes much more 
self-evident. This brings about a kind of Rich
ter-Veresov Opening (see page 55). White's 
scheme of development is 4 j"f4 j"g7 5 e3 0-0 
6 i.e2, often followed by a timely CLle5. 

3...d64 e4 :tLg7 is a choice in favour of a Pirc 
Defence. 

2 ilJf3 e6 

2 e6 (D) 
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Again, White has a choice of several altema
tives to 3 c4. 

The longest standing of these is 3 iLgS, the 
Torre Attack. Unlike most of the 2...g6 varia
tions given above, this line has been researched 
and charted fairly well. 

3iLf4 is a more reserved move, emphatically 
avoiding any sort of mainstream theory. 

3 g3 is of much more recent origin than these 
two bishop moves. As in the variation 2u.g6 3 
g3, White plays a subtle game of 'threatening' to 
play c4 at some point, transposing to other open
ings, most notably in this case the g3 variation of 
the Queen's Indian Defence and the Catalan. 

Last but not least, the deceptively modest lit
tle move 3 e3 combines elements of the other 
three variations. It is solid, yet not without poi
son and there are several transpositional subtle
ties that need to be taken into account. 

CHESS OPENINGS 

Torre Attack 

3	 :tLg5 
To begin with, this move forces Black to 

think about a possible e4. It is not easy to judge 
whether a variation like 3...h6 4 ~xf6 \ilxf6 5 
e4 is good for White because of his perfect 
pawn-centre or for Black thanks to his pair of 
bishops. The same goes for 3...b6 4 e4 h6, forc
ing 5 ~xf6. 

Though of a different nature, the problem of 
how to assess 3...dS is also quite difficult, as we 
have seen in the section on 1 d4 d5 2 tLlf3 tLlf6 
where this position was reached via 3 ~g5 e6 
(see page 53). 

All these variations occupy their legitimate 
place in the books (and in practice), yet the 
most popular move has always been the flexible 
and aggressive... 

3... c5 
White cannot treat this as a Benoni. because 4 

d5 is not an option. Nor is 4 e4 a serious move, 
now that Black can simply reply 4...cxd4, meet
ing 5 e5 with 5...h6 6 ~h4 g5. 

4	 e3 (D) 
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This is the starting position of the Torre At
tack. 

The variation is named after the Mexican 
player Carlos Torre, who celebrated many tri
umphs with it in the 1920s, including a famous 
win over world champion Emanuel Lasker in 
1925, which continued 4...cxd4 5 exd4 ~e7 6 
tLlbd2 d6 7 c3 &2Jbd7 8 ~d3 b6 9 tDc4 ~b7 10 
~e2 '~c7 11 0-00-0 12 l:Jel l:.fe8 13 .l:.adl 
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and ended in the total annihilation of Black's 
kingside, This unmistakable attacking poten
tial in combination with the natural simplicity 
of White's opening play made the variation 
quite popular. 

It is not easy to disturb the execution of this 
scheme of development. 4...~b6 is the sharpest 
attempt, resulting in a rather murky position af
ter 5l2Jbd2 ~xb2 6 itd3 (D), 

B 

It is absolutely unclear if White has enough 
compensation, but so many black players have 
fallen victim to this pawn sacrifice that it has 
become a variation 'for specialists only'. Most 
of the less well-prepared prefer a quieter move, 
like 4...ite7, postponing the choice between a 
...d6 and a ."d5 set-up, The light-squared bishop 
may be developed on b7, as Lasker did in the 
above game, but an immediate fianchetto with 
4...b6?! is not to be recommended because of 
the very surprising 5 d5! (D), 

B 

The point is that if 5",exd5 White simply 
continues 6 CLJc3, winning back the pawn, when 
White can be very satisfied about having cre
ated a nasty crack in Black's pawn-structure on 
d5, Black can play 6",itb7, but after the contin
uation 7 itxf6 ~xf6 8 ~2'Jxd5 he cannot strike 
back with 8".itxd5 9 'i'xd5 'il'xb2? because 
this \vould simply lose a rook after 10 :!,dL 

2 i2Jf3 e6 3 i,f4 

3 itf4(D) 

B 

Unlike 3 itg5, this is a move which leaves 
the opponent a practically free hand. Here too 
the most popular reply is 3...c5, when 4 e3 
'i'b6 again leads to enormous complications, 
but almost any other scheme of development is 
equally feasible. 

Those who have no objections to a transposi
tion to the 4 itf4 variation of the Queen's In
dian (see page 78) may want to play 3",c5 4 e3 
b6 or 3...b6, 

2 i2Jf3 e6 3 g3 

3 g3 (D) 

This can be an annoying move for players 
with a limited opening repertoire. Without an 
early c4, the possibility of a Bogo-Indian is 
ruled out, as are a number of Queen's Indian 
variations, To illustrate this, let us consider the 
implications of 3...b6 4 itg2 itb7 5 c4 (or 50-0 
ite7 6 c4). A standard position of the Queen's 
Indian has arisen, but only those who like to 
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play the 4 g3 j,b7 lines of that opening as 
Black will be happy about this. The 4 g3 j,a6 
variation, arguably the most important part of 
modem-day Queen's Indian theory, has been 
bypassed. 

The same goes for 3...d5, inviting a direct 
transposition to the Catalan Opening with 4 
c4. IfWhite plays 4 j,g2, delaying c4 for just a 
few moves, e.g. 4 ... j,e7 S 0-0 0-0 6 c4, then a 
player who feels at home in the 4 ...~e7 line of 
the Catalan (see page 2S) does not have a prob
lem, but someone who only has a 4 ...dxc4 
variation (see page 2S) in his repertoire will be 
in trouble. 

Less clear in this respect are the conse
quences of 3...c5 (D), a move which we have 
come to recognize as being tailor-made for any 
situation where White cannot reply d5. 
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opening knowledge of both players. If White 
responds with 4 c4, the situation is relatively 
simple: 4...cxd4 Sl:fJxd4 will transpose to a line 
of the Symmetrical English (see page 213). The 
implications of 4 j,g2 are more complicated. If 
Black then plays 4 ...l:fJc6 S 0-0 cxd4 6 l:fJxd4 
\!ib6, for instance, the situation strongly resem
bles the same line of the Symmetrical English, 
but because White has not (yet) played c4, the 
two are not identical and therefore difficult to 
compare. 

If Black plays S...dS (instead of S...cxd4 in 
the previous variation), transpositions literally 
abound. To name just a few: 6 c4 dxc4 is a Cata
lan (see page 2S), while 6...:JLe7 7 cxdS exdS is 
a Tarrasch Defence (see page 11). 

Finally, those who are not happy with any of 
these transpositions or who want to give the 
opening a face of its own may want to consider 
the 'improved Queen's Indian': 3...b5 (D). 
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Had Black ventured this bold advance on his 
first or second move, he would have had to face 
a quick e4 (or e3) with the bishop on fl opening 
the attack against bS at once. Now that White 
has played 3 g3, practically committing himself 
to a fianchetto, it is not so lisky to play ...b5. A 
similar idea can be seen in the variation 1 CiJf3 
l:fJf62 g3 bS (see page 260). 

2 et:Jf3 e6 3 e3 

3 e3 (D) 

In this case the juggling with transpositions This line is closely related to the Queen's 
to other openings continues, requiring a broad Pawn Game: 1 d4 dS 2l:fJf3 4'jf6 3 e3 (see page 
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B 

54). White's idea looks very modest, yet in the 
long run he is not at all intending to avoid a 
sharp fight. His plan is to continue 4 itd3, when 
he has a choice between c3 and ltJbd2, eyeing a 
possible advance in the centre based on e4. and 
a fianchetto of his queen's bishop. 

An interesting and possibly attractive feature 
of this line is that Black does not have a whole 
lot of choice. 3...c5 is celtainly a good start, but 
after 4 ~d3 his only realistic options are a set
up with ...d5 and one with ...b6. In the fonner 
case (an ilmnediate 4 ...d5 for instance) the game 
transposes to the above-mentioned line of the 
Queen's Pawn Game. In the latter case, 4...b6 5 
0-0 ~b7 gives White a choice between an im
mediate transition to the 4 e3 variation of the 
Queen's Indian Defence with 6 c4 (see page 88) 
or playing 6 ltJbd2 or 6 b3 with a possible c4 
continuing to hover over the board. 

2 CUf3 c5 

2 c5 
As I explained in the previous chapter, the 

name Benoni has always been used rather 
loosely. In the majority of cases it refers to vari
ations arising from I d4 ltJf6 2 c4 c5 3 d5, but 
there is a strong argument for calling any de
fence against 1 d4 which is based on .. .c5 a 
Benoni. 

Be that as it may, 2 1tJf3 c5 is the starting 
point for several interesting variations. some 
ancient and some modem, which cannot be 
reached via 2 c4. 

3 d5 (D) 

Apart from 3...e5??, which is clearly inad
visable here, Black now has the same candidate 
moves as in the analogous position after 2 c4 c5 
3 d5, namely 3...e6. 3...g6 and 3...b5. Only the 
consequences are different. 

2 CUf3 c5 3 d5 e6 

3 e6 (D) 

w 

Now 4 c4 transposes to the Modem Benoni 
(or a Blumenfeld if Black chooses 4...b5), but it 
is generally agreed that the critical test of this 
variation is 41tJc3. White wants to take back on 
d5 with a piece, not with a pawn. This will re
sult, after 4...exd5 5 ltJxd5 ltJxd5 6 'iixd5 and 
now, for instance, 6".iLe7 7 e4 0-0 8 iLc4, in a 
position where White may hope for a positional 
advantage thanks to his firm control over d5, 
the weak point in Black's pawn-fonnation, The 
whole variation would not be of theoretical 
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interest though if it were simply to White's ad
vantage. What makes it potentially attractive 
for Black is that there is no white pawn on d5 
cramping his position, as is the case in a 'regu
lar' Benoni. With moves like .. .cLlc6 and ...1Le6 
freely available, Black enjoys free and easy de
velopment for his minor pieces. 

2 I1:Jf3 c5 3 d5 g6 

3 g6 (D) 
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A comparison with 2 c4 variations shows ap
proximately the same result as did 3...e6. While 
4 c4 is a direct transposition to the Benoni, 4 
tLlc3 iLg7 5 e4 is seen as the most critical test of 
Black's opening. This is often called the Schmid 
Benoni. 

White is hoping that not having played c4 
will offer him benefits like greater mobility for 
his light-squared bishop and a calmer situation 
on the queenside, where the enemy now lacks a 
target for ...b5 operations. 

Black is hoping that there will be less pres
sure on his position without a white pawn on 
c4. so that he will be able to develop his pieces 
comfortably and perhaps play ...e6 (or ...b5 
anyway) at a later stage. 

A major starting position arises after 5...d6 6 
iLe2 0-0 7 0-0 tLla6. IfWhite now plays the natu
ral move 8 iLf4 Black will develop his queenside 
along the lines of 8...CUc7 9 a4 b6 and IO...~b7. 

Curiously though, the theoretical problems do 
not just lie in this position, as the road towards 
it is equally uncertain and open for debate. 

CHESS OPENINGS 

White may attempt to disorganize Black's posi
tion by inserting 6 ltb5+. If Black tries to avoid 
this problem by playing 5...0-0, he needs to 
consider 6 e5. 

2 LDf3 c5 3 d5 b5 

3 b5(D) 
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This is in effect an attempt to punish White 
for not having played 2 c4. All the 2 tLlf3 varia
tions that we have seen so far allow White, ifhe 
so chooses, to return to 'major' 1 114 openings 
by playing c4 at a later stage. After 3...b5 such a 
return is considerably less self-evident, because 
although 4 c4 is certainly possible, it brings 
about a mere side-line of the Benko Gambit 
(see page 154). IfWhite has nothing better than 
this, then 3... b5 is to a certain extent an argu
ment against 2 ~f3. 

But White does have a good alternative. By 
playing 4 iLg5, he threatens to regain control 
over the crucial c4-square. If 4...~b7, then 5 
iLxf6 exf6 6 e4 consolidates White's central 
position and Black's pawn on b5 will become 
an object of attack; e.g., 6 ... a6 7 a4. Black faces 
a dileIY'.ma here: should he protect his pawn on 
b5 where it will remain a target, or should he 
play 7...M, giving White a beautiful square for 
his pieces (especially a knight) on c4? 

The same can be said about 4•.•1]iJb6: White 
replies 5 itxf6 ':j'xf6 6 c3, to be followed by 7 
e4. 

4..,v2le4 is definitely the sharpest and proba
bly the most critical move. This takes the game 
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into virtually unknown territory, where both 
players will be facing unfamiliar problems. A 
position like the one mising after 5 ~h4 ~b7 6 
'iVd3 1'5 is totally unlike 'regular' Benoni posi
tions and requires ingenuity and a high degree 
of alertness from both players. 

Trompowsky Attack 

2 ~g5 (D) 

B 

This move has been known for a long time. It 
was named after the Brazilian player Trom
powsky, who experimented with it during the 
1930s and 1940s. But for about half a century 
all that could be said about 2 ~g5 was that it 
had a name but lacked a reputation (let alone a 
following). Until about 1980 the general idea 
was that Black needs no more than a few sound 
moves to show up the rashness of such an early 
development of the bishop. 

But during the 1980s the Trompowsky sud
denly gained an unheard-of popularity, first in 
Great Britain, then in the rest of the world. Lit
tle by little, vague positional judgements be
came more precise, clearly defined variations 
were developed and one by one all these 'sound 
moves' that Black had at his disposal turned 
out to be not quite so sound as had been 
thought. After about three decades of intense 
practical experience, the Trompowsky might 
now be described as on the one hand an open
ing like any other with a full-grown theoretical 
standing, while on the other it has retained 
something of that freshness and sparkle that is 

the true mark of a rebel opening. And it is still 
nothing like as overgrown with theory as the 2 
c4 openings I 

Black's most important options are the solid 
2...d5, the sharp 2.. .li:Je4 and the avant-garde 
move 2...e6. 

Other moves, like 2...c5 and 2...g6, for in
stance. are definitely playable, but do not figure 
as prominently in practice (any more) as these 
three main lines. 

2...c5 transposes to a position that we shall 
consider under 2...LLle4 if White replies 3 d5 
LLle4 4 .¥H4, but 3 ~xf6 is also a critical test. 
After 3...gxf6 4 d5 'iVb6 5 '&'cl we find our
selves in a typical Trompowsky middlegame, 
full of tension, where it is quite unclear which is 
the more influemial factor: Black's bishop-pair 
or the damage to his pawn-structure, which 
makes it harder for Black to become active in 
the centre than in a 'regular' Benoni. 

2...g6 3 ~xf6 exf6 4 e3 and now, for exam
ple, 4.. .f5 5 c4 ~g7 6 LLlc3 raises the same 
question, albeit in a slightly different form. 

In both cases it is very difficult to provide an 
answer, but what is clearly noticeable is that it 
is exactly in this evaluation that something has 
changed over the last thirty years. It used to be 
the players who dared to take up these varia
tions with the white pieces who were regarded 
as somewhat eccentric, whereas now playing 
them with Black is thought to be a bit strange. 

2 itg5 d5 

2 d5(D) 

w 
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While accepting a possible doubling of his 
f-pawns, Black refuses to give up any territory 
in the centre. Now, although White may equally 
well play the neutral move 3 e3, the most im
portant starting point of this line arises after the 
principled reply: 

3 ~xf6 exf6 
Although 3...gxf6 is also perfectly playable, 

the open e-file and the compact mass of pawns 
on the kingside make Black's position very 
solid after 3...exf6. Apparently this is what most 
players expect of 2...d5, because this is by far 
the most popular choice. 

4 e3 (D) 
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In this position 4...~d6 is usually played. If 
White then chooses the classical Queen's Gam
bit strategy of playing 5 c4, the reply 5...dxc4 6 
~xc4 0-0 7 CDc3 again confronts us with the 
question of what is more important: Black's 
bishop-pair or White's central pawn-majority? 
In this case the position is fairly open. \vhich in 
principle favours the two bishops, but on the 
other hand White's pawn on d4 gives him a 
strong hold on the centre. Again. it is hard to 
decide which is the more important of these 
two factors. Some players prefer a more modest 
approach, like 5 g3 c6 6 ~g2 f5 7 t2Jd2 [:21d7 8 
CDe2, keeping c4 in reserve. 

2 JLg5 ctJe4 

2 ... CDe4 
A logical and aggressive reply to White's 

second move. but it does put Black under an 

obligation. Unlike 1 d4 d5 2 etJf3 etJf6 3 ~g5 

CDe4, for instance, White will be in a position to 
chase back the knight with f3 after he has re
treated the bishop. Playing 2...CDe4 has to be 
part of a plan. 

3 ~f4 (D) 
This is a safer square for the bishop than h4. 

In fact, 3 ~h4 has a few very unexpected 
drawbacks. To begin with: after 3...c5 4 f3 
Black has the surprising rejoinder 4., .g5. Since 
5 ~g3 CDxg3 6 hxg3 would now leave White 
with a rather miserable position after a move 
like 6... 'iVb6, he is more or less forced to go for 
5 fxe4 gxh4, when White's pawn-formation is 
just as badly damaged as Black's. 

Another way to bring about this type of posi
tion is 3...g5, when after 4 f3 gx114 5 fxe4 Black 
not only has 5...c5 (transposing to the previous 
variation) but also 5...e5. 

Finally Black also has a more cautious plan 
for attacking the bishop on 114: 3...d5 4 f3 CDd6 
with 5...CDf5 to follow. 
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Now Black has to lay his cards on the table. 
The most solid move is undoubtedly 3...d5, 

but if White is willing to sacrifice a pawn with 4 
f3 CDf6 5 e4. even this will lead to sharp play. 
White is in effect playing a Blackmar-Diemer 
Gambit (see page 46) with the extra move ~f4 

thrown in for encouragement. If White leaves 
the chance of playing f3 unused, the game will 
take a much quieter course; e.g .. 4 e3 ~f5 5 
~d3 e6 6 [iJd2 CDxd2 with few complications. 

Generally speaking, the positions arising 
from 3...c5 are much harder to evaluate, let 
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alone to play. If 4 d5 Black has the sharp reply 
4...~b6, forcing his opponent to choose be
tween a passive defence of b2 and an unclear 
pawn sacrifice (5 CL'Jd2). If 4 f3 Black could try 
to disrupt White's pawn-formation even further 
by inserting a check on as. The idea is that after 
4...~a5+ 5 c3 &2Jf6 6 d5 the surprising 6... ~b6 

(D) again forces White to make a tricky deci
sion' this time with the added attraction of a 
hidden trap. 

w 

The aforementioned trap is 7~'d2? CL'Jxd5! 8 
1/ixd5 'i'xb2, winning material. Nevertheless, 
White can still hope for a 'normal' opening ad
vantage if he quietly defends his b-pawn with 7 
b3 or even 7 dtcl. In fact, this bizarre anti
development move very nicely illustrates the 
central idea of 2 dtg5: White provokes his op
ponent and challenges him to think for himself 
at an unusually early stage of the game. Even if 
White is forced to retreat his bishop to c I 
within just a few moves, the resulting position 
may well be very hard to evaluate. Has White 
simply lost time or has he provoked Black into 
some useless moves with his queen and knight? 

2 ~g5 e6 

2 e6 
A modern move. combining the soundness 

of 2...d5 \vith the dynamism of 2...CL'Je4. In fact 
Black is giving his opponent a taste of his own 
medicine here. for White is now confronted 
with a radical choice between a quiet move like 
3 e3 or 3 ?2Jd2, or the principled reply: 

3 e4 h6 
4 li,xf6 'ii"f6 (D) 

w 

Again a perfect pawn-centre is facing battle 
with a pair of bishops. Black has managed to 
keep his pawn-structure intact (no doubled 
pawns), but for the time being at least he has 
no influence in the centre whatsoever. 

This too is a variation that makes high de
mands on both players. Theory offers very little 
support. After 5 CL'Jf3 a position arises that is 
also of relevance to the Torre Attack, where it is 
reached via 1 d4 CL'Jf6 2 CL'Jf3 e6 3 ii.g5 h6 4 
~xf6 '>i'xf6 5 e4. However, many Trompowsky 
players prefer the more aggressive 5 CL'Jc3, leav
ing the f-pawn free to advance. 



Dutch Defence 

1 d4 f5 (D) 
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In a way, the Dutch Defence is the equivalent 
of 1 e4 c5, the Sicilian. Whereas 1...c5 is the 
natural alternative to L.e5 as a reply to 1 e4, in 
that both moves prevent the formation of the 
ideal pawn-centre with 2 d4. 1...f5 is the 'other' 
way of preventing 2 e4 if White plays I d4 and 
has been so since times immemOlial (or at least 
long before 1...lLlf6 was taken seriously). 

Both the Dutch and the Sicilian can be said 
to avoid a direct confrontation in the centre, i.e. 
in the one case 1 e4 e5 2 f4 and in the other 1 d4 
d5 2 c4. But while giving White a free hand on 
one flank, Black, in return for this generosity. 
emphatically claims domination on the other 
flank. 

This is a bold approach and just like the Si
cilian, the Dutch Defence is considered a sharp 
opening. Black avoids symmetry and rapid ex
changes and he makes no attempt to maintain a 
positional balance. Without worrying too much 
about what the opponent is doing. Black goes 
for his own chances. In short, this is an opening 
for the true fighter. 

The origins of the name Dutch Defence are 
shrouded in mystery, but they probably go back 
to a book by Elias Stein that was published in 

the Dutch city of The Hague in 1789, in which 
1...f5 as a reply to 1 d4 is warmly recom
mended. 

During the whole of the 19th century, the 
Dutch was considered to be the alternative to 
1...d5, until Steinitz and Tarrasch started teach
ing the basic elements of modern-day positional 
chess to the world and the Queen's Gambit De
clined became the one and only correct opening. 
The Dutch Defence, along with many others, 
was taken up to the attic, from where, in the 
course of the 20th century, it found its way back 
to the tournament halls only with great diffi
culty. Many antiquated variations had to be re
moved or cleaned up thoroughly before the 
Dutch was presentable again and able to com
pete with modem alternatives, like the 1 d4 ttJf6 
openings. Special credit should go to Botvinnik 
and Bronstein, who both made a decisive con
tribution to the revival of the Dutch Defence. In 
their match for the world championship in 1951 
it even was the most important opening: 

Since then a new and dangerous \veapon has 
been added to Black's arsenal: the Leningrad 
Variation, in which Black fianchettoes his King's 
bishop. This line became popular around 1980 
and it has yielded some excellent results. 

2	 g3 
Fianchettoing the bishop has become the 

most popular way of developing the kingside 
over the years. This makes the Dutch Defence 
the only 1d4 opening where a set-up based on 2 
c4 (and in many cases 3 ttJc3) is not the main 
line. This is to a large extent a matter of flexibil
ity. By playing 1...f5 Black makes it clear that he 
is not going to challenge White's superiority in 
the centre (at least not immediately) and there
fore it is not necessary for White to strengthen 
that central position by playing 2 c4. The prob
lems confronting \Vhite are more of a long
term nature: how do I develop my position in 
such a way as to be optimally prepared for all 
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possible plans that Black has at his disposal" 
The fianchetto of the light-squared bishop has 
proved its worth in this respect. From g2 the 
bishop will strengthen White's control over the 
important squares e4 and d5 and it will put 
pressure on the enemy queenside. It vvill also 
protect the white king if he decides to castle 
kingside, which is the most plausible choice in 
most variations. White will proceed to develop 
his queenside depending on Black's plan. In the 
Stonewall, for instance. it definitely has its ad
vantages to keep the queen's knight on b1 for a 
while, while in the Leningrad Variation, the 
move c4 is often postponed or even not played 
at all. 

Notwithstanding all this, 2 c4 ct:Jf6 3 ttJc3 
(D) remains a sound option. 

B 

As is the case after 2 g3 ct:Jf6 3 .1,g2, Black 
then has to make a fundamental decision as to 
how to structure his position. 

If Black is thinking about a Leningrad set
up, he faces the question of how dangerous the 
sharp attack 3...g6 4 h4! 7 is. The idea is to meet 
4... j,g7 with 5 h5 ttJxh5 6 e4. Theory is still 
largely undecided on this line. Black may try to 
avoid the problem by playing 3...d6, waiting 
for a neutral move like 4 ttJf3 before commit
ting himself to 4...g6. 

If Black is envisaging a ...e6 set-up, he can 
play 3...e6 straightaway without any fear. Now 4 
e3 d5 (with positions that are often reached via 
the Queen's Gambit; e.g., 1 d4 d5 2 c4 e6 3 &2Jc3 
c6 4 e3 1'5) produces a relatively favourable ver
sion of the Stonewall Variation because Wnite 

has denied himself both an aggressive develop
ment of his dark-squared bishop to 1'4 or g5 and 
the subtle ~a3. If White plays 4 ttJf3, the 
Nimzo-Indian move 4....1,b4 becomes slightly 
more attractive because White can no longer 
play ttJe2. 

A completely different treatment of the Dutch 
(if not a maltreatment) is to open the centre 
right away by playing 2 e4 (D), the Staunton 
Gambit. 

B 

This radical strategy, sacrificing a pawn to 
try to obtain the initiative. was popular in the 
19th and early 20th centUlles but since then it 
has faded into the background. StilL Black has 
to be prepared for this approach. The situation 
is far more dangerous than in the Blackmar
Diemer Gambit, because the absence of a pawn 
on f7 makes the position of Black's king rather 
insecure. 

If, for instance, after 2.. .fxe4 3 "Dc3 ttJf6, 
White plays the straightforward 4 f3, defending 
e4 with 4...d5 5 fxe4 dxe4 6 j,g5 j,f5, no mat
ter how insignificant that pawn on e4 might 
seem, is considered much more solid than the 
fearless 4...exf3, unreservedly accepting the ex
tra pawn but allowing White fast and easy de
velopment for his pieces. 

In order to eliminate this defence, 4 j,g5 is a 
more common move. Black will then have to 
say goodbye to his pawn on e4 because 4...d57 
5 j,xf6 exf6 6 'i'h5+ would be decidedly coun
terproductive. Instead, the provocative 4...&2)c6, 
intending to meet 5 f3 boldly with 5...e5 and 5 
d5 calmly with 5... tLJe5 6 '>i'd4 ttJf7, has a good 
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reputation. The simple 4...e6 S tzlxe4 iLe7 is 
also considered reliable. 

The preparatory move 2 tzlc3 started its ca
reer as a by-product of some one and a half 
centuries of analytical attempts to improve the 
results of the Staunton Gambit, but nowadays 
this sideline is considered the more important 
of the two. It is also a way of forcing Black to 
show his intentions. If he wants to stop e4, he 
will either have to play 2...dS or 2... tzlf6 3 iLgS 
dS, but this characteristic pawn-structure (which 
we shall discuss more fully in the section on the 
Stonewall Variation) is not to everyone's liking. 
The alternative is simply to allow e4, for in
stance by playing 2... tzlf6 3 iLgS e6, when 4 e4 
fxe4 S tzlxe4 iLe7 produces the same position 
with which we rounded off our discussion of 
the Staunton Gambit above. 

2 ... tzlf6 
3 .tg2(D) 
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In this position Black faces a fundamental 
decision. 

3...e6 is the oldest move. Black can then 
build up a central position with ...d6 or with 
...dS. His dark-squared bishop is likely to find a 
place on the a3-f8 diagonal. 3...g6 is of more re
cent origin. Black develops his bishop on g7 
and prepares to attack White's central bastion 
with ...eS. This is the Leningrad Variation. 

2 g3 ttJf6 3 ~g2 e6 

3 e6 
4 ttJf3 

Although the Dutch Defence could well be 
called a robust opening, the earliest stage of the 
game is marked, to a surprisingly high degree, 
by positional subtleties and perhaps even more 
so by profound move-orders. 

For instance, in this position it is totally un
clear whether 4 tzlf3 or 4 c4 is the more accu
rate move, while even the rather eccentric 4 
tzlh3 (D) is a serious option. 
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It all revolves around the question of how 
White is going to tackle both ...d6 and ...dS in 
the best possible way. Black's oldest plan, not 
surprisingly called the Classical Dutch, is a 
scheme based on ...d6 and ...eS, similar to the 
Leningrad Variation. The sturdy ...dS is called 
the Stonewall Variation. This system first be
came popular in the days of Botvinnik (the 
middle of the 20th century) and enjoyed a re
markable revival during the 1980s, very largely 
based on the idea of putting the bishop on d6 
rather than e7. and with some new ideas of 
playing on the queenside and in the centre. 
Thus some positional judgements of the Bot
vinnik era were changed or altered. A develop
ment of the king's knight via h3 and f4 (and 
perhaps d3), for instance, used to be thought 
highly of against the Stonewall but to present
day Stonewall adepts it is little more than a mi
nor inconvenience. That is why the old books 
strongly recommend 4 ...d6 against an immedi
ate 4 ttJh3. and it is indeed a useful idea, but to
day some players prefer to reply 4...dS anyway. 

For the same reason Black used to approach 
4 c4 (D) with waiting tactics (except of course 
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when he intended to play 4 d6 all along), 
keeping the option of playing dS open until 
White had committed himself to a square for 
his king' s knight. 

B 

For instance, he might first developing the 
kingside: 4....ie7 S CLlc3 0-0. In this way Black 
preserves the possibility of meeting CLlh3 with 
...d6 and other knight moves with ...dS. How
ever, this also means putting the bishop on e7. 
rather than on d6, and so does not fit in with the 
modern Stonewall. So if Black does delay ...dS, 
then it is likely to be by 4...c6, with ...dS and 
....id6 normally to follow, hoping to have en
couraged White to commit himself to a less
than-ideal move in the meantime. However, 
these are relatively minor questions of move
order to the modern Stonewall player, whose 
motto seems to be "you do whatever you like; I 
play the Stonewall". 

We now return to 4 CLlf3 (D): 

B 

There are now two main lines. 
By playing 4...d5 Black goes straight for the 

Stonewall Variation, while 4 .ie7 postpones 
the choice between ...d6 and dS. According to 
the latest insights, however, d6 is a better square 
for the dark-squared bishop than e7, so al
though 4....ie7 may well result in a Stonewall, 
I use this move in this book as a preliminary 
step for a set-up with ...d6 only. This is called 
the Classical Dutch. 

Stonewall Variation 

4 d5 !D) 

w 

The term 'Stonewall' is not so much used 
for a particular move-order, but for the pawn
formation as it now (almost) stands: pawns on 
dS and fS, supported by pawns on e6 and c6. 

This fornlation can hardly be called flexible, 
but it is strong, very strong. In almost all of the 
I d4 openings, the central advance e4 plays an 
important part, either as a way of occupying the 
centre or in order to open a second front, for in
stance after first having started an attack an the 
queenside. But against pawns on dS and fS this 
plan is well-nigh impossible to achieve. 

Because of this, the battle assumes a wholly 
different character. In general White will have 
to manoeuvre very patiently before he gets a 
chance of becoming really aggressive. In these 
manoeuvres the eS-square plays a pivotal role. 
Black has voluntarily conceded pawn control 
over this square; that is the price he has paid for 
stopping e4. But what use is this to White? A 
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random knight jump 'be5 will be neutralized by 
a move like ...'bbd7. Is 'control' over e5 no 
more than control over a few square inches of 
air? 

It is here that patience and positional under
standing playa crucial part. White must cau
tiously take the initiative somewhere, most 
likely on the queenside, and by threatening to 
plant a knight on e5 in connection with this 
initiative, he may finally be able to put effec
tive pressure on the enemy position. This is a 
case where the old wisdom 'the threat is stron
ger than its execution' is fully applicable. 

And what will Black be doing in the mean
time, sitting safely behind his medieval fortress 
walls? 

In the 19th century the answer would have 
been: Black leaves his opponent to do whatever 
he likes on the queenside, while he himself 
plays for mate on the kingside with moves like 
...'i'e8-h5, ... 'be4, ...Mf6-h6 and ...g5. This plan 
should not be underestimated even today, but if 
things were really that simple then probably I 
d4 would have gone out of business a long time 
ago. 

Later the manoeuvre ...ii.d7-e8-h5 came into 
fashion. This is a slow but sound way to make 
the bishop useful in the struggle for e5, creating 
the positional threat of ...~xf3. 

The most modem plan, and the real reason 
for the Stonewall's renewed popularity, is to 
fianchetto this bishop. After Black has played 
...ii.d6, ...b6, ...ii.b7 and ... 'bbd7, White has to 
reckon with the counterattack ...c5. Black is not 
remaining passive on the queenside any more, 
and his 'stonewall' actually turns out to have 
some flexibility. 

A good understanding of these general stra
tegic aspects of the Stonewall is really much 
more important than knowledge of concrete 
variations. 

5 c4 c6 
6 0-0 ii.d6 (D) 

This position may well be called the (mod
ern) starting point of this opening system. 

White now has all kinds of healthy moves, 
like 7 t1'Jbd2, 7 'bc3 and 7 '~c2, for instance, 
yet the most popular one is 7 b3. If Black then 
simply plays 7...0-0, 'White will continue 8 ii.a3. 
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An exchange of dark-squared bishops lessens 
Black's control over e5 and must be considered 
to be to White's advantage even when the ef
fects will only be felt later on in the game. 
7 ......Viie7 is widely regarded as Black's best 
move. This is a very natural way of preventing 
ii.a3. After 8 .tb2 0-0 9 'bbd2 a typical situa
tion is reached by 9...b6 10 iLJe5 ii.b7, where 
the subtle manoeuvring begins. Will White be 
able to find an opening somewhere? Is Black 
going to play ...c5? But a plan based on 9....td7 
is still equally feasible. 

Another idea is to play 7 ii.f4. This way of 
exchanging bishops is more forcing but also 
riskier, because the doubled pawns resulting 
from 7....txf4 8 gxf4 (D) make White's king
side position less flexible and slightly vulnera
ble as well. 
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In fact, it was the discovery that this type of 
position is quite playable for Black that caused 
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...i,d6 to become popular in the first place. 
thereby freeing the way for a lasting revinl of 
the Stonewall. 

Classical Dutch 

4 ~e7 

5 0-0 0-0 
6 c4 d6 (D) 

Here too 6...d5 is perfectly possible. This was 
in fact the standard way of reaching the Stone
wall until about 1985. On the whole. all strate
gic considerations and evaluations are the same 
as when Black plays 4...d5 and 6...i.d6. but the 
dark-squared bishop is simply less active on e7. 
This becomes visible, for instance, if White 
plays 7 b3. With a bishop on e7, Black does not 
have .. .'¥!Iie7 and is unable to prevent 8 i.a3. 

w 

By playing 6...d6, Black keeps his pawn
structure flexible. After due preparation, ...e5 
might be played. The plan of starting an attack 
on the kingside by means of ...'lie8-h5 (as in the 
Stonewall) is another option. 

The crucial difference from the Stonewall is 
that without ...d5, White has the opportunity of 
breaking through in the centre. The opening 
stage is thus likely to revolve around White 
threatening to play e4 and Black threatening to 
play ...e5. At the same tilne Black must keep an 
eye on another possible breakthrough: d5, es
pecially in positions where he does not have the 
chance of replying ...e5. 

Tactical subtleties playa major role in this 
line, much more so than in the rather static 

Stonewall Variation. Consequently the Classi
cal Dutch has always been a favourite of play
ers who like dynamic positions with plenty of 
concrete \'ariations to calculate. 

7 ~c3 '¥!Iie8 (D) 

This is a standard move in the Classical 
Dutch. During the 1970s, 7...a5 used to be pop
ular, paying attention to the queenside first, be
fore trying to take the initiative on the other side 
of the board. Unfortunately, this allows White 
rather a free hand in the centre, Against 8 Me 1, 
threatening to play 9 e4, Black has little better 
than 8...&2Je4, when 9 ~'c2 forces Black either 
to take on c3 (which will not stop e4) or to sac
rifice a pawn with 9...tlJc6!? 10 &2Jxe4 tlJb4 11 
''i'b1 fxe4 12 '¥!Iixe4 and now the equally spec
tacular and logical 12...e5, based on the idea 
that after 13 dxe5 i.f5 the white queen is in 
some trouble. Whether this variation is correct 
or not (theory does not think so), it is an excel
lent illustration of the character of the Classical 
Dutch, which tends to lead to some very sharp 
fighting. 

This is the most important starting position 
of the Classical Dutch. 

Here too, a straightforward approach with 8 
Mel is considered critical for a correct assess
ment of both sides' chances, but Black can now 
play 8...tlJe4 9 ''lic2 '¥!Iig6, which is not possible 
in the 7...a5 line. The immediate 8...i:\!g6 may 
also look good, but it does not stop 9 e4, be
cause after 9.. .fxe4 10 tlJxe4 tlJxe4 11 Mxe4! 
'¥!Iixe4? 12 QJh4! Black loses his queen. Instead 
of 11...\liVxe4, however, Black has the simple 
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developing move 11 ...tZJc6, when it is uncertain 
if White has actually achieved anything. 

The alternative method of preparing e4, S 
'i'lc2. also runs into an interesting tactical sur
prise: if Black continues 8... 'i'lh5 he will be able 
to meet 9 e4 with 9...e5 because of 10 dxe5 
dxe5 11 ttJxe5 fxe4, when the white knight on 
e5 comes under attack. 

S b3 is the most flexible approach. White 
creates two excellent squares for his dark
squared bishop (b2 and a3) before embarking 
on an e4 plan. A characteristic point of this line 
is that after 8...'i'lh5 9 .ia3 a move like 9...a5, 
though logical enough in itself, is strongly met 
by 10 d5. This is the perfect moment for this ad
vance because the 'desired' reply 1O...e5 unex
pectedly loses a pawn to 11 tZJxe5!. 

Leningrad Variation 

3 g6 (D) 
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The Leningrad Variation can be said to be 
the natural successor of the Classical Dutch, In 
both variations, achieving the advance ...e5 is 
Black's most important plan. Around 1900, de
veloping the bishop to e7 was thought of as 
self-evident. but around 1950 it gradually be
came clear that fianchettoing the bishop might 
well be a better way of executing this classical 
plan. Not only does the bishop support the ad
vance ...e5 much better from g7, but the move 
...e5 itself also supports the bishop, because it is 
very likely to result in the disappearance of 
White's pawn on d4, when a bishop on g7 will 

exert strong pressure against White's queen
side. 

The name 'Leningrad Variation' contains a 
little bit of political history for the development 
of this variation started in the Soviet Union. in 
particular in Leningrad, the city which is now 
St Petersburg. 

4 tZJf3 
Here too, developing the knight to h3 is a 

perfectly viable alternative to the rather more 
classical etJf3. 

White can either play 4 tZJh3 immediately or 
4 c4 ,~g7 5 ttJc3 0-0 6 tZJh3 (D). 
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The idea is to meet the thematic 6, .. d6 with 
the equally thematic 7 d5. offering White's 
king's knight the prospect of jumping to f4, 
from where it will eye Black's weak point e6 
very menacingly. But, however logical this plan 
may be, it has never really seemed to worry 
Black. By plainly showing his hand at such an 
early stage, White gives his opponent a clear 
plan of counterattack, based on utilizing the 
squares e5 and c5 for his knight. Black can sim
ply play e5 regardless, if necessary in connec
tion with c6; e,g., 7...tZJa6 8 0-0 ttJc5 9 ttJf4 
e5 10 dxe6 c6 covering b7, when White is un
able to keep his pawn on e6. Another character
istic reply is 7...c6 8 b.:Jf4 e5 9 dxe6 Vifie7. 

Another, somewhat more sneaky and very 
specific anti-Leningrad build-up starts with 4 
c3, After 4... .tg7 5 'i'b3 White prevents his op
ponent from castling and attacks b7. This varia
tion has not been deeply examined yet. Black 
has tried 5...etJc6 followed by 6...e6 and 5...c6 
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with the idea of playing 6...·'ilVb6. And someone 
who feels equally at home in a Stonewall will 
probably have few scruples in playing S...dS. 

4 iLg7 
5 0-0 0-0 (D) 

w 

6 c4 
This is the classical approach to every I d4 

opening. White gains space on the queenside 
and reinforces his hold on the centre. But in this 
case it is not a bad idea at all to postpone c4 or 
even to do without it. In fact, by playing 6 b3 d6 
7 iLb2 (D) White is following another specific 
anti-Leningrad strategy: he attempts to neutral
ize the effects of the powerful g7-bishop. 

B 

This is a very flexible system and it is difficult 
to distinguish anything resembling a clear-cut 
'main variation' here. White can 'simply' de
velop his queen's knight on c3, but also on d2, 
where it does not obstruct the working of the 

b2-bishop. He can play c4 at whatever moment 
he sees fit. but he can also manoeuvre his knight 
to c4 (t1Jbd2-c4). Black has many different ways 
of coping with this system. varying mainly in 
how fast he tries to get ...eS in. 7...c6 is always a 
healthy move and 7...·'ilVe8 is very popular. The 
latter move not only supports ... eS but has a few 
other points as well. After 8 tLibd2 !.LJc6 9 Me I, 
for instance, Black could try 9...h6 10 e4 fxe4 II 
!.LJxe4 !.LJxe4 12 ':xe4 gS, followed by 13...'iVhS, 
launching an attack against White's kingside in 
the same way as in the 3...e6 variations. The re
lationship between the Leningrad Variation and 
the Classical Dutch is plainly visible here. 

7...!.LJe4 is another way of preparing ... eS: 
e.g., 8 !.LJbd2 tLic6 9 c4 eS, when White has to 
make up his mind: is it best to close the centre 
with 10 dS or should he open the position with 
10 dxeS !.LJxd2 II 'i{xd2 dxeS? 

6 d6 
7 !.LJc3 (D) 

This is the most important starting point of 
the Leningrad Variation. 

7...c6 is the classical move and the provoca
tive 7...!.LJc6 has also been around for a long 
time, but the most popular variation is 7..:ife8, a 
move that has long been standard in the 3...e6 
variations but is relatively new in the Leningrad. 

7...c6 

7 c6 
We find this little pawn move in almost all 

subvariations of the Leningrad. The positional 
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advantages are evident: Black safeguards his 
pawn on b7 against the constant threat of the 
white bishop, the d8-aS diagonal becomes avail
able to the queen and in many cases control 
over the dS-square turns out to be of vita] im
portance. 

8 d5 
Throughout the years, this advance in the 

centre has been considered the critical reaction 
to 7...c6. It shows up one of the darker sides of 
the Leningrad Variation: the combination of 
pawn moves .. .fS and ...d6 has left behind a la
tent weakness at e6. It should come as no sur
prise that the standard reaction to White's dS 
advance is ... 

8 eS 
9 dxe6 ~xe6 (D) 
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This position is critical for an evaluation of 
7...c6. It also illustrates the pros and cons of 
.. .fS very nicely. On the one hand, the open a2
g8 diagonal makes Black's position somewhat 
vulnerable, while on the other hand having a 
pawn on fS gives Black a fIrm grip on e4. It is 
difficult for White to play e4 and perhaps Black 
will be able to manoeuvre a knight to this vital 
square. 

A second important factor in the diagrammed 
position is the pawn on d6. Will White be able 
to force his opponent on the defensive by turn
ing this pawn into a target or will Black develop 
active piece-play and perhaps even be able to 
play ...dS? 

In a strategic sense this is a fairly uncompli
cated type of position, but if we look at the 

concrete, tactical problems it becomes obvious 
that both sides have to tread carefully. 

For instance, 10 b3 is often played, a move 
which may look ordinary but which is actually 
an exchange sacrifIce since Black has the ag
gressive reply 10...l2Je4. The idea is to meet this 
knight sortie very prosaically with 11 tLixe4 
~xal 12 'ii"xd6'ii"xd6 13 l2Jxd6. White is hop
ing that his initiative and the two pawns more 
than compensate for the exchange and most 
players on the black side seem to agree with 
this assessment, because in practice 10...l2Ja6 is 
by far the more popular option. 

10 'ii"d3, the alternative way of protecting 
c4, also involves some complicated tactics. 
The radical attempt to solve all strategic prob
lems by playing 10 dS does not work because 
of 11 tLigS!, but 10 l2Ja6 11 ~f4 CDe8 is quite 
playable. Black also has the ingenious little 
move 1O...,S,e8, intending to meet 11 ~f4 with 
11...l2Je4!, when 12 tLlxe4? fxe4 13 ·t/iVxe4 ~fS 

unexpectedly costs White his queen. 

7...4:Jc6 

7 CDc6 (D) 
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Black is making it plain that he intends to 
play 8... eS. He also emphatically challenges 
White to thwart this plan by replying 8 dS. The 
whole idea looks rather foolish at first sight, 
because we have just seen that, in general, d5 
is an attractive move in any case. Nevertheless, 
Black has two different ways of trying to justify 
7...CDc6. In both cases, play is likely to become 
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much more complicated than in the 7...c6 varia
tion. 

8 d5 
8...ttJa5 is the more solid of the two options 

at Black's disposal. If White covers his c-pawn 
with 9 ttJd2, Black plays 9...c5 (D), warding off 
the threat of 10 b4 and bringing about the typi
cal middlegame structure that is best k110wn 
from the Panno Variation of the King's Indian 
Defence (see page 117). 

w 

The difference is that in the Dutch Defence 
Black has (obviously) already played .. .f5. The 
opening battle will revolve around this small, 
but strategically important factor. Which side 
will be able to take advantage of it? Just by way 
of an example: after 10 ~'c2 e5 there are two 
differences in the evaluation of II dxe6, that 
make this exchange more logical here than in 
the analogous situation in the King's Indian. In 
the first place Black will not be able to recap
ture on e6 with his f-pawn, which he would like 
to do on principle. Secondly, not taking on e6 is 
not really an option here as having a pawn on f5 
will then be a bonus for Black, something he 
will have got for free and which he would have 
had to work for in every comparable King's In
dian variation. 

If 8... ttJa5 requires some subtle strategic 
thinking, the alternative 8...ttJe5 9 ttJxe5 dxe5 
(D) leads to a position where one's prospects 
will depend almost entirely on one's ability to 
calculate concrete variations. 

If 10 e4, for instance, Black has the surpris
ing rejoinder 1O.. .f4!?, a pawn sacrifice the 

consequences of which have not been cleared 
up despite decades of research and practical 
evidence. The idea is to meet 11 gxf4 with 
11...ttJh5! 12 fxe5 i.xe5 13 ttJe2 'i¥d6, when 
the prospect of an attack against White's king 
and control over the dark squares on the king
side are very real. The critical test is probably 
14 f4, returning the pawn. In the resulting sim
plified position, White may hope to have re
tained some initiative. 

7 'i¥e8 (D) 

w 

This move caused a major revival of the 
Leningrad Variation (and indeed of the whole 
Dutch) around 1985. Initial scepticism dwin
dled when again and again new ideas were 
found that made it clear that 7... 'i¥e8 is much 
more than just a one-dimensional preparation 
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for ...es. Tournament practice also showed that 
it is remarkably difficult for White to avoid get
ting involved in an all-out battle, the outcome 
of which is totally unclear in most cases, mak
ing this an ideal variation to 'play for a win' 
with the black pieces. This uncompromising 
character is perfectly in line with the general 
spirit of 1...1'5. It is not a coincidence then, that 
this variation has quickly become one of the 
main lines of the modern Dutch Defence. 

S dS 
This advance comes equally naturally here 

as it did after 7...c6 and 7.J?Jc6. But in this case 
there are a number of major alternatives, all of 
which aim to prevent or discourage ...es. 

To begin with. S Mel is an interesting little 
move. White intends to meet 8...es with 9 dxes 
dxes 10 e4, when the presence of an enemy 
rook on the same file suddenly makes the black 
queen feel rather awkward on e8 (a subtle but 
vitally important difference from the position 
after S 'jIc2 es 9 dxes dxes 10 e4, where Black 
can just continue 10...tZJc6 without any prob
lems). On closer inspection, however, it tran
spires that Black can turn the situation around 
with the sly 8.. .'i'n. If White now protects his 
pawn on c4 with the natural move 9 b3, Black 
will play 9...4'le4, to which White finds himself 
unable to respond with 10 tZJxe4 fxe4 11 lLlgs, 
because all of a sudden 1'2 has come under at
tack. 

A very different, but no less interesting idea 
is to play 8 tt:ldS. White is hoping that after 
8...lLlxds 9 cxds his doubled pawns will cramp 
the enemy position sufficiently to prevent him 
from becoming aggressive. And it is true that the 
straightforward 9...eS 10 dxe6 ~xe6 11 lLlgS 
now looks very good for White. But White's 
rigid pawn-formation has its weak spots as well. 
To begin with there is the ingenious 9...'.~bS. 

attacking dS, while the modest 9...c6 also seems 
perfectly reasonable. 

8 b3 is also quite popular. White does not 
prevent 8...es, but he prepares to attack Black's 
central formation immediately by means of 9 
dxes dxes lO e4. Tactically this is justified by 
lO...fxe4 11 4'lxe4 G21xe4 12 \~i{ds+, winning 
back the piece. If however, Black calmly re
sponds by developing ,vith 10..JZJc6, a fierce 

battle is likely to ensue, starting with 11 jLa3 
Mf7 12 Mel or 11 tZJds. 

8... tZJa6 (D) 
Black calmly continues his development 

without committing himself immediately to any 
particular pawn-formation. He will play ...c6, 
...cs or ...es, depending on White's further play. 
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In the early days of the 7...1!Ic8 variation, 9 
tZJd4 was the main line, intending to take the 
initiative with a quick e4. However, logical 
though this plan is, Black's position turned out 
to be well equipped to deal with it. After 
9...i,d7 10 e4 fxe4 11 lLlxe4 CLJxe4 12 i,xe4 
and now, for instance, 12...c6, followed by 
13 ...lLlc7, chances are about equal. 

The discovery that a plan based on e4 did not 
automatically yield a superior position was in 
fact the first indication that 7...V/iie8 is a really 
solid line. Suddenly it became clear that it is not 
at all easy to find a good plan for White. 

After several years of confusion, a plan in
volving a queenside attack finally proved to be 
White's best chance. This led to 9 Mhl becom
ing the most popular move and to the type of po
sition arising after 9...c6 10 dxc6 bxc6 11 b4 
becoming critical for the evaluation of the entire 
7...'~e8 system. The result of this plan is a heavy 
battle between Black's central pawn-mass and 
White's queenside majority. White '5 chances are 
based mainly on the advance bs, often in con
nection with the knight manoeuvre CDd4-c6. 

Both sides need a healthy dose of vigorous
ness here and preferably they should be abso
lutely convinced of being in the right. 
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1 d4 (D) 

B 

Having looked at 1...d5, 1...tDf6 and 1...f5, 
we now have a clear picture of Black's most 
popular and most important replies to I d4. 
These are the moves on which the vast majority 
of I d4 theory is based. They are also the three 
moves that take up the fight for central domi
nance right from the start. All of them prevent 
White from playing 2 e4. 

Depending on his opening repertoire against 
1 e4, Black could also follow a different strat
egy. By playing either 1...e6, 1...d6 or 1...g6, he 
offers his opponent a chance of 'correcting' his 
first move, for if White responds with 2 e4, the 
players find themselves in 1 e4 territory after 
all. In that case 1 d4 theory has nothing to say 
but goodbye (except in the case of 1...g6 2 e4 
!Jlg7 3 c4). Not every 1 d4 player will be happy 
to do this though, some because they do not 
know any 1 e4 theory, others because they think 
there are better moves than 2 e4. Whatever the 
reason, by not playing 2 e4 White steers the 
game into new territory and this has resulted in 
three independent 1 d4 openings. 

In this chapter we shall take a closer look at 
these three openings, which are all of fairly re
cent origin. There are a few other options for 

Black on his first move, but these have as yet 
caused considerably less theoretical turmoil 
and I shall treat them only very briefly here: 

1...cS is really a primeval form of Benoni, 
that has long been superseded by the modem 
move-order 1 d4 tDf6 2 c4 c5. Black could try to 
prove that some of the well-ht10Wn Benoni plans 
are equally playable without ... tDf6; e.g., 1 d4 
c5 2 d5 e5 (D). 

w 

However, this idea has never really caught 
on. 

1...tDc6 is a highly provocative move, analo
gous to 1 d4 It:Jf6 2 c4 ttJc6. On the one hand 
Black allows a transposition to the Nimzo
witsch Defence by 2 e4 (see page 461), on the 
other he challenges his opponent to play 2 d5. 
And as if these possibilities are not confusing 
enough, both players also have to consider the 
consequences of 2 c4, when 2...e5 is the in
tended reaction. With an opening move like 
this, Black is really stretching his resources to 
the limit as well as those of opening theory and 
(perhaps) those of his opponent. 2 ttJf3 is a frus
tratingly solid reply, when Black must either re
turn to civilized theory (2...d5) or stick out his 
neck even further; e.g., with the risky 2...d6 3 
d5 tDe5 4 tDxe5 dxe5. 
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1...b5 is taking this provocative attitude one 
step further. This is the Polish Defence. Instead 
of stopping the opponent from playing 2 e4, 
Black prevents 2 c4. Paradoxically. this leads to 
a I e4 opening that does not exist against 1 e4! 
For, unless White prefers to be ultra-cautious, 
he will play 2 e4, which creates a true 1 e4 type 
of position, albeit one that cannot be reached 
via 1 e4 (assuming that after 1 e4 b5? White 
does not overlook his chance of winning a 
pawn by 2 ~xb5). Strangely enough, this open
ing does have a name, but hardly any fans and 
not a good reputation either. After 2...~b7 

White can play 3 n, but 3 tLld2 and 3 ~d3 are 
equally strong. In any case, by playing L.b5 
Black appears to have imposed a slight(?) hand
icap upon himself. 

1...b6 is a more cautious, but also a more 
passive move than L.b5. Here too 2 e4 is both 
the most straightforward and the strongest re
ply, which in this case does indeed land us into 
I e4 theory. 

1...e6 

1 e6 (D) 
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Any player who is not afraid of a transposi
tion to the French Defence by 2 e4, will find 
that this is an interesting and t1exible reply to I 

move is that Black 'threatens' to transpose to 
other 1 d4 openings, so the more of these open
ings a player has available to him, the more he 
can take advantage of this transpositional as
pect of L.e6. 

2 c4 
For those who have no wish to venture 2 e4, 

this move is the most important possibility, but 
even those whose repertoire does include 2 e4 
may find 2 c4 an interesting option. In fact, try
ing to say which of these two moves is objec
tively better is as impossible as saying 1 d4 is 
better than 1 e4 or vice versa. 

A third option is the neutral move 2 LtJf3. 
White avoids the two lines that make 1 d4 e6 2 
c4 an independent opening, for 2...~b4+ makes 
little sense when White's c-pawn is still on c2 
and 2...b6 3 e4 does not offer Black the same 
powerful counterplay as does 2 c4 b6 (it will 
more closely resemble L.b6). To make a choice 
between 2 c4 and 2 tLln White needs to consider 
whether 2...d5, 2...tLlf6 and 2...f5 transpose to 
the 'right' variations for him and whether he 
does not mind 2 tLln c5. Since the standard 
Benoni reply 3 d5 is not particularly attractive 
in this case, 2...c5 is an important move, but it 
can only be played by those who are prepared 
to defend the black side of a Sicilian, which 
arises - perhaps surprisingly - after 3 e4. 

We now return to 2 c4 (D): 
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d4. It has attracted players renowned for their
 
bold and imaginative play in the past, like Paul After 2 c4 Black has three transpositional
 
Keres and Jonathan Speelman. Playing 1. ..e6 possibilities. 2...d5 is a Queen's Gambit De

requires a certain knowledge of a few other 1 d4 clined, 2 ...tLlf6 is the NimzoIQueen's/Bogo

openings, for one of the strong points of this Indian complex and 2...f5 is a Dutch Defence.
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Of these, only the last, 2.. .f5, gives Black's 
move-order some practical importance. Many 
devotees of the Dutch use 1...e6 as their first 
move in order to restrict White's options. After 
I d4 e6 2 c4 f5 White is committed to a varia
tion with c4. 

But 1...e6 gets its independent significance 
from two other moves: 2....Rb4+ and 2...b6, the 
English Defence. 

1...e6 2 c4 ..tb4+ 

2 .Rb4+ (DJ 

w 

This variation is a close relative of the Bogo
Indian Defence. But what may look like a mi
croscopic difference only (the moves CDf3 and 
...CDf6 have not yet been played) makes the po
sition much more dynamic. In several varia
tions Black allows his opponent to play e4 and 
immediately starts an attack against White's 
centre pawns. 

3 .Rd2 
Probably White's most natural way of reliev

ing the check. 
In case of 3 CDd2, the differences from the 

Bogo-Indian Defence are rather smaller. Both 
3...c5 and 3...d5 often cause a transposition to 
the Bogo; e.g., 3...d5 4 'iUa4+ CDc6 5 CDf3 CDf6. 
3.. .f5 would be the main alternative, giving the 
game a decidedly Dutch flavour without di
rectly transposing. 

If 3 CDc3 White allows a transposition to the 
Nimzo-Indian Defence (3 ... CDf6). Here too, 
3.. .f5 must be considered the main alternative. 

3 as (D) 
Unlike the analogous variation of the Bogo

Indian Defence, this move has become the main 
line here, but the alternatives 3....Rxd2+ and 
3..:Vile7 are equally playable. An original inter
pretation of 3... .Rxd2+ was suggested by Tony 
Miles, when he played 4 'iUxd2 b6 5 CDc3 ~b7 6 
e4 CDh6 several times during the early 1990s. 
Black plans to attack the enemy centre pawns 
with .. .f5. The strategic idea of the Dutch De
fence is in fact turned around here. Instead of 
playing .. .f5 to prevent e4, Black even invites 
his opponent to play e4 and only then, when it 
is really powerful, does he play .. .f5. As we 
shall see below, this idea is closely related to 
the English Defence. 

w 

Is this not a strange opening? Black does 
not even seem to notice that the board has a 
centre, let alone that he should be trying to oc
cupy it. 

That it is taken very seriously indeed, how
ever, is amply proven by the fact that few play
ers take 'advantage' ofthe opportunity to play 4 
e4, even when there is not really any concrete 
reason why this move should not be good. 
Black may react in a self-controlled way with 
4."d6, followed by ...e5, or he may lash out by 
4...d5, with 5 cxd5 exd5 6 e5 CDe7 the most 
likely continuation. 

4 CDf3 is the more popular choice, inviting 
Black to transpose to the Bogo-Indian proper 
with 4 CDf6. Black has several alternatives, of 
which 4 d6 5 g3 CDc6 6 ~g2 e5 is the most im
portant. 
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English Defence 

2 b6 (D) 
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Black is stretching the laws of classical open
ing play to the very limit. He allows his oppo
nent to form a pawn-centre from e4 to c4 in 
order to attack this formation with truly breath
taking ferocity. This is a strategy that demands 
total corllil1itment, an open mind and an un
usual capacity for independent thinking. Most 
of all, it requires the mentality of the uncom
promising fighter. No quarter asked, no quarter 
given. 

The English Defence first became popular in 
Great Britain during the 1970s. Since then, 
games by Grandmasters Speelman, Miles and 
Short and many others have brought its dy
namic possibilities to the attention of the inter
national chess world. 

3 e4 
This principled move constitutes the natural 

main line of this opening, but the cautious 3 a3 
is also taken very seriously by both players and 
theoreticians. White eliminates the possibility 
of ...ii.b4 and prepares to meet 3... ii.b7 with 4 
QJc3. He should not be averse to playing the 4 
a3 variation of the Queen's Indian Defence, be
cause if Black replies 4...&"jf6 there does not 
seem to be anything better than 5 CUf3 with a 
direct transposition. Instead of 4...cLlf6, many 
prefer the sharper 4 .. .f5. giving the game a 
Dutch flavour. 

3 QJc3 ii.b7 4 t;;']f3 and 3 QJf3 ~b7 4 g3 are 
also not bad, but since both these lines offer 

Black the chance of 'going back' to a respected 
line of the Queen's Indian Defence by playing 
4... 'tJf6 (4 ...~b4( +) is a good and more com
bative alternative in both cases) they can hardly 
be called an attempt at refutation, and that - of 
course - is what the English Defence is really 
begging for. 

3 .•• 1i,b7 (D) 
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Now what is it that makes this position more 
attractive for Black than the one after 1...b6 2 e4 
j>,b7, which I treated so briefly (and perhaps a 
trifle disparagingly) in the introduction to this 
chapter? 

The difference is the extra move c4. With 
pawns on e4 and d4 only, it is very hard for 
Black to make any real impact with his counter
attack, but with a pawn on c4 White lacks the 
possibility of strengthening d4 with c3. White 
has also had to invest an extra tempo so that he 
is a developing move behind on the 1...b6 line. 

Nevertheless the move c4 is intrinsically 
sound, It will only serve to make White's cen
tral position even stronger in the long run, that 
is if White is given the time to consolidate his 
position. Thus it is really 'time' which is the 
key factor in this opening, which explains why 
its variations are so very highly charged with 
dynamics. 

To begin with, it is not at all clear how White 
should protect e4, 

A first impression of what White is in for 
may be formed by looking at 4 ~c2. Black can 
then afford to intensify the attack against e4 
with a mo\'e which in practically every other 
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opening is completely out of the question: the 
extremely aggressive 4.. :~b4. If then 5 ?Zlc3 or 
5 tDd2 Black continues S...i,b4 6 i,d3 f5. The 
outcome of this early charge may be unclear, 
but White certainly has to be very careful if his 
centre pawns are not to be reduced to a row of 
targets. 

4 i,d3 (D) is equally double-edged. 

B 

The reason is that it allows the characteristic 
counter 4...f5!? At first this was played with 
the idea of simply taking on g2, should White 
play S exf5, but this was soon found to be too 
dangerous. After 5...i,xg2 6 ''i"h5+ Black is 
forced to play 6...g6 7 fxg6 i,g7 (7 ...tDf6? loses 
to 8 g7+!) 8 gxh7+ ~f8. The loss of some mate
rial is now unavoidable for White, but Black's 
king is in great danger. After the rook sacrifice 
9 tDe2 i,xhllO i,gS tDf6 11 '>i'h4 (threatening 
12 tDf4) had been successful for White a num
ber of times around 1980, this variation was 
largely abandoned and a search for a new de
fence to 4 i,d3 began. 

The first discovery was that there is an alter
native interpretation of 4.. .fS: after S exfS Black 
has the sneaky zwischenzug 5...i,b4+. IfWhite 
then simply plays 6 tDc3, taking on g2 becomes 
much more attractive, because Black now has 
6...i,xg2 7 'ti'hS+ Wf8', when all of a sudden 
the imminent loss of a rook becomes a very du
bious investment for White. This means that 
White is in fact forced to meet 5...i,b4+ with 6 
~fl (D). 

But this changes the character of the position 
completely. Black now turns his opening plan 
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B 

into a pawn sacrifice and after 6...tDf6. fol
lowed if possible by castling kingside, he will 
be the one who has the initiative and it will be 
White who will have to cope with an attack 
against his king. 

It is remarkable and characteristic for the 
flexibility of the English Defence that Black 
also has a solid (but not passive!) alternative, 
namely 4...tDc6 (D). 

Now it is the pawn on d4 that needs to be 
defended, but both 5 tDf3 and 5 tDe2 allow 
5...tDb4, when White has to give up the bishop
pair. Of course he will have some compensation 
in the shape of a lead in development and a cen
tral pawn-formation which is now really strong, 
but this too is an interesting and lively position 
which contains chances for both sides. 

Even 4 f3 is less safe than it looks, and again 
this is because of the typical counter-thrust 
.. .fS. Back in 1979, Tony Miles introduced the 
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astonishingly bold reply 4 .. .f5!?, based on the 
miraculous point 5 exf5 QJh6!? At the time this 
idea caused a sensation, but now it is a standard 
device, known to every 2...b6 player. After 6 
fxe6 Black calmly continues 6...QJf5 (D). 
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White has two extra pawns, but the holes in 
his position seem to increase in size with every 
move and Black's lead in development is be
coming very menacing indeed (the immediate 
threat is 7...'i'h4+). 

Finally, there is the sound developing move 
4 tLlc3, but this only postpones the problem un
til after 4...~b4 (D). 
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In this position 5 ~'c2 and 5 f3 are the most 
popular moves, the consequences being very 
similar to the variations given above. 5 '@'c2 
'i'h4 and 5 f3 f5 are considered critical. The al
temative 5 ~d3 is less common than on the pre
vious move, because (as we have seen) White 
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will now not be able to go for 5.. .f5 6 exf5 
~xg2. 

In all of these lines, theory has not come to 
any fIrm conclusions yet. There is still much to 
analyse and to refine. What is clear though is 
that this is an opening not for followers but for 
creators of fashion and that it is tailor-made for 
players with a good feel for the dynamics of the 
game. 

1. ..d6 

1 d6 (D) 
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In a strategic sense, 1...d6 is very different 
from I ...e6. Black introduces the possibility of 
playing ...e5, rather like the Old Indian De
fence. Yet there are some remarkable similari
ties between the two moves. In the fIrst place 
Black has to be prepared for 2 e4, which in this 
case transposes to a Pirc Defence. Secondly, it 
is very hard to say whether 2 e4 is actually the 
best move and, fInally, the main altematives are 
the same: if White is not sure about 2 e4 he will 
want to consider 2 c4 and 2 tLlf3. 

1...d6 2 c4 

2 c4 
This is perhaps the move that comes most 

naturally to a I d4 player. 
Black now has 2...?~f6, transposing to the 

Old Indian proper. and 2...fS, transposing to the 
Dutch Defence. Just like 1...e6 2 c4 f5. this 
mo\'e-order is popular with players who like 
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the Dutch but prefer to avoid some non-c4 
lines. After 2...f5 3 g3 iLlf6 4 i.g2 g6, for exam
ple, Black has taken a shortcut to the Leningrad 
Variation. 

But the main reason why l...d6 is an impor
tant opening move is ... 

2 eS (D) 

w 

Now the two ways of resolving the tension 
immediately, 3 d5 and 3 dxeS dxe5 4 'i'xd8+ 
~xd8 (just as in the corresponding situation in 
[he Old Indian, after I d4 iLlf6 2 c4 d6 3 iLlc3 
e5), are not really bad, but definitely not overly 
attractive either. White would much rather main
rain the tension with either 3 iLlc3 or 3 iLlf3. But 
unfortunately he cannot play both moves, so he 
has to choose between them and it so happens 
[hat they both have a specific drawback. It is on 
these two drawbacks that the variation 2...e5 is 
based. 

3 iLlc3 is met by 3...exd4. This immediate 
capture forces White to take back on d4 with 
the queen (4 'ii'xd4), when Black has 4...iLlc6 
with gain of tempo. Although this does not 
mean that Black's opening problems are auto
matically solved, it must be regarded as a con
cession by White, if only a minor one. 

This brings us to the alternative 3 iLlf3, cover
ing d4 but provoking 3...e4. an advance which is 
'lOW relatively more attractive than in the com
parable situation in the Old Indian Defence (I 
d4 iLlf6 2 c4 d6 3 iLlc3 e5 4 iLlf3), because after 
3...e44 iLlg5 Black has the option of providing 
solid support for his e-pawn by playing 4.. .f5 
'D). 

w 

This too does not imply that Black has al
ready won the opening battle, but it certainly 
does test the opponent's nerves. Not every 
player likes to be facing an enemy pawn on e4 
as White so early in the game. 

1...d6 2 ttJf3 

2 iLlf3 (D) 

B 

When studying the consequences of 2 c4 e5, 
it is only natural to start wondering: is it not far 
simpler to prevent 2...e5 altogether? Admittedly, 
by playing 2 iLlf3 White makes the (minimal) 
concession of committing himself to a iLlf3 vari
ation in the Old Indian (2...iLlf6 3 c4), the Mod
ern (2...g6) and the Dutch Defence (2...fS), but, 
if that is the whole extent of the problem, does 
not 2 CLlf3 make life a lot easier for White? 

Unfortunately, life is never easy in the world 
of opening theory. Even a neutral move such 
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as 2 ctJf3 gives Black a target for a counterat
tack. 

2 .tg4 (D) 
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As is the case with so many new ideas, this 
move met with initial scepticism but gained 
wide acceptance once people got used to it. In 
fact, 1...d6 owes its current popularity mainly 
to 2...i.g4, which raises problems of a rather 
unusual and positional nature. 

The most important variations are 3 e4 and 3 
c4. 

Other moves, like 3 e3 or 3 ciJbd2, for in
stance, to prevent a possible doubling of pawns 
by ...i.xf3, are unnecessarily timid. 

1. ..d6 2 ~f3 itg4 3 e4 

3 e4 
A natural move, giving the position a dis

tinctly I e4 character. It is like asking the op
ponent "Well then, what do you want?" The 
answer is as simple as it is sobering. 

3... 'iJf6 
4 CDc3 e6 (D) 

Black is preparing to play ...dS. a somewhat 
surprising, but very logical follow-up to his 
opening move 1...d6. He is aiming to create a 
pawn-structure that is typical of the French De
fence (l e4 e6 2 d4 dS), but with one small yet 
extremely important positional improvement: 
the bishop from c8 has been developed 'through' 
the impassable barrier which is formed by 
Black's own pawn-chain in the French Defence 
proper. 

CHESS OPENINGS 
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If the typical French pawn-foIDlation of white 
pawns on eS and d4 against black pawns on dS 
and e6 arises, Black will have solved the one 
big problem of that opening in advance: the de
velopment of his light-squared bishop. This 
means that White will have to think of some
thing better than S .te2 dS 6 eS, or a similar 
routine reaction. But what? 

That is not an easy question. There are three 
directions in which White has been looking for 
an answer. 

In the first place, White may radically pre
vent .. .dS by putting a pawn on d5 himself: 5 
d5. 

Secondly, he could consider allowing ...dS 
and then try to take advantage of the loss of 
time entailed in Black playing ...d6-dS rather 
than ...dS, for instance by playing 5 .te2 dS 6 
exdS or S... .te7 60-00-07 .te3 dS 8 exdS. 

Thirdly, White can try to take the initiative 
right from the start. It is mainly the sharp reac
tion 5 h3 .thS 6 'iiie2 (anticipating a future 
....tg6 and creating the possible threat of 'iiibS+) 
6...c67 g4 .tg6 8 h4 that has come to be seen as 
the critical test of the entire 2....tg4 system. 
White is threatening to trap the bishop with 9 hS. 
A plausible continuation is 8...hS 9 gS CDtd7. 
White has considerably more space, but Black's 
position is solid and still very f1exible. 

1...d6 2 ~f3 itg4 3 c4 

3 c4 (D) 

Most I d4 players will feel more at home 
with this move than with 3 e4. Nevertheless. if 

II 
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Black now plays 3...~xf3, a very unusual posi
tion arises, for which 'regular' I d4 openings 
offer little or no guidelines. If White recaptures 
with his g-pawn (4 gxf3), he will have a large 
but somewhat unwieldy mass of central pawns. 
Black's position is much more flexible. It is 
hard to say which side has the better chances 
here, but not everyone will feel comfortable in 
this kind of double-edged situation. 

The alternative 4 exf3 keeps a tighter rein on 
things. White is hoping to utilize the open e-file 
to put pressure on the enemy position and to 
give the opponent no targets, but Black's posi
tion remains solid. 

If Black played 2.. ,~g4 more in order to un
nerve the opponent than actually to take on f3, 
he may want to return to a regular Old Indian 
Defence with 3...ct::Jf6, but another option is to 
play 3...ctJd7. The prospect of being able to 
meet 4 e4 e5 5 ~e2 with 5...!te7 6 &2lc3 !txf3 7 
!txf3 !tg5 may be tempting to a player who 
likes to think in positional terms. Black loses 
quite a few tempi, but if he succeeds in keeping 
the centre closed he may well profit from these 
exchanges in the long run. 

1. ..g6 

1 g6 (D) 
Surely this is the most casual reaction to I d4 

that one can possibly think of. It could in fact be 
called the ultimate non-reaction. Black does not 
lift a finger to prevent his opponent from form
ing a broad pawn-centre or from developing 
his pieces in whatever way he likes. Nor does 

Black make a secret of what his next move is 
going to be. With the possible exception of 2 
!th6, any second move by White will be met by 
2...!tg7. But can Black really afford such a 
laid-back attitude? 

For a very long time the official answer to 
this question was a loud and clear 'no'. In a 
book by Carl Jaenisch from 1843, 1...g6 gets a 
place in the chapter on 'Various incorrect open
ings'. Nearly a century later Alexander Ale
khine repeatedly condemned l...g6 in his game 
commentalies. 

It was not until the mid-20th century that 
the tide began to tum. The rise to fame of the 
King's Indian Defence stimulated interest and 
a renewed appraisal of related openings such 
as the Pirc Defence and 1...g6. When during 
the 1960s great champions like Tigran Petro
sian, Mikhail Botvinnik and Vasily Smyslov 
experimented with 1 g6, the result was a 
breakthrough. Finally 1 g6 had become a fully 
respectable opening. It has been given several 
names, of which the Modern Defence is the 
most widely used. But whatever its name, the 
opening 1...g6 firmly stands nowadays, sup
ported by the same strategic pillars that carry 
the weight of the King's Indian and the Pirc 
Defence. 

Black's position is elastic, offering a large 
number of possible ways in which to attack 
White's central position. A practical advantage 
of 1.. .g6 is that it can be played against both I 
e4 alld I d4. In fact it cannot even be said to be
long to either I e4 or I d4 theory; it is part of 
both! 
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In an attempt to do justice to this aspect of 
universality of l...g6, I shall split this opening 
into two parts. All the typical I e4 variations 
(i.e. those lines where White plays e4, but not 
c4) will be dealt with in the section on I e4 g6 in 
the last chapter of this book. All variations 
where White does play c4 (either in combina
tion with e4 or not) will be discussed below. 

2	 c4 
As is the case after 1...e6 and 1...d6, the 

choice between 2 c4 and 2 e4 is largely a matter 
of taste. One could say though, that by playing 
2 e4 White retains the greater number of options. 
After all, 2 c4, the characteristic I d4 approach, 
does allow Black an immediate transposition to 
a 'major' opening, namely the King's Indian 
Defence. It is true that after 2 e4 White could 
also allow a transposition - in this case to the 
Pirc Defence, for instance via 2.. .il.g7 3 ltJc3 
d6 followed by 4...ltJf6 - but this is not forced 
and White may well choose a set-up with c3 in
stead, to avoid a Pirc. He could also change tack 
and go for the 1 d4 solution after all, by playing 
2 e4 ~g7 3 c4. 

2 ... ~g7 (D) 
If Black wants to be sure of a King's Indian 

he could play 2..'cLif6 right away, although in 
that case there does not seem to be any point in 
having opened 1...g6. In any case, 2...~g7 is 
the more flexible move. 
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White now faces a major decision. He has to 
take several transpositions to other openings 
into account. 

3	 e4 

CHESS OPENINGS 

This principled move constitutes the main 
line, but there may be good reasons why a 
player might prefer a slightly more cautious ap
proach, like 3 Qjc3 or 3ltJf3. 

In the first place Black has a few interesting 
moves against 3 e4, that White may well wish 
to avoid. Secondly, some players may want to 
play the g3 system against a King's Indian De
fence and in that case the logical move would 
be 3 iLif3. Apart from an actual transposition to 
the King's Indian with 3...ltJf6, Black then has 
3..,[5, transposing to the Dutch, and 3...c5, pro
voking a transposition to the Benoni (4 d5) or to 
the Sicilian Defence (which may come as a sur
prise to some) by 4 e4 cxd4 5 iLixd4. 

If Black wants to steer clear of all these 
'other' openings, 3...d6 4 g3 ltJd7 5 ~g2 e5 6 
{'tJc3 and now, for instance, 6../iJe7 is a solid 
option. 

Black also has a few independent options 
against the alternative 3 ttJc3, the most impor
tant one being 3...c5. This is quite an awkward 
move for White, because 4 d5 does not neces
sarily result in the desired transposition to the 
Benoni now that Black can reply 4...~xc3+ 5 
bxc3 f5 (D). 
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This hypermodern variation, which combines 
elements from the Nimzo-Indian Defence (the 
exchange on c3) and the Dutch (the prevention 
of e4 by .. .f5), has not yet been wholly assimi
lated by opening theory and, perhaps because 
of this, many players do not feel comfortable 
with it. Unfortunately for White, the alternative 
4 iLif3 is also problematic. because this leads to 
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a line ofthe Symmetrical English that is thought 
to be relatively unfavourable for White, after 
4...cxd45 tLixd4 tLic6 (see page 207). 

3 d6 
Here too Black can play the Benoni move 

3...c5 if he so desires. but in this case there are 
no specific problems with either 4 d5 or 4 !iJf3. 

4 tLic3 (D) 

This is the most important starting position 
of this opening. The crucial question is: does 
Black have anything better than a transposition 
to the King's Indian Defence with 4...tLif6 (or at 
least something which is equally playable)? 

The main attempts to answer this question 
in the affirmative are 4...tLic6 and 4...e5, two 
moves that immediately attack d4, exploiting 
the fact that without a knight on f6, the diagonal 
of Black's g7-bishop is still open. 

A third option is to prepare ...e5 by playing 
4...tLid7. This was a fairly common move in the 
early years of 1...g6, but nowadays such prepa
ration is considered superfluous. 

1...g6 2 c4 i"g7 3 e4 d6 
4 tt:Jc3 tt:Jc6 

4 &2ic6 (D) 

This move poses a very concrete problem. 
Should White let himself be provoked into 
playing 5 d5 or is it more sensible to protect d4, 
and if so, how should he do this? Theory does 
not offer a clear answer to these questions but it 
does provide some lively and original varia
tions. 
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w 

Especially after 5 d5 tensions may run high. 
A critical position is reached after 5... tLid4 6 
ite3 c5 7 tLige2. If Black now simply takes on 
e2, his knight manoeuvre has not brought him 
any great benefits. After 7 ...fiJxe2 8 itxe2 we 
have a Benoni pawn-structure in a relatively fa
vourable version for White because his pieces 
are better developed than Black's. But the real 
point of the 4 fiJc6 line is the much more am
bitious move 7 '!i'b6 (D). 

w 

Black keeps his knight on d4 as long as pos
sible, while attacking b2. Against the obvious 
reply 8 'tj'd2 he has 8...fiJf6 9 fiJxd4 cxd4, with 
the idea of meeting 10 itxd4 very powerfully 
with 1O...fiJxe4!, while after 10 'iYxd4, he main
tains the material balance by 1O...'iYxb2. The 
immediate 8 fiJxd4 cxd4 9 fiJa4 is considered 
more dangerous for Black, especially if, after 
9... \\1Va5+ 10 itd2 \\1Vc7, White sacrifices a pawn 
with 11 c5. The idea is that l1...dxc5 12 itb5+ 
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disorganizes Black's position, while glvlilg 
White a substantial lead in development. Yet 
even this sharp reaction has not been able to re
fute 4...tlJc6. Black's most solid defence seems 
to be 11...tlJf6. 8 tlJa4 'iVaS+ 9 Jid2 is a more 
cautious approach by White. 

IfWhite has no wish to enter these complica
tions, he has two obvious alternatives: 5 Jie3 
and 5 tlJge2. A third option, 5 tlJf3, is less plau
sible because it gives Black an easy way of in
tensifying the pressure against d4 with S...Jig4. 

Against 5 Jie3 the main line is S...eS 6 dS and 
now 6 tlJce7 instead ofthe perhaps more obvi
ous 6 tlJd4. This is because after 6...tlJd4 7 
tlJge2 Black is unable to maintain his knight on 
d4, with 7...4Jxe2 S Jixe2 and 7...cS S dxc6 as 
two rather unattractive prospects. After 6...tlJce7 
(D) the position resembles a King's Indian De
fence, while containing a few original extra op
tions for both sides. 
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In case of a 'normal' move like 7 \i'd2. Black 
can lash out on the kingside immediately with 
7.. .fS, an advance he usually has to work a bit 
harder for in a regular King's Indian. On the 
other hand, White has the option of playing 7 
g4, anticipating .. .fS. He also has 7 cS. which in 
principle is always a sound plan in the King's 
Indian but often difficult to achieve. 

Similar problems arise after 5 tlJge2 eS. 
Against 6 dS Black again plays 6...{:J:ce7, \vhile 
against 6 Jie3 (a position that may also result 
from S Jid, if White continues S...eS 6 tLJge2) 
Black has some rather aggressive options in 
6...fS and 6...QJh6 7 f3 fS. Another possibility 

is to play 6...exd4, which - after 7 tlJxd4 tlJge7 
- transposes to a line that we shall look at next: 
4...eS. 

1...g6 2 c4 j"g7 3 e4 d6 4 CLlc3 e5 

4 e5 (D) 
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We have seen how important this central ad
vance is in the 4...4Jc6 variation. White now 
faces the same strategic problem that confronts 
him in the King's Indian Defence. How should 
he react to this attack against the heart of his 
pawn-formation'? 

In principle this is always a choice between 
playing dS and dxeS, but the really important 
question is: when') What is the best moment for 
either of these options'? 

5 tlJf3 
This neutral developing move postpones the 

decision. Whether this is best is uncertain. The 
immediate relieving of the tension, either way, 
also has its supporters. 

IfWhite is thinking of exchanging on eS, any 
further delay is unwise. Only by playing 5 dxe5 
immediately can he seriously hope that this 
approach will work. After S...dxeS 6 'i'xdS+ 
stxdS White will open the position further with 
7 1'4. He will then try to take advantage of the 
position of Black's king. for whom there is no 
easy escape-route (like castling) from the on
coming struggle in the centre. This variation 
may lead to a lively confrontation between two 
fundamentally different styles of play: White's 
initiative against Black's long-term prospects 
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of controlling d4. Who will make the most of 
his chances? 

The immediate S dS is also not bad. but it 
does give Black complete freedom to adapt his 
piece development as well as he can to this par
ticular pawn-formation, The bold 5.. .f5 6 exf5 
gxf5 is a critical variation. Perhaps somewhat 
surprisingly, Black invites his opponent to play 7 
~h5+. He is counting on the solidity of his posi
tion after 7...~f8 and believes that gaining a 
tempo by playing 8...tiJf6 will provide suf±lcient 
compensation for the loss of the right to castle. 

S exd4 
This is the crucial test of 5 CL:Jf3. If White re

fuses to choose between dxe5 and d5, it is only 
logical that Black will try to 'punish' him by 
taking on d4. 

S...i.g4, S...'!tJc6 and S...lbd7 are the alter
natives. 

Against S...i.g4 the usual reply is 6 d5. 
After S...tiJc6 White can also play 6 d5, but 

another possibility is to make good use of the 
fact that he has played 1'ZJf3 and throw in 6 i.g5 
(D), just to annoy Black. 

B 

If 6.. .f6, White drops his bishop back to e3 
and has his pawn on d4 firmly protected. 

Finally, 5...1'ZJd7 is a solid move but not ex
actly difficult to handle for White. After 6 i.e2 
1'ZJgf6 7 0-0 0-0 we are in a variation of the 
King's Indian Defence (see page 105). 6...1'ZJe7 
would be a way of avoiding such transpositions. 

6 tbxd4 1'ZJc6 
Just as in the King's Indian Defence, Black 

should never just take on d4 at random. In this 
position he has a definite plan in mind. 

7 ~e3 1'ZJge7 (D) 

This is one of the most Clitical positions of 
the entire Modem Defence. 

Black develops his king's knight on e7 in or
der to use his f-pawn as a battering-ram against 
White's central position. After 8 i.e2 0-090-0 
he will play 9.. .f5, threatening 1O...f4 and forc
ing his opponent to play with great precision. 
The obvious solution 10 exfS, for instance, 
meets with the treacherous reply 1O...~xd4! 11 
~xd41'ZJxf5, when White is reduced to playing 
the rather miserable 12 i.e3 iDxe3 13 fxe3. 
leaving him with a deplorable isolated little 
pawn on e3. 10 ~'d2 is a better move, which is 
usually met by 1O.. .fxe4 11 tbxe4 1'ZJf5. An
other option is to play 10 CL:Jxc6. Most players 
then prefer 10...bxc6 to 1O...1'ZJxc6. Although 
the latter move is certainly not bad, doubling 
the c-pawns strengthens Black's control over 
some important central squares and makes his 
position more dynamic. 

A possible drawback of the development of 
the knight to e7 (as opposed to ...1'ZJf6) is that it 
leaves Black's kingside vulnerable to a flank 
attack: 8 h4. Nevertheless. Black has done 
pretty well in practice with moves like 8.. .f5 
and 8...h5. 



Flank Openings 

Now we shall look at the flank openings, of 
which 1 c4 and 1 ctJf3 are the most important. 
These opening moves betray a rather more 
moderate attitude. While not as yet physically 
occupying any central squares, White does start 
taking control over them. White prepares for a 
fight in the centre but he does not want to be the 
one to take the first step. 

1 c4 has been called the English Opening 
ever since Howard Staunton (1810-74), one of 
the strongest players in the world in the mid
19th century, played this opening move in a 
time when 1 e4 was still regarded as practically 
a matter of course. But it was not widely ac
cepted as a serious opening until around 1920. a 
time when many obsolete theories and dogmas 
were looked at in a new light and often cast 
aside as a result. 

Around the same time, 1 ctJf3 came to the 
fore as being the natural counterpart of 1 c4. 
One of the pioneers of this revolutionary new 
approach to openings in general (called Hyper
modern at the time) was Richard Reti (1889
1929), after whom 1 ctJf3 was eventually named. 
It is mainly thanks to his efforts that the new 
phenomenon of a flank opening, as a fully legit
imate altemative to the classical opening moves 
1 d4 and 1 e4, was brought to the attention of 
both the general public and the world's elite of 
top players. 

In fact. 1 c4 and 1 tj'jf3 are so closely related 
that they could well be regarded as a single 
opening system. They are both based on the 
same principles and many variations may arise 
equally well from either move. This has re
sulted in this section of opening theory literally 
abounding in transpositional possibilities, not 
just between 1 c4 and 1 ctJf3, but involving 1 d4 
and even (though to a lesser extent) 1 e4 open
ings as well. Especially the type of position 

where both players move their c-pawn forward 
is a veritable melting pot. This system, the larg
est in the entire complex of flank openings, is 
reached via 1 c4 c5 or via 1 ctJf3 ctJf6 2 c4 c5. It 
is called the Symmetrical English and we shall 
start our joumey through the flank openings 
from there. 

There is, however, one major difference be
tween 1 c4 and 1 t1Jf3. By playing 1 c4 White 
allows his opponent to play 1...e5, a move 
which gives rise to a Sicilian (1 e4 c5) position 
with colours reversed. Because the Sicilian is 
both Black's most popular and his most contro
versial defence to 1 e4, it stands to reason that 
the reversed version is equally conducive to 
markedly diverging opinions. Some players 
have great trust in White's position after 1 c4 
e5, some have equally great faith in Black's 
chances, while many do not know what to think 
of it and do not like it with either colour. This 
opening is often called the Reversed Sicilian. 

1 ctJf3 prevents 1...e5. It also allows White, if 
he so chooses, to bailout of the flank openings 
after 1...d5, by playing 2 d4. Naturally, real 
flank strategy offers a totally different perspec
tive on 1...d5. As was first shown by Reti, 
White can either attack the pawn straightaway 
with 2 c4 or he can delay a frontal attack until 
he has further strengthened his control over im
portant central squares with 2 g3 or 2 b3. 

Finally, there are moves like 1 g3, 1 b3, 1 f4 
and 1 ctJc3 to consider. By choosing one of 
these openings, White distances himself from 
the heavy traffic on the highways that have 
been built by opening theoreticians. In all of 
these openings White (and Black for that mat
ter) is doing a balancing act between opening 
theory (meaning the whole body of known and 
accepted theoretical variations) and pure im
provi sation. 



Symmetrical English
 

1 c4 c5 (D) 
The Symmetrical English occupies a central 

place in the area of the flank openings, not only 
because the symmetricall...cS is as logical and 
sound a reply to 1 c4 as 1...dS to 1 d4 and 1...e5 
to 1 e4, but also because the same applies for 1 
1lJf3. Against that opening move too the sym
metrical reply 1...llJf6 is one of the most critical 
and the symmetry even continues here, because 
against 2 c4 (White's most popular continua
tion) the symmetrical reply 2...c5 is again of 
crucial importance. The Symmetrical English 
is really what binds the opening moves 1 c4 and 
1 1lJf3 together. 

w 

By responding in a symmetrical way Black 
is really saying to his opponent "The ball is in 
your court again". By opening 1 c4, White has 
decided not to occupy the centre immediately. 
Black does the same. What now? 

Fundamentally, there are two options. 
The first is to carryon with a consistent flank 

strategy: increase control over the central square 
dS before undertaking any kind of positive ac
tion in the centre. The standard method of im
plementing this plan is 211Jc3, followed by 3 g3 
and 4 i.g2. This is the classical way of playing 
the Symmetrical English and it was the main 

line from the time of origin (say the 1930s) un
til around 1980. 

The second option is to do exactly the oppo
site: open the centre by playing d4. This plan 
is logically introduced by 211Jf3, when White 
is ready to play 3 d4. But he is not committed! 
He could also continue 3 llJc3, perhaps even 4 
g3, before lashing out in the centre. He will 
choose the moment which he considers the 
most favourable for himself and this will 
largely depend on Black's opening play. This 
is the modern interpretation of the Symmetri
cal English. 

2 C2:Jc3 

2 llJc3 (D) 

B 

Now it is Black's turn to face the fundamen
tal decision between a plan with or without an 
advance in the centre. By playing 2...11Jc6 Black 
copies his opponent's strategy. With 2...11Jf6 he 
prepares ...dS. 

2 C2:Jc3 C2:Jc6 

2 1Llc6 
3 g3 
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If a flank strategy (first maximize your influ
ence in the centre, then - perhaps - open it) is 
indeed what White has in mind, this is the logi
cal move, but there are two other possibilities: 3 
CDf3 and 3 e3. 

3 CDf3 will be discussed under 2 CDf3 (see 
page 214). 

3 e3 is a totally different way of preparing 
d4. White wants to be able to recapture on d4 
with a pawn. Most players prefer to meet tillS 
plan by playing ...d5, an eye for an eye. This 
line is very likely to transpose to other open
ings. After 3...CDf6 4 d4 cxd4 5 exd4 d5 we find 
ourselves in a Panov Attack of the Cam-Kann 
(see page 378), while 3...e6 4 d4 d5 transposes 
to a line of the Tarrasch Defence of the Queen's 
Gambit Declined (see page 12). 

3 ... g6 
4 itg2 J1.g7 (D) 
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This, a key position in the Symmetrical Eng
lish, is a pretty illustration of the consequences 
of the classical flank strategy that both players 
have adopted. Both sides have increased their 
influence in the centre to a degree where it has 
become difficult for the opponent to play d4 or 
., .d5 with any hope of success. But this does not 
mean that the opening struggle has reached a 
deadlock! White has several plans at his dis
posal and, because of the symmetry, Black has 

If Black then continues to reply symmetri
cally by playing 5...CDf6, he in fact quite sud
denly allows White to play 6 d4. This transposes 
to the 2 CDf3 variation (see page 210). 

5...e6 (D) is a more flexible move and this 
has always been one of Black's most popular 
defences against 5lbf3. 
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After, for instance, 6 0-0 CDge7 7 d3 0-0, 
Black will later play ...d5 and reach a satisfac
tory position. Unfortunately this somewhat 
sleepy variation has been unpleasantly startled 
of late by the shocking pawn sacrifice 6 d4!? 
White is trying to take advantage of the weaken
ing of the d6-square in a tactical manner; e.g., 
6...cxd4 7CDb5. Whether this is actually danger
ous for Black remains to be seen, but it certainly 
shows that even in a sheltered place like this, 
venomous tactical tlicks are always possible. 

More reliable tactically. but double-edged in 
a strategic sense, is 5...e5 (D). 
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Black takes an iron grip on the d4-square 
while creating space for future expansion on 
the kingside; e.g., .. .f5-f4. White is given con
trol over d5, but just like in the Stonewall Varia
tion of the Dutch Defence (see page 177) it is 
unclear just how important this is. A character
istic manoeuvre is (after 6 0-0 tiJge7) 7 tiJel, 
intending to further strengthen control over d5 
with tiJc2-e3. The plan of a3, ::l:bl and b4 con
stitutes another major trump card for White. 

White's second option is to play 5 e3, with 
the idea of now finally advancing in the centre 
with tiJge2 and d4. This is a sound enough plan 
in itself, but it has a major drawback in that the 
position becomes drawish if Black continues to 
play symmetrically: 5...e6 6 tiJge2 tiJge7, and 
now, for instance, 7 d4 cxd4 8 tiJxd4 d5 9 cxd5 
tiJxd4 10 exd4 tiJxd5. Few players have man
aged to create serious winning chances from 
this position. If Black finds this too dry, the al
ternative 5...e5 6 C2Jge2 tiJge7 might be useful. 
5...tiJf6 is less logical here, because it does 
nothing to stop White from executing his plan 
with 6 tiJge2 0-0 7 d4. 

Finally, White can adopt the plan that we 
have just seen as a serious possibility for Black 
in both the above variations: 5 e4 (D). 

B 

This particular pawn-formation is often called 
the Botvinnik System. White has prospects of 
expansion on both wings. An attack on the 
queenside with a3 and b4 is just as feasible as 
an attack on the kingside with f4-f5. In the 
meantime, a counterattack in the centre with 
...d5 is firmly ruled out. This means that Black 

will have to play 'around' the centre (as will 
White). A characteristic continuation is 5...ctJf6 
6 ctJge2 d6 7 0-00-08 d3 ctJe8, analogous to the 
manoeuvre tiJel-c2 in the 5 ctJf3 e5line. 5...e6 
is also a common response. 

Anyone studying these variations carefully 
will start wondering at some point whether it is 
perhaps worthwhile to postpone this crucial de
cision about a central pawn-formation. This has 
given rise to a fourth possibility: 5 a3 (D). 

B 

In fact, this little move has grown into one of 
White's most popular options. White starts an 
attack on the flank before developing his king
side any further, which is a complete turning 
around of the approach of the three previous 
variations. Against 5...C2Jf6 or 5...e6 White will 
play 6 ::l:bl, when Black will have to decide 
whether to allow b4 or to prevent it with ...a5 at 
the cost of a weakening of his queenside (the 
b5-square). Against 5...e5 he can even play 6 b4 
at once for the acceptance of the pawn sacrifice, 
6...cxb4 7 axb4 ctJxb4, gives White rather a 
dangerous initiative, starting with 8 j,a3 (for 
instance 8...ctJc6 9 ctJb5!). This gambit is also 
possible after 5...e6, although less clear. 

It is interesting that this is a variation where 
Black is able to continue playing symmetrically 
for an almost absurdly long period of time. One 
of the critical replies to 5 a3 is 5...a6 6 ::l:b1 ::l:b8 
with the idea of meeting 7 b4 with 7...cxb4 8 
axb4 b5 9 cxb5 axb5 (D). 

Isn't it beautiful? 
Both sides have carried out their flank strat

egy to its extreme. Now that they have cleared 
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each other's c-pawns out of the way, the road is 
finally free for a clash in the centre, starting, for 
instance, with 10 lZlf3, 

2 ttJc3 ttJf6 

2... ttJf6 
Black breaks the symmetry. He intends to 

meet White's classical flank strategy with a 
classical advance in the centre: ...dS. 

3 g3 (D) 
Just like after 2... ttJc6, it is this move which 

is the most consistent if White wants to pursue 
a classical flank strategy. But in this case, 3 g3 
implies that White does indeed allow his oppo
nent to take the initiative in the centre by play
ing 3...dS. If White feels uncomfortable with 
this, he should consider returning to the 2 ttJf3 
variation by playing 3lZlf3. The difference from 
3 g3 is that after 3 ttJf3 White will always be in 
a position to meet ...dS with d4, ifhe so wishes. 

3 e4, which is the only move that really pre
vents 3...dS, has never been particularly popular, 
though it cannot be said to be bad. Mter 3."ttJc6 
4 ttJf3 a position from the 2 &:Jf3 variation is 
reached (see page 208), while 3...e6 transposes 
to the Flohr-Mikenas Attack (see page 237). 

3 ... d5 
This is Black's most ambitious interpretation 

of the Symmetrical English. He in fact takes 
over from White his natural role of aggressor in 
the centre. This is precisely why many players 
do not like this variation as White. They feel that 
they are being thrown on the defensiye, as if they 
are really playing Black instead of White. 
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But the true I c4 player does not know any 
such doubts or fears. He knows where his 
chances lie and he will wait for the right mo
ment to take over the initiative. As a result, this 
variation often leads to exciting and dynamic 
chess. Both players are fighting for the initia
tive and are prepared to take some positional 
risks. 

However, there is an alternative method of 
playing ...dS which is also not without venom: 
3...e6 (D). 
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If White now goes for the 'automatic' 4 i!~g2, 

he will have a problem after 4...dS S cxdS exdS. 
The unpleasant advance 6...d4 is a positional 
threat and 6 d4 is not the perfect solution, be
cause White will have to recapture with the 
queen (6 ...cxd4 7 ~'xd4), when 7...ttJc6 gives 
Black a nice and easy extra tempo for his devel
opment. 4 ttJf3 is more accurate, when after 
4 ...dS S cxdS. 5...exdS 6 d4 transposes to the 
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Tarrasch Defence (page 12) and 5...t2lxd5 6 
~g2 t2lc6 to the Keres-Parma V cuiation (page 
209). 

If Black decides to opt for a ...g6 scheme af
ter all, e.g. 3...g6 or 3...LtJc6 4 ~g2 g6, we are 
back in the 2 CLJc3 t.iJc6 variation (or something 
akin to it), with Black having committed him
self to a .. .t'tJf6 plan. 

4 cxd5 CLJxd5 
5 ~g2 

Now that Black has executed his plan, it also 
becomes clear where White's chances lie. The 
pressure exerted by the g2-bishop is palpable. 
The d5-knight is attacked and behind the knight 
lies a vulnerable spot at b7. Black has to tread 
carefully. The obvious move 5...e6?, for in
stance, loses a pawn to 6 CLJxd5 exd5 7 'i¥b3!. 
Nor is the 'easy' solution 5../tlxc3 really that 
easy for, if anything, it is White who is given an 
easy plan of attack against the queenside: 6 
bxc3 g6 7 Mbl CLJc6 8 ~a4, etc. 

But Black's opening plan in this variation is 
based on a wholly different idea, less obvious 
and much more ambitious. 

5 tiJc7 (D) 

w 

This is the Rubinstein Variation, named af
ter the famous Polish grandmaster Akiba Rubin
stein (1882-1961). 

By retreating his knight, Black emphasizes 
his control over the crucial d4-square. which 
can be strengthened by ...e5 in the near future. 
If White does not do something special now, he 
will indeed be playing Black soon or, to be 
more precise: he will find himself in a Maroczy 

Bind of the Sicilian Defence with colours re
versed. 

The key position of this line cuises after the 
following moves. 

6 CLJf3 t2lc6 
7 0-0 eS 
8 d3 ~e7 (D) 

Black is now well on his way to completing a 
healthy development of his pieces. White needs 
to act quickly and with a clear aim in mind in or
der to utilize the tiny lead in development that he 
has. By far the most popular method of doing so 
is 9 CLJd2. If Black then nonchalantly castles 
(9...0-0) White will exchange on c6 (10 ~xc6 

bxc6) when a highly characteristic middlegcune 
arises. Practice has shown that Black's doubled 
pawns are an enduring liability and that it is not 
easy to divert attention from this weakness by an 
attack against White's kingside (although this 
may look a realistic prospect at fIrst sight). For 
this reason 9...~d7 has become the main line. 
White then continues his plan with 10 CLJc4 (D). 

This forces Black to make a fundamental 
decision. If he protects his pawn on e5 with 
10...f6, White will intensify the pressure by 
playing 11 1'4. This will result in a full-scale 
battle, where a sharp eye for tactical solutions is 
as much a prerequisite (for both players!) as 
subtle positional judgement. The alternative is 
to sacrifIce a pawn with the surprising 10...0-0. 
After 11 ~xc6 ~xc6 12 CLJxe5 Black calmly re
treats his bishop (12...~e8), intending simply 
to chase away the knight from e5 and put the 
bishop back on c6 again. This powerful bishop 
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and his central predominance promise Black 
adequate compensation for the missing pawn. 

2 ltJf3 

2 tZJf3 (D) 
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After this move, Black faces more compli
cated problems than after 2 tZJc3. Not only does 
he have to decide on a strategy of his own (for 
instance, whether he wants to play a quick 
...dS), but he also has to anticipate a possible d4 
by White. 

Let us see just how subtle these problems are 
by considering what Black should do if he wants 
to play ...g6. It looks completely natural to play 
2...g6 immediately and this is indeed not a bad 
move at all, but Black should be well aware of 
the fact that 3 d4 will then land him in a Mar
oczy Bind of the Sicilian Defence: 3...cxd4 4 
tZJxd4 !iLg7 S e4. 

CHESS OPENINGS 

With this in mind, many players prefer 
2...tZJc6, when 3 d4 leaves Black with more op
tions than just a Maroczy Bind, while if White 
does not play 3 d4, a plan with ...g6 remains 
fully possible. 2...tZJc6 is in fact one of the two 
main lines in this position. 

The other one is 2...tZJf6. This again gives 
Black a wide range of options for how to deal 
with 3 d4. It is also a preparation to take the ini
tiative in the centre himself by playing dS, in 
case White does not play d4. Finally, 2 tZJf6 
also prepares to play ...b6 in some lines, with
out a knight on c6 blocking the diagonal of the 
bishop that will appear on b7. 

2 ltJf3 ltJc6 

2 tZJc6 (D) 
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The dance around the d4-square begins. Will 
White play 3 d4 or will he postpone this crucial 
advance? In the latter case, 3 tZJc3 is both the 
most Hexible and the most popular option. 

2 ltJf3 ltJc6 3 d4 

3 d4 cxd4 
4 tZJxd4 CZJf6 
5 tZJc3 (D) 

It is clear that by playing d4 White has cho
sen a completely different type of plan from the 
pure Hank strategy that we have seen in the 2 
tZJc3 variation. It could well be argued that this 
va11ation is actually much closer to a 1 d4 or a 1 
e4 opening than to the Hank openings! 
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B 

This is in fact an excellent illustration of the 
modem interpretation of both I lDn and I c4. 
These moves may be used to introduce a flank 
strategy, but they are equally useful for adopt
ing a classical central strategy after all. Being 
able to use both these options is a great asset for 
any white player, giving him maximum flexi
bility in choosing the right plan for any specific 
match situation and any specific opponent. 

S e6 (D) 
S...g6 6 e4 again transposes to a Maroczy 

Bind of the Sicilian Defence. Although this 
variation is eminently playable (in spite of the 
slightly ominous term 'Bind' in its name), not 
everyone feels at ease in this type of position, 
where Black has little manoeuvring space and 
needs to play with great accuracy if he is not to 
be reduced to passive defence. 

w 

5".e6 also allows a transposition to the Sicil
ian Defence with 6 e4, but in tills case it is a 

position from the Taimanov Variation that arises 
which is considered to be completely harmless 
for Black because of the powerful reply 6...~b4 

(see page 422), so this is rarely played. 
The really important variations are 6 a3, 6 g3 

and 6 tZJdb5. 
6 a3 is an odd-looking little move that might 

appear to have no merit other than preventing 
".~b4. However, that merit is a considerable 
one, and poses Black the problem of precisely 
what he is going to do, knowing that White can 
tailor his response accordingly (6".d5 7 cxd5 
exd5 8 ~g5 with play against the isolated pawn, 
or 6".~e7 7 e4 0-0 8 ctJn with a kind of hedge
hog). The move a3 can also prove of some use 
in a variety of contexts, as at a later point a b4 
advance may become possible. A much more 
subtle point is that compared with 6 g3, the line 
6 a3 'iYb6 7 ctJb3 ctJe5 does not threaten ...'iYc6 
with an attack on the hi-rook! White can also 
meet 6".'i'b6 with 7 ctJdb5, intending 8 ~e3, a 
line in which the move a3 proves very useful. 

6 g3 (D) and the subsequent fianchetto of the 
light-squared bishop is a common scheme in 
this type of position. 

White strengthens his grip on the centre with
out sticking his neck out as he does with 6 e4. 
The bishop will also hinder Black's queenside 
development and support a future attack on that 
wing. 

Strangely enough, however, this quiet ap
proach usually leads to a very sharp battle, be
cause it invites Black to counterattack with 
6".'i'b6. Then 7 ctJdbS ctJe5 8 ~f4 ctJfg4 9 
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'i\i'a4!? is a remarkable pawn sacrifice that leads 
to great complications, Against the plausible 
reply 7 tUb3 Black has 7.,,tiJeS, attacking the 
c-pawn and threatening 8."il'c6, White is then 
practically forced to play 8 e4 after all, inviting 
yet another sharp rejoinder: 8.,.jLb4, threaten
ing 9."CtJxe4, Again White has little choice: 9 
il'e2 (D) is practically forced. This brings us to 
the most critical position of this variation. 
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If White had hoped that 6 g3 would promise 
him a calm opening, he will be disappointed. 
He has been forced to play the aggressive and 
somewhat compromising e4 and in order to 
chase away the annoying knight from eS the 
equally bold 1'4 will also be necessary. Besides. 
the double-edged exchange on c3 is in the mak
ing and the pawn on c4 is weak. Fortunately for 
him, the situation does have its positives as 
well, for Black's attacking play is not without 
risk. 9..,d6 10 f4 CtJc6 II jLe3 jLxc3+ 12 bxc3 
Wic7 is a characteristic follow-up. White is 
looking to launch an attack on the kingside, 
while Black will be eyeing the doubled c
pawns. 

6 cI:Jdb5 (D) is a very different sort of move. 
By threatening to play 7 CtJd6+ and 7 jH4. 

White is hoping to bully his opponent into pas
sivity, Again, a bold counterattack is criticaL 
introduced by 6.,.dS in this case, a move which 
is both a pawn saClifice and a chalJenge to play 
7 jLf4. 

The pawn sacrifice is 7 cxd5 CtJxdS 8 0,.jxdS 
exdS 9 ~xdS. based on the fork 9.,.~xdS 10 
CtJc7+. But this is not as strong as it looks. for 
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instead Black has 9.,.jLb4+ 10 jLd2 il'e7, which 
reveals the one big benefit of all pawn sacri
fices: they always clear a file or a diagonal! 
White has to be very careful here. 

Instead, 7 jLf4 is considered the critical reply. 
White provokes 7.,.eS, which seemingly allows 
White a very favourable tactical exchange: 8 
cxdS exf4 9 dxc6 (D). 
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This was a fashionable position back in the 
1980s. Many high-level games have demon
strated that Black is doing fine after 9...bxc6 lO 
'~xd8+ 'it'xd8 in spite of his fractured pawn
structure and the loss of the right to castle. 
Again, it is fast and easy development, the re
sult of the many open files, which is the com
pensating factor. After, for instance, II Md1 + 
~d7 12 t,.jd6 jLxd6 13 Mxd6 Mb8 14 Md2 Me8 
White is a long way away from creating pres
sure in leisurely fashion against the isolated 
pawn on c6. 
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2 4:Jf3 4:Jc6 3 4:Jc3 

3 4Jc3 (D) 

B 

A natural developing move. White will de
cide whether to play d4, depending on Black's 
reaction. He also consciously gives Black the 
opportunity of playing ...d5. 

3 4Jf6 
Black is returning the favour. He too calmly 

continues to develop his pieces, without post
ing his plan of action. This is the most popular 
approach, but by no means the only one. Black 
has at least three alternatives, all directed at ob
structing the advance d4. 

To begin with, there is the straightforward 
3...e5 (D). 

This usually leads to a line of the 2 4Jc3 4Jc6 
variation; e.g.. 4 g3 g6 5 :il,g2 :il,g7 (see page 
200). An attempt to force d4 by playing the 

preparatory 4 e3 is possible, but not consid
ered very promising because of the sharp reply 
4...4Jf6 5 d4 cxd4 6 exd4 e4 and now, for in
stance, 7 ttJg5 :il,b4. 

3...g6 is a much more subtle way to discour
age d4. White is not stopped from playing 4 
d4, but a serious problem awaits him in the po
sition after 4...cxd4 5 4Jxd4 :il,g7. The situa
tion is almost identical to the variation 2 4Jc3 
4Jf6 3 g3 d5 4 cxd5 4Jxd5 5 :il,g2 (see page 
203), with colours reversed. The difference is 
that White has played the extra move 4Jc3, 
which turns out - very remarkably - to be not 
necessarily in his favour. The problem is that 6 
4Jc2 allows Black to take on c3, a strategic 
motif which is also important in the reversed 
variation. After 6.. .:il,xc3+ 7 bxc3 d6 it is by 
no means certain that White's bishop-pair will 
be sufficient compensation for his badly dam
aged pawn-structure. 

Even so, 3...g6 is not regarded as a particu
larly good move. This is because 3...g6 creates 
the ideal situation for White to switch to a e3 
plan with 4 e3 (D). 

Then if Black simply continues 4...:il,g7 5 
d4, he will be unable to stop his opponent from 
playing the strategically vital d5 advance with a 
gain of tempo. But because Black has already 
played 3...g6, it is not easy to find an alternative 
to 4... i,g7. The standard reaction to any e3 
plan, 4...4Jf6 5 d4 cxd4 6 exd4 d5, can be met 
very forcefully by 7 :il,g5. White is threatening 
to take on f6 and d5, while 7...dxc4 8 :il,xc4 
:il,g7 (again) allows the powerful advance 9 d5. 
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The third option is 3...tLJd4 (D). 
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This is a highly unorthodox but undeniably 
solid way of preventing 4 d4. It was introduced 
in 1990 and has been popular ever since. The 
point is that 4 tLlxd4 is unattractive because after 
4...cxd4 the knight on c3 is attacked. Stoically 
continuing normal development with 4 g3 is 
also not self-evidently sound, because of the 
doubling of pawns that 4... tDxf3+ 5 exf3 in
volves, although this is in fact quite playable 
White will continue with .tg2 and d4. 

The standard reaction is 4 e3 tDxf3+ 5 'i:'xf3, 
but it would be a mistake to think that this re
duces Black's knight manoeuvre to a silly loss 
of time, because the white queen is not well
placed on f3. This is brought home by the fact 
that. after 5...g6 6 d4 .tg7, the only sound way 
of protecting d4 is 7 ·~dl. For this reason most 
players prefer 6 b3 iLg7 7 iLb2. Black then has 
a flexible position with prospects of a possible 
initiative on the queenside, based on ...a6 and 
...b5. A plausible continuation is 7...d6 8 g3 
~b8 9 .tg2 tDf6. White should not overlook a 
nasty threat in this position: 1O...iLg4. 

We now return to the position after 3... tZJf6 
(D): 

4 g3 
This is one of the most popular variations of 

the entire Symmetrical English. White tena
ciously continues his strategy of postponing d4. 
This is in effect an alternative version of the 
pure flank strategy that we have seen in the 2 
tZJc3 tZJc6 variation. The crucial difference is 
that the 'threat' of playing d4 and ... d5 nO\v 
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constantly hangs over the position and needs to 
be carefully evaluated at almost every tum. 

The main alternative to 4 g3 is in fact the im
mediate 4 d4.1eading (after 4...cxd4 5 tLlxd4) to 
a position that I have discussed as part of the 3 
d4 variation (see page 204). It is typical of the 
Symmetrical English and of flank openings in 
general that they do not necessarily arise via 
one logical or forced move-order only. Most 
variations can be accessed from several direc
tions and this is something to be well aware of. 

Another possibility is to play 4 e4 (D) first 
(to stop Black from playing 4...d5) and follow 
up with d4 as soon as possible. 
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This is usually met by 4... e6. We already 
know from our survey of the 3 d4 variation (see 
page 205) that the position that arises if White 
now plays 5 d4 cxd4 6 tZJxd4 forms part of the 
Sicilian Defence and is considered innocuous. 
It is slightly more subtle to postpone d4 further 
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with a move like 5 ite2. A key position then 
arises after 5...d5 6 exd5 exd5 7 d4. The ques
tion is: can White transform his minimal lead in 
development into something more tangible? 

We now return to 4 g3 (D): 

B 

There are now two main lines: 4...d5 and 
4••.g6. 

4•..e6 5 itg2 d5 is also perfectly sound, but 
following 6 cxd5 this will normally transpose, 
either to a position from the Tarrasch Defence 
of the Queen's Gambit Declined after 6 exd5, 
or to the Keres-Parma Variation after 6 tLlxd5. 
The latter option will also be available to Black 
if he plays 4...d5. 

2 tLlf3 tLlc6 3 tLlc3 tLlf6 4 g3 dS 

4 d5 
5 cxd5 tLlxd5 
6 itg2 (D) 

B 

This position is almost identical to the one 
arising after 2 tLlc3 tLlf6 3 g3 d5 4 cxd5 tLlxd5 5 
itg2 (see page 203). The difference is the pres
ence of knights on f3 and c6, which slightly re
duces the influence of the bishop on g2. Black 
should be careful though. If he thinks he can 
lash out now with 6...e5?, the unpleasant 7 
tLlxe5! will teach him a lesson. 

Three moves have grown into important 
variations. The most ambitious one is 6...tLlc7. 
Black prevents d4 and prepares to play ...e5. 
This is the Rubinstein Variation, which I dis
cussed above via the move-order 2 tLlc3 tLlf6 3 
g3 d5 (see page 203). 

If Black likes the sort of position that is typi
cal for the Rubinstein, but wants to keep things 
a little bit more solid, 6••.g6 (D) is an interesting 
alternative. 

w 

Black does not hurry with ...e5 and fian
chettoes his dark-squared bishop first. He does 
not need to worry about 7 d4, because this only 
gets White into trouble after the calm 7... itg7. 
when 8...tLlxc3 9 bxc3 cxd4 is already a nasty 
threat. The most important starting position of 
this variation is reached after 7 0-0 itg7 8 tLlxd5 
~'xd5 9 d3 0-0 10 ite3. White's last move in
troduces the threat of 11 tbd4. White is banking 
on his tender lead in development. That is why 
he is not afraid of 1O ...itxb2, which would just 
play into his hands: after 11 .:!:Ibl itg7 12 ~a4 

White's initiative is already very threatening. 
The third possibility (and a very important 

one) is 6...e6. This is the Keres-Parma Varia
tion, a line that can be reached in a multitude of 
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ways. Black's idea here is totally different from 
the one underlying the two previous variations. 
Instead of preventing d4, Black assumes that 
this advance will not be dangerous. If White 
captures on d5, Black will, as a rule, take back 
with the e-pawn. The basic position arises after 
7 0-0 ~e7 8 d4 0-0 (D). 
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White now has two plans that are fundamen
tally different, but about equally important. The 
sharpest and most dynamic approach is to play 
9 e4. White is hoping to obtain a strong central 
position here: e.g., 9.. ,Ct:Jxc3 10 bxc3 or 9. Jt:Jb6 
10 d5. 

The alternative 9 Ct:Jxd5 exd5 10 dxc5 iLxc5 
on the other hand, stresses the static aspects of 
the position, White intends to play against the 
isolated queen's pawn. Compared to the Tar
rasch Variation (the difference being that a pair 
of knights has been exchanged), White lacks the 
possibility of intensifying the pressure against 
d5 by playing iLg5. 

2 l2Jf3 l2Jc6 3 l2Jc3 l2Jf6 4 g3 g6 

4... g6(D) 
Black continues to imitate White's play. As 

we have seen in the 2 CDc3 CDc6 variation, this 
tactic can sometimes be sustained for a very 
long time. 

5 iLg2 ~g7 

6 d4 
This move is the critical test of Black's open

ing play. White is the first to break the symme
try, 
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6... cxd4 
7 Ct:Jxd4 0-0 
8 0-0 (D) 
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Anyone who has been reading this chapter 
from the start will probably have begun to feel 
that everything is interconnected in this open
ing, that every single variation is closely re
lated to each and every other variation. This is 
indeed a distinguishing feature of the Sym
metrical English and one that can have both a 
clarifying and a bewildering effect upon the 
student. This opening is not so much about 
concrete and forcing move-orders as about gen
eral strategic motifs and characteristic plans. 
These plans and motifs keep coming back, 
sometimes slightly modified, in different vari
ations. And what makes things really confus
ing is that they are the same for both sides! 

In this position, for instance, we are in effect 
looking at a situation we have already seen with 
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colours reversed, via 4...d5 5 cxd5 tLlxd5 6 Ji..g2 
g6 7 0-0 Ji..g7. 

Does the simple fact that it is now 'the other 
side' to move alter the assessment of this line? 
Does the extra tempo mean that White sud
denly has chances of an opening advantage in 
a situation where - with colours reversed - we 
have just been wondering whether he can 
equalize? 

It all depends on just how accurate we want 
the answer to be. No, generally speaking it does 
not make a lot of difference and the position can 
be viewed as about equal. Yes, the one whose 
move it is will always be in a position to achieve 
his own characteristic plans first, forcing the 
opponent to respond. which may entail that the 
opponent will have to drop 'his' characteristic 
plans. 

Now what does this all mean concretely? 
The following three plans have come to the fore 
in this position. 

The simplest and most obvious solution is to 
play 8...ctJxd4 9 'iixd4 d6 (D), the same as we 
saw White play in the 'mirrored' version ofthis 
variation. 

w 

A good reply to this is 10 '~d3, taking the 
sting out of the pawn saClifice 1O...Ji..e6 (as in 
the mirror variation), because Black now does 
not have the threat of ... t,!Jd5 to follow this up. 
This is why 1O...Jif5 is much more common. 
Black provokes 11 e4 and only then does he 
play 11...Jie6. Also 1O a6, planning an ad
vance on the queenside ( I:l.b8 and ...b5) is a 
popular plan. 

8...tLlg4 is a surprising altemative. At first 
sight it seems unlikely that a primitive knight 
sortie like this could possibly solve Black's 
problems, but there are a number of good rea
sons why it can. In case of the logical reply 9 e3, 
the pawn sacrifice 9...d6 (D) is very promising. 

w 

If White accepts, 10 t,!Jxc6 bxc6 11 Jixc6 
I:l.b8 will give Black a substantial initiative 
against the white queenside thanks to the beau
tiful open diagonal of the g7-bishop and the 
open b- and c-files. If White declines he sacri
fice and plays a natural developing move like 
10 b3 instead, Black has the far from obvious 
rejoinder 1O. ..t,!Jxd4 11 exd4 t,!Jh6, followed by 
...t,!Jf5, attacking d4. Both these lines are likely 
to result in a heavy middlegame struggle with 
chances for both sides. 

The same pawn sacrifice can be offered im
mediately by playing 8...d6. Again Black is 
counting on (or hoping for) compensation in 
the shape of open files and diagonals, a lead in 
development and attacking chances on the 
queenside after 9 QJxc6 bxc6 10 Ji..xc6 I:l.b8 (or 
10...Ji..h3). 

The choice between these three variations is 
mainly a matter of taste, although it must be 
added that the last (8 ...d6) is by far the most ex
perimental of the three. 

2 tLlf3 tLlf6 

2 t,!Jf6 (D) 
This is one of the most common positions of 

the entire Symmetrical English. It is of vital 
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importance to both 1c4 and 1 b2Jf3 (1 ...01f6 2 c4 
c5). 

Again, the main variaLions start with 3 d4 
and 3 cLJc3, but in this case 3 g3 too has some in
dependent significance. 

2 tiJf3 tiJf6 3 d4 

3 d4 cxd4 
4 CDxd4 (D) 
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This line is a good illustration of how closely 
interconnected the whole body of opening the
ory really is, for a certain basic knowledge of 
both 1 d4 and 1 e4 openings is needed if we are 
to understand this position properly. To begin 
with: the position itself might very well arise 
out of a 1 d4 opening, namely 1 d4 LtJf6 2 c4 c5 
3 CLlf3 cxd4 4 t2Jxd4. It could even be regarded 
as part of the Benoni rather than the Symmetri
cal English! 

The point of conLaCl with 1 e4 theory is the 
Maroczy Bind of the Sicilian Defence (l e4 c5 
2 CLJf3 CLJc6 3 d4 cxd4 4 ct'lxd4 g6 5 c4), which 
has already been mentioned a few times in this 
chapter. This would arise if Black plays 4...g6 
and White were to reply 5 CLJc3 and 6 e4. 

4... e6 
This classical developing move is the main 

alLernative to the equally classical 4...CDc6, 
which would lead to a variation that I have dis
cussed under 2...CLlc6 (3 d4 cxd4 4 CDxd4 &.:Jf6; 
sec pagc 204). The two moves are closely related 
and may easily transpose. The main difference 
is that by playing 4...CDc6 Black concentrates on 
attempts to undermine the knight on d4 by the 
sharp ... 'i'b6, while 4...e6 is geared to moves 
like ...d5 and ...~b4( +). 

The immediate 4...d5 is also possible, but 
the timing is unfortunate since after 5 cxd5, 
both 5... 'Dxd5 6 e4 and 5....iVxd5 6 0.Jc3 give 
White an extra developing tempo for free. 

4...b6 and 4...eS are more serious. Both of 
these variations are of recent origin. 

A ...b6 set-up was long thought to be strategi
cally dubious in any situation where White can 
respond with a quick e4, as is the case here, 
where White can meet 4...b6 with 5 CDc3 ~b7 6 
f3 to be followed by e4. With the rise of the 
Hedgehog Variation and the resulting upgrading 
of this particular pawn-formation, 4...b6 also 
came Lo be accepted as a reasonable line, al
though it is still considered a somewhat cheeky 
imitation of the 'official' Hedgehog Variation, 3 
0.Jc3 e6 4 g3 b6, which I shall discuss later (see 
page 216). 

4...eS is a good deal more cheeky still. Black 
is in effect trying to add more power to the cen
tral advance ...d5. The idea is to meet the criti
cal reply 5 CLJb5 with a pawn sacrifice: 5...d5 6 
cxd5 and now, rather than blundering a piece 
with 6...CDxd5?? 7 ~xd5!, Black plays 6...~c5 

(D). 

At fIrst sight it may seem unlikely that Black 
should have anything even resembling suffI
cient compensation for Lhe pawn. But practice 
has shown that Black's chances, based on fast 
development and the space that ... e5 has given 
him on the kingside, are not to be underesti
mated. Two immediate problems for White are 
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B 

the insecure position of his knight on b5 and the 
vulnerability of f2. Most games have seen the 
modest continuation 7 tLl5c3 0-0 8 e3 (8 e4? 
tLlg4! would be awkward), when 8...iVe7 9 ~e2 

e4 reveals the long-term problem: Black has 
managed to isolate White's pawn on d5, which 
he will now start to lay siege to with moves like 
...Mod8 and ...t;iJbd7-b6. This is in fact one of the 
sharpest and most interesting variations of the 
entire area of flank openings. 

5 g3 (D) 
Again, we find ourselves at a crossroads be

tween queen's pawn and flank opening theory. 
Anyone wanting to meet 1 d4 tLlf6 2 c4 e6 with 
3 g3 will have to have an answer to 3...c5. His 
main options are 4 d5, a Benoni, and 4 t;iJf3, 
which, after 4...cxd4 5 t;iJxd4, brings about the 
very position that we are looking at here, as pat1 
of the Symmetrical English. 

The same can be said about 5 t;iJc3, for if 
Black then plays 5...~b4 and White replies 6 g3, 
the opening has transposed to a variation of the 
Nimzo-Indian Defence: 1 d4 tLlf6 2 c4 e6 3 t;iJc3 
~b4 4 g3 c5 5 tLlf3 cxd4 6 t;iJxd4, although this 
Nimzo-Indian move-order could equally well be 
said to be leading to a variation of the Symmetri
cal English. The habit of labelling and categOliz
ing opening variations is made to look rather 
futile here, but the interconnectedness of all 
opening theory becomes perfectly clear. 

After 5 g3, Black has a great many reason
able moves, but there are three main lines: 
5...d5, 5...Jtb4+ and 5...V)jfc7. 

5...d5 is the most classical move. It shows up 
a slight disadvantage of White's last move: he 

cannot very well play 6 cxd5 because after 
6...iVxd5 his rook is attacked and 7 Jtg2 is pre
vented. This means that 6 Jtg2 is practically 
forced, but this again allows Black to make use 
of the specific features of the position and play 
6 e5 7 t;iJf3 d4. Because 8 t;iJxe5?? fails to 
8 'i'a5+, Black is able to make a giant step for
ward in the centre and in effect take over his op
ponent's natural role of first aggressor. The key 
position arises after 8 0-0 tLlc6 9 e3, with the 
opening battle mainly revolving around the 
question of whether Black's pawn on d4 is go
ing to be weak or strong after, for instance, 
9...Jtc5 10 exd4 exd4. 

5...~b4+ (D) could also explode into sharp 
play very easily. 

w 

IfWhite thinks he can keep the position sim
ple by playing the solid 6 Jtd2 (instead of 6 
tLlc3, which again transposes to the above
mentioned line of the Nimzo-Indian), the sharp 
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reply 6...~b6 will come as a shock. Suddenly 
there are pawn sacrifices and difficult decisions 
all over the place. Against 7 ~g2 the unex
pected 7...1LcS forces the reply 8 e3 (8 1Lc3 
runs into 8...eS !), which, after 8...1Lxd4 9 exd4 
~xd4 10 0-0, leads to a sharp and principled 
fight between Black's material advantage (he 
can even take a seconcLpawn on c4) and White's 
lead in developmeri(In case of 7 1Lxb4 ~xb4+ 
White is also forced to sacrifice a pawn. His 
most solid option (but also the least intimidat
ing one) is to play 7 e3. 

Likewise, 5...Viie7 (D) also challenges White 
to a principled fight between the forces of mind 
and matter. 
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The frrst question is: is it necessary to protect 
c4? Opinions seem to be evenly divided on this. 
because 6 QJd2 and 6 lLlc3 are about equally 
popular. 6 1Lg2 is played less frequently, be
cause this does not pose any concrete obstacles 
in the way of Black taking on c4. After the more 
subtle 6 lLlc3, 6.. :~xc4 is risky because of 7 e4, 
attacking the queen. In this case Black usually 
plays 6...a6, when 7 1Lg2 Viixc4 again leads to 
this sharp, difficult-to-judge type of position 
where White has the short-term advantage of 
the lead in development and Black has the long
term advantage of the extra pawn. 

2 rt:Jf3 rt:Jf6 3 IiJc3 

3 lLlc3 (D) 
I guess that by now most readers will be 

able to spot the most obvious transpositions 
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for themselves. If 3...lLle6 we reach a position 
that we have already looked at on page 208, 
while 3...g6 4 d4 cxd4 S &21xd4 1Lg7 (or 4 e4 
1Lg7 Sd4) is the Maroczy Bind Sicilian again. 

The alternatives 3...dS and 3..•e6 also offer 
possible transpositions to variations that we 
have already seen, but these two moves have in
dependent signifrcance as well. In fact these are 
two of the most importalll variations of the 
Symmetrical English. 

2 rt:Jf3 ClJf6 3 IiJc3 dS 

3 dS 
4 exdS lLlxd5 (D) 
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If White now plays 5 g3, the reply S...tUc6 
will bring us back to the well-known territory 
of the ... dS variations we have already looked at 
(see page 209), but because Black has played 
...dS here before White has played g3, there are 
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a couple of interesting alternatiYes. Instead of 
the standard flank strategy (the cornerstone of 5 
g3), White can make a V-tum: both 5 d4 and 5 
e4 are moves that aim at a classical confronta
tion in the centre. 

In fact 5 d4 (D) offers Black a choice of 
transposing to two different 1 d4 openings: 

B 

5...e6 is a Serni-Tarrasch Variation of the 
Queen's Gambit Declined (see page 19) and 
5...g66 e4 l21xc3 7 bxc3 is a Griinfeld (see page 
122). Most players who choose 3...d5 will have 
one of these transpositions in mind, but there is 
one other possibility: 5...cxd4. This move leads 
to a somewhat dry position after 6 '!iVxd4lLlxc3 
7 '!iVxc3 l21c6 S e4 e6 with a tiny lead in develop
ment and an equally tiny space advantage for 
White. He has to watch out for 9...~b4 though. 
The main lines start with 9 ~b5 and 9 a3. 
Black's position is solid and if he is happy with 
a draw, this variation is quite playable. 

The same two transpositions are feasible af
ter 5 e4 (D), but there are a couple of major dif
ferences from 5 d4. 

If Black were to play 5...lLlxc3, then 6 bxc3 
would indeed transpose to either the Semi-Tar
rasch (6...e6 7 d4) or the Griinfeld (6 ...g6 7 d4). 
But in this specific situation the 'other recap
ture' is an excellent option: 6 dxc3. This move 
may in fact come as a cold shower to many 
who, having played 3...d5, are mentally tuned 
to a dynamic Griinfeld battle. Queens are ex
changed and the position becomes rather static. 
Providing he feels confident in this type of po
sition, White may be satisfied. After 6.. .'<j{xdl + 

B 

7 Wxdl White's pawn move e4 is more useful 
than Black's ...c5 and his king will find a com
fortable square on c2. 

But the most critical reply to 5 e4 is not 
5...lLlxc3, but the sharp 5...lLlb4 (D). 

w 

White now either has to get in d4 or do some
thing useful with his small lead in development, 
and preferably both. 

The immediate 6 d4 cxd4 7 lLlxd4? is not an 
option because this runs into 7... '!iVxd4!, win
ning a piece. 

The main lines are 6 ~b5+ and 6 ~c4. Both 
moves lead to highly original positions which 
are difficult to assess. 

The point of 6 ~b5+ is to meet 6...lLlSc6 with 
7 d4 cxd4 S a3!, when S...dxc3 9 '!iVxdS+ WxdS 
10 axb4 cxb2 11 ~xb2 produces an endgame 
where his lead in development and the unsafe 
position of Black's king promise White enough 
compensation for the pawn he has sacrificed. 
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If this is already a fairly complicated varia
tion, the difficulties involved in judging 6 ~c4 

are even more complex. To begin with, this 
move virtually gives up the right to castle, for if 
Black now plays 6... tLld3+, it would be an out
rage to reply with the meek 7 ~xd3. The key 
position arises after 7 ~e2 tLlf4+ 8 ~f1 CLle6 
(D). 
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One of the main variations here is the pawn 
sacrifice 9 b4!?, meeting 9...cxM with 10 CLle2. 
White is poised to play d4, taking control over 
the centre and pushing Black onto the defen
sive. The loss of the right to castle does not 
seem to diminish his chances. The king's rook 
is often brought into play by h4-h5 followed by 
MM. This line rose to prominence around 1980, 
but theory has never managed to get a firm hold 
on it. It is clear though that both sides have to be 
mentally prepared for a gruelling battle. 

2 ~f3 ttJf6 3 ttJc3 e6 

3... e6 (D) 

4 g3 
4 d4 cxd4 5 CLlxd4 transposes to one of the by 

now familiar d4 variations (see page 213). The 
position after 4 e4 CLlc6 has also been discussed 
before, on page 208. 

4 .., b6 
This move introduces the Hedgehog Sys

tem. 
The alternative 4...CLlc6 has been treated on 

page 209. 4...d5 5 cxd5 also offers a familiar 
picture: after 5...exd5 6 d4 we are in a Tarrasch 
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Defence (see page 12), while 5...CLlxd5 is the 
Keres-Parma Variation (see page 209). 

5 ~g2 ~b7 

6 0-0 Ji.e7 (D) 
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Black is in effect playing a Queen's Indian 
Defence, the only difference being that White 
has not played d4 (yet). Strategically, this is a 
very delicate situation. After an, playing d4 is 
widely regarded as White's most powerful plan, 
but the question is how? 

The classical recipe is to play 7 d4 without 
any more ado. The modem variation starts with 
the seemingly slow, but actua]]y very ambitious 
7 Mel. 

3 ...e6 4 g3 b6 5 itg2 itb7 
6 0-0 iLe7 7 d4 

7 d4 cxd4 
8 '~xd4 (D) 
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Even though the white queen is obviously 
vulnerable to an attack on d4, this recapture is 
widely regarded as the best way of creating 
pressure. After 8 t2Jxd4 i.xg2 9 ~xg2 the ex
change of bishops lessens the tension and Black 
is given more freedom to develop his queenside 
properly; e.g., 9...~c8 10 ~d3 t2Jc6. 

8 d6(D) 
The obvious move 8...tLJc6 is well met by 9 

~f4. In fact, it was the discovery that Black's 
queen's knight is better developed on d7 that 
was the main reason for the Hedgehog's rise to 
great popularity during the 1970s. On d7 the 
knight does not obstruct the diagonal of the 
b7-bishop nor the c-file and it can jump to c5, 
from where it will attack a white pawn on e4. In 
this type of position, the gain of tempo involved 
in playing 8.. /LJc6 is of little importance. The 
white queen is not very well placed on d4 any
way and will usually step back voluntarily. 

w 

It is not so much this specific position as this 
f)pe of position which became extremely popu
lar in the 1970s and 1980s and which became 
known during that era as the Hedgehog Sys
tem. The name is appropriate, for Black is in ef
fect curling up on his back three ranks and any
one trying to tackle the Hedgehog without a 
pair of really thick gloves is likely to get him
self pricked. 

According to classical positional thinking, 
Black's pawn on d6 is simply weak and, provid
ing he manages to keep possible breakouts with 
...d5 or ...b5 in check, White should gradually 
be able to demolish Black's position. But innu
merable games by Hedgehog pioneers from the 
1970s (among whom Ulf Andersson deserves a 
special mention) have shown that this view un
derestimates Black's chances. Preventing every 
possible form of counterplay is such a hugely 
demanding task that very few players even get 
to the stage where any sort of demolition work 
can be contemplated. 

I would advise anyone interested in study
ing this opening scheme to concentrate on the 
strategy first. There are a number of variations 
which require some accuracy and theoretical 
knowledge, but in general understanding the 
characteristic plans and ideas is far more im
portant. 

Well then, what are these ways of attacking 
d6 and how should Black defend himself against 
them? What is Black's ideal piece deployment 
if White does not force him to respond to any 
particular threat immediately? It is this type of 
question that has to be asked again and again in 
this line and which a student becomes more and 
more familiar with as his insight into the secrets 
of the Hedgehog grows. 

One direct (some would ~yen say primitive) 
way of attacking d6 is to pray 9 b3 0-0 and now 
simply 10 i.a3. Black then blocks off the diag
onal of this bishop by 1O.. /LJa6 11 Mfdl ttJc5, 
when after 12 ttJb5 t2Jfe4 he has got everything 
covered. Developing the queen's bishop not at 
a3 but at b2 is more of a long-term plan. After 
10 i.b2 a6 11 Mfdl ttJbd7 12 e4 iic7 13 iie3 
(D) a key position is reached that may be 
achieved by a multitude of different move
orders. 
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A good plan here is to play 13...Mfe8 14 
Macl ~f8. Black may continue with ...Mac8 
(or ...Mad8), possibly followed by ...'i¥b8 and 
...~a8, supporting a possible advance ...b5, 
while removing the queen from the reach of the 
rook that is likely to appear on cl. Black could 
follow up with moves like ...'i¥aS and ...CtJc5, 
attacking the pawn on e4. As long as the white 
queen remains on e3 there is also the possibility 
of playing ...d5 when an exchange of e-pawns 
(exd5 exd5) is unpleasant for White. In the 
meantime the fS-bishop covers d6, with pros
pects of rather more active service on g7. 

9 ~gS (D), intending to exchange on f6, is a 
way of keeping things a bit simpler. 
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been diminished and the defence of d6 is weak
ened. After 11...0-0 12 Mfdl Black has to play 
12...~e7, when 13 CtJe4 more or less forces 
him to surrender his bishop-pair and play 
13 ...~xe4. A further implication is that after 
14 'i¥xe4 Black is reduced to playing 14...Ma7, 
because in view of the dangerous knight ma
noeuvre CtJd4-c6, Black's knight will have to 
stay on b8 for the time being. The rook's pros
pects are not that bad in fact, with both c7 and 
d7 as useful possible destinations. In general 
the position remains much more static than in 
the 9 b3 variation. Black has hardly any influ
ence in the centre but his position is solid. 

Another characteristic way of attacking d6 is 
by manoeuvring a knight to e4; e.g., 9 Mdl a6 
10lZJg5 (D) . 
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Like 9 ~g5, this is a relatively simple plan 
which demands a certain precision from both 
players. It seems strange that White suddenly 
allows the exchange of light-squared bishops 
which he avoided only two moves ago (by play
ing 8 ihd4 instead of SlZJxd4). But although it 
is true that in principle this makes Black's posi
tion easier to play, the threat against d6 is very 
real. After 10... ~xg2 11 Wxg2 Black must de
fend himself against lZJge4, followed (if neces
sary) by b3 and ~a3. I1...CtJc6 12 ilif4 Ma7 13 
tLlge4 l:1.d7 is considered a reliable solution. 

Anyone not accustomed with the Hedgehog 
will probably find this a strange plan at first, 3 ...e6 4 g3 b6 5 i.,g2 i.,b7 
but on closer inspection a variation like 9... a6 6 0-0 i.,e7 7 Mel 
10 ~xf6 ~xf6 11 ~f4 will reveal its merits.
 
Black's control over the crucial e4-square has 7 l:1.el (D)
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B 

White intends to play d4 only after he has 
thrown in 8 e4 first. He can then recapture on d4 
with the knight without having his king's bishop 
exchanged. This is a much more aggressive 
scheme of development than anything we have 
just seen in the 7 d4 variation. Black now has to 
decide whether he wants to prevent this plan. 

7 d6 
The true Hedgehog fanatic will never be dis

turbed by anything White comes up with and 
curl up in his Hedgehog position regardless, but 
Black does in fact have two solid alternatives: 
7..!iJe4 and 7...d5. In the latter case he must be 
prepared to play a totally different type of 
middlegame though. for after 8 cxd5, a position 
arises from 8...exd5 9 d4 that resembles a varia
tion of the Queen's Indian Defence (see page 
80), while 8...I.i:Jxd5 9 e4 tLlxc3 10 bxc3 0-0 11 
d4 creates the sort of position that we know 
from the Keres-Panna Variation (see page 210). 

8 e4 (D) 

B 

8 a6 
Another way to prevent White's plan is to 

play 8...e5 in this position. However, White's 
pieces are probably better placed to deal with 
this symmetlical pawn-formation than Black's. 
He can take the initiative light away with 9 
tLlh4, followed by tLlf5 and/or f4. 

9 d4 cxd4 
10 tLlxd4 Wic7 

Black has to be on his guard. If he carelessly 
plays 10.. .t.2Jbd7?, White gets the upper hand 
immediately with the simple 11 e5!. 

11 i.e3 tLlbd7 
Taking on c4 is too lisky: after 11...Wixc4? 

12 Mel Black has not so much won a pawn as 
ruined his position. 

12 Mel 0-0 
13 f4 (D) 

B 

This is a key position for the 7 Mel variation. 
Thanks to the small investment of a single pre
paratory move (7 Mel) White has been able to 
take up a positi0!1 that is both solid and aggres
sive. White is not concerned with attacking the 
pawn on d6; he wants to gain space on the 
kingside with g4. A Hedgehog position is al
ways solid, but in this case Black has to be very 
careful not to be pushed off the board. An illus
tration of what might happen in this potentially 
violent line is provided by the sample variation 
13...Mfe8 14 g4 tLlc5 15 i.f2 g6 (in order to 
play ...e5, creating counterplay in the centre, 
without having to worry about tLlf5) 16 b4 
tLlcd7 and now the spectacular 17 tLld5!? exd5 
18 cxd5. This positional piece sacrifice has 
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been played a number of times and with great 
success. After 18...1/lll'd8 White simply carries 
on with his bulldozer strategy: 19 £tJc6 i,xc6 
20 dxc6. 

Black has tried to improve on this line in 
many different ways (for instance by playing 
13...h5), but the battle will always be fierce and 
highly complicated. 

2 tZJf3 tZJf6 3 g3 

3 g3 (D) 
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If White does not want to play 3 d4 (yet), 3 
£tJc3 is the most flexible alternative, but there is 
also an argument to be made for 3 g3. Against a 
...dS set-up in particular, this move offers some 
new prospects since, without a knight on c3. the 
sometimes annoying exchange ... ttJxc3 (after 
cxdS £tJxdS) is ruled out. This may well make a 
d4 advance (in response to ...dS) more attractive. 

The immediate 3...d5 is the move most af
fected by this subtle difference, for White can 
now avoid both the Rubinstein Variation and 
the ...g6 line (see pages 203 and 209 respec
tively). If, after 4 cxdS ttJxdS 5 i,g2, Black 
plays 5...g6, the moment is right for 6 d4 (D). 

This is because 6...cxd4 7 ~xd4 is awbvard 
for Black, his rook being attacked and 7...i,g7 
prevented. This means that he would have to 
make a small concession and play either 7... ttJf6 
or 7.. .f6. It is probably a better idea to play 
6...1l,g7, but this leads to Grtinfeld-related posi
tions after 7 e4 or 7 dxc5. which may not be to 
Black's liking. 
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The alternative 5...£tJc6 can also be met by 6 
d4, preventing a possible Rubinstein set-up 
(6...£tJc7 and ...eS) and forcing a type of posi
tion upon the opponent which he (possibly) was 
not counting on. 

But you cannot expect something for noth
ing. 3 g3 gives Black a chance to choose a vari
ation which he cannot expect to reach without 
White's cooperation via any other Symmetrical 
English move-order (like 3 ttJc3): 

3... b6 (D) 
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If White had played 3 £tJc3 he would now 
have the powerful reply 4 e4. Having played 3 
g3, there is nothing better than... 

4 i,g2 iLb7 (D) 
This position has all the characteristics ofthe 

Symmetrical English. But the decision to re
gard it as part of that opening is a random one 
for it is equally relevant (to say the least) to the 
opening I £tJf3 tDf6 2 c4 b6 (see page 246). As 
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w w 

we shall see, 3 g3 is then one of White's major 
options, with the reply 3...c5 or 3...i,b7 4 i,g2 
c5leading to the very position that we are label
ling here as a line of the Symmetrical English. 

This is in fact another example of how inter
connected all openings and variations really are 
(and how arbitrary any attempt at categoriza
tion is in the end). 

5 0-0 
Now if Black were to play 5...e6 we would 

be back in a 'regular' Hedgehog after 6 tLlc3. 
There is, however, an interesting possibility to 
play this system in a subtly different way. 

5 g6 
6 tLlc3 i,g7 (D) 

In almost all of the ...g6 variations that we 
have seen in this chapter, its value depended to 
a large extent upon the reply d4. How should 
the situation after an exchange on d4 be as
sessed? In terms of opening theory, this is the 
first question that needs to be asked. If White 

chooses a different plan, a ...g6 set-up is usually 
vindicated. 

In this case, after 7 d4 cxd4, the natural re
capture 8 tLlxd4 has the same drawback as in 
the Hedgehog Variation, namely that there is 
little tension left in the position after 8...i,xg2 9 
~xg2. Of course White's position is sound, but 
so is Black's after 9...0-0 10 e4 Vliic7. 

That is why here too 8 Vliixd4 is regarded as 
the critical move. Without a weakness on d6 
(for Black's e-pawn has not left its original 
square yet), Black's position is more solid than 
in the Hedgehog, while the g7-bishop does of
fer some prospects of active piece-play. For in
stance, after 8...0-0 there is already the threat of 
9...tLle4. 

The alternative 7 .l:l:el, although not bad, is 
probably less effective here than in the ...e6 
variation. With a bishop on g7, both 7 d5 and 
7...d6 8 e4 e5 are easier to play, while 7 tLle4 is 
also quite solid. 



Reversed Sicilian 

1 c4 eS (D) 
This move constitutes both the least compli

cated and the most radical reply to the English 
Opening. It is carefree and it is formidable. It 
shows up the beauty of 1 c4 and its ugliness. 
For some it is the reason to play 1 c4, for others 
it is why they will never even contemplate it. It 
is the heart of the English Opening. 
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White now has to face the consequences of 
his first move. Black has occupied the centre 
and White will attack from the t1ank. Ifhe does 
this feebly or not at all, the traditional roles will 
soon be reversed, for if Black can freely de
velop his pieces, he will take over the initiative. 

2 ct:Jc3 
For those who are familiar with the wealth of 

variations of the Sicilian Defence, it may come 
as a surprise to find that alternatives to 2 &21c3 
are rare and of little theoretical significance. 
The only other move that has any importance at 
all is 2 g3 and even this can hardly be called an 
independent variation. Moves like 2 d3 or 2 e3 
are practically never seen. 

If we compare the situation to the position 
after 1 e4 c5 2 Cilf3 it is important to note that in 
that case Black has to anticipate White's im
pending central advance, 3 d4. But after 1 c4 

e5, White does not have to react, he must act. It 
is not a matter of finding the best way to cope 
with the opponent's initiative, it is a matter of 
ensuring that the opponent does not get any ini
tiative in the first place! 

Anyone who deliberately 'missed' the op
portunity of playing 1 d4 just one move earlier, 
is unlikely to try to prepare the same advance 
with 2 e3 in this position, which will yield him 
no more than a rather unglamorous line of the 
French Defence (2 e3 (iJf6 3 d4 exd4 4 exd4 d5 
results in the same position as 1 e4 e6 2 d4 d5 3 
exd5 exd5 4 c4 ct:lf6). 

After 2 ct:Jc3, Black too lacks the wide range 
of choice that White has on his second move in 
the Sicilian Defence. Moves like 2...g6 and 
2...fS are considered slightly inaccurate be
cause of the firm reply 3 d4. In both cases 
3...exd44 ''i'xd4 produces a position where the 
white queen is not badly placed on d4. 

A more sophisticated way of anticipating 3 
d4 is 2...d6 (D), the Smyslov Variation. 
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We are again faced with a curious entangle
ment of two different openings here, in this 
case the English Opening and 1 d4 d6. Both 3 
d4 and 3 ct:Jf3 f5 4 d4 e4 5 tDg5 transpose to 
variations that can also be reached via 1 d4 d6 2 
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c4 e5 (see page 191). A third option, 3 g3, is 
similar to the Closed Variation and could easily 
transpose. 

2...:.tb4 (D), on the other hand, is a move of 
a different calibre altogether. 

This is the youngest variation of the Re
versed Sicilian, nameless as yet, but very popu
lar already. It is a provocative move, for 3 tiJd5 
looks like a plausible and strong reply. Why 
should Black give his opponent an aggressive 
move like that for free? The point is that the 
knight is not safe on d5. Black simply with
draws the bishop and chases away the knight 
with ...c6. This can lead to a fierce opening 
struggle. Black can play 3...:.taS 4 b4 c6!, or 
3...:.tc5 or even 3...:.te7. In the latter case, Black 
assumes that after an exchange on e7 (e.g., 4 d4 
d65 e4 tiJf6 6 tiJxe7 'o/iixe7) his lead in devel
opment will compensate for the loss of the 
bishop-pair. Here too, 3 g3 is a calmer reply. 

The traditional main lines start with 2...tiJc6, 
the Closed Variation, and 2...tiJf6, which gen
erally leads to the Four Knights Variation. 

Closed Variation 

2 tiJc6 (D) 
By analogy with the Closed Sicilian (1 e4 c5 

2 tiJc3), this move is called the Closed Varia
tion. Black is more concerned with preventing a 
possible d4 than with making a move in the 
centre of his own ( d5). If White now plays 3 
tiJf3, the reply 3 tiJf6 will transpose to the 

w 

Four Knights Variation, but he also has to take 
3...f5 into account, when 4 d4 e4 leads to the 
same type of position as 2...d6 3 tiJf3 f5 4 d4 e4, 
a line we have just looked at. Basically, an ... f5 
set-up, though always possible, only becomes 
truly attractive if White has already played tiJo, 
for this will allow Black to meet d4, the most 
principled reply, by ...e4 with gain of tempo. 

3 g3 
Now 3...f5 is slightly less accurate (although 

it should be stressed that even here this advance 
is not what you call bad). White continues 4 
:.tg2 tiJf6 5 e3 followed by d4 and if Black then 
replies ...e4, White can immediately eliminate 
Black's intimidating outpost at e4 by playing 
0. 

3 g6 
4 :.tg2 :.tg7 (D) 

w 

This is the main starting point of the Closed 
Variation. In the course of almost a century, 
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many games have been played from this posi
tion, making it one of the oldest in the entire 
English Opening. Perhaps somewhat surplis
ingly though, there are hardly any clearly de
fined variations. For the time being there is 
little or no direct contact between the opposing 
armies. In a situation like this there is usually 
little need for concrete and precise move
orders. It is all about long-term strategic plan
ning. 

Speaking very generally, one could say that 
White has two standard plans: he can become 
aggressive on the queenside or in the centre, in 
which case his attack will be directed at e5. 

The most common fonn of an attack on the 
queenside is to play .l:!.bL followed by b4-b5. 
This is often (but not always) combined with d3 
and CLlf3. White allows his opponent a free 
hand on the kingside. 

A plan of action in the centre will normally 
be based either on e3 in combination with 
t"jge2, or on e4. The latter move creates the 
opportunity of attacking e5 from the flank 
with f4. 

If we translate these abstract considerations 
into concrete variations, White has the follow
ing moves: 

First of all, he can decide to develop his 
kingside first, starting with 5 CLlf3, and concen
trate on the queenside later. After 5...d6 6 d3 
CLlf67 0-0 0-0 for example, he could play 8.l:!.bl 
(D), preparing 9 b4. This position, which can be 
reached in a multitude of different move-orders, 
is in fact one of the most popular in the entire 
range of flank openings. 
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CHESS OPENINGS 

White now fully concentrates his forces on 
the queenside and Black will have to find coun
terplay on the kingside. A characteristic (though 
by no means forced) continuation is 8...a5 9 a3 
h6 (in order to play ....lte6 without being trou
bled by CLlg5) 10 b4 axb4 11 axb4 .lte6 12 b5 
CLle7 13 .ltb2 iYd7, intending 14....lth3. 

White could also start by playing 5 .l:!.bl, 
postponing CLlf3 to a later stage and keeping the 
options of a development with e3 or e4 open. 

By playing 5 e3, White emphatically creates 
the possibility of an advance in the centre (d4), 
yet he does not commit himself to such a plan. 
On the contrary, the whole point of this varia
tion is to threaten to play d4, not necessarily to 
play it. Black must constantly be on his guard 
for this advance, which requires some subtle as
sessments. If 5...d6 6 0'Jge2 CLlf6, for instance, 7 
d4 is a perfectly sound move and very annoying 
for Black. If Black plays 6...CLlge7 (instead of 
6...CLlf6), the situation is different: now, after 7 
d4 exd4 8 exd4 0-0, Black is well-placed to at
tack the enemy centre with moves like ....ltg4 
and ...CLlf5. This explains why 6.JiJge7 is usu
ally met by 7 0-0 0-0 8 d3 or 8 J:tbl, not by 7 d4. 

An interesting reply to 5 e3 is a swift ad
vance on the kingside: 5...h5. By introducing 
the threat of ...114, Black is testing the strength 
of his opponent's kingside defences (and his 
nerves). This provocative line came into fash
ion around 1980 and is still quite popular. 

Finally, White may choose the same pawn
fonnation that we have seen in the chapter on 
the Symmetrical English under the name of 
the Botvinnik Variation (see page 201): 5 e4. 
White concentrates on neutralizing any possi
ble enemy initiative on the kingside. The stan
dard scheme of development comprises moves 
like CLlge2, d3, 0-0, .lte3 and 'il'd2. White has 
the long-tenn prospect of playing either b4 or 
f4, or both. 

Four Knights Variation 

2... CLlf6 (D) 
By playing this move, Black makes it clear 

that he does not resign himself to White's dom
ination of the central square d5, which so mark
edly defines play in the Closed Variation. Black 
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intends to diminish that domination by playing 
... j,b4 or even to neutralize it completely with 
...d5, the very strategy that is regarded as criti
cal (with colours reversed) in the Sicilian De
fence. 

He does not have to be afraid of 3 d4, a move 
that is crucial (or at least highly relevant) after 
2...g6, 2... f5 and even the much stronger 2...d6, 
for in this case the position after 3...exd4 4 
'ilxd4 tiJc6 is (even) easier for Black than after 
2...d6 3 d4 exd4 4 'ilxd4. his dark-squared 
bishop still having prospects of getting devel
oped very actively at c5 or b4. IfWhite wants to 
play this type of position it is much better to 
throw in 3 tiJf3 tiJc6 first, when 4 d4 exd4 5 
tiJxd4 keeps the white queen safely out of reach 
of Black's queen's knight. 

3 tiJf3 
3 g3 is also played fairly often. This move is 

intended to give White some extra options for 
dealing with 3... j,b4 (as compared to 3 tiJf3 
tiJc64 g3 j,b4). With his king's knight still on 
gl, he can meet this move with 4 e4, followed 
by tiJge2. If Black chooses 3...d5, then White's 
choice of third move has little independent sig
nificance. The plausible 4 cxd5 tiJxd5 5 j,g2 
(tJb6 6 tiJf3 tiJc6 will lead to the position that 
we shall encounter under the heading of 3 tiJf3 
tiJc6 4 g3 d5. 

3 tiJc6 (D) 
Since about 1900, this position has been the 

starting point for most of the theoretical discus
sions of the Reversed Sicilian. With his care
free and aggressive opening play, Black has 
made optimal use of the freedom of movement 

that White has given him by opening 1c4. Now 
the moment has come for White to justify his 
first move. 

The various ways in which White has tried to 
do this form an excellent illustration of the evo
lution of opening theory over more than a cen
tury. For a very long time, until around 1970, 4 
d4 was regarded as the main line. White takes 
the initiative in the centre, a classical strategy. 

After that, 4 e3 held the limelight for about a 
decade. This is much more flexible, although 
still based on the same view of the situation. 
White introduces the possibility of taking back 
on d4 with a pawn, but, more importantly, he 
prepares to deal with the aggressive ... j,b4, 
which is the main problem after 4 d4, in an alto
gether different way. 

But in the mid-1980s it was 4 g3 that rose to 
ever greater popularity until it finally overshad
owed its two predecessors completely and be
came the 'self-evident' main line. White does 
not hurry with d4 and increases his int1uence in 
the centre instead by putting a bishop on g2. 
This is the pure flank strategy that we know so 
well from the Symmetrical English. It is very 
tempting to call this the most logical move in 
the opening scheme that was started with 1 c4. 
but just to illustrate the relative value of this ep
ithet I would like to mention that various theo
retical works from every period of the 20th 
century have emphatically given 4 d4 and 4 e3 
that honour. .. 

Naturally, in a calm position like this there 
are many playable moves. Especially the wait
ing moves 4 a3 and 4 d3 and the rather wooden 
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4 e4 are played fairly often, but there is little to 
say on these moves in a theoretical sense and 
perhaps that is precisely their strength (or 
weakness). Moves like this should not be seen 
as ways to create or advance opening theory, 
but as attempts to avoid it. 

2 tLJc3 tLJf6 3 tLJf3 tLJc6 4 d4 

4 d4 (D) 
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White immediately attacks Black's central 
outpost at e5 and stops his opponent from in
creasing his influence in the centre by means of 
...d5. It could be said that by playing 4 d4 White 
decides to go for a 1 d4 opening after all. The 
theoretical assessment of this approach has seen 
great changes over the years. Nowadays it is re
garded as sound, but not particularly threaten
ing for Black. 

There are two fundamental replies, 4...e4 
and 4...exd4. 

After 4...e4 5 CLld2 Black has a choice be
tween the open type of position resulting from 
5...CLlxd4 6 ttJdxe4 and the more complex posi
tion after 5...~b4, 

The alternative 4...exd4 combines these two 
qualities, for the position after 5 GLlxd4 ~b4 (D) 
is at the same time open and complicated. This 
is in fact a fairly treacherous and double-edged 
variation. White will have to accept some dam
age to his pawn-formation in return for obtain
ing a fIrm grip on the centre. 

A characteristic (though by no means forced) 
continuation is 6 ~g5 h6 7 ~h4 ~xc3+ 8 bxc3 
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d6 9 n. White will build up a strong pawn
centre with e4. and Black will break the nasty 
pin against the f6-knight with the manoeuvre 
...CLle5-g6. Both sides will have to make an effort 
to let the positives of their respective positions 
prevail over the negatives after, for instance, 
9...CLle5 10 e4 CLlg6 11 ~f2 0-0. 

2 tLJc3 tLJf6 3 tLJf3 tLJc6 4 e3 

4 e3 (D) 
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This little move has been known since the 
beginnings of the English Opening, but for a 
long time it led a very modest existence in the 
shadow of 4 d4. And then, quite suddenly, in 
the mid-1970s, evel}'body started to play it. Al
most overnight, 4 e3 turned from a wallflower 
into the star variation of the Reversed Sicilian. 
Nowadays, although 4 g3 has taken over the top 
position, it remains a move to be reckoned with. 
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The problem for Black is that the bold reply 
4...d5 is strongly met by 5 cxd5 ct:Jxd5 6 ~b5, 

followed if necessary by d4. 
Meekly waiting for White to decide whether 

to play d4 is also not to everyone's liking, al
though 4....lie7 does in fact have a solid enough 
reputation. Because after 5 d4 exd4 the aggres
sive 6 exd4 is well-countered by 6...d5, White 
has to be a little more prudent and play 6 '~xd4 

instead. We then have almost the same position 
as after 4 d4 exd4 5 ct:Jxd4 .liM, with the extra 
moves e3 and ... .lie7 taking the edge off the 
tension.....lie7 is less aggressive than ....liM, 
while e3 hems in the queen's bishop. 

But no matter how good or bad these alter
natives are, the crucial reply to 4 e3 has been 
since times immemorial a move which com
bines the aggression of 4...d5 with the sound
ness of 4... .lie7, yet is totally different from 
either of them: 

4 .liM 
Introducing the possibility of an exchange 

on c3, which will reduce White's control over 
the central squares considerably. 

5 'ilJic2 (D) 
An important point of 4....liM is that 5 tLld5 

e4 leaves White without a good square for the 
knight. 6 tLlgI is unimpressive, while after 6 
tLlxM tLlxM 7 tLld4 c5 Black is already taking 
over the initiative. 

B 

The first move to be played in this position 
was 5...0-0. This allows 6 'Dd5. but it was 
thought that after the cold-blooded 6.. J'ie8, 
threatening 7...e4 and freeing the f8-square for 

the bishop, Black would have no problems. It is 
this position which harbours the secret of the 
enOffil0US popularity of 4 e3 during the 1970s, 
for it was the discovery of the highly unortho
dox move 7 '~I5! ') which caused all the prob
lems for Black. The idea is a purely positional 
one: White wants to saddle his opponent with 
doubled f-pawns. The fact that 7... tLlxd5 8 cxd5 
loses a pawn is of vital importance, for this 
means that Black has no 'easy' answer to 7 
·~f5. The critical line is 7...d6 8 tLlxf6+. when 
Black can choose between the sharp 8...gxf6!? 
9 '~b5 d5 and the rather more cautious 8.. .'i:!xf6 
9 ~xf6 gxf6. 

After a while, the alternative 5....lixc3 6 
~xc3 'fie7 was developed, mainly by players 
who did not like being forced into these dou
ble-edged lines. At the cost of his bishop-pair, 
Black neutralizes his opponent's influence in 
the centre. Black can hope to take over the ini
tiative by playing ...dS. 

2 4:Jc3 4:Jf6 3 4:Jf3 4:Jc6 4 g3 

4 g3 (DJ 

B 

With this move we are walking onto the Cen
tre Court of the Reversed Sicilian. This is the 
arena where for the past twenty-odd years most 
of the theoretical discussions have been held, 
most of the gladiator fights have been fought and 
most of the theoretical progress has been made. 

Unlike 4 d4 and 4 e3, 4 g3 makes no attempt 
to prevent Black from playing ...dS. The first 
move to be considered then, must be 4...d5. 
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Another plausible and powerful move is 
4...iLb4, yet the consequences of this are to
tally different from 4 e3 iLb4. 

Then there is the straightforward developing 
move 4...iLcS, quite a popular move in fact, as 
is the tricky 4...tLld4. 

Other moves, like 4...g6 (D) for instance, are 
relatively unexplored. 
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Allowing White to play d4 is generally re
garded as a minor concession and is not overly 
popular. Theory does not go much deeper than 
claiming that if play continues 5 d4 exd4 6 
tLlxd4 iLg7, then exchanging on c6 is critical 
and that after 7 tLlxc6 bxc6 8 o~g2 Black will 
have some trouble getting his queen' s bishop 
developed. 

4 g3 d5 

4 dS 
5 cxdS tiJxdS 
6 iLg2(D) 

This is a position from the Dragon Variation 
of the Sicilian Defence with colours reversed. 
But what does this mean? Is it just a matter of a 
can of paint with White now playing with 
black pieces and vice versa? What is it really 
that justifies White in playing the opening 'as if 
he is playing Black'? 

The answer to these questions and the secret 
of all 'reversed' openings is the extra tempo. In 
every position where it would 'nonnally' be 
Black's move it is now White's. This invisible 
and difficult-to-evaluate difference from the 
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normal Dragon Variation defuses what would 
'nonnally' be the most powerful anti-Dragon 
scheme: ...i,e6, .. .f6, .,.'i'd7 and 0-0-0 fol
lowed by a stornl on the flank with h5-M. If 
6...iLe6 7 0-0 f6, then 8 d4 will break open the 
centre and disrupt Black's plan. 

Another aggressive idea, 6.Jilxc3 7 bxc3 
e4, is also not dangerous for White. After the 
simple 8 4Jgl Black will have trouble protect
ing his e4-pawn. 8...iLf5?' is met strongly by 9 
o~a4, when 9... ~e7 10 Mbl 0-0-0 loses to 11 
~b5, and if, e.g., 8.. .f5 9 d3 exd3 10 exd3, 
Black would probably dearly love to consoli
date the vulnerable a2-g8 diagonal with the im
possible move .. .£5-£1. 

In order to avoid these problems, Black is 
obliged to choose a much more conservative 
plan. 

6 tLlb6 
This prevents 7 d4. 

7 0-0 iLe7 (D) 
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This is the most important starting point of 
this variation. Black has consolidated his spa
tial advantage in the centre. For the time being 
this situation is not particularly threatening for 
White, but given time Black will eventually 
start a potentially dangerous attack on the king
side with .. .f5 and perhaps ...g5-g4. Another 
sound plan for Black is to strengthen his grip 
on the centre with .. .f6, ....ie6 and ...~d7, per
haps followed by ... tZJd4. White's chances lie 
on the queenside. A plausible plan is to advance 
the a- and b-pawns, gaining space and indirectly 
threatening the e5-pawn. Another standard ma
noeuvre is ct:Jd2-b3-c5 or tZJa4/e4-c5, bringing 
considerable pressure to bear on Black's queen
side pawns. 

Understanding the positional aspects of this 
position and the various characteristic plans of 
action is in fact much more important than 
knowledge of concrete variations. 

To begin with, White can play 8 a4, intend
ing to carve a hole in Black's queenside imme
diately with a5-a6. But although this is quite an 
attractive prospect in itself, 8 a4 is not held in 
high regard because the simple reply 8...a5 gives 
Black control over the important square M, 
making it more difficult for White to create in
roads on the queenside. 

8 d3 0-0 9 .ie3 (D) is less compromising and 
for a long time this was the main line of this 
variation. 

B 

Illustrative ofthis position's volatility is 9...f5 
10 M!?, when after 1O....ixM?! 11 ~b3+ ~h8 

12 ct:Jxe5 White can be satisfied about having 

eliminated Black's central pawn. A safer reply 
to 9 ~e3 is 9....ie6. 

But nmvadays the most popular plan is to 
gain space on the queenside with M. 

The most common way of implementing this 
idea is to play 8 a3. Although here too Black can 
play 8...a5, this is now less painful for White 
than if he had played 8 a4, for now it is not 
White who gives up control over an important 
square (M), but Black (b5). White will switch to 
another plan, 9 d3 0-0 10 .ie3 for instance, and 
be happy. For this reason most players on the 
black side just allow M. After 8...0-0 9 M .ie6 
(9...l:'re8 is also viable, as 10 b5?! ct:Jd4 11ct:Jxe5 
.if6 is good for Black), for instance, the threat of 
10 b5 is elegantly parried by 1O...ct:Jd4, when 11 
ct:Jxe5?? would lose to 11....ib3. Instead, 10 l:'rbl 
renews the threat. After 1O.. .f6 11 d3 (D) this 
leads to a position which is of crucial importance 
for the entire opening. 

B 

Black has tried both 1l...ct:Jd4 and 1l...a5 12 
b5 ct:Jd4 here. The point of inserting ...a5 is that 
in some cases ...a4 will clamp down White's 
queenside and allow Black to take over the ini
tiative on that wing; e.g., 13ct:Jxd4 exd4 14ct:Je4 
a4, when both b5 and a3 become vulnerable. 
White should probably play a move like 13 
ct:Jd2 instead, activating the g2-bishop. 

The modem way of preparing M is to play 8 
l:'rbl. Now, after 8...0-0, White can play 9 M 
without any further preparation, as 9....ixM?! 
is met by 10 ct:Jxe5!, winning back the pawn, in 
the process eliminating Black's central strong
hold. 
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4 g3 i,b4 

4 iLb4 (D) 
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This move creates a totally different sort of 
tension, The position remains flexible, but fairly 
closed and the struggle is more about long-term 
positional problems, Much more than 4",dS, a 
move which is popular at all levels, this is a 
vmiation for the heavyweights, Top players have 
always found this variation to their liking, while 
the average club player has stayed aloof. But 
whether this is a recommendation is for the 
reader to decide! 

The first problem now confronting White is 
the possible exchange of minor pieces on c3, Is 
this a threat - and if not. how should Vv'hite re
capture? 

5 iLg2 
The main alternative to this natural develop

ing move is 5 CLJd5 (D), 
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This move is now more appropriate than af
ter 4 e3 ~b4, because the aggressive reply 
S...e4 does not force 6 tLlgI: White can play 6 
tLlh4. Of course h4 is not the ideal square for a 
knight, but White's development is not hin
dered and Black will have to take care not to 
lose his e-pawn, 

Another critical reply is 5...CLJxd5 6 cxd5 
tLld4 7 &,jxd4 exd4. The presence of no fewer 
than four d-pawns makes this a mysterious po
sition, Both sides are facing some fundamental 
and bewildering problems concerning pawn
formations, How, for instance, should Black re
spond to a possihle e3 or e4? And if he decides 
to take on e3 (...dxe3), should White recapture 
with his d- or with his f-pawn? 

The least committal reply to 5 tLldS is to re
treat the bishop: 5...~c5. Black refuses to he 
drawn into complications and maintains a flexi
ble position, The crucial question after S..,~c5 

is whether dS is actually a better square for the 
knight than c3. for this is by no means certain, 
After, e.g" 6 ~g2 0-0 7 0-0 d6 and now either 8 
d3 (intending to play 9 iLgS) or 8 e3 (intending 
to play 9 d4) a delicate situation has arisen, 
Whom is a possible exchange of knights on d5 
going to favour? The answer will be slightly 
ditterent in every slightly different position. 

S... 0-0 
Another difference from the variation 4 e3 

itb4 is that S...iLxc3 can now be excellently 
met by 6 bxc3 in combination with 0-0, d3, e4, 
followed by tLlh4 and f4. If he can achieve this 
plan without disturbance, White will get a firm 
grip on the centre, enabling him to start an at
tack on the kingside at his leisure, 

Taking back on c3 with the d-pawn is also 
not bad, but decidedly less aggressive, This is 
usually played in positions where the standard 
plan after bxc3 is not feasible. 

6 0-0 e4 (D) 
Black takes the initiative in determining the 

type of middlegame. Alternatives like 6...~xc3, 

6...!:e8 and 6...d6 are not bad, but they have al
ways been less popular than 6,,,e4. The latter 
two lines depend mainly on how good (or bad) 
the reply tLld5 is. Taking on c3 is only advis
able if Black has a concrete plan to throw a 
spanner in the works of White's standard plan, 
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as outlined above. He could, for instance, fol
low 6...ihc3 7 bxc3 up with 7.. Jle8 8 d3 e4. 

w 

w 

There are two fundamentally different moves 
in this position. 

For a long time 7 CL:Jel, intending to meet 
7... :Jl.xc3 with 8 dxc3, was the main line. Black 
continues 8...h6, preventing 9 :Jl.g5. when a 
rather static position arises, where both sides 
will have to manoeuvre very patiently. 

7 CL:Jg5 is riskier and more aggressive. Now 
the plan is to meet 7...:Jl.xc3 with 8 bxc3, when 
after 8...Me8 White has two ways of attacking 
the pawn on e4: 9 d3 and 9 n. Two games from 
the 1987 match for the world championship be
tween Kasparov and Karpov have demonstrated 
how extremely difficult these positions are, es
pecially after 9 n. White is hoping that Black 
will meekly play 9...exf3, when 10 CL:Jxf3 fol
lowed by d3 and e4 gives White a strong central 
position. but Black can play 10...d5, taking the 
initiative in the centre himself. Even more 
double-edged is the positional pawn sacrifice 
9...e3!? IfWhite accepts by 10 dxe3, Black can 
calmly start attacking the hopelessly weak c4
pawn with moves like .. .fiJa5 (or ...CL:Je5), ...b6 
and ...:Jl.a6, or even .. YJlie7-c5. 

4 g3 ~c5 

4 :Jl.c5 (D) 
After being overshadowed by 4...:Jl.b4 for a 

very long time, this old and sound developing 
move experienced a veritable renaissance in the 
1990s. 

5 :Jl.g2 
For a long time most opening manuals gave 

5 CL:Jxe5 as the critical reply, but in practice this 
has never been a popular choice. The point, of 
course, is 5...CL:Jxe5 6 d4, when White gets his 
piece back with a good position, but 5...:Jl.xf2+ 
6 ~xf2 LLlxe5 is stronger and enthusiasm for 
this somewhat odd position has never been 
great. In the long run White's central pawn
majority may become a positive factor, but for 
the time being White will need all the energy he 
can muster for a successful reintegration of his 
king. 

5 d6 
6 0-0 0-0 (D) 

w 

This is the most important starting point of 
the 4... :Jl.c5 variation. Remarkably, it differs 
from a position of the 4...:Jl.b4 5 [iJd5 :Jl.c5 line 
in one respect only: White's queen's knight is 
on not d5, but c3. It is not clear who benefits 
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from this tiny difference. Perhaps White's posi
tion is a little more flexible wilh his knight still 
on c3. He can lry to take the initiative with a3 
and b4 or with e3 and d4. Black has a solid and 
well-developed position with prospects of coun
terplay on the kingside. 7 d3 h6 (to prevent 8 
.ig5) 8 a3 a6 9 b4 .ia7 10 .ib2 .ie6, intending 
l1...'iVd7 followed by 12....ih3, would be char
acteristic follow-up. 

4 g3 ttJd4 

4 tUd4 (D) 
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Although this move is based on a nasty open
ing trap, it is actually an exchange of knights 
and a consequent simplification of the position 
that Black is after. Paradoxically then. it is in 
fact the most defensive of Black's fourth-move 
options. As such, it enjoys a good reputation. 

S .ig2 
Black is hoping that his opponent, after play

ing S LLlxeS and facing the reply 5...v;Jje7, will 

get so confused as to allow 6 LLld3?? CDf3#! In
stead, White has 6 f4 d6 7 ct:Jd3, maintaining an 
extra pawn, but nobody has ever shown great 
interest in trying to prove that this material ad
vantage compensates for White's rather Cnlill 

pled-up position. 
S ... CDxf3+ 
6 .ixf3 j"b4 (D) 

6....tcS has also been played. 
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This position docs not conlain the weighty 
and far-reaching strategic problems of the 
4....ib4 variation. 7 d4 is not particularly strong 
because of 7 ...e4. The most popular move is 7 
i1b3, when Black's most light-fooled reply is 
7....ic5. White's queen is then (perhaps) less 
well placed on b3 than it was on dl, because on 
b3 it is blocking the flank advance b4-b5 and 
not supporting the central advance d4. After 8 
0-0 0-0 9 iLJa4 ~e7 10 .l:.dl the struggle is 
slowly heating up. White has more space, but 
Black has a solid position without any weak
nesses. 



1 c4 t2Jf6 and Other English Lines
 

1 c4 (D) 

B 

1...c5 and 1...e5, the two moves we have 
looked at so far, deserve to be called the most 
important moves in this position, because these 
are the two ways in which Black can immedi
ately dictate the course ofthe opening. They are 
the two most ambitious and the most principled 
moves. After 1...c5 or 1...e5 there is no way 
back for White, nor for Black. The stage for the 
opening struggle is set. 

But Black can also react in a totally different 
way, or perhaps I should say: it is also possible 
not to react at all. In that case, the most obvious 
and the most popular reply to 1 c4 is ... 

1 liJf6 
Black simply develops a piece, without mak

ing any announcements conceming his plans 
for the future. He allows his opponent to 'cor
rect' his opening move by playing 2 d4 and in 
fact challenges him to show that 1 c4 really is a 
move which can look after itself. So, in a more 
indirect way, this is as good a test of the merits 
of 1 c4 as are 1...c5 and 1...e5. 

There are a few other moves as well, which 
are by no means bad, but which lack the ex
tended set of variations of 1...liJf6. Most of them 
are specifically designed for a transposition to 

another opening. I shall just briefly outline these 
altematives here: 

1...e6 is played almost exclusively for meet
ing 2 liJc3 with 2...d5, when the threat of 3...d4 
practically forces White to play 3 d4, which 
transposes to the Queen's Gambit Declined. If 
White does not relish this prospect he will nor
mally play 2liJf3 d5 3 g3liJf6, a R6ti-like set-up 
discussed on page 243. 2 e4, which may look 
like a powerful advance in the centre at tirst 
glance, actually transposes to an innocuous side
line of the French Defence (see page 349). 

1...c6 has a similar background. Here too, 
the idea is to transpose, after 2liJc3 d5 3 d4, to a 
Queen's Gambit, in this case the Slav (or an Ex
change Slav after 3 cxd5 cxd5 4 d4). Likewise, 
2 [Df3 d5 3 g3 (or 3 b3), with a transposition to 
the R6ti Opening (see page 251), is a major al
ternative. But an important difference from 
1.. .e6 is that in this case 2 e4 is a move to be 
reckoned with, for this transposes to one of the 
more testing lines against the Caro-Kann (see 
page 376). 

By playing 1...g6 (D), Black is thinking along 
King's Indian lines. 

2 d4 and 2 e4 i,g7 3 d4 transpose to a varia
tion from 1 d4 g6, with a possible further 
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transposition to a 'real' King's Indian Defence. 
IfWhite avoids this and persists in a pure flank 
strategy, e.g. by playing 2 tiJc3 i.g7 3 g3, the 
opening will sooner or later take on the features 
of another English variation. An ...e5 set-up 
will lead to positions similar (or identical) to 
the Closed Variation of the Reversed Sicilian. 
while ...c5 will transpose to a line of the Sym
metrical English. A transposition to the Lenin
grad Variation of the Dutch also remains an 
option. 

If the Dutch Defence is what Black is think
ing of, he can of course play L.fS (D) straight
away. 
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IfWhite then refuses the invitation for a trans
position, either immediately (2 d4) or on one of 
his next moves, he will in the fIrst place have to 
consider the consequences of ...e5 at some point. 
For instance, someone who has just studied the 
previous chapter of this book will (perhaps) 
play 2 tiJc3 and not be afraid of2...e5, because in 
that case 3 d4 has a good reputation (see page 
222). But after 2.. .it:Jf6 3 tim g6 4 g3 ~g7 5 
i.g2 0-0 6 0-0 d6, he will have to make a choice 
between a main-line Leningrad Dutch with 7 d4 
(see page 181) and something more modest. like 
7 d3 e5 8 l:bl. which will then be similar to a 
Reversed Sicilian. If he chooses the latter. he 
will be leaving the safe(?) and well-chmted terri
tory of the 'oftlcial' opening theory behind. yet 
anyone playing this regularly is likely to develop 
his own set of variations very quicJdy. 

Finally, 1...b6 is a move to be reckoned 
\-vith. After 2 d4, a transposition to the English 

CHESS OPENINGS 

Defence with 2...e6 or 2... j,b7 followed by 
3...e6 is critical, but many players will want to 
avoid this double-edged opening by playing 2 
tDf3 ~b7 3 g3 instead. In that case 3...eiJf6 
transposes to a position that we shall return to 
later in this chapter. For those who prefer the 
fringes of opening theory, there is the adven
turous alternative 3... i.xB. At the cost of his 
bishop-pair, Black saddles his opponent with 
doubled pawns. 

We now return to 1...tUf6 (D): 
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There are two main lines from this position 
(not counting 2 d4): 2 tLJc3 and 2 tUB. 

At first glance this may not look like an im
portant division. Is it not completely arbitrary 
in which order these sound developing moves 
are made? 

But behind these two moves lie two totally 
different ways of anticipating the wide range of 
possible opening strategies that Black has at his 
disposal. Obviously, thc first difference between 
the two knight moves is that 2 tLJc3 again allows 
both 2...e5 and 2".c5, and 2 t2'Jf3 only the latter, 
but this is not something that will unduly worry 
the 1 c4 player. The real decision at stake is 
about the great issues that also dominate the 1 
d4 openings. How is White going to respond to 
a King's Indian set-up, to a Griinfeld, or to a 
Nimzo/Queen's Indian scheme? And what hap
pens if Black \vere to s\vitch to a Queen's Gam
bit with 2...e6 or 2...c6, followed by 3...d5? 

This subtle 'move-order game' is in fact one 
of the most prominent features of modem open
ing play. Many players with a 1 d4-oriented 
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opening repertoire use the flank opening moves 
I c4 and I tLlf3 as side doors to their favourite I 
d4 openings, some to avoid a Benoni, some to 
avoid a Queen's Gambit Accepted, some per
haps to simplify the complexity of the Griinfeld 
or the Nimzo-Indian Defence. In fact everyone 
who plays I c4 or I tLlf3 with a purpose like this 
will have reasons of his own and will develop a 
clearly defined footpath of his own to lead him 
through the jungle of vmiations. 

Then of course there me those who cannot 
be bothered with subtleties like this and who 
just want to play a flank opening. For those 
players any division between 2 tLlc3 and 2 tLlf3 
is indeed artificial and completely superflu
ous. 

2 4:Jc3 

2 tLlc3 (D) 

B 

The most important moves in this position 
(apart from 2...c5 and 2...e5 of course) me 2.•.e6, 
2•••g6 and 2•••d5. 

An attempt to reach a Slav Defence with 
2...c6 has never been particulmly populm. prob
ably because the reply 3 e4 makes life relatively 
more difficult for Black here than in the compa
rable variation 2...e6 3 e4. 

For the same reason, 2...b6 has also never 
quite 'made it'. The problem again is 3 e4, 
when 3... ~b7 4 e5 tLle4 is not the safe reply it 
is in the variation 2... e6 3 ebf3 b6 4 e4 ~b7 5 
e5 (see page 240), because of the annoying 5 
~f3. 

2 4:Jc3 e6 

2 e6 (D) 

TV 

A natural choice for lovers of the Nimzo
Indian Defence. who are probably looking for
wmd to seeing 3 d4 now. However, White has 
two major alternatives. First, there is 3 e4, the 
Flohr-Mikenas Attack, an aggressive varia
tion requiring considerable alertness from 
Black. Second. there is the sober developing 
move 3 tLlf3. The real Nimzo-fanatic will per
haps regard this as just as 'good' as 3 d4 and 
play 3...~b4, but the absence of a pawn at d4 
makes this a totally different type of position. 

3 g3 is less accurate in this position, because 
after 3...d5 Black is threatening 4...d4. White 
parries the threat quite easily with 4 d4, but the 
problem is that he then finds himself in a spe
cific version of the Catalan Opening where c3 
is not often the best square for his queen's 
knight 

Flohr-Mikenas Attack 

3 e4 (D) 

This move poses a concrete problem. A timid 
reaction like 3...d6, which allows White to play 
4 d4, is not really an option, at least not accord
ing to the high standmds of opening theory. 
Black will either have to strike back in the cen
tre immediately, by playing 3...d5, or he will 
have to try to expose a fundamental weakness 
of White's third move: the d4-squme. This may 
be attempted with the provocative 3...c5. 
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2 ttJc3 e6 3 e4 d5 

3 ". d5 
4 e5 

The point of Black's last move is that after 
this there is no longer any need to withdraw the 
knight. Black can just imitate White's fourth 
move: 

4... d4 
This advance leads to a rather curious posi

tion. 
5 exf6 dxc3 
6 bxc3 'i'xf6 (D) 
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The result of the complicated exchange of 
pieces is that White now has doubled pawns on 
the c-file and that Black's queen is on an un
usual square. This position is not easy to judge. 
Do the doubled pawns support White's central 
position or arc they a liability? Is the black 
queen actively placed at f6 or vulnerable to an 

attack? These problems have resulted in some 
intriguing variations. 

White's oldest move in this position is the 
natural 7 d4 and Black's first reply to this was 
7...cS. White then plays 8 ctJf3, introducing the 
annoying possibility of harassing the black 
queen with .igS. Around ] 990 the sharper 
7...eS became popular. Like 7...cS, this move 
immediately attacks White's central formation, 
but it has the added advantage that the diagonal 
of the light-squared bishop is cleared. the de
velopment of which is one of Black's funda
mental problems in the 7...c5 variation. It is true 
that after 7...eS, 8 li'e2 wins a pawn, but, sur
prisingly perhaps, it appears that 8... .ie7 gives 
Black fully sufficient counterplay after 9 dxeS 
Ii'g6 or 9 iheS i¥xeS+ 10 dxeS ctJc6 11 tt:lf3 
.ig4. Black's pieces are much more actively 
placed than White's, underlining the vulnera
bility of the doubled pawns. 

For this reason, most players have changed 
their preference from 7 d4 to 7 CLlf3 over the 
years. The idea of this move is simply to trans
pose after 7...c5 8 d4 and to meet 7...eS with a 
totally different plan, starting with the highly 
unorthodox 8 .ltd3 (D). 
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With this seemingly anti-positional move, 
White is banking not on the formation of a 
broad pawn-centre but on a fast development of 
his pieces, using both open files as bases of at
tack. Theory of this variation is still fairly em
bryonic. A sample of how play could develop: 
8....ltd6 9 0-0 0-0 ]0 Jte4 CLlc6 11 'iVc2 h6 12 
J:bl. 
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2 tbc3 e6 3 e4 c5 

3 c5 
If White now plays the rather indifferent de

veloping move 4liJf3, a position is reached that 
I have given as part of the Symmetrical English 
(see page 216). But White has a much more 
critical and sharper reply: 

4 e5 
Black is now forced to retreat his knight. 

4 liJg8 (D) 

w 

At first glance, Black's opening play makes 
a somewhat curious impression, but anyone 
studying the position a little deeper will soon 
realize that things are not that simple. Black has 
not developed a single piece, yet he can hardly 
be said to be lagging too far behind in develop
ment, since White has developed only one piece 
himself. Besides, White's pawn on e5 is ex
posed to attack, not only by ... liJc6 but also by 
...d6, when a pawn exchange on d6 may leave 
White with a nasty hole in his pawn-formation 
at d4. To prevent this. White will have to play 
d4 at some point, but when? 

The simplest solution is to play 5 d4 at once, 
but this has the drawback of White having to 
take back on d4 with the queen (5 ...cxd4 6 
iVxd4), allowing Black to play 6... liJc6 with 
gain of tempo. Although this variation is pretty 
solid for White (he will simply reply 7 '~e4), 

the populality of the Flohr-Mikenas Attack is 
mainly due to a much sharper idea: 5 liJf3liJc6 
and only now 6 d4. Again, this looks very 
strange at first sight, for does this not simply 

give away a pawn by 6...cxd4 7 liJxd4 ct'Jxe5? 
Indeed it does, but it turns out that White ob
tains excellent compensation for this small ma
terial loss if he continues S CLldb5. To begin 
with, the seemingly safe reply S...d6? gets bru
tally crushed by 9 c5!, when after 9...dxc5? 10 
j"f4 Black is already lost. Black should proba
bly play S...a6 9 t;!Jd6+ itxd6 10 'ii'xd6 f6 (D). 

This fascinating position, where White has 
the bishop-pair, a space advantage and the ini
tiative, while Black has an extra pawn, is one of 
the most theoretically critical of the entire 
Flohr-Mikenas Attack. 

2 tbc3 e6 3 tbf3 

3 t;!Jf3 (D) 

B 

This position is a meeting point of three dif
ferent move-orders. It is of vital importance for 
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1 ctJf3, for 1 c4 I.'iJf6 2 ctJf3 and for 1 c4 I.'iJf6 2 
l2Jc3 e6 3l2Jf3. 

Black has four options. The fIrst is the un
complicated 3...d5. Since White can hardly al
low his knight to be chased back by 4...d4. he 
has practically no choice but to play 4 d4 (with 
4 e3 being a very modest, but theoretically pos
sible alternative). This transposes to a Queen's 
Gambit Declined (see page 17). 

Then there is 3...c5, a slightly more modest 
but equally solid move, with which Black is 
also bringing a central square under his direct 
control. This transposes to a variation of the 
Symmetrical English (see page 216). 

A third possibility is to play 3...~b4, some
times called the NinlZo-English. Black chooses 
the Nirnzo-Indian game plan and challenges his 
opponent to find something better than 4 d4 
(which would directly transpose). 

Substituting the Queen's Indian for the Nimzo, 
the same can be said about Black's fourth op
tion: 3...b6. 

Nimzo-English 

3 ~b4 (D) 
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Just like the 'real' Nimzo-Indian (that would 
arise after 4 d4), this variation offers a wealth of 
different types of middlegame. It requires con
fidence, good positional judgement and a wide 
knowledge of opening theory. 

To begin with, White has to decide how to 
deal with a possible exchange on c3. 

4 '~c2 

CHESS OPENINGS 

With this, the most popular move for almost 
half a century now, White wants to recapture on 
c3 as 'cleanly' as possible and does not mind in
vesting a considerable amount of time in this 
plan. 

4 'i'b3 is an obvious alternative, seemingly 
more forcing than 4 'i'c2, because 4...~xc3 5 
"~hc3 is unattractive for Black compared to the 
main 4 1JWc2 line, where White needs the extra 
move a3. The drawback of 4 lib3 is that after 
4...c5 5 a3 ~a5, the queen is less well placed on 
b3 than on c2. Nevertheless, this is a perfectly 
viable variation. 

Another important option is to stoically con
tinue developing the kingside, using the classi
cal flank opening scheme 4 g3. The main line 
here is 4...0-0 5 .1g2 d5, though the Queen's In
dian move 4...b6 is also quite popUlar. 

The late 1990s, however, saw the introduc
tion of a move of a wholly different calibre. if 
not from another planet: 4 g4 (D). 
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This has been played with great enthusiasm 
by many a top player and it shows how unpre
dictable and adventurous life is, even in the 
flank openings. 1 c4 and 1 it:::f3 may look like 
slow moves, but there can be a lot of pent-up 
energy behind them. If 4 ...<tJxg4, White simply 
wins back the pawn with 5 J:gI, while against 
other moves the g5 advance will disrupt Black's 
'nonnaI' game plan. 

4... 0-0 (D) 
In the early days of the Nimzo-English, the 

1960s and 1970s, 4...c5 5 a3 .1a.') was the main 
line, giving rise to a sort of Symmetrical English 
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with the curious difference of a black bishop on 
a5, which you would normally expect to be at 
g7. Although this line has by no means been 
refuted, the preferred choice of modem players 
is the more typically Nirnzo-Indian strategy of 
capturing on c3. 

5 a3 ~xc3 

6 'i'xc3 b6 (D) 

(often in combination with either ...e5, ...c5 or 
both), and an immediate counter-thrust in the 
centre with ...dS. After, for instance, 7 g3 ~b7 8 
~g2 dS 9 cxd5 ct:Jxd5 10 'IJiIc2 c5 Black has a 
solid position, having given up the bishop-pair 
in exchange for a firm grip on The centre. The al
ternative 7 b4 makes this strategy less attractive 
for Black, most notably in the variation 7...~b7 

8 ~b2 dS 9 cxd5, when 9...ct:JxdS is now strictly 
prohibited on account of 10 'fixg7#! In this case, 
a plan based on ...d6 and ...e5, giving the bishop 
on b2 as little scope as possible, seems the most 
natural option. 

2 ct:Jc3 e6 3 ct:Jf3 b6 

3 b6 (D) 

w 

This position is closely related to the 4 'i'c2 
0-0 variation of the Nimzo-Indian Defence and 
anyone desiring to unravel its secrets will have 
to be aware of the many transpositional possi
bilities. The immediate 7 d4 is a realistic op
tion, but many other moves, like 7 e3 ~b7 8 
~e2 for instance, emphatically keep the door to 
the Nimzo-Indian open as well. 

Other important moves are 7 g3 and 7 b4. 
Both moves leave Black the choice between a 
very flexible position, based on ...d6 and ...ct:Jbd7 

This was a popular variation in the 1970s 
and 1980s. Black chooses the Queen's Indian 
model for his development. 4 d4 would be a di
rect transposition, but this is unlikely to worry 
the average 3...b6 player unduly. A more criti
cal test of 3...b6 is ... 

4 e4 
Another option is the much quieter 4 g3, giv

ing rise, after 4...~b7 5 jl,g2 ~e7 6 0-0 0-0, to a 
position that is more often reached via other 
move-orders, in particular 1 ct:Jf3 ct:Jf6 2 c4 b6 
or 1 c4 ct:Jf6 2 ct:Jf3 b6. I have assigned it to 2 
ct:Jf3 b6 in this chapter (see page 247). Black 
may also seek a transposition to a Hedgehog 
Variation of the Symmetrical English with 4...c5 
or ...c5 at a later stage. 

4 ~b7 
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Unlike after 2 ...b6 3 e4 (see page 235), there 
is no need to be afraid of 5 eS. because there is 
no problem with 5...CLle4 now. 

Generally speaking, one can say that the crit
ical test of 3...b6 is a plan consisting of main
taining the pawn on e4 (thus ruling out Black's 
usual 'Queen's Indian' control over e4) and 
then playing d4, creating a broad pawn-centre. 
But achieving such a plan is far from easy. 
White has to be constantly on his guard for pos
sible counterattacks in the centre with ...d5 and 
...c5. Paradoxically perhaps, White's most suc
cessful move has been... 

5 ~d3 (D) 
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This looks like a beginner's move. Not only 
does the bishop do nothing on d3 to support the 
vital advance d4, butit even blocks it! However, 
the idea is to play :JLc2 and then d4. If White 
can execute this plan undisturbed, he will have 
a very healthy position with e4 firmly covered 
and his pieces harmoniously placed. with the 
threat of e5 constantly hanging over his oppo
nent's head. 

Black faces a fundamental decision. Lovers 
of the Hedgehog System will probably feel at 
home in the position after 5...d6 0 ~c2 c5 7 d4 
cxd4 SCLlxd4, but they must realize that White's 
attacking chances on the kingside are consider
ably enhanced by his bishop standing on c2 
rather than its 'normal' square g2. Jill attempt 
to reach the same position with 5...c5 is slightly 
riskier, because it allows the aggressive 6 e5. 

Another idea is to strike back in the centre at 
once: 5...d5, but this strategy is also not free 

CHESS OPENINGS 

from potential danger. The critical line is 6 
cxd5 exd5 7 e5 ctJe4 (or 7 ...CLlfd7), when Black 
has indeed created a stronghold in the centre, 
but he has also gi ven his opponent a pawn on 
e5, which may generate potentially dangerous 
attacking chances against his kingside. 

2 ct:Jc3 g6 

2 g6 (D) 
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This is the move for someone who wants to 
play the King's Indian Defence. 

White has to make up his mind. 3 d4 is of 
course a direct transposition to 1 d4 theory, but 
it does leave it up to Black to choose between a 
King's Indian (3 ...~g7) and a Griinfeld (3 ...d5). 
Rather more incisive is 3 e4, avoiding the 
GrUnfeld and steeling to\vards a King's Indian 
(3 ... do 4 d4), But if White has a different varia
tion of the King's Indian in mind, or if he does 
not want a I d4 opening at all, these options are 
not particularly attractive. In that case White is 
likely to prefer 3 ibf3 or 3 g3. 

Although 3CLlf3 is a perfectly valid option, it 
leads to a position that is far more often reached 
Yia 1 t;lJf3 or 1 c4 Z,jf6 2 &2Jf3 g6 3 Lbc3, which is 
why I have decided to classify it as such (see 
page 245). 

By playing 3 g3 (D), White sticks to classi
cal flank strategy. 

As always, this giYes the opponent almost to
tal freedom of choice. The position is literally 
crawling with transpositions, so some knowl
edge of the openings concerned is certainly 
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B IV 

useful. There is a wide range of transpositions 
(primarily to a King's Indian or a Griinfeld 
Defence, but there are also variations of the 
Reversed Sicilian or the Symmetrical English 
involved) for Black to choose from, but each 
time it is up to White whether to 'finalize' the 
transposition by playing d4. 

It is impossible to give a complete picture of 
these transpositions. I shall just name a few of 
the more important ones: if 3...d5 4 cxd5 fiJxd5 
we have reached a position that we examine in 
the next section via 2...d5, after 3...c5 we find 
ourselves in a Symmetrical English and after 
3...~g7 4 ~g2 0-0 White can either transpose 
to a King's Indian immediately with 5 d4, or 
play the 'neutral' 5 fiJI3, when it is again up to 
Black to choose between 5...d6 (and possibly 6 
0-0 e5 7 d3 fiJc6, transposing to a line of the Re
versed Sicilian; see page 224), 5...c5 and the 
Grtinfeld-related 5...d5. 

2 etJc3 d5 

2 d5 (D) 
While 2...e6 is the move for lovers of Nimzo

and Queen's Indian variations and 2...g6 is the 
best choice for the King's Indian players, 2...d5 
is the way to remain within reach of the Griin
feld Defence. It is true that after 2...g6, transpo
sitions to the Grtinfeld are possible, but there is 
no guarantee that this will happen, because 
White may choose to play 3 e4, thus preventing 
...d5 altogether. Of course there is no such thing 
as a 'guarantee' after 2...d5 either, but at least 
Black cannot be forced into a King's Indian! By 

playing 2...d5, Black sets up a Griinfeld-related 
position. Eventually, it is always up to White 
to make it a real Griinfeld - by playing d4 - or 
not. 

3 cxd5 
After 3 d4, 3...g6 transposes to the starting 

position of the Griinfeld Defence. Black could 
also turn it into a Queen's Gambit, Declined, 
Slav or Accepted, with 3...e6, 3...c6 or 3...dxc4, 
respectively. 

3 fiJxd5 
4 g3 (D) 

By fianchettoing his lang's bishop, White 
goes for a true flank opening. 4 d4 g6 trans
poses to the Griinfeld, as does 4 e4 fiJxc3 5 
bxc3 g6 6 d4. 

4 fiJI3 g6 will be discussed in the section on 
2 CDf3 g6 3 fiJc3 d5 4 cxd5 CDxd5, later in this 
chapter (see page 245). 

B 

4 g6 
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The final decision in favour of a Grlinfeld. 
Naturally, 4...e5 and 4...c5, transposing to the 
Reversed Sicilian and the Symmetrical Eng
lish respectively, are perfectly sound alterna
tives. 

5 .tg2 
In this position Black has two options that 

both fit well into his Grlinfeld-oriented strat
egy: 5...tLlxc3 and 5...tLlb6. 

After 5...tLlxc3 6 bxc3 .tg7 (D) we have 
reached a position where Black has made all the 
typical GrUnfeld moves. White on the other 
hand has stubbornly refused to play that most 
typical of queen's pawn opening moves, namely 
d4 itself. 
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This variation provides a beautiful example 
of the essence of flank strategy. By keeping his 
pawns back, White gives his opponent no tar
gets for a counterattack. His plan is first to put 
maximum pressure on the enemy position from 
the flanks and only then throw in (if still needed) 
the infantry, preferably at a moment when Black 
is unable to strike back. This general idea often 
gives rise to some highly original play. For in
stance, a veritable I c4 player will not even 
dream of meekly playing 7 d4 in this position, 
transposing to an innocuous variation of the 
Griinfeld (7 ...c5). An approach like 7ctJf3 0-0 8 
0-0 c5 9 Mbl tt:Jc6 10 i¥a4 is much more difficult 
for Black to handle. Wlrile attacking Black's 
queenside, White is at the same time preparing 
a surprise attack against Black's king with ~'h4 

and .th6 and he is looking for a favourable op
portunity to play d4. 

The immediate 7 Mbl is also a popular 
move. This introduces two rather tricky tactical 
points. One is that 7...0-07 is not only a clever 
idea to tempt White into 8 .txb7?? ~xb7 9 
Mxb7 lJiVd5!, attacking both rooks, but also a 
blunder: after 8 Mxb7! it is Black who has been 
tricked. The subtler and more sensible version 
of this idea is to play 7...l2Jd7, when 8 ~xb7? 

~xb7 9 Mxb7l2Jb6! traps the rook. 
Another widely accepted plan of attack is the 

very direct 7 h4. 
All this does not mean that this is a bad vari

ation for Black. His position is intrinsically 
sound, but the resulting type of middlegame is 
different from a 'real' Grlinfeld and this re
quires some adaptation. 

The alternative 5...tLlb6 (D) is more cau
tious. 
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In this case a transposition to the GrUnfeld 
with 6 d4 ~g7 7 tLlf3 0-0 8 0-0 (see page 137) 
is a fully acceptable option. But persisting in a 
pure flank strategy is equally realistic. The sharp 
6 h4. for instance, is quite often played, as is the 
less drastic 6 ,'Df3 j,g7 7 0-0 0-0 8 d3, when af
ter 8...ctJc6 White has an excellent plan in 9 
.te3, followed by ·~cl and .th6. By eliminating 
Black's dark-squared bishop, White reduces the 
pressure against his queenside and makes the 
position of Black's king slightly more vulnera
ble. 6 d3 j,g7 7 j,e3 follows the same idea. By 
keeping the knight on gl, White retains a few ag
gressive options, like playing h4, should Black 
castle too quickly, or .txc6 in case Black plays 
...l2Jc6. 
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2 tLlf3 

2 lilf3 (D) 

This position is of vital importance for two 
reasons. In the first place, as I have elaborated 
before, there is a great difference between 2 
etJc3 and 2 etJf3 in the way both moves antici
pate Black's characteristic plans in this open
ing. How is White going to respond to a King's 
Indian set-up, to a Grlinfeld, to a Nimzo- or 
Queen's Indian, etc.? 

Secondly, this position belongs to 1 etJf3 the
ory as much as to 1 c4. Many a would-be 1 c4 
player lets himself be frightened by the daunt
ing prospect of having to face 1 c4 eS and uses 1 
etJf3 as a side door. This avoids the Reversed Si
cilian and after 1...etJf6 2 c4 White has got what 
he wanted! 

Now, what are Black's options in this posi
tion? 

To begin with, there is of course 2...cS, with 
a transposition to the Symmetrical English. 
Then there is 2...c6, which usually transposes, 
either to a Slav Defence after 3 d4 dS or 3 etJc3 
dS 4 d4, or to a R6ti Opening after 3 g3 dS (see 
page 251). 

The potentially independent variations start 
with 2...e6, 2...g6 and 2...b6. The queenside 
fianchetto is now much more solid than after 2 
etJc3, because White does not have 3 e4. 

Another difference from 2 etJc3 is that in this 
case 2...dS?! is not very weJl timed. After 3 
cxdS etJxdS 4 d4 g6 5 e4 we have reached a po
sition that was mentioned in the chapter on the 

Grlinfeld Defence (see page 121). Since there is 
nothing on c3 to justify ...etJxc3, Black will 
have to retreat the knight to b6 or f6. The result 
is a rather poor imitation of a Grlinfeld, with 
Black exerting far less pressure against White's 
pav\'ll-centre than in the real Grlinfeld. 

2 tLlf3 e6 

2 e6 (DJ 
Unlike after 2 etJc3 e6. Black won't be think

ing of a Nimzo-Indian set-up here, for without 
etJc3 there is no point in playing ...i,M. The 
main reason (but not the only one!) for playing 
2...e6 in this position is to continue 3...dS, in the 
spirit of the Queen's Gambit Declined. 

w 

3 g3 
By playing this move, White turns 2 etJf3 

into an independent variation. Naturally, 3 etJc3 
(see 2 etJc3 e6 3 etJf3) and 3 d4 are perfectly 
sound altematives. 

3 b3 dS 4 i,b2 is also not bad, but much 
more experimental. Playing like this is leaving 
mainstream opening theory rather than foJlow
ing it. White will normaJly fianchetto his king's 
bishop at a later stage, but in some cases a 
scheme involving e3 and a bishop move along 
the fl-a6 diagonal is equaJly playable. This line 
is closely related to 1 L'Llf3 dS 2 b3, an opening 
we shall be looking at in the next chapter. 

3 dS 
This is the classical approach. Black occu

pies the centre and accepts a possible transposi
tion to a Catalan. 
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3...cS is a Symmetrical English again. 3...b6 
4 iLg2 j,h7 will be discussed under 2...b6. 

An adventurous variation on the latter theme 
is to play 3...a6 (D). 
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The idea is to continue 4 ~g2 b5, not only 
creating a square at b7 for the light-squared 
bishop, but immediately starting hostilities on 
the queenside as well. Oleg Romanishin started 
pioneering this line around 1975 and a decade 
or so later it suddenly became all the rage. Al
though this looks risky (and is obviously rather 
provocative), it is in fact remarkably solid. An 
attempt to win a pawn by 5 lbd4 c6 6 cxb5 axb5 
7 !{Jxb5 would be duhious at best in any case, 
since the white knight is in trouble after 7...d5, 
but with 7 ...cxb5 8 ~xa8 d5! trapping the 
bishop, White is clearly ill-advised to try this. 
The main line runs 5 b3 ~b7 and now, for in
stance, 60-0 c5 7 LLlc3. 

A subtle, but very important point on a6 is 
that the plausible 4 wjc3, to prevent 4 b5, is 
not as strong as it looks, because Black now 
switches to 4...d5. With 5...d4 a serious threat, 
White would like to reply 5 d4, but tillS trans
poses to a somewhat problematic version of the 
Catalan Opening (5 ...dxc4). As a rule (though 
there are exceptions ') White's queen's knight 
should not be developed at c3 too early in this 
opening. TIllS is the same problem that White 
has to deal with if he plays 2 {2Jc3 e6 3 g3 (scc 
page 235). 

We now return to 3...d5 (D): 
Tbis position is also relevant to the Reti Open

ing, for instance via I c2'Jf3 d5 2 c4 e6 3 g3 c2'Jf6. 
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Now, if vVhite does not want to transpose to 
the Catalan Opening immediately with 4 d4, he 
has two well-established main lines: 4 i,g2 and 
4 b3. 

4 ~g2 is often played with the idea of trans
posing to the Catalan a few moves later, for in
stance after 4...i,e7 5 0-0 0-0 6 d4. This avoids 
some vmiations, most notably tbe 4...dxc4 com
plex, tbus narrowing Black's options. This is 
another example of White using a t1ank opening 
in effect to playa 1d4 opening on bis own terms, 
a phenomenon which runs like a common thread 
throughout 1 c4 and 1 {2Jf3 theory. The critical 
test of 4 ~g2 could be said to be 4...dxc4. If 
then 5 \j'a4+ CtJbd7 61j'xc4 cS, for instance, the 
opening struggle will revolve around the yues
tion: will Black find a comfortable way to de
velop his queen's bisbop? 

4 b3 avoids tbis problem. Black is given as 
little opportunity for creating counterplay as 
possible. Tbis usually leads to a rather slow 
build-up. Eruptions of violent action (if any) 
are not to be expected before the middlegame. 
Black is left free to develop his position as it 
pleases him. Classical plans are 4...i.e7 5 ~g2 

0-060-0 and now 6...c5 7 ~b2 C2Jc6 or 6...b6 7 
~h2 Jib7. More cheeky (and more modern) is 
4...a5, making the opponent worry about tbe 
possible advance 5...a4. 

2 ~f3 g6 

2 ... g6 (D) 
TIllS move introduces either a King's Indian 

or a Grtinfeld set-up. As regards the latter, the 
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w w 

situation is exactly the opposite of 2 tLJc3, where 
2...d5 is the Grtinfeld-oriented move, not 2".g6. 

3 tLJc3 
This creates the possibility of 4 e4 and forces 

Black to lay his cards on the table. 
Anyone intending to meet the King's Indian 

or the Grtinfeld with the g3 system will proba
bly prefer 3 g3. In that case the picture is simi
lar to the one presented by 2 tLJc3 g6 3 g3 (see 
page 240): Black can go for a King's Indian 
set-up with ".d6 and ".e5, he has ".c5 with a 
possible transposition to the Symmetrical Eng
lish or he can play the Grilnfeld move ".d5 at 
some point. In all of these cases it is up to White 
to decide whether (and if so, when) to play d4, 
which usually results in a transposition to a 
King's Indian or Griinfeld. 

3 d5(D) 
This is an invitation to a Grtinfeld and theo

retically the most interesting move. If 3...itg7, 
4 e4 d6 5 d4 transposes to a King's Indian with
out any subtleties. After 3".d5, White has a 
number of ways of refusing the invitation. 

After 3".d5, how realistic is it to try to find 
something better than (or at least as good as) 4 
d4, with an immediate transposition to the 
Grilnfeld? 

This is in fact a very difficult question. It is 
partly a matter of personal preferences (White 
has a few options of defining the rniddlegame in 
a very concrete way) and partly a matter of exact 
calculations, for there are a few variations that 
depend largely upon very precise evaluation. 

At any rate, Black will have to be prepared 
for a great variety of possible types of play. 

4 cxd5 
Most variations start with this exchange of 

pawns, but 4 "iVa4+ is another important test of 
the soundness of 3".d5. White makes an at
tempt to disorganize Black's position. First he 
provokes 4".itd7, making it impossible for 
Black to meet 5 "iVb3 with 5".d4. Then, after 
5".dxc46 "iVxc4 itg7, he has the energetic 7 e4, 
intending to counter 7".0-0 with 8 e5. Only 
then, after 8".tLJe8 for instance, White finally 
plays 9 d4. In comparison with the Russian 
Variation of the Grtinfeld Defence (see page 
132), Black's position is now an unusually pas
sive one. A true Grtinfeld devotee will probably 
try to find something better - something more 
active. Theory has not determined any 'best 
line' yet, but Black has been experimenting 
with 7."itc6 (instead of7."O-O) and with 6".a6 
(instead of 6" .itg7), intending to playa quick 
".b5. 

4 tLJxd5 (D) 

w 
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Now 5 d4 is an 'honest' Grtinfeld again. The 
many attempts to improve on this are of a varied 
nature. 

Sharpest (again) is the destabilizing 5 "ilia4+, 
especially when after 5...~d7 White continues 
6 "ilih4. If Black then retreats the knight by 
6.. .I~Jf6, White again has 7 e4, while 6...tLlxc3 7 
dxc3 offers prospects of fast and aggressive de
velopment. Black will have to play with some 
accuracy here. 

Another major option for White is to con
tinue 5 e4. This transposes to a Grtinfeld if, after 
5.. .I:tJxc3, White recaptures with the b-pawn (6 
bxc3 ~g7 7 d4), but most players who go for 5 
e4 have something else in mind: 6 dxc3 "ilixdl + 
7 ~xdl (D). 
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White is working on the assumption that 
this queenless middlegame offers him slightly 
the better chances on account of his small lead 
in development. His king is likely to find ref
uge at c2. Much will depend, of course, on the 
quality of White's endgame technique and it is 
by no means certain that White does stand 
better, but the most important thing about this 
position is that many a Grtinfeld player who 
was counting on a sharp opening battle will be 
disagreeably surprised by this sudden tum of 
events. 

Finally,S g3 is often played in this position. 
This quiet developing move introduces a typi
cal plan, which we have by now encountered in 
many different forms. After 5...~g7 6 .1,g2 
Black is not forced to withdraw his knight from 
d5 (as he is in case of 2 'iJc3 d5 3 cxd5 tt:Jxd5 4 

g3 g6 5 ~g2), so he can calmly play 6...0-0, 
when after 7 0-0 he has a choice of7...c5, with a 
transposition to the Symmetrical English (see 
page 209), and 7...tLlc6, when White can finally 
decide to tum it into a proper Grtinfeld after all 
by playing 8 d4. 

2 CiJf3 b6 

2 b6(D) 
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With this move Black makes it clear that he 
would like to transpose to a Queen's Indian De
fence, more so than if he plays 2...e6 3 tLlc3 b6, 
which allows the sharp 4 e4 (see page 239). Af
ter 2...b6, there is in fact very little room for 
White to avoid a Queen's Indian. However, 
many I c4 and I tLlf3 players are not trying to 
avoid this transposition completely; they are 
just trying to avoid certain variations of the 
Queen's Indian. 

3 g3 
White is hoping to reach the 4 g3 variation of 

the Queen's Indian without having to worry 
about the troublesome 4 g3 ~a6. 

In a similar way, White can try to reach the 4 
a3 variation without the parallel line 4 a3 ~a6, 

by playing 3 cZlc3 here. If Black refuses to co
operate (i.e. 3...i.b7 4 d4 e6 5 a3), he has little 
choice but to play 3...e6, which of course al
lows 4 e4 again. 

3... i.b7 
3...c5 is an important altemative. I have clas

sified this move as a line of the Symmetrical 
English (see page 220). 
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4 iLg2(D) 
If White is already satisfied with what he has 

achieved (the elimination of ...iLa6), he could 
also play 4 d4 straightaway, with a view to 4...e6 
5 iLg2, trausposing to a 4 g3 iLb7 Queen's In
dian. However, he has to take the sharp retort 
4...c5 5 d5 b5!? into account. So far. this has 
hardly been tested. 

B 

4 e6 (D) 
Black chooses a purely Queen's Indian set

up. 4...c5 or 4...g6 5 0-0 iLg7 6 CDc3 c5 trans
poses to the variation that he could already have 
chosen on move three (3 ...c5). 

w 

5 0-0 

There is, of course, no objection at all to 
playing 5 d4, but for those who are not worried 
about a transposition to the Symmetrical Eng
lish (which is available to Black at any moment 
just by playing ...c5) there is no need to rush 
with this advauce. 

5 iLe7 
6 CDc3 0-0 (D) 

w 

In this position it is not too late to play 7 d4, 
but, in a similar way as we have seen in the 
Hedgehog Variation (see page 219), White also 
has the chance of confronting his opponent 
with more complicated problems than this sim
ple transposition to a well-known variation of 
the Queen's Indian. By playing 7 Mel, White 
'threatens' to play 8 e4 fIrst and d4 afterwards. 
A logical reply to this idea is to play 7...d5. After 
8 cxd5, 8...exd5 9 d4 leads to a type of position 
that is specific to the Queen's Indian Defence, 
comparable to the variation 4 g3 iLb7 5 iLg2 
iLe7 6 0-0 0-0 7 CDc3 d5 (see page 80). The al
ternative 8...CDxd5 9 e4CDxc3 10 bxc3 c5 11 d4 
is also quite playable. In fact, we have seen this 
very position before: in the 7 Mel variation 
against the Hedgehog (see page 219). 

And perhaps it is only fitting that we should 
end our investigation of the English Opening 
with a complicated maze of interconnected 
variations like this. 
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Nowadays, it seems almost incomprehensi
ble that there ever was a time when this solid 
and natural opening move was not taken seri
ously at alL And yet this was the consensus 
view until Richard R6ti (1889-1929) was hugely 
successful with it in 1923 and 1924 and pub
lished several theoretical articles to support his 
views. Only then did 1 ct:Jf3 manage slowly 
(and in the face of a great deal of resistance 
from conservative theoreticians) to emerge from 
the marshland of what was once called the 'Ir
regular Openings'. Little by little, Reti·s ideas 
gained acceptance and his name began to be at
tached to 'his' opening. 

What Reti so brilliantly conceived was not 
just a certain move-order or a single variation, 
but an entire concept, the strategic concept of a 
flank opening. Not only did he examine the con
sequences of I t21n, he also reinterpreted the 
older 1 c4 in the light of his (then) revolutionary 
idea that one need not immediately start occupy
ing the centre squares from the fIrst moves. but 
that it is possible to control them from the flank. 
Many of the positional ideas that we have seen in 
the three chapters on the English Opening were 
devised by him. Practically all world champions 

and other top grandmasters after him have used 
his ideas and his opening. Now, in the early 
years of the 21 st century, a world without I {ilf3 
seems unthinkable. 

Still, it is important to realize that this open
ing can be used in two dit1erent ways, the same 
as I outlined for 1 c4. The first one is to use 1 
CDf3 as the starting move of a pure Hank strat
egy, no matter how Black reacts to it. The sec
ond is to use lct:Jf3 as a side door to 1 d4. In this 
case White will try to reach his favourite 1 d4 
variations (or avoid those of his opponent !), de
pending on how Black reacts to 1 CDf3. Both in
terpretations of 1 t.uD are perfectly legitimate 
and do not exclude each other. Most 1 GilD 
players will combine them, thus creating a tai
lor-made, highly personal 1 t;:Jf3 repertoire. 

The classical reactions to 1 'tJf3 are of course 
1...d5 and 1.•.ct:Jf6. 

Many other moves are equally sound. but 
most of them are in effect an invitation to trans
pose to a different opening. 

1...c5, for instance, is a clear invitation to a 
Sicilian Defence (2 e4). Of course Black also 
has to take 2 c4 into account. a transposition to 
the Symmetrical English. On the other hand, 
Black's choice makes it much harder for White 
to direct the game into a main-line I d4 opening 
system. 

And anyone playing 1...f5 (D) naturally ex
pects a transposition to the Dutch Defence, for 
which White only needs to play d4, now or 
later. 

But Black has to be aware of 2 e4. the Lisit
syn Gambit. This is an attempt to take advan
tage of the vulnerability of Black's kingside, an 
unavoidable consequence of I...fS. White is 
hoping for a blitzkrieg and indeed things can de
\'elop very quickly in this position. After 2.. Jxe4 
3 tDgS tt:':f6 4 d3: exd3 SlLxd3. Black is already 
staring a mating idea in the face: 6 ct:Jxh7! 
?2Jxh7 7 ~g6#~ Fortunately. there is no need for 
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Black to self-destruct. Instead of 4...exd3, he 
has several more solid moves, like returning the 
pawn with 4...e3 or 4...e5, or on the previous 
move, 3...e5 4 d3 e3. There is also the sharp op
tion 3...d5!? 4 d3 \ild6 5 dxe4 h6, if Black 
wishes for a more lively fight. However, White 
has a related option in 2 d3, intending to play e4 
next move (e.g. 2...CLlf6 3 e4 fxe4 4 dxe4 CLlxe4 
5 i.d3 CLlf6 6 CLlg5 transposes to the dangerous 
line mentioned above). Black should probably 
decline this form of the gambit. 

As a more general point, Black must be care
ful in all these Dutch vs RetiJEnglish lines that 
White cannot make an advantageous e4 ad
vance at a slightly later stage. Thus, a rather 
more subtle reaction to 1...f5 is to play 2 g3, 
postponing a decision about d4 until Black has 
made his intentions clearer. If Black chooses a 
Stonewall set-up, it may be worthwhile to play 
d3 and e4 instead of d4, if only to annoy the op
ponent, who in a 'real' Stonewall (with White 
having played d4) has probably never faced an 
e4 breakthrough in his entire life. Stonewall 
players need to plan out their specific move
orders very carefully here. 

Parallel to the growing popularity of 1 d4 d6 
(see page 190), 1...d6 (D) has developed from 
an insipid opening move (with intentions un
known) to an assertive reaction to 1 CLlf3. 

Black challenges his opponent to prevent 
the 'threatened' 2...e5 by playing 2 d4, and in
deed this does seem to be the theoretically crit
ical reply. Players who prefer a pure flank 
opening will have to go for 2 c4 e5 3 CLlc3, a 
transposition to the Reversed Sicilian (see 

page 222), or a King's Indian Attack: 2 g3 e5 3 
.ig2. 

Finally, 1...g6 (D) is a move to be reckoned 
with. 

w 

Here too, White can stoically continue 2 c4 
or 2 g3, but in this case it is really tempting to 
change tack and play 2 e4 or 2 d4, accepting the 
freely offered central territory. This must be 
considered the critical test of 1...g6. Note that 
this is a significant difference between 1 c4 and 
1 CLlf3: King's Indian players can comfortably 
meet 1 c4 with 1...g6, but cannot do so after 1 
CLlf3 unless they are also happy playing the 
Modem Defence. We shall look at the position 
after 1 CLlf3 g6 2 e4 i.g7 3 d4 in the section on 1 
e4 g6 (see page 462). 

1...d5 

1 d5 (D) 
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In the 1920s, a time whcn classical posi
tional dogma did not tolerate heretical views 
and the central squares had to be occupied by 
pawns, this was the self-evident reason why 1 
tLJf3 was an unimportant move. After all, ac
cording to orthodox dogma, White now has to 
play 2 d4 to avoid a disadvantage. So why not 
simply play 1 d4 instead? 

It is chiefly thanks to Reri that the chess 
world saw the breakthrough in positional think
ing that has allowed the alternatives 2 c4 and 2 
g3 to come to the fore. Even 2 b3 has become 
an accepted way of playing, mainly because of 
the efforts of Nimzowitsch. 

It is these three moves that we shall be look
ing at in this chapter, but it is interesting to note 
that - ironically - 2 d4 has recently become 
very popular again. Many of the modern gener
ation of I tLJf3 players are satisfied with Black 
having committed himself to a Queen's Gambit 
by playing 1...dS. A large part of 1 d4 theory 
has been side-stepped, so 1 tLJf3 has done its 
job, and back to business. 

L ..dS 2 c4 

2 c4 (D) 

It is mainly thanks to this move that R6ti and 
his fellow pioneers managed to get 1 CLlf3 going 
in the 1920s. Nevertheless, 2 c4 has remained a 
controversial move to this day. The critical re
ply is 2...d4, accepting the challenge to playa 
Benoni with colours reversed. This line has 
been alternately called good and bad ever since 
the days of R6ti himself. 
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The alternatives 2...e6, 2...c6 and 2...dxc4 
are a little more cautious, though in their own 
way they also ask White the question: what is 
the point of your opening? 

Of these three moves I shall only discuss the 
latter two here, because 2...e6 will normally 
(i.e. after the 'normal' 3 g3 CZJf6) transpose to a 
variation that we have already looked at in the 
previous chapter (1 c4 tLlf6 2 tLJf3 e6 3 g3 dS; 
see page 243).3 d4 is of course a Queen's Gam
bit Declined (or a Catalan). 

2...tLJf6?! is not to be recommended. This 
line was also (briet1y) discussed in the previous 
chapter (via I c4 tLJf6 2 tLJf3 dS?!; see page 243). 

L ..dS 2 c4 d4 

2 ... d4(D) 
Just as the 'regular' Benoni is one of the most 

controversial defences to I d4, this line (which is 
in effect a Benoni Reversed) has always been as
sessed in strong, almost emotional terms. What 
is most remarkable perhaps, is that 'the books' 
have always been fairly sceptical about 2...d4, 
but in practice there are few players who have 
had the courage to play this line as White! 2 d4 
and 2 g3 are far more popular than 2 c4. 

After 2...d4, White has three rather different 
methods of play, all of which are easily recog
nizable as originating from the Benoni. 

To begin with, there is 3 e3, attacking Black's 
far-advanced d-pawn at once. The most impor
tant theoretical starting position of this line 
arises after 3...CLlc6 4 exd4 tLJxd4 5 4\xd4 'lixd4 
6 tLJc3 e5 7 d3. White is aiming at a complete 
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opening of the centre by 8 ~e3 and 9 d4. The 
more ambitious 3...c5 is not all that popular, 
probably because players are worried about the 
unclear consequences of a Reversed Blumen
feld Gambit: 4 b4. 

A second option is to sun-ound the d4-pawn, 
by playing 3 b4 followed by 4 ~b2. Black has 
various ways of defending his outpost; e.g., the 
solid 3...g6 4 ~b2 ~g7 or the sharp 3 .. .£6 4 e3 
e5 (intending 5 exd4 e4)). 

The most flexible option is 3 g3. White starts 
by developing his light-squared bishop on g2 
and keeps the options of playing ei ther e3 or b4 
open. This allows Black considerable freedom 
in choosing a scheme of development for his 
pieces. The most popular plan is to play 3...ct'Jc6 
4 ~g2 e5 5 d3 4']f6. If now 6 0-0, Black must 
be on his guard against 6...~e7 7 b4!, when 
7...~xb4 runs into 8 ct'Jxe5 ct'Jxe5 9 '>iVa4+. re
gaining the piece. Moves like 6...a5 or 6...ct'Jd7 
are more prudent. White will then be looking at 
e3 to try to take the initiative in the centre. 

L..dS 2 c4 c6 

2 c6 (D) 
Naturally, anyone playing this move will have 

to be prepared for a Slav Defence after 3 d4. In 
fact, by playing 2...c6 Black signals his inten
tion to playa Slav-related opening scheme any
way, whether White plays d4 or not, for he is 
preparing to play ...~f5 or ...~g4. 

3 b3 
More than 2...e6, 2...c6 urges White to do 

something about a possible ...dxc4, since an 

easy recapture by ''i'a4+ and "i'xc4 is now out 
of the question. For this reason 3 b3 is safest 
and simplest. 

Nevertheless, 3 g3 is not a bad move. This is 
more aggressive than 3 b3, for if Black now 
takes on c4, White is counting on different 
ways to get his pawn back or he might even 
sacrifice the pawn and play for the attack. And 
if Black does not take on c4. White will still be 
free to play b3. A few example lines after 3 g3 
(D): 

a) 3...dxc4 4 ~g2 b5 5 a4 ~b7 6 b3 cxb3 7 
"i'xb3. Both sides have got what they wanted: 
Black is a pawn up and White has a big lead in 
development. 

b) 3 ct'Jf6 4 ~g2 and now: 
b I) 4 dxc4 5 ct'Ja3 b5 6 ct'Je5 "i'c7 7 d4. 

Again, a principled battle between mind and 
matter is taking shape. The outcome will be im
possible to predict. 
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b2) 4...Jtf5 5 cxd5 cxd5 6 'i'b3. White's po
sition is more flexible than in the Exchange 
Slav (see page 27), because he has not played 
d4. If6...'i'c8 7 tbc3 e6, for instance, White can 
start an attack in the centre with 8 d3 followed 
bye4. 

3 ... tbf6 
4 g3 (D) 

Naturally, 4 Jtb2 is perfectly sound. but in 
some cases the possibility of playing Jta3 will 
be useful. Therefore 4 g3 is the more popular 
move. 
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There are two main lines from this position: 
4...Jtf5 and 4...Jtg4. 

A ... Jtf5 build-up is called the Lasker or 
New York Variation. because this was fIrst 
played by Lasker in the famous New York tour
nament of 1924, against no less an opponent 
than Reti himself. There are no forced or pre
ferred move-orders here, but a characteristic 
continuation would be 4...Jtf5 5 Jtg2 e6 6 0-0 
tbbd7 7 Jtb2 Jte7 and now 8 d3 h6 (to be able 
to retreat the bishop safely to h7) 9 tbbd2 0-0 
10 a3 as (to stop b4) II '>j'c2, White has made a 
central break with e4 a realistic prospect, but he 
is equally ready to support the b4 advance and 
increase the pressure along the al-h8 diagonal 
with moves like Jtc3 and ·~b2. Black on the 
other hand has a solid position without any 
weaknesses. This variation often starts with a 
lot of manoeuvring before umavelling (if at all) 
into a concrete fIght. Patience is a virtue here. 

The alternative ...~g4, introduced in 1925 
by Capablanca, anticipates a possible d3 and 

e4. an advance which is obviously more power
ful with a bishop to be attacked at f5. If 4...Jtg4 
5 Jtg2 (D), Black should not let himself be 
tempted by the prospect of material gains. 
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Thus after 5...dxc4 6 bxc4 Jtxf3 7 Jtxf3 
'i'd4, the reply 8 'i'b3! will disillusion him 
(8 ...~xal? 9 'i'xb7 and White regains the sac
rificed material with a lot of interest). Correct 
is 5...e6 6 Jtb2 ctJbd7 7 0-0 .1l,e7. In this posi
tion, the traditional Reti approach is to play 8 
d3 and 9 ctJbd2, but nowadays 8 d4 is a popular 
alternative. The plan is to play 9 tbbd2, lOMe I 
and 11 e4, which would not be possible with 
the black bishop at f5. This modern variation 
shows that even in the Reti Opening, where the 
game often develops slowly and in rather ste
reotyped fashion, it is still possible to find 
room for a precise and subtle treatment of the 
opening. 

1...d5 2 c4 dxc4 

2... dxc4 (D) 
This is the natural choice of the Queen's 

Gambit Accepted player. Black resolves the 
central tension in an uncomplicated way. In 
most cases, the idea is not so much to keep the 
extra pawn, but to achieve maximum t1exibility. 
Black will adapt his plan of development to the 
way in which White regains the pawn. 

The most direct way of doing so is to play 3 
'li:¥a4+. If then 3...ctJd7, the most popular move 
is 4 g3. There is no hurry to take on c4, and fian
chettoing the light-squared bishop is a logical 

•
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plan now that the h I-aS diagonal is lying wide 
open. 

3 ttJa3 is equally plausible. This move com
bines recapturing the pawn with manoeuvring 
a knight to c4, where it will assume control 
over e5. Black has many plans here, the most 
assertive being 3...c5 4 ttJxc4 ttJc6, with per
haps ...f6 and ...e5 to follow. The more re
served 3...ttJf6 4 ttJxc4 g6 also makes a very 
natural impression. 

3 e3 often transposes to the Queen's Gambit 
Accepted; e.g., 3.Jt:Jf6 4 ~xc4 e6 5 d4. An at
tempt to maintain the extra pawn with 3...b5 
will fail to 4 a4. After 4...c6 5 axb5 cxb5 the 
characteristic break 6 b3!? wins back the pawn 
and yields White the initiative. 

I ...dS 2 g3 

2 g3 (D) 
For most people who are familiar with 1 d4 

or 1 e4 theory only, and who perhaps just leaf 
through these chapters on the t1ank openings, 
this move may come as a shock. If 1 ttJf3 d5 2 
c4 is still vaguely acceptable because of the di
rect attack against d5, 2 g3 must look like the 
ultimate bore. No action at all! 

Well, in fact this is a very narrow view which 
does not do justice to 2 g3. White's opening 
plan is not intended to avoid a fight. Actually, :2 
c4 and 2 g3 are really very similar and Reti used 
both moves with the same idea in mind. 2 g3 is 
not slower, it is more flexible than 2 c4. De
pending on how Black reacts to 2 g3, White can 
decide to play c4 after all (which is what Reti 

did) or he can choose an entirely different plan: 
d3 and e4, the King's Indian Attack. 

During the 1950s, when the King's Indian 
Defence against 1 d4 rose to great heights, 1 
ttJf3 in combination with 2 g3 became extremely 
popular as well. It was played by the strongest 
players of that time: Botvinnik, Smyslov, Pe
trosian and - a decade later - Bobby Fischer all 
were successful with this opening scheme. 

B 

The reason why :2 g3 may look a little slow is 
that Black is left completely free to develop as 
he sees fit. He can really do as he pleases. But 
when studied more deeply, the situation is not 
all that easy for Black, since he has to take three 
different plans for White into account: c4, d4 
and d3 followed by e4. In some cases White 
will even fianchetto his queen's bishop first, be
fore making a choice. This means that for the 
time being Black does not have a clue as to his 
opponent's intentions, a situation that may well 
get on his nerves. 

Now, what are the normal moves in this po
sition where everything is possible? Without 
discussing every single move individually, we 
can distinguish four different strategies for 
Black. 

The most assertive option must be to play 
2...c5. As if colours really have been switched, 
Black assumes the role of a 1 d4 player, prepar
ing to play 3... ttJc6 and 4...e5. 

The neutral developing move 2...ttJf6 is a 
major alternative. Black keeps (almost) all op
tions open, but after 3 ~g2 he will have to show 
his hand after all. 



--
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2...tLlc6 is based on a different idea and this 
move is far less complex than the previous two. 
Black is looking for clarity. By introducing the 
possibility of playing 3...e5 he forces White to 
make a decision. 

The same can be said about 2 g6. Does 
White, after 3 ~g2 ~g7, allow 4 e5 or not? 
And if not, will he choose a plan based on c4 or 

d4? 

L ..dS 2 g3 c5 

2... c5 
3 ~g2 tLlc6 (D) 

The slightly more cautious 3...tLlf6 will be 
discussed under the heading 2...tLlf6. 
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After 3... tZJc6 the moment of truth has come. 
What is White going to do about 4...e5? 

4 d4 
This move, which in effect creates a Re

versed Griinfeld, comes naturally to a modem 
player, especially if he knows something about 
1 d4 theory. Ultimately though, the choice is a 
matter of taste. 

4 0-0 e5 5 d3 is a Reversed King's Indian, 
in a version that is now regarded as relatively 
favourable for Black. Of course, a true lover of 
this opening scheme will not object to (and 
probably not even agree with) this judgement 
and in fact this was a popular line in the 1950s 
and 1960s. But in recent years, many players 
have become a little more fastidious, preferring 
to reserve the Reversed King's Indian for situa
tions where Black has developed in the rather 

less assertive ways, that we shall be looking at 
later in this chapter. 

4 c4 d4 transposes to a position that can also 
be reached via 2 c4 d4. Alternatives for Black 
are 4... tLlf6 5 cxd5 tZJxd5, transposing to a line 
of the Symmetrical English (see page 220), and 
4...e6 5 cxd5 exd5 6 d4, transposing to the 
Tarrasch Defence (see page 12). 

We now return to 4 d4 (D): 
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On the face of it, Black now has the same 
wide range of possibilities that White has in the 
starting position of the Grlinfeld proper, but a 
closer examination reveals that he had better be 
careful. It is precisely in a sharp opening like 
this, that White's extra move (~g2) is a telling 
factor. If4...cxd4 5 tZJxd4 e5 6 tLlxc6 bxc6 7 c4, 
for instance, Black is already in some trouble. 

4...tZJf6 5 0-0 e6 (or 4...e6 5 0-0 tLlf6) is 
more cautious. Following 6 c4, this transposes 
to a line of the Catalan Opening after 6...dxc4 
(see page 25) or to the Tarrasch Defence after 
6... ~e7 7 cxd5 exd5 (see page 13). 

1. ..d5 2 g3 LDf6 

2 ... tLlf6 
3 ~g2 (D) 

In this position, which in practice often arises 
after 1 tZJf3 tLlf6 2 g3 d5 3 ~g2, Black has to 
choose a game plan. 

Naturally, it is still quite possible to play the 
assertive 3...cS. After the plausible continua
tion 4 0-0 tLlc6 White then faces the same 
choice as after 2...c5 3 ~g2 tZJc6. But precisely 
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because of the Griinfeld-inspired 5 d4, many 
players prefer to delay ...ttJc6 and play 4...g6 
instead. If then 5 d4 cxd4 6 ttJxd4 !i.l,g7, we 
have the g3 system against the Griinfeld (with 
colours reversed), where White lacks the obvi
ous target for an immediate attack: without a 
knight on c6, ttJxc6 followed by c4 is not possi
ble. 

If 5 c4, Black (again) has a choice between 
the ambitious 5...d4 and the quiet 5....JLg7. 

The King's Indian plan (5 d3 .JLg7 6 ttJbd2, 
followed by 7 e4) is perhaps slightly more inci
sive in this case than after 2...c5 3 !i.l,g2 ttJc6. 
White's extra move (extra compared to the 
'real' King's Indian) may well carry some ex
tra weight in the dynamic type of play that 
characterizes the Fianchetto Variation. 

The same scheme of development may be 
achieved with 3...g6. Black allows his opponent 
greater freedom in choosing an appropriate d4 
plan (in fact he is even opening the door to a 
possible transposition to the Griinfeld Defence 
with 4 d4 !i.l,g7 5 c4), but he is also reserving for 
himself the option of a plan without ...c5. If 4 
0-0 !i.l,g7 5 d3 0-0 6 ttJbd2, for instance, Black 
may well do without ...c5 and play 6... ttJc6 7 e4 
e5 instead. 

Similar considerations apply to 3...e6 (D). 
Every player behind the black pieces will 

make his choice in this opening on the basis of 
the contents of his entire personal opening 
repertoire. For someone who likes to play the 
Griinfeld against I d4, the move 3...g6 will 
probably come naturally, but someone who pre
fers the Queen's Gambit Declined will think of 

3...e6 first, especially because a transposition to 
the Catalan with 4 0-0 !i.l,e7 5 d4 0-0 6 c4 is un
likely to worry him. 

But an important criterion for determining 
the value of 3...e6 is the King's Indian option, 
for this is one of those situations where the 
King's Indian Attack gains in strength. After 4 
0-0 .JLe7 5 d3 and now, for instance, 5...0-0 6 
ttJbd2 c5 7 e4 (D) the e5 advance is looming 
darkly over Black's position. 

B 

The resulting spatial advantage for White on 
the kingside may easily lead to a dangerous sit
uation for the black king. In many cases White 
can even afford almost to neglect whatever is 
happening on the queenside and concentrate his 
forces entirely on the opposite wing. A char
acteristic (though by no means forced) con
tinuation is 7... ttJc6 8 Me I b5 9 e5 ttJd7 10 
ttJf1 as 11 h4 b4 12 ttJlh2. While Black is mov
ing his army forward on the queenside, White is 
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preparing to blow a few holes in Black's king
side defences, for instance by playing ct:Jg4 
and h5-h6 or lLf4 in combination with tLlg5 
and 'il'h5. The diagrammed position was in 
fact a very fashionable and hotly debated one 
in the 1960s. 

It is also a remarkable crossroads between 1 
ct:Jf3 theory and 1 e4, for it belongs equally to 
the Reti Opening, the French Defence (l e4 e6 
2 d3 d5 3 ct:Jd2, etc.) and the Sicilian (l e4 c5 2 
ct:Jf3 e6 3 d3 d5 4 ct:Jbd2, etc.). 

An entirely different plan for Black is to play 
3...~f5 or 3...c6 4 0-0 .Jtf5, analogous to the 
Lasker Variation (2 c4 c6 3 b3 ct:Jf6 4 g3 lLf5). 
The decision on whether to preface ... jU5 with 
...c6 depends on how Black evaluates a possible 
c4. Is he afraid of 3...lLf5 4 c4 c6 5 cxd5 cxd5 6 
'il'b3 (see page 252), for instance? If not (or if 
he is putting his trust in 4...e6 instead of 4 ...c6), 
he might prefer 3...lLf5 and perhaps save a 
tempo (...c6) if White does not play 4 c4. Un
fortunately, even though this is quite a popular 
variation, theory does not seem to give a clear 
answer to these questions. Both sides will have 
to rely on their own judgement. 

But a major difference from the 2 c4lines is 
that White still has the King's Indian option. Tf, 
for example, 3...c6 4 0-0 lLf5, then 5 d3 e6 6 
ct:Jbd2 h6 7 ~e1 (this is a rather more effective 
way of preparing e4 than the perhaps more ob
vious 7 Mel, for after 7 Mel lLe7 the intended 8 
e4? will simply lose a pawn to 8...dxe4 9 dxe4 
f2Jxe4!) 7...lLe7 8 e4 lLh7 (D) is the starting 
point of an exciting and double-edged varia
tion. 
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It is of course useful for White to have 
gained a tempo by attacking the black bishop 
on f5. On the other hand, the bishop is now an 
important defender of the black king. Another 
idea is to play 5 b3 e6 6 lLb2 first and start hos
tilities in the centre afterwards. 

If Black is thinking of playing along the lines 
ofCapablanca's method (2 c4 c6 3 b3 ct:Jf6 4 g3 
lLg4) with 3...lLg4 or 3...c6 4 0-0 lLg4, he has 
to come to tenns with the same problems. 4 c4 
is the critical reply to the immediate 3....Jtg4 
and if he prefers 3...c6 4 0-0 lLg4, then 5 b3 
ttJbd7 6 lLb2 e6 7 d3 and 5 d3 tLlbd7 6 &2Jbd2, 
followed by 7 e4, are major tests of Black's 
opening play. 

I. ..d5 2 g3 lLJc6 

2 ct:Jc6 (D) 
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More than anything else, this move is an in

vitation to the Chigorin Defence to the Queen's 
Gambit (3 d4; see page 52). If White does not 
care for this transposition, he has a choice of 3 
lLg2 e5 4 d3, which I shall treat as a variation of 
1 g3 in the next chapter, and 3 c4, giving Black 
the option of playing a Benoni with colours re
versed again (3 ...d4; see 2 c4 d4). 

I ...d5 2 g3 g6 

2... g6 
3 lLg2 lLg7 (D) 

Again, White has to make a decision as to 
how to deal with ...e5. If he plays 4 d4, then a 
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transposition to the g3 system against the Griin
feld, 4...CLlf6 5 c4, is not far away (see page 
136). 

If he plays 40-0, allowing 4...e5, then after 5 
d3 we find ourselves in one of those shadowy 
versions of the King's Indian Attack, where 
theory has little or no access. White's position 
is perfectly sound, of course, but so is Black's, 
There are almost no variations or even theoreti
cal guidelines to be distinguished here. 

A third option is to play 4 c4, when, as al
ways in a situation like this, 4 ...d4 is the critical 
reply. 

I. ..dS 2 b3 

2 b3 (D) 

This move came to the fore in the 1920s as 
an alternative to a classical (central) opening 
strategy, together with 2 c4 and 2 g3. Blit unlike 

these brothers in arms, 2 b3 has always re
mained an outsider, a non-member, an avant
garde opening pur sang. 

However, this does not mean that the cor
rectness of 2 b3 is in any sort of doubt; on the 
contrary, 2 c4 is much more controversial (be
cause of the possible reply 2...d4) than 2 b3. 
The difference between 2 c4 and 2 g3 on the 
one hand and 2 b3 on the other, is that the for
mer are very flexible moves, that combine 
well with a 1 d4 repertoire, while 2 b3 is based 
on one scheme of development only and is a 
pure flank opening. This implies that the mod
em 2 c4 and 2 g3 player requires a certain un
derstanding of possible transpositions to (and 
knowledge of) other openings. No such theoret
ical baggage is necessary for the 2 b3 player. 
There is plenty of scope for creativity here. 
Such variations as there are in this opening, 
are not too clearly-defined and are constantly 
in a state of flux. 

Which then, are these ill-defined variations? 
In the first place the assertive 2...c5 must be 

mentioned, a move that clearly signals Black's 
attitude: "if you are not prepared to occupy the 
centre, I shall". 

Equally sound and a little more flexible is 
2...CLlf6. 

2...f6 is an alternative that has never become 
really popular. Though logical enough in itself, 
this move is a bit one-dimensional and it is too 
easy for White to stop 3...e5 by playing 3 d4. As 
we are about to see though, the idea of occupy
ing the centre with .. .f6 and ...e5 is a not uncom
mon theme in this opening. 

l ...dS 2 b3 cS 

2 c5 (D) 
3 e3 

The unsuspecting 3 itb2 runs into 3.. .f6!, 
when all of a sudden ...e5 really is unstoppable, 
because 4 d4 is now met by 4...cxd4 and 5...e5. 
The emergency measure 4 e3 e5 5 d4 is no great 
success either: after 5...cxd4 6 exd4 e4 Black 
can be satisfied. 

3 CLlf6 
Now 3...f6 would again be met by 4 d4, 

when ...e5 is prevented. 
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3...CL:Jf6 in effect creates a Queen's Indian 
Reversed, although that name fell out of use 
long ago. But the crucial problem of the open
ing 1 d4 CL:Jf6 2 c4 e6 remains the same: does 
Black want to play ...CL:Jc6, allowing his knight 
to be pinned by iLb5, or not? And if yes, what is 
the best moment for doing so? 

Some players prefer 3...a6 in order to 'safe
guard' their knight on c6, while others play 
3...CL:Jc6, in order to meet 4 iLb5 very subtly 
with 4 ...e6, followed by 5 ...CL:Je7. The truly la
conic, however, play ...CL:Jc6 and ...CL:Jf6 without 
worrying about move-order or any such subtle
ties. 

4 iLb2(D) 
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If now 4...CL:Jc6, pinning the knight with 5 
iLbS is certainly critical. A plausible continua
tion then is 5 ... iLd7 6 0-0 e6 7 d3 iLe7 8 CL:Jbd2 
0-09 iLxc6 ii.xc6 10 CL:Je5. This position was a 
favourite of Nimzowitsch, the great pioneer of 

CHESS OPENINGS 

2 b3 in the 1920s. If Black is not careful he may 
easily find himself under severe pressure. With 
moves like f4 and 1:!.f3-g3 coming up, the black 
king might be starting to feel the heat very 
soon. 

4...e6 is a little more cautious, preparing to 
meet 5 ii.b5+ with 5 ...iLd7 and 5 CL:JeS with 
5...CL:Jbd7. This makes it harder for White to ini
tiate an attack on the kingside, which is why 
most players switch to another plan here, viz. 5 
c4 or 5 d4 and a direct confrontation in the cen
tre. 

Analogous to the g3 system against the 
Queen's Indian Defence, 4...g6 also looks quite 
healthy, yet this move is strangely unpopular in 
practice. Perhaps potential 4 ...g6 players just 
do not like being unable to recapture immedi
ately on dS in case of 5 c4 iLg7 6 cxd5. Any
way, we are so deeply into uncharted territory 
here, that theory simply stops asking questions, 
let alone providing answers. 

I. ..d5 2 b3 lLlf6 

2... CL:Jf6 
3 ii.b2(D) 
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Black now has a large number of alterna
tives to 3...cS (which after 4 e3 would take us 
back to the 2...c5 line). 3...e6 and 3...g6 pro
duce roughly the same type of playas when 
combined with 2...c5. Black could also con
sider 3...ii.f5 and 3...ii.g4, two moves that 
have earned a solid reputation against 2 c4 and 
2 g3. 

•
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A major difference bet\veen these bishop 
moves is that 3...iLf5 allows White to switch to 
a 2 g3 line by playing 4 g3. This would be tricky 
after 3...iLg4, since 4 g3 would then be inviting 
Black to take on B, which may not be a refuta
tion of 4 g3, but it does create a totally different 
type of play from what White was probably 
looking for. At any rate, 4 e3 is the much more 
common reply to 3...iLg4, with 4...CDbd7 5 iLe2 
e6 6 c4 a thematic follow-up. This variation is 
considered one of Black's most solid replies to 
2 b3. Unlike the lines 3... e6 or 2...c5 3 e3 CDf6 4 
iLb2 e6, where Black postpones development 
of his light-squared bishop, Black now enjoys 
easy and sound development for all of his pieces. 
At the same time White is given just a mini
mum of leeway to implement his flank strategy. 

1. ..4:Jf6 

1 t2Jf6 (D) 

w 

When choosing his first move, Black always 
has to calculate on I CDB being no more than a 
feint. By continuing 2 d4, White could tum the 
opening into a queen's pawn opening against 
any possible reply, except 1...c5, but then of 
course Black has to be prepared for a Sicilian 
Defence in case of 2 e4. Just like Black makes 
it clear that he has no objections against a 
Queen's Gambit by playing 1...d5, he keeps ac
cess to that other major group of I d4 openings 
by playing l...CDf6. If White now plays 2 d4, 
Black is free to choose any I d4 CDf6 opening he 
likes. 

2 g3 
2 c4 is of course a major alternative and in 

fact the most popular move in this position. I 
have included this in the previous chapter as it 
is really a variation of the English (l c4 CDf6 2 
CDB). Many players who are afraid of opening 
I c4 because of 1...e5, but who do want to play 
a flank opening, go for 1 lDB CDf6 2 c4 instead. 
In this move-order, some lines of the English 
Opening are not available to White, since he 
has committed himself to an early CDB, but this 
need not be a problem. 

2 b3 is by no means bad, but has less inde
pendent significance here than after 1...d5. As 
an alternative to 2...d5 (which transposes to 1 
(DB d5 2 b3 CDf6) Black has the King's Indian
oriented 2...g6 and 2...d6, intending to play 
3...e5. After 2...g6 3 iLb2 iLg7 4 g3 we reach a 
variation that I shall discuss via 2 g3 and, 
strangely enough, 2...d6 3 d4 g6 4 iLb2 iLg7 5 
g3 transposes to the very same line! 

We now return to 2 g3 (D): 

B 

Most of the many possible moves in this po
sition lead to variations we have already seen 
via a different move-order, And even if there is 
no immediate transposition, the well-known 
paths are never far away. 

2...d5 is the first move to be considered. I 
have treated this position as part of the 1...d5 
complex, but the present move-order, 1 CDB 
CDf6 2 g3 d5, is in fact an important one, be
cause many players do not want to play 1...d5 
because of the possible transposition to the 
Queen's Gambit with 2 d4. By playing l...CDf6 
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2 g3 and only now 2...d5, they do not have to 
worry about this, since 3 d4 would now result 
in a fairly innocuous sideline of the Queen's 
Pawn Game (see page 52). 

All other moves leave White free to switch to 
the English or to a 1 d4 opening by playing 3 c4 
or 3 d4. The important thing here is to investi
gate possible alternatives to such a transposition. 

The most popular move in this category is 
probably 2...g6 (D). 
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Now, if both players persist in their refusal to 
advance their d- and c-pawns more than a sin
gle square, a symmetrical continuation like 3 
~g2 ~g7 4 0-0 0-0 5 d3 d6 6 e4 e5 might re
sult. Both players are playing the King's In
dian! In fact, many players prefer to break the 
symmetry at the very last moment by choosing 
6.,.c5 instead of 6.,.e5. Now the opening looks 
more like a Sicilian Defence. 

For those who prefer to stay closer to the 
world of 1 d4, but do not want a direct u'anspo
sition to the main lines with 3 d4, there is the al
ternative 3 b3 ~g7 4 ~b2 0-0 5 ~g2, The idea 
is to meet 5...d6 with 6 d4, making the central 
advance ...e5 more difficult to achieve than in 
the 'regular' g3 system in the King's Indian De
fence. The result is a variation that can also be 
reached via 1 d4 ct:Jf6 2 ctJf3 g6 3 g3 ~g7 4 Ji.g2 
0-050-0 d6 6 b3 (see page 164). 

2...b6 has an equally good reputation. Again, 
if White does not care for a transposition to the 

English or the Queen's Indian with a quick c4 
and/or d4, he has the option of playing the 
King's Indian Attack: 3 ~g2 ~b7 4 0-0 and 
now, for instance, 4...e6 5 d3. Most players will 
then put an obstacle in White's way of playing 
6 e4 by choosing 5...d5. 

Another good move is 2...cS, but this is ex
tremely likely to result in a transposition; e.g., 3 
c4 (Symmetrical English) or 3 ~g2 ct:Jc6 40-0 
e55 d3 d5 (see page 254). 

Apart from all these transpositions (or at
tempts at transposition) there is one move for 
Black to give the opening a face of its own: 
2...bS (D), the Spassky Variation. 
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We have seen this idea of an 'extended' fian
chetto before, viz. in the variation 1 d4 ct:Jf6 2 
tLlf3 e6 3 g3 b5 (see page 168). Black is in ef
fect playing an aggressive version of the 2...b6 
variation. Now that White has played g3, he 
will need an extremely good reason /lot to de
velop his bishop to g2, so Black does not need 
to worry so much about a frontal attack against 
his pawn on b5 with e3 or even e4. Just like in 
the 2...b6 line, Black will have to make up his 
mind after 3 ~g2 ~b7 4 0-0 e6 5 d3 whether he 
is going to allow 6 e4 (and simply develop with 
5...d6 6 e4 ~e7 for instance) or whether he will 
accept the challenge to a fight for the centre 
with 5...d5. In both cases ...b5 will give Black 
more elbow room on the queenside than he 
would have had after 2...b6. 



Other Flank Openings
 

To round off this section on the flank openings, 
we shall now take a brief look at what used to 
be called the 'IrTegular Openings': everything 
other than 1 e4, 1 d4, I c4 and I tZJf3. 

Some of these openings deserve better than 
to be bundled into a single chapter like this, for 
the quality and the nature of the openings in this 
chapter vary enormously. 1 g3 in particular is 
just marginally more 'irregular' than I tZJf3. 
These two moves could just as easily have 
been treated in the same chapter. 

So a word of apology is due here, but in order 
to present all openings more or less in propor
tion to their relative importance (after all, the 
amount of theory involved in 'the big four' is 
immeasurably greater) I have decided that a 
single chapter for 'the rest' will have to do. 

There are no fewer than twenty legal open
ing moves for White to choose from. All of 
them have been given a name at some time or 
another, but it would be a mistake to think that 
this implies they are all important. For behind 
the facade of a name, some of these 'openings' 
consist of a small but well maintained and re
spectable building, but others are no more than 
a ramshackle cottage, and behind some of the 
names there is just nothing at all. 

Now, what does this all mean? 
As I have already said, 1 g3 ties in very 

neatly with the previous chapters. 
To a somewhat lesser degree, the same goes 

for 1 b3. This move introduces a scheme of de
velopment that we know from the R6ti Opening. 

If 1.. J5 is an acceptable reply to 1 d4, then 
surely 1 f4 must be an acceptable move as well. 
This is called the Bird Opening. 

Finally, although it is a rare move in top
level tournaments, 1 tZJc3 (D) is also accepted 
as a reasonable way of starting the opening bat
tle. This is an opening of many names, but be
ing Dutch I prefer the relatively new name Van 
Geet Opening. 

B 

These four moves will form the bulk of the 
contents of this chapter. 

The remaining twelve possible first moves 
can be roughly divided into three categories. To 
begin with, there are moves like 1 e3 (Van 't 
Kruys Opening) and 1 d3 (Mieses Opening), 
which are of course fully playable, but lack the 
necessary strategic backbone to really worry 
Black. White is fully entitled to like 1 e3 e5 2 d4, 
for instance, but a transposition to the Exchange 
Variation of the French Defence (2 ...exd4 3 
exd4 d5; see page 349) is a meagre result in the 
eye of a theoretician (and of most practitioners 
too). There is also nothing wrong with 2 c4 (in
stead of 2 d4), yet the greatest merit of this 
move is undoubtedly that it may suggest ideas 
of trying 1 c4 on another occasion. 

Then there are those moves with which White 
really tries to shoot himself in the foot, like 1 f3 
or 1 g4. Out of loyalty to those unfortunates 
who have occasionally indulged in these strange 
moves in their youth, I shall not even give you 
the names of these 'openings'. 

Finally, there is one move that maintains a 
perfect balance between the extremes of te
diousness and foolishness: 1 b4 (D). 

This very provocative opening was first 
named after Englisch (1851-97), then after 
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Sokolsky (1908-69), but ever since Tartakower 
invented the name Orang Utan Opening for it, 
there have been few players willing to have 
their name attached to this move. 

Black has a wide choice of possible re
sponses, but in so far as we can talk of a theoret
ical discussion in this opening, it concentrates 
on the position after L.e5 2 ~b2. Should Black 
now playa solid move like 2...d6 or 2...f6, or 
should he simply develop his pieces quickly 
and easily with 2...~xb4 3 ~xe5 tbf6? 

1 g3 

1 g3 (D) 
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At the start of the chapter on the Reti Open
ing, I have already paid tribute to the pioneering 
work of Richard Reti for I tbn in particular and 
for the concept of a flank opening in generaL 
This concept includes I g3, and Reti played this 

opening move quite often. In fact several older 
books name I g3 after him. It was only when I 
tbf3 turned out to be the more important of the 
two, that his name became firmly attached to 
that move. 

Just like it could be argued that I tbf3 and I 
c4 are more flexible than I e4 and I d4, and that 
I tbf3 d5 2 g3 is more flexible again than I tbf3 
d5 2 c4. it is also not unreasonable to state that 
this thinking in terms of flexibility reaches its 
peak in I g3. White develops his bishop on g2, 
but otherwise he preserves all options for a fu
ture game plan. Of course, the downside of 
this attitude is that Black is given exactly the 
same freedom. Nevertheless, 1 g3 is a move 
that has to be taken seriously and which has 
been adopted by many a top player. 

One thing about 1 g3 that makes this move 
rather special is that it can be played with widely 
varying intentions. It may be played to create 
new and original situations, drawing the oppo
nent out of his comfort zone of well-known 
openings and into the unknown: the art of un
settling the opponent. This was, for instance, 
how Bent Larsen used 1 g3 around 1960, and 
very successfully too (although it might be 
added that he achieved much the same effect 
with almost every opening he played!). 

But 1 g3 may equally well be the starting 
point of very traditional variations from the 
English or Reti Opening, or at least lead to 
completely 'normal' positions. This interpreta
tion of 1 g3 is more modest, but in the hands of 
somebody who knows his way around the flank 
openings, it can be just as effective. 

Finally, it must be remembered that 1 g3 can 
also come across as a provocation, thus raising 
great psychological tension right from the start. 
Black is challenged to occupy the centre as if he 
were White. The idea of course, is to hit back at 
the right moment, hoping that the extra tempo 
will make a difference after all. 

1... eS 
If Black intends to accept the challenge, ei

ther this move or 1...dS is the obvious choice. In 
determining which of these two moves is better, 
it is important to realize that White could still 
prevent the formation of a classical central for
mation with pawns on e5 and d5, by answering 
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1...e5 with 2 c4 (which is a Reversed Sicilian) 
and 1...d5 with 2 ct:lf3 (which is a Reti). 

Other first moves too, always offer White a 
chance to switch to another opening. After 1...cS 
2 ~g2 ct:lc6, for instance, 3 e4 produces a Si
cilian, while 3 c4 is a Symmetrical English. 
Lovers of the Dutch Defence will have to de
cide whether, after 1...f5, a possible set-up with 
2 ~g2 g6 3 d3, followed by e4, is a nuisance. 

Nor is it self-evident that Black can reach a 
King's Indian Defence, for after 1...g6 2 ~g2 

~g7 or 1...QJf6 2 ~g2 g6 White can avoid this 
opening by playing 3 e4. This creates a type of 
position which is similar to the Pirc Defence 
and might even transpose, for instance after 
3...d6 4 d4 ~g7 5 0cJc3 (see page 459). 

2 iig2 d5 (D) 

w 

In this position Bent Larsen used to harass 
his opponents with 3 ct:lf3. After 3...e4 4 't:Jd4 a 
kind of Alekhine Defence (l e4 ct:lf6) with 
colours reversed arises, while 3...ct:lc6 4 d3 is a 
Pirc reversed. Instead of the somewhat conven
tional 4 d3, however, Larsen went as far as to 
play 4 0-0, again provoking 4oo.e4, which now 
forces the reply 5 ct:lel. 

The more popular choice is to play 3 d3. 
This prevents a possible ...e4 (thus prepaling 
i::Jf3), but does not put as much pressure on 
Black as 3 ct:lf3 does. After 3oo.ct:lf6 4 QJf3 ct:lc6 
5 0-0 ~e7 a standard position of the Pirc De
fence is reached (see page 457), with colours 
reversed and an extra tempo for White. White's 
most important options are 6 c3 (which intro
duces the possibility of playing b4) and 6 ~g5 

(in order to attack d5 with 7 ?2lc3 and then per
haps ct:ld2 and e4 at some point). 

A third option is to play 3 c4, inviting oo.d4 
and a reversed Benoni. very similar to 1 ct:lf3 d5 
2 c4. 

1 b3 

1 b3 (D) 

B 

This seemingly modest move strikes a bal
ance between the provocative 1 b4 and the 
solid 1 QJn d5 2 b3 (see page 257). It was in 
fact first introduced alongside ] ct:ln d5 2 b3 
by Nimzowitsch, who analysed, played and 
propagated both lines during the 1920s and 
1930s. After him it was mainly Bent Larsen 
who ventured 1 b3 in the days when he was 
one of the strongest players in the world, the 
1960s. Both these great players and pioneers 
have had their names attached to 1 b3. Indeed, 
the name Nirnzowitsch-Larsen Attack has 
been widely used. Larsen himself jokingly 
called 1 b3 the Baby Orang Utan, thus not 
only showing a sense of humour but also mak
ing it clear that he saw 1 b3 and 1 b4 as being 
closely related. 

A comparison with 1 ct:ln d5 2 b3 is also of 
interest. From a classical viewpoint, one would 
be inclined to think 1 ct:ln must be the more 
logical move, because this stops Black from 
playing loo.e5. But looking at the theory and the 
practical evidence of 1 b3, one can only con
clude that it is precisely because White has so 
many ways of attacking a black pawn on e5 that 
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1 b3 is a popular opening move. So it is the 
'logical' drawback of 1 b3 (the allowing of 
1...e5) that seems to be its greatest attraction! 

1... e5 
Black is completely free in his choice of 

opening scheme, but he has to be aware of a few 
possible transpositions. A King's Indian set-up, 
for instance, 1...tbf6 2 oib2 g6, allows 3 e4, 
which gives the game rather a I e4 look. And if 
1...d5 2 oib2 tLJf6, White not only has 3 tLJf3 
(which transposes to I tLJf3 d5 2 b3), but also 3 
e3 followed by f4, which is a Bird Opening. 

2 oib2 tLJc6 (D) 
After 1 b4 e5 2 i/,b2 this would run into 3 b5, 

but in this position there is no objection to this 
robust developing move and it is in fact Black's 
most popular choice here. Still, the alternative 
2...d6 is also perfectly sound. Black renounces 
any intentions of playing ...d5 and follows a 
King's Indian scheme of development. Roughly 
speaking, White then has two possible plans. 
The characteristic flank strategy is to play 3 g3 
tLJf64 oig2 g6 5 c4, creating a kind of Reversed 
Sicilian. The more direct approach is to chal
lenge Black's domination of the centre by play
ing 3 d4, or something like 3 e3 tLJf6 4 c4 g6 5 
tLJf3 i/,g7 6 d4. 
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3 e3 
This may look very modest Gust like 1 b3 in 

fact) but a closer examination reveals that it is 
both a courageous and ambitious move. After 
all, it allows Black to play 3...d5. 

The seemingly more aggressive 3 c4 is really 
much more cautious and conventional, since 

CHESS OPENINGS 

White remains within the relatively safe bounds 
of the Reversed Sicilian (that is to say: c4 and 
...e5 have been played - there is no question of 
an actual transposition here). Nevertheless, this 
too is a controversial variation, the critical line 
being 3... tLJf6 4 e3 d5 5 cxd5 tLJxd5. 

3 ... d5 
Taking up the challenge. Of course there is 

nothing wrong with a move like 3...tLJf6 either. 4 
.ib5 can then be met by 4...d6, so Black is effec
tively following the same plan as with 2...d6. A 
possible continuation would be 5 tLJe2, followed 
by d4 or f4, thus starting an attack against e5. 

4 i/,b5 i/,d6(D) 
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From the point of view of opening theory, 
this is the crucial position of this opening. 
Black has occupied the centre and it is now up 
to White to show his intentions. Still, there is 
remarkably little 'accepted' theory on how to 
proceed. The sharpest and the most uncompro
mising move is undoubtedly 5 f4. The books do 
not agree on how good (or bad) this is. Should 
Black play 5...VJJJe7, for instance, or is 5...1fi'h4+ 
6 g3 VJJJe7 more accurate? And in the latter vari
ation, how good is 7 tLJf3 f6? 

Showing a little more self-restraint (and quite 
as logical as 5 f4) are the alternatives 5 c4 and 5 
tLJf3 f6 6 c4. 

Bird Opening 

1 f4 (D) 
Opening with the king's bishop's pawn has 

been an accepted phenomenon for centuries, 
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B w 

but when the English player HeflJ)' Bird (1830
1908) began to play 1 f4 regularly, according to 
himself "because he had forgotten the more fa
miliar openings after a six years' absence from 
chess", the opening came to be named after 
him. It has also been called the Dutch Attack. 

The Bird Opening has always been the do
main of 'ordinary' club players rather than 
grandmasters, but just as with 1 g3 and I b3, 
the Danish world-class player Bent Larsen de
serves a special mention in this respect. He ad
mitted that his colleagues did not think much of 
I f4, but "precisely for this reason they do not 
play it and have no knowledge of if'. Larsen 
himself on the other hand knew the possibilities 
of this opening very well and he had some 
shrewd and original ideas about it. He often 
used it as a surprise weapon or to test his oppo
nents. Well, if they think I f4 is not a good 
move, let them show it! So in a way he was sub
jecting his opponents to an examination. which 
of course always added a certain psychological 
tension to the opening phase. 

1 d5 
I f4 can be played for all sorts of reasons but 

- remarkably! - preventing 1...e5 is not one of 
them, for the pawn sacrifice 1...e5 2 fxe5 d6 is 
in fact the most radical attempt to try to refute I 
f4. It is called the From Gambit. After 3 exd6 
j,xd6 (D) White is threatened with mate in 
three (starting with 4...~h4+) and although this 
threat can easily be warded off, the fact remains 
that the situation is tricky and that it will de
mand a lot of sangfroid and inventiveness from 
both players to handle these complications. 

After 4 (bf3, for instance, Black has two seri
ous variations: the uncompromising 4...g5 and 
the slightly more conventionaI4...t2Jf6. 

But Black has to be aware of a counter
surprise: 2 e4 transposes to a King's Gambit. 
Instead of accepting the adversary's pawn sac
rifice, White is offering one himself! 

To offer a gambit like 1.. .e5 is first and fore
most a matter of taste. Many a positionally ori
ented player will not care much for such wild 
and unruly positions. Instead of considering 
whether and how to play ...e5, he will probably 
be thinking the same thoughts about ...d5. 

If Black plays neither 1...d5 nor 1...e5, he 
will have to take 2 e4 into account. After 1...c5, 
for instance, 2 e4 or 2 t2Jf3 g6 (or 2...t2Jc6) 3 e4 
transposes to a line of the Sicilian Defence, 
while 1...t2Jf6 2 t2Jf3 g6 is also likely to raise 
questions of e4 sooner or later; e.g., after 3 g3 
:il.g7 4 j,g2 0-0 5 0-0 c5 6 d3. 

If Black chooses to play ...d5 at some point 
(which I shall consider the main line) we have, 
in effect, the typical pawn-structure of the Dutch 
Defence, with colours reversed. 

2 t2Jf3 
Although colours are reversed and White is 

a tempo ahead of Black in the IlOlmal Dutch 
Defence, positional themes remain largely the 
same. Probably the greatest difference is that, 
owing to a scarcity of top-level games, there is 
far less theory about 1 f4 than there is about I 
d4 f5. So there is plenty of room for expeli
ments here! 

Instead of 2 t2Jf3, for instance, it might be an 
interesting idea to play 2b3, preventing 2...g6. 
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2... CDf6 (D) 
An uncomplicated and neutral developing 

move. Whether it is also the hest move objec
tively is moot. 2...cS and 2...g6look like logical 
alternatives. 
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Just like in the 'regular' Dutch, White now 
faces a fundamental choice between a plan 
based on g3 and one that is built around e3, 
with the latter option being subdivided into sev
eral variations. 

3 g3 is of course the Leningrad Variation re
versed. Here, the position after 3...g6 4 1Lg2 
1Lg7 5 0-0 0-0 6 d3 c5 is the most important 
starting point, with 7CDc3, 7 c3 and 7 '~el be
ing the main options. 

3 e3 is usually played not so much intending 
a Stonewall formation (pawns on d4 and f4), 
which would perhaps be unnecessarily defen
sive with White, but with a rather more aggres
sive scheme in mind, trying to take advantage 
of the extra tempo. The choice is mainly be
tween the plan of the Classical Dutch: e.g" 
3.. ,g6 4 1Le2 1Lg7 5 0-0 0-0 6 d3 c5 7 Vie1, and 
a plan based on b3. The latter possibility is 
rarely a serious option in the Dutch Defence, 
mainly because White usually takes control of 
the hl-a8 diagonal himself by playing (1 d4 f5) 
2 g3. But strategically it is perfectly logical to 
put a bishop on b2, for this increases White's 
influence in the centre in a very natural way. 
After 3...g6, a plausible continuation is 4 h3 
1Lg7 5 1Lb2 0-0 6 1Le2 c5 7 0-0 CDc6, but 
Larsen (of course I) has had the original idea of 
playing 4 b4, thus preventing Black's standard 

development .. ,c5 and ...ctJc6 and intensifying 
the fight for control over the centre. This is in 
effect an improved version of the Orang Utan. 

1 i{jc3 (Van Geet Opening) 

1 CLlc3 (D) 
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At fIrst glance this move may create the im
pression of being the logical counterpart of 1 
CDB, the Reti Opening. But this impression is 
very deceptive indeed. In fact the two knight 
moves have nothing in common whatsoever. 

By playing 1 (DB, White prevents L.e5 and 
prepares to meet 1.. .d5 with 2 c4, attacking 
Black's central position from the flank, a plan 
that we have come to know as a classical exam
ple of flank strategy. What a contrast with I 
i2lc3, which not only does nothing to prevent 
the corresponding advance 1...d5, it even asks 
for it! What is more, White does not intend to 
counterattack from the flank, but right through 
the middle with 2 e4, making it not a fight for 
control over the centre, but a fight in the centre. 
Even if Black does not play L.d5, preferring, 
for instance, 1...eS, 1...cS or 1...CDf6, the open
ing struggle will revolve around moves like e4 
and d4, which open the centre rather than play 
around it. It would therefore be misleading to 
call the Van Geet Opening a flank opening, for 
it is nothing of the kind. It is a I e4 opening in 
disguise. 

1 &,jc3 has been lying around in a corner of 
opening theory's attil: for a very long time, for 
lack of a champion and a clear interpretation. 
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But since the Dutch master Dick van Geet has 
used it with great success, both in over-the
board and in conespondence chess, driving in
numerable opponents to despair in the process, 
I QJc3 has finally aroused public interest. Its 
merits have recently been hotly debated and 
many assessments have been overturned. 

1 d5 
This and 1.. .e5 are of course the first moves to 

be considered, at least if Black intends to deal 
firmly with I CLJc3. Both moves allow a transpo
sition to an entirely different opening, but Van 
Geet's idea is certainly not simply to make use 
of these possible transpositions as soon as they 
are available. He wants to toy with them, that is 
to keep them within reach, to make use of them 
if the moment is right, but above all: to try to 
find something which is even better. 

If 1...e5, for instance, his idea is not to play 2 
e4, which would transpose to the Vienna Game, 
but to start a fight in the centre with 2 ttJf3 CLJc6 
3 d4 exd4 4 ttJxd4 (D). 

B 

Black then not only has to take another trans
position into account, viz. to the Scotch, he also 
has to guard against a few far more venomous 
options. For example, 4...g6 is very risky be
cause of 5 ttJd5, threatening 6 ttJb5. Nor does 
4...CLJf6 reach the 'safe haven' of the Scotch (5 
e4), for White has the alternative 5 jlg5. And 
the variation 4...dS 5 e4 is another beautiful il
lustration of the very high 1 e4 content of the 
Van Geet Opening. 

It is all about fast piece development ,md 
keeping an eye out for tactical opportunities. 

There is no deep strategy involved, but these 
positions require a high degree of alertness and 
a capacity for independent and original think
ing. 

If Black plays 1...c5, he can expect similar 
treatment. 2 e4 transposes to the Closed Sicil
ian (see page 391), but true Van Geet strategy 
is to play 2 CLJf3, followed. for example, by 
2... ttJc6 3 d4 cxd4 4 ttJxd4 (D). 

While Black then has to remain alert to a 
possible transposition to the Sicilian Defence 
(with e4), he also has more vicious threats to 
cope with. Playing in the spirit of the Svesh
nikov Variation (see page 411), for instance, 
with 4...e5 5 ttJdb5 d6?, fails miserably to 6 
CLJd5! and Black gets squashed as he cannot de
fend c7. 

IfBlack wants to be entirely safe from treach
erous ambushes like the above, his best bet is 
probably to play 1...ttJf6 (D). 

w 
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Now, if White does not want to take the 
emergency exit of playing 2 d4 or 2 e4 (which 
are perfectly sound options) he will really have 
to create his own footpaths. With 2 CLlf3 d5 3 e3, 
for instance, White is turning his back on estab
lished opening theory for good. 

2 e4 (D) 
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This is the main starting point of the Van 
Geet Opening. Again, there are a great many 
possible transpositions to 1 e4 openings to be 
aware of. 2...L2lf6, for instance, is a minor varia
tion of the Alekhine Defence, 2...c6 a Caro
Kann and 2...e6 a French Defence. 

But anyone interested in really testing the 
strength of the Van Geet Opening is likely to 
prefer either 2...d4 or 2...dxe4. Both moves are 
logical and attractive, but it would be unwise to 

underestimate White's chances. 
After 2...d4 3 CLlce2 e5 4 C2Jg3 (D), a crucial 

position is reached. 
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CHESS OPENINGS 

White wants to develop his light-squared 
bishop to c4 and create attacking chances on 
the kingside. If Black prevents this by 4...iLe6, 
White has an alternative method of development 
in 5 c3 c5 6 iLb5+ ctJd7 (or 6...C2Jc6) 7 tZJf3. 

A deceptive position arises after 2...dxe4 3 
C2Jxe4 (D). 
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One would say that it should be very easy to 
find something more useful than 3...e6 or 3...c6 
(when 4 d4 would produce a French Defence or 
a Caro-Kann respectively). Still, there does not 
seem to be any consensus on what that 'easy' 
improvement should be. Both 3...e5 and 3...C2Jd7 
are met by 4 iLc4, pricking Black's Achilles' 
Heel f7 rather annoyingly. Blaek must tread 
carefully. A few examples: after 3...C2Jd7 4.tc4 
C2Jgf6 (4...ctJdf6 is more solid) he has to take the 
sacrifice 5 ~xf7 +!? into account. After 5...~xf7 

6 ttJg5+ <;t'g8 7 ttJe6 White is already winning 
back some material. And if 3...eS 4 j,c4, the 
plausible 4.Jbf6 is risky due to 5 C2Jg5 while 
the seemingly more prudent 4...j,e7? is even 
worse (5 ~h5!). Perhaps the most reliable move 
is 4 C2Je6. 

3 iLfS, analogous to the 4...iLf5 variation 
of the Caro-Kann, is a sound option, but even 
here an interesting point of 1 t.tJc3 is revealed: 
White does not have to huny with d4. After 4 
t.tJg3 iLg6 5 tLJf3 tbd7 there is the possibility of 
playing 6 ~c4 e6 7 d3. This reduces the sphere 
of influence of Black's g6-bishop, which is 
now not as actively placed at it is in the more 
common version of this type of position with 
White's pawn on d4. 



1 e4
 

By opening the game with his king's pawn, 
White enters into an ancient and venerable tra
dition. Our oldest sources, books from the 15th 
century, make it emphatically clear that 1 e4 
(D) was the opening move even in those days. 

B 

This situation remained basically unchanged 
for centuries. It was not until the rise of mod
ern, positional chess at the end of the 19th cen
tury that 1 d4 rose to the fore and then it took 
another half century or so for 1 c4 and 1 ttJf3 to 
achieve similar recognition. 

Nowadays, the choice of a first move is 
largely a matter of taste. Every one of these 
opening moves has its own specific conse
quences, brings about certain typical positions 
and creates its own specific problems. It is not 
enough to compare these consequences objec
tively (if such a comparison is possible); indi
vidual preferences and differences in playing 
style are at least as important when it comes to 
deciding how to open a chess game. 

This historic development of opening theory 
is mirrored by the individual learning process 
of most chess-players. Almost everyone starts 
out with 1 e4 and does not learn or practise 
other moves until later. 

Why is it then, that 1 e4 is the birthplace of all 
opening theory, both individually and globally? 

Is there something special about this move, 
something mysterious? 

The answer is paradoxical. If there is such a 
thing as a secret of 1 e4, then it must be its com
plete lack of mystery. The lucidity, the directness 
and the almost naive sweetness of it are staring 
one in the face. White takes a healthy step for
ward, opens the way for his bishop and queen 
(perhaps already thinking of a Scholar's Mate: 
~c4 followed by ''i'h5 and 'IliIxf7#) and is threat
erring (on a higher level of strategic thinking) to 
take full control of the centre with 2 d4. It is this 
noble simplicity that makes 1 e4 such a wonder
ful move for beginner and grandmaster alike. 

The next question that the chess world has 
had to answer, and which every individual 
player will face, is of course how to respond to 
such a demonstration of power. 

For centuries this was in fact as much of a 
non-issue as the question regarding White's 
first move. It was a matter of course that Black 
was thinking in exactly the same terms as his 
opponent. A respectable game of chess between 
two respectable people could only start in one 
respectable way: 1 e4 eS (D). 

w 

Only here, on the second move, did the 
roads in antiquity diverge. White's most obvi
ous continuation was (and still is) the powerful 
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developing move 2 CLlf3, by which, in a very 
natural, almost casual, way he attacks e5. It is 
from this move that some of the oldest and 
most important openings in chess literature 
have sprung. 

In the first place - from a modem perspec
tive at least - there is the Ruy Lopez (also 
called the Spanish Opening): 2••.ttJc6 3 iLb5. 
This is a very ancient opening, but it was not 
until the middle of the 19th century that it 
gradually yet irresistibly - emerged as the most 
critical test of 1...e5, a position it has held to this 
day. White introduces the possibility of taking 
on c6, thus indirectly threatening Black's e5
pawn. 

About the same age as the Ruy Lopez is the 
Italian Game, 2...ttJc6 3 ~c4. By putting his 
king's bishop on c4, White is creating threats 
that at first glance seem much more dangerous 
than 3 iLb5, because they are directed at Black's 
most vulnerable spot, n. For many beginners 
this is the most attractive opening and histori
cally 3 ~c4 was the first move to develop a se
rious body of opening theory. Today, there are 
quite a number of forcing variations in this 
opening, so a certain knowledge of those is rec
ommended. 

Equally forceful, yet wholly different in na
ture, is 2...0\c6 3 d4, the Scotch Opening. 
White opens the centre, eliminates Black's e
pawn and prepares the way for some fast and 
aggressive development. 

finally, there is the Four Knights Game, in
troduced with 2...CLlc6 3 CLlc3 CLlf6. This ancient 
opening has stood the test of time just as the 
other openings mentioned. Like the Scotch, it 
has recently enjoyed a veritable revival. 

So far we have only considered 2...&2'1c6 as a 
reply to 2 tLJf3, but this is not Black's only op
tion. 2...tLJf6 in particular is a major alternative. 
Instead of defending his pawn on e5, Black 
counterattacks against e4. This is the Petroff or 
Russian Defence. It rivals the four 2... tLJc6 
openings above in ancientness and surpasses 
most of them in importance. Today, in the early 
years of the 21st century, this move is extremely 
popular with players at the very highest level. As 
a result, it is more relevant to the theoretical sta
tus of 1 e4 now than it has ever been in the past. 

CHESS OPENINGS 

Nowadays, 2 tLJf3 may look not just natural 
but completely self-evident, to the beginner and 
the experienced tournament player alike. How 
could White possibly do better than this? But 
this outlook has not always been the universally 
accepted one. In the first half of the 19th cen
tury in particular, the position after 1 e4 e5 was 
viewed in a totally different light. In those days 
players were not concerned with the difficult 
strategic problem of how best to atlack Black's 
e5-pmvn in such a way as to obtain long-term 
prospects of building up a solid initiative. They 
were looking for ways of annihilating Black's 
king, right now. Seen from this perspective, the 
knight is not very well placed on f3 at all; on the 
contrary, it is standing in the way. That f-file 
needs to be opened! 2 f4 has to be played first, 
and only after 2...exf4 can the knight be devel
oped: 3 tLJf3. Bishop to c4, pawn to d4, castles, 
and wow! What could he possibly come be
tween White and a brilliant victory? 

This is the King's Gambit, an opcning that 
symbolizes power, courage and elegance for 
some, and utter madness to others. White gives 
away a pawn and weakens his own king' s posi
lion, but he finnly takes the initiative and opens 
files and diagonals that are meant to lead not to 
his own but to Black's king. Although it seems 
an anachronism in today's world of ever more 
accurately calculating computers, the King's 
Gambit remains a living opening to this day. 

Back to 1 e4. No matter how dominant the 
reply l ...e5 may have been, even in ancient 
times alternative moves were known and ex
amined, though they were usually considered 
inferior. This situation began to change around 
1800, when the first of these altematives to gain 
recognition was 1...e6. Black follows a com
pletely different strategy here. He allows White 
to play 2 d4, only to hit back immediately with 
2...d5. TIlis opening came to be known as the 
French Defence and it has been considered 
safe and sound now for some two hundred 
years. 

With the acceptance ofthe French Defence, 
the ground was prepared for other openings 
that deviated even further from classical prin
ciples. In the second half of the 19th century, 
the move 1...c6 was given a face and a name: 
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the Caro-Kann Defence. Just as in the French. 
Black intends to play 2...d5. What makes 1...c6 
much harder to swallow from a classical point 
of view though, is that it is not a developing 
move. No diagonal is opened for the king's 
bishop (as with 1...e6) and the 'natural' square 
c6 is made unavailable to the queen's knight. 
Nevertheless, this treatment of the opening 
has shown itself to be effective. Compared to 
the French, the great advantage of 1...c6 is that 
the other black bishop, the one on c8, now has 
much better prospects. 

A third move to gain some (modest) recogni
tion in the 19th century was 1...c5, the Sicilian 
Defence. This move is easier to accept from a 
classical viewpoint in one way, namely that it 
stops White from occupying the centre with 2 
d4, but since it does nothing for quick piece de
velopment (just like 1...c6) it was mistrusted for 
a very long time. It does not even do anything to 
attack White's e4-pawn, as 1...e6 and 1...c6 do. 

A fundamental reassessment of one very im
portant type of middlegame was needed before 
the Sicilian could be viewed in a more positive 
light. At first it was thought that 2 1Llf3, fol
lowed by 3 d4 and an exchange of pawns in the 
centre, would give White a very comfortable 
position indeed. Shielded by his stronghold on 
e4, White will easily find some good squares 
for his pieces, not to mention the impressive 
spatial advantage that White enjoys in this kind 
of position. The advantages of Black's position 
are less obvious, yet very slowly - and this is a 
process that has spanned the entire 20th cen
tury - they have come to the fore. It is precisely 
here that a wealth of new possibilities has come 
to light. It turned out that Black's seemingly 
cramped position contains enormous power that 
is only waiting to be released. 

By now many different schemes of develop
ment have been discovered for Black, each one 
of them based on solid strategic considerations 
and each with its own specific advantages. A 
chess-player from the 21st century looks at 
these positions in a way that is completely dif
ferent from the outlook of his predecessor of 
one or two centuries ago. Nowadays, even the 
enormous amount of variations available to 
Black is enough to intimidate many a player 

behind the white pieces into avoiding the main 
lines based on 2 0Jf3 and 3 d4. 

The search for possible alternatives to the 
classical 1.. .e5 reached its peak in the 1920s, 
1921 to be exact, when Alexander Alekhine, one 
of the most famous grandmasters in the history 
of chess. started experimenting with the shock
ing 1...1Llf6. This move is nothing less than a 
provocation, not just addressed at White's e
pawn, but at White himself. If White accepts the 
challenge by 2 e5, Black will respond 2...1Lld5 
and start attacking White's pawn in eamest with 
...d6. Black freely allows his opponent to play d4 
and to chase his knight away a second time (with 
c4). In fact the whole idea of this opening is to 
provoke White into occupying too much of the 
centre. This will almost always lead to a sharp 
fight, for it is true that although White is taking a 
natural, aggressive step forward by playing 2 
e5, he is also sticking his neck out. This open
ing is now known as the Alekhine Defence 
(even though there is little defensive about it). 

Superficially, to play 1...d6 is to take a step 
backwards on this rising scale of ever more dar
ing replies to 1 e4. After alL this move prepares 
2...1Llf6 by eliminating the advance e5. Is not 
that an outdated viewpoint? But what 1...d6 
sacrifices in speed, it gains in depth. 1...d6 is 
not a slow or a passive opening move. Black al
lows his opponent to form a 'perfect' pawn
centre with 2 d4, but he is doing so on the as
sumption that there is no real danger in this. 
This attitude is based either on a naIve lack of 
understanding or on a very profound under
standing indeed. This is the Pirc Defence, that 
was not drawn out of the marshlands of that 
much-distrusted category of 'irregular' open
ings until after 1950. It is (more or less) the fi
nal destination of our survey of 1 e4. 

All of these openings, ranging from the 
frank 1...e5 to the profound 1.. .d6, have their 
own ideas, their own 'speed' and their own pe
culiar strategic colouring. They are all play
able. Choosing between them is a matter of 
personal styIe and perhaps a question of how 
much study material one is able to deal with. It 
is my hope that this book may help the reader to 
form his own judgement ofthese and related as
pects of the game of chess. 



Ruy Lopez 

1 e4 eS 
2 lLlf3 CLJc6 
3 ~bS (D) 
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This ancient opening owes its name to the 
Spaniard Ruy Lopez de Segura (c, 1530-80), 
who recommended 3 ~b5 in a book published 
in 1561. This did not greatly impress his con
temporaries, however, and for a very long time 
the Italian Game (3 JLc4) was far more popular. 
It was in fact not until the 1840s that the time 
was ripe for a proper appreciation of 3 JLb5. 
From this time onwards. the Ruy Lopez be
came increasingly popular, not only gradually 
surpassing the Italian, but also pushing all al
ternatives to 2 tnn. most notably the King's 
Gambit, into the background. The Ruy Lopez 
became the opening against L.e5, a position it 
has not lost in over a century and a half of ever
changing positional insights. 

This steadfast reputation of 3 j"b5 is almost 
equalled by the status of 3...a6 as the most pop
ular reply. What justifies this little yet signifi
cant move is the fact that 4 JLxc6 dxc6 5 tLlxe5 
does not win a pawn (yet). because of 5...~·d4, 

but a much deeper point of 3... a6 is revealed af
ter 4 .ita4: from now on Black has the opportu
nity of breaking the pin of the c6-knight by 

playing ...b5 at a moment of his own choosing. 
It is from this position that the great main lines 
of the Ruy Lopez have germinated, some of 
them more than twenty moves deep and with 
innumerable subvariations. 

Nevertheless. around 2000 the natural and 
simple move 3...lLlf6 enjoyed a wave of enor
mous popularity. This is the Berlin Defence, 
which is much older than 3...a6, but seemed to 
have all but disappeared in the 20th century, 
when it was thought that on general grounds 
the insertion of 3...a6 4 .ita4 could only be to 
Black's advantage. But the present popularity 
of 3...lLlf6 is based on a highly specific way of 
making use of White's bishop standing on b5 
rather than at a4. 

3...fS is a move of a totally different calibre. 
This is in fact a variation on the theme of the 
King's Gambit and it has caused many a 3 .itb5 
player a headache over the years. Although al
ways looked upon with distrust at the very high
est level, this bold pawn sacrifice has always 
had a large following among the masses. It is 
called the Jaenisch Gambit or Schliemann 
Defence and it is only recommended for lovers 
of sharp and concrete variations who are not 
afraid of taking risks. 

I shall treat these three moves as main Jines 
in this book. But in a truly great opening like 
the Ruy Lopez, almost all legal moves have 
been investigated at one time or another and 
have been given a name, an assessment and a 
set of variations in chess literature. The best of 
these 'alternative' lines are undoubtedly quite 
playable and each of them has its own (modest) 
circle of adherents. 

3...d6 (D!, for example, the Steinitz Defence, 
certainly deserves our respect, if only because it 
is named after the first world champion, Wil
helm Steinitz (1836-1900). 

Black defends his pawn on eS amI prepares 
....itd7, neutralizing the pin of the c6-knight. 
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This is a solid plan, with a single drawback 
only, namely that it allows White to carryon 
with his development undisturbed. A charac
teristic type of middlegame arises after 4 d4 
exd4 5 tLlxd4 ltd7 (or 4...ltd7 5 tLlc3 exd4 6 
tLlxd4). White enjoys a space advantage and 
easy development for his pieces, but Black's 
position has no weaknesses and is intrinsically 
sound, if - for the moment - a little passive. 
Though this is not necessarily a problem, it has 
caused top players to prefer the Neo-Steinitz 
(3 ...a6 4 lta4 d6; see page 277), where it is not 
so easy for White to achieve this type of posi
tion. 

Likewise, 3...ltc5 (D), the Cordel Varia
tion can hardly be put down as an obscure side
line. 

This is a sharper approach than 3...d6, espe
cially if Black is intending to meet 4 c3 (in 
preparation of 5 d4) with the gambit variation 

4...f5 (4 .. .LtJf6 is a more solid alternative). An
other point of 3...ltc5, one of a strategic na
ture, comes to light after 4 0-0 (which takes 
the edge off 4.. .£5, for this move can now sim
ply be met by 5 exf5 e4 6 Mel). Black ex
changes a pair of knights with 4...tLld4 5 tLlxd4 
ltxd4, which allows White to build up his de
sired central pawn-formation by 6 c3 ltb6 7 d4, 
but gives Black the opportunity to consolidate 
his own central stronghold with 7...c6, followed 
by 8...d6. Unlike 4 c3 f5, this variation offers 
quiet, positional play where White needs the 
ability to make the most of a small lead in de
velopment and a tiny space advantage. 

The same idea can be implemented rather 
more drastically by playing 3...tLld4 (D), the 
Bird Defence. 

In this case, however, Black has to recapture 
on d4 with his e-pawn, which makes quite a 
difference. This unorthodox approach dates 
back to the 19th century but enjoyed a revival 
around 1980. After 4 tLlxd4 exd4 the pawn on 
d4 makes it impossible for White to make a 
quick d4 advance, so he needs another plan. 
The obvious solution is to play 0-0, d3 and f4. 
Black will be looking at ...c6 and ...d5 for 
counterplay. 

3...a6 

3 a6 (D) 
This move is called the Morphy Defence, but 

it is now so firmly established as the main line 
that this name is rarely used. 
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As I have already indicated, there is nothing 
to be gained now by playing the greedy 4 ~xc6 

dxc6 5 QJxe5, as Black wins back his pawn im
mediately. But White has more profound moves 
than 5 QJxe5 and these are of sufficient interest 
to tum this into an important system. This is the 
Exchange Variation, which occupies a very 
special place in the Ruy Lopez. 

The alternative of course, and the most com
mon move by far, is to play 4 ~a4, when Black 
is facing the same problems as on move three. 

Exchange Variation 

4 ~xc6 dxc6 (D) 
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By exchanging on c6, White has chosen a 
type of middlegame that differs considerably 
from the majority of Ruy Lopez variations. For 
a long time it was thought that this was com
pletely harmless for Black, but when Bobby 

Fischer turned it into a dangerous weapon in 
the 1960s it suddenly became very popular, 
with quite a number ofplayers going so far as to 
specialize in this line. 

White has two main trumps. In the short term 
he has a lead in development, while in the long 
run he can build on his superior pawn-structure. 
And of course 4 ~xc6 has the added practical 
advantage of avoiding the enormous mass of 
theory involved in the Ruy Lopez main lines 
(all starting with 4 ~a4). 

Looking from Black's perspective, there is 
no choice. If Black wants to play one of the 
main lines of the Ruy Lopez, he will have to 
reconcile himself to the Exchange Variation 
and its unique character. Fortunately, there are 
plenty of reasons for such a reconciliation. For 
one thing, Black's lag in development is not as 
bad as it looks. By recapturing with his d-pawn. 
he has opened a diagonal for his light-squared 
bishop and a file for the queen, which means 
that even without making a move, these two 
pieces are half-developed already. On the whole 
it can be said that Black enjoys an unusually 
great freedom of movement in the Exchange 
Variation. 

5 0-0 
This is White's most flexible move and ever 

since the days of Bobby Fischer this has been 
the main line. But in order to get a first impres
sion of the positional make-up of the Exchange 
Variation, it may be useful to take a brief look 
at the older move 5 d4. With this move White 
simplifies the position considerably. He is 
hoping that the endgame after 5...exd4 6 'iVxd4 
~'xd4 7 QJxd4 (D) will be in his favour, be
cause of the simple fact that White has a sound 
pawn-majority on the kingside (meaning that 
this majority will logically result in a passed 
pawn), while Black's majority on the opposite 
wing, handicapped in this respect by the dou
bled pawns, cannot hope to achieve the same 
result (at least not without a little help from 
White). 

Unfortunately for White (and luckily for 
Black) there are some downsides too to this 
beautifully straightforward plan. Because the 
move d4 has opened the position even further, 
Black's bishop-pair will gain in strength and his 
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rooks will find dominant positions on the two 
central files. After queenside castling in particu
lar (7 ...Jtd7 followed by 8...0-0-0 for instance) 
Black has good prospects of attacking the e4
pawn and taking over the initiative with moves 
like ...c5, ....Me8 and .. .f5. 

However, as we are about to see, White does 
not reject this plan by playing 5 0-0 (D). Rather, 
he is hoping to execute it under more favour
able circumstances. And this, of course, is the 
essence of opening theory. It is not just a matter 
of finding the right plan, it is at least as impor
tant to implement the plan as advantageously 
as possible. Opening theory is a never-ending 
search for the optimal solution. 

Now Black has to concern himself with the 
defence of the e5-pawn. For years it was thought 
that 5...Jtg4 6 h3 h5 !? was the pelfect answer to 
this problem, but even before Fischer, t11e Dutch 
master Johan Barendregt demonstrated that this 

spectacular idea is by no means a refutation of 5 
0-0. It is true that there is the opportunity for 
White to self-destruct with something silly like 7 
hxg4 lLxg4 8 tDxe5?? \ih4, but if White pro
ceeds with a little more caution than this, there is 
no reason why he should have any particular 
problems completing a healthy development. A 
critical position arises after 7 d3 'i"f6 8 tDbd2 (if 
8 hxg4 hxg4 9 tDg5, Black has 9...'ih6) 8...tDe7 
9 .Mel tDg6 10 d4 Jtd6 (D). 

w 

Black has positioned his pieces very threat
eningly, but the cold-blooded 11 hxg4 hxg4 12 
tDh2 .Mxh2! (l2...'i1h4? fails to 13 tDdfl) 13 
'¥j'xg4! (13 c;t>xh2? 'i"xf2 would be very danger
ous indeed) and now, for instance, 13....MM 14 
'iVf5 neutralizes Black's initiative. After the 
stonn has died down, the game finally takes on 
the desired Exchange Variation features. 

The simple 5...f6 (D) is less pretentious than 
5.. ,Jtg4 and has always had a solid reputation. 

w 
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In fact there is only one drawback to this 
move, namely that the standard plan of 6 d4 
exd4 7 ~xd4 cS 8 CtJb3 (or 8 ct:Je2) 8...'i'xdl 9 
Mxdl now produces the desired result of being 
relatively favourable to White as compared to 
S d4, since castling has been very useful for 
White, while Black's 'extra' move ...f6 is of vir
tually no use at all in this type of position. Nev
ertheless, this is an important starting position 
for a great many deeply-analysed variations. 
Black does have one major alternative. which is 
to play 6...Jig4 instead of 6...exd4. This too 
usually results in an endgame: 7 dxeS 'i'xdl 8 
Mxdl fxeS. Black has maintained a pawn on eS, 
but whether this is something to be proud of re
mains to be seen. It is true that this pawn keeps 
White's pawn-majority on the kingside in check, 
but it is also quite vulnerable. Still, this is an 
important variation which has enjoyed spells of 
populm1ty at the highest level. 

Another way of protecting eS, 5...Jid6, has 
never enjoyed the same popularity, probably 
because after 6 d4 Black will have to give up his 
stronghold anyway, since 6.. .f6?! 7 dxeS fxeS?! 
would now be refuted by 8 ~xeS! JixeS 9 
\iVhS+. The alternative 6...exd4 7 'i'xd4 also 
looks a bit gloomy at first sight since White is 
threatening to take on g7, but it is precisely this 
position, with 7...f6 as the critical move, which 
makes S...~,d6 a very interesting possibility. 
Black has avoided an exchange of queens and 
provided he succeeds in completing his devel
opment, he has every reason to be satisfied with 
the opening. 

Modern opening theory does not care much 
for general considerations and is based to a 
great extent on concrete and exact calculations. 
This computer-like attitude has brought 5...~d6 

(D) to the fore, an ugly move at first sight, but 
probably the main line nowadays alongside 
S.. .f6. 

If 6 d4 exd4 7 'l)hd4, Black does not worry 
about having lost a tempo and simply plays 
7...'i'xd4 8 ct:Jxd4 Jid7. If 7 ct:Jxd4 instead, 
Black has a very aggressive reply in 7 xd7. 
followed by 8...0-0-0 andin some cases ~g6. 

A subtler attempt to harass the black queen is 
to play 6 d3, with the idea ct:Jbd2-c4, yet Black 
has plenty of time to prepare himself for this 
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simultaneous attack against his queen and his 
pawn on eS. for instance with 6...t:iJe7 7 ~bd2 

t:iJg6. 
The same idea, executed in a subtler way, un

derlies 6 ~a3. White preserves the option of 
opening the centre quickly and efficiently with 
d4. Should Black reply 6...bS, White has 7 c3, 
preparing d4 and bringing the knight back into 
play via c2. If 6... jl,e6, White has both 7 t:iJgS 
and 7 ''iiile2 followed by 8 t:iJc4 or 8 Mdl and d4. 

In the position after S...'i'd6 6 t:iJa3, which has 
been very popular since the 1990s, the Exchange 
Variation shows its tactical, explosive side. This 
variation has two faces. Players who feel at 
home both in the dry. technical positions ofS.. .f6 
6 d4 exd4 and in the dangerous, double-edged 
tactical melee of S... 'i'd6 6 t:iJa3 are the ones for 
whom the Exchange Variation is tailor-made. 

4 iia4 

4 j~a4 (D) 
If this move had a mouo, it would probably 

be 'the threat is stronger than its execution'. 
White does not let himself be tempted by the 
exchange on c6 and maintains the tension. 

This gives Black the opportunity of immedi
ately chasing the bishop off the a4-e8 diagonal 
by playing 4...b5, the Taimanov Variation. 

Another plausible reply is to play 4...d6, the 
Neo-Steinitz Variation. 

But the most popular move by far is 4...t:iJf6. 
It is on this natural developing move that the 
lion's share of the theory of the Ruy Lopez has 
been built. 

~ 
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Conspicuously absent from this list is the 
gambit move 4...f5, which was considered a 
main line just one move earlier (3 .. .fS). The rea
son for this is that with the bishop on a4. the re
ply S d4 is now very dangerous for Black. Since 
5...fxe4 6 GtJxeS GtJxeS 7 dxeS c6 no longer 
makes sense (which it does after 3... fS 4 d4; see 
page 299), Black has little choice but to play 
5...exd4. But now comes a surprising yet typi
cal positional pawn sacrifice, revealing the 
darker sides of ... fS: 6 eS. While obstructing 
Black's natural kingside development (no f6
square for the knight), White is hoping to ob
tain a tangible initiative. After 6...~cS 7 0-0 
GtJge7 8 ~b3. for instance, Black's king has 
trouble getting away from the centre. 

Taimanov Variation 

4 bS 
5 ~b3 GtJa5 (D) 

w 

It is this daring knight sortie which gives 
4...bS a face of its own. Blackjumps at the op
portunity not just to chase away the white 
bishop, but to eliminate it. 

6 0-0 
Black's plan is positionally motivated, but it 

is made possible by two tactical points. In the 
first place, White cannot just win a pawn by 
taking on eS. because 6 tbxe5 GtJxb3 7 axb3 
'i'gS wins back the pawn immediately. Sec
ondly, the tempting piece sacrifice 6 ~xf7+ 

~xf7 7 tbxeS+ does not refute S...GtJaS. After 
the calm 7...~e7 8 GtJc3 ~b7 Black should be 
able to hold his own. 

6 d6 
7 d4 GtJxb3 
8 axb3 f6 (D) 

w 

This is the strategic idea of the Taimanov 
Variation. Black maintains his stronghold on 
eS in an unorthodox yet extremely solid way. 
Because White no longer has a light-squared 
bishop, Black need not worry about opening 
the a2-g8 diagonal, which would otherwise be 
a risky undertaking (as we have just seen in the 
4 ...fS variation). 

White has a considerable lead in develop
ment. but he will have to proceed with patience 
and accuracy if he is to make an impact on 
Black's sturdy position. He may aim for GtJh4 
and f4 to try and break Black's grip on eS. 

Neo-Steinitz Variation 

4 d6 (D) 
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This variation is sometimes called the Im
proved Steinitz Variation because by inserting 
3...a6 4 j,a4 Black has defused 5 d4 (which is 
the main drawback of 3".d6), for this would 
now run into 5".b5 6 j,b3 tLJxd4 7 tLJxd4 exd4. 
when 8 'lixd4?? loses a piece to 8".c5! fol
lowed by 9".c4, an opening trap typical of the 
Ruy Lopez, and so old that it is known as the 
Noah's Ark Trap. 9 'j'd5, with a double attack 
against a8 and n, does not help because of 
9".j,e6 10 'lic6+ j,d7 11 'lid5 c4 and the 
bishop is lost in any case. 

5 j,xc6+ is a subtler attempt to bring about 
that typical Steinitz Defence type of middle
game. When compared to the Exchange Varia
tion, it seems a weird loss of time to play j,a4 
first and j,xc6+ immediately afterwards, but in 
fact the consequences are entirely different, be
cause Black now has to recapture with his b
pawn. After 5."bxc6 6 d4 (D) there are two 
variations: 
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If Black plays 6...exd4, he gives White what 
he was looking for. but it is moot to whose ad
vantage this is. for Black's freedom of move
ment is considerably greater than in the position 
after 3".d6 4 d4 exd4 5 tLJxd4 j,d7. 

Black also has 6...f6, defending his central 
outpost in much the same way as in the Tai
manov Variation. This is hardly a move to pro
mote a speedy development (since f6 is made 
unavailable to the knight and the f8-bishop will 
have to remain dormant for the time being), but 
it does give Black a very solid position. 

White's most important moves, however, are 
5 c3 and 5 0-0. 

5 c3 

5	 c3 (D) 
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This is a move that we are going to see very 
often in the Ruy Lopez. White prepares to play 
d4. while creating an escape-route for his king's 
bishop via c2 so that he no longer has to won-y 
about Black exchanging off his bishop with 
".b5 followed by ".ttJa5. The obvious draw
back to this plan is that development of the 
queenside is being held up and even made rather 
difficult. The knight on bi in particular will . I, •~:;; %;i;;;; ..... ,,/ /~ 
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now not be able to join in the fight as easily and 
naturally as would have been the case if ttJc3 
were still possible, Nevertheless, the plan of 
playing c3 in this type of position is one of the 
cornerstones of the success of the Ruy Lopez. 
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slowness, mainly because exchanging pawns 
on d4 is normally very unattractive for Black in 
a situation where White can recapture with his 
c-pawn and maintain a strong central formation 
with pawns on e4 and d4. Effectively screened 
by these two pawns, White calmly develops his 
pieces, the queen' s knight typically following 
the route ctJbd2-fl, when both e3 and g3 are at
tractive squares. 

Generally speaking, Black has two funda
mentally different ways in which to react. He 
can either let the opponent do whatever he likes 
and make optimal use of the opportunity to de
velop his own position as well as he can, or he 
can start a fight in the centre at once, before 
White is ready for it. In most cases the choice is 
a matter of opinion and personal style. This po
sition is no exception. Black can either proceed 
with his development or make an attempt to 
punish 5 c3 with the aggressive S...fS. 

If Black chooses the former plan, then his 
most flexible option is to play S....id7 for the 
alternative S...tLJf6 can simply be met by 6 d4, 
when 6...ctJxe4?? loses a piece to 7 d5 b5 8 
loc2. 

In the position after S....id7 6 d4, three 
main lines have been developed over the years. 
The oldest and most straightforward is to play 
6...tLJf6 7 0-0 iLe7 8 Mel 0-0. Slightly more 
subtle is 6...tLJge7, intending 70-0 tLJg6, when 
the king's knight supports e5 and may be em
ployed aggressively on the kingside (ideas like 
... tLJh4 and ...iLe7-g5 spring to mind). This 
line can lead to sharp play, especially if White 
responds with 7 .ie3 (to meet 7...tLJg6 with 8 
h4) or 7 .ib3, which threatens 8 tLJg5 and 
forces Black to play 7...h6. A third option is to 
play 6...g6 7 0-0 .ig7, postponing the decision 
whether to play ... tLJf6 or ... tLJge7. All these 
plans offer Black a solid position, but no pros
pects of quick counterplay. 

This cannot be said about S...fS (D). 
This move has been given the rather strange 

name of Siesta Variation, even though it is ob
vious that neither player will be able to afford a 
little nap in this position. It is an excellent mo
ment for playing .. .f5, since White has no ag
gressive reply. The critical position arises after 
6 exf5 iLxf5 7 0-0 (if 7 d4, in order to prevent 

w 

Black's next move, 7...e4 gives Black a com
fortable position) 7....id3 8 Mel iLe7. Black's 
d3-bishop paralyses White's entire queenside 
and has to be removed at once, but an important 
point of Black's plan is that 9 Me3 can be met 
by 9...e4, when 10 liJel iLg5 11 Mh3 0-0 12 
liJxd3 exd3 13 Mxd3 gives Black excellent 
compensation for the lost pawn in the shape of 
a huge lead in development. 9 iLc2 is a more 
cautious approach. Now 9...e4 10 .ixd3 exd3 
11 'ib3 is risky for Black and most players pre
fer 9...iLxc2 10 w,vxc2 tLJf6. 

5 0-0 

5 0-0 
This is a plausible move. White avoids the 

complications of the Siesta Variation (S...fS 6 
exf5 iLxf5 is rather pointless with White hav
ing substituted the useful move 0-0 for the 
weakening c3), while moves like S....id7 and 
S...liJf6 can be met in much the same way as be
fore. If 5... tLJf6, for instance, 6 Mel iLe7 7 c3 
0-0 8 d4 .id7 transposes to a variation that we 
have just seen as part of the 5 c3 complex. 

But there is one problem with 5 0-0, a theo
retical as well as a practical one: White is 
walking into a minefield. If Black has a lot of 
self-confidence, ifhe has a great flair for tac
tics and ifhe is armed to the teeth with theoret
ical knowledge, he can now set the game on 
fire in a way which pales the complications of 
the Siesta Variation into insignificance. 

5 .ig4 
6 h3 hS (D) 
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We have seen this tactical motif before in the 
Exchange Variation (see page 275). Taking on 
g4 is useless, but contrary to the situation in the 
Exchange Variation White now has a very sharp 
reply: 7 d4, At first sight this seems ludicrous, 
because Black is invited to play 7...b5 8 iLb3 
CLlxd4. But now White accepts the piece sacri
fice and after 9 hxg4 hxg4 he has 10 CLlg5, 
blocking the black queen's way to 14. This 
leaves us, after the calm reply 1O...CLlh6 (pro
tecting f7), with an extremely double-edged 
position, for on the one hand the knight is ex
cellently placed on g5, but on the other hand it 
will be attacked and has no escape-route. De
cades of analysis have failed to come up with a 
final assessment of this line. What is quite clear, 
though, is that if White wants to go in for this, 
he too will need self-confidence. tactical flair 
and some very solid preparation. 

4 ...CLJf6 

4 ..• cLlf6 (D) 
Black still does nothing to defend e5. Instead 

he attacks e4. White now faces the important 
decision about whether to protect this pawn. 

5 0·0 
This is unquestionably the critical move as 

well as the most flexible one. The only draw
back is that it is this very move which carries 
the heaviest burden of theoretical baggage and 
for this - essentially practical - reason many 
players prefer a different move after all. In fact, 
White has a number of alternatives, all of them 
quite reasonable but all of them taking away 
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some ofthe positional tension, White is making 
life a little bit easier for himself (which is nice) 
but for his opponent as well (which is a pity). 

But in fact play does not really become easy 
at all. Each one of these alternatives has been 
minutely examined, just like every other varia
tion of the Ruy Lopez. I shall outline them very 
briefly. 

To begin with, While has 5 d3 (D). 
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Now 6iLxc6 followed by 7 tbxe5 is finally a 
real threat and Black should not forget this. 
5...b5 6iLb3 and now either 6...iLe7 or 6...Jtc5 
is a good reply, as is 5...d6. analogous to the 
Neo-Steinitz Variation. But the move d3 in gen
eral is not as hannless as it may look and there 
are very many positions in the Ruy Lopez 
where this move is a perfectly valid option. In 
most of these cases White continues c3, some
times followed by d4 at a later stage. and con
centrates his forces mainly on the kingside. In 
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such a strategy it could prove useful to delay 
castling and play ttJbd2-fl-e3 (or g3) first. 

5 ttJc3 is also a move that could be more than 
just a one-dimensional protection of e4. After 
5...b5 6 ~b3 iLe7, for instance, White may try 
to take the initiative with 7 d3 d6 8 ttJd5 or 
(sharper) 7 0-0 d6 8 ttJd5. retaining the option 
of playing d4 without the loss of tempo d3. 
White need not worry about 8...ttJxe4 since the 
reply 9 d4 followed by 10 ,a,el would then give 
him a strong initiative. 

5 ~e2 is the alternative which stays closest 
to the sort of play that is typical of the main 
line 5 0-0, because White usually continues in 
the same vein: c3 followed by d4, possibly in 
combination with ,a,dl. Apart from 5...ttJxe4 
of course, Black has the same range of possi
ble replies. After 5...b5 6 ~b3 he can play 
6...iLc5, giving his king's bishop an active role 
in the struggle for the centre; he also has the 
simple 6...~e7 7 0-0 d6 8 c3 0-0 analogous to 
the Closed Variation, or he can offer the same 
pawn sacrifice as in the Marshall Attack: 7...0-0 
8 c3 dS. 

Finally, White has a move that we have seen 
him play in several variations before, viz. 5 d4 
(D). 

B 

This is called the Centre Attack or the Cen
tre Gambit, even though there is no sacrifice 
involved (as the term 'gambit' would suggest). 
After 5...exd4, White regains the pawn by play
ing 6 e5 ttJe4 7 0-0 iLe7 8 ttJxd4. This position 
may look promising for White at first glance, 
but closer inspection reveals that a well-timed 

...d5 or ... d6 usually neutralizes the danger. If 
8...0-0, for instance, the pseudo-aggressive 9 
ttJf5 is harmless because of 9...d5, making it 
impossible for White to maintain his knight on 
this beautiful square. 

We now return to the position after 5 0-0 
(D): 

B 

It is from this position that the great main 
lines of the Ruy Lopez start. 

To begin with, Black has 5...ttJxe4, the Open 
Variation (or the Open Spanish). This is a 
critical test of 5 0-0, though not in the sense of 
making White look stupid for forgetting to pro
tect e4, because White regains the pawn with
out any trouble. By taking on e4, Black opts for 
a direct confrontation and a relatively open type 
of position. 

Then there is 5...iLe7, the Closed Variation 
(or the Closed Spanish). This move does not as 
yet define the character of the middlegame. 
Black may choose to keep the position closed, 
but he also has one extremely violent and ag
gressive possibility a few moves later. 

A third option and one that has become ex
tremely popular since the mid-1990s is 5...b5, 
introducing the Arkangelsk Variation and the 
Neo-Arkhangelsk. In the wake of this, the 
much older move 5...iLc5 has also come to the 
fore again, but with a re-interpretation that makes 
it a close relative of the Neo-Arkhangelsk. 

Open Variation 

5 ttJxe4 
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No player behind the black pieces will be un
der the illusion of winning a pawn here, for 
White need only take on c6 and e5 to level the 
material. But a deeper meaning behind 5...ltJxe4 
is revealed once it becomes clear that such a 
simple and straightforward recapture does not 
promise White any opening advantage whatso
ever. From the lofty viewpoint of opening the
ory (which is never satistled with anything less 
than maximum dividends), 6 Axc6 and 6 Mel 
ltJc5 7 Axc6 dxc6 8 ltJxe5 Ae7 leave White 
with empty hands. He has achieved nothing but 
a reduction of tension and material, leaving 
Black with easy development for his remaining 
pieces. 

But things look different when White chooses 
the one move that really puts 5...D;:Jxe4 to the 
test: 

6 d4 (D) 
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Now Black has to be careful. For instance, 
6...Ae7 is met by 7 Mel (or 7 'i'e2), when 7 d5 
8 tLlxe5 gets Black into trouble. Nor is 7 f5 8 
dxe5 0-0 9 Ab3+ very attractive. 

6...exd47 Mel d5 8 ltJxd4100ks at first even 
riskier for Black, yet strangely enough this is a 
'real' variation with a name. a point and the re
quired theoretical uncertainties. The name is 
the Riga Variation and the point is 8...Ad6, 
whereupon 9 tLlxc6 Axh2+! 10 ~xh2 ~'h4+ 11 
~gl 'i'xf2+ is a draw by perpetual check. How
ever, when the legendary Jose Raul Capablanca 
won an impressive game wi lh 10 Whl 'ltlVh4 11 
Mxe4-.,- dxe4 12 ~d8+ ~'xd8 13 &.:Jxd8+ ~xd8 

14 ~xh2 in 1915. the variation was almost 

forgotten. Only at the end of the 20th century 
was this endgame analysed in depth and then it 
turned out to be not so easy for White after all. 
At the moment the position after 7...d5 is un
dergoing some drastic theoretical renovation. 
Perhaps White should not play the obvious 8 
ttJxd4 at all but try to unhinge Black's position 
with 8 c4!? instead. In any case, this is a beauti
ful example of a variation that has been gather
ing dust for decades and then suddenly turns 
out to be still fully alive! 

But the classical reply to 6 d4 remains ... 
6... bS 
7 Ab3 dS 
8 dxeS Ae6(D) 

We have now reached the basic position of 
the Open Ruy Lopez. 

l!S' r~ 
&%f~ 

w 

With his pawn on d5, Black has gained a 
solid foothold in the centre, he has open diago
nals for both bishops and he has a knight ag
gressively posted at e4. White has a strong 
pawn on e5, potentially offering him attacking 
chances on the kingside. Who holds the advan
tage? 

It is only natural that this question should 
have caused a major division of minds. The 
Open Ruy Lopez has always had staunch sup
porters and equally fervent critics. Tarrasch, 
Lasker and Euwe considered it the main line of 
the Ruy Lopez and in more recent times Korch
noi and Yusupov have made a living out of it. 
As is usually the case in these sharp variations, 
playing them successfully requires a good deal 
of theoretical knowledge and a readiness (an 
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eagemess even) to keep on solving theoretical 
problems again and again. 

At first these problems centred mainly around 
9 c3, but from 1981 onwards 9 tbbd2 has be
come increasingly popular and this move now 
livals 9 c3 as White's most dangerous line. 

Nor have other moves been overlooked. Un
til 1981 it was 9 'i'e2 which was given as the 
main altemative to 9 c3 in opening manuals, but 
this move has receded into the background. 
Nowadays it is 9 ~e3 that can be said to be 'the 
altemative line'. However, this move is based 
on ideas very similar to 9 c3 and 9 ct:Jbd2 and 
will not be elaborated in this book. 

9 c3 

9 c3(D) 

The classical approach to the Open Varia
tion. White provides his king's bishop with an 
escape-route against a possible exchange with 
...ct:Ja5 or ...ct:Jc5 and prepares an attack against 
Black's aggressively-posted knight with ct:Jbd2 
and ~c2. 

9 ~c5 

This way of developing the bishop has su
perseded the old main line 9...~e7 ever since 
Viktor Korchnoi was successful with it in the 
1970s and 1980s. Not that there is anything 
wrong with the old move, but Open Ruy Lopez 
devotees are simply no longer interested in it, 
now that the new main line is holding up so 
well. Theory of 9...~e7 gives 10 ct:Jbd2 0-0 11 
~c2 f5 as the main line, and the position after 

12 ct:Jb3 '~d7 13 ctJbd4 ct:Jxd4 14 ct:Jxd4 c5 15 
?,2]xe6 'i'xe6 16 f3 ct:Jg5 (D) as one of the most 
critical. 

w 

The situation has changed dramatically in 
the last eight moves. Thanks to the pawn on f5, 
Black does not for the moment have to worry 
about a kingside attack. He also has an impres
sive pawn-phalanx on the queenside. This latter 
factor is critical for an evaluation of the posi
tion. White's standard plan is to play 17 a4, 
starting an attack against these pawns and hop
ing that they will tum into a row of targets 
rather than be a threat. 

10 ct:Jbd2 0-0 
11 ~c2 

Now Black faces a fundamental decision. 
How should he deal with the attack on his 
knight? The range of possible answers varies 
from very simple to extremely complex. 

It is of course simplest to play 11...ct:Jxd2, 
yet this is remarkably unpopular probably be
cause it does not really put up a fight. After the 
subtle recapture 12 '/i'xd2! (intending to move 
the queen to d3 as quickly as possible - after 12 
~xd2 f6 13 exf6 1/ixf6 the bishop would be 
standing in the way on d2), followed, for exam
ple, by 12...f6 13 exf6 'i'xf6 141/id3 g6 15 ~h6 

Mfe8 16 Mael, Black has completed not only 
his own development but also that of his oppo
nent. 

The first altemative that comes to mind is 
11...f5 (D). 

This is sharper and therefore both riskier and 
more attractive than 11...ct:Jxd2. If White goes 
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for the same type of position as in the line given 
above by playing 12 exf6, Black is relatively 
better off after 12.. .ciJxf6 13 tDb3 itb6. The 
critical response to 11...fS is thought to be 12 
tDb3 itb6 13 tDfd4. Ever since the 19th century, 
each and every new generation has made an ef
fort trying to assess and calculate this position 
afresh. After 13. ..'~Jxd414 tDxd4 Sl.xd4 15 cxd4 
it looks like White has won the opening battle, 
for he is threatening to play 16 f3, driving away 
the knight, after which the open c-file and the 
hole in Black's pawn-formation on c5 promise 
White a positional advantage. But Black has 
the diabolical reply 15.. .f4 16 f3 LiJg3!, when 
after 17 hxg3 fxg3 all of a sudden a threat of 
mate in the shape of 18 .. :i!h4 is looming over 
White's king. White in his tum has the clever re
sponse 18 'i'd3, with the double idea of neutral
izing 18 .. :i\fi4 with 19 'i'xh7+ "i'xh7 20 itxh7+ 
~xh7 (when itd2-el will pick up Black's pawn 
on g3 quickly and efficiently) and of meeting 
the zwischenzug 18...itf5 with a queen sacri
fice: 19 ~xf5! l:.xf5 20 itxf5 'i'h4 21 ith3. 
The attack has bcen halted, White's king is safe 
and, with rook and two bishops, White has am
ple material compensation for the queen. The 
problem is that Black eliminates an unfortunate 
number of white pawns: 2J..,~xd4+ 22 ~h1 

'i'xe5 (D). 
To give the reader an idea of how deep 

opening theory is capable of extending its ten
tacles into the middlegame (and even the end
game): this is not the final but the starting 
point of the theoretical discussion in this line. 
rt is true that the theoretical assessment does 
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not greatly differ from what every reader's 
first impression probably is (namely that the 
position is unclear with chances for both sides), 
but the amount of variations developed from 
this position is impressi ve. White starts by 
giving away yet another pawn for the sake of 
a quick development of his queenside: 23 
Sl.d2. 

But no matter how spectacular and fascinat
ing these lines are, the highly specialized na
ture of them caused public interest in the Open 
Ruy Lopez to dwindle alarmingly between 
about 1950 and the late 1970s. Then in 1978 
Viktor Korchnoi gave the whole variation a 
new lease on life. He chose the Open Ruy 
Lopez as his main defence against 1 e4 in two 
matches for the world championship against 
Anatoly Karpov, in 1978 and 1981, demon
strating a wealth of new ideas. For instance, he 
showed 11...itf5 (D) to have been a grossly 
underestimated move. 
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If 12 tLlb3, Black should not play the obvious 
12...kb6, but the surprising and very effective 
l2...kg6. Taking on c5 and g6 does not harm 
Black, for after 13 tLlxcs tLlxc5 14 iLxg6 fxg6 
his position is fine, nor is 13 iLxe4 a problem 
due to 13...dxe4 14 tLlxc5 ~xdl 15 .l'!xdl exf3. 
And a deeper point of 12...iLg6 is revealed after 
13 tLlfd4, for this gives Black the chance to play 
13...iLxd4 without having lost a tempo first by 
playing ...kb6. This gives him just enough time 
to meet 14 cxd4 with 14...a5!, continuing 15 f3 
a4. If White instead plays 15 iLe3. and meets 
15 ...a4 with 16 tLlc1, Black has a highly promis
ing piece sacrifice: 16...a3 17 b3 f6 18 f3 fxe5!. 

This variation clearly shows that a true devo
tee of the Open Ruy Lopez almost never re
treats if there is still even the faintest hope of 
moving forward. Always look for the most ag
gressive solution to each and every problem in 
this variation! In fact, this attitude may be said 
to reach its peak in Black's fourth option after 
11 kc2: 11...tt:Jxf2, the Dilworth Attack. This 
line was very popular in the 1940s, then for a 
long time retreated to the world of correspon
dence chess, only to gain wide acceptance as a 
full-blown variation in recent years. Black not 
just exchanges two minor pieces for rook and 
pawn (which would be enough to create an un
balanced position in itself), he also destroys the 
natural cover of White's king. The main start
ing point of this line arises after 12 J:l:xf2 f6 13 
exf6iLxf2+ 14 Wxf2 ~xf6 (D). 

w 

Black has a huge lead in development and is 
threatening to intensify the pressure with moves 

like ... tLle5, ...iLg4 and ...Mae8. With the mate
rial balance destroyed, this variation requires 
cold-bloodedness and a sense for the dynamic 
aspects of chess from both players. 

9 !.ZJbd2 

9 tLlbd2 (D) 

B 

This move was thought to be completely 
harmless for a very long time. Although ordi
nary developing moves like 9...ke7 and 9...kcs 
were always recognized as a little bit risky be
cause of 10 tLlxe4 (though in fact recent at
tempts to tum 9...kc5 10 tLlxe4 into a playable 
variation have been fairly successful), tradi
tional theory maintained that Black has one to
tally reliable reply to 9 tLlbd2: 

9 tLlcs 
10 c3 d4 (D) 

With this fearless advance, Black opens up 
the centre and seeks to take the initiative. This 
prevents White from playing tLld4, a blockad
ing move that featured so prominently in the 9 
c3 variation. By way of comparison: after 
10...ttJxb3 11 tLJxb3 it is White who has the ini
tiative and a firm grip on the vital squares c5 
and d4. 

An alternative that is much stronger than 
1O...tLlxb3 and of approximately the same value 
as 1O...d4 is 10...iLg4, which does take up the 
fight for control over d4 and which hinders 
White's natural development. 

In 1981, during the second of the aforemen
tioned matches for the world championship, 
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Karpov scored two resounding victories from 
the position after 10".d4. As a result 9 ct'lbd2 
became enormously popular. First, it was Kar
pov's strictly positional approach from 1981, 
starting with 11 i.xe6, that attracted people. 
Remarkably, and perhaps as a result of the 
ever-increasing calculating powers of the com
puter (which began to playa serious role in 
opening preparation in the mid-1990s), it was 
only after this first wave of popularity died 
down that the far sharper move which had been 
played by Karpov in his first world champion
ship match (in 1978), finally managed to catch 
the public eye, viz. the incredible 11 c,jgS. It is 
this move that now constitutes one of the biggest 
problems for lovers of the Open Ruy Lopez and 
which provides theoreticians with one of their 
greatest challenges. 

After 11 ~xe6 CDxe6 12 cxd4 ct'lcxd4, ev
erything looks fine for Black. His knights are 
actively posted and there are hardly any weak
nesses in his pawn-chain. But in 1981 Karpov, 
with his characteristic merciless accuracy, dem
onstrated that White's tiny lead in development 
and his space advantage on the kingside do 
promise him chances of obtaining the initiative. 
Both 13 a4 and 13 ct'le4 i.e7 14 ~e3 brought 
him success. 

But in the years following this match Black's 
defences were strengthened and after a while it 
became clear that there was no real danger for 
Black in this line. provided he knows his theory. 
For instance, in the latter variation (after 14 
i.e3) 14...ct'lf5 turned out to be much stronger 
than Korchnoi's move 14.Jilxf3+. The entire 9 
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tZJbd2 seemed about to be abandoned, until it 
gradually became clear where the real problem 
with 1O. .. d4 lies. 

When Karpov played the astounding 11 tbgS 
(D) against Korchnoi in 1978, he naturally had 
the world shell-shocked for a while (not to 
mention his opponent!). 
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But although the correctness of this move 
was immediately recognized, surprisingly it 
failed to attract the huge following that one 
would be inclined to expect. The reason may 
have been that Karpov did not in the end win 
this game, or perhaps the world was not ready 
yet for a revolution of the kind that such a 
move entails. 

The point of 11 CDg5 is that after 11...\jVxgS 
White plays 12 'i¥f3!, when the most obvious 
way to protect the knight on c6 fails to achieve 
its purpose: after 12 Wd7? 13 i.d5! Black is in 
serious trouble. 12 i.d7 13 i.xf7+ We7 is less 
clear but obviously risky. The best-established 
line is the cunning 12...0-0-0 13 i.xe6+ fxe6 14 
'ilxc6 "i'xe5. This position is regarded as criti
cal for a correct evaluation of 11.. ..iVxg5. The 
resolute 15 b4 in particular has been the sub
ject of detailed analysis extending many moves 
ahead. 

Black also faces a practical problem after 11 
tLlg5 in that there is no emergency exit, no way 
to avoid these unfathomable complications. For 
a long time it was thought the way in which 
Korchnoi had managed to rescue himself in 
1978 was such an escape-route: 11...dxc3 12 
tLlxe6 fxe6 13 bxc3 \~ld3 (D). 
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]V 

In fact it needed another historic game from 
a world championship match to show that here 
too Black is walking into a minefield. In 1995, 
Kasparov played 14 i.c2 ~xc3 15 tLlb3! in this 
position against Anand. This is the sort of move 
that shocks a human being into silence but 
makes a computer run even faster. White sacri
fices a whole rook (15... tLlxb3 16 i.xb3 'i!lxal) 
in order to keep Black's king trapped in the cen
tre. And whether Black accepts the sacrifice or 
not, he suddenly finds himself in an extremely 
dangerous situation. Ever since this game, any
one interested in playing this variation must 
really know what he is doing. 

Closed Variation 

5 i.e7 (D) 

w 

A simple developing move, yet it is the start
ing point for some of the most complex and 

challenging variations in the whole of opening 
theory. 

To begin with, White again has to decide 
how to protect e4. The implications of 6 d3, 6 
tLlc3, 6 'i!le2 and 6 d4 are all very similar to 5 
d3, 5 tLlc3, etc., which I discussed briefly on 
pages 280-2. Strictly speaking, all of these 
moves could be said to be slightly more precise 
at move six, because Black has already com
mitted himself to a ...i.e7 plan, but this advan
tage is only marginal at best and most people 
who play these lines do so on move five in order 
to avoid the Open Ruy Lopez. 

But compared to the situation on move five, 
White has two extra options: 

The first of these is the strange-looking 6 
i.xc6, the Steenwijk Variation. Again, the 
idea is not to meet 6...dxc6 with 7 tLlxe5, for in 
that case 7...tLlxe4 solves all Black's opening 
problems. The paradoxical point of this belated 
exchange is to play 7 d3 (D), when despite hav
ing made two extra - and normally very useful 
- developing moves (4... tLlf6 and 5... i.e7), 
Black has more problems protecting e5 than in 
the Exchange Variation. 

B 

If 7...i.g4, for instance, the reply 8 h3 forces 
Black to take on f3, because after 8...i.h5 9 g4 
he simply loses a pawn. But after 8...i.xf3 9 
'i!lxf3 Black has given up his bishop-pair, which 
is one of his main trumps in almost any varia
tion where White takes on c6. 

7...'i!ld6 too becomes decidedly less attrac
tive now that 8 tLlbd2 immediately confronts 
Black with the threat of 9 tLlc4. 
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Therefore by far the most accepted reply to 
7 d3 is 7...c2Jd7, which though solid enough in 
itself, does have the disadvantage of making 
Black's further piece development a bit diffI
cult. Theory concentrates mainly on the posi
tion after 8 i2Jbd2 0-0 9 i2Jc4 f6, with 10 t21h4 
t21c5 as one of the main lines. 

The second is a move that was not possible 
before: 

6 Mel 
It is this highly flexible move which causes 

most of the theoretical problems in the Ruy 
Lopez. To begin with, Black now finally has to 
do something about the threat of taking on c6 
and e5. 

6... bS 
The logical follow-up to 3...a6. Black plays 

the trump card that he has been holding up his 
sleeve for two moves. 6...d6 transposes to the 
Neo-Steinitz (page 277). 

7 .ib3(D) 
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There are two main lines in this position. By 
playing 7...d6, Black finally indicates that he is 

heading for a closed type of position. 7...0·0, on 
the other hand, is a necessary preliminary to the 
renowned Marshall Attack. 

7...d6 

7... d6(D) 
Black chooses the same type of defensive 

formation as in the Neo-Steinitz, the insertion 
of ...b5 being the only difference. Insignificant 
though this addition may seem, it changes the 
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position fundamentally, not just because the 
possibility of .ixc6+ is disabled, but because 
Black has gained space on the queenside 
space that can be used for a developing move 
like ....ib7 or for further aggression with ... ttJa5 
followed by ...c5. Black has made it clear that 
he has no wish to leave the initiative on the 
queenside to his opponent. 

As a rule, the Closed Variation leads to a 
positionally complex middlegame. 

8 c3 
I have already explained some of the impli

cations of this move in the section on the Neo
Steinitz (see page 278). White makes sure that 
his bishop is not going to be exchanged by 
... t21aS and is preparing to advance in the centre 
with d4. The immediate 8 d4 would run into 
8...ttJxd49 i2Jxd4 exd4 10 ihd4?? c5!, when 
11...c4 traps the bishop. 

If White is looking for an alternative to 8 c3, 
he has a much sounder option in 8 a4. This is an 
attempt to take immediate advantage of the one 
(potential) drawback of ...b5. This line became 
popular around 1990, though it never managed 
to surpass 8 c3 as the main line. As a positional 
motif, a4 plays a crucial role in the Closed Ruy 
Lopez: it is White's chief method of fighting 
back on the queenside. However, most players 
do not wish to play this trump card so early in the 
game. The critical replies are 8...b4 and 8...itg4. 

8... 0-0 (D) 
9 h3 

This move looks very slow at first sight, al
most irresponsibly so in fact. Black has practi
cally completed his development, while White's 
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entire queenside has not even begun to get 
started, but instead of hurrying up a bit, White 
calmly makes another preparatory move for d4 
(eliminating the reply ...~g4). However, this lit
tle move turns out to be a golden investment. 
White's position is like a sleeping giant. Well 
and truly awakened, it will be a tremendous 
force, but when clumsily trying to get up too 
soon, it will be vulnerable to a sharp counterat
tack (which is what variations like the Marshall 
Attack are based on). As we shall see, once the 
giant awakens, it is very difficult for Black to 
hold him in check and this is really the funda
mental problem of the Closed Ruy Lopez: how 
to develop counterplay once White has 'safely' 
played d4. It has been said that a player has not 
truly mastered the game until he knows how to 
handle this opening as Black. 

Notwithstanding all this, the immediate 9 
d4 is a perfectly legitimate alternative to 9 h3, 
especially for those with a dynamic and ag
gressive style and with little patience for the 
subtleties involved in 9 h3. After 9...~g4 there 
are two main lines (not counting 10 h3 ~xf3, 

when White must choose between the rather 
speculative pawn sacrifice 11 'i'xf3 exd4 and 
the positionally suspect 11 gxf3). 

The first is to protect d4 with 10 ~e3, which 
is possible because 10...tZlxe4?? loses a piece to 
11 ~d5. After 10...exd4 11 cxd4, Black will at
tempt to take the initiative, for instance with 
11...d5 12 e5 ttJe4 or 11...ttJa5 12 ~c2 c5 (or 
12...tZlc4). 

The second is to close the centre with 10 d5 
ttJa5 11 ~c2. Here too Black will want to 

counterattack as fast as possible, starting, for 
instance, with 11.. .c6. 

We now return to 9 h3 (D): 

B 

This is the starting position for a great num
ber of well-analysed variations. I shall elabo
rate three of them. starting with Black's oldest 
move, 9 ttJaS, the Chigorin Defence. Then 
comes 9 tZlb8, the Breyer Defence, which 
was tremendously popular in the 1960s and 
1970s and is still considered critical today. The 
third is 9...~b7, the Zaitsev Variation, which 
completely dominated the tournament arena in 
the 1980s. 

Of Black's remaining options, I shall just 
briefly mention the three most important ones: 
9...h6, 9...tZld7 and 9...~e6. 

9 h6, the Smyslov Variation, prepares 
lO Me8 by preventing tZlg5. This variation had 
its heyday before the rise of the Zaitsev Varia
tion, which showed that Black does not have to 
worry about this knight sortie. 

The idea of9 ttJd7 is to regroup with moves 
like ...ttJb6 and ~f6. This variation has no 
generally accepted name (though those of Keres 
and Karpov have been associated with it) but it 
does have a good reputation (which is of course 
much more important). 

9...~e6 also goes through life without a 
proper name, even though it has a good reputa
tion and was favoured by world champion Bot
vinnik, amongst others. Critical is 10 d4 ~xb3 

11 axb3 exd4 12 cxd4 d5 13 e5 tZle4 14 ttJc3, 
and in partiCUlar the pawn sacrifice 14.. .f5 15 
exf6 ~xf6!? 16 tZlxe4 dxe4 17 Mxe4 'i'd5. Does 
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Black's active play compensate for the missing 
pawn or not? That is the question. 

Chigorin Defence 

9 ... tLJa5 
Unlike 5".tLJa5 in the Taimanov Vatiation 

(see page 277), this move is not intended to ex
change the bishop (for White is almost certain to 
reply IO iLc2), but to make way for the c-pawn. 

10 iLc2 c5 
11 d4(D) 
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At last the opposing pawn armies make con
tact. From now on, the fundamental problem 
for White will be whether to exchange on e5 (or 
c5) or to close the centre with d5, and for Black 
whether to take on d4. In the majority of cases 
this is an extremely subtle evaluation, which 
usually depends on personal preference as much 
as on objective positional factors. Speaking in a 
general sense, one could make the following 
observations though: 
•	 Exchanging on e5 becomes a serious option 

if there is any way in which White can make 
use of the d5-square, for instance with the 
manoeuvre tLJbd2-fl-e3-d5. This was thought 
to be White's principal strategy in the 1950s 
and 1960s. 

•	 After about 1970 the (older) plan of playing 
d5 received a lot of attention. White closes 
the centre, hoping that this will free his hands 
for an attack on the kingside. 

•	 With the above in mind, it may seem logical 
for Black to play ".cxd4, opening the c-file 

as a base for counterplay. But in that case 
Black has to be aware of a possible boomer
ang effect, for if White manages to neutralize 
any short-term threats, he has every chance 
of taking over control of the c-file with good 
prospects of even taking over the initiative 
on the queenside in the longer run. 

11 ... 'ilc7 
The classical move in this position, yet there 

are some trustworthy alternatives, most notably 
1l...tLJd7 and 1l...iLb7. The latter move is made 
possible by the tactical blow 12 dxe5 dxe5 13 
~xd8 l:taxd8 14 tLlxe5 iLxe4!. After 15 iLxe4 
tLJxe4, 16l:txe4'J is bad due to 16".l:td1+, when 
Black wins back the sacrificed piece. 

12 tLlbd2 (D) 
Players with a marked preference for a closed 

centre will want to play 12 d5 right away. Al
though this is certainly not bad (even quite pop
ular in fact), 'official' opening theory will never 
approve of immediately canying out a plan, 
however good, without giving very careful con
sideration to the matter of timing. Always wait 
for the best possible moment! By playing 12 
tLJbd2 White wants to develop his queenside 
first, beginning with the knight, for which ItJfl 
and then either to e3 or g3 is clearly indicated. 
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A veritable wealth of variations has been de
veloped from this position. They are all very 
much alike, and in order to understand them 
properly, one will have to study them all! 

Let us first look at Black's most radical op
tion: 12...cxd4. Black cuts the Gordian Knot by 
opening the c-file immediately. After 13 cxd4 

.-.
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he has several ways to try to take the initiative 
on the queenside. 

The most obvious is perhaps to play 13...J1.b7, 
but if one studies the Chigorin deeply it will be
come clear that there is a downside even to this 
seemingly natural developing move. As long as 
its diagonal remains open, this bishop is very 
well placed indeed, but if White plays d5 the 
situation changes dramatically. Now, the vari
ation 12...cxd4 13 cxd4 J1.b7 is not without 
some finer points. In the first place: if 14 CDf1, 
the advance d5 becomes an option. Black 
will reply 14 Mac8, whereupon 15 ttJe3 fails 
to 15 ...CDxe4! and every other move - 15 £bl, 
15 J1.d3 and 15 Me2 - can be met by 15...d5'? 
with great complications that need to be exam
ined very thoroughly. Theory has been working 
on this since 1908(!) and still has not corne up 
with a clear judgement. Secondly, if 14 dS 
Black has the sharp 14...Mac8 15 £d3 CDd7 16 
CDfl f5. By opening a second front on the king
side and attacking e4, Black undermines the 
d5-pawn and keeps his queen's bishop in play. 

A second way of justifying the exchange on 
d4 with active play starts with 13...CDc6 (D). 

w 

If then 14 CDf1, White will not be able to 
meet 14...CDxd415 CDxd4 exd4 with 16 'i'xd4?? 
because the c2-bishop is left en prise. The ad
vance 14 dS is also quite different now that 
Black can reply 14...CDb4 15 J1.bl as 16 a3 
CDa6. Black will develop his queen's bishop to 
d7, when his piece deployment on the queen
side (bishop on d7 and knight on a6) is in much 
better harmony with the central pawn-structure 

than with the bishop at b7 and the knight 
stranded on as. 

The main line is 14 CDb3. This rather pro
vokes 14...a5, but White has just enough time to 
develop his bishop (15 £e3) so as to meet 
15...a4 with 16 CDbd2 (D). This is the main 
starting point of this variation. 

Black has gained space on the queenside, but 
White has managed to consolidate his centre 
and complete his development. From all of the 
subvariations of the Chigorin, this is both one 
of the oldest and one of the most topical. 

Finally, the flexible 13...J1.d7 is often played. 
In this case 14 CDfl Mac8 15 CDe3 and now 
15...CDc6 is considered critical. 

So much for 12...cxd4. Let us see now if 
there is any sense in carrying out the above 
plans without capturing on d4 first. 

The immediate 12...CDc6 actually was one of 
the most important variations of the entire Ruy 
Lopez until about 1970. Since 13 CDb3 is hardly 
attractive with a black pawn on c5 and 13 CDf1 
is (again) met by 13...cxd4 14 cxd4 CDxd4, it 
was assumed for decades that this was a posi
tion where 13 dxcS dxc5 14 CLlfl is White's best 
plan. This variation was analysed very deeply, 
with the position after 14...J1.e6 15 CLle3 Mad8 
16 '/Iiie2 c4 taking most of the limelight. 

Then, around 1970 a reassessment of the old 
13 dS plan took place. It turned out that White's 
chances in this type of position had been rather 
underestimated. Not only does White have 
prospects of an attack on the kingside, based on 
g4 and CDfl-g3, but he might even take the 
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initiative on the queenside with a4. Although 
Black's position will always be very solid. en
thusiasm for 12...tLJc6 cooled down somewhat 
and nowadays this variation is seen very little. 

The same can be said about 12....ib7. This 
line was thought to be practically identical to its 
twin variation 12...cxd4 13 cxd4 .ib7 for a very 
long time, but here too the renaissance of 13 d5 
has taken its toll. In this type of position, b7 is 
simply not a good square for Black's bishop. 

Nowadays, it is 12....id7 that is the most im
portant non-12...cxd4 variation. With the bishop 
on d7, 13 d5 is not particularly to be feared (a 
good reply being 13 ...c4 14 tLJfl [;!jb7 fol
lowed by ... tLJc5).1f 13tLJfl on the other hand, 
Black has a choice between 13 ...cxd4 after all 
and maintaining the tension with 13 ... tLJc4 14 
b3 tLJb6. Black's knight is well placed at b6, 
whether White plays d5 or not. 

Breyer Defence 

9 tLJb8 (D) 
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Anyone seeing this move for the first time 
might well get the impression that Black is ac
tually setting up the pieces for a new game. 
What else can be the point of a seemingly to
tally useless move like this? 

Nevertheless, the Breyer is one of Black's 
very best options in this position. The underly
ing motifs are not easy to spot, yet a comparison 
with the Chigorin Defence may be revealing: 
•	 It is true that 9... tLJa5 gains a tempo, but in it

self as is not a very good square for the 

knight. We have already seen that Black al
ways continues with manoeuvres like tLJc6, 
...tLJc4-b6 or ...c5-c4 followed by tLJb7. 
Compared to these, a regrouping involving 
... tLJb8-d7 does not at all look bad. Black's 
knight will be useful and flexible on d7. 

•	 The advance ...c5, which is another character
istic of the Chigorin Defence, also has its cons 
as well as its pros. It is a useful territorial ex
pansion on the queenside but it does allow 
White to establish a very stable space advan
tage by playing d5 at some point. By keeping 
the c-pawn back for the time being, Black re
tains the chance of meeting d5 with ...c6, at
tacking White's central pawn-formation. 
The question remains of course whether 

9...ei'ib8 does not cause more problems than it 
solves, but this does not appear to be the case. 

10 d4 tLJbd7 
11 tLJbd2 ~b7 (D) 
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The first positive effects of 9... tLJb8 make 
themselves felt. To begin with, 12 dS does not 
make much sense in this position, since 12...c6 
(or 12... tLJc5 13 .ic2 c6) forces White to ex
change pawns on c6, when Black's pieces are 
very actively posted. 

Another strong point of Black's opening 
scheme is that the much-desired manoeuvre 
tLJfl-g3 is not so easy to carry out, because e4 
has to be protected. 

12 .ic2 
Once we begin to understand that White has 

nothing better than this voluntary retreat (that 
is, without being forced to do so by ...tLJa5), it 
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becomes clear that the apparent uselessness of 
9.. .ttJb8 is only on the surface. The paradox of 
White being forced to play iLc2 without being 
prompted by ...€la5 reveals the hidden strength 
of the Breyer Defence. 

12 Me8 
Preparing ...Jtf8 in order to increase the pres

sure on e4. 
13 €ln Jtf8 
14 €lg3 g6 (D) 

This is a key position of the Breyer. Black's 
last move is intended to prevent a future €lf5 
and introduces the possibility of playing ...Jtg7. 
15 d5 is still not to be feared because of 15...c6. 
Not only does White now have to take a possi
ble ...c5 into account, but he also has to be wary 
of a frontal attack in the centre with ...d5. What 
should he do? 

The classical answer to this question is 15 a4. 
This is a subtle and logical move. White takes 
advantage of the opportunity offered by Black's 
apparent lack of interest in queenside expansion 
by taking the initiative on that wing himself. If 
15...Jtg7, the idea is to play 16 Jtd3, inducing 
the small but important concession 16...c6, 
which blocks the diagonal of Black's queen's 
bishop and in consequence relieves the pressure 
on e4. But the downside of 15 a4 is that it makes 
15...c5 attractive again, for 16 d5 c4 now offers 
Black an unassailable strongpoint for his knight 
on c5. If, for instance, 17 Jte3 €lc5 taking on c5 
is unattractive, while - having played a4 - White 
is no longer in a position to drive away the knight 
with 18 b4 cxb3 19 axb3 followed by M. 

Nowadays, W11ite is searching for alterna
tive methods. The most popular of the new vari
ations is 15 b3. White simply wants to carry out 
the classical plan of playing d5. By preparing to 
meet ...c6 with the supportive c4, he avoids 
having to exchange on c6. 

Zaitsev Variation 

9 Jtb7 (D) 

TV 

This move became exceedingly popular af
ter World Champion Anatoly Karpov 'inher
ited' it from his long-time coach and second 
Igor Zaitsev in the late 1970s, scoring some 
magnificent victories. It is a sort of restyling of 
the idea behind the Breyer Defence. The knight 
on c6 remains in place, but the pressure on e4 is 
increased all the same. There is, however, one 
very odd thing about the Zaitsev which makes it 
unfit to be used on all occasions. 

10 d4 Me8 
This is the point of Black's previous move. 

Surprisingly, Black does not need to worry about 
11 €lg5, since after the laconic reply 11...Mf8 
White appears to have no way of backing up the 
aggressive knight sortie. Naturally, however, 
White may retreat the knight (12 €lf3) and in so 
doing invite Black to repeat moves (12...Me8 13 
€lg5, etc.). Paradoxically then, this line, which 
is one of the most complex and dynamic of the 
entire Ruy Lopez, can only be played by some
one who is prepared to accept a most ignomini
ous draw by repetition in the opening. 

11 a4 (D) 
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If White simply develops according to the 
well-k,'lown pattern of 11 tllbd2 ~f8 12 ~c2 

g6, he faces a problem: the standard continua
tion 13 tLJfl would be too slow, for it allows 
Black to play 13...exd4 14 cxd4 tLJb4, forcing 
the exchange of this knight for the 'Spanish' 
bishop on c2, thus decidedly lessening White's 
attacking chances. For this reason, 13 d5 is usu
ally played. After 13...?2Je7 or 13 ...tllb8 White 
then has 14 b3 c6 15 c4, consolidating his 
stronghold at d5. 

This line illustrates the pros and cons of the 
Zaitsev rather well. Black puts pressure on e4 
without having to play ...tLJb8-d7, but the cru
cial plan of playing d5 (supported by b3 and c4 
if necessary) becomes more attractive with a 
knight on c6. 
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By playing 11 a4, White hopes to carry out 
this plan in its most effective form. He first soft
ens up Black's pawn on b5. 

11 ... h6 
A subtle anticipatory move. It is not &:Jg5 

that Black is worried about. but ~g5. The idea 
of 11 a4 is to play 12 d5 followed by an attack 
against b5 (with CL:la3, for example). This will 
force Black to play ...c6, when a battle for con
trol of the crucial square d5 is likely to ensue. 
At that moment ~g5 would be an excellent 
move. A sample line: if Black plays the unsus
pecting 11...~f8, then after 12 dS t.';iJb8 13 axb5 
axb5 14 ':xa8 ~xa8 15 tlla3 c6 16 dxc6 ~xc6 

17 ~g5! tllbd7 18 tllc2 White gets firm control 
over d5 and can be very satisfied with the out
come of the opening. 

12 tllbd2 
Now 12 d5 would be less effective. Black's 

best reply is probably l2".tLJa5 13 ~c2 c6. The 
fact that White cannot play ~g5 seriously ham
pers him in his struggle for d5. 

By playing 12 tLJbd2, White falls back on 
the traditional development scheme, but al
ways with an eye on attacking b5. 

12 ... ~f8 

13 ~c2 (D) 
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This is a crucial position strategically. White 
is poised to take the initiative on the queenside 
with moves like ~d3 or d5 in combination with 
b3 and c4. Black has several ways to counter this 
plan, but he can also alter the position dramati
cally by making use of the one drawback of a4: 

13... exd4 
14 cxd4 tllb4 

We have seen this knight move before, viz. in 
the variation 11 tllbd2 ~f8 12 ~c2 g6 13 tLJfl. 
Then, it was a tactical stroke intended to elimi
nate White's bishop-pair. Here, the idea is a 
strategic one. Now that White can no longer 
play a3. Black's b4-knight is unassailable. The 
crucial question is: is this really the right mo
ment for an all-out attack against White's cen
tre pawns. or is giving up the central stronghold 
at e5 too high a price? 

The critical position arises after the follow
ing moves: 

15 ~bl c5 
16 d5 tlld7(D) 

With this knight retreat, Black prepares two 
assaults that are potentially lethal and must be 

, .. 
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w w 

countered with extreme vigilance. The threat of 
...c4 followed by ...CLlc5 and an invasion by the 
knights on d3100ms large over White's queen
side, and on the kingside a well-timed .. .f5 
might destroy White's entire pawn-centre. 

This is an extremely explosive situation, ask
ing the utmost of both players. Some unbeliev
ably complicated games have been played with 
this line, with sometimes White showing true 
virtuosity in making use of his attacking chances 
on the kingside, and sometimes Black wiping 
out the enemy position without any problems. 

White's best move is thought to be 17 &a3. 
The idea is to transfer the rook to the kingside 
via e3, 1'3 or g3. If 17...c4 White intends to play 
18 CLld4 or 18 axb5 axb5 19 CLld4. If 17.. .f5 both 
18 exf5 and 18 CLlh2 (freeing the way for the 
rook to 1'3 or g3) have been played. In the latter 
variation White concentrates all his forces 
against Black's king. 

Marshall Attack 

7 0-0 (D) 

This seemingly innocuous move is in fact the 
preliminary to a pawn sacrifice which com
pletely changes the hitherto closed character of 
the position. 

8 c3 
White continues with the same plan as against 

7...d6. Black must now either revert to standard 
main lines of the Closed Ruy Lopez that we 
have just examined by playing 8...d6, or else 
make the characteristic pawn sacrifice of the 
Marshall Attack. 

In order to prevent Black's next move, alter
natives to 8 c3 have been thoroughly exam
ined, much more so than after 7 ... d6. Perhaps 

. the most important one is 8 a4 (other possibili
ties are 8 d3 and 8 h3), which is more pointed 
after 7...0-0 (as compared to 7...d6), because 
Black cannot reply with the aggressive 8....il.g4. 
This move often leads to a rather slow opening 
phase with White playing d3 rather than d4. 
This can be frustrating to a player who is men
tally geared for the totally different type of 
play arising in the Marshall Attack. An impor
tant starting position for this line arises after 
8....il.b7 9 d3 d6. 

8 d5 (D) 

w 

A perfectly logical way of taking the initiative 
in the centre, especially now that White has 
played 8 c3, making a fast mobilization of this 
queenside forces rather difficult. The only draw
back is that it loses a pawn. 
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It is the great merit of Frank Marshall (1877
1944), one of the best players in the world dur
ing the first half of the 20th century, to have 
discovered how powerful this courageous treat
ment of the opening really is, but his gambit did 
not become truly popular until after World 
War II. Nowadays it is one of the most heavily 
analysed opening variations in chess and accu
rate theoretical knowledge is an absolute re
quirement if one is to play this gambit with 
any degree of success. But it is by no means a 
matter of just learning variations by heart. 
Theory of the Marshall is very much alive and 
is being refined and enriched with new ideas 
almost every day. The bulk of these variations 
start with ... 

9 exd5 Cbxd5 
10 Cbxe5 Cbxe5 
11 nxe5 c6 (D) 

11...Cbf6 and 11...jLb7 are major alterna
tives, but 11 ...c6 is the main line. Black is ready 
to start an attack against White's king with 
... jLd6 and ... 'lIVM. White will have to defend 
against this, while at the same time making sure 
that his queenside forces wake up before it is 
too late. 
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12 d4 
The most natural move and also the main 

line, but there are several alternatives, some of 
them very subtle indeed, for instance 12 d3, 12 
nel and 12 jLxd5. 

12 jLd6 
13 nel ~h4 

14 g3 ~h3 (DJ 
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This position illustrates the character of the 

Marshall Attack very well. White's position is 
not exactly bad, but he will have to work hard to 
catch up on his piece development and for the 
moment his extra pawn has no significance. An 
opponent with a good eye for attacking chances 
is likely to put no end of obstacles in his way. 

15 jLe3 is the traditional move. Black then 
continues 15... jLg4 and after 16 'lIVd3 he has 
16...nae8 17 LDd2 and now 17...f5 or 17...ne6, 
to name just a few of the more characteristic 
ideas. 

In order to prevent this easy attacking plan, 
the ingenious 15 ne4 has been tried. This pre
vents Black from playing 15 ... jLg4 and gives 
him the opportunity of blundering his queen by 
15 jLf5?? 16 nM. After the equally ingenious 
15 g5 (based on 16 .txg5?? 'lIVf5) this too 
leads to a fierce and unpredictable battle. 

Arkhangelsk Variation 

5... b5 
We have seen this move being played in dif

ferent circumstances and for various reasons. In 
this case the idea is to carry out a plan that we 
have not seen before, one that is relatively new, 
at least in a 'Ruy Lopez' context. Before 1970 it 
was hardly ever seen in grandmaster games. 
Nowadays, it is one of the main lines and it has 
produced some offspring of its own, the Neo
Arkhangelsk (which we shall be looking at 
shortly). Even the much older and almost for
gotten 5... jLc5 has been dug out and given a 
new lease on life. This used to be called Moller 
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Variation, but now that it is being played with 
a wholly different idea, a name like illtra-Neo
Arkhangelsk or Turbo-Arkhangelsk would 
perhaps be more appropriate. After 5...~c5 6 
c3, Black intends to continue 6...b5 (the old 
Moller idea was to play 6...~a7), when 7 ~b3 

d6 brings about a Neo-Arkhangelsk. By choos
ing this subtle move-order Black has avoided 
the tricky line 5...b5 6 ~b3 kc5 7 a4 ~b7 8 d3 
followed by 9 ttJc3. 

Those who want to contest the soundness of 
this Turbo-Arkhangelsk Variation will proba
bly want to meet 5...~c5 6 c3 b5 with 7 ~c2 in
stead on kb3. 

6 ~b3 (D) 

The 'classical' Arkhangelsk Variation now 
continues with 6...j"b7. The Neo-Arkhangelsk, 
which has been very popular since 1994, starts 
with 6...j"c5. 

The older move, 6...j"b7, is the sharper of 
the two. Even the solid reply 7 Mel leads to a 
highly complex middlegame after 7... j"c5 8 c3 
d6 9 d4 j"b6 and now, for instance, 10 j"g5 (a 
logical move in itself, now that Black's king's 
bishop is not at its usual post e7, but risky nev
ertheless) 1O h6 11 ~h4 ~d7!? 12 a4 0-0-0, 
followed by g5 and ...h5. Even more unfath
omable are the consequences of 7 c3. This 
move gives Black no time to play both ...~c5 

and ...d6, so 7...j"c5 8 d4 is good for White. 
But Black does have the cold-blooded, materi
alistic 7...ttJxe4 8 d4 ttJa5 9 j"c2 exd4. This is a 
true all-or-nothing variation and it requires some 
theoretical knowledge from both sides. 

Ironically, the success of 6...j"c5 (D), the 
Neo-Arkhangelsk, is due to it being much more 
solid and less dependent on razor-sharp varia
tions that need to be calculated extremely accu
rately. 

w 

By delaying ...j"b7, Black gives himself just 
enough time to meet 7 c3 with 7...d6 8 d4 ~b6, 

consolidating his central pawn-formation. This 
has the added advantage that Black can now 
play the aggressive ... j"g4 in some positions, 
instead of the 'traditional' Arkhangelsk move 
... j"b7. 

Tactically, the Neo-Arkhangelsk is made pos
sible by the fact that 7 ttJxe5 ttJxe5 8 d4 is not as 
promising for White as it may look. Black cold
bloodedly replies 8...j"xd4 9 Wixd4 d6 (threat
ening to win a piece by 1O...c5 and 11 ...c4), 
when after 10 c3 0-0 followed by ...~b7 and 
...c5 Black achieves a satisfactory position, 

Two lines have shown themselves as critical 
tests for the soundness of the Neo-Arkhangelsk, 
both of them involving an attack against b5. 
The first is 7 c3 d6 8 a4: the second is 7 a4. In 
the latter case, 7...~b7 8 d3 d6 9 ttJc3 brings 
about the position that the Turbo-Arkhangelsk, 
5...~c5, is designed to avoid. 

Berlin Defence 

3 ttJf6 (D) 
This natural move is less flexible than 3...a6 

4 ~a4 ttJf6, but has one specific point which 
has aroused a great deal of enthusiasm in recent 
years. 
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4 0-0 
Castling is by far the most popular move and 

theoretically the critical reply. White has the 
same range of options that he has after 3...a6 4 
Ji.a4 CLlf6, viz. 4 d3, 4 d4, 4 'i'e2 and 4 cud 
(which in this case is a direct transposition to 
the Four Knights Game; see page 319) and even 
4 ~xc6 has been played, but theory has little to 
say on any of these. 

4 ... CUxe4 
Another option is to steer the opening toward 

a Steinitz Variation with 4...d6; for instance, 5 
d4 Ji.d7 6 tLJc3 exd4 7 CUxd4 ~e7 (see page 
272). In fact, this may we]] be a more accurate 
move-order than the traditional 3...d6, since 
White has already castled kingside, while in the 
Steinitz proper, castling queenside is often a 
powerful move. 

4...Ji.e7 and 4...~c5 are perfectly legal as 
well, but they are far less popular (and conse
yuently less heavily analysed) than their 3...a6 
4 Ji.a4 counterparts. Critical for 4...~c5 is the 
position after 5 c3 0-06 d4 ~b6. 

5 d4 (D) 

Just like in the Open Ruy Lopez, other ways 
of recapturing the pawn, like 5 ~xc6 or 5.l:l:el 
ttJd6 6 CUxe5 Ji.e7. are too modest to trouble 
Black. By playing 5 d4, White aims to develop 
his pieces as aggressively as possible. How
ever, frustrating this aggression is precisely 
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The opening now takes on a rather unique char
acter. Not only in the Ruy Lopez, but in the 
whole of opening theory there is no parallel for 
what happens next 

6 ~xc6 dxc6 
7 dxe5 CUr5 
8 'i{xd8+ 

Exchanging queens seems logical since Black 
now loses the right to castle, but the downside 
is that it does relieve the pressure on Black's 
rather cramped position. In fact 8 l/i'e2, to keep 
the queens on the board, would be a major op
tion If Black did not have the tactical reply 
8.. .':tJd4! 9 <t:Jxd4 'iYxd4 10 .l:l:dl jLg4!, which 
solves all his problems neatly and efficiently. 

8... ~xd8 (D) 
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what Black's opening play in this line is all 
about. In a period of just a few years, this position 

5... CUd6 has turned into a nightmare for the true 1 e4 
If the moves 3...a6 4 ~a4 had been inserted, player, that is the healthy and energetic player 

Black would not have tlus attack on the bishop. who was hoping for an honest, straightforward 
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attacking game. The variation is actually very 
old, but until recently it was hardly ever played. 
Opening manuals usually repeated the intimi
dating (but utterly meaningless) remark that 
White has a slight advantage. The problem is 
that it is very difficult to say what White should 
do in this position. And if you do not have a 
good plan, then the theoretical assessment that 
you are supposed to stand slightly better is just 
a source of frustration. 

For this reason the variation has often been 
referred to as the Berlin Wall in recent years. 
Black's position is a little cramped, but is with
out weaknesses and in the long run his pair of 
bishops might start dictating the course of 
events. Black cannot castle but it turns out that 
this is not much of a problem. His king may 
move to c8 or e8 and without queens on the 
board, creating anything even vaguely resem
bling an attack on the king is going to be a tall 
order for White. 

9 ttJc3 
After this standard developing move, Black 

has tried a number of plans. 9... j,e6100ks natu
ral but has the drawback of inviting 10 ttJgS, 
which eliminates the bishop-pair. As a prepara
tory move, both 9...h6 and 9...~e8 have been 
tried. After these variations had been popular a 
few years, it became clear that 9...j,d7, en
abling Black to play ...~c8, is also a serious op
tion. Even the unbelievably artificial 9...ttJe7 
is an important option. Black manoeuvres the 
knight to g6 and opens the way for his queen's 
bishop to fS or g4. 

In almost alJ of these cases, White will have 
to start a long-tenn offensive on the kingside 
sooner or later. By advancing his f- and g
pawns (f4 and g4) he gains space, but Black 
will be on the lookout to strike back with a 
well-timed ...hS. 

This is a variation that requires positional in
sight and a lot of patience from both players. 
The single-minded attacking player is likely to 
feel extremely unhappy here. 

Schliemann Defence 
(or Jaenisch Gambit) 

3 f5 (D) 

This variation is intended to create a direct 
and highly tactical confrontation in the centre. 
It has shown itself to be attractive not just to 
good tacticians, but also to lovers of thorough 
and exact opening preparation - good analysts. 
It is not a coincidence that it is (co-)named after 
Carl Jaenisch (1813-72), who was the first to 
publish an extensive analysis of this line, but 
who never was a great player. 

4 ttJc3 
The first point of 3.. .fS is that 4 exf5 is met 

by 4...e4, when White does not really have a 
good square for his knight. 5 'ife2 'ife7 6 ~xc6 

dxc6 7 ttJd4 'ifeS cannot exactly be called a ref
utation of Black's gambit. 

A second and much more treacherous point 
is revealed if White ventures the energetic 4 d4 
(D). 

Although a logical enough move in itself, 
this runs into the nasty 4.. .fxe4 5 ttJxeS ttJxeS 6 
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dxe5 c6!, when any move by the bishop loses a 
pawn to 7... 'i\·aS+. 

The solid 4 d3 is also a perfectly logical re
ply to 3.. .fS, but not really enough to worry 
Black. After 4 .. .fxe4 5 dxe4 CDf6 6 0-0 Black 
used to play 6 ...d6, protecting cS, but nowadays 
the aggressive 6....ic5 is the main line. IfWhite 
accepts the pawn sacrifice, Black gets plenty of 
counter-play after 7 .ixc6 bxc6 8 QJxe5 0-0, 
thanks to his lead in development. 

It turns out then to be not so easy to find a 
weak spot in the Schliemann Defence. By play
ing 4 CDc3, White accepts the challenge to a 
fierce struggle. Black is forced to commit him
self even further. 

4 '" fxe4 
5 CDxe4 (D) 
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5 .,. dS 
S...Q'lf6 is a little more cautious. After 6 '~e2 

d5 7 CDxf6+ gxf6 8 d4, play is less complicated 
than in the main line. 

6 CDxeS 
This surprising move is a clear sign that 

White is not going to be intimidated by Black's 
early aggression. On the contrary, the text-move 
is the one and only attempt to refute the Schlie
mann Defence outrighl. 

6 .,. dxe4 
7 CDxc6 (D) 

7 ~hS+ g6 8 CDxg6 would be over-enthusi
astic but the text-move looks really excellent. 
for what is Black to do now? 
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If 7.••bxc6'!, then 8 .ixc6+ ii.d7 9 ~h5+ 

would force him to play 9 ...cJ;;e7. when 10 'ifeS+ 
.ie6 11 .ixa8 ~xa8 12 ~xc7+ ~e8 13 0-0 is 
very good for White. And what options does 
Black have? He is already a pawn down and 
about to be hit by a catastrophic discovered 
check. 

It is remarkable that Black has two moves 
that both ward off the threats and practically 
take over the initiative: 7...~dS and 7...~gS. 

Both moves have been heavily analysed and 
have grown into independent variations. 

By playing 7...~d5, Black forces the reply 8 
c4, which constitutes a considerable weakening 
of White's position. After 8...~d6 9 QJxa7+ 
.id7 10 .ixd7+ 'i'xd7 11 CDb5 CDf6 12 0-0 
JLc5, for instance, White has two extra pawns 
but Black's position is dangerously active. 

With 7..:Vi1igS Black is setting his sights on g2. 
After 8 'ite2 tbf6 (the immediate 8...\li'xg2 is 
weaker because of 9 ~h5+) a critical position is 
reached. The tricky 9 f4 is thought to be White's 
best move here. White sacrifices his f-pawn in 
order to save his g-pawn. After 9...~xf4. both 10 
Q'le5+ c6 11 d4 .i'h4+ 12 g3 ~h3 13 .ic4 and 10 
Q'lxa7+ have been tried. 



Italian Game
 

1 e4 eS 
2 CLlf3 CLlc6 
3 lLc4 (D) 

B 

For centuries, 3 lLc4 was so self-evident a 
move that it was not thought necessary to give it 
a name, like 1 e4 also has no name. Names were 
only given after 3 lLc4, in order to distinguish 
between Black's major replies. 3...lLcs was 
called the Giuoco Piano and 3...CLlf6 the Two 
Knights Defence. 

The mere fact that in this book I follow the 
modern trend by lumping them together and 
calling 3 lLc4 the Italian Game. is sadly illus
trative of the diminished importance of this 
opening. Ever since the second half of the 19th 
century, the Ruy Lopez has been the dominant 
opening against l...e5. Very little fresh energy 
was invested in the alternatives and opening 
books were inclined to condense what once was 
a veritable jungle of deeply-analysed variations 
into a few shallow standard lines. As a result. 
much of the old 1 e4 e5 theory has been fossil
ized. Many variations were simply no longer 
developed from the moment when they fell out 
of favour (which in many cases was as early as 
the 19th century). Until very recently, many ac
tive tournament players, upon reading a book 

on - for example - the Italian Game, probably 
had the impression of entering a museum. A 
museum of opening theory, where every dis
play case shows how openings lIsed to be 
looked at in a very, very distant past. 

But during the 1990s this situation changed 
rather suddenly. With the aid of that new tool 
the computer, many ancient openings were ex
amined afresh with the result that some of them 
have been written off again (this time perhaps 
for good), but some have been restored to 
something of their former glory. In fact, we are 
still in the middle of this process today. Some of 
the old variations are still waiting for their tum. 

Something that has not changed though is 
the major subdivision between 3...lLc5 and 
3...CLlf6. Even in the 21st century, these are the 
critical tests of 3lLc4. Anyone playing either of 
these moves has to be aware of the fact that he is 
provoking a sharp reaction. Some knowledge 
of the old (and the new!) variations is certainly 
to be recommended. 

For those who do not trust themselves with 
these lines, there is 3...lLe7 4 d4 d6. This is the 
old Hungarian Defence, which is not encum
bered with a lot of theory. 

Giuoco Piano: 3...~c5 

3 lLcs (D) 
When choosing this move, Black has to be 

aware of a wide variety of responses by White. 
The classical reply is 4 c3, preparing 5 d4. 

Ironically it is precisely this straightforward, 
logical variation that nowadays most closely re
sembles a museum artefact. 

4 b4, the Evans Gambit, appeared to be des
tined for a similar fate. but this remarkable and 
in the eyes of a modem player probably highly 
dubious pawn sacrifice experienced a true re
naissance in the 1990s. when even world cham
pion Garry Kasparov adopted it. 
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Then there is 4lLlc3 tLlf6 5 d3 (or 4 d3 &:'1f6 5 
lLlc3), equa]]y ancient but much more solid and 
therefore always moderately popular though 
never a big hit. This is called the Giuoco Pia
nissimo (meaning 'Very Quiet Game'), clearly 
indicating that this is not 'the way ofthe despiser 
of material' . 

A modern variation on this theme is to com
bine d3 with c3. This idea may look innocent, 
but it is in fact quite venomous. It was this line 
that was responsible for a first revival of the 
Italian Game dming the 1980s. It can be played 
in a large number of move-orders. I shall take 4 
d3 as the starting point, although 4 0-0 and 4 c3 
are perfectly sound and equally popular alter
natives. 

3 ...Jtc5 4 c3 

4 c3 tLlf6 (D) 
The most aggressive reply. In the days when 

4 c3 was thought to be a dangerous line, 4...xb6 
or 4...~·e7 5 d4 iLb6 was sometimes played, but 
Black does not need to be that timid. It is per
haps noteworthy though that 4...~e7 should not 
be played with the idea of meeting 5 d4 with 
5...exd4. After 6 O-O! dxc3 7 ttJxc3 Black has 
won a pawn, but at too high a price. White has a 
very dangerous lead in development. 

S d4 
This is the classical move, but it has fallen 

out of grace by now. The modem treatment of 4 
c3 consists in playing 5 d3 (see page 305) or S 
b4 iLb6 6 d3. In the latter case, the question is 
whether b4 is a useful extra step forward on the 
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queenside or if it only gives Black an extra op
portunity for counterplay.
 

S ... exd4
 
6 cxd4
 

If 6 e5, then 6...dS! is both necessary and a 
very strong rejoinder. In fact, this important 
theme is a recurrent one throughout the Italian 
Game and many of the other 1 e4 eS openings. 

The pawn sacrifice 6 0-0, analogous to the 
line 4...ile7 5 d4 exd4 above, is less powerful 
here, though it certainly remains an option. It is 
simply that ...CLif6 is more useful than ...'JIIie7 in 
this type of position. This gives Black the op
portunity of playing 6... lLlxe4 7 cxd4 and now 
the very thematic 7 ...dS. In fact, this is one of 
those dormant old lines that a new computer
ized investigation might well turn upside down. 

6... iLb4+ (D) 
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The story of this position is the story of chess 
in a nutshell. As early as the 16th century (and 
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::: 2ssibly even earlier) this was a hotly-debated 
::: Jsition. At first the tone of these discussions 
'as rather positive as regards to White's pros

::: ~cts, which is understandable if we realize that 
:::-ley concentrated on whether, after the double 
~a\Vn sacrifice 7 ctJc3 ctJxe4 8 0-0 ctJxc3 9 bxc3 
~~xc3, White's quickest way of demolishing 
:ie enemy position was 10 ~a3 or 10 'i'b3. 

But Black's defences were considerably 
,trengthened when it was discovered first that 
~ ...d5! is a much better move than 9 ~xc3 and 
s~cond that 8...~xc3 (instead of 8 ctJxc3) is a 
:najor option for in that case 9 bxc3 d5! nips 
\\-hite's attack in the bud. But at that point the 
::ne was given a fresh impetus by the discovery 
Jfthe truly astonishing 9 d5' (D). 

This position played a pivotal role in the 
Giuoco Piano during the greater part of the 19th 
and some of the 20th century. It was analysed in 
enormous depth, with subvariations which an 
opening manual as far back as 1938 already re
gretted to have to summarize in a mere three 
pages. To give the reader an impression: after 
9...~f6 10 Mel ctJe7 11 Mxe4 d6 12 ~g5 ~xg5 

13 ctJxg5 0-0 (with 13...h6 an important alter
native) the discussion focuses on the knight 
sacrifice 14 ctJxh7. 

The more difficult it became to justify the 
ancient move 7 ctJc3, the more the alternative 7 
~d2 (D) came to the fore as being both more 
modern and more reliable. 

White does not sacrifice a pawn here, for 
7...QJxe4 can now be very comfortably met by 8 
.ixb4 ctJxM 9 ~xf7+! ~xf7 10 '/i'b3+. 

B 

But although this meant that the classical 
treatment of the Giuoco Piano was saved, it also 
meant that its fate was sealed. For where once 
the greatest minds in the world of chess had 
delved into the inexhaustible riches of 7 ctJc3, 
modern-day students take note of the matter
of-fact statement that 7 ~d2 ~xd2+ 8 (.Llbxd2 
d5 9 exd5 ctJxd5 probably gives White little and 
move on to the next chapter. 

Evans Gambit 

4 b4 (D) 
We now enter a world that must seem unreaL 

perhaps fairylike, to a modern chess-player. And 
this is hardly surprising for we are moving back 
more than a century and a half in time. Invented 
by Captain William Evans (1790-1872) and 
popularized by the famous matches between 
Labourdonnais and McDonnell in 1834, the Ev
ans Gambit held the honorary title of 'queen of 
openings' for at least half a century. 'This mag
nificent attacking game was invented to make 
man understand that chess is a gift from the 
gods" wrote Savielly Tartakower. 

But even the Evans Gambit disappeared at the 
end of the 19th century, not so much for concrete 
reasons but rather as a natural result of the major 
changes in positional thinking of that era, when 
chess was transformed into the rational game we 
know today. Gone were the interest in and the in
tuitive understanding of the imaginative and op
portunistic playing style that had marked chess 
in the 19th century and gone were the openings 
that expressed these ideals most clearly. 
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Butit should not come as a big surprise that a 
full century later the Evans Gambit was redis
covered. In a time when traditional and dog
matic views are being challenged (and being 
overthrown in many cases) chess-players can 
be expected to be receptive to the beauty of the 
Evans Gmnbit once more. 
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What then is this beauty? 
By playing 4 b4, White offers a real gambit. 

He gives away a pawn, not intending to regain it 
quickly in one way or another, but to gain a 
tempo compared to the classical strategy of 4 c3 
and 5 d4. It is the initiative that White is after, 
and he is working on the assumption that this 
initiative, once obtained, will more than com
pensate for the matelial deficit. 

This is to a very large extent a matter of per
sonal style and preference. Theory's task is to 

give an impartial evaluation of what is more im
portant: initiative or material. But since these 
are basically incompatible factors, a truly ob
jective assessment is very hard to come by. 

4 .,. ~xb4 

Black can refuse the gambit by 4....tb6. but 
although this undoubtedly keeps thc position 
simpler, it is by no means a refutation of 4 b4. 

5 c3 ~a5 

Black's initial reaction was to play 5....tc5. 
after which 6 d4 exd4 7 O-O! was the standard 
continuation and highly characteristic of the 
dynamic way the Evans Gambit should be 
treated. The position after 7...d6 8 cxd4 ibb6 
was viewed as the :"Tormal Position of the Ev
ans Gambit throughout the 19th century. This is 

where theoretical discussions had to start. An
derssen for one thought that White should play 
9 d5 here, but first Morphy and later Chigorin 
considered 9 tDc3 to be the critical line. 

5...ibe7 6 d4 tDa5 is a variation dating from 
and characteristic of the many years when the 
Evans Gambit was but a shadow of its fonner 
self. The idea is to meet 7 tLlxe5 with 7...ctJxc4 
8 tLlxc4 d5, simplifying the position and pro
ducing a type of position which is easily man
ageable and more or less equal. A handy line to 

have ready for those who are unlikely ever to 
face an Evans Gambit, but who do need to 
know something about it. But the false security 
offered by such a line was cruelly exposed by 
Garry Kasparov, when in 1995 he played, in the 
true spirit of the Evans, 7 ~e2 exd4 8 ~xd4. 

White refuses to win back the sacrificed pawn 
for so miserable a price and continues to play 
for the initiative. 

We now return to 5... iba5 (D): 
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6 d4 
The difference between 5" ..tc5 and 5...~a5 

is that Black does not need to take on d4 now. 
Even so, it remains attractive to grab another 
pawn with 6...exd4 7 0-0 and this was in fact 
one of the Gambit's main lines in the 19th cen
tury. The consistent follow-up 7...dxc3 in par
ticular was very heavily analysed in those days. 

With the lise of modem, positional chess the 
more solid 6...d6 came to the fore. Instead of 
taking an extra one or two pawns, Black is re
turning one (7 dxe5 dxe5 8 'i£ixd8+ tLlxd8 9 
t2Jxe5). Here too, the spirit of the Evans Gambit 
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~ictates a more aggressive course, viz. 7 'i'b3. 
-:-his too has been the subject of very deep in
'estigations. 

~owadays, both moves are topical once 
=:ore. Ancient theoretical views are being criti
~ c.lly examined with surprising results. Anyone 
·.ho is not averse to a little theoretical home
.'ark, and who has a flair for tactical play, 
::light well have some real fun with the Evans 
=:iambit. 

Giuoco Pianissimo 

4 ttJc3 l2lf6 
S d3 

If we compare this with the Evans Gambit, 
:his no-nonsense set-up looks very tame in
jeed. But if White is determined to make the 
~ost of it, this variation offers plenty of scope. 

S d6 
In every symmetrical position White has one 

',eapon only: it is his move. He should play ag
gressively and force his opponent onto the de
':ensive. There is only one move really which 
meets this requirement. 

6 ~gS (D) 

This is the starting point of this variation. 
Black has to find an answer to the threat of 7 
ttJd5. 

The most obvious solution is to play 6...h6. 
Black is hoping for 7 ~h4, when he will be able 
to break the pin against his knight by playing 
...g5 at a moment of his own choosing. A draw
back of this method is that it does not contribute 

to a fast development. White can seek the ini
tiative with 7 ~xf6l)Vxf6 8 ttJd5 'i'ld8 9 c3 fol
lowed by d4. 

6...ttJaS is a sharper move. Nowadays White 
usually responds with the quiet 7 ~b3, possibly 
followed by d4, but the older and more compli
cated main lines 7 ttJd5 and 7 ~xf6 lixf6 8 
ttJd5 Ii'd8 9 b4 are still worthy of study. 

3 ...~c5 4 d3 

4 d3 l2lf6 (D) 

S c3 
Naturally, S ttJc3 is the Giuoco Pianissimo 

again. With 5 c3 we are making a huge leap for
ward in time. Utterly neglected in antiquity, the 
idea of playing d3 and c3 became amazingly 
popular around 1980. It started with a few pio
neers and some surprise victories, then came a 
phase of general curiosity which always fol
lows success and then suddenly almost every 1 
e4 player started using it. Almost overnight, 
this variation became the alternative to the Ruy 
Lopez. In fact the great attraction of this line is 
that White is virtually playing a Ruy Lopez, for 
the idea of playing d3 and c3 is a cautious yet 
fully realistic option in most lines of the Ruy 
Lopez and it does not really make a great differ
ence whether White's bishop is on b5, a4 or c4. 
The positional aspects and the characteristic 
plans remain the same. In one variation there is 
even a direct transposition (see the line 3,..ttJf6 
4 d3 ~e7 on page 311). 

S a6 
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The most subtle reply. Black creates a square 
at a7 for his bishop. which will have to retreat 
anyway after a future b4 or d4. It goes without 
saying that the more down-to-earth moves 
5..•0-0 and 5...d6 are also quite playable. 

6 0-0 JLa7 
7 tDbd2 d6 
S lLb3 

By now Black: was threatening 8... ttJa'i to ex
change the white bishop. 

S... 0-0 (D) 
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Move-order is an extremely loose affair in 
this variation but the positional ideas and prob
lems are perfectly clear. 

The fIrst important question is whether White 
is going to allow the pin ...JW.g4 or if he prefers 9 
h3. 

The same goes for Black. Should he prevent 
JLgS after a move like 9 tDc4 or not? If he does 
not, opting, for instance, for the quiet develop
ing move 9...JLe6, the next question is how to 
react to 10 JLgS. The classical but double-edged 
method is to reply 10...h6 11 ~h4 g5, when af
ter 12 JLg3 Black: will want to establish fIrm 
control over the kingside with a manoeuvre like 
.. .'1Je7-g6-f4, but in the meantime White will 
try to break open the centre and occupy f5 with 
a knight. 

Another positional problem that both play
ers will have to solve is whether offering an ex
change of bishops with JLe3 or ...JLe6 makes 
sense, and if the answer is yes, should the re
capture on e3 or e6 be made with a piece (rook 
or knight) or with the f-pawn? In the latter 

case, after 9 tt:2c4 h6 10 JLe3 JLxe3 11 fxe3, for 
instance, the open f-file may be useful, but 
White's pawn-formation has lost its flexibility. 

Then there is the question of an advance in 
the centre, d4 for White and ...dS for Black. 
Whoever gets this in first without any concrete 
problems is likely to obtain the initiative. 

Finally, 9 Mel followed by tzlfl-g3/e3 is a 
very natural manoeuvre, which again may be 
more or less copied by Black with .Juc7-g6. 

Two Knights Defence: 3...l1Jf6 

3 ••• LDf6 (D) 
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This move is more aggressive than 3...JLc5, 
since the knight is attacking e4. But it is also a 
tremendous provocation, for why on earth 
should White not respond with 4 CUg5, attack
ing f7? 

We shall be looking at this move shortly. In 
fact, 3... tz:lf6 is a pawn sacrifice and 4 LtJgS is 
the way to accept it, but there are great compli
cations involved and not everyone will feel at 
home in this line. 

\Vhite can also continue in a more 'normal' 
way and the most 'noilllar thing to do is perhaps 
4 d4, a move which combines motifs from the 
Italian with the Scotch Opening. This variation, 
leading to an immediate struggle in the centre, 
has been heavily analysed. Although in some 
lines play becomes very complicated indeed, 
there are also a few lines where the tension is 
resolved rather quickly with a somewhat shal
low middlegame lying ahead. For this reason 4 
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::'-1- is not seen very often in tournaments of the 
:ighest level any more. 

The modem approach is 4 d3, just as it is 
-,-gainst 3....\1I.c5. White opts for a slow posi
:'onal struggle, not for flashy tactical lines. 

40-0, the move which is White's most dan
~crous reply to 3.. ,cLlf6 in the Ruy Lopez, is less 
:,J the point, the difference being that Black can 
cimply play 4... tLlxe4, when both 5 d4 and 5 
~e1 (or 5 'i'e2) are countered by 5...d5, protect
::1g the knight and attacking the bishop. 

4 tLlc3 also shows up a negative side to 3 
~i~c4, for far from defending e4, this move is ac
:ually an invitation to take it! After the standard 
:ombination 4...tLlxe4! 5 tLlxe4 dS, followed, 
,'or instance, by 6 .\1I.d3 dxe4 7 .\1I.xe4 .\1I.d6, 
Black can be very satisfied with the result of the 
Jpening. He is able to develop his pieces freely 
lnd, with a pawn on e5, his central position is 
solid. 

3...4.:Jf6 4 4.:Jg5 

4 tLlg5 (D! 

B 

From this position, some of the most myste
rious opening variations in chess take their cue. 

4 d5 
This move may seem self-evident, almost 

forced really, but it is not, for Black has the 
most astonishing option of playing 4....\1I.c5. 
This is the Traxler (or Wilkes-Barre) Varia
tion, a rare bird in the tournament arena but the 
subject of fierce theoretical arguments among 
theoreticians for well over a century now. The 

idea is twofold. If 5 .\1I.xf7+, Black calmly re
plies 5.. :/i;}e7, judging (or hoping) that, after 6 
.\1I.d5 :=:f8, for instance, his lead in development 
will compensate for the missing pawn. If this is 
already quite a show of optimism and boldness, 
it is nothing compared to what happens after 5 
tLlxf7, for in that case Black ignites an unparal
leled display of fireworks with 5...il..xf2+! (D). 

w 

There are two points justifying this sacrifice: 
6 'It'xf2 is met by 6...tLlxe4+ 7 ~gl 'i'h4 8 g3 
tLlxg3! and 6 'It'n by 6...'ilJlie7 7 tLlxh8 d5 8 exd5 
tLld4 threatening 9....\1I.g4. In both cases Black's 
material deficit is almost too large to be mea
sured, but the force of his attack is enough to 
chill one's blood. 

Whether the Traxler will survive the test of 
new, computerized analysis is moot though. 
Black is aiming very high indeed and the slight
est hiccup in one of the many variations may 
tum out to be a death warrant, But as an exam
ple of what can be achieved by imagination and 
courage, the Traxler deserves a very honour
able mention indeed, even if it were to' end up in 
a museum display case, 

5 exd5 
Now if Black has played 4...d5 with the in

tention of simply taking back on d5, he is in for 
a nasty surplise. As long ago as 1600 it was al
ready common knowledge that 5...tLlxd5 really 
invites White to offer a very dangerous knight 
sacrifice: 6 tLlxf7!? ~xf7 7 'i'f3+. Itis true that 
a forced win for White has never been found 
against the only possible reply 7...~e6, but one 
and a half centuries later it was established that 
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the preliminary move 6 d4! (D) is even stron
ger. 
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If 6...lLixd4 7 c3 Black simply loses a piece, 
while 6...exd4 7 0-0 gives White a tenific at
tack along the e-file. As a sample line, 7... j;"e7 
8 tbxf7! ~xf7 9 ~h5+ rj;{e6? loses to 10 gel+. 

Does this mean then that 4...d5 or even 
3.. .cuf6 is just plain bad? Some players will say 
'yes it is', but the official theoretical answer is 
somewhat different. In the course of the centu
ries, no fewer than three methods have been de
veloped to try to justify Black's opening play. 
The positional outline of these variations is al
ways the same: White's d5-pawn is liquidated 
in one way or another, leaving Black with full 
control over the centre. Black will also have a 
lead in development, for White's queenside is 
as yet fully undeveloped and both his c4-bishop 
and his g5-knight will be chased away. 

But whether these lines really offer full com
pensation for the missing pawn is as unclear to
day as it was one or two hundred years ago. In 
the end, pawn sacrifices ofthis type are always a 
matter of taste. The materialistic type will al
ways prefer White, while those with a hankering 
for the initiative will be inclined to favour Black. 

S ... tba5 
This has always been Black's most popular 

move, but 5...'ud4 and even the amazing 5..•bS 
have also had their followers over the years. 

5...tbd4 is based on the highly imaginative 
idea 6 c3 b5! 7 ~f1 t2Jxd5 (D). 

Black need not be afraid of 8 cxd4 \~~;ixg5 9 
j;"xb5+ ~d8 and the quieter 8 4Je4 tbe6 9 
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j;"xb5+ j;"d7 also offers him a solid lead in de
velopment. 

Playing S...b5 immediately is a refinement 
of the same idea. Paradoxically, 6 j{,xb5 ~xd5 

gives Black the initiative while the highly un
likely retreat 6 j;"n is the real fighting option, 
[or if now 6... 'iixd5 White has the powerful re
ply 7 tbc3 (and only then 8 iLxb5) and 6...tbxd5 
is answered by 7 .YLxb5. when Black can no lon
ger reply ...~d5. Black's strongest moves are 
considered to be 6... ttJd4 (when 7 c3 transposes 
to the 5...?,:jd4 variation) and 6...h6. 

6 i.b5+ 
6 d3 is an alternative of long standing, the 

principled reply being 6...h6 7 tbf3 e4. 
6... c6 
7 dxc6 bxc6 
8 j;"e2 h6 (D) 

The dividends of 4 <"Lig5 have been reaped, 
but now the price has to be paid. The knight has 
no safe retreat. 
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This is the main starting position of the 
~, .. QJaS variation. 

9 tiJf3 is the classical move. Black will con
:inue to harass the knight with 9...e4 10 QJeS 
,md now, for example, 1O...Jid6. 

9 QJh3 leaves the knight standing rather off
side, but has the advantage of allowing White to 
ievelop his queenside more quickly and to sta
Dilize his central position with d3. 

3 ...CZJf6 4 d4 

4 d4 (D) 

B 

This move is based on a perception of the 
opening problems which is very different from 
-1- QJgS. If the latter move can be summarized as 
simply accepting the pawn sacrifice inherent in 
3...QJf6,4 d4 is exactly the opposite: White sac
rifices a pawn himself. His aim is quick devel
opment and an open centre. He is hoping to 
obtain the initiative rather than gain material. 

This used to be an important variation, espe
cially during the 19th century, but nowadays 
any well-informed player will have little diffi
culty in neutralizing the dangers. As a result, 4 
d4 has lost much of its former chann. 

4 exd4 
In case of 4...QJxe4 S dxeS, White can be sat

isfied. Thanks to the position of White's bishop 
on c4, Black is unable to play ...dS and White is 
threatening to win immediately with 6 ~dS. 

5 0-0 (D) 

The classical move, dating back to the glory 
days of the 4 d4 variation. White is daring his 

opponent either to take yet another pawn, on 
e4, or else to secure the pawn he has already 
won. 

The seemingly very aggressive 5 e5 is in 
fact more cautious. Black's traditional reply is 
S...dS, when after 6 JibS QJe4 7 QJxd4 Jid7 8 
i,xc6 bxc6 9 0-0 White has regained his pawn 
with approximately equal chances. In recent 
years the more provocative S...QJg4 has become 
increasingly popular. 

The simple recapture,S QJxd4, is not a seri
ous option, for it allows Black to take on e4 
without any problems. 

The main lines in this position are 5...Jic5 
and 5...QJxe4, but Black is not forced to play so 
sharply. A solid reply like 5...d6 6 QJxd4 il.e7 7 
QJc3 0-0 is perfectly legitimate, although this is 
of course slightly passive. In fact, the position 
strongly resembles a Ruy Lopez Steinitz Varia
tion (see page 272). 

3 ...CZJf6 4 d4 exd4 5 0-0 ii,c5 

5 il.c5 
It was mainly this move which attracted all 

the attention in the 19th century. Black pro
vokes a sharp reaction, which is known as the 
Max Lange Attack. 

6 e5 (D) 
6 d5 

Against S eS (with the bishop still at f8) this 
was the solid option and S...QJg4 the more pro
vocative one. Here it is exactly the other way 
round. 6...QJg4 is the cautious move. By lashing 
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out with 6...d5, Black is really playing for all or 
nothing. 

7 exf6 dxe4 
8 Mel+ J!.e6 
9 ctJg5 

This introduces the main line of the Max 
Lange. 9 fxg7 is an alternative. 

9 .., ~'d5 

10 tLJe3 
Would not most of us just love to play a 

move like this? 
10 'iVf5 
11 tLJee4 (D) 
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The great theoretical battle starts here. Has 
White really achieved anything with his aggres
sive opening play or can Black breathe freely, 
having carefully ducked a few blows? 

Despite tremendous analytical effort lespe
cially in the 19th and early 20th century) this 
remains an open question. Opening manuals 

CHESS OPENINGS 

usually assess the position as 'unclear', which 
means they just do not know. Personally, I 
think that the variation 4 d4 and 5 0-0 would be 
tremendously popular if it were not for Black's 
alternative on move five that wc are about to 

discuss. 

3.,.QJf6 4 d4 exd4 5 0-0 QJxe4 

5... ct:Jxe4 
Superficially, this looks riskier than 5...J!.c5, 

but it is this very move which allows Black to 
look to the future with confidence. By eliminat
ing White's e-pawn, Black drastically reduces 
his opponent's firepower. 

6 Mel d5 (D) 
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We have seen several instances of Black com
bining defence and attack with this move, de
laying White's attack. This is the first time we 
have come across a position where there is no 
need for White to withdraw the bishop.. 

7 J!.xd5 
This move may cause some momentary con

fusion when first seen. Is this really possible? 
But once we get the point, we may wonder 
whether it is perhaps an idea to turn the moves 
around and play the even more spectacular 7 
{Lle3. This is the Canal Variation, one of those 
ancient Italian lines that have bccn hidden in a 
museum for many decades. After 7 dxc3 8 
J!.xd5, both 8...f5 9 tLlg5 J!.d6 and 8 .:ie6 fa
vour Black. 

7 .., '~xd5 

8 ctJe3 (D) 

~ 
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B w 

This move. which takes advantage of two 
different pins. justifies White's opening play. 
Probably because it is such fun to playa move 
like this, the variation has always been fairly 
popular at club level. But opening theory holds 
a chilly view on this line. After 8...'i'aS 9 lLlxe4 
iLe6 10 lLleg5 0-0-0 II lLlxe6 fxe6 12 Mxe6, for 
instance, White has regained all of the material 
sacrificed, but he has given away the initiative he 
once had, and Black has nothing to worry about. 

4 d3 

4 d3 
This is the twin brother of 3...iLc5 4 d3 (see 

page 305), to which 4...iLcs now transposes. 
But Black has a perfectly sound alternative. 

4 iLe7 
The bishop will be less active on e7 (com

pared to the c5-square) for the time being, but 
on the other hand Black does not now have to 
worry about the consequences of d4 or b4. He 
can concentrate on a straightforward develop
ment of his pieces. 

5 0-0 0-0 (D) 
This position is critical. It is quite clear what 

White's general idea is, but there is the difficult 
problem of move-order. IfBlack plays the mod
est ...d6, White will want to reply c3 and lLlbd2, 
much the same as in the d3 lines of the Ruy 
Lopez. But in this position, Black still has the 
trump card ...d5 up his sleeve. This makes the 
situation delicate and theoretically interesting. 

6 c3 is the nice and straightforward method, 
but unfortunately this move is precisely what 

makes 6...d5 so attractive, because in the rather 
open position which arises after 7 exd5 lLlxd5 
the weakening of White's d3-pawn is a telling 
factor. For example, the plausible 8 Mel may 
be met by 8...iLg4 9 h3 i,h5. If 10 g4 i,g6 11 
lLlxe5 lLlxe5 12 Mxe5, Black has 12...lLlb6!, 
subtly putting his finger on the weak spot. 

For this reason, 6 Mel is often played. This 
prevents ...d5, but White will now have to take 
care that his king's bishop does not get ex
changed after 6...d6, threatening 7...lLla5. In 
this position a remarkable transposition to a 
line of the Ruy Lopez is hidden: after 7 c3 {ba5 
8 i,b5 a6 9 i,a4 b5 10 iLc2 c5 we have the 
same position as after 3 iLb5 a6 4 iLa4 lLlf6 5 
0-0 iLe7 6 Mel b57 i,b3 d6 8 c3 0-0 ,md now 9 
d3 (instead of 9 h3 - see page 288) 9...lLla5 10 
iLc2 c5. I have not mentioned this as a separate 
variation in the chapter on the Ruy Lopez, but it 
is in fact fairly often played by people wishing 
to avoid the heavily-analysed 9 h3 lines. 

This clearly shows how delicate a task evalu
ating the position after 5...0-0 has become. In 
fact White has a third option, which is to play 6 
iLb3. With his pawn still on c2, White is happy 
to allow 6...d5 and if 6...d6 he will play 7 c3, tak
ing the game into well-known territory. With the 
bishop already on b3, White will meet 7...lLlaS 
with 8 iLc2, without having to waste time on 
i,c4-b5-a4-c2. It is interesting though that the 
tmly bold meet 7 c3 with 7...d5 regardless of 
having played 6...d6 one move before. Obvi
ously, they feel that the weakening of d3 com
pensates for the loss of tempo involved in 
...d6-d5, a decidedly unorthodox point of view. 



Scotch Opening 

1 e4 eS 
2 CiJf3 ctJc6 
3 d4 (D) 
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In the previous two chapters, we have seen 
several methods for White to seek an advantage 
in the centre, most of them based on long-tem1 
plamung and very often involving c3 in prepara
tion of d4. By playing 3 d4 straightaway. White 
chooses a different approach: clear, uncompli
cated and above all direct. White creates a half
open centre where he can count on a spatial ad
vantage and easy development for all his pieces. 
It may also be counted as an advantage that 
White detern1ines the character of the opening 
(and probably the nliddlcgame too) lumself, un
like the Ruy Lopez where he has to be prepared 
for a great number of widely different variations. 

The downside of this carefree approach is 
that it also clears the view for the opponent. 
Black enjoys similarly easy development and 
he is still free to adapt his plans exactly to the 
type of position that White has now created. 
This is a marked advantage over some lines of 
the Ruy Lopez where Black has already walled 
in his dark-squared bishop with ...d6 before 
White plays d4, for instance in the Steinitz 
Variation (3 ~b5 d6 4 d4). 

3 ... exd4 
4 ctJxd4 

The history of the Scotch is an interesting 
one. It became popular after a correspondence 
match between chess clubs from Edinburgh 
and London, which lasted from 1824 to 1828 
and gave the opening its name. But this popu
larity was based on 4 ~c4 (nowadays referred 
to as the Scotch Gambit), an approach which is 
considered fairly ham1less if Black calmly re
plies 4...ctJf6, transposing to the 4 d4line of the 
Two Knights Defence that we discussed in the 
previous chapter (see page 309). Simply recap
turing on d4 was thought to he harmless and it 
has even had the reputation of being a 'drawing 
weapon' for a very long time. It was thought to 
show a lack of interest in maintaining the re
quired tension in the position. But in 1990 the 
Scotch received a tremendous boost when Garry 
Kasparov used it to good effect in a match for 
the world championship against Anatoly Kar
pov. Almost overnight, the Scotch was trans
formed from a dusty museum piece into a 
dynamic modem opening. It is now seen as 
'Whitc's most important alternative to the Ruy 
Lopez. 

White has a third option in 4 c3, the Goring 
Gambit. This opening has always lived on the 
outskirts of opening theory, in the twilight zone 
where distrust and scepticism meet with fanati
cism and where things are hardly ever seen in a 
clear light. It is a real gambit where White dares 
his opponent to capture one or even two pawns 
while he develops his pieces quickly and ag
gressively. By playing 4...dxc3 5 ctJxc3 (5 ~c4 

is an option) followed. for instance, by 5...~b4 

6 ~c4 d6 Black accepts the challenge, but ea
ger devotees of the Goring also have to take the 
unsentimenta14...dS into account. After 5 exd5 
l~lxd5 6 cxd4 White suddenly faces a situation 
which differs greatly from what he was (per
haps) expecting. In a rather rigid position, the 
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,:;uestion is now a positional one: is White's iso
:lted queen' s pawn going to be weak or strong? 

We now return to 4 tLJxd4 (D): 

B 

There are two main lines in this position, 
both aimed at obtaining active counterplay 
against White's central position: 4...~c5 and 
-LtLJf6. 

Of the alternatives, 4...lih4 is the most note
worthy, mainly because it may come as a great 
shock to one who is unprepared. This looks 
very aggressive, but in fact what is required to 
play such a move with any degree of success is 
mainly good defensive skills. White is practi
cally forced to sacrifice his e-pawn (which im
plies that the Scotch is really a gambit!), yet by 
doing so he obtains a truly dangerous initiative. 
An important starting point for this variation 
arises after 5 tLJc3 ~b4 6 ~e2 lixe4 7 tLJb5. If, 
for example, 7...~xc3+ 8 bxc3 ~d8 9 0-0 Black 
has won a pawn, but with his king in the middle 
of the board he faces a difficult defensive task. 

4 ~c5 

This is the older of the two main lines. White 
has a wide variety of possible replies. There 
was a time when only 5 ~e3 was thought to be 
correct, but nowadays 5 tLJxc6 is at least as im
portant, with 5 tLJb3 a solid third option. 

5 tLJf5 is played less often, although there 
seems to be no clear reason why this should be 
so. In the course of well over a century, both the 
sharp replies 5...d6 and 5...d5 (based on the 

idea 6 ct:lxg7+ ~f8 7 tLJh5 '¥fh4 8 tLJg3 ct:lf6 and 
Black takes over the initiative) and the more 
cautious 5...lif6 and 5...g6 have been tried. 

4 ...~c5 5 ~e3 

5 ~e3 

The classical reply. It is an attractive move 
for White if only because he is now threatening 
to win a piece by 6 tLJxc6. which means that 
Black is not free to continue his development 
with moves like 5... tLJf6 or 5...tLJge7. On the 
other hand, Black has a vicious reply: 

5 lif6 
All of a sudden it is White who has to be 

careful. 
6 c3 

It is a pity for White to have to play this 
move, for he would of course have liked to re
serve this square for his queen's knight, but the 
only alternative is to play the ultra-sharp 6 tLJb5 
~xe3 7 fxe3 and there are few players who trust 
this. White needs to be prepared for the compli
cations of 7...lih4+ 8 g3 lixe4 and he has to 
value his attacking chances after 7...lid8 or 
8...lid8 enough not to worry about his ruined 
pawn-structure. 

6 tLJge7 (D) 

w 

For a long time this was thought to be a very 
comfortable position for Black. After a neutral 
developing move like 7 ~e2, Black can indeed 
rest assured, for he then has the opportunity of 
lashing out with 7...d5, eliminating White's e
pawn and equalizing very easily. Other moves, 
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like 7 g3 or 7 tDc2, are solid but hardly promis
ing for White. 

But in 1991 the 4....tc5 variation was trans
formed by the sudden reappearance of 7 .tc4 
(D) on the scene. 
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This was a move that had been dismissed as 
early as the 19th century, with opening manuals 
reducing it to a mere footnote saying "7 ...tDe5 8 
.te2 'i'g6 9 0-0 d5 is very good for Black", or 
even omitted it altogether. But now it turned out 
that 10 ~h5! is a very strong continuation of 
the above variation, for after 10... 'iVxe4 11 tLJd2 
Black is in great trouble. No other ways of ca
sually refuting 7 .Jtc4 were found, and a true 
hype was launched, which put not just 7 ~c4, 

but also the Scotch Opening as a whole, on the 
agenda of almost every top player. Theory of 
this line has been completely rewlitten ami now 
contains many a sharp variation, full of pawn 
sacrifices and other materially unbalanced po
sitions. 

4 ... j,c5 5 I{jxc6 

5 ft'lxc6 
Around 1994, the world had more or less re

covered from the 7 .tc4 shock when a new 
problem arose. After 5 .Jte3 had been trans
formed from a rather slack move into a danger
ous attacking weapon, it turned out that 5 CLlxc6 
was also not the innocent move it had been 
thought for years. 

But in this case the problems are of a purely 
positional nature. Within a few years, theoretical 

assessments of certain characteristic positions 
changed dranlatically. 

5... WNf6 
This surprising move had been the reason 

why 5 tDxc6 was never taken very seriously. It 
is not that Black is intending to recapture on c6 
with the queen (for c6 would not be a good 
square), but by threatening mate on f2 Black 
forces his opponent to make an 'awkward' 
move. There is no comfortable way of protect
ing f2. He must either advance wildly with 6 f4 
or put his queen on an 'awkward' square. It 
needed a player of the calibre of World Cham
pion Garry Kasparov to assure the chess world 
that this is not a problem for White: 

6 'i'd2(D) 
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White's idea is very simple. He wants to 
demonstrate that after 6...dxc6 (which was al
ways regarded as the best way to recapture) 
Black will experience long-tenn problems, es
pecially in the endgame. White plays 7 CLlc3, in
tending to meet the natural developing move 
7...CLle7 with 8 'i'f4, inviting an exchange of 
queens. This approach tumed out to contain a 
good deal more venom than had been thought. 
Black has plenty of open files for his pieces but 
it is not so easy to create active play and 
White's pawn-majority on the kingside is pa
tiently waiting to move forward. Little by little, 
altemative responses for Black were investi
gated, starting with the question of how to re
capture on c6. 

Interest in 6...liiVxc6 has never been great. 
Both Black's queen and his bishop are liable to 
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~e harassed, for instance by 7 i.d3 tiJe7 8 0-0 
1-0 9 b4 i.d4 10 c3 i.b6 11 c4. 

6...bxc6 on the other hand has become more 
:,:ld more popular. Black accepts a position 
',hich is a little cramped at fIrst, but is very 
;Dlid. 7 i.d3 tiJe7 8 0-00-09 tiJc3 d5 is a plau
;ible continuation. 

5 tiJb3 
White avoids complications. 

5 i.b6 
This is of course the natural reply, but it also 

-=cHows White to show the main point of his 
::night retreat. 

6 a4 a6 
6...a5 would be met in the same way. 

7 tiJc3 (D) 
White continues to harass the black bishop. 

=--[e intends 8 'tJd5, when 9 tiJxb6 is a very real 
::,ositional threat, now that Black can no longer 
:ake back on b6 with the a-pawn. 

B 

Black has tried all sorts of moves in this posi
:ion. The most aggressive option is to play 
7..:iH6, but this has the drawback of inviting an 
equally sharp reply, viz. 8 'iVe2 tiJge7 9 tiJd5 
:::Jxd5 10 exd5+ tiJe7 and now 11 as j"a7 12 h4 
threatening 13 i.g5. 

7...d6 is the more solid move. Black simply 
accepts the loss of tempo entailed in 8 tiJd5 
Ji..a7 and intends to exchange or chase away the 
knight with ...iLe6 or ...tiJf6. After 9 i.e3 i.xe3 
10 tiJxe3 the position is rather static. 

4...i':Z:lf6 

4 tiJf6 (D) 

White now faces a very concrete problem. 
How is he to protect e4 without hampering the 
natural flow of his active piece development? 

The simplest answer is to play S tiJc3, but 
this rather invites Black to continue the attack 
against e4 by playing 5... i.b4 and cannot be 
seen as a pennanent solution. Still, this is a clas
sical variation, called the Scotch Four Knights 
Game. 

S tiJxc6 is a much more radical approach. 
White questions the soundness of Black's pre
vious move, for he intends to meet 5...bxc6 
with 6 e5, taking over the initiative. This is the 
Mieses Variation. It is one of the oldest yet 
one of the most hotly debated variations of the 
Scotch today. Some highly unorthodox and 
very complicated positions are likely to arise. 

Scotch Four Knights Game 

5 tiJc3 
This position is equally relevant to the Four 

Knights Game, where it is reached via 3 tiJc3 
tiJf6 4 d4 exd4 5 tiJxd4. 

5 i.b4(D) 
The classical reply. Now White has nothing 

better than to take on c6 after all. 
6 tiJxc6 bxc6 
7 i.d3 

7 e5 'iVe7 8 'iVe2, analogous to the Mieses 
Variation, is not nearly as strong in this case 
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because after 8...Gt:Jd5 White cannot continue 9 
c4. 

7... d5 
Thanks to his two previous moves, Black 

can now afford to make this aggressive step 
forward. 8 e5 is not a dangerous reply in view 
of 8...Gt:Jg4 9 .ltf4 f6, and so White has little 
choice: he will have to accept the elimination 
of his central stronghold. 

8 exd5 cxd5 
9 0-0 0-0 

Black has achieved a great deal. He can de
velop his pieces freely and instead of facing a 
dominant white pawn on e4, he has a central 
pawn-majority himself. But White still has one 
trump card up his sleeve and this is a rather for
midable one: 

10 jj"g5(D) 
By thus pinning Black's king's knight, White 

makes it clear that there is also a downside to 
Black's aggressive opening play. 11 ~xf6 is 
threatened, so Black has to protect d5. 

This is the most important starting position 
of the Scotch Four Knights Game. 10...i.e6 
and 10...c6 are the main lines. 

In both cases Black has to be prepared for 11 
'i'f3, confronting Black (again) with the possi
bility of jj"xf6 and initiating a potentially dan
gerous concentration of attacking forces against 
Black's king. Thc variation 10...c6 11 ''i'f3 iLe7 
12 Mael h6 13 iLxh6!? gxh6 14 ~e3 is illustra
tive of the situation's volatility. This position has 
been studied for well over a century and the con
clusion is that 14...d4! 15 ~xh6 '~d6! forces 
White to take a draw by perpetual check, an 
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assessment which has saddled the Scotch Four 
Knights Game with the stigma of being a 
drawish opening. This is doing this ancicnt 
opening a terrible injustice! There is plenty of 
scope for both sides to deviate from the above 
variation. 

Black also has to take the manoeuvre tLle2 
into account. Especially if Black plays 10....lte6, 
this looks rather inviting, with 11 QJe2 JLe7 12 
Gt:Jd4 as a plausible continuation, but also after 
10...c6 there is no reason why White has to 
avoid 11 Gt:Je2. 

A modern variation on this theme is to play 
Gt:Ja4, for instance after 10...cfi, when 11 ctJa4 
signals White's intention to concentrate his 
forces on the queenside rather than against 
Black's king. He may start a frontal attack 
against Black's centre with c4, but c3 followed 
by b4 is also an option. 

Mieses Variation 

5 ctJxc6 bxc6 
6 e5 

The quiet continuation 6 iLd3 offers White 
no better chances after 6... d5 than the Scotch 
Four Knights Game does. By playing 6 e5, 
White really sets the position on fire. This varia
tion became tremendously popular when Garry 
Kasparov revitalized it in 1990. 

6... Vjje7 

From a purely positional point of view, this 
is of course an awkward move, as the queen 
blocks the way for the bishop. But the strength 
ofthe move is that it forces White to do exactly 
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:~1e same! The alternatives 6...tiJe4 and 6...liJdS 
:,nly appear safer. In reality they give White far 
:DO much freedom to utilize his spatial advan
:age. 

7 1/We2 tiJdS 
8 c4 (D) 

:3 

This is the critical position of the Mieses 
Variation and quite possibly of the entire Scotch 
Opening. White wants to chase the knight away 
IrOm d5 and develop his pieces as aggressively 
as possible. Black has set his sights on attack
ing e5. The character of the middlegame will be 
determined by the method he chooses for doing 
50. 

8...j,a6 is the sharpest option. For a long 
time this move was even thought to be self
evident. Black's motto here is 'Never move 
backwards until forced to do so!' . This attitude 
leads to great complications. A few of the prob
lems that have to be solved: 

a) After 9 b3 0-0-0 10 g3 l':te8 11 j,b2 f6 12 
kg2 fxe5, is Black happy with the extra pawn 
or will he suffer from the chaotic state of his 
piece development? 

b) Which side stands to gain from the wild 
variation 9 b3 1/Wh4 10 a3 j,c5 II g3 j,xf2+? 

Both 12 ~xf2 "i'd4+ and 12 1/Wxf2 1/We4+ cost 
White a rook, but will Black manage to bring 
his queen to safety after 121/Wxf2 'i'ie4+ 13 ~dl 

~xhl 14lZJd2? 
These are just a few of the many important 

variations, but they give one a good impression 
of the kind of very difficult positional assess
ments that lie ahead if Black chooses the ambi
tious 8...~a6. 

In the course of the 1990s, it gradually be
came clear that Black might as well try 8...lZJb6 
(D). 

w 

In many cases an advance ofthe a-pawn will 
come in handy, for instance after 9lZJd2: 9.. ,a5 
10 g3 'i/e6 II b3 a4. And ...j,a6 remains an op
tion. If 9 lZJc3, for example, 9...1/We6 10 1/We4 
j,a6, with the idea of answering II b3 with 
II ...~ b4 12 ~d2 ~xc3 13 ~xc3 d5, is critical. 

The Mieses Variation demands great versa
tility from both players: accurate calculations, a 
feeling for dynamic positions with unbalanced 
material, but also subtle positional judgement. 
What should one think, for instance, of the end
game that arises if in the last-mentioned varia
tion Black plays 1O...d5 11 exd6 cxd6 (instead 
of 1O...~a6)? 



Four Knights Game 

1 e4 eS 
2 QJf3 QJc6 
3 QJc3 (D) 

Compared to 3 Jtb5, 3 Jtc4 and 3 d4, this is a 
neutral, almost a waiting move. Black is not 
immediately put under pressure, so one would 
expect there to be a largc choice of possible re
plies now. Strangely enough, this turns out not 
to be the case and it is precisely this aspect, the 
fact that Black does not have a wide range of re
plies, which makes this an attractive opening 
for White. To begin with, there is just one re
sponse to 3 QJc3 which theory umeservedly ap
proves of. 
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3... {iJf6 
With this move, we have reached the Four 

Knights Game, so named for obvious reasons. 
There are alternatives, naturally, but none 

of them comes without certain problems. The 
following lines are known collectively by the 
equally logical name of the Three Knights 
Game. 

The seemingly naturaI3...JtcS, for instance, 
runs into 4 ctJxe5!, a standard combination 
which we have already seen in the Two Knights 
Defence (with colours reversed: 3 Jtc4 '~f6 4 
ctJc3 ctJxe4). Both 4...ctJxe5 5 d4 and 4... Jtxf2+ 

5 ~xf2 ctJxe5 6 d4 offer White splendid pros
pects of cenlral domination and fast piece de
velopment. 

3...Jtb4 may be playable, but it certainly 
looks strange to provoke thc aggressive and 
sound reply 4 QJd5 like this. 

3...d6 4 d4 is just a passive version of the 
Scotch again. 

3...g6 is probably Black's best bet if he does 
not want to play 3.. .cLif6 for some reason, but 
even this move has never really caught on. Af
ter 4 d4 exd4 5 CLlxd4 Jtg7 6 ~e3 Black's 
chances are somewhere in between 3...CLlf6 4 
d4 exd4 5 ctJxd4 ~b4 (see page 315), where 
Black exerts serious pressure against White's 
centre, and 3...d6 4 d4 exd4 5 CLlxd4, where 
Black remains passive (for the time being). 
Black's bishop is undoubtedly well-placed on 
g7, but White's freedom of movement is con
siderably greater than if the bishop were on b4. 

We now return to 3...ctJf6 (D): 
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Like all 1 e4 e5 openings, the Four Knights 
Game is a very old opening, dating back at 
least to the 16th century. But it was only when 
modern, positional chess took over from the 
old romantic school that its merits were fully 
appreciated. In the early 20th century, the Four 
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~nights Game was very popular indeed. This 
.-.;:,yday was followed by a long period of ne
;lect, when it began to be associated in peo
:.-1;:,' s minds with ideas of safety, avoiding risks 
'::ld avoiding a fight altogether. Playing 3 CL:lc3 
~\en began to be seen as a tacit draw offer. 

But around 1990, this sad period of slow de
:ay came to an abrupt halt. Many variations 
. ere injected with fresh ideas and renewed en
:nusiasm, and it was again played at the highest 
.;:,\'el of tournament chess. The Four Knights 
Game is now completely accepted once more 
':5 an opening which is indeed safe, but not at all 
.ievoid of tension or attacking power. White has 
:::lenty of means to try to make things difficult 
,'or his opponent, if he so desires. 

4 i"b5 
The classical move in this position. White 

:ldopts the idea of the Ruy Lopez, hoping that 
:he addition of CL:lc3 and ...CL:lf6 will be in his fa
';our. 

4 d4 is an equally natural move. This leads to 
:he Scotch Four Knights Game after 4 ...exd4 5 
:=--Jxd4 (see page 315), but White has a surpris
ing and very aggressive (and risky!) alternative 
in 5 CL:ld5 (D), avoiding the disagreeable pin 5 
:::Jxd4 i"b4 in rather a drastic fashion. 

B 

This is the Belgrade Gambit. White is hop
ing to tempt Black into the complications of 
5...CL:lxe46 iVe2 f5 7 CL:lg5. This is very treacher
ous ground indeed, with 7...d3 8 cxd3 CL:ld4 9 
iVh5+ g6 10 iVh4 as an intimidating main line. 
After many decades of practical tests and anal
ysis, theory still does not know what to think of 

this. But it is important to know that Black is 
not forced to enter these complications. The 
simple developing move 5...i"e7 is a perfectly 
sound alternative. 

4 g3 is a relatively new variation. It was in
spired by the recent success of a similar line in 
the Vienna Opening (see page 342) and is a per
fect example of the modem interpretation of the 
Four Knights Game. If Black replies by doing 
what White has just refused to do, viz. taking 
the initiative in the centre by 4...d5 5 exd5 
CL:lxd5, the situation is very similar to the 3...g6 
line, but the extra tempo (CL:lf3) makes White's 
position much more promising than Black's in 
the analogous situation. For this reason, many 
players prefer quieter moves like 4... i"b4 or 
4...i"c5, keeping the centre closed. Either way, 
the 4 g3 variation usually leads to some fierce 
fighting in the middlegame and is a far cry from 
what was once thought to be a drawish opening. 

IfWhite is thinking of developing his bishop 
to c4, he should prefer to do so a move earlier, 
for 4 i"c4 runs into 4...CL:lxe4!, a trap we have 
already noted in the chapter on the Italian Game 
(see page 307). 

We now return to 4 i"b5 (D): 

B 

One major difference from the Ruy Lopez 
is that Black cannot get away so easily with 
4...a6, for 5 j~xc6 dxc6 6 CL:lxe5 is then a 
highly realistic option. It is true that Black re
gains the pawn by playing 6...CL:lxe4 7 CL:lxe4 
iVd4, but after the simple 8 0-0 iVxe5 9 ~e1 or 
9 d4 White has a very comfortable lead in de
velopment. 
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4..•d6 too, though playable, is hardly a test of 
the soundness of the Four Knights Game: after 
5 d4 we find ourselves in the Ruy Lopez Stein
itz Variation (see page 272). 

This means that Black has to play more ag
gressively. Two main lines have been devel
oped over the years, both with a character of 
their own: the symmetrical 4....tb4 and the 
sharp 4...l2Jd4. 

4...~b4 

4... .tb4 
After this move there is not much sense in 

taking on c6 and e5, for Black can do the same 
on c3 and e4. Nor is 5 ctJd5 to be feared because 
of 5...ct:Jxd5 6 exd5 e4!, which is in fact a stan
dard tactic to note. It plays a major part in the 
4...l2Jd4 line. 

5 0-0 0-0 
6 d3 d6 
7 .tg5 (D) 

This is the crucial position of the 4....tb4 
variation. No matter how innocent the previous 
moves may seem, this is a truly interesting and 
tense situation. 
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White is threatening Sl2Jd5. If Black has no 
wish to try something risky like 7...~g4 or 
7...ctJe7, he should eliminate White's queen's 
knight by 7....txc3. This exchange changes the 
character of the position considerably. After S 
bxc3 White has increased his control over the 
centre squares, which means that he can play d4 
at his leisure, without having to worry about 

...exd4 any more, since that would only provide 
White with a very powerful central formation 
after cxd4. This again means that Black will 
probably have to remain passive in the centre. 
On the other hand, having doubled c-pawns 
means that White will not be able to create any 
inroads on the queenside by means of pawn
breaks. The standard plan of playing d4-d5 fol
lowed by c4, b4 and c5 is no longer feasible. 

The result is that play is likely to become 
slow and based on long-term planning and will 
require patience and good positional skills from 
both players. Both sides will be searching for a 
weak spot in the opponent's am10Ur. A classical 
continuation is S... 'i\le7 9 Mel ctJdS 10 d4l2Je6 
(a standard unpinning manoeuvre) 11 .tc1 (the 
bishop has fulfilled its job at g5 and now re
treats; 11 ~h4 would allow 11...ctJf4) and now, 
for instance, 11...c5. This is in fact a cunning 
way to protect e5: if 12 dxe5 dxe5 13 ctJxe5?? 
ctJc7! White loses a piece. 

4...ttJd4 

4 ctJd4 (D) 
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This aggressive move was responsible for 
the gradual disappearance of the Four Knights 
Game around 1920. Players on the white side 
became discouraged, doubts were raised as to 
the COlTectness of 4 ~b5 and after a while ev
erybody went back to playing the 'regular' Ruy 
Lopez again: 3 .tb5. It took seventy years for 
this deadlock to be broken. When at the end of 
the 20th century a fresh interest in other moves 
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than 3 i,b5 took hold of the chess world, this 
variation too was re-examined and found to be 
far more interesting than had been thought. 

Black sacrifices a pawn for the initiative. 
That is most certainly a reasonable proposition, 
but exactly how reasonable? Is the initiative 
worth more than a pawn? Is it almost worth a 
pawn? Is it just enough? It is these delicate as
sessments which become ever more subtle and 
ever more accurate when a vmiation gets ana
lysed ever more deeply. In fact, this discussion 
has not come to an end yet (and is perhaps un
likely ever to do so), but what has become per
fectly clear is that here a small part of opening 
theory which was thought to be dead has fully 
come back to life again. 

In the position after 4...4.:Jd4, several moves 
have been tried. 

To begin with, 5 4.:JxeS needs to be exam
ined. It is obvious that Black regains the pawn if 
he just plays 5.. :ile7 6 f4 4.:Jxb5 7 4.:Jxb5 d6, but 
it is less clear how the position after 8 4.:Jf3 
ii'xe4+ 9 ~f2 should be evaluated. Is Black's 
queen in trouble or not? 

5 4.:Jxd4 exd4 6 e5 is a very different idea. 
White offers a pawn himself, hoping to obtain a 
strong initiative after 6...dxc3 7 exf6, 7...cxd2+ 
8 i,xd2 ii'xf6 9 0-0 allows White a tremen
dous lead in development. Unfortunately Black 
neutralizes this idea pretty easily by playing 
7...ii'xf6 8 dxc3 ii'e5+, forcing his opponent ei
ther to offer an exchange of queens (9 ii'e2) or 
to retreat the bishop (9 i,e2). 

But the really critical test of 4...4.:Jd4 is 
thought to be a calm retreat of the bishop, thus 
keeping up the pressure on Black's position. 
There are two ways of accomplishing this. One 
is 5 i,c4, but by far the most popular move is 
the Ruy Lopez-oriented... 

5 i,a4 (D) 
White allows his opponent to solve the prob

lem of how to protect e5 very simply with 
5...4.:Jxf3+, relying on the small yet tangible 
lead in development that he enjoys after 6 "i'xf3. 
Most 4...4.:Jd4 players are unlikely to go in for 
this rather tame line, for the whole point of this 
variation is that the dominant position of his 
knight provides Black with the chance of ob
taining the initiative, even at the cost of a pawn. 

B 

5 i,c5 
This is the move that gave White a real head

ache in the early decades of the 20th century. 
Black continues to develop his pieces aggres
sively without minding the loss of his e-pawn. 
It is also the move at which rehabilitation work 
of some seventy years later first took aim. Now
adays players are not so sure any more whether 
Black's compensation is fully adequate. 

This uncertainty has caused a search for al
ternatives and has led to the rediscovery of 
S...c6. The idea is to meet 6 4.:Jxe5 with 6...d6 7 
4.:Jf3 i,g4, when the pin against his king's knight 
is very annoying for White. Analysis of this 
new line is still in full swing. 

6 4.:JxeS 0-0 
Black's play may seem almost too casual: he 

simply continues to develop his pieces without 
worrying about material or the fact that White 
now forces back some of his most actively 
posted pieces with 7 4.:Jd3 i,b6 8 e5 4.:Je8. But 
the crux of the matter is that White's queenside 
is difficult to develop and this problem is only 
aggravated by these moves, for it is now not just 
Black's d4-knight, but also his own d3-knight 
which is blocking White's d-pawn and thereby 
causing all the congestion. Black will open the 
centre with ...d6 and if White is not careful this 
may cause real trouble for him. But of course it 
is in the accuracy of solving these problems that 
theory has made progress. Nowadays, among 
many options, 9 4.:Jd5, freeing the way for c3, 
has become the main line. It is the starting 
move for some very thoroughly analysed varia
tions. 



Petroff Defence 

1 e4 e5 
2 t1Jf3 t1Jf6 (D) 

By playing this move, Black approaches the 
position in a way which can be described as the 
diametric opposite of 2... tIJc6. Instead of de
fending his e-pawn, Black copies his opponent 
and attacks e4. This may seem more aggres
sive, but the idea is in fact to keep the position 
(relatively) simple and straightforward. 
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In case both e-pawns disappear, the remain
ing pawn-formation will be symmetrical. Any
one hoping to achieve an opening advantage 
from such a position should basically focus on 
two stratagems. In the first place, both players 
will be trying to develop their pieces as quickly 
and as aggressively as possible, a strategy which 
often involves pawn sacrifices. Secondly, one 
needs good technique and a lot of patience to 
make the most of every positional advantage 
that happens to come one's way. no matter hmv 
insignificant it may seem. 

The Petroff was a popular opening in the 
19th century, but then fell into disgrace (getting 
stigmatized as a drawish opening, quite un
justly so) until it was resurrected around 1980. 
Among the present top grandmasters. there is 
almost no one who does not play the Petroff at 

least occasionally. In fact, this opening is prob
ably much more popular among the world's 
best players than at club level - a paradoxical 
situation if one considers that the Petroff usu
ally produces fairly simple positions strategi
cally. Would it not seem that 'simple' positions 
are for 'simple' players? Apparently not. In
deed, rather the opposite may be true. It is pre
cisely the so-called simple positions which are 
the most difficult ones, as a single error can 
condemn a player to grim defence. Handling 
these positions accurately takes a very strong 
player indeed, with exceedingly subtle posi
tional feeling and good all-round intuition. 

The Petroff Defence owes its name to Alex
ander Petroff (1794-1867) who analysed this 
opening together with Carl Jaenisch (1813-72) 
in the first half of the 19th century. It is also 
known as the Rnssian Defence. 

There are two main lines, 3 t1Jxe5 and 3 d4. 
If White prefers not to part with his e-pawn, 

he should play 3 [bc3, transposing to the Four 
Knights Game if Black replies 3... t1Jc6. There is, 
however, the alternative 3...i.b4 (which might 
be said to be more in the spirit of 2... tIJf6), when 
after 4 t1JxeS 0-0 it is probably unwise to protect 
the e-pawn with S d3, for this allows Black to 
play S...dS! with a strong initiative. The main 
line here is 5 i.e2 Me8 6 t1Jd3 i.xc3 7 dxc3 
t:ZJxe4 8 0-0. Instead, 3 d3 is simply not aggres
sive enough to worry Black. This is the sort of 
move which signals a willingness to leave open
ing theory behind. rather than make a contribu
tion to it. 

3 t2Jxe5 

3 &,2)xe5 (D) 

3... d6 
Without this little move, the Petroff would 

not be a full-grown opening. It is the great merit 
of Jaenisch and Petroff to have clarified the 
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B 

enormous difference between 3...d6 and the 
two moves that had 'dominated' the scene until 
then: 3..,tiJxe4 and 3...~e7. 

It is true that 3...ttJxe4?! does not immedi
ately lose after 4 ~e2 thanks to 4... 'iiVe7! 5 
li'xe4 d6, yet this can only be called a dubious 
pawn sacrifice at best (White simply continues 
6 d4). 3...'i"e7?!. on the other hand, does regain 
the pawn, but leaves the queen terribly exposed 
after 4 ttJf3 or 4 d4 d6 5 ttJf3 ~xe4+ 6 ite2, 
giving White plenty of opportunity for building 
up a comfortable lead in development. If there 
were nothing better for Black than either of 
these moves, 2...ttJf6 would never have become 
more than a footnote. The strength of 3...d6 is 
precisely that it allows Black to regain the 
pawn in a perfectly natural way. First he chases 
away White's knight from e5, and then he plays 
4...ttJxe4. So simple! 

4 ttJf3 
The only real attempt to throw a spanner in 

Black's plan is to sacrifice a knight in the ro
mantic style that belongs to the 19th century: 4 
ttJxf7. Bluffers, charlatans and grandmasters 
have tried this kill-or-cure remedy, yet - al
though it has been known since the times of 
Jaenisch and Petroff - until recently no decent 
opening manual would do much more than 
mention its existence, probably because no one 
knew what to think of it. 

This is a true sacrifice. White is looking to 
obtain a long-term initiative, based on his men
acing pawn-centre and the insecure position of 
Black's king after 4 .. .'~xf7 5 d4. If 5...ttJxe4? 
White regains the piece with 6 'i'h5+ ~e7 (or 

6...g6 7~id5+) 7iVe2. It is not clear how Black 
should best defend himself. 5...g6, 5...c5 and 
5...·~·e8 have all been played at some time or 
another. What is clear, however, is that the im
pact of 4 ttJxf7 is mainly a psychological one. 
Will Black be intimidated or upset that he did 
not get his nice, quiet Petroff middlegame? 
Does White really believe in his chances? Does 
he have the mentality to be successful with a 
truly grand scheme like this? 

4 etJxe4 (D) 

IV 

Having first inserted 3...d6, Black can now 
safely take on e4 without having to worry about 
5 ~e2. After 5...~e7 6 d3 ttJf6 nothing worse 
than an exchange of queens can happen to him. 

But if we look at the position from White's 
perspective, it becomes clear that he has to at
tack the e4-knight in some way. How? 

The simplest method is to play 5 d3, but this 
does not really pose any problems to Black. He 
just replies 5...ttJf6 and has nothing to worry 
about. 

The developing move 5 ttJc3 is equally 
straightforward but contains a lot more venom. 
After 5...ttJxc3 White plays 6 dxc3 and has at 
least opened another central file for his rooks, 
albeit at the cost of doubled pawns, which takes 
away some of the flexibility in his position. 
This is quite a popular alternative today, but the 
main line is still unchallenged: 

5 d4 
With this classical move, White refuses to 

make any compromise on optimal piece devel
opment. He will play 6 itd3 and leave it to his 
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opponent to decide whether the knight should 
retreat or if Black should take advantage of the 
chance he is now given to consolidate the 
knight's position with ...d5. The latter option is 
the sharper and the more interesting theoreti
cally. 

5 ... d5 
If Black chooses the uncomplicated 5...iLe7 

6 iLd3 fLJf6, his position is solid, but the initia
tive will be firn11y in White's hands (for the 
time being at least). 

6 iLd3 (D) 
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This is one of the critical positions of the 
Petroff Defence. It is the starting point for sev
eral variations that have been studied thor
oughly and over a very long period of time, but 
remain interesting and double-edged to this 
day. 

The first sign that a fierce battle may be 
about to break out is the discovery that after 
6...iLe77 0-0 it is not the insipid 7...0-0, but the 
more aggressive 7.JiJc6 (or 6...cik6 7 0-0 :ile7) 
which constitutes the main line. This is an ex
cellent way of anticipating the natural 8 ':el, 
for Black now has the aggressive reply 8.. .:ilg4, 
when 9 j;~xe4 dxe4 10 '::xe4 ~xf3 11 ~'xf3 (or 
11 gxf3 f5) 11...CLlxd4 offers White no advan
tage whatsoever. If White protects his d-paviD 
with 9 c3, Black takes advantage of this lull in 
the fighting to play 9.. .f5. This aggressive ad
vance is often unreliable because of a swift c4, 
opening the centre, or because of fLJe5, but both 
these moves are now less attractive because of 
the active positioning of Black's pieces and 

CHESS OPENINGS 

because White has just played c3. Neverthe
less, many attempts have been made to refute 
Black's set-up, mostly starting with 10 'i'b3, 
but up until now Black has managed to come up 
with an answer to everything. 

For this reason, many players prefer to tackle 
the problem of 8...iLg4 in a totally different 
way: instead of 9 c3 they play 9 c4 or even 8 c4. 
This very often leads to a position where White 
has an isolated queen's pawn and which - gen
erally speaking - demands good positional un
derstanding and a sharp eye for finesse and 
small advantages rather than a flair for tactical 
problems. One of the main lines goes 8 c4 fLJb4 
9 :ile2 0-0 and now either 10 tLlc3 iLe6 or 10 a3 
fLJc6. Alternatively, the more straightforward 9 
cxd5 (instead of 9 iLe2) 9...fLJxd3 10 'i'xd3 
'i'xd5 11 Mel iLf5 12 tLlc3 fLJxc3 13 i?xc3 is 
also a line to be reckoned with. White loses no 
time moving his bishop from d3 and tries to 
make optimal use of the pin on the e-file. 

The second option is to play 6...iLd6 (D). 
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At first sight it may look as if the c4 plan is 
(even) stronger now than in the 6...iLe7 varia
tion, but the point of 6...~\ld6 is that Black now 
intends to meet this move with ...c6. The criti
cal position arises after 7 0-0 0-0 8 c4 c6 and 
again play may easily become very sharp and 
complicated. What should one make of the 
rather wild continuation 9 Mel :ilf5 10 'i'b3 
?2Ja6, when 11 ~xb7? is met by 11...ti'lb4 and 
11 c5? by 1l...ttJaxc5! 12 dxc5 tilxc5, for in
stance" The perfectly sensible move 9 'ilVc2 
provokes an equally violent reaction, 9.. .ciJa6, 

lIIiIJOIlllfI 
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when Black is counting on 10 i.xe4 dxe4 11 
iYxe4 QJb4 (or 11...~e8) to offer him suffi
cient compensation for the sacrificed pawn. 

If White does not trust himself with these 
dangerous lines, he may want to choose the 
more rigid approach of 9 ttlc3 or 9 cxd5 cxd5 
10 QJc3. Instead of trying to undermine Black's 
e4-knight, White simply exchanges it off. With
out this central stronghold. Black becomes vul
nerable to an attack on the kingside. After 9 
cxd5 cxd5 10 QJc3 QJxc3 11 bxc3. for instance, 
11...QJc6 12 QJg5 is already quite dangerous for 
Black. Pinning the knight with 1l...~g4 is more 
circumspect, but this too may lead to great 
complications after 12 ~bl. 

3 d4 

3 d4 (D) 

B 

Once one has come to the conclusion that 
there is no such thing as a simple refutation of 
the Petroff after 3 QJxe5, it becomes natural to 
start looking for alternatives. With 3 d4, White 
basically approaches the position in the same 
way as with the Scotch. But whereas 3 d4 
against 2...QJc6 is hugely different from, say, 3 
~b5 (meaning that 3 d4 can easily unsettle an 
opponent who was expecting 3 ~b5), 3 d4 
against 2...QJf6 is only marginally different from 
3 QJxe5 and is not likely to cause Black much 
psychological distress. 

3 QJxe4 (D) 
This is by far the most popular move nowa

days. Until about 1970, 3...exd4 was regarded 

as at least equally important, but this is now 
preferred only by those who want to avoid the 
complications ofthe thoroughly-analysed main 
lines. After 4 e5 QJe4 5 'i'xd4 d5 6 exd6 QJxd6 
and now, for example. 7 QJc3 QJc6 8 ''iWf4 Black 
must be very careful not to allow White's tiny 
lead in development to grow into a dangerous 
initiative. 

w 

4 ~d3 (D) 
4 dxeS is possible of course. but the idea of 3 

d4 is primarily to arrive at the same type of po
sition as 3 QJxe5 via 4 ~d3 d5 5 QJxe5. The 
only difference is that after 3 QJxe5 d6 4 QJf3 
QJxe4 5 d4 d5 6 ~d3 White's king's knight is 
on f3, whereas in the 3 d4 variation it is on e5. 

B 

4 dS 
No wonder then that the chess world was 

so taken aback when in 1993 the brilliant Rus
sian Yakov Murei came up with the fantastic 
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alternative 4.. 'c2Jc6, which potentially uproots 
the whole 3 d4 variation. If 5 Jtxe4, Black re
gains the piece with 5...d5 6 Jtd3 e4 and even 
the ingenious 5 d5 fails to refute 4...tLlc6, for 
Black has 5...tLlc5 (or 5...tLlf6) 6 dxc6 e4, again 
winning back the sacrificed piece. 

Nevertheless. after an initial wave of popu
larity, Murei's move has failed to replace 4...d5 
as the main line. A refutation has never been 
found, but once the consequences of 4... tLlc6 
were thoroughly analysed, it became clear that 
White is not denied his rightful chances of ob
taining a 'normal' opening advantage. He may 
try, for instance, to prove that his slightly better 
pawn configuration after 5 d5 ctJc5 6 dxc6 e4 7 
cxb7 Jtxb7 8 Jte2 exf3 9 Jtxf3 is worth some
thing, or he may try 5 dxe5 d5 6 exd6 tLlxd6 7 
0-0, when his pieces are slightly more actively 
placed. Winning a pawn with 5 Jtxe4 d5 6 
Jtxh7 seems less advisable. After 6...Mxh7 7 
dxe5 Jtg4 Black has a nice, easy and harmoni
ous development of his pieces to look forward 
to. 

5 tLlxe5 (D) 
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White has achieved his aim. This position is 
almost identical to the main starting position of 
the 3 tLlxe5 variation. the only difference being 
that White's knight is on e5 instead of f3. But 
does this really improve White's chances? The 
answer to this question has been swinging gently 
from yes to no for more than a century and a 
half. 

The two main lines start with 5...J,;,d6 and 
5...tLld7. 

CHESS OPENINGS 

In case of 5...Jtd6, White's most ambitious 
plan is to play 6 0-00-07 c4. aiming to under
mine the e4-knight. There are several possible 
replies, of which 7... Jtxe5 8 dxe5 tLlc6 is be
lieved to be the most critical. Black is daring 
White to play 9 cxd5 'iixd5 10 'iic2, which 
leads, after 1O...tLlb4 11 Jtxe4 tLlxc2 12 Jtxd5 
(D), to a mysterious endgame. Black stands to 
gain an exchange on al, but the big question is 
whether he will be able to extricate his knight, 
or, to put it perhaps more accurately: at what 
price will he be able to do so? 
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To give just a first impression of the compli
cations: it is not the obvious 12...tLlxal which is 
the main line (for this would allow White to 
cut off the knight's retreat with 13 i,e4), but 
l2 ...Jtf5. White then sacrifices a pawn with 13 
g4 in order to achieve his objective anyway, but 
after 13 ....iLxg4 (if 13 ... .iLg6 14 f4 the black 
bishop gets into trouble) 14.iLe4 tLlxal 15 i,t4 
Black will try to drive the bishop away from e4 
again: 15 .. .f5. And we have not even started 
yet! This variation has been analysed in enor
mous depth. The selious analytical work only 
begins in the position after 16 Jtd5+ ~h8 17 
Mel (keeping the knight locked up in the cor
ner). 

This overload of theoretical baggage has 
caused 5... .iLd6 to become a somewhat esotelic 
variation, not readily accessible to the uniniti
ated. In practice. therefore, attention centres on 
5...tLld7 (D) nowadays. 

This is a fairly provocative move, for both 
the sacrifice 6 tLlxf7 and the materialistic 6'iie2 
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w B 

now seem very dangerous. But it turns out that 
Black's position cannot be overrun so easily. 
After 6 CDxf7, if Black plays simply 6...~xf7 7 
'iVhS+ ~e7 White has nothing better than a 
draw by repetition with 8 'ife2 (threatening 9 
f3) 8...~f7 9 'lih5+, etc. Besides, Black has the 
ambitious 6.. :ile7. And the second problem, 6 
'iVe2, is solved with the laconic 6...CDxeS 7 
~xe4 dxe4 8 'i/xe4 ~e6 9 'lJi{xeS 'lid7. Black's 
lead in development and the pair of bishops 
tum out to be ample compensation for the lost 
pawn. 

Therefore the usual reply to S...QJd7 is the 
no-nonsense 6 CDxd7 ~xd7 7 0-0 (D). 

Surprisingly though, even here dangerous 
complications are lurking beneath the surface. 
For many years 7...'lWh4 8 c4 0-0-0 was a hotly 

debated main line. Black intends to play 9...~d6, 

which in case of 9 cxdS ~d6 10 g3 (10 h3? 
~xh3! is a catastrophefor White) 1O...CDxg3 11 
hxg3 ~xg3 12 fxg3 ~xg3+ leads to a draw by 
perpetual check. For this reason 9 cS is the main 
line and the starting point for a rich complex of 
variations. 

Nowadays the natural 7...~d6 is the more 
popular move. This implies a pawn sacrifice, 
for after 8 c4 c6 9 cxdS cxdS 10 'i'hS Black has 
nothing better than to play 10...0-0. After 11 
'i'xdS ~c6 Black's harmonious piece develop
ment promises to be sufficient compensation 
for the pawn. Another tactical justification for 
7...~d6 lies in the fact that 8 Me1 (or 9 Me1 or 
10 Mel) allows an immediate draw by perpet
ual: 8...~xh2+! 9 ~xh2 'i'h4+ 10 Wg1 'lixf2+. 
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King's Gambit 

1 e4 e5 
2 f4 (D) 
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The King's Gambit is without a doubt the 
most fascinating of all openings. Surrounded 
by an aura of mystery, courage and heroism, it 
is this classical opening which (within the lim
its of the game of chess) comes closest to the 
eternal myth of the hero who leaves all earthly 
possessions behind and sets off in search of the 
Holy Grail. For it is not just technical compe
tence that is required to play this opening (i.e. 
tactical genius), but first and foremost an abso
lute refusal to compromise and an attitude of 
total commitment. After all, White does not 
just sacrifice a pawn. He is opening the el-h4 
and gl-a7 diagonals, which means that he is ac
tually sacrificing part of the natural protection 
of his king. His aim in doing so is to conquer 
the centre, to mobilize his forces quickly and to 
obtain the initiative, whatever the cost. 

Born in an era beyond remembrance, when 
not just perception and positional understand
ing were completely unlike ours today but even 
the laws of the game were different. the King's 
Gambit has been a witness to the evolution of 
the game of chess from its humblest begin
nings. It started with a recommendation dating 

back to prehistoric times to follow up the open
ing moves 1 e4 e5 2 f4 exf4 3 d4 'ilh4+ 4 g3 
fxg3 with the remarkable 5 ~e1-g2, a very 
strong move indeed, but alas, no longer feasible 
under the present laws of chess. 

The King's Gambit had its heyday in the early 
19th century when, together with the Italian 
Game, it was the most popular of all openings. 
It was tailor-made for this, the golden age of 
romantic chess, when tactically-oriented play 
prevailed. 

With the rise of modem, positional chess, the 
King's Gambit inevitably receded into the back
ground, but there it has always kept a special 
place. Although the motives of the old masters 
were no longer understood, the force behind 
their favourite opening remained and was made 
palpable on rare occasions by courageous soli
tary chess-players who combined 19th century 
tactical genius with 20th century positional in
sight. 

As deep into the 20th century as 1938 (when 
the world of chess had long become rational
ized) the famous series of opening books by 
world champion Max Euwe could still open its 
chapter on the King's Gambit with the lyrical 
introduction "In the midst of the Open Garnes 
[meaning the 1 e4 e5 openings - PvdS] there 
rises, proudly and unweathered by the passage 
of time, the mighty fortress of the King's Gam
bit". 

In a way. these words are still valid today. 
Somehow or other, the King's Gambit seems to 
elude rational judgement. Countless refutations 
of 2 f4 have been claimed, but each and every 
time the opening has survived the onslaught. It 
remains a source of inspiration to those who 
have courage and imagination. And even those 
who do not dare to play it, can learn a great deal 
from the wealth of variations this opening has 
to offer. There is only one theme here, yet it is 
an eternal one, the theme that no chess-player 
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can avoid: the battle between the initiative and 
a material advantage. 

The most prominent of these variations start 
with 2...exf4, the King's Gambit Accepted, 
but several other moves have also grown into 
full-blown variations. most notably 2...d5, the 
Falkbeer Counter-Gambit, and 2...iLc5, the 
principal form of the King's Gambit De
clined. 

It is also useful to be acquainted with three 
lesser-known, yet venomous reactions to 2 f4, 
which I shall just briefly mention here: 

2...QJc6 3 lLlf3 f5!? is a bold attempt to tum 
the tables on White. 

2...'lIVf6 is equally ambitious and highly pro
vocative. If possible, Black wants to capture on 
f4 not with the e-pawn but with the queen, thus 
accepting White's pawn sacrifice, yet without 
yielding his own central stronghold at e5. 

2.•.'lIVh4+ 3 g3 'lIVe7 is perhaps the most orig
inal of Black's options. Black draws the oppo
nent's g-pawn forward with the paradoxical 
intention oftaking on f4 only when that pawn is 
protected! If 4 fxe5, the idea is to play 4...d6! 5 
exd6 'i'xe4+. It is more in the spirit of the 
King's Gambit to sacrifice a pawn with 4 &2Jf3 
exf4 5 QJc3 or 4 QJc3 exf4 5 d4. 

The reader may have noticed that 3 fxe5 is 
not an option in any of these variations. since 
this would allow the devastating reply 3...'lIVh4+. 
TIllS explains why there is no need for Black to 
protect his e-pawn with the passive 2..•d6. Then 
after 3 QJf3, lines like 3...QJc6 4 iLb5 or 3...QJd7 
4 d4 allow White to obtain a good position 'for 
free'. The only testing move is 3...exf4, with a 
Fischer Defence (see page 330). 

King1s Gambit Accepted 

2 exf4 
3 t2Jf3 

It seems self-evident to play this move. Is not 
f3 the ideal square for the king's knight and is 
not 3...1JiIh4+ very efficiently prevented this 
way? 

But the 'mighty fortress ofthe King's Gam
bit' was not built on trivial reasoning like this. 
Imagination, courage and a never-ending search 
for the limits of what is humanly possible were 

equally importarlt building materials, to say the 
least. 

The position after 2...exf4 is a perfect exam
ple. No matter how strong and logical a move 3 
lLlf3 may be, an intense search for alternatives 
has been made. By playing 3 i.c4, or - even 
more radical- 3 tLic3 or 3 d4, White allows his 
opponent to play 3...·~h4+. with the intent of 
proving this move to be a loss of time. White is 
confident that the gain of tempo by QJf3, chas
ing the queen away from h4, will compensate 
fully for the loss of the right to castle. 

Of course. it takes a truly admirable self
confidence to play a move like 3 tLic3 and 
calmly meet 3...'lIVh4+ with 4 ~e2 as if this was 
the most natural thing in the world, expecting 
the king to be able to take care of himself. But it 
says something about the underlying strength 
of this idea that only a really sharp reaction 
with 4...d5 5 tDxd5 i.g4+ 6 tLif3 i.d6 (or even 
6...tLic6) is supposed to be adequate. 

Compared to this. 3 i.c4 (D), almost looks 
tame. 

B 

This is the Bishop's Gambit, considered a 
fully acceptable alternative to 3 'Df3. After this 
bishop move, White can meet 3...'ifh4+ civilly 
with 4 ~f1. Here too, 4...d5 (or 3...d5 4 iLxd5 
'iI'h4+) is a major option. Black sacrifices his 
d-pawn in order to open files and diagonals, 
giving his pieces plenty of scope, and opening 
the way for a solid protection of his f4-pawn af
ter 5 iLxd5 iLd6. 4...g5 is a much riskier way of 
doing so. Here a strange echo can be heard of 
the prehistoric variation that was mentioned in 
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the introduction to this chapter: after 5 d4 Jig7 
6 tiJc3 tiJe7 the bold 7 g3! fxg3 8 ~g2! gets 
Black's queen into serious trouble. 

A solid alternative is to omit 3...o~h4+ and 
prepare ...d5 v,ithout sacrificing a pawn. 3...tiJf6 
4 tiJc3 c6, with the idea to play 5...d5 (and the 
cunning threat of 5...b5 6 Jib3 b4!) is a widely 
respected variation. It is characteristic of this 
type of position that Black is not prevented 
from playing 5...dS by 5 \i'e2. After the further 
6 exdS+ iI.e7 Black simply continues his de
velopment, White's material gain is of little 
significance and White's queen is vulnerable 
to attack. 

We now return to the position after 3 tiJf3 
(D): 
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This is the departing point for some highly 
dissimilar variations. It is up to Black to deter
mine the character of the upcoming middle
game and he should do so decisively, or else 
White will simply play 4 d4 and S Jixf4 and be 
very happy with the result of the opening. 

The oldest move known to theory. called the 
Classical Variation, is 3...g5. Although it bears 
the stamp of the romantic spirit of the King's 
Gambit's heyday. this is still the main line even 
today. It is a principled attempt to refute the 
King's Gambit completely. 

On the other side of the spectrum we find 
3...d5, the Modern Variation. This move \vas 
never seriously investigated until far into the 
20th century. when players began to look for a 
logical, purely positional treatment of the 
opening. Black concentrates on the struggle 

for supremacy in the centre and avoids weak
ening pawn moves (like ...gS). 

Most of the altematives (and there are quite a 
few of them!) can be classified somewhere in 
between these two extremes. Black is usually 
trying either to combine them or to refine one 
of them. 

For instance, 3...h6 the Becker Defence, is a 
subtle attempt to carry out a ...g5 plan, without 
having to worry about the implications of 3...gS 
4 h4 g4 S tiJeS. After 3...h6 4 d4 Black plays 
4...g5 (D). 
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Having already played ...h6. he is now in a 
position to meet 5 h4 with 5...Jig7. holding on 
to his gS-pawn and thus indirectly to f4 as well. 
This means that White will have to look for al
ternative ways of breaking up Black's pawn
chain on the kingside. The radical g3 plays a 
cruci.al part in this variation. White can either 
'simply' play S g3 fxg3 6 hxg3 or 5 tiJc3 Jig7 6 
g3, when after 6.. .fxg3 both 7 hxg3 and 7 h4!? 
have been tried. In all of these lines White 
makes no attempt to regain his pawn. He is 
purely playing for the initiative, quite in the 
spirit of the King's Gambit. 

3...d6 is based on a similar idea, for here too 
Black is preparing to play ...gS under more fa
vourable circumstances. This is the Fischer 
Defence. After 4 d4 gS 5 h4 Black has no ob
jection to playing S...g4, having eliminated the 
response tiJe5. Practice has shown, however. 
that even having to play the unorthodox 6 tiJgl 
(D) does not really diminish White's attacking 
chances. 
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B w 

After 6, .. ~h6 7 [t:Jc3 c6 8 ZZlge2 'i'f6, for in
stance, it is 9 g3! again which allows White ei
ther to break open the kingside (9 .. .fxg3 10 
tt:Jxg3) or to immobilize Black's pawns and ob
tain a stronghold at f4 (9 .. .f3 10 tZJf4). 

A completely different approach to the open
ing underlies 3...~e7, the Cunningham Gam
bit. Black intends to force White's king away 
from el with 4...~_h4+, a motif we already 
know from the Bishop's Gambit. Now, anyone 
who remembers that a master of the King's 
Gambit does not flinch from playing 3 ~c4 

'lih4+ 4 Wfl, will understand that the prospect 
of having to play 3 tt:Jf3 ~e7 4 ~c4 ~h4+ 5 
Wfl holds very little terror indeed in the eyes of 
such a person. But there is a deeper and more 
modem aspect to the Cunningham which must 
be noted: after 4 ~c4 Black can simply play 
4 ... tZJf6, meeting 5 e5 with 5... tt:Jg4 6 0-0 d5 7 
exd6 iVxd6. This is in fact a subtle variation on 
the theme of 3...d5. the Modern Variation. 

The same goes for 3...tt:Je7, a move which 
hardly has a past (quite exceptional in the King's 
Gambit), but is very likely to have a future. It 
has become fairly popular in a very short period 
of time. The idea is to meet 4 d4 with 4 ...d5 
(protecting f4 with 4... tZJg6 is risky after 5 h4) 5 
tt:Jc3 dxe4 6 tZJxe4 tZJd5. Black has reached a 
position akin to the Modem Variation, having 
avoided the theoretical obstacles that lie in the 
way of the immediate 3...d5. 

Classical Variation 

gS (D)3 

This move is as old as the King's Gambit it
self. Without any qualms about weakening his 
own position, Black rushes forward to combine 
the defence of f4 with an attack of his own. He 
is threatening 4 ...g4 and, if the knight moves, 
5... 'ith4+. 

4 h4 
This may look like a wild move, but it is in 

fact perfectly solid. White defuses the threat of 
4 ... g4 and ingeniously forces Black to go ahead 
with his plan regardless, only now it will be on 
White's temlS. That is why White does not wait 
for Black to play ...~g7, which would allow 
him to support his g5-pawn with ...h6. Now. the 
boot is on the other foot. But is it really? 

Another idea is to play the aggressive devel
oping move 4 ~c4. This too does not exactly 
prevent Black from playing 4...g4, only the idea 
is a little different. Instead of safeguarding his 
knight, White is planning to sacrifice it with the 
nonchalant 5 0-0. This is the Polerio Gambit 
(also known as the Muzio Gambit), one of the 
very oldest theoretical variations of this ancient 
opening. White raises the stakes from a pawn to 

a piece. Today's chess-players will be so unac
customed to the extremely high level of inten
sity of this approach that they will probably 
blink and not understand what has hit them. So 
utterly estranged have we become from this 
sort of gambit play that we just cannot believe 
it! And yet, no refutation has ever been found. 
Let us look at the starting position, which arises 
after 5...gxf3 6 ~xf3 (D). 

Once this was called 'the classical position 
of the King's Gambit'. To offer the reader a 
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brief glimpse of what is possible here (but then 
what does the term 'possible' mean really?) I 
shall outline just a few of the many variations: 

The most critical move is 6..:~f6, which 
White meets with the pawn sacrifice 7 eS!? 
'i'xe5. Although White can hardly be accused 
of having taken it easy so far, he now goes com
pletely berserk: to begin with, there is the varia
tion 8 ~xf7+!? ~xf7 9 d4, sacrificing another 
piece and his remaining centre pawn just to 
speed up the development of his remaining 
pieces to the utmost. After 9 .. :i'xd4+ 10 ~~e 3 !, 
followed, for instance, by 1O...~f6 11 iLxf4, 
Black finds himself facing a ferocious onslaught 
on his king. Compared to this, the altemative 8 
d3, with the possible continuation 8...~h6 9 
tt:Jc3 ctJe7 10 iLd2 t<2Jbc6 11 Mael liIS 12 tLldS. 
looks almost unnaturally self-restrained. Both 
these lines have been minutely investigated, es
pecially in the late 19th century. In fact. a book 
published as late as 1910 was devoted solely( I) 

to the latter variation, or to be precise to the po
sition arising after the further moves 12...~d8 

13 ~e2 (with the idea 13. ..tt:JxdS 14 ~xd5 

'i'xd5 15 ~C31). 

6...'i'e7 is also a perfectly plausible move. 
Again, White slams on the accelerator by 7 
'i'xf4!, planning to meet 7...\~c5+ with 8 d4 
'i'xd4+ 9 ~e3 'i'xc4 10 'j'eS+ and 11 \~hh8. 

But quite apart from the question what these 
variations are still worth today, the reason for the 
Polerio Gambit having undergone a process of 
fossilization has been the practical consideration 
that there is no need for Black to let himself be 
drawn into this strange world. By choosing the 

solid 4...~g7 (instead of 4... g4) Black keeps 
thi.ngs simple and clear, emphasizing normal de
velopment rather than further material gains. Af
ter S h4 he plays 5 h6 6 d4 d6, meeting 7 c3, for 
example, with 7 ctJc6 8 ~3 VJiie7. White's 
sharpest attempt is a plan that we have seen in 
the Becker Defence (3 ...h6): S 0-0 d6 6 d4 h6 7 
c3 ctJc6 and now 8 g3. Although Black's play in 
this variation so far may be called solid, it is 
clear that there is no question of this position be
ing boring. After 8...g4 9 ctJh4 f3 10 ctJd2 a piece 
sacrifice on f3, clearing the way to Black's king, 
is in the air. 

4... g4 (D) 
If 4...gxh4 5 d4, White easily regains both 

pawns and obtains the initiative for free. 
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S	 [iJeS 

Nearly all variations of the King's Gambit 
bear romantic names of legendary chess-players 
from a distant past. 5 ctJe5 is the Kieseritzky 
Gambit. 

A remarkable altemative is to play 5 L{)gS, 
the Allgaier Gambit. White does not force the 
opponent into anything, yet he kindly invites 
him to win a piece by replying 5...h6. The idea 
is simply that Black's king gets drawn out of his 
comfort zone after 6 ctJxf7 ~xf7. Again, I offer 
just a few variations to give the reader an idea of 
what is going on here. The obvious continua
tion 7 \~'xg4 is not sufficiently incisive to jus
tify the piece sacrifice, for Black has a very 
easy way to develop his kingside pieces in 
7... t:2Jf6 8 o~ixf4 ~d6. Equally, 7 ~c4+ is not as 
powerful as it looks, since Black will be only 
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too happy to open the c8-h3 diagonal for his 
bishop with 7...dS! 8 ~xdS+ cl;g7. The main 
line starts with the neutral developing move 7 
d4. A possible (but not forced) reply to this is 
7.. .f3, with the idea of meeting 8 gxf3 with 
8...dS, trying to disorganize (and if possible 
slow down) White's attacking machinery. 

We now return to S etJeS (D): 

This is the basic position of the Kieseritzky 
Gambit. Many moves for Black have been sug
gested, tried and discarded here. More in par
ticular, playing for material gains with moves 
like 5...115 or 5...~e7 meet with strong disap
proval in the books. S...hS 6 ~c4 .l:I.h7 7 d4 
plays into White's hands, as does S...~e7 6 
~c4 ~xM+ 7 ~f1. 

Neutralizing White's initiative has to be 
Black's top priority and he does well not to 
worry about his extra pawn. 5...etJf6 is the tradi
tional main line. Against 6 ~c4 Black wants to 
play 6...dS 7 exdS ~d6 (or 7...~g7). This leads, 
after 8 d4, to one of the crucial positions of the 
Kieseritzky Gambit. The material balance has 
been restored, but the positional balance is dif
ficult to evaluate. Black has yielded his oppo
nent an advantage in the centre but only to 
form a threatening and coherent pawn-front on 
the kingside. A characteristic continuation is 
8...etJhS 9 O-O! 'lixM 10 'iVel! 'lixel 11 .l:I.xel 
0-0 12 etJc3. Notwithstanding the exchange of 
queens, the position remains tense. 6 d4 is a 
likely alternative. White allows his knight to be 
pushed back by 6...d6 and he gives away his 
e4-pawn, but after 7 etJd3 etJxe4 8 ~xf4 White's 

position is intrinsically sound. This is a real test 
for the Classical Variation. Black is a pawn up, 
but his kingside has been weakened. White has 
no concrete threats yet in due course an attack 
along the f-file is to be expected. In the mean
time White has a space advantage and a beauti
ful square for his pieces at f4. 

The alternative 5...d6 is no less ancient, yet 
this move has only recently risen to the fore. 
Even more so than S...etJf6, this move is an at
tempt to wrest the initiative from White. The 
idea is to meet 6 etJxg4 with 6...etJf6, when the 
variations 7 etJxf6+ ~xf6 8 etJc3 c6 (or even 
8...etJc6 9 etJdS ~g6, hoping for 10 etJxc7+?? 
~d8 11 etJxa8 ~g3+ 12 ~e2 and now either 
12...etJd4# or l2...~g4# is mate) 9 ~e2 .l:I.g8 
and 7 l2Jf2 .l:I.g8 8 d4 ~h6 indicate only too 
clearly what Black is after. He is hoping to uti
lize the open g-file, bring his pieces quickly 
into play and use his f4-pawn to cramp the en
emy kingside. 

Modern Variation 

3 d5 
Throughout the 20th century, this move was 

recommended in chess literature as a simple 
way of maintaining a positional balance. This 
assessment should perhaps be slightly modi
fied. It is true that the opening problems are 
relatively simple in this line and that modern 
chess-players will probably feel more at home 
here than in a large section of the Classical 
Variation, but this is not necessarily to Black's 
advantage; it is a purely practical consideration. 
If Black has a superior understanding of the 
opening or ifhe is simply the better player, yes, 
he is almost certain to obtain a good position 
very easily. But if the opposite is true, he is 
equally likely to obtain a bad position. As in ev
ery other variation, there will be a struggle here, 
a struggle for the initiative and for domination 
of the centre. 

4 exd5 
In case of 4 e5 the classical move 4 .. .gS 

would now be much stronger than on the previ
ous move since after S h4 g4 White will be un
able to play 6 etJeS. 

4 etJf6 (D) 
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This variation is somewhat similar to the 
Scandinavian Defence (l e4 dS). Black wants 
to recapture with the knight. If4...'ilxdS, White 
is given a valuable extra tempo for his develop
ment: S ''Lic3. 
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This is the starting point of the Modem Vari
ation. Black's last move is based on the as
sumption that protecting the dS-pawn with 5 c4 
is ineffective because of S...c6, when 6 dxc6? (6 
d4 is correct) 6...!.{Jxc6 7 d4 ~g4 gives Black a 
beautiful, fast and aggressive way of develop
ing his pieces. 

5 ~bS+ is a much subtler way of provoking 
...c6. After S...c6 6 dxc6 !.{Jxc6 7 d4 ~d6 8 0-0 
0-0 9 !.{Jbd2 (intending to play !.{Jc4 and c3) a 
characteristic sort of position has arisen. Black's 
opening strategy has succeeded so far in that he 
has developed his pieces fairly quickly and 
managed to hang on to f4. It is around this pawn 
that the ensuing struggle will now revolve. Will 
White be able to capture it, using, for instance, 
the manoeuvre !.{Jc4-eS to cut off the d6-bishop 
from its defence, or will Black be able to use the 
f4-pawn for aggressive operations like .. /ild5
e3 or ...ti:le7-dS-e3? 

This was the traditional main line of 3...d5 
until around 1990 many players began to doubt 
whether it is really necessary to provoke ...c6 
(giving White the opportunity to restore the 
material balance with dxc6). Nowadays it is 5 
~c4 which is thought of as the main line. White 
lets his opponent play .. .'tJxdS and is banking 
on fast development (again~). In short, he sacri
fices a pawn again, which - theoretically at 

least - is more in the spirit of the King's Gam
bit than the older moves S c4 and S ~bS+. Af
ter S ~c4 !.{JxdS, the most important variations 
start with 6 0-0 :lLe7 7 d4 and 6 :lLxdS 'i'xdS 7 
!.{Jc3. 

Falkbeer Counter-Gambit 

2... d5 
This move was already mentioned in our 

oldest sources on the King's Gambit, but - be
ing judged primmily on the recapturing on dS 
with the queen, it received little attention at the 
time. 

3 exdS (D) 
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Now 3..3~VxdS offers White a tempo for free 
and looks unpromising after, for instance, 4 
!.{Jc3 '~e6 S fxeS 1i'xeS+ 6 :lLe2 followed by 7 
d4 or 7 !.{Jf3, 

It was not until Ernst Falkbeer (1819-85) 
published a theoretical article in l8S0, explor
ing the merits of the much more ambitious 
3...e4, that 2."dS began to be appreciated. In the 
following century, it tumed out that there is an
other way of justifying 2."dS: 3...c6. In both 
cases Black ignores White's initial pawn sacri
fice and sacrifices a pawn himself, a radical 
way of trying to tum the tables on White. We 
shall examine these two lines below. 

A fourth option (and a perfectly valid one) 
is to play 3...exf4. After 4 tiJf3 this leads to the 
Modem Variation. The point of this move
order is that Black avoids the Bishop's Gambit 
(32c4). 



KING'S 

3...e4 

3 e4 
Falkbeer's move. In the same way as in the 

Albin Counter-Gambit (l d4 d5 2 c4 e5 3 dxe5 
d4; see page 50) Black boldly occupies the cen
tre. White's second move. 2 f4. intended to 
open the f-file, now works against him: the 
pawn is not overly useful on f4 and \\Thite is 
vulnerable on the h4-el and a7-g1 diagonals. 

If White does not tread carefully, Black will 
strengthen his e4-pawn and push White onto 
the defensive. 

4 d3 
White takes the bull by the horns. Now the 

straightforward 4...·~xd5 is not sufficiently 
powerful, for White takes over the initiative 
again by playing 5 '~e2 ttJf6 6 (t:lc3 Ji.b4 7 Ji.d2 
Ji.xc3 8 Ji.xc3. 

4 ttJf6 
5 dxe4 tLlxe4 (D) 

w 

This position has been considered crucial for 
the 'old' Falkbeer Counter-Gambit for a long 
time now. There can be no doubt about Black 
having 'some' initiative for the pawn, but in 
spite of this 3...e4 seems to have lost its popu
larity. The reason for this decline must be that 
the general assessment 'some' becomes 'not 
quite enough' when minutely investigated. What 
was once a romantic and chivalrous way of 
meeting the King's Gambit has boiled down to 
a highly rational examination of the variation 6 
llJf3 Ji.c5 7 'liife2 .tf5 8 ttJc3 '¥Iie7 9 .te3 .txe3 
10 'i'xe3 ttJxc3 11 'liifxe7+ 'if2xe7 12 bxc3. In 
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this endgame Black will no doubt regain his 
pawn (he can do so immediately by taking on 
c2), but mainly O\ving to the vulnerable posi
tion of his king at e7. White is likely to retain 
the initiative. 

3...c6 

3 c6 (D) 

This move was proposed early in the 20th 
century by Aron Nimzowitsch, but never re
ceived full recognition until about 1985, when 
it suddenly became all the rage. Nowadays, this 
is one of the main replies to the King's Gambit. 
It is a more modem interpretation of the Falk
beer than 3...e4, and closely related to the Mod
em Variation (2 ...exf4 3 tLlf3 d5). 

Taking advantage of the e5-pawn still being 
immune from capture because of 4...'¥Iih4+, 
Black offers two different pawn sacrifices him
self, for White can either simply play 4 dxc6 or 
the more sophisticated 4 ·~e2. In both cases, 
Black is happy with the small lead in develop
ment that he enjoys after 4 dxc6 ttJxc6 or 4 'liife2 
cxd5 5 '¥Iixe5+ Ji.e7 (when 6 'i'xg7?? loses the 
queen to 6....tf6 7 'liifg3 .th4). 

It is also important that White cannot simply 
play the developing move 4 ,'LJf3, because that 
would make the advance 4...e4 really attractive. 
It is another knight move that has become the 
main line: 

4 i'LJc3 
If now 4...cxdS then 5 fxe5 is possible. It is 

true that after 5...d4 6 ttJe4 'liifd5 7 d3 (or 7 Ji.d3) 
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Black regains his pawn, but this is likely to 
yield the initiative to White. 

4 ... exf4 
This move is much more ambitious, threat

ening 5".'iVh4+ again. 
5 tUf3 ~d6 

It is odd that Black should play ".c6 in this 
line and then consistently refuse to play ".cxd5 
in the next few moves. One could easily be led 
to believe that there is no deeper idea behind 
this line than to provoke dxc6. But Black has a 
very good reason for postponing ...cxd5: after 
5...cxdS 6 d4 it is difficult to defend f4 (6 ...~d6 

allows 7 tUxd5 and 6."g5? fails to 7 h4 or 7 
'iVe2+!) and just like in the Modern Variation it 
is defending this very pawn that is Black's pri
mary aim in this variation. 

6 d4 tiJe7 (D) 
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This is the basic position of the 'modern' 
Falkbeer Counter-Gambit. A very similar type 
of struggle to the Modem Variation is develop
ing. Will White be able to capture on f4, or will 
this pawn remain a thorn in 'vVhite's side? 

King's Gambit Declined 
6 ..2 ~C::l 

For centuries now. this move has been a safe 
haven for those who do not feel at ease in the 
jungle of the 'rear King's Gambit. Black re
fuses to be provoked by 2 f4 but he also refuses 

CHESS OPENINGS 

to be intimidated (and play 2...d6). By placing 
his king's bishop on the a7-g1 diagonal, he 
makes a genuine effort to show up a darker side 
to the move 2 f4, yet at the same time he keeps 
play within the 'normal' range of I e4 e5 posi
tions. 

3 tUf3 d6 (D) 
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In this position White faces an important 
choice, one which is partly a matter of style and 
partly a question of sober analysis. 

The most plausible plan is probably to play 4 
c3, intending to meet 4".tiJf6 with 5 d4, gaining 
a tempo and closing the a7-g1 diagonal to the 
bishop, so that castling kingside becomes pos
sible. The crucial question is whether Black can 
then make a breach in White's broad pawn
centre. Critical, for instance, is 5...exd4 6 cxd4 
~b4+ 7 ~d2 ~xd2+ 8 ttJbxd2 'iVe7 and also 
the sharp 4.. .f5 is a real test for 4 c3. Theory has 
(as usual) not been able to reach a final verdict 
on these lines. 

The altemative is simply to keep on develop
ing pieces, starting with 4 ttJc3. White does not 
worry about the problem of how to castle, and 
concentrates on other matters. After 4".tiJf6 5 
iLc4 tiJc6 6 d3 ~g4. for example, there is 7 
GDa4, eliminating the bishop. If Black plays 
6".a6 (creating a7 as a retreat-square), then 7 fS 
is a possibility. White bottles up Black's queen's 
bishop and prepares an attack on the kingside 
based on the advance g4-gS. 



Other 1 e4 e5 Openings
 

1 e4 e5 (D) 

Due to its long and interesting history. the 
theory of 1 e4 e5 has become rather frag
mented. Several second- and third-move op
tions for both White and Black have been given 
a name and a place of their own in the great body 
of opening theory. We have seen the most impor
tant of these in the previous six chapters and will 
now tum our attention to the remaining ones. 

w 

2lbf3 is White's most popular move in tl1is 
position and 2...lbc6 is Black's most popular 
reply. The lion's share of 1 e4 e5 theory is based 
on this position, most of it starting with the four 
moves we have already looked at: 3 j,b5, 3 
j,c4, 3 d4 and 3 lbc3. 

Naturally, everyone is free to prefer a calm 
little move like 3 j,e2, 3 d3 or 3 g3, but this im
plies saying goodbye to the world of opening 
theory, for there has never been any 'official' 
interest in any of these moves. The only alterna
tive that does have its niche alongside the Big 
Four is 3 c3, the Ponziani Opening. White pre
pares d4 by making cxd4 possible should Black 
play ...exd4. This is a motif we know from the 
Ruy Lopez and the Italian Game. 

As an alternative to 2...lbc6, we have so far 
only investigated 2...ctJf6, the Petroff Defence. 

There are two other possibilities, admittedly of 
somewhat lower theoretical rank (from a mod
em point of view, that is), but which are playable 
nevertheless. These are 2...d6, the Philidor De
fence, and 2...£5. the Latvian Gambit. 

The Damiano Defence, 2...£6?, also deserves 
a mention (but no more than that), not because 
of any inherent merit of the move (there is none 
- even the apparent idea, which is to protect e5, 
is illusory for White is actually invited to start 
hacking away with 3lbxe5! fxe5 4 'i'h5+), but 
as a tragic case of totally misguided name
giving: Pedro Damiano, a Portuguese player 
living in the 16th century, did not recommend 
this move: he strongly disapproved of it. And 
for this sensible judgement he got his name at
tached to it! 

Tuming back to the position after 1e4 e5, the 
next question is whether there are any altema
tives to 2lbf3 and 2 f4, the two moves we have 
looked at so far. 

Indeed there are. 2lbc3 is the Vienna Game 
and 2 Ac4 is the Bishop's Opening. These are 
respectable openings with a long history. And 
we conclude this chapter with 2 d4, the Centre 
Game, where White opens the centre immedi
ately. 

Ponziani Opening 

2 lbf3 lbc6 
3 c3 (D) 

This opening, named after Domenico Ponzi
ani (1719-96), enjoyed a certain amount of 
popularity in the 19th century, but it came to be 
completely overshadowed by the Ruy Lopez, 
where White carries out the same plan in more 
favourable circumstances. 

Because White does not put any pressure on 
the enemy position first (as with 3 j,b5), Black 
is given the opportunity to react aggressively to 
c3, for instance with 3...d5. This move is in fact 
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not often played, probably because 1 e4 e5 
players who only get to face the Ponziani once 
or twice in their careers are not usually well
prepared for it and are a little worried about the 
critical reply 4 lJia4. Besides, there is the sim
ple and solid alternative 3...CLJf6. If we compare 
this position to the Ruy Lopez (for example, 3 
~b5 a6 4 ~a4lZJf6 5 0-0 ~e7 6 Mel b5 7 ~b3 

d6 8 c3, where White has protected his e-pawn 
before he even embarks on the c3 plan) the 
Ponziani hardly creates a favourable impres
sion. Nevertheless, even after 3 c3 there is still 
room for White to try to achieve an opening ad
vantage and for this reason the Ponziani has 
never died out. After 4 d4lZJxe4, for instance, 5 
d5 may give White some spatial advantage. 
Whether this is of any importance after, say, 
5.. /iJe7 6 tiJxe5 lZJg6 is another matter. 

Philidor Defence 

2 lZJf3 d6 
This opening deserves our attention if only 

because it bears the name of one of the most fa
mous chess-players of all time, Andre Philidor 
(1726-95). 

Philidor did not like to obstruct his pawns 
and for this reason he preferred 2...d6 to 2.. /2Jc6. 
He was very consistent in his views for he also 
considered 2 lZJf3 a mistake which begged for 
severe punishment with 2...d6 3 d4 f5. Although 
this radical view never found a great following 
and the chess world went back to 2.JLJc6 ell 

masse after him, the Philidor Defence itself re
tained its special place in the \vorld of opening 

theory. In fact, the adaptability of this opening 
is truly astonishing. Throughout the centuries a 
new interpretation of the Philidor has always 
been found whenever new positional views 
demanded this. A theoretical overview of the 
variations of the Philidor is very much a dis
play of how opening theory has changed over 
the years. 

3 d4 (D) 
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The oldest move in this position is 3...f5, 
the choice of Philidor himself. Black attacks 
White's central position without fear of overex
tending himself. This variation was considered 
a highly crucial one until deep into the 19th 
century. Especially the position that arises after 
4 dxe5 fxe4 5 ''Llg5 d5 6 e6 was hotly debated 
(and still is) and the piece sacrifice 4lZJc3 fxe4 
5 tZlxe4 d5 6lZJxe5 dxe47 ''i'h5+ also greatly oc
cupied the masters of old. In fact, a clear refuta
tion of 3.. .f5 has never been found, but the trust, 
the basic trust required to playa very sharp move 
like this, has just deteriorated over the years. 

\Vith the rise of modem positional chess in 
the latter part of the 19th century, a more 
heavy-handed, more defensively orientated ap
proach to the Philidor rose to the fore: 3...lZJd7. 
Black protects his e-pawn without exposing his 
queen's knight at c6 to a pin (~b5) or a direct 
attack (d5). This is a choice in favour of a 
slightly compressed yet very solid position. 

But it soon became clear that this admirable 
plan meets \vith great practical difficulties, for 
if White plays 4 ~c4 Black needs to be very 
careful indeed. The unsuspecting 4...lZJgf6?, for 
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instance, is severely punished by 5 dxe5 dxe5 6 
CLJg5 and 4... lle7? 5 dxe5 &2Jxe5 (5 ...dxe5? 6 
i¥d5 is even worse) 6 It'lxe5 dxe5 7~b5 is also 
quite unsatisfactory. The only way to survive 
these hazards is 4 ...c6 5 0-0 lle7. but even then 
6 dxe5 dxe5 7 CLJg5! llxg5 8 '~b5 g6 9 ~'xg5 

disrupts Black's opening plan. But although the 
latter variation is thought to be some\vhat an
noying for Black, it is by no means a refutation 
of3 ...QJd7. 

StilL a subtle refinement of Black's idea was 
found in 3...CLJf6. But even this is not as rock 
solid as Black would like because of 4 dxe5. 
when after 4 ... tLJxe4 the aggressive 5 'itd5 0::Jc5 
61lg5 is a realistic attempt to tum a tiny lead in 
development into a tangible initiative. 

What Black is really hoping to achieve with 
either 3... tLJd7 or 3...CLJf6 is the position after 
3...CLJf6 4 tLJc3 CLJbd7. Play might continue 5 
.ltc4 (the traditional move, but the extraordi
nary 5 g4!? has been popular in recent years) 
5...lle7 6 0-0 0-0 (D), when we arrive at what 
surely is the fundamental Philidor position. 

w 

White has more space but it is very difficult 
to launch an attack against Black's fortress. 
After 7 Mel c6 8 a4, for instance, Black can 
solve the problem of finding a proper way to 
develop his queen's bishop with 8...b6 fol
lowed by 9... ~~b7. 

And remarkably enough, despite the objec
tions to both 3... tLJd7 and 3... tLJf6 outlined 
above, this remains a topical variation, for it so 
happens that there is a third route to the dia
grammed position, or perhaps I should say: a 

detour. By playing 1...d6 2 d4 CLJf6 3 tLJc3 e5 4 
?..:Jf3 tLJbd7 Black reaches the Philidor Defence 
via the back door. Apparently then, in order to 
reach this classical 1 e4 e5 position, Black 
needs to abandon L.e5! Unavoidably there 
are some pitfalls and complications even to 
this detour (though nothing as serious as with 
3... tLJd7 and 3...tLJf6). We shall examine them 
in the chapter on the Pirc Defence (see page 
453). 

Finally, the most modem interpretation of 
the Philidor is to play 3...exd4. This solution to 
the problem of how to protect e5 is as radical as 
it is simple, yet it was thought to be too passive 
for a very long time. But general considerations 
like this (which tend to become dogmatic) do 
not seem to impress today's players. On the 
contrary, it makes them want to take a closer 
look at the variation involved. After 4 tLJxd4 
Black continues 4 ...QJf6 5 tLJc3 Jle7. White has 
a spatial advantage but Black's position is very 
flexible. After 61le2 0-0 7 0-0, for instance, he 
can either adopt a wait-and-see attitude with 
7...Me8 and 8....ltf8, or he can open hostilities 
on the queenside with ...a6 and b5 or even 
...c5. A counter-thrust in the centre, d5, is also 
hovering over the position. 

Latvian Gambit 

2 QJf3 fS (D) 
This rowdy pawn sacrifice is one of the very 

few openings that never get a neutral qualifica
tion, not even in the most careful of opening 
books. The Latvian knows only two categories 
of chess-players: those who are for it (a handful 
of enthusiastic fans) and those who are against 
(the rest of the world). It is very old (it was 
mentioned by Greco as far back as 1669, and 
indeed is sometimes called the Greco Counter
Gambit) but has always had to live on the fringes 
of opening theory. 

And what a nerve: Black not only leaves e5 
unprotected but even puts another pawn en prise 
as well! 

The point of 2...f5 is of course to meet 3 
exfS with 3... e4, attacking the f3-knight. It is 
significant for the extraordinarily weak posi
tional foundation of the Latvian Gambit that 
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even this is a dubious line. 4 tDe5 tDf6 5 iLe2, 
for instance, is pretty dangerous for Black. 

But naturally, allowing White to play 3 tDxe5 
is even more pe1110us, for this brings up the 
threat of 4 ~h5+. The idea is to play 3...~f6 

first, neutralizing this threat. and then restore 
the material balance by taking on e4. Admit
tedly, this solves Black's immediate problems, 
but whether Black has much to be satisfied 
about in the long run, say after 4 d4 d6 5 'Dc4 
fxe4 or 4 tDc4 fxe4. is another matter. White 
has a considerable lead in development and 
Black has to be careful to avoid pitfalls like 4 
tDc4 fxe4 5 tDc3 '~g6 6 d3 exd3? (6 ...iLb4 is a 
better move) 7 iLxd3 '>;Jiixg2?? 8 '~h5+, when 
White is already winning. 

What is required to play the Latvian Gambit 
with any degree of success is a sharp eye for 
tactics and a mental attitude of total contempt 
for whatever theory has to say about it. 

Vienna Game 

2 tDc3 (D) 

When compared to 2 tDf3 and 2 f4, this is a 
quiet move. White does not attack anything. 
nor does he put pressure on his opponent in any 
way. But it is a perfectly useful developing 
move and White gives no guarantee whatsoever 
that he will not become aggressive at a later 
stage (which may be as early as the next move). 

The Vienna Game gained its independence 
in the second half of the 19th century. a time 
when players were still thinking along the lines 
of the King's Gambit (though not playing it as 
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often as they used to do): 2 tDc3 was seen as a 
sensible preparation for 3 f4. 

About a century later, attention shifted to a 
quieter approach: 3 ~c4, a line that Bent Larsen 
used to be successful with in the 1950s and 
1960s. 

3 g3 is perfectly playable as well, and this 
gained popularity later still, around the tum of 
the millennium. 

It is for these three plans that Black now has 
to brace himself. He also needs to anticipate a 
possible change of tack by his opponent, who 
can still play 3 cbf3 and then perhaps 4 d4. 
2...~c5, for instance, has to be judged by the 
implications of 3 tDf3 d6 (if 3.. .£t:Jc6 then 4 
&::Jxe5 1; see page 318) 4 d4 exd4 5 tDxd4. We 
are touching upon the bedrock of the entire Vi
elma Game here, for it was a theoretical discus
sion of the me11ts of 2... ~c5 around 1850 that 
sparked off interest in 2 CLlc3 in the first place. 
Naturally it was not the prosaic 3 ti'lf3 that ex
cited the masters of old. What occupied them 
was the question of whether on 3 tDa4 Black can 
successfully sacrifice a piece with 3... iLxf2+ 4 
~xf2 '~h4+. 

Nowadays 2...tD1'6 and 2...tDc6 are the main 
lines, each with a very specific point of its own. 

2...L'iJf6 

2 ... tD1'6 (D) 
From this position start the main lines of the 

Vienna Game: 31'4, 3 ~c4 and 3 g3. 
Naturally, 3 &::Jf3 is also a perfectly good 

moye. but this takes us back to the PetrotT 
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w IV 

Defence (see page 322), or to the Four Knights 
Game in case Black plays 3...tLlc6 (see page 
318). 

2...CiJf6 3 f4 

3 f4 
At first sight, this sharp move may look more 

dangerous for Black now than a move earlier, 
since 3...exf4? is very strongly met by 4 eS. But 
those who have already acquainted themselves 
with the dos and don'ts of the King's Gambit 
will immediately recognize that this is the per
fect opportunity for Black to react in the spirit 
of the Falkbeer Counter-Gambit: 

3 dS 
Now 4 exd5 can be met by 4...e4, directly 

transposing to the Falkbeer Counter-Gambit, 
yet in a relatively favourable version for Black, 
for after 2 f4 d5 3 exd5 e4 (see page 335), 4 d3 
is thought to be more accurate than 4 tLic3 since 
in the latter case, after 4...tLif6 (and this is the 
position we are dealing with here) 5 d3, Black 
has the powerful 5... i,b4. Another possibility 
for Black is to play the Modern Variation
inspired 4...exf4, while the simple 4...tLixd5 is 
not a bad move either. 

But then the critical reply to 3...d5 is not 4 
exdS ... 

4 fxeS tLixe4 (D) 
This brings about the crucial position of the 

3 f4 variation. 
In the long run White may well get attacking 

chances on the kingside thanks to the half-open 
f-file and his outpost at e5. But for the time 

being Black, with easy development to look 
forward to (beautiful open diagonals for both 
bishops), has little to worry about. Both play
ers' immediate concern will be Black's e4
L'1ight: White needs to eliminate this aggressor, 
but how should he tackle this problem without 
compromising his own development? If 5 tLixe4 
dxe4, the e4-pawn causes even more problems. 

A more subtle solution is to play 5 d3 al
though this is a slight concession for after 
5...?2Jxc3 6 bxc3 Black has 6...d4, which pre
vents White from supporting his e5-pawn by 
playing 7 d4. The sharp 5...iYh4+ is not to be 
feared for after 6 g3 tLixg3 7 tLif3 iYh5 8 tLixd5 
the damage to Black's position is at least as se
rious as the damage to White's. 

5 tLif3 is also a main line. White eliminates 
5...~h4+ and intends to undermine the e4
knight while developing healthily with 6 d4 
and 7 i,d3. Laudable as this plan is, it is hardly 
dangerous for Black, since he has 5... i,e7 6 d4 
0-07 i,d3 f5 8 exf6 i,xf6!, when taking twice 
on e410ses a piece to 10....l:l.e8. 

2...CiJf6 3 ~c4 

3 i,c4 
This move is very similar to 2 tLic3 in outlook. 

White prevents ...d5 and prepares f4. Black now 
faces an important choice. 

3 tLic6 
I give this move as the main line here, be

cause the position that arises if White now 
plays 4 d3 is of vital importance for several 
move-orders. But for a sober judgement of the 
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specific move-order that we are dealing with 
here, the sharp 3.JZlxe4 is at least as important 
as 3...l2Jc6. We have seen this motif - the sacri
fice of a knight at e4 (or e5) followed by the 
fork ...d5 (or d4) winning back the piece imme
diately - in several forms by now. This time the 
implications are fairly unique, for it is not the 
one-dimensional 4 l2Jxe4 d5 nor 4lLxf7+ ~xf7 

5 &:Jxe4 d5 that theory is interested in (these 
lines would only serve to justify 3.. .tZlxe4). but 
the very dangerous 4 'i'h5!. Black is forced to 
respond 4 ...l2Jd6, when White, instead of going 
for the meek 5 \~lixe5+ 1iJ!ie7, plays 5 lLb3!, sac
rificing a pawn. The idea is to meet 5... l2Jc6 
(5 ... lLe7 is simpler and safer, but less challeng
ing) with 6 l2Jb5, when 6...g6 7 'i'f3 f5 8 'i'd5 
1iJ!ie7 9 LL'lxc7+ ~d8 10 CDxa8 b6 (D) takes us to 
the starting position of what is sometimes called 
the Frankenstein-Dracula Variation. 
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White has won a rook. but Black is well on 
his way to getting at least a knight back with 
11...i1.b7. The result will be an exceptionally 
complicated situation where Black has a huge 
lead in development and White's queen is in 
trouble. Theory has as yet failed to come up 
with a conclusive judgement in spite of many 
pages of published analysis. For anyone who 
loves to play (or just to analyse) chaotic posi
tions. this is a treat. 

4 d3 W) 
This position often arises via 2.. Jt:Jc6 (3 

i1.c4 l2Jf6 4 d3) or via 2 ~c4 (2 ...0"1f6 3 d3 'Llc6 
4 l2Jc3), move-orders that side-step the trick-y 
3...etJxe4 problem. 
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Just like a move earlier, Black now has 
4•.•iLcs, inviting a transposition to the King's 
Gambit Declined with 5 f4. He can also dis
courage 5 f4 by playing 4...i1.b4, when 5 f4 
runs into the powerful 5...d5. 

The most drastic way of giving this variation 
a face of its own, however, is to play 4...l2Ja5, 
seizing the opportunity to eliminate the white 
bishop. The most critical reply is probably 5 
l2Jge2 CDxc4 6 dxc4. White gets a firm grasp on 
the crucial d5-square to compensate for the dis
appearance of his bishop. This is a rather slow 
sort of position, where it is not easy for either 
player to create a breach in the enemy fortress. 

2.. .tDf63 g3 

3 g3 (D) 
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For a long time, this little move was regarded 
as just one of the many uninteresting ways of 
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~elinquishing the fight for a serious opening ad
\antage. After all, Black can now play 3...d5 and 
doesn't that mean that he is simply taking over 
the initiative? But when the variation \vas first 
thoroughly investigated. around 1990. things 
turned out to be not quite as straightforward as 
that. For after 4 exd5 LtJxd5 5 jLg2, and now, 
ror instance, 5...LtJxc3 6 bxc3 LtJc6 7 LtJf3 :iLc5 8 
0-00-09 .:tIel, there are several ways of attack
:ng Black's central formation: a well-timed d4 
ror instance, or the more prudent d3 in combi
nation with LtJd2, opening the diagonal for the 
g2-bishop. 

And if Black prepares ...d5 with 3...c6, he is 
~ather inviting his opponent to take the initia
tive in the centre himself with 4 d4 exd4 5 
~xd4, now that 5.. .iZJc6 is no longer possible. 

Naturally, Black does not have to try to re
fute 3 g3. There is no objection at all to playing 
something simple like 3... jLc5 4 :iLg2 LtJc6, 
keeping the centre closed for the time being. 
Both sides will be able to complete their devel
opment in peace. Here too the plan to play f4
the main theme of the Vienna Game - after due 
preparation of course, remains crucial. 

2.. .ttJc6 

2 LtJc6 (D) 

This move is usually played with the inten
tion of meeting the advance of White's f-pawn 
in a way which is very different from 2...LtJf6 3 
f4 d5 as outlined above. 

3 f4 

If White prefers one of the other standard 
plans, the difference between 2...LtJc6 and 
2...LtJf6 is less significant and may even be re
duced to zero. 

After 3 :iLc4 LtJf6, for instance, we find our
selves on familiar ground. But playing 2...LtJc6 
does of course mean that there is no possibility 
of meeting 3 jLc4 with 3...LtJxe4. 

In case of 3 g3, Black's choice is also limited 
compared to the sister variation 2...LtJf6 3 g3. 
There is of course nothing wrong with some
thing like 3...:iLc5 4 jLg2 LtJf6 (this position is 
identical to the one arising after 2 LtJf6 3 g3 
jLc5 4 jLg2 LtJc6), but 3...d5 and 3 c6 are no 
longer feasible. 

3 [t:Jf3 transposes to the Three Knights Game 
(see page 318). 

3 exf4 
Black accepts the gambit and in so doing 

creates a type of middlegame which is similar 
to the King's Gambit Accepted. But the only 
difference from the position after '2 f4 exf4 (the 
extra moves LtJc3 and ...LtJc6) has more signifi
cance than one might think. 

4 LtJf3 
Much more than in the comparable position 

after 2 f4 exf4, the fearless d4 is a major option 
here. In fact 4 d4 was very popular in the 19th 
century and is named the Steinitz Gambit, af
ter the first world champion. It must be admit
ted though that the reputation of this bold 
gambit has declined and that it will probably 
take a new Steinitz to reinvigorate White's 
chances after 4 ... '!!Vh4+ 5 We2 d6 6 LtJf3 jLg4. 

4 g5 (D) 
The advantage (from White's point of view) 

of CLJc3 and ...LtJc6 having been played is that 
Black does not have as wide a choice as after 2 
f4 exf4 3 LtJf3, for he has to act quickly to pre
vent White from playing 5 d4 followed by 6 d5, 
and 4...d5 is not an option. 

The disadvantage is that Black does not really 
ileed an alternative to ...g5. Since White cannot 
play the relatively solid Kieseritzky Gambit 
(solid in King's Gambit terms that is: 2 f4 exf4 
3 LtJf3 g5 4 14 g4 5 LtJe5) he has no alternative 
but to muster all the courage and audacity that 
he can find and go all-out for the 19th century 
approach: no holds barred. 
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5 h4 
5 d4 is a major alternative. If then 5...g4, the 

situation is sin1ilar to the Polerio Gambit (see 
page 331). White sacrifices a piece with 6 i.c4 
and hopes to obtain more than enough compen
sation after 6...gxf3 in the shape of a lead in de
velopment an attack and... mate. Just a little 
example, to get a first glimpse of the dangers of 
this sort of position: if 7 O-O? fxg2') Black is de
stroyed by 8 i.xf7+ ~xf7 9 ~'h5+ ~g7 10 
'i'g4+ ~f7 11 Mxf4+ CLlf6 12 CLld5. However, 
modern theory indicates that 7 O-O? is refuted by 
7...CLlxd4! 8 i.xf4 (8 'i'xd4? '~gS!) 8...~cS!. 

and that White should try 7 'ii'xf3. This fear
some gambit. which nobody has the courage 
(or the foolishness) to play any more, is called 
the Pierce Gambit. 

5 ... g4 
6 CLlg5 

A comparison between this and the Classical 
Variation of the King's Gambit reveals a neces
sity for White to use only the sharpest and riski
est weapons which the King's Gambit armoury 
has to offer. We find ourselves in Allgaier 
Gambit territory here (see page 332). By play
ing 6...h6, Black forces his opponent to sacri
fice a piece: after 7 CLlxf7 ~xf7 8 d4 the main 
lines are 8...dS and 8.. .f3. 

Like the Pierce Gambit, this variation (called 
the Hamppe-Allgaier Gambit) is not very pop
ular any more. Chess-players of the 21 st century 
have become estranged from this wild, reckless 
sort of gambit play. But for anyone interested 
in just learning something about the delicate 
balance between the initiative and a material 

advantage, a closer scrutiny of old variations 
such as these can be highly recommended. 

Bishop's Opening 

2 i.c4(D) 

u
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This is an ancient move and one that was pre
ferred by Philidor to 2 CLlf3. Before the rise of 
the Ruy Lopez, c4 was considered the best 
square for White's king's bishop anyway, so 
why not play i.c4 at once? In those days, the 
Bishop's Opening was a complicated theoreti
cal affair, consisting of a maze of intricate vari
ations. But most of these were tirmly rooted in 
the strategic and tactical concepts of that era 
and are almost invisible today. 

And yet quite recently this has become a 
popular opening again, mainly because of the 
revaluation of the very quiet set-up based on 3 
d3. In fact, the Bishop's Opening has under
gone the same transformation as the Italian: 
from an .old-fashioned' opening full of fIre
works to a modern. positionally well-founded 
altemative to the Ruy Lopez. And compared to 
the Italian Game, 2 i.c4 has the added advan
tage of avoiding the Petroff Defence, a perhaps 
inconspicuous point but one that is much appre
ciated by many 1 e4 players nowadays. 

2... CLlf6 
To give the reader a faint idea of how antique 

theory of the Bishop's Opening looked like: 
2.. ,ttjf6 used to be called the Berlin Defence, 
while 2...i.c5 is (or was?) the Classical Varia
tion. 'White would then often continue 3 c3 CZJf6 
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4 d4 exd4 5 e5, the Pratt Variation, but the truly 
fearless would of course prefer the McDoilllell 
Gambit: 3 b4 .txb4 4 f4. Other moves, like 
2...b5 or 2...f5 (the Calabrian Counter-Gambit) 
also used to have a prominent place in the 
books but have now completely disappeared. 

3 d3 (D) 
With this modest little move starts the mod

ern interpretation of the Bishop's Opening. 
150 years ago it was 3 d4 that was considered 
critical and in fact this is one of the very few 
elements of the 'old Bishop's Opening' that is 
still relevant today. White is planning to meet 
3...exd4 with 4 CLJf3, when 4...CLJc6 transposes 
to a line of the Two Knights Defence (see page 
309) and 4...CLJxe4 is the starting point of the 
Urusov Gambit. I think a modern player will 
find the position after 5'llVxd4 CLJf6 6 .tg5 .te7 
7 CLJc3 c6 80-0-0 d5 9 Mhel no less fascinating 
than did Prince Urusov in 1857. 

B 

3 c6 
A principled move. Black intends to play 

...d5, achieving two aims: to gain a tempo by at
tacking the bishop and to take the initiative in 
the centre. The immediate 3...d5 is less suited 
to these purposes. for after 4 exd5 CLJxd5 5 0-0 
.te7 6 Mel it is White who profits more from 
the opening of the centre. 

Naturally, this line is crawling with transpo
sitions to both the Italian and the Vienna Game 
and each player will have to make use of these 
possibilities according to his own insight and 
preferences. After 3...CLJc6, for instance, White 
has a choice between 4 CLJc3, transposing to a 

position from the Vienna that we have just seen, 
and 4 CLJf3. transposing to the Two Knights De
fence (see page 311). But the moment is ill
chosen to try to transpose to a King's Gambit, 
since 4 f4· gives Black a (relatively) comfort
able game after 4...exf4 5 .txf4 d5!. 

If 3....tc5, White has the same choice, but 
this move is often played specifically with the 
idea of replacing ...CLJc6 with a ...c6 set-up in 
case White continues 4 CLJf3 d6 5 c3. Play might 
continue 5....tb6 6 CLJbd2 0-0 7 0-0 c6 8 .tb3 
Me8 9 Me I ~e6 10 .tc2 h6 11 h3 tZ:lbd7, for in
stance. The mere fact that this opening has 
been impregnated with subtle considerations 
like this is a clear sign of how seriously the d3 
and c3 plan is taken nowadays. I have elabo
rated on this trend in the chapter on the Italian 
Game and what I have said there goes for the 
Bishop's Opening as well. 

4 CLJf3 d5 
5 .tb3 (D) 

B 

The history of this position nicely illustrates 
how opening theory works. It started as a foot
note to 3 d4, judging 3 d3 (and consequently 
this position) to be 'perfectly harmless for 
Black'. Influenced by this comforting assess
ment, even the obviously inferior 5...dxe4 6 
{iJg5! (the very point of White's opening play) 
was dismissed with a curt ·6....te6 and chances 
are equal'. And this was in a highly respected 
opening encyclopedia published in 1974! It 
was not until a few pioneers took up this line in 
the 1970s that a sensible body of variations be
gan to take shape and 5....td6 became the main 
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line. The idea of White's set-up then becomes 
clear for he continues 6 CLlc3!, immediately put
ting pressure on Black's pawn-centre and forc
ing Black to make a far-reaching decision. If 
6...d47 C2le2, the diagonal of White' s b3-bishop 
is opened again and White is given an opportu
nity for active play with moves like c3 and 
CLlg3-f5. It is safer and more popular to play 
6...dxe4, when 7 CLlg5 0-0 8 ctJcxe4 ctJxe4 9 
ctJxe4 produces an open position where Black 
has a firm hold on the centre and White has free 
and easy development for his pieces. In some 
cases, an attack against Black's king with \jih5 
and C2lg5 may be a dangerous option. 

To disrupt this plan, it was popular to insert 
5...Ji.b4+ (with the idea 6 c3 Ji.d6) for some 
time, but this now seems to be thought a little 
over-subtle, for this move is hardly ever played 
any more. 

Centre Game 

2 d4 exd4(D) 
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3 'i"xd4 
The double pawn sacrifice 3 c3 dxc3 4 kc4 

cxb2 5 ,i,xb2 was popular around 1900 and is 
called the Danish Gambit. Elaborate variations 
were developed, yet interest dwindled when it 
became clear that Black has a very simple and 
solid defence in 3... d5. After 4 exd5 ~xd5 5 
cxd4 CLlc6 6 4.Jf3 a position is reached which we 
know from the Scotch. See page 312, where I 

gave a similar description of (and prescliption 
for) the related Goring Gambit. 

Another possibility is to play 3ctJf3. It seems 
odd to play the moves d4 and ctJf3 in this order, 
giving Black a choice between the Scotch Open
ing (3 ...ctJc6) and a line of the Petroff Defence 
(3 ctJf6) and allowing some other moves (like 
3 kc5 and 3...,i,b4+) as well. Nevertheless, 
this is becoming more and more popular these 
days. The idea is to circumvent one of the 
main variations of the Petroff: after 3 CLlf3 CLlf6 
Black has missed out on the popular line 2 CLlf3 
C2lf6 3 d4 ctJxe4 and has been tricked into the 
altemative line 3 d4 exd4 (see page 325) in
stead. 

3... C2lc6 
4 'iiile3 (D) 
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White has opted for the central pawn-forma
tion which is typical of the Scotch. The only 
difference is the somewhat vulnerable position 
of his queen at e3 and the free development 
tempo ...ctJc6 that Black has just cashed in. 
Still, White's opening play is not entirely un
founded. After, say, 4...ctJf6 5 ?Zlc3 ,i,b4 6 ,i,d2 
0-0, thanks to his queen having been already 
developed. White has the aggressive option of 
castling queenside. After 7 0-0-0 Me8 he should 
not be frightened by the ti-ontal attack against 
his e-pawn and continue in attacking style with 
8 ,i,c4 or 8 'i"g3. Protecting e4 with 8 f3 is less 
advisable for this allows Black to take the ini
tiative with 8...d5!. 



French Defence
 

1 e4 e6 (D) 

w 

This perhaps slightly timid-looking move is 
in fact a clear signal that Black has different 
priorities from a classical 1. ..e5 player. He 
changes the course of the opening immedi
ately. 

Black allows his opponent to form what is 
called 'the ideal pawn-centre' by playing 2 d4 
and thereby voluntarily accepts a more cramped 
position than 1...e5 would give. This may look 
like a disadvantage but the great benefit of this 
plan is that White is not given any targets. 
There is no black pawn at e5 begging to be at
tacked and the a2-g8 diagonal, so often Black's 
Achilles' Heel in the 1 e4 e5 openings, is firmly 
closed: there will be no white bishop leering at 
f7 in the French Defence! 

So the concession Black makes in terms of 
space is compensated for by improved secu
rity. But it is not passivity that marks Black's 
outlook on life in the French Defence. On the 
contrary, his plan is to play 2...d5, attacking 
White's e4-pawn, and it is very likely that ...c5 
will soon follow, (probably) attacking a white 
pawn on d4 in similar fashion. This strategy 
can easily lead to a violent confrontation in the 
centre and with a little bit of luck (or is it bad 

luck?) this may result in truly unfathomable 
complications, which would have delighted 
the old masters of the 1 e4 e5 gambits! In fact, 
1...e6, although known much earlier, first rose 
to the fore in the first half of the 19th century, 
probably as a reaction to the flood of fearsome 
gambit openings that washed over the classi
call ...e5 in those days, like the King's Gambit 
and the Evans. After a famous correspondence 
match between the cities of London and Paris 
in 1834, \vhere the French team played 1...e6. 
the name French Defence was coined and a 
new defence to 1 e4 was given a place on the 
map. 

Nowadays the French is a popular reply to 1 
e4 at all levels. It is certainly useful to be at least 
roughly acquainted with some of the sharper 
valiations, but generally a good positional un
derstanding is more important than ready theo
retical knowledge. Usually the result of the 
opening will be a strategically dynamic middle
game, in which positional considerations and 
long-term planning are likely to dominate. But 
below the surface there is often a volcano of 
tactical violence boiling, waiting to erupt at any 
moment. 

2 d4 
This is without a doubt White's most natural 

move, but it stands to reason that there are alter
native possibilities. 

An important one is 2 d3. White anticipates 
his opponent's plan: he wants to be able to re
capture on e4 with a pawn. This avoids such im
mediate skirmishing in the centre as may be 
expected from 2 d4 and stabilizes White's cen
tral position. By continuing after 2...dS with 3 
tLld2 (Dj, White avoids an exchange of queens 
and initiates a plan of development that is based 
on the King's Indian Defence: tLlf3, g3 and 
jLg2. 

This is called the King's Indian Attack, a 
set-up that we have already met in the R6ti 
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Opening. In fact, if play continues 3...tDf6 4 
t<21gf3 ii,e7 5 g3 0-0 6 ii,g2 c5 7 0-0, we reach a 
position that was mentioned in the chapter on 
the Reti Opening as resulting from I tDf3 d5 2 
g3 CLlf6 3 ii,g2 e6 4 0-0 ii,e7 5 d3 0-0 6tDbd2 c5 
7 e4. 

Naturally, by playing a move like 2 d3, White 
leaves his opponent a free hand and Black has 
many options beside the above. Some of the 
most popular ones are to play 3...c5 4 CLlgf3 !iJc6 
5 g3 and now 5...ii,d6 6 kg2 CtJge7 or 5...g6 6 
kg2 kg7 7 0-0 tDge7. In both cases Black 
makes the crucial e5 advance more difficult for 
White to achieve than if he plays 5...CtJf6. An
other frequently played move is the Sicilian op
tion: 2...c5. 

Most of these lines cannot really be said to 
belong exclusively to the French Defence. They 
are of at least equal importance to the flank 
openings (the Reti and 1 g3) and to the Sicilian 
Defence, especially the variation 1 e4 c5 2 &21f3 
e6. where 3 d3 is a very popular option (see 
page 420). The King's Indian Attack is really a 
sort of unguided missile that roams free through
out the world of opening theory. It is a plan of 
development not tied to any particular move
order and more effective in some situations 
than in others. After 1...e5 it has practically no 
significance to speak of, but as a way of com
bating the French, where Black has already 
committed himself to an ...e6 plan. it is rela
tively well-suited. 

Another popular option is the very odd 2 
'iiiie2 (D). a move that Chigorin (1850-1908) 
used to be fond of. 
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It looks barbaric to prevent a recapture on d5 
with the e-pawn after 2...d5 3 exd5 in such a 
primitive way, but in fact White is again prepar
ing for a King's Indian Attack, a scheme of de
velopment in which the move 'iie2 fits rather 
well. If 2...c5 3 CtJf3 CtJc6 4 g3 g6 5 kg2 kg7 6 
0-0 CLlge7 7 d3 0-0 8 c3, for instance, a position 
is reached that will look perfectly ordinary to 
most King's Indian Attackers. 

These two moves (2 d3 and 2 ~e2) steer the 
game in a direction that is totally different from 
the main route 2 d4. Another possibility is to 
accept this main route as a guiding principle but 
to travel in that direction on a parallel road, not 
on the main road itself. Such a variation is 2 
CtJf3 d5 3 t.21c3 (or 2 CLlc3 d5 3 CtJf3, depending 
on how White intends to react to the Sicilian di
version 2...c5). While avoiding for the moment 
the real main lines of the French. White still 
takes advantage of their existence for in some 
cases he will certainly want to transpose. Thus, 
after 3...d4 4 CtJe2 play takes on a wholly un
French character, but after 3...dxe4 4 CLlxe4 
CtJd7 5 d4 we find ourselves in a very ordinary 
Rubinstein Variation (see page 354). The most 
common reply is 3...&21f6, a move which illus
trates the pluses and minuses of this 'parallel 
variation' rather nicely: after 4 e5 CLlfd7 5 d4 
c5 White has indeed circumvented enormous 
chunks oftheory from the main lines, but what 
he has ended up with is a fairly innocuous 
sideline of the Steinitz Variation (see page 
356). 

2 ?21f3 may also be played with a totally dif
ferent idea. namely to meet 2...d5 with 3 e5, 

1 
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intending to gambit a pawn if Black continues 
3...c5: 4 b4!? This is a bold yet positionally 
well-founded sacrifice. After 4...cxb4 5 a3 bxa3 
6 d4, White has diverted Black's c-pawn from 
attacking his own pawn on d4 and in so doing 
has strengthened his centre considerably. 

The idea of anticipating 2...d5 by playing 2 
c4, which - as we shall see in the next chapter
occupies such a prominent position in the Caro
Kann Defence, is harmless against the French. 
After 3 exd5 exd5 4 cxd5 tLlf6 5 i,b5+ (analo
gous to the Caro-Kann) Black calmly replies 
5...tLlbd7 6 (tJc3 i,e7 and. after 7 d4 0-08 tLlf3 
tLlb6 for instance. regains the pawn at his lei
sure. 2...c5 reaches a type of position we know 
from the Symmetrical English, and is also not 
bad. After 3 tLlc3 tLlc6 4 g3 g6 5 .itg2 .itg7 we 
have reached a position from the Botvinnik 
Variation (l c4 c5 2 tLlc3 tLlc6 3 g3 g6 4 i,g2 
i,g7 5 e4 e6). 

2 d5 (D) 

w 

This is the real starting point of the French. It 
is also the first crisis in the opening battle, for 
White now has to make a fundamental decision 
with far-reaching consequences. He has several 
options of dealing with the threat against his e
pawn and every single one of them will to a 
great extent define the character of the forth
coming middlegame. 

By playing 3 exd5 White resolves the ten
sion immediately. This is the Exchange Varia
tion. which was regarded as a drawing weapon 
for a very long time until Garry Kasparov reha
bilitated the line in 1991. 

Equally drastic but otherwise totally differ
ent is 3 e5. the Adyance Variation. This line 
too has gained considerably in popularity of 
late and is now almost on a par with the real 
main lines of the French. 3 tLlc3 and 3 tLld2. 
Oddly enough, the former of these does not 
have a name. even though it is the starting move 
for the sharpest and most crucial variations of 
the entire French Defence. The latter. 3 tLld2, is 
called Tarrasch Variation. 

There are hardly any alternatives to these 
four moves. 3 i,d3 is possible but the position 
after 3...dxe4 4 i,xe4 tLlf6 5 .itd3 c5 is consid
erably more comfortable for Black than the 
comparable Rubinstein Variation (see page 353) 
and 3 f3 makes little sense, for after 3 dxe4 it 
impossible to reply 4 fxe4 in view of 4 i!h4+. 

Exchange Variation 

3 exd5 
This is undoubtedly the simplest solution to 

the problems raised by 2...d5, but the status of 
this variation is a singularly unusual one. In the 
middle of the 19th century, 3 exd5 was a fa
vourite with Paul Morphy (1837-84), and in the 
early 1990s it was a speciality of Garry Kaspar
ov. These are two ofthe very best chess-players 
the world has ever seen. But in the century and 
a half between those giants, the line was looked 
upon as a boring drawing variation. How to ex
plain this glaring contrast? 

3 exd5(D) 
The answer lies in the specific type of pawn

structure resulting from this obvious reply. 

w 
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We know this symmetrical pawn-fOlmation 
from the Petroff Defence. Although the posi
tion of a black knight on e4 and (in the 3 d4 
variation) a white knight on e5 adds some extra 
tension to the Petroff (in particular the uncer
tainty whether these knights are well-placed), 
the situation is basically the same. Whoever 
wants to be successful in a position like this has 
to have a highly-developed intuitive sense of the 
initiative and extremely good technical skills. 
In short, he has to be able, like Moses, to beat 
water out of a rock. This was a talent that both 
Morphy and Kasparov were gifted with to an un
usual degree, but for the ordinary mortal things 
are different. It must be adnritted, therefore, 
that most people who choose the Exchange 
Variation as White are simply out for safety and 
in many cases -let us not beat about the bush 
for an easy draw. 

Both Morphy and Kasparov preferred the 
sturdy developing move 4 t1Jf3 (D) in this posi
tion. 
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Morphy in particular was often successful 
with the symmetrical continuation 4...cZlf6 5 
~d3 ~d6 6 0-0 0-0. After 7 CtJc3 c6 8 jLg5 he 
had just that little bit of an edge to put the 
screws on and make his opponents nervous. 
Nearly one and a half centuries later, it fell to 
Kasparov to demonstrate that other moves than 
4... t1Jf6 do not yield Black easy equality either. 

He introduced, for instance, after 4...~g4 5 
h3 ~h5. the subtle 6 ~e2+ based on the idea 
that after 6.. .'J//Ie7 7 .\te3 tLJc6 8 tLJc3 0-0-0 9 
0-0-0 Black's position suffers worse from the 

disorganization caused by the two queens stand
ing on e2 and e7 than White's, for White can 
develop his king's bishop harmoniously at g2 
by playing g4. 

If instead 4...t1Jc6 5 .\tb5 ~d6, the moment is 
well-suited for the aggressive 6 c4 and the same 
goes for the immediate 4....\td6 5 c4. Both cxd5 
and c5 can be nasty for Black, while 5...dxc4 6 
~xc4 transposes to aline of the Queen's Gambit 
Accepted (l d4 d5 2 c4 dxc4 3 e3 e5 4 .\txc4 
exd45 exd4 .\td6 6 t1Jf3; see page 40), which not 
every 'French' player will be happy with. 

At any rate, these lines are more powerful 
than the immediate 4 c4. This move is also 
sometimes played, but it hardly sets the oppo
nent any problems after 4...t1Jf6 5 t1Jc3 .\te7 or 
5....\tM. Once theory really starts to dig into a 
line, such minimal differences (as between 4 c4 
and 4 t1Jf3 ~d6 5 c4) often tum out to be quite 
serious. 

Throughout the 20th century, most opening 
books gave 4 .\td3 and even the symmetrical 
4...~d6 5 t1Je2 4Je7 as the main line. This is 
based on defensive thinking: both players are 
worried about the possible pins ~g5 and ...~g4 

respectively, so they decline to develop their 
knights at their most aggressive squares f3 or 
f6. 

Advance Variation 

3 eS (D) 
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This move is of a totally different calibre from 
3 exdS. White closes the centre and creates a 
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spatial advantage for himself on the kingside. 
Long-term planning is likely to dominate the 
opening phase and indeed the rest of the game. 
Considerations of fast and efficient piece devel
opment become subordinate to finding the right 
plan and anticipating the enemy's movements. 

The Advance Variation is very old and was 
quite important in the 19th century, but it fell 
into disrepute until Nimzowitsch revitalized it 
around 1910. Nevertheless, despite his efforts 
the line was often seen as a somewhat indolent 
way of playing and as a mere ploy to avoid the 
great main lines of the French. But towards the 
end of the 20th century this attitude changed. 
More and more top players began to take an in
terest in 3 e5 and its variations began to be ex
plored deeper and with more precision and 
sharpness. I thiJ1]( it is fair to say that due to 
these efforts the Advance Variation has now be
come one of the main lines of the French. 

3 c5 (D) 

w 

It immediately becomes clear that 3 e5 is not 
a move aimed at fast development, for it can be 
said with only a slight amount of exaggeration 
that Black is now taking the initiative. He at
tacks d4 and has plenty of opportunity to be
come aggressive on the queenside. In fact this is 
exactly why, from time to time, theory has con
sidered the Advance Variation to be inferior. But 
the crucial question is: how does Black's short
term initiative compare to White's long-term 
prospects? This is where theory has changed its 
mind again and again in the past (and is likely 
to keep on doing so in the future). 

4 c3 cLlc6 
A major strategic motif characteristic of this 

type of closed position comes to the fore if 
Black plays 4...'i'b6 5 Cz:Jf3 itd7. The idea is to 
exchange bishops with 6... itb5, very desirable 
from a purely positional or static point of view. 
White has two options. He can simply allow 
Black to carry out his plan and make the best of 
it (after all, White does retain his spatial advan
tage) or he can play the sharp 6 ite2 itb5 7 
c4~?, seeking to open the position. This varia
tion is thought to be theoretically critical. After 
7...itxc48 itxc4 dxc4 9 d5. for instance, dy
namic considerations suddenly dominate the 
game, making static considerations like the ex
change of bishops less important. 

5 Cz:Jf3 (D) 

B 

5 'ilb6 (D) 
The classical approach. Black continues to 

attack d4, while keeping b2 covered as well, 
making it difficult for White to develop his 
queen's bishop. Naturally, in the wave ofpopu
larity that has swept the Advance Variation dur
ing the past two decades, a thorough search has 
been made for possible alternatives at practi
cally every tum. This has resulted in 5...itd7 
becoming a major option. This is a flexible 
move, keeping ... 'ilb6 in reserve. If 6 a3 c4, for 
instance, the manoeuvre ...Cz:Jge7-c8-b6 may be 
a better way of using the b6-square and if Black 
has an .. .f6 plan in mind (6 a3 f6 or 6 a3 c47 
ite2 f6, for example), it may also be quite un
necessary to play ...'ilb6. If 6 ite2, Black may 
play 6... 'ilb6 again but 6.. .':t'lge7, in order to put 
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the knight either on f5 (attacking d4 again) or 
on g6 (where it supports the advance .. .f6 and 
thus indirectly attacks e5) is a useful alterna
tive. 
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This is the most important starting position 
of the Advance Variation. It is also a good il
lustration of the strategic, long-term thinking 
that typifies this variation, for 6 il_d3, White 
most natural developing move, although not 
impossible (for 6...cxd4 7 cxd4 ctJxd4?? 8 ctJxd4 
iVxd4?? loses the queen to 9 .tb5+), does have 
a serious disadvantage: after 7 ...ilA7 (instead 
of 7 ...QJxd4??) White either has to lose a tempo 
with 8 iLe2 or 8 iLc2 or gambit a pawn with 8 
0-0. 

For this reason, 6 .te2 has become the more 
usual move, but of course this is in fact a (minor) 
concession, for the bishop is slightly less ag
gressive on e2. To make this perhaps somewhat 
abstract argument more concrete: Black might 
intensify the attack against d4 with 6 ...cxd4 7 
cxd4 ctJh6 (or 7 ...CiJge7), followed by 8.. .'~f5, 

now that there is no bishop at d3 to eliminate 
this knight. 

But the most popular move and probably the 
most critical test of 5...·~·b6 is 6 a3 (D). 

This may look rather slow and humble at 
first sight, but it is in fact the opening move of a 
very ambitious plan. White is going to chal
lenge Black's domination of the queenside by 
playing b4, attacking c5, relieving the pressure 
against b2, creating a new square for the queen's 
bishop at b2 and gaining back space, all at the 
same time. All these features become tangible 
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in the variation 6...ctJh6 7 b4 cxd4 8 cxd4 ctJf5 9 
iIob2 iLe7, when White can finally develop his 
king's bishop at the desired square with 10 
.td3, making iLxf5 a realistic prospect. This is 
in fact a topical and hotly contested line. Black 
might, for instance, strike back on the queen
side with 1O...a5. 

Other moves, like 6...a5 and 6....td7, are 
also undergoing very serious examination in
deed, but Black's most important move is the 
radica16...c4 (D). 
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Black relinquishes the pressure against d4 
and redirects his attention to the new Achilles' 
Heel in White's position: the b3-square. Not 
only is White unable to play 7 b3 cxb3 8 axb3 
now that his pawn is no longer on a2 (as he cer
tainly would in case of 6 iIoe2 c4 for instance), 
but he is also facing the positional threat of 
../L'Ja5-b3. It is tme that by playing 7 CtJbd2 
"Vhite prevents this rather easily but this bottles 
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up his entire queenside for after 7... t;!JaS the 
threat of .. .':t:Jb3 is permanent and the knight will 
not be able to leave d2 at will. This all means that 
a heavy positional struggle lies ahead. not just 
strategically but tactically as well. White may, 
for instance, decide to persevere in his plan of 
challenging Black's domination of the queen
side and venture b4 as a pawn sacrifice. After 8 
b4 cxb3 9 ~b2 followed by 10 c4, a sharp fight 
for the initiative is likely to ensue. And if White 
simply develops his kingside instead, Black may 
play .. .f6 sooner or later, which is again likely to 
trigger some very unclear complications. 

3 i{Jc3 

3 ct:lc3 (D) 

B 

With this serene developing move, White 
pushes the problems back where they belong: 
on the opponent's doorstep. Instead of deter
mining the central pawn-formation immedi
ately, White simply waits for things to come. 

In choosing a reply, Black must again care
fully consider the consequences of both eS and 
- to a lesser extent - exdS. The obvious solution 
to this problem is to cut the Gordian Knot at 
once by playing 3...dxe4. This is the Rubin
stein Variation and it is certainly the simplest 
of Black's options in this position. 

The consequences of 3../iJf6 are rather more 
difficult to evaluate. White is challenged to play 
eS with an attractive gain of tempo (as compared 
to 3 eS). This is usually called the Classical 
Variation these days. It was the unchallenged 

main line of the French until another possibility 
rose to the fore around 1930: 3...~b4. the Wina
wer Variation. This is a highly complex line 
which. having dliven generations of 3 ct:lc3 play
ers to despair, has now been tarned to some de
gree, but still constitutes the sharpest and most 
critical reply to 3 4Jc3. 

In the shadow of these main lines there are a 
few other moves, of which 3...ct:lc6 is the most 
generally accepted. Instead of attacking e4, 
Black is aiming his guns at d4, but the idea is the 
same as what motivates 3...ct:Jf6 and 3... i.b4: to 
force White to make a decision. After 4 ct:Jf3 
ct:lf6 5 eS ct:le4, 6 i.d3 ~b4 7 i.d2 has devel
oped into the main line here, with the ambitious 
6 ct:Je2 a dangerous runner-up. 

Rubinstein Variation 

3 dxe4 
This interpretation of the French Defence 

first became fashionable around 1900. It was a 
controversial one from the start. Lasker and 
Rubinstein liked the move and often played it, 
but Tarrasch for one never had a kind word for 
it. Then when 3... i.b4 started to become popu
lar, the Rubinstein Variation faded into the 
background and for almost the rest of the 20th 
century it was invariably given the epithet 'pas
sive' in the books. The truth is that there was 
simply no interest in it. Nobody took the trou
ble to re-examine it properly for more than half 
a century. When this finally did happen in the 
1990s, the long rest turned out to have done the 
Rubinstein a world of good. Below layers of 
dust lay a lively and resourceful variation, which 
became one of the most popular defences to 1 
e4 almost ovemight and which must be held 
partly responsible for the rise of interest in the 
Advance Variation. 

4 ct:lxe4 (D) 
Having given up his stronghold in the centre, 

the pawn on dS, Black has chosen a type of 
middlegame which is very different from ev
erything we have seen so far. White has more 
space and excellent opportunities for active 
piece development. Black has a position with
out any weaknesses and the strategic prospect 
of playing ...c5, eliminating White's remaining 
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centre pawn. But first he has to find a way to 
develop his pieces. 

4 ... tLld7 
This is the classical method, preparing to 

continue ...tLlgf6 and then recapture with the 
other knight if White plays ct:Jxf6+. Another 
idea is to develop the queen's bishop first. The 
straightforward 4...b6 has never had a good 
reputation because it allows White to force ...c6 
by playing either 5 \iB (threatening 6 tLlf6+) 
or 5 tLlf3 ~b7 6 ~b5+, obstructing the hl-a8 
diagonal. But 4...~d7 is thought to be a very re
liable move and this is often played nowadays. 
A critical position is reached after 5 tLlf3 ~c6 6 
cltd3 tLld7 7 0-0 ct:Jgf6. In order to prevent ex
changes on a grand scale, White usually re
treats his knight to g3 or d2. In this variation 
Black often plays ...~xf3 followed by ...c6 in
stead of the classical ...c5. This promises him a 
slightly passive (so the old epithet was not com
pletely wrong!) but very solid position. 

S ct:Jf3 tLlgf6 (D) 

One major difference from the 4...~d7 vari
ation is that 6 ct:Jg3 is now not very strong be
cause this allows Black to play 6...c5 without 
any problems. This advance of the black c
pawn is the crux of the opening struggle. Will 
White be able to stop it and, if the answer is 
negative. how should he anticipate it? 

Thanks to the enonnous popularity the Ru
binstein has been enjoying of late, several pos
sibilities have been tested intensively and at the 
very highest level. White's main trump is fast 
development, which enables him to go for some 
aggressive options. What makes this variation 
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so interesting is that Black does not need to fear 
this aggression. Notwithstanding the many dan
gers that lie in store for him, Black is almost al
ways able to carry out his plan: to play ...c5. 

6 ct:Jxf6+ 
The main alternative is 6 cltg5, when a posi

tion arises which is also (and in fact much more 
often) reached via the related Bum Variation 
(3 ... tLlf6 4 ~g5 dxe4; see page 357). It is some
times said that the idea of the Burn Variation is 
to wait for White to play cltg5 before taking on 
e4 and that this slight difference favours Black, 
but this is far from certain. 

The big difference between 6 tLlxf6+ and 6 
~g5 is that after 6 ~g5 Black renews the prob
lem by playing 6 i.e7 and that now 7 4Jxf6+ 
can be met by 7 cltxf6, when after 8 ~xf6 

~xf6 Black not only has the prospect of play
ing ...c5 but of ...e5 as well. It is very difficult 
for White to capitalize on his spatial advantage 
in this line. Attempts to improve on this are 8 
~d2 and 8 h4 on the white side and 6 h6 7 
~h4 clte7 (instead of the immediate 6 ~e7) 

by Black. 
6... tLlxf6 (D) 

Again White has to make a decision: should 
he play the temptingly active 7 ~g5 or does 
this move only provoke a further exchange of 
pieces'! And again this is a position of equal im
portance for the Bum and the Rubinstein Varia
tion. After 7...c5 the situation is clitical. White 
has tried a variety of moves, of which 8 ~b5+ is 
the most direct. After 8...cltd7 9 .ll.xd7+ lixd7, 
practice has shown that Black does not have to 

worry about getting his f-pawns doubled by 10 
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w w 

ii,xf6 gxf6. lO '¥He2, intending to castle queen
side, is an option. 

Since it is unclear who actually benefits from 
the pin ii,g5, other moves are at least equally 
critical, especially for the move-order of the 
Rubinstein Variation (it is only after 7 ii,g5 that 
the roads of the Bum and the Rubinstein inter
sect). 

7 ii,d3 is White's most popular move. He al
lows Black to play 7 ...c5 and after 8 dxc5 ii,xc5 
he has a choice between castling kingside (when 
play might continue 9 0-0 0-0 10 ii,g5 b6 11 
'¥He2 ii,b7 12 Madl) and castling queenside 
(starting with 9 'i"e2 0-0 10 J~g5 or 10 ii,d2). 

The alternative 7 c3 c5 8 4'Je5, preparing 9 
ii,b5+, also has to be taken into account. Al
most a century ago, Capablanca even played 7 
'LleS immediately. 

Classical Variation 

3 tDf6 (D) 
Before the lise of the Winawer Variation, this 

was by far the most important line of the French. 
So nonnal was it to play 3...tDf6 in this position 
that it did not even occur to anyone to 'claim' the 
move and give it a name, except that it was 
sometimes called the 'nonnar defence. But dur
ing the heyday of the Winawer, 3...tDf6 fell into 
disuse until it was rediscovered in the 1980s. 
Nowadays 3... 'Llf6 and 3...ii,b4 are thought to be 
of equal importance and the old 'nonnal de
fence' has been named the Classical Variation. 

The most obvious reply to 3.. .lt:Jf6 is 4 eS, the 
Steinitz Variation. It is this line in particular 

that has profited from the recent wave of atten
tion 3...tDf6 has been receiving. Theory of this 
line has become immensely more detailed and 
complex. 

Yet 4 JtgS, by far the most usual move in the 
first half of the 20th century, remains an impor
tant option. This is the starting point of three 
old, but highly topical variations. 

The same cannot be said about 4 exdS. Once 
it was thought that the inclusion of tDc3 and 
...tDf6 (as compared to the Exchange Variation, 
3 exd5) would favour White, but this has turned 
out to be overoptimistic. After 4...exd5 5 Jtg5 
ii,e7 6 Jtd3 tDc6 Black has no problems to 
speak of. 

Steinitz Variation 

4 eS tDfd7 (D) 

This is to all practical purposes the starting 
point of the Steinitz Variation, although the 
rather speculative 4...tL:Je4 5 tDxe4 dxe4 (in
tending 6...c5) is also played occasionally. 

A superficial comparison of the position after 
4...tDfd7 with the Advance Variation would sug
gest that Black has not at all done well. He has 
made two moves with his king's knight as a re
sult of which this piece is now standing on what 
must look like an unfortunate square: d7. But if 
we take a closer look, things tum out to be not so 
simple. In fact there is a striking parallel with the 
Classical Variation ofthe King's Indian Defence 
I d4 tDf6 2 c4 g6 3 tDc3 Jtg7 4 e4 d6 5 tDf3 0-0 6 
..te2 e5 7 0-0 'Llc6 8 d5 tDe7 (see page 107). 
Black is ready to attack d4 with ...c5 (just as he is 
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ready to pounce on e4 with .. .f5 in the King's In
dian), when c5 and b6 are likely to become ex
cellent squares for the d7-knight and White's 
e5-pawn may come under attack. Besides, c3 is 
not necessarily a very good square for White's 
knight, for it obstructs the characteristic c3. 

S	 f4 
White firmly protects e5 and makes it clear 

where his future lies: on the kingside. III the 
long run the advance f5 will become an option. 

Just how very different a mind-set is re
quired in closed positions as compared to the 
open type of position usually resulting from 1 
e4 e5 openings is nicely illustrated by two alter
natives: 5 ctJf3 and 5 ttJce2. 

S ttJf3 may look like a perfectly natural and 
healthy developing move, but the strategic 
downside of it is that after 5...cS followed by 
6...&2Jc6, White's e5-pawn becomes vulnerable. 
IfWhite adapts his play to this potential danger, 
there is certainly no cause for alarm: by playing 
6 dxc5 ttJc6 7 i,f4 he keeps everything well un
der control. But in this case Black will eliminate 
White's remaining centre pawn with 7... j,xc5 8 
ii,d3 f6, when 9 exf6 ttJxf6 10 0-0 0-0 leads to a 
position where most of the tension has been re
solved. 

In striking contrast to 5 ctJf3, S {tJce2 looks 
ugly and unnatural, but strategically this is a 
much more ambitious move (which is not to say 
that it is necessarily better l ). White frees the 
way for his c-pawn so as to answer 5... c5 with 6 
c3, thus preserving his stronghold at d4. After 
6...ttJc6 he will continue 7 f4, keeping his entire 
central pawn-formation intact. This variation is 

CHESS OPENINGS 

likely to produce a heavy battle, for Black can 
be expected to strike back with all his might. 
There is, for instance, the move 7...b5, gaining 
space on the queenside, or there is 7.. :i'b6 to 
put maximum pressure on both d4 and b2. In 
some cases Black plays ...g5, while .. .f6 and 
...fxe5 to create counterplay along the f-file is 
also a likely option. 

S f4 could be called the middle way. While 
allowing his d-pawn to be exchanged, White 
strengthens e5 and continues to develop his 
pieces in a harmonious way. 

S c5 
6	 ctJf3 ctJc6 
7	 ~e3 (D) 
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Starting from this position, some widely dif
fering variations have been developed over the 
past two or three decades. 

For many years, 7...'!ib6 was regarded as the 
critical test of White's set-up. Black is attack
ing b2 and preparing 8...cxd4 9 ttJxd4 ~cS at 
the same time. This sharp move has to be judged 
on the merits of 8 ttJa4 'i'a5+ 9 c3 and more in 
particular on the consequences ofthe piece sac
rifice 9...cxd410 M ttJxM!? 11 cxM .txM+ 12 
.td2 .txd2+ 13 ctJxd2. At first Black's chances 
in this position. where he has three pawns for 
the piece and White's two knights are far from 
ideally placed, were viewed rather optimisti
cally. But once theory began to dig deeper and 
deeper with more of the world's very best play
ers taking an interest, enthusiasm for Black's 
prospects cooled off, even though a clear refu
tation has never been found. 

IIIIIIiIII1lIII 
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A vmiation on this theme is to play 7...cxd4 
8 tLJxd4 and only then 8.. ."'tiib6 (D). 

w 

Now 9 tLJa4 'iJa5+ 10 c3 tLJxd4 is oflittle use 
to White since 11 .ltxd4? b5 drops a piece while 
the zwischenzug 11 b4 can be met by 11 ...ii.xb4 
12 cxb4 'iJxb4+ 13 .ltd2 Vjfe7. The pawn sacri
fice 9 ''i'd2 'iJxb2 10 :a:bl 'iJa3. and now, for in
stance, 11 ii.b5, is a critical line. While Black's 
position is both solid and resilient, White's lead 
in development is undeniably huge. This is an 
ideal variation for those who love to analyse 
their openings deeply and accurately at home. 

A more common interpretation of this line is 
to follow 7...cxd4 8 tLJxd4 up with 8....ltcS. 
While preparing ...'i'b6, Black does not com
mit himself to this sharp move. Yet after the 
natural reply 9 'iJd2 Black has to lay his cards 
on the table. One option is to go for a mass
exchange of pieces with 9....ltxd4 10 ii.xd4 
tLJxd4 11 'i'xd4 'i'b6 12 'i'xb6 tLJxb6 and hope 
that Black's fortress will be strong enough to 
withstand the long siege that is to be expected. 
This is in fact playing for a draw rather bla
tantly and the name Vacuum Cleaner Varia
tion is highly appropriate. The altemative is to 
initiate a sharp battle by simply castling into 
White's natural attacking zone, the kingside 
(9...0-0), and start looking for counterplay on 
the other side of the board. A characteristic and 
hotly debated sample variation is 10 0-0-0 a6 
11 h4 tLJxd4 12 ~txd4 b5 13 :a:h3 b4 14 tLJa4 
ii.xd4 15 'iJxd4 and now, for instance, 15.. .f6 1? 

The immediate 7...a6 is also played quite 
often. After 8 'iJd2 Black then not only has 

8...cxd4 9 tLJxd4 .tc5, which is likely to trans
pose to the above line after 10 0-0-0 0-0, but 
he can also play 8...b5 at once. White's attack
ing chances on the kingside catch the eye, but 
Black's territorial gains on the queenside are 
equally impressive. This is a variation that can 
only lead to a very fierce battle. 

4 i"g5 

4 .tgS (D) 

B 

A move in the spirit of 3 CLlc3. In once more 
delaying the choice between e5 and exd5, 
White is again hoping to improve the circum
stances for either of these moves. Now it is up 
to Black to choose between three wildly differ
ent variations, two of them rather obvious, but 
the third one not at all. The obvious ones are 
4...dxe4, the Burn Variation, and the calm de
veloping move 4...ii.e7. The third is 4...ii.b4, 
the notorious McCutcheon Variation. 

Burn Variation 

4 dxe4 
As I mentioned in the section on the Rubin

stein Variation (see page 353), this line is loosely 
based on the idea that taking on e4 is more ac
curate if White has already committed himself 
to .tg5. But whether this is indeed so is quite 
uncleaLIn fact, mmlY players who like this type 
of position have both the Rubinstein and the 
Bum Variation in their opening repertoire now
adays! 
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5 tLJxe4 
If 5 j"xf6, an interesting aspect of this type 

of position is highlighted, which plays a more 
prominent role in the Bum than in the Rubin
stein Variation. Instead of accepting the loss of 
time incurred by 5... 'i'xf6 6 tLJxe4 'i'd8, Black 
can very well play 5...gxf6, seeking to take the 
initiative immediately with 6 CL:Jxe4 f5 7 CL:Jg3 
!Jl.g7 8 C2Jf3 c5. The motif of recapturing on f6 
with the g-pawn becomes more logical and 
powerful if White takes on f6 with the bishop, 
thus giving up the bishop-pair. 

5... !Jl.e7(D) 
This is the classical Bum move. 5...l1Jbd7 is 

a subtle alternative, which after 6 tLJD I have 
classified (rather randomly I must admit) as 
part of the Rubinstein Variation (see page 354). 
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White faces the same problem as in the Ru
binstein Variation after 3...dxe4 4 CL:Jxe4 {j'jd7 5 
CL:Jf3 CL:Jgf6 6 ~~g5 iLe7 (see page 354): what 
should he do with the e4-knight? As is so often 
the case, a minimal difference between two 
lines (the extra moves ct:\f3 and ...&,jbd7) causes 
the variations to be markedly different in char
acter. 

To begin with - and this is hardly sensational 
- 6 tiJxf6+ is unlikely to gain in strength now 
that Black can reply 6... iLxf6 7 iLxf6 ~xf6 8 
?tlf3 0-0 and is probably able to find something 
better than ...CL:Jd7 on his next move. 

6 !Jl.xf6 
Matters become more interesting after this 

move, whieh makes much more sense here than 
in the Rubinstein, where there is a knight on d7 

to do the recapturing. If 6...iLxf6 White has 
consolidated the dominant position of his e4
knight. This will make it possible to prepare 
calmly for an attack on the kingside. 7 CL:Jf3 0-0 
8 ''i'd2 tLJd7 9 0-0-0 iLe7 10 iLd3 b6 11 114 (or 
11 tLJeg5) is a characteristic sample variation. 
Black has to be very careful here. 

By playing 6..•gxf6 (D) instead, Black intro
duces another dynamic factor. With his doubled 
f-pawns, he increases his control over the cen
tral squares, but of course he does create a few 
holes in his pawn-structure. This is the most 
difficult and the most controversial of the many 
...gxf6 options that Black has in this variation. 
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After the usual reply 7 CL:Jf3, White is better 
armed against 7.. .f5 than he is in the 5 iLxf6 
gxf6 line because after 8 '8c3 iLf6 Black has 
needed an extra move to put his king's bishop 
on the long diagonal. Nevertheless, this is an in
teresting option for Black and one which is 
played quite frequently. 

The alternative 7...b6 is more cautious and is 
likely to lead to a heavy strategic battle. A typi
cal (although by no means forced) continuation 
is 8 ~c4 iLb7 9 'fIe2 c6 10 0-0-0 c,,'Jd7 11 Wbl 
v;Jjc7 12 Mhel 0-0-0. Now 13 iLa6 forces a use
ful exchange of bishops because the b7-bishop 
is an important defender of Black's king in this 
type of position. In many cases, Black will try 
to play ...f5 and ...iLf6 after all to activate his 
other bishop, but this plan has the drawback of 
making the e5-square accessible to White's 
knights. Another crucial element of the strate
gic make-up of the position is the advance d5. 
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In the long run White may try to force this cen
tral break with the help of c4. 

Recently 7...a6 has also become popular. 
This is a bold and provocative variation on the 
theme of 7...b6. Apparently unafraid of giving 
the opponent more targets, Black wants to play 
8...b5 and 9...Jtb7, gaining space on the queen
side. 

4 ...ite7 

Jte7 (D)4 

w 

This is the classical reply to White's fourth 
move. White now finally has to decide what to 
do with his e-pawn unless he is prepared to give 
up his bishop-pair and play 5 i,xf6. This is un
likely to worry players with a natural prefer
ence for knights over bishops and in fact this 
very old variation (a favourite of the great Adolf 
Anderssen in the middle of the 19th century) is 
surprisingly similar to the hypermodern Trom
powsky Attack (see page 171) but it is not pop
ular at all. 

5 e5 
Just as on move four, taking on d5 is com

pletely innocuous. After 5 exd5, 5...exd5 leads 
to a position that was discussed under 4 exdS 
and Black also has 5... tLlxd5 6 i,xe7 '~xe7, 

solving his opening problems rather easily. 
5 tLlfd7 

5...tLle4 is an even more speculative sortie 
than was 4 e5 tLle4 in the Steinitz Variation 
(see page 355). Nevertheless it is occasionally 
played, mainly as a surprise weapon. After 6 

i,xe7, the lines starting with 6...ViJlxe7 7 tLlxe4 
dxe4 8 'iie2 b6'? or 6... tLlxc3 7 '~g4!? (more 
ambitious than 7 Jtxd8 tLlxdl 8 i,xc7 etJxb2 9 
.J:l:b1) 7...\¥Jixe7 8 ''iixg7 '~b4!? 9 'lJVxh8+ ~d7 

are sharp and critical. In the latter variation, 
White can try 10 etJf3, when Black must avoid 
10.. :'iixb2? 11 ~d2!. However. 10...tLle4+ 11 
~e2 tLlc6! (threatening 12...tLlxd4+) 12 ~e3 

l.'ZJxd4! is OK for Black. 
6 i.xe7 

Natural as this move may be, it is not self
evident. However lazy or dull individual chess
players may be sometimes, opening theory as a 
whole certainly isn't and so in this position a 
double-edged pawn sacrifice has grown into a 
fully-fledged and popular alternative: 6 h4, the 
Chatard-Alekhine Attack. White is out for 
more than just a positionally correct exchange 
of bishops; he wants an open h-file as well. 
Just how powerful White's attack really is after 
6... i.xg5 7 hxg5 '~'xg5, and now 8 tLlh3 fiJie7 9 
tLlf4, for instance, is not at all clear but in tour
nament practice most players prefer to decline 
the pawn sacrifice and go for solid moves like 
6...c5 or 6...0.6. After 6...c5 7 i.xe7 Black (prob
ably) has to recapture with the king because 
7..."fflxe7 runs into 8 etJb5, but in a closed posi
tion like this it is not really a problem, 6...0.6 is 
designed to eliminate this little quirk and can 
therefore be said to be more cautious. 

6 fiJixe7 (D) 

w 

Until far into the 20th century, books on the 
French Defence tended to devote a large quan
tity of their pages to this position. It was called 
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the basic position of the Classical Variation and 
every even remotely plausible move by White 
was treated as an independent variation and - in 
many books - given a name. But when 3...Jtb4 
expelled the classical 3.. .liJf6 from its domi
nant position, much of this ancient theory be
gan gathering dust. Nobody was interested any 
more. 

With the rehabilitation of the Classical French, 
the diagrammed position has resumed some of 
its former importance. It should be compared 
critically to the basic position of the Steinitz 
Variation (see page 356). A dogmatic compari
son would suggest that the exchange of bishops 
must be to White's advantage, simply because 
it is his 'bad' bishop against Black's 'good' one 
that goes ('bad' meaning that the bishop is ham
pered in its activity by his own centre pawns 
fixed on squares of the same colour, and' good' 
the opposite). In fact, this is what motivates 
many players to prefer 4 Jtg5 to 4 e5. They as
sume that they have now reached a favourable 
version of the Steinitz Variation. But this as
sessment is very complicated. There are other 
factors to be taken into account than just the 
colour of your bishop. Because of the exchange, 
Black's position - always a little cramped in the 
French - becomes freer and with the disappear
ance of White's dark-squared bishop a poten
tially dangerous threat to Black's kingside is 
eliminated. 

The most important move by far in modern 
theory, just like in the Steinitz, is 7 f4. A char
acteristic continuation would be 7...0-0 8 0:Jf3 
c5 9 'i'd2 0:Jc6 10 dxc5 f6. Due to his greater 
freedom of movement (thanks to the exchange 
of bishops !), Black is in a position to break 
down White's entire pawn-centre. The down
side to this plan is that it is precisely in the type 
of position resulting from these pawn ex
changes, after II exf6 1/J:ixf6 12 g3 0:Jxc5 for 
instance, that the absence of a dark-squared 
bishop is making itself felt the most, for White 
now has two potentially strong squares for his 
pieces at d4 and e5. But it remains to Black's 
credit that he enjoys relatively great freedom 
for his pieces. The light-squared bishop, for 
instance, often gets manoeuvred to g6 or h5 
via d7 and e8. 

CHESS OPENINGS 

McCutcheon Variation 

4 Jtb4 (D) 
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'Attack is the best form of defence' might be 
the motto of this variation. Black is trying to in
vert the dynamics of the position. Instead of 
civilly defending against the threat of e5, he 
makes an attempt to bend the consequences of 
that advance to his own advantage. 

The McCutcheon Variation was very popu
lar from about 1905 until 1925 even at the high
est level. It then withdrew from the public eye 
and became a sort of ghost, appearing from 
time to time - always unexpectedly - to scare 
the living daylights out of an unsuspecting op
ponent and then disappear again. Any hope of 
fInding comfort and solace in the books was al
ways frustrated, for these had got stuck in the 
theoretical situation of 1925 and could offer lit
tle or no help to newer generations. 

It was not until about 1990 that this situa
tion finally began to change. More and more 
players started using the McCutcheon not just 
as a hit-and-run tactic but as a regular part of 
their opening repertoire. Inevitably, theory had 
to crawl out of the shadows where it had been 
hiding and much to everyone's surprise the 
McCutcheon appeared to tolerate the light of 
day very well. All variations that had ap
peared so elusive and phantom-like were nicely 
charted but not refuted. The strategic features 
were clarified yet without resolving the mys
tery and the inherent tension of the whole line. 
As a result, the McCutcheon now enjoys a 
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healthy theoretical status, is widely popular, 
has retained something of its former mysteri
ous aura and it remains controversial. 

5 eS 
The exchange 5 exdS offers slightly better 

chances than it did a move earlier. Many players 
even avoid the symmetrical recapture S...exdS 
(though this is certainly playable) and prefer the 
more aggressive S... \iVxd5. The theoretical ques
tion then is whether after 6 i,xf6 Black should 
just play 6 ...gxf6 (permitting 'vVhite to 'rescue' 
his pawn-formation with 7 CZ'le2) or if he should 
insert 6...~xc3+. 

Similar problems are raised if White plays 5 
~d3. A plausible continuation would be to play 
S...dxe4 6 .I1Lxe4 ttJbd7 intending 7...h6 and (if 
necessary) 8...?2Jxf6. The position after 6 .I1Lxe4 
also arises via the Winawer Variation (see page 
363). It is one of only a very small number of 
actual links between these two variations which 
on the surface look so very alike. 

5 h6 (D) 

looks better than it actually is. After 7 ...Mg8 
and now, for instance, 8 h4 gxM 9 'libs ~f6, 

Black will collect the pawn at g7 and obtain a 
solid position. 

6 ~e3 is the sharpest move. White allows his 
opponent to play 6... ttJe4, but avoids an ex
change of his queen's bishop (as will be the 
case after 6 ~d2). The critical continuation is 7 
'i'g4 Wf8 (or 7...g6) 8 a3. After 8...~xc3+ 9 
bxc3 Black can win a pawn at c3 either at once 
or after the preliminary (and highly thematic) 
9...cS. 

It is striking how difficult it is to evaluate 
the position in all of these variations. The 
McCutcheon almost always produces these 
murky, complicated middlegames where both 
sides are likely to persevere in their course of 
action but always run the risk of totally under
estimating the opponent's chances. 

6 ~xc3 (D) 
Naturally 6..Jt:Je4?? is now impossible due 

to 7 ttJxe4. 

w 

Breaking the pin against the knight and avoid
ing the loss of a piece. White now faces a cru
cial decision. 

6 .I1Ld2 
This continuation has been the main line for 

decades. 
Sustaining the pin with 6 il.h4 is of little use 

for after 6...gS 7 .I1Lg3 ttJe4 Black is already tak
ing over the initiative. The rather meek 6 ~xf6 

gxf6 also holds little promise for White. 
But 6 exf6 is a serious alternative. even 

though White's position after 6 ...hxgS 7 fxg7 

7 bxc3 
This may look an odd follow-up to White's 

previous move. Why not play 7 .I1Lxc3, keeping 
the pawn-structure intact? The answer is that 
this plan does not really work because after 
7 ...Ct"le4 the consistent 8 ~b4 runs into the 
treacherous 8...cS 9 dxcS ttJxf2! 10 Wxf2 ~M+. 

Another argument against 7 ~xc3 is that by 
taking the bishop off the cl-h6 diagonal, White 
releases the pressure against Black's kingside. 
If he plays 8 'iVg4, for instance, Black can now 
simply castle or play 8...~gS. 
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In spite of these objections, 7 ~xc3 is occa
sionally played but it is definitely not the main 
line. 

7 .,. tDe4 
So far everything is nmning smoothly for 

Black. His e4-knight is well-placed and after a 
'normal' move like 8 ~d3, he has a very natural 
way of starting an attack on the queenside in 
8...tDxd2 9 ~xd2 cS, which will compensate 
him for White's space advantage on the king
side. If we compare this to the Winawer Varia
tion (of which this position is reminiscent) Black 
has a comparatively easy game. 

8 ~g4(D) 
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However, this aggressive move shows up a 
drawback of Black's opening play. Unlike after 
7 2xc3, Black has no easy way of protecting g7 
for 8...0-0?? fails to 9 2xh6. He will have to 
make a concession. 

8... g6 
This has been the most popular choice, but 

8...~f8 also has its supporters. \Vhich of these 
moves is better is truly difficult to say. By play
ing 8...~f8, Black gives priority to the solidity 
of his pawn-structure. If 8...g6. it is the greater 
mobility of his pieces that he is interested in. A 
sample continuation after 8...~f8: 9 ~d3 '-'iJxd2 
10 ~xd2 cS (exchanging queens with 1O...·~gS+ 

11 ~xgS hxgS is not as good as it looks. for 
White can quickly seize the initiative on the 
kingside with 12 J:fl or even 12 f4 gxf4 13 :f!) 
and after 11 &2Jf3 tLJc6 12 h4 Black can start an 
attack on the queenside with 12...c4 followed 
by ...bS-b4. White will have to counterattack on 

the kingside, for instance with hS followed by 
lIh3-g3. Just to illustrate how subtle and far
reaching even the slightest decision in this line 
can be: it could be an improvement for White to 
play 11 h4 straightaway, preserving the option 
of playing tDe2/h3-f4 instead of CLJf3. 

9 ~d3 

White is prepared to move his king to d2, a 
courageous decision. In fact, even after 9 tDf3 
c5 10 ~d3 CLJxd2 recapturing with the king is 
standard. It is undeniable that White's king is 
vulnerable in the middle of the board, but the 
fact that his knight and rooks will be able to 
move freely proves ample compensation. 

9... CLJxd2 
10 ~xd2 c5 (D) 
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This is one of the most critical positions of 
the McCutcheon Variation. A battle on two 
fronts is in the offing. White will attack on the 
kingside and Black on the queenside. For White, 
an h4-h5 plan seems indicated, while the queen 
manoeuvre~f4-f6 may also be useful and in 
some cases even a piece sacrifice on g6 (2xg6) 
is a possibility. Black has all sorts of options on 
the ql\eenside. mainly based on ...cxd4 at some 
point. The slmver plan of playing ...c4 is usu
ally combined with 8...~'f8 because this move 
gives \Vhite less of a target on the kingside so 
Black does not have to hurry his own plans. 

11 h4 is a characteristic continuation. Black 
then has the straightforward Il...lDc6 in order to 
meet 12 "~'f4 \vith 12...cxd4 13 cxd4 'i'aS+ 14 c3 
(or 14 ~e3) and now 14...b6 followed by ...2a6 
or 14...b5 intending ...b4. Another possibility is 
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first to provide some cover for the kingside, 
most notably the f6-square, by playing 11 ...jLd7 
and meeting 12~f4 by 12... jLc6 13 cuB tUd7. 
In this case White may switch plans and play 12 
h5 g5 13 1'4, opening some files on the kingside 
as quickly as possible. 

Winawer Variation 

jLb4 (D)3 

w 

To a great many players, this move is the 
jewel in the crown of the French Defence. In a 
manner very similar to the Nimzo-Indian De
fence, Black proposes to exchange bishop for 
knight and in so doing raises the uneasy question 
of how to evaluate the accompanying distur
bance of White's pawn-structure. This intro
duces an element of tension and makes for a 
highly delicate positional equilibrium. As a re
sult there will be chances for both sides, rather 
than White simply trying to create, and Black 
trying to neutralize, a small opening advantage. 

It should not therefore come as a surplise 
that the Winawer has always been a variation 
for the real fighters, for those who are not inter
ested in stability but in dynamics. It is also an 
opening for the optimists, who are more inter
ested in their own chances than in those of their 
opponents. And finally it is an opening for the 
courageous, for it is a matter not of ignoring the 
opponent's chances and hoping for the best, but 
of not being afraid of them. 

The similarity with the Nirnzo-Indian is not a 
coincidence for they share the same originator. 

Although 3... jLb4 was a well-known variation 
as far back as the 19th century and is usually at
tributed to Simon Winawer, who played it in 
1867 against Steinitz, it was Aron Nirnzowitsch 
(1886-1935) who turned the move into a coher
ent and meaningful opening system and in many 
countries it bears his name rather than Wina
wer's. 

As is the case with 3...tUf6. Black is attacking 
e4, but he avoids both the pin jLg5 and the loss 
of time involved in 3...[,iJf6 4 e5 tUfd7. Those are 
important pluses. Are there any minuses? 

In the days of Steinitz and Winawer, the an
swer to this question was sought in the sym
metrical pawn-structure resulting from 4 exd5 
exd5. The essence of their reasoning was that 
the bishop is no longer useful at b4 and that an 
exchange on c3 is no longer appealing. NinlZO
witsch's great merit in this matter is to have 
demonstrated that this judgement is incorrect, 
or at least far too categorical. After 5 .id3 tUc6 
6 [,iJe2l1Jge7 7 0-0 jus, for instance, Black has 
nothing to complain about. 

This change of judgement suddenly left 
White with a serious problem. For if 4 exd5 
holds no promise, what is he to play? A coun
terattack against g7 looks plausible but it is 
pretty clear that the blunt 4 1jl!g4 is rather dou
ble-edged at best if Black boldly replies 4.. .Luf6 
51jl!xg7 Mg8. Later the consequences of 4 'iVg4 
were analysed in greater detail, together with the 
related lines 4 a3 jLxc3+ 5 bxc3 dxe4 61jl!g4 and 
4 i_d2 dxe4 5 'Ij'g4. These variations have ob
tained their place in the books, but although 
these are interesting attempts they have never 
managed to pose a serious threat to 3... jLb4. 

4 jLd3 and 4 tUe2 produce a much quieter 
type of game, but neither of these moves pre
tends to be a refutation of 3... jLb4. They just try 
to avoid things getting out of hand. 

4 jLd3 leads, after 4...dxe4 5 jLxe4 rZJf6 6 
jLg5, to a position that also arises from the 
McCutcheon (see page 361) and is obviously 
related to the Rubinstein Variation. 

4 tUe2 produces the same type of position 
after 4...dxe4 5 a3 if play now continues 5... jLe7 
6 tUxe4. Hanging on to the extra pawn with 
5... jLxc3+ 6 I1Jxc3 1'5 is a possibility but this 
undoubtedly gives up the initiative (White 
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might continue 7 f3) and is seen as rather risky. 
A more cautious way of making 5"j~.xc3+ 

playable is just to forget about 6.. .£5 and play 
6...CLJc6 instead. 

All of these possibilities have grown into 
fully-fledged variations over the years, but there 
is only one move that is seen, by friend and foe 
alike, as the critical test of 3... i4.b4: 

4 e5 (D) 

After Nimzowitsch's defusing of the old 4 
exd5, it was thought for some time that 3... i4.b4 
is actually an extremely solid defence to 3 ctJc3 
for even if 4 exd5 was not a great move, there 
simply did not seem to be anything better. Even 
as late as 1941, the authoritative Them}' of 
Chess Openings by Max Euwe judged "main
taining the tension in the centre to be best for 
White" only to admit immediately that a con
vincing way of doing so is sadly lacking. 
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Advancing the e-pawn to e5 was of course 
not an unknown idea but it was seen as too slow 
since after 4 ...c5 Black is virtually a move 
ahead on the comparable situation in the Clas
sical Variation (3."ctJf6 4 e5 etJfd7). The impli
cations of the critical 5 a3 were also seen in a 
negative light. However, after many years of 
uncertainty it finally turned out that precisely 
here, in the most distrusted part of the 3... i4.b4 
complex, the key lay hidden: the only way to 
put 3."i4.b4 truly and fundamentally to the test. 

4 ••. c5 
A principled reply but not the only one. No 

less a player than Nimzowitsch himself experi
mented with a much slower but strategically 
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profound plan, that may be introduced by 4...b6 
and 4...~·d7 alike and that has remained a ma
jor alternative to 4" .c5 ever since. 

Black aims to play ".i4.a6 with the idea of 
exchanging his queen's bishop, always a prob
lem child in the French Defence (and some
times ironically nicknamed the French bishop), 
for White's king's bishop, a radical and a very 
sound solution to this problem. The drawback 
of this approach is that White is given a free 
hand, but since this variation is far from easy to 
play this may tum out (in practice) to be actu
ally a disadvantage! Many a game with this line 
has seen White not knowing what to do with hi s 
freedom and just getting himself in trouble. 

An important issue in this type of position is 
what both players think of the exchange on c3. 
If Black plays 4...b6, he has to he aware of the 
fact that the reply 5 ~g4 will force him to take 
back his third move and play 5... ..IlLf8 (unless he 
is prepared to make a major positional conces
sion with 5...~f8 or 5...g6). Fortunately, because 
of the extremely slow nature of the position, 
BI ack can afford this loss of time. Even after the 
more neutral 5 a3, there are those who play 
5... i.f8 anyway, instead of the much more nat
ural 5... i4.xc3+. 

There are also quite a number of players who 
prefer 4...~d7. This move may look rather weird 
at first sight, but the idea is to meet 5 'lIVg4 with 
5...f5, which is peJiectly sound, although it is not 
at all certain whether after 6 ~g3 the change of 
pawn-structure benefits Black in the long run 
(for he can no longer attack White's central for
mation with ".£6). 

Then there are those who wish to avoid a 
doubling of pawns (or at least do not wish to en
courage it unduly). These players usually pre
fer 5 .sld2 against either 4".b6 or 4.,,'iYd7. The 
main long-term plan is to move the knight from 
c3 and go for b3 and c4, taking the initiative on 
the queenside, thus 'punishing' Black for not 
doing so himself (by playing ."c5). 

Both 4".b6 and 4".'/ifd7 require a good posi
tional understanding of the situation rather than 
a knowledge of variations. In fact, there practi
cally aren't any! A few examples of how the 
game might develop: 

a) 4...b6 and now: 
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al) 5 ''/i'g4 iJ8 6 i.g5 ~'d7 and now 7 1'4 
i.a6 or 7 i.b5 c6 8 i.a4. The latter variation has 
the drawback of leaving the bishop stranded on 
a4 but it does avoid exchanging it for Black', 
queen's bishop. 

a2) 5 a3 i.xc3+ 6 bxc3 '~'d7 (this position 
can also be reached via 4".~d7 5 a3 i.xc3+ 6 
bxc3 b6) 7 lJi'g4 1'5 8 ~g3 i.a6 9 i.xa6lLlxa6 
10 lLle2 0-0-0 with chances for both sides. Black 
has the satisfying prospect of moving his knight 
to c4 (".lLlb8-c6-a5-c4), while White may ei
ther try to break open the queenside with a4-a5 
and c4 (the violent option) or increase the pres
sure on the kingside with moves like h4-h5-h6 
or g4 (the patient option). 

b) 4...'iVd7 5 .id2 b6 6 lLlf3 .ia6 7 .ixa6 
({Jxa6 8 'i'e2lLlb8 9 0-0 lLle7 10 lLldl .ixd2 11 
'iVxd2 0-0 12lLle3. 

The same plan may be introduced by 4...lLle7, 
when after 5 a3 .ixc3+ 6 bxc3 Black can trans
pose to the main line with 6...c5 but he also has 
6".b6. Here too 7 'iVg4 is the clitical reply. 
Black can defend g7 by simply playing 7".0-0 
but after 8 .ig5 his king is not safe. The most 
important starting position of this line mises af
ter 7".lLlg6 8 h4 h5. 

We now return to 4".c5 (D): 

5 a3 
Modem opening books hardly comment on 

this move. At the very most it is said to be 'the 
most principled reply' or something to that ef
fect. And yet there have been times when it was 
called 'old-fashioned', 'inadvisable' or 'of du
bious value'! 

White invests a whole tempo in persuading 
Black to make an exchange of pieces whose 
consequences are as yet totally unclear. Who 
benefits? This is indeed a decision that can only 
be made if you are absolutely sure of what you 
are doing or ." if theory presents it as being 
self-evident. 

In fact, by playing 5 a3 White crosses the last 
border that still separated him from what is now 
thought of as the heart of the Winawer Varia
tion. This type of position is difficult to play 
and almost impossible to understand. 

Other moves are less committal, simpler, 
most certainly playable, but far less threatening 
to Black. 

Even 5 ''!i{g4, which is an aggressive move, 
is not really dangerous for Black since after 
5...&~e7 the straightforward 6 ~xg7 .l:!.g8 7 
~xh7 is dubious due to 7".cxd4 8 a3 ~a5, 

when White is forced to seek refuge in the 
murh.)' exchange sacrifice 9 axb4 'iVxal 10 
CLice2. A more reliable move is 6 dxc5, but this 
makes the position of White's queen on g4 
rather questionable. 

5 dxc5 immediately or SlLlf3lLle7 6 dxc5 is 
also sometimes played, but if White is really 
looking for a solid option, he usually goes for 5 
.id2. The point ofthis move is that 5".cxd4?! is 
dubious due to 6lLlb5, when after 6" ..ixd2+ 7 
~xd2 White gets his pawn back without any 
trouble and the threat of lLld6+ will force Black 
to give up castling. But by simply playing 
5".&~e7, Black takes most of the sting out of 
this set-up. 

We now return to 5 a3 (D): 
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5 ~xc3+ 

Both this and 5 cxd4 were regarded as fa
vourable for Black as 'recently' as the 1930s. 
But in the course of that decade it slowly began 
to dawn on the chess world that if White intends 
to achieve something against the Winawer he 
has to play these positions and - more impor
tantly perhaps - that this is not quite so impos
sible as used to be thought. The first victim of 
this budding new insight was the variation 
5...cxd4. This used to be judged primarily on 
the merits of 6 axb4 dxc3 7 bxc3 '~c7, but when 
it transpired that White can easily afford a pawn 
sacrifice and play 7 CtJf3 or 7 ~g4, enthusiasm 
for this approach quickly disappeared. 

A third option for Black is to retreat the 
bishop: 5....ta5. Ironically, this move was re
garded with great scepticism in the early days, 
after Alekhine had shown in 1924 that White 
gets excellent attacking chances with the pawn 
sacrifice 6 b4 cxb4 7 <Llb5!. But the variation 
came to life when it was discovered that Black 
should play the positionally much more consis
tent 6...cxd4! instead of the greedy 6...cxb4. 
This leads to the same ultra-sharp type of posi
tion that we are about to see in the 5... ji"xc3+ 
variation if play continues 7 'i\"g4 t}Je7 8 bxa5 
dxc3 9 Wlxg7 ~g8 10 'i'xh7 (D). 
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After 1O.. ,cbbc6 11 14 'i'xa5 12 ttJf3 itd7 13 
Mbl 0-0-0 14 '\ijlld3, for instance, any aggres
sive, tactically oriented player (regardless of 
the colour he is playing) will probably get the 
feeling that this must be paradise. With hardly 
any positional footing for either side and major 
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parts of both White's and Black's position de
stroyed, it is almost impossible to judge who 
has the better chances, or, to put it more accu
rately, theory changes its mind about this all the 
time. White will try to round up the c3-pawn and 
his h-pawn is a powerful long-term trump card. 
But his Achilles' Heel is the insecure position of 
his king, which Black will try to attack wilh op
erations like ...d4, ... ttJf5, ...CtJce7 and ...itc6. 

If 7 &2Jb5 (instead of 7 'i'g4) a somewhat 
quieter game is likely to result, although even 
here the position is hard to judge. A critical 
position arises after 7... !£'c7 8 1'4. White will 
regain his pawn quite easily, but Black can try 
to take advantage of his opponent's somewhat 
airy queenside pawn-formation with a move 
like 8... a5. 

6	 bxc3 (D) 
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Thanks to the pawn that has appeared on c3, 
White has got his d-pawn firmly covered, just 
like in the Advance Variation (3 e5 c5 4 c3). But 
there are two major differences. 

First. there is the exchange of knight for 
bishop. This has left Black vulnerable on the 
dark squares, but what does tllis really mean? 
We have already seen that White has the option 
of attacking g7, but we have also noticed that 
this is not always dangerous for Black. It is also 
clear that White's dark-squared bishop might 
become very powerful, for instance if it is put 
on the a3-f8 diagonal with a4 and !£'a3, but it is 
equally clear that it might become totally para
lysed if this plan does not work and the bishop 
gets hemmed in by its own pawns. 
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Secondly, there are the doubled pawns. They 
make White's position rather static and vulner
able, for Black may attempt to attack both c
pawns and White's a-pawn. But in the meantime 
White will have a very useful open file on the 
queenside so that he does not necessarily have 
to remain passive on that wing. If Black castles 
queenside, for instance, as he often does in this 
line, advancing White's a-pawn or doubling 
rooks on the b-file may become quite dangerous. 

So who benefits from these two positional 
factors is impossible to say. The real question 
is: who will use them the more skilfully? This is 
precisely what makes the Winawer such an ex
citing variation. 

The first assessments of this position. dating 
from the 192005, were not exactly friendly to 
White, but they were also decidedly one-di
mensional. It was thought that Black has good 
prospects on the queenside if he follows a plan 
based on ...c4, to be played either immediately 
or after the preliminary moves 6.JiJe7 7 liJf3 
liJbc6 8 ~e2 'llUa5 9 ~d2. When it slowly be
came clear that in the meantime White's pros
pects on the opposite wing are at least as good, 
this assessment was modified. It became clear 
that Black does well to be flexible: he can play 
...c4 if the circumstances are right, but in many 
cases ...cxd4 with the idea of using the c-file as 
a base for attack is more promising, and a coun
terattack on the kingside with .. .f6 is also an 
idea to be kept in mind. Thus the whole varia
tion gradually changed into an extremely com
plicated opening system, making high demands 
on both players. 

By the end of the 198005, the Winawer was 
again transformed when the uncompromising 7 
IJi'g4 began to be analysed with ever-greater 
precision and relentless tenacity. The image of 
the Winawer shifted as the somewhat noncom
mittal general considerations such as I just 
mentioned were brushed aside and replaced by 
highly concrete ways of coping with White's 
queen sortie. From this crisis, the cold-blooded 
reply 7...0-0 has emerged as an essentially new 
interpretation of this line. 

6 t1Je7 
There is hardly a trace of the old move 6...c4 

left in modern Winawer theory. The positional 

drawbacks of this move leap to the (modern) 
eye: not only does 7 '~g4 force Black to make a 
major concession with 7...g6 or 7.. .'Jif8 (which 
is unnecessary after 6.JiJe7) but with Black 
opening the a3-f8 diagonal so soon, the plan to 
play a4 followed by ~a3 becomes very attrac
tive indeed. 

Nevertheless this ancient idea has not been 
completely abandoned; it has merely been re
fined. The modern and more subtle version of 
6...c4 is to play 6...\~a5 7 ~d2 'ifa4, blocking 
White's a-pawn first and preparing to close the 
queenside with 8...c4 (after 81Ji'bl for instance). 

Another major option is to play 6...lJi'c7, 
with the idea of meeting 7 'ifg4 with 7.. .f5. The 
question then is whether this change in pawn
formation favours Black or White after 8 IJi'g3 
cxd4 9 cxd4 liJe7 10 ~d2 0-0 11 ~d3 for in
stance. The immediate 7...cxd4? does not work 
because after 8 'ilxg7! 'ifxc3+ 9 ~dl IJi'xal 10 
'ilxh8 ~f8 11 ~d3 Black's king is in far greater 
danger than White's. 

We now return to 6...tlJe7 (D): 

w 

7 'ifg4 
This aggressive approach has driven Black 

to despair at several moments in the life of the 
Winawer. Mikhail Botvinnik, one of its greatest 
champions ever, even gave up on 6, ..liJe7 after a 
disastrous loss to C.H.O'D.Alexander in 1946. 
When he lost two games with 6....iJc7 as well, 
both to Mikhail Tal in 1960 and 1961, things 
were looking very black for the Winawer. But 
the variation recovered from both of these blows 
and 7 'ifg4 even seemed to fade away shortly 
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afterwards, possibly on the general grounds of 
just being too complicated and unsafe for most 
people. After all, sharp attacking variations are 
all very well to look at, but as long as they are 
not properly analysed - and these analyses laid 
down in books - actually playing them can be 
dangerously double-edged. 

The present 7 'ifg4 wave seems to be headed 
in a different direction. Although at fIrst Black's 
defensive barriers looked like they were going 
to be mercilessly demolished, the Winawer has 
again shown astounding resilience. But if noth
ing else, this time 7 \t!Vg4 seems to have taken a 
firm hold on the status of being the main line. 

This development has considerably reduced 
the importance of the quiet, positional approach 
that dominated the image of the Winawer for 
decades (in between the peaks of7 '>I'g4). There 
does not seem to be a lot of interest any more in 
the subtle implications of7 tDf3 and 7 a4. Quite 
a change! For instance, in the 1970s the ques
tion of whether, after 7 tDf3 ~d7 8 a4 '>i'aS, 
White should play 9 itd2 or 9 ~d2. was highly 
topical. 9 itd2 seems more natural, but 9 '\i'd2 
has the advantage of reserving the right to play 
~a3. 7 tLlf3 VJlic7 (this position also arises via 
6... 'ife7 7 tLJf3 tLJe7) 8 a4 b6 was another im
portant variation in those days (and in a way it 
still is, but it catches the limelight far less often 
now than it did before). Black intends to play 
".~a6, exchanging his queen's bishop, a uni
versal theme in the French Defence. White may 
want to thwart this plan at the cost of a tempo 
by playing 9 ~b5+ ~d7 10 ~d3. 

More recently and in the wake of 7 "~'g4, the 
alternative 7 h4 has lisen to (some) promi
nence. This is in fact an alternative way of start
ing an attack on the kingside right away. 

We now return to 7 ~g4 (D): 
The story of this position began with the cau

tious assessment that, if nothing better, Black 
can safely guard his g-pawn by playing 7...CiJrs 
and that perhaps the sharp 7..:::/iic7 is playable. 
If, after three quarters of a century, we replace 
7".CL:Jf5 by 7...0-0, this assessment is still the 
same. But on what oceans of games, analyses 
and theoretical publications it is now based! 

To give just an idea of the progress opening 
theory has made here: once it was the position 
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after 7..:iilic7 8 Wiixg7 J:g8 9 'i'xh7 cxd4 (or al
ternatively 7...cxd4 8 VJ/ixg7 Mg8 9 'Wiixh7 'ili1'c7) 
that was considered the starting point for the 
sharp option. Nowadays we have to add at least 
the further moves 10 ct:Je2 ct:Jbc6 11 f4 .id7 12 
'<lIVdl (if 12 cxd4 then Black has 12".cZixd4!) 
12".dxc3 before theory 'really' starts, White has 
two ways of taking on c3. In both cases. Black 
will try to prove that the many open files for his 
rooks and the insecure position of White's king 
provide ample compensation for his slight ma
terial deficit. One thing that has not changed is 
that it is still totally unclear who has the better 
chances. What is clear, though, is that this is a 
wonderful variation for lovers of sharp, com
plicated and uncompromising play and for lov
ers of the most thorough opening preparation. 

The safer option is of course to protect the 
g-pawn, The old 7...ct:JfS lost most of its former 
glory in the 1960s when it was found that the 
endgame arising from 8 ~d3 h5 9 'i'f4 cxd4 10 
cxd4 '~h4 11 ~xh4 tLlxh4 12 .ig5 is not easy 
for Black. But two decades later the bold 7...0-0 
has turned out to be an excellent successor to 
7 ".&~f5, It looks risky to castle 'into it' and it 
really is dangerous, but if Black plays with 
great accuracy (or if he knows his theory well 
enough) he need not fear the danger. The mod
ern main line is to play 8 .id3, intending to 
meet 8...c4 wilh 9 ~h6! ct:Jg6 10 ~xg6 fxg6 11 
.ig5. In this rather static position Black seems 
to have a solid game but since he can hardly un
dertake anything, White can build an attack on 
the kingside at his leisure, starting with h4-h5. 
Therefore it has become more usual to play 
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8..'ctJbc6, which admittedly leads to the same 
type of position after 9 \ih5 tDg6 10 tDf3 "lJiic7 
11 ~e3 c4 12 ~xg6 fxg6 13 'iiVg4, but with two 
extra tempi this should now be playable for 
Black. Nevertheless, this remains an important 
option for White. Another possibility is to play 
8...f5 with the reply 9 exf6 Mxf6 10 ~g5 ;:[f7 
11 'ilh5 g6 12 'ildl being the critical test. In all 
of these lines a heavy positional struggle lies 
ahead. 

Tarrasch Variation 

3 tDd2 (D) 

B 

This alternative to 3 tDc3 was first recom
mended by Siegbert Tarrasch (1862-1934), 
though he later came to condemn it. Neverthe
less, his name remained attached to this move 
that did not really prosper until long after Tar
rasch's era. 

White avoids the pin ...~b4. He is also well
placed to deal with the closed type of position 
that arises from 3...tDf6 4 e5, perhaps even 
better than after 3 tDc3, since with the knight on 
d2, it will be easy to protect d4 with c3. But 
these pluses come with a price tag. The draw
backs of 3 tDd2 (as compared to 3 tDc3) are ob
vious: White has far less control over the central 
sguares d4 and d5 and his gueen's bishop is 
hemmed in. 

The great main lines of the Tarrasch are the 
radical reply 3...c5 and the more traditional 
3...tDf6, which in spite of what was said above 
has turned out to be eminently playable. 

Three other moves have also grown into 
fully-f1edged variations, but since they are not 
as popular as the two main lines I shall only 
deal with them brief1y: 

3...a6 is a far from obvious move, but Black 
can afford it because 3 tDd2 is such a slow 
move itself. The idea is to play ...c5 without 
being disturbed by ~b5( +), which is an im
portant move in the 3...c5 variation. After 4 
tDgf3 c5, the pawn exchange 5 exd5 exd5 
leads to a position from the 3... c5 4 exd5 exd5 
line, with Black having circumvented 5 ~b5+. 

IfWhite wants to achieve more than this trans
position (or if he just wants something differ
ent) he should probably try 5 dxc5 ~xc5 6 
~d3. By avoiding the pawn exchange on d5, 
White restricts the scope of Black's gueen's 
bishop. 

3...tDc6 (D), insulting as it may be to the 
classical mind (after all, Black is blocking his 
own c-pawn, which definitely wants to move 
forward in a 'classical' French Defence), is in 
fact a well-considered attempt to show up the 
dark side of 3 tDd2. 

w 

The idea is to meet 4 c3 with 4...e5, not ex
actly an everyday occurrence in the French! 
The deeper point is that the alternative 4 tDgf3, 
though superficially a natural move, is in fact a 
slight concession because (as we are about to 
see in the 3...tDf6 line) the moves tDd2 and 
tDgf3 do not necessarily go well together in 
the French. Black replies 4...tDf6 5 e5 tDd7, 
switching to more classical means of attacking 
White's centre: he will play ...f6 or ...c5. Even 
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the very slow ... tZ:\b8 followed by ...b6 and 
...~a6 is a realistic option in some cases. 

3...1Le7 is almost equally unorthodox, yet 
this move has become fairly popular in recent 
years. Black is subtly waiting for White (again!) 
to play 4 tZ:\gn, when he will 'nonnalize' the 
position with 4... tZ:\f6 5 e5 or 5 ~d3 c5 6 e5 
tZ:\fd7. In a closed variation of the Tarrasch like 
this, White's queen's knight often wants to move 
on to n. With the king's knight on n, the char
acteristic scheme of development tZ:\e2 and tZ:\f3 
is no longer feasible. 

Naturally, for those who want to playa Ru
binstein Variation. 3 tt"Jd2 presents no prob
lems. By playing 3...dxe4 the difference be
tween 3 tZ:\c3 and 3 tZ:\d2 is swept aside without 
a munnur. 

All of these lines usually lead to much qui
eter and more straightforward play than 3 tZ:\c3, 
although there are some sharp and chaotic lines 
here too, if both players choose to enter them. 
But overall, the Tarrasch has always been a fa
vourite with those players who wish to avoid 
the complexities of the Winawer and who pre
fer a sober, sterner game. 

3 ttJd2 c5 

3 c5 (D) 
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This advance against White's pawn-centre, 
hardly playable against 3 4Jc3, is the classical 
answer to 3 tZ:\d2. Black takes advantage of the 
fact that the pressure against d5 has decreased 
by attacking d4. 

4 exd5 
One could say that this move is a belated way 

of playing the Exchange Variation, but in fact 
there is hardly any connection with 3 exd5, for 
having played ...c5 Black has fundamentally 
altered the character of the position. If now 
4...exd5, play will usually revolve around the 
well-defined theme of the isolated queen's pawn 
(arising after an exchange of pawns on c5 or 
d4). If 4...'/jVxd5. the central pawn-structure is 
the same as in the Rubinstein Variation. 

3 ttJd2 c5 4 exd5 exd5 

4 exd5(D) 
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5 tZ:\gf3 
This move is in fact a striking example of the 

way opening theory is always looking for the 
very, very best move (a self-perpetuating search 
really). Instead of immediately isolating Black's 
d-pawn (by playing 5 dxc5), White is trying to 
get the same type of position in a slightly more 
favourable version. So instead of giving his op
ponent a free developing move (5...~xc5) he 
waits, preferably until the bishop moves to d6 
or e7. 

Another idea is to try to dismpt Black's de
velopment by playing 5 iLb5+. The point of 
this move is that after the natural reply 5...~d7 

(or 5.. -'tJc6) 6 ~'e2+ iLe7 7 dxc5 Black cannot 
recapture on c5. This may lead to sharp play if 
White decides to hang on to his extra pawn but 
it usually boils down to an 'ordinary' isolated 
queen's pawn position in the end, for instance 
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after 7."ct:Jf6 8 ttJb3 0-0 9 ttJf3 8e8 10 ~e3 a6 
and now II ~xd7 ttJbxd7 or II ~d3 i,a4 fol
lowed by 12...ttJbd7. 

A more cautious reply is to play 6.. YiJe7 in
stead of6...~e7, keeping c5 protected. But this 
confronts us with a more subtle problem of a 
positional nature: is it wise to exchange queens 
in a position where you are supposed to create 
active piece-play to compensate for the weak
ness of your isolated pawn? Most opening books 
deem this to be 'slightly better for White', but I 
would say it is really a matter of taste. A rather 
dry, technical sort of position is reached where 
some players will feel ill at ease while others 
may be perfectly comfortable. 

We now return to 5 ttJgf3 (D): 

5 ttJc6 
Black could try to 'punish' White for not 

playing 5 dxc5 by pushing his c-pawn, but this 
has never been overly popular. After 5...c4 6 b3. 
Black cannot hang on to his pawn-chain since 
6 b5 runs into 7 a4. when the 'consistent' 
7 a6 is impossible. 

It is far more common to prepare this ad
vance by first playing 5 a6. If White still re
fuses to capture on c5, c4 will follow. The 
critical variations are 6 dxc5 ~xc5 7 ttJb3 ~a7 

and 6 ~e2 c4. In the latter case 7 b3 can now be 
safely countered with 7 b5. The position after 
5...a6 can also arise via 3 a6 4 ttJgf3 c5 5 exd5 
exd5. 

Finally, 5...ttJf6, avoiding the pin by ~b5, is 
also important. After 6 ~b5+ ~d7, 71/i'e2+ re
sembles the variation 5 ~b5+, while 7 ~xd7+ 

ttJbxd7 8 0-0 ~e7 9 dxc5 L'tJxc5 is a little easier 
for Black than the 5... ttJc6 line thanks to the 
disappearance of the two light-squared bish
ops. 

6 ~b5 ~d6 

7 dxc5 ~xc5 

8 0-0 ttJe7 
9 ttJb3 ~d6 (D) 

The choice between this move and 9...~b6 

is a difficult one. In the latter case, 10 8el 0-0 
11 ~e3 aiming to exchange bishops, is a sound 
strategy. 

w 

This is one of the critical positions of the 
Tarrasch Variation. White will lay siege to 
Black's d5-pawn, or at the very least try to take 
maximum advantage of the blockading square 
d4. Black can freely develop his pieces, quite 
an achievement in the French, and will seek 
active counterplay. 

3 itJd2 c5 4 exd5 iVxd5 

4 I/i'xd5 (D) 
This leads to a sort of position which is 

rather different from the 4...exd5 line. Just like 
in the Rubinstein Variation, Black permits his 
opponent to develop his pieces freely, but he 
provides him with no targets. 

5 ttJgf3 
Again the rule of thumb of opening theory is 

never to choose the path of least resistance. 
Rather than playing 5 dxc5 ~xc5, giving away 
a development tempo for free, White allows the 
opponent to take on d4, intending to recapture 
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the pawn without losing time, in the swing of 
his piece development 

S ... cxd4 
(j ~c4 ~d6 

This is the unchallenged main line, but the 
ultra-solid 6..:i¥d8 is also played from time to 
time. 

7 0-0 
A somewhat sharper option which became 

popular in the 1990s is to play 7 '~e2 ibf6 8 
tbb3 Cilc6 9llgS and 100-0-0. 

7... I'tJf6 
8 ibh3 I'tJc6 
9 tbbxd4 tbxd4 

10 ct:lxd4 (D) 
10 ~xd4 is a cautious alternative. White is 

working on the assumption that an exchange of 
queens will be to his advantage, simply because 
Black's queen is actively placed on d6 and 
White's at dl is not. Whether this is indeed the 
case is moot. After 10...\liVxd4 11 ?jxd4 ~d7 12 
i.f4 l:tc8, for instance, the positional tension 
has been reduced and it has become much eas
ier for Black to find a safe place for his king. 

The position after 10 ~xd4 is the main start
ing point of the 4 ... 'lWxdS variation. At first 
Black was satistied with the solid but unpreten
tious 1O•..~e7 followed by 11...0-0. With more 
and more players taking an interest in this line, 
ambitious moves like lO...1Ld7 and lO..•a6 also 
came under scrutiny. Black can then continue 
aggressively with .. ,viilc7 and ...1Ld6 and per
haps even castle queenside. It goes without say
ing that this can lead to a very tierce battle. 
After 10, .. a6 II M:elliic7 12 1Lb3 ~~d6, for 
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instance, the meek 13 h3 is unlikely to worry 
Black, but after 13 I'tJfS!? ~xh2+ 14 ~h 1 0-0 
IS tbxg7! no one knows what is going on. The 
point of White's last move is IS... '>i?xg7 16 
~'d4 with a terrible attack, yet the cold-blooded 
zwischel17ug IS .. J'l:d8 appears to keep Black's 
chances alive. 

Instead of 12...~d6 there is the slightly less 
provocative (and still quite sharp) l2 ...1Ld7. 
Play might continue 13 1Lg5 0-0-0 14 \\!VB, 
when rather than worry about defending f6, 
Black should probably lash out with l4... .td6 
again. 

3 LLld2 tDf6 

3 ~f6 

For a long time it used to be thought that this 
move is asking for trouble, for at first glance the 
position after 4 eS &jfd7 looks better for White 
than the similar 3 t.:Jc3 '1",f6 4 e5 c'ilfd7. But on 
closer inspection, the position of the knight on 
d2 tums out to have some disadvantages as well. 

4 e5 ~fd7 (D) 
Just like after 3 tLic3 lLlf6 4 eS Black can also 

play 4...tbe4 here, which after S CDxe4 dxe4 
boils down to the same position (see page 3SS). 

5 ~d3 

As always in positions with a (more or less) 
fixed pawn-centre, both sides have to think stra
tegically. Every decision is likely to have far
reaching consequences which cannot easily be 
corrected. 

The plausible developing move 5 c'ilgf3, for 
instance. runs into the problem that after S...cS 
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6 c3 ttJc6 7 .id3 ilb6 White lacks a comfort
able way of defending d4, a typical problem of 
3 ttJd2. This does not necessarily mean that 5 
ttJgf3 is a rnistake, for the pawn sacrifice 8 0-0 
cxd49 cxd4 ttJxd4 10 ''2lxd4 '>I'xd4 11 ,'2lf3 ~6 

12'>1'a4 offers White a lead in development and 
many open files for his pieces, but it does make 
this variation 'for specialists only'. 

5 f4 is of a different calibre altogether. White 
provides some extra cover for his e5-pawn and 
makes a first move forward on the kingside. Af
ter 5...c5 6 c3 ttJc6 the idea is to play 7 ttJdf3 
(D), for the seemingly natural 7 ttJgf3 again 
runs into 7...i¥b6. 

This full-scale consolidation of White's cen
tre is closely related to the variation 3 ttJc3 ttJf6 
4 e5 ttJfd7 5 ttJce2 c5 6 c3 ttJc6 7 f4 (see page 
356) and needs to be countered with force and 
conviction. In many lines. Black will attack 
White's centre with .. .f6 and even ...g5 and in 

some cases he will try to harass White's king. 
For instance after (7 ttJdf3) 7...'>I'b6 8 g3 cxd4 9 
cxd4 .ib4+ White is forced to go for the bold 
I0 ~f2, when 1O...f6 11 ~g2 g5 is a fully realis
tic possibility. Some players anticipate this plan 
by playing 8 h4 (instead of 8 g3), but this leads 
to great complications as well after 8...cxd4 9 
cxd4 ~\ib4+ 10 ~f2 f6. In many games Black 
has been successful with a knight sacrifice on 
e5 at some point, just to wipe out White's cen
tre pawns and expose his king. In fact, this is 
one of the sharpest variations of the entire Tar
rasch. 

The neutralS c3 is often played, but this only 
delays the moment of truth, for after 5...c5 
White will have to cut the Gordian Knot and 
choose between 6 .id3, 6 f4 and 6 ttJgf3 after 
all. 

5 cS 
6 c3 (D) 

B 

6 ttJc6 
An alternative plan is to play 6...b6, fol

lowed by ....ia6. Looking at the position from a 
purely static perspective, this exchange of the 
light-squared bishop (which we have come to 
know in this chapter as highly characteristic of 
this type of position) is excellent for Black. But 
if we take the dynamics of the situation into ac
count this manoeuvre is far less impressive 
since White will make use of the time granted 
to him to strengthen his hold on the kingside, 
for instance with 7 ttJe2 .ia6 8 .ixa6 ttJxa6 9 
0-0 tiJc7 10 ttJf4 or 7 ttJh3 .ia6 8 .ixa6 ttJxa6 9 
'>I'g4. Assuredly, this is an interesting variation, 
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but only for those players who enjoy patiently 
nurturing long-lerrn aspirations and who do not 
mind having to defend for a while. 

7 CLle2 cxd4 
8 cxd4 (D) 
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Now White is well-prepared for 8...~b6 

since he can reply 9 CLlf3, smoothly defending 
the d4-pawn, a major difference from the 5 
tZJgf3 variation. This used to be the main line of 
the 3...CLlf6 variation, continuing with 9.. .f6 10 
exf6 CLlxf6 11 0-0 iLd6 (and, for instance, 12 
tZJc3). 

However, the preparatory move 8...~b6 is 
not strictly necessary for this plan. Nowadays 
most players prefer the immediate ... 

8 ... f6 
In the early days of this line, White would 

sometimes try to punish this move with 9 &21f4, 
but this idea never aroused much enthusiasm. 
After 9...tiJxd4 10 "ii'hS+ rJ;;e7 11 exf6+ tZJxf6 
12 CLJg6+ hxg6 13 ~xh8 ~f7 followed by 
l4...eS White has won an exchange but lost his 
hold on the centre. Still, this remains an enter
prising oplioll which may be attractive to those 
who do not relish the heavy positional prob
lems of the main line and who prefer something 
more concrete and taclical. 

9 exf6 CLlxf6 
Black has eliminated the enemy outpost at 

e5, thus changing thc character of the opening 
considerably. The position has become fairly 
open (by French standards that is) so that both 

sides can develop their pieces pretty comfort
ably. Even the passive queen's bishop will have 
reasonable prospects at d7. Thc deciding factor 
will be Black's backward pawn on e6 in com
bination with the blockading square e5. Will 
White somehow be able to take <ldvantage of 
this? Will Black perhaps be able to play ... eS at 
some point? These questions are not easy to an
swer. but they do determine the further course 
of the opening. 

10 0-0 Jl,d6 
11 tDf3 (D) 
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This is to all practical purposes the starting 
point of this variation. Black now has to take a 
decision with far-reaching consequences: to 
allow his opponent to play 12 i.f4 or not? In 
itself this would be a positionally attractive ex
change of bishops for White as it would in
crease his control over e5. That is why it seems 
obvious that Black should reply 11...'l~lrc7. Tf 
then 12 g3, Black has at least provoked a small 
but significant weakening of White's kingside 
pawn-structure. But White has a subtle altema
tive in 12 iLgS, planning to achieve the desired 
exchange of bishops via another route: iLh4-g3. 

In fact it is not at all clear that it is necessary 
to stop 12 i.f4. After 11...0-0 12 iLf4, for in
stance, Black may try to take over the initiative 
by lashing out with 12...~xf4 13 CLJxf4 CLle4. 
For a conect evaluation of this line it is vital to 
work out the consequences of the exchange 
sacrifice 14 LZJe2 ~xf3!? 15 gxf3 CLlgS. 



Caro-Kann Defence
 

1 e4 c6 (D) 

w 

Though no less ancient than the French, this 
move had to wait until far into the 19th century 
before it received any form of recognition. In 
fact, it was not until Capablanca and Nimzo
witsch started playing 1.. .c6 in the 1920s and 
1930s that it was accepted as a serious open
ing. And even then it was often given the de
rogatory (and completely undeserved) epithet 
'drawish opening' until the final breakthrough 
in the 1980s. With more and more top players 
using the Caro-Kann, old prejudices disap
peared and l...c6 finally became what it is to
day: one of the most important and popular 
replies to 1 e4. 

Just like in the French Defence, Black is 
planning to play 2...dS, attacking White's e
pawn. He is using the c-pawn rather than the e
pawn to support this central advance because 
he wants to keep the c8-h3 diagonal open for 
his bishop. And no matter how closely related 
the starting moves l...e6 and l...c6 may be, this 
tiny difference immediately causes a funda
mental divergence. 

2 d4 
There are a number of alternatives, but the 

only ones that are accepted as fully satisfactory 

are 2 d3, 2 ~c3 dS 3 ~f3 (or 2 ~f3 dS 3 ~c3) 

and 2 c4. 
By playing 2 d3 d5 3 ~d2 (D), White intro

duces the King's Indian Attack. just like 2 d3 
in the French (see page 347). 

But there is a major difference between the 
position after 1 e4 e6 2 d3 dS 3 ~d2 and the one 
arising after 1.. .c6 2 d3 dS 3 ~d2: Black now 
has the chance to take even fuller control over 
the centre by playing either 3...eS or 3...g6 4 
~gf3 :Jkg7 5 g3 eS. A characteristic situation 
arises after 3...eS 4 ~gf3 .id6 5 g3 ~f6 6 :Jkg2 
0-0 7 0-0 Me8. It could be said that White has 
declined to use his 'prerogative' and has de
cided to take the black pieces instead, for this is 
in fact a position from the Modem Defence (1 
e4 g6) with colours reversed (see page 462). 
But of course there is always the extra tempo 
for White and although it is far from clear how 
important this factor really is, it does make this 
variation sufficiently attractive for many play
ers. And it should be noted that this is a line that 
requires little theoretical knowledge! 

2 ~c3 dS 3 ~f3 (D) (or 2 ~f3 dS 3 ~c3) is 
another set-up the Caro-Kann shares with the 
French (see page 348), but its importance is far 
greater in the Caro-Kann. In fact, this line 
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(prosaically called the Two Knights Varia
tion) used to be more popular than 2 d4 during 
the 1940s and 1950s. It is still a frequent guest 
in modern tournaments. 
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It is attractive for two reasons. Firstly, 3...d4 
is not as strong as in the French Defence since 
after 4 tLle2 Black has to lose a tempo with 
4...c5 (the same goes for 3...tLlf6 4 e5 tLlfd7 5 
d4, when Black will have to play 5...e6 and 
6...c5). Secondly, after 3...dxe4 4 tLlxe4 the 
'standard' 4... j,f5 is not as self-evident as one 
would expect because after 5 tLlg3 j,g6 6 h4 h6 
(parallel to 2 d4 d5 3 tLlc3 dxe4 4 tLlxe4 j,f5; 
see page 382) White quickly seizes the initia
tive with 7 tLJe5!. If 7... j,h7, the powerful 8 
'iVh5 would even force Black to bury his own 
bishop with 8... g6. 

Black's most popular defence to the Two 
Knights Variation is 3...j,g4. After the critical 
reply 4 h3. this either leads to a fierce tactical 
battle following 4...j,h5 5 exd5 cxdS 6 j,b5+ 
&:Jc6 7 g4 j,g6 8 tLle5 or to a rather closed 
King's Indian Attack type of position starting 
with 4...j,xf3 5 ~xf3; e.g., 5...e6 6 g3 tLJf6 7 
~ a'l 

,)j;;Lo.... • 

2 c4 too is far more than just a way of avoid
ing the main lines. This move is intended as a 
subtle refinement on the Panov Attack (a dan
gerous enough line in its own right!): 2 d4 d5 3 
exd5 cxd5 4 c4 (see page 378). Just like in the 
Two Knights Variation, the idea behind delay
ing d4 is to make it more diffIcult for Black to 
develop his pieces. White wants to meet the 
natura12...d5 with a double exchange of pawns 

on d5, 3 exd5 cxd5 4 cxd5, an important motif 
in the Panov and intended to be doubly danger
ous now that it comes in an accelerated version. 
The straightforward 4...i!xd5 is not very at
tractive because of 5 tLlc3 (although players 
who are not inclined to worry about subtleties 
like a loss of tempo in the opening may in fact 
find this to be quite playable). 

The real problem is that the 'ideal' 4...tLlf6 
(D) (intending to take back on d5 much more 
'cleanly' with the knight) is also problematic. 
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White has two destabilizing checks, 5 ~a4+ 

and 5 j,b5+, to prevent an immediate recapture 
on d5. One critical line starts with 5 j,b5+ 
iiJbd7 (5 ... j,d7 is answered by 6 j,c4) 6 iiJc3. 
The question then is whether Black should qui
etly develop his kingside starting with 6...g6, or 
if he should break the pin with 6...a6. But even 
the simple 5 tLlc3 tLJxd5 6 tLlf3 is a subtle test of 
4... tLJf6. White uses the time gained by delaying 
d4 for an ultra-fast development of his pieces 
(while retaining the option of transposing to a 
Panov proper by playing d4 at a moment of his 
own choosing). The underlying relatedness of 
all opening theory is made clearly visible here. 
Against the Panov proper, 4...tLlf6 5 tLlc3 e6 is 
one of Black's best replies (see page 379). If 
then 6 tLJf3, Black has a choice between the 
solid 6... j,e7 and the aggressive 6... j,b4, both 
transposing to a line of the Queen's Gambit 
Declined if play continues 7 cxd5 &21xd5 (the 
Semi-Tarrasch; see page 19). By playing 2 c4 
d5 3 exd5 cxd5 4 cxd5 tLlf6 5 tLJc3 iiJxd5 6 iiJn. 
White very cleverly eliminates the latter option. 
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for if Black now chooses 6...e6, then after 7 
~c4 (instead of7 d4) the 'aggressive 7...~b4' 

no longer makes any sense, so Black is reduced 
to the 'solid' option 7...~e7. This may look like 
hair-splitting, yet such expert and intricate jug
gling with openings and variations forms an es
sential part of modem opening theory. 

The fact that 2 c4 is a variation par excel
lence for players with a wide range of opening 
knowledge is further underlined by Black's main 
alternative 2...eS, which after 3 tDf3 d6 4 d4 
tDd7 S ctJc3 ctJgf6, takes us straight into an Old 
Indian Defence (see page 160)! 

2 dS (D) 

In this position White (again) has a range of 
options which look similar to the French De
fence, but the consequences are rather different. 

The exchange option, for instance, 3 exdS, 
does not produce a symmetrical pawn-structure 
like it does in the French. Remarkably, this is not 
called the Exchange Variation (yet), for that 
name is reserved for the position after 3...cxdS, 
ifWhite does not continue 4 c4. If he does, we 
call it the Panov Attack. 

3 eS is called the Advance Variation, as in 
the French, but because Black can reply 3...~fS 

he experiences far fewer problems, or so it 
seems at first sight. In fact, the Advance Varia
tion was thought to be inferior for this reason 
until in 1982 the whole variation, including this 
assessment, was overhauled and theory sud
denly took a few giant steps forward. Nowa
days, 3 eS is one of the most popular ways of 
tackling the Caro-Kann. 

Nevertheless (and again: just like in the 
French) maintaining the tension in the centre 
is still thought of as the most critical test of 
Black's opening. In this case, though, it is almost 
irrelevant whether this is done by 3 ctJc3 or by 3 
tDd2 for in both cases 3...dxe4 is the standard 
reply. This is in fact a major difference between 
the French and the Caro-Kann Defences. The 
many alternatives to 3...dxe4 that Black has in 
the French are conspicuously absent in the 
Caro-Kann. If a player chooses 1...e6, it does 
not necessarily follow that he is fond of3 ...dxe4 
positions. But if someone plays the Caro-Kann, 
then that is precisely what he is aiming for. 

Exchange Variation 

3 exdS cxdS 
White now has two fundamentally different 

plans to choose from. He can either continue 
the fight for domination of the centre by lashing 
out with 4 c4 (this is the Panov Attack, which 
we shall deal with next) or he can interpret the 
position as a Queen's Gambit Declined Ex
change Variation (see page 22) with colours re
versed. 

4 ~d3 

With that in mind, this is a very nice move, 
making it much more difficult for the opponent 
to develop his queen's bishop than in the 'real' 
Queen's Gambit. This then is the Caro-Kann 
Exchange Variation. 

4 tDc6 (D) 

w 

5 c3 
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This is more ambitious than the plain devel
oping move 5 t2Jf3, which allows Black to play 
5...~g4. White is not giving away any presents, 
however small. 

5 ... t2Jf6 
6 ~f4 

Seen in the light of the previous note, it may 
look inconsistent that this is the main line rather 
than 6 h3, but there are other factors besides the 
development of Black's queen's bishop to be 
taken into account. 6 h3 has the definite draw
back of not contributing anything to White's 
development and by countering with 6...e5 7 
dxe5 t2Jxe5 Black might 'punish' his opponent 
for his slow play. This position is very similar 
to a typical 3...c5 4 exd5 exd5 French Tanasch 
Variation (see page 370), but Black's better de
velopment should make this position relatively 
easy for him. 

By playing 6 ~f4, White admittedly allows 
...~g4, but with the clear intention of putting 
this move to a severe test. After all, though an 
active enough developing move in itself, it 
leaves Black's queenside rather vulnerable, in 
particular the b7-pawn. 

6 ... ~g4 

If Black restricts himself to playing 6...e6, 
thus condemning his queen' s bishop to passiv
ity, White can be happy with the result of the 
opening. By taking up the gauntlet, Black makes 
it clear that he too is not giving any presents. 

7 'i'b3 (D) 
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his b-pawn by playing 7..:YJlid7 or 7•• :YJlic8, 
White will continue 8 t2Jd2 e6 9 t2Jgf3, which 
leads to a strategically clearly defined position. 
White's prospects are on the kingside, where he 
will try to start an attack based on a well-timed 
t2Je5. Black's prospects consist basically of a 
long-term plan of attack on the queenside with 
...b5-b4. 

7...t2Ja5 8 'ila4+ ~d7 9 'ilc2 is the most con
troversial option. White has succeeded in chas
ing Black's bishop away from g4, but in doing 
so he has created another option for Black: to 
play 9.. .'YJlib6 preparing an exchange of bishops 
with 1O...~b5. 

Panov Attack 

3 exd5 cxd5 
4 c4 

The Panov Attack occupies a special place 
within the Caro-Kann for White is in fact play
ing a sort of Queen's Gambit (1 d4 d5 2 c4). 
Rather than acquiesce to Black's occupation of 
d5, White fiercely attacks this central outpost: a 
veritable 1 d4 strategy. It makes the Panov a 
place where individual differences between ] 
e4 and 1 d4 fall away and where these two great 
opening moves meet. 

4 .., t2Jf6 
5 &.:Jc3 (D) 
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What White would really like to see now is 
his opponent simply (or lazily) taking on c4, 

This is the most important starting position of either in this position or on one of his next few 
the Exchange Variation. IfBlack 'simply' covers moves. After 5...dxc4 6 iLxc4 e6 7 t2Jf3, for 

1 
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instance, the position closely resembles a sim
ilarly 'lazy' line of the Queen's Gambit Ac
cepted (see page 44). In both cases. Black 
handles the opening in a way which is aimed at 
avoiding subtleties and complications. This is 
a legitimate way of playing, but opening the
ory itself does exactly the opposite. Its motto 
is always to look for something even more ac
curate, even more subtle or even better. This 
critical attitude has produced three main lines 
in this position: 5...g6, 5...CZlc6 and 5...e6. In 
all three cases, White will need to act energeti
cally if he is to obtain any sort of opening ad
vantage at all. In other words: White will have 
to continue in true Panov style. 

If 5...g6, the sharp 6 '~b3 is critical. Since 
taking on c4 is now really unattractive (after 
6...dxc4 7 ~xc4 e6 8 d5 Black is in serious 
trouble) Black is practically forced to sacrifice 
a pawn by 6...~g7 7 cxd5 0-0. When studying 
this position, two questions need to be answered. 
First, will Black be able to recapture the pawn 
with a manoeuvre like ...CZlbd7-b6xd5, or will 
White manage to protect his extra pawn. for in
stance with ~e2-f3 and ~g5xf6? Second, will 
the extra pawn be of any use to White if it takes 
almost an entire army to defend it? A somewhat 
more lucid version ofthis plan is to play 6 cxd5. 
If then Black does not recapture. and plays sim
ply 6...~g7, White will have a few extra op
tions like 7 ~c4 and 7 ~b5+. If Black does 
recapture, with 6...CZlxd5, the idea is to play ei
ther 7 ~b3 or 7 ~c4, attacking the d5-knight. It 
is an intriguing question whether the position 
after, say, 7 ~b3 CZlb6 8 d5!? ~g7 9 ~e3 0-0 10 
Mdl offers White better chances than the 6 '~b3 

line. Precisely because White does not have an 
extra pawn (no doubled pawns on the d-flle), 
his advanced post at d5 is easier to defend and 
for this reason possibly more effective. 

By playing 5...CZlc6 (D), Black immediately 
attacks d4, thus restricting his opponent's free
dom of movement. 

If 6 CZlf3 Black continues in similar fashion 
with 6...~g4. This controversial variation has 
to be judged by the consequences of the sharp 
continuation 7 cxd5 CZlxd5 8 'i'b3 ~xf3 9 gxf3. 
White is fighting for the initiative at the cost of 
his pawn-formation. If 9...CZlxd4? 10 ~b5+! 

w 

Black loses a piece, but the outcome of 9...e6 
10 'i'xb7 CZlxd411 ~b5+ CZlxb5 12 'i'c6+! cJJe7 
13 ~x b5 or 9...CZlb6 10 d5 CZld4 (or 10 ~e3 e6 
11 0-0-0) is far less easy to judge. White can 
avoid these problems by choosing 6 ~g5, only 
to run into others (of course!). For instance, af
ter almost a century of changing assessments it 
is still not clear how strong, after the natural 
continuation 6...e6 7 (Df3 ~e7, the aggressive 8 
c5 really is. Besides, Black has a number of 
sharp alternatives, most notably 6... 'i'a5 (based 
on 7 ~xf6 exf6 8 cxd5 ~b4!), the odd-looking 
but surprisingly effective 6...~e6 and 6...dxc4 
(here this previously 'lazy' capture is quite a 
critical line due to the attack on White's d4
pawn). 

With 5...e6, Black does not hurry to put pres
sure on his opponent's pawn-centre. He simply 
strengthens his grip on d5 and prepares to de
velop his kingside. This is where all boundaries 
between 1 e4 and 1 d4 theory evaporate. After 6 
CZlf3 Black has a choice between 6...~e7 and 
6...~b4. In both cases 7 cxd5 CZlxd5, transpos
ing to a variation of the Queen's Gambit De
clined (see page 20), is the usual continuation. 
But there is yet another surprising transposi
tion: after 6...~b4 7 ~d3 dxc4 8 ~xc4 0-0 9 
0-0 a fundamental position of the Nimzo-Indian 
Defence (see page 70) has arisen. 

Advance Variation 

3 e5 (D) 
Strange as it may sound, theory of the Ad

vance Variation is practically brand new. For 
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decades nobody was interested, since 3 e5 was 
not taken seriously. The old theoretical 'assess
ment' can be summarized as follows: "Black 
plays 3...iH5 and since he has developed his 
queen's bishop outside his pawn-chain he now 
has an improved version of the Advance 
French. Black will play ...e6, probably ...c5 at 
some point and he has solved 'the problem of 
the French bishop', period." Sometimes the 
variation 4 ~d3 ~xd3 5 'ilxd3 was added to 
show how little promise this line holds for 
White. 

Today, this view of the Advance Variation 
has changed beyond recognition. 

3... ~fS 

Black has also experimented quite success
fully with 3...cS, but some expertise is needed 
here to avoid ending up a tempo down com
pared to an Advance French. 

But 3...~f5 remains the most popular and 
sharpest line. White now has a far wider choice 
than older theory suggested. Far from simply 
exchanging Black's queen's bishop, for in
stance, it is now considered great sport to in
vent new ways of using this bishop as a target: 

4 ctJc3 is the sharpest variation. White waits 
for Black to play 4...e6, cutting off the bishop's 
retreat, and then attacks with 5 g4 ~g6 6 t2Jge2 
(D). 

The idea is to play 7tIlf4 followed by 8 h4 or 
7 h4 immediately. If Black creates a much
needed square for his bishop with ...h6 or ...h5, 
White exchanges on g6, leaving Black (after 
.. .fxg6) with a weakness at g6. This simple 
plan, which became popular in 1982, has proved 
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to be remarkably effective. Black has all sorts 
of ways to defend himself, but the threats loom
ing over his position require great accuracy in 
defence. 

But perhaps even more remarkable than the 
proven soundness of this attacking line was 
the discovery that even a very quiet set-up 
holds out promise of an opening advantage. To 
play 4 ~d3 is to misunderstand this idea com
pletely, but the simple 4 tIlf3, for instance (a 
move which before 1990 did not even get a 
mention in the books), is very sound indeed. 
After 4...e6 5 ~e2 c5 6 0-0 tIlc6 7 c3 cxd4 8 
cxd4 ctJge7 9 ctJc3 tIlc8 I0 ~e3 ctJb6 II MC I 
Black certainly has a solid position, but there 
is nothing wrong with White's 'normal' space 
advantage in a position of this type and the' ac
tive' position of Black's f5-bishop does not 
trouble him at all. 

A subtle variation on this theme, and one of 
the most recent additions to White's armoury, is 
to play 4 ~e3, with the idea of first developing 
the queenside (4 ...e6 5 tIld2), retaining the op
tion of playing f4 and even c4 in some cases. 

The immediate 4 c4 is also not bad. Rather 
than wait for Black to play ...c5, White takes the 
initiative on the queenside himself. If Black ex
changes pawns on c4, he will get a beautiful 
square at d5 for his knights, but White will ob
tain e4 and c4 for his own pieces. 

Many players prefer to preface this plan with 
an advance on the kingside: 4 h4. Black cannot 
reply 4...e6? because of 5 g4 ~g6 6 h5 and after 
4 ...h5 5 c4 Black's h-pawn may become a tar
get. 
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3 CZJc3 / 3 CZJd 2 

3 tZJc3/d2 
In contrast to the situation in the French (1 e4 

e6 2 d4 d5) there is hardly any difference be
tween these two knight moves. In both cases 
3...dxe4 is by far the most usual reply. when 4 
tZJxe4 reconnects the two roads. 

The main difference between 3 tDc3 and 3 
tZJd2 lies in the possibility of Black playing 
3...g6 instead of 3... dxe4. Fianchettoing the 
king's bishop makes the opening a close rela
tive of the Modem Defence, 1...g6 (see page 
462), which became a popular reply to 1 e4 in 
the 1960s and influenced several other open
ings, inspiring (among others) this variation of 
the Caro-Kann. Until then, the sturdy 3 tDc3 
had been the self-evident way of preparing for 
the equally self-evident 3...dxe4, but when all 
of a sudden 3...g6 required some attention as 
well, it seemed a good idea to take another look 
at the altemative knight move 3 tZJd2. And it is 
true that in this case 3...g6loses some of its bite 
for c3 will protect d4 very finnly and put a ma
jor obstacle in the diagonal of the bishop about 
to appear at g7. For this reason 3 tZJd2 became 
all the rage in the 1970s and 1980s. 

But the huge process of change the Caro
Kann has gone through since then has reduced 
any 'fear' of 3...g6 to something resembling a 
child's fancy. Nowadays White is facing much 
harder theoretical problems! In fact, anyone 
playing 3 tZJc3 today may even be quietly hop
ing for his opponent to take the game away from 
the major theoretical battles by playing 3...g6. 

Theory of these lines concentrates mainly ell 

3 tZJc3 g6 4 c'Df3 .JLg7 5 h3, reaching a position 
that will (briefly) be mentioned in the section 
on 1 e4 g6 (see page 463). About the sister vari
ation 3 tZJd2 g6, theory has little to say. White 
usually continues 4 tZJgB .JLg7 5 h3 or 5 c3, 
when sooner or later Black exchanges pawns on 
e4 after all, bringing about the characteristic 
pawn-formation of the Cam-Kann, but without 
any theoretical do's and don'ts to go with it. 

3 dxe4 
4 tZJxe4 (D) 

No matter how interesting and important all 
the previous variations may be, it is not until 

B 

this point that we enter the true heartland of the 
Caro-Kann. In a way that is perhaps less obtru
sive, but every bit as principled as the Panov 
Attack or the Advance Variation, White is chal
lenging the correctness of 1.. .c6. For in this po
sition Black has to prove that having a pawn on 
c6 rather than e6 (as in the Rubinstein Variation 
of the French) is useful. 

The classical method of doing so is 4....JLf5, 
which is not surprisingly called the Classical 
Variation. The main altemative, less obvious 
but profound and very popular nowadays, is to 
play 4...tZJd7. 

4...tZJf6 is more direct than either of these 
main lines, but far less popular. This move is in 
fact the starting point for two variations, for af
ter the critical reply 5 tZJxf6+ Black has two 
ways of recapturing, both of them sound but 
very different in character: 

5...exf6 has never been what you could call a 
popular line, but it occupies an important little 
place in opening theory all the same. It is solid 
and fairly simple strategically, but it must be 
admitted that Black is making a positional sac
rifice of some sort. In exchange for obtaining 
open files, free development for all of his pieces 
and a safe place for his king (supposing that 
Black castles kingside) Black accepts a doubling 
of pawns which may eventually boil down to a 
virtual pawn sacrifice. For if White manages to 
obtain a passed pawn on the queenside, Black 
will have nothing to show for it on the kingside. 
This line is clearly a matter of taste. 

5...gxf6 (D) is almost the exact opposite of 
the straightforwardness of 5...exf6. 
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By recapturing with the g-pawn, Black is not 
aiming for clarity, but for darkness. He is not 
trying to get his pieces healthily and easily de
veloped in a position with clear positional land
marks; he is heading for a position where both 
sides have no idea what is going on. Or, to put it 
more positively, Black is playing for flexibility. 
He will probably try to get his queen's bishop 
developed at f5 or g4, he will usually play ...e6 
(but sometimes ...e5, or - at a later stage 
...e6-e5), but where the other bishop will go, or 
which side he will castle, is completely unclear. 
There are hardly any well-defined variations to 

speak of. A plan based on 6 c3 jLf5 7 tLlf3 fol
lowed by g3, jLg2 and 0-0 is probably the most 
common nowadays (and considered quite diffi
cult for Black), but any number of other set-ups 
is possible. This is perhaps an ideal opening 
system for players with great self-confidence, 
good intuition and little or no taste for theoreti
cal knowledge, but at the very highest level 
(where not only self-confidence but confidence 
in the actual openings you play must be a hun
dred percent) this variation, which used to be 
fairly popular in the 1960s and 1970s, has be
come a rare bird. 

Classical Variation 

4... jLf5 (D) 
This simple, powerful move is the rock on 

which the Caro-Kann was built. Black utilizes 
the one big difference from the Rubinstein Vari
ation of the French without delay: he develops 
the queen's bishop 'outside the pawn-chain'. 
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5 ?2lg3 
A move which is both defensive and counter

attacking. The contours of the opening struggle 
are beginning to show: White does not simply 
take it for granted that Black's bishop is going 
to be actively placed. He will attack the bishop 
and do his utmost to try to make Black regret 
that he ever developed it. 

5 ctJc5 is the only other more or less popular 
move in this position. It is usually played to 
avoid the long theoretical main line. The pawn 
sacrifice 5 jLd3 'ilxd4 is almost never played. 

5... ~g6 

6 h4 
The simple developing move 6 ctJf3 is less 

ambitious, though certainly not bad. After 
6...ct:Jd7 both 7 jLc4 and 7 jLd3 are played. In 
contrast to the situation in the main line (where 
h4 and ...h6 have been inserted), Black is not 
forced to take on d3 after 7 Jtd3. He has the ex
cellent alternative of letting the opponent take 
on g6 himself and recapturing with the h-pawn. 

Instead of these bishop moves, White also 
has the option of returning to the main line with 
7 h4. Although the ctJh3-f4 manoeuvre is no 
longer possible (see below), the reply 7...h5 
(rather than 7...h6) is almost never played. The 
true Caro-Kann player prefers yielding a little 
bit of space to giving up control over an impor
tant square like g5. 

A more subtle plan is introduced with 6 
tLlle2, or 6 <tc4 followed by 7 ctJle2. White 
wants to put a knight on f4, perhaps to take on g6 
in some positions but more importantly to pre
pare h4 when the reaction ...h6 will no longer 
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be an option. If after tLlf4xg6, Black has to take 
back with the f-pawn, his pawn-fonnation on 
the kingside is ruined. A possible answer to 6 
tLlle2 is 6...e6 7 tLlf4 ~d6 in order to meet 8 14 
with 8.. :iic7, undermining the f4-knight. If 6 
~c4, the reply 6...e6 7 tLlle2 tLlf6 is considered 
critical. White then not only has 8 tLlf4 but also 
8 0-0 ~d6 9 f4. The idea is to play 10 f5 and 
start an attack on the kingside. 

6 h6 
6...h5 may look rather good at first glance, 

but 7 tLlh3 followed by 8 tLlf4 will quickly show 
up its drawbacks. 

7 tLlf3 (D) 
There is nothing wrong with the immediate 7 

h5 but there is no need to hurry with this ad
vance either. By playing 7 c,jf3 first, White is 
toying with the threat of 8 tLle5. 

B 

7 L'Dd7 
The classical reply to 7 tLlf3, preventing 8 

tLle5. However, around 2000 two other moves 
came into fashion that not only challenged this 
line of reasoning but even attempted to radi
cally turn it around: 7...e6 and 7...tLlf6. It does 
not seem logical that Black should voluntarily 
lose a tempo with 8 tLle5 ~h7, but the idea is 
then to exchange White's proud knight with 
...tLlbd7. If this plan succeeds, it is indeed doubt
ful if 8 tLle5 was such a good idea after all. An
other argument in favour of these 'new' moves 
is that Black will have a few extra options (as 
compared to 7...tLld7) if White refrains from 8 
tLle5 and simply continues 8 h5 ~h7 9 ~d3. 

For instance, if7 ...tLlf6 8 h5 ~h7 9 ~d3 ~xd3 

I0 ~xd3 e6 11 ~f4 Black now has the useful 
11...~d6. 

8 h5 ~h7 

9 :id3 
Having chased the black bishop for four 

moves on end, White now forces an exchange, 
thus gaining a 'free' developing move for his 
queen. Yet the outcome of the opening battle re
mains undecided, for it is still unclear who ben
efits from the action so far. 

9 ~xd3 

10 \iihd3 W) 

B 

Black now has three options, all of them 
equally logical, practically interchangeable even 
(in many cases they simply transpose), yet all 
with a peculiarity of their own. 

By playing 10..:iYc7 Black (probably) pre
pares castling queenside, something which was 
once seen as self-evident, but since the 1980s 
and 1990s, when the idea of castling kingside 
reached maturity, any such self-evidence has. 
disappeared. IfBlack does want to castle queen
side then it is of course perfectly reasonable to 
play 10...iYc7, but if he does not (or if he wants 
to keep both options open) this queen move is 
not strictly necessary and either 10...tLlgf6 or 
10...e6 may well be more accurate. We shall 
take the latter as our main line. 

10 e6 (D) 
For White, the question which side to castle 

is not an issue. With his h-pawn as far advanced 
as h5 and with the spatial advantage this ad
vance has yielded on the kingside, it is obvious 
that he should direct his attacking forces to that 
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side of the board and bring his king in safety on 
the opposite wing, But White faces a more 
subtle problem: where to develop the queen's 
bishop? The choice is norma]]y between d2 
and f4, 

11 ~d2 

The third option, 11 ~e3, has been held in 
contempt by opening books and players alike 
throughout the ages, presumably because ofthe 
opportunity that Black is given to eliminate the 
bishop with .. ,t2Jf6-g4. 

11 ~d2 and 11 Jilf4 are about equally popu
lar. Of these two moves, the same can be said as 
about Black's choice of three moves on the pre
vious tum: they are almost interchangeable and 
yet they are also unique. Interchangeable es
pecially if Black decides to castle queenside. 
Unique mainly if he does not. In the days when 
queenside castling was still the self-evident 
main line, both 11 Jild2 WJ!c7 and 11 ~f4 ~a5+ 

12 ~d2 '¥IIc7 were played to reach the same po
sition. Though both of these lines are still played 
today, the criteria for deciding between 11 ~d2 

and 11 Jtf4 have changed. To begin with, White 
has to consider which square is best for the 
bishop in case Black castles kingside, for in that 
case the variations do not converge, Most play
ers seem to prefer f4, but this again has the 
drawback of inviting a few unorthodox alterna
tives that are not available after 11 ~d2 and 
which have served very well against 11 ~f4. For 
instance, after 11 itf4 'iia5+ 12 ~d2 the surpris
ing l2...~b4!? 13 c3 iLe7 has been played, With 
the black queen at as, White is prevented from 
castling queenside. The immediate 1L.~b4+ 

CHESS QPENTNGS 

12 c3 ~e7 is another option. Black assumes 
that the extra move c3 is a slight weakening of 
White's queenside, an extremely subtle line of 
thinking and very difficult to judge. 

11 ... ctJgf6 
12 0-0-0 (D) 
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Now Black is at a crossroads: which way 
should he castle? 

The old and respectable (and still very much 
alive!) plan is to play 12...~c7 followed by 
castling queenside (of course, if Black wants 
to play this versus 11 Jlf4, he needs to have in
serted a check on as, viz. 11. .. 'iia5+ 12 iLd2 
"!Jic7, as mentioned above). White has tried a 
variety of replies, of which 13 ctJe4 0-0-0 14 
g3 with the idea of playing 15 ~f4 has been 
the undisputed main line ever since the 1980s. 
A characteristic follow-up is l4 ...ttJxe4 15 
'ilVxe4 1ld6 (to stop 16 1lf4) 16 c4 (intending 
to chase the bishop away from d6 by playing 
17 c5) l6 ...c5. This leads to a lively battle for 
control over the centre after either 17 d5 or 17 
~c3. 

The modem (and still highly controversial) 
choice is to play 12...~e7 followed by castling 
kingside. Here too, White has a variety of pos
sible replies. Black's play is very provocative 
and an assault on the kingside is likely to be im
minent, though what exactly White should play 
is not clear. The manoeuvres '¥IIe2 (preparing 
tbeS) and tbe4 (freeing the way for an advance 
of the g-pawn - and not to g3 this time but to 
g4!), are likely to be vital elements of his plan, 
but the difference between 11 ~d2 and 11 ~f4 
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becomes tangible here. Two examples of what 
might happen in either case: 

a) With the bishop on d2, 13 'i!e2 0-0 14 
r;t>bl c5 is a popular line. In this position the im
probable pawn sacrifice 15 d5!? has been tried, 
in order to add just that little bit of extra bite to 
White's attack that seems to be lacking after the 
'regular' 15 dxc5 .\txc5. If l5 .. .tLlxd5, White 
simply plays 16 tLie4 followed by 17 g4 and if 
l5 ...exd5 the idea is to start hacking away at 
Black's kingside with 16 .\txh6!? gxh6 17 tLif5. 

b) With the bishop on f4, it is 13 ~bl 0-0 14 
tLie4 that has received most of the attention. 
White intends simply to play 15 tLixf6+, forc
ing his opponent to choose between allowing 
g4 (by replying l5 ...~xf6) or allowing CUe5 (if 
he plays l5 ...tLixf6). 

4...QJd7 

4 tLid7 (D) 

w 

Superficially, this move does not seem to 
make any sense. Isn't the whole idea of the 
Caro-Kann to develop the queen's bishop? But 
a closer inspection of the position reveals that 
far from giving up on this plan, Black is in fact 
refining it. His idea is to play ...tLigf6 first (and 
in a way so as to be able to recapture on f6 with 
the other knight, hence 4...tLid7) and then de
velop the bishop. He thus not only pre-empts 
the usual harassment of his bishop (as in the 
Classical Variation), but he also obtains the op
tion of playing ....\tg4, a development which in 
many cases is even more effective than ....\tf5. 

In short: this is a profound and perfectly healthy 
strategic idea. 

It is not a coincidence then that 4...tLid7 has 
become at least as popular and perhaps even 
more important than the classica14... itf5. Nev
ertheless. the success of 4...tLid7 is of recent or
igin. Before Anatoly Karpov started playing it 
on a reguhu' basis in 1987, it was often thought 
(totally undeservedly) to be 'just a little too pas
sive'. But as a result of Karpov's success, many 
of the world's top players have now adopted 
4...tLid7. Theory of this opening system (which 
sadly lacks any widely accepted name) has 
been emiched with a huge number of sharp and 
original variations. 

White will have to do a little more than just 
merrily develop his pieces if he wants to fight 
for the initiative in this position (as he should if 
he intends to be taken seriously by opening the
ory). After 5 tLif3 tLigf6 6 tLixf6+ tLixf6, Black 
can be satisfied with the result of the opening af
ter 7 .\td3 itg4 or 7 .\tc4 .\tf5 (7 ....\tg4? would 
now be a mistake because of 8 .\txf7+! r;t>xf7 9 
tLie5+), for instance. Positionally more to the 
point is 7 tLie5, in order to prevent 7....\tg4. But 
White's most promising option of adding real 
depth to is to play 6 tLig3 (instead of 6 tLixf6+). 
By refusing to exchange on f6, White makes it 
more difficult for Black to liberate his queen's 
bishop. But the price that he pays is the loss of 
time involved in tLig3 (for this is not a develop
ing move) and the relatively passive position of 
his knight at g3. This was in fact the main line 
of 4...tLid7 until the 1960s. but it has now faded 
into the background. Practice has shown that 
Black has the excellent option of switching to 
the standard plan of the Rubinstein Variation 
of the French Defence (see page 353) by play
ing 6...e6 7 .\td3 c5. Although strictly speak
ing White is a tempo up compared to a sideline 
of the Rubinstein (because of the loss of time 
involved in ...c6-c5), he has fewer and less 
dangerous possibilities of hindering Black's 
further development than in the standard Ru
binstein because his own loss of time with his 
knight is at least as serious. 

As a result, this line is now considered fairly 
harmless, but it does have the merit of illus
trating a theme that is crucial to the 4... tLid7 
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vanation: the idea of forcing or provoking 
Black to play ...e6, encapsulating his queen's 
bishop. This cannot be called a goal in itself, for 
the fate of the 5 QJf3 line clearly shows that 
Black can well afford to play ...e6 if the circum
stances are right. The question is: can White do 
any better than 5 QJf3 ') 

The answer to this question is sought mostly 
in 5 k,c4. intending to meet S...QJgf6 with 6 
QJgS, and in the immediate 5 QJg5, when White 
can reply to 5.JiJgf6 with 6 ~d3, with plans 
based on some surprising tactical points. 

5 Jtd3 intends to meet S...t21gf6 with 6 ?21g5, 
and is thus the somewhat more conventional
looking sister variation of 5 ?21g5. However, it 
is less popular because of the reply S...?21df6, 
which leaves White short of an effective and 
aggressive continuation. If White adopts the S 
QJg5 move-order instead, then he can meet 
5. JiJdf6 by 6 QJlf3 or 6 ~c4 (see S ~c4 QJdf6 
below). 

Those who fancy a good opening trap may 
feel tempted to continue 5 ~e2, hoping that 
Black will fall for S.. ":iJgf6?? 6 cDd6#. How
ever, if Black prefers the more sensible S.. .£Ddf6. 
White's queen will not be particularly well
placed on e2. 

4...LiJd7 5 J1Lc4 

5 Ac4(D) 

x_. ~~.£~~ 
B ~_.*. 

~~~ ~~~ 
C ~~~ ~n 

CHESS OPENINGS 

The alternative 5...QJdf6 (keeping the c8-h3 
diagonal open) - although certainly playable 
is not as strong in this position as it is after S 
~d3 or 5 'iiilel. for it has the drawback that after 
6 tiJg5 further concessions are needed: unless 
Black plays 6...e6 after all, he will have to go 
for 6...CDd5 or 6...QJh6, neither of them particu
larly good-looking moves. 

6 &21g5 e6 
White has achieved what he set out for: 

Black's queen's bishop is locked up inside his 
own pawn-chain. Now he faces a problem him
self: what to do with the floating knight? 

7 ~e2 

An important move. By threatening 8 QJxf7 
(8...~xf7 9 'i'xe6+ ~g6 10 Jtd3+ ~h5 11 
~h3#) White forces his opponent to make an
other defensive move. 

7... QJb6 (D) 

Superficially this may look like an attractive 
reply to White's previous move. Black wards 
off the threat of 8 CDXn (for the e6-pawn is now 
protected) while at the same time attacking 
White's bishop and the d4-pawn. But at a deeper 
level this move (again) constitutes a slight con
cession to White's aggressive opening play: 
now that the route for his queen's bishop to f5 
or g4 has been blocked off. Black's would have 
liked to fianchetto his queen's bishop. Putting a 
knight on b6 hardly fits into this plan. 

i. ;'c,/"" '11""- .'<,/.;:<.' '..' '.t. C'~/••/•.~'. :;;." ~/.../,//'0 ~..''''''''.• ",;:;;:,
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This is the main starting position ofthe 5 Jtc4 
Combining natural de>elopmenr with a clear variation. \Vhite has a choice between two more 

plan: to attack n. or less equivalent moves: 8 j,b3 and 8 Jtd3. In 
5 :2cgf6 both cases taking on d4 by 8...~xd4 is extremely 
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risky, because of the reply 9 iLJlf3 followed by 
10 iLJe5. But after the more positionally oriented 
8...h6, White has problems with the coordina
tion of his knights and this really is the crucial 
point of the entire variation: White has man
aged to force a few positional concessions from 
his opponent but do these outweigh the time he 
has had to invest? It stands to reason that Black 
has to react quickly though, for if White is 
given the chance to play ?,jlf3 (allowing the 
other knight to drop back to e4) his problems 
are solved. 

The critical variations as regards 8 ~b3 start 
with 8...h6 9 iLJ5f3 (if 9 iLJe4 Black can now 
safely take on d4) and now either 9...c5 imme
diately or 9...a5 first with the idea of playing 
...c5 a little later (for instance, 10 a3 a4 11 ~a2 

c5). 
Against 8 ~d3 the main line goes 8...h6 9 

tb5f3 c5 10 dxc5 ~xc5 11 iLJe5 iLJbd7 12 iLJgf3 
'¥iIc7. Black is challenging White's control over 
e5 and frees the way for a natural plan of devel
opment: ...0-0, ...b6 and ...~b7. 

4 .. .ltJd7 5 ltJg5 

S tbgS (D) 

B 

This most unusual knight move caused a ver
itable revolution in the 4 ...iLJd7 variation be
tween 1987 and 1989. For in its disguise as a 
blunt, perhaps even rather stupid, attacking 
move, 5 iLJg5 is actually a wonderfully subtle 
refinement of the idea behind 5 ~c4. It stands 
to reason then that Black had great difficulties 

cOI1ling to terms with this line. Having to dodge 
a few heavy blows first and then still being 
forced to play with great accuracy for several 
moves in order to avoid falling into a passive 
position, this is not an easy task. And though by 
now the worst of the storm is over, it is clear 
that 5 iLJg5 has come to stay. Today, in the early 
years of the 21st century, it is this very move 
that must be considered the real main line of the 
4...iLJd7 variation. 

S iLJgf6 (D) 
The first point of 5 iLJg5 comes to light if 

Black unsuspectingly replies S...h6?!: if you 
did not see 6 iLJe6! coming (as Black) you will 
be greatly relieved to find that you do not have 
to resign on the spot. But all the same, after 
6... 'liVa5+ 7 ~d2 '¥iIb6 8 ~d3 the damage to 
Black's position is bad enough. The knight on 
e6 is still taboo: 8.. .fxe6?? 9 'liVh5+ ~d8 10 
~a5 costs Black his queen. 

w 

6 :ii,d3 
This is the deeper idea behind 5 iLJg5. It ap

pears that White does not need to play 6 ~c4 

(transposing to 5 itc4 iLJgf6 6 iLJg5) to force his 
opponent to play 6...e6, for even after 6 ~d3 

there is simply nothing better. 
6 e6 

6...h6 again runs into the powerful 7 iLJe6!, 
when after 7...'¥iIa5+ 8 ~d2 'i'b6 not only 9 
iLJxf8 but even the laconic 9 iLJf3 can be played. 
After 9.. .fxe6 10 ~g6+ ~d8 11 0-0 Black is a 
piece up, but his position is totally disorganized. 

The alternative 6...iLJb6 avoids any such 
problems, but without attacking a bishop on c4, 
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this move is of course not quite so incisive, 
though certainly not bad. After 7 ctJ lf3 i,g4 8 
h3 i,xf3 9 ctJxf3 Black has solved the problem 
of his queen's bishop, but White can be satis
fied with the harmonious development of his 
pieces. 

7 ctJlf3 (D) 
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7 ... i,d6 
Black still has to tread carefully. 7...h6, for 

instance, lIlay be playable now, but Black has 
to be prepared for a complicated defensive 
task if White decides to sacrifice a piece for 
the initiative with 8 ctJxe6 (which is one of the 
main ideas behind the whole S ctJgS line). Both 
8... fxe69 i,g6+ r:l;;e7 10 0-0 and 8...·,ge7 9 0-0 
fxe6 10 i,g6+ ~d8 lead to a position which is 
very difficult to judge (and to play!). Black's 
king cannot be brought into safety easily. 

8 ~e2 h6 
Now that Black has made sure his position 

won't get disrupted by a piece sacrifice on e6, he 
can finally afford to play this move. Ironically, 
it is the seemingly more cautious 8 0-0 that 
gets punished by 9 ?2\xe6 now (after 9 fxe6 10 
~xe6+ r:l;;h8 11 '~ixd6 White has simply won 
two pawns). 

9 ctJe4 
Sacrificing on e6 is now less attractive be

cause after 9 ctJxe6 fxe6 10 i,g6+ r:l;;e7 11 0-0 
ctJf8 Black's defensive lines remain relatively 

well-organized. By dropping the knight back to 
e4, White relinquishes any ideas of a blitzkrieg 
and it looks as if Black has weathered the storm. 
But now the second and perhaps the most diffi
cult phase of the opening battle begins. 

9 ... ctJxe4 
10 'i'xe4 (D) 
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This is the great starting position of the S ctJg5 
line. Just as in the 5 i,c4 variation, White has 
prevented the development of Black's queen's 
bishop via the c8-h3 diagonal, albeit at the cost 
of a couple of tempi CctJe4-g5-e4). The question 
now is whether Black will be able to execute the 
altemative plan of developing the bishop on b7, 
preferably in combination with the powerful ad
vance ...c5. 

The most plausible method of doing so is to 
play 10...ct:Jf6 and after 11 'ile2 continue with 
1l...b6 12 i,d2 i,b7 13 0-0-0 ''i'c7, but a draw
back of this straightforward and thematic play 
is that White is given firm control over e5; e.g., 
14 !ZJe5 0-0-0 15 f4. To avoid this, the subtle 
10...~c7 is often played. While retaining con
trol over e5, Black prepares ...b6 (or ...c5, de
pending on White's reaction). The weak link in 
this plan is Black's g7-pawn. After the sharp 
reply 11 "~g4 Black has nothing better than 
11...Wf8. giving up the right to castle. The next 
question is: does this really matter? After 12 
0-0 c5 a fierce battle is in the offing. 



Sicilian Defence
 

1 e4 cS (D) 

w 

If one opening could serve as a metaphor for 
the huge progress our understanding of chess 
has made in the course of the 20th century, from 
classical, in tune with clear, albeit static posi
tional features to modem, complex and highly 
dynamic, there is only one candidate: the Sicil
ian Defence. 

The name dates back to the 17th century, the 
first serious experiments and theoretical obser
vations to the 19th, but it was not until the 20th 
century that 1...c5 slowly developed into that 
magical tool for the great and terrible demoli
tion of the hegemony of both 1.. .e5 and of the 
entire classical school of thought of which that 
move is a product. 

Like 1...e5, 1...c5 prevents the formation of 
an ideal pawn-centre with 2 d4, but without giv
ing White the typical targets of the 1 e4 e5 
openings: the e5-pawn and the a2-gS diagonal 
with the vulnerable spot at n. Nor does Black 
initiate any immediate skirmishing in the cen
tre, as he expressly does both with 1...e5 and 
with the Caro-Kann and the French. This may 
sound a little passive, bent on avoiding a fight, 
and as a matter of fact this is exactly what peo
ple thought of the Sicilian Defence in the 19th 

century. But it is precisely this assessment which 
has changed dramatically. From a marginal phe
nomenon, the Sicilian grew into the most com
bative and aggressive reply to 1 e4 and it has 
been the most popular opening outright for 
many a decade now. It has turned out to possess 
a latent power and flexibility that has been the 
source of a wealth of new ideas and it is no ex
aggeration to say that 1...c5 has become the 
crucial test of 1 e4. Players who do not feel 
comfortable with it will have to switch to an
other opening move. But for those who do man
age to master the Sicilian, be it with White or 
with Black (and preferably both, of course) it is 
a mighty weapon indeed. 

In fact, by playing 1.. .c5 Black chooses the 
same strategy that underlies 1 c4 and 1 tZlf3: he 
does not immediately occupy any central squares, 
but intends to control them from the flank with 
such moves as ...tZlc6, ...g6 and ...iLg7. He then 
has the option of striking back at a later stage, 
for instance with ...d5, but he is under no obli
gation to do so, for with a pawn on c5, Black 
also has a natural plan of attack on the queen
side: ...a6 followed by ...b5. 

This strategy calls for a clear answer from 
White. His range of options may be roughly di
vided into three categories: 

Plan A: White leaves the c5-pawn alone, 
calmly plays d3 at some point and contents 
himself with his stronghold at e4 and the poten
tial attacking chances on the kingside that go 
with it. 

Plan B: White plays c3, preparing an 'ideal' 
pawn-centre with d4 after all. 

Plan C: White plays d4 without c3 and re
captures on d4 with a piece. 

Plan C will normally produce a pOSItIOn 
where White has a spatial advantage and where 
(behind the broad back of the e4-pawn) he has 
every chance of developing his pieces easily 
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and aggressively. It is this plan that has been 
perceived from the first as the critical test of 
1...c5. It is also precisely this type of position 
that has undergone the greatest shift in assess
ment: from passive (for Black) to highly dy
namic and with a multitude of possible plans 
(for both sides). It is in this soil that all the main 
lines of the Sicilian Defence are rooted, lines 
which have become so huge and complex that 
they could justifiably be regarded as independ
ent openings. In fact, an experienced player 
hardly talks about 'the Sicilian', but about 'the 
Najdorf or 'the Sveshnikov' (etc.) instead. And 
yet all these opening systems are very closely 
related. There are countless transpositional pos
sibilities and for a thorough understanding of 
any single variation, a basic knowledge of some 
of the others is extremely useful. 

Because of this interconnectedness of all vari
ations and because many characteristic plans 
can be carried out in various ways, any fonn of 
systemization (such as I have attempted here) 
only makes sense to a very limited extent. 

We shall start with what I have tenned Plan 
A, the most important implementation of which 
is 2 iLJc3, the Closed Sicilian. 

2 f4, 2 g3 and 2 d3 are variations on this idea. 
There is quite a lot oftheory on these moves (as 
there is on all subvariations of the Sicilian), but 
the general consensus is that these lines are rel
atively less threatening to Black. The tirst two 
can even be called (respectably) marginal. Both 
against 2 f4 and against 2 g3 Black has the im
mediate 2...d5. a counterblow that 2 CUc3 is in
tended to prevent. After 2 g3 d5 3 exd5 '~\d5 it 
is unfortunate for White that his hI-rook is un
der attack, while after 2 f4 d5 3 exdS Black can 
afford to play 3...t;;jf6 since defending the pawn 
with 4 c4 leaves some nasty holes in White's 
pawn-structure that can be exposed with 4...e6 
5 dxe6 i,xe6. 

With 2 d3 we enter the world of the King's 
Indian Attack. As we have seen in several ear
lier chapters, other gates to this ,vorld are situ
ated in the Reti Opening, the French Defence 
(see page 347) and the Caro-Kann (see page 
375). It has a most distinctive atmosphere and a 
charm of its own which is so captivating to 
some players that they play it almost regardless 

of what the opponent is doing. Others are a little 
more judicious and play it only when the cir
cumstances are really favourable. Just by way 
of an example: instead of the immediate 2 d3 
White might prefer 2 iDf3 and continue with 3 
d3 only if Black chooses 2...e6, and not against 
other moves. The variation 2 d3 is interwoven 
with the Closed Sicilian. After 2.. .tiJc6 3 g3 g6 
4 ,ig2 i,g7, for instance, 5 .:LJf3 produces what 
you could call a 'pure' King's Indian Attack, 5 
.:LJc3 transposes to the Closed Sicilian and 5 f4 
is a subtle attempt to improve on both moves. If 
5 f4 e6 6 .:LJf3 .:LJge7 7 0-0 0-0. White can still 
transpose with 8 .:LJc3 but he also has the option 
of 8 c3, preparing the central advance d4. 

This takes us to what I have ternled Plan B: 
c3 followed by d4, a plan which can be carried 
out in many different versions. White might 
play 2 .:LJf3, for instance, and continue with 3 c3 
or not, depending on Black's reply, an option 
we shall examine more closely when discuss
ing 2 .:LJf3. But the simplest and the most im
portant method of implementing this plan lies 
in 2 c3, the Alapin Variation. 

We then arrive at the main body of theory of 
the Sicilian: Plan C. 

For this, 2 .:LJf3 forms the logical introduc
tion and by far the largest part of this chapter 
will be devoted to variations starting with this 
move. 

A remarkable variation on this theme (or 
perhaps it is a hybrid between methods Band C 
is 2 d4. The idea of this move is not to meet 
2,..cxd4 with 3 '\\!Uxd4 (which would merely 
give Black the developing move 3,..CtJc6 for 
free) but with 3 c3. This is the Morra Gambit, 
a strange way of turning things upside down: 
instead of playing c3 to prepare d4 White plays 
d4 to prepare c3! Black can transpose to the 
Alapin Variation with 3,..d5 4 exd5 'i'xd5 or 
3,..?21f64 e5 ':tJd5 ifhe likes, but the critical test 
of this gambit is of course to accept it and play 
3...dxc3. This brings us, after 4 CtJxc3 (D), to 
the starting position of this line. 

The differences from the position after the 
'ordinary' move '2 iDc3 are few but their impact 
is considerable. White's c- and d-pawns have 
disappeared and so has Black's c-pawn. This 
opening of files changes the character of the 
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B B 

position enonnously. White is ready to develop 
his bishops aggressively while Black will have 
to make several pawn moves to do the same. 
The Morra Gambit is perhaps best desClibed as 
a radical method of exposing 1... cS as a non
developing move. Nevertheless, this is a vari
ation 'for specialists only'. White undoubt
edly has the initiative, but is this enough for a 
pawn? Black's position is flexible and con
tains no weaknesses. Possible continuations 
after 4.JZJc6 5 ctJf3 are S...d6 6 £c4 e6 7 0-0 
ctJf6 and S...e6 6 £c4 a6 7 0-0 ctJge7, amongst 
many others. 

Naturally, there remain a few options that do 
not fit into my (or any) systemization of plans. 
The most remarkable of these is probably 2 b4, 
the Wing Gambit. White eliminates Black's 
c5-pawn and is hoping, after 2...cxb4 3 a3, to 
obtain both a strong pawn-centre (with pawns 
on e4 and d4) and a quick development of his 
queenside. 3...d5 is a good reply. 

A slow-motion version of this idea (but more 
radical for this very reason!) is to play 2 a3, pre
paring 3 b4. 

And finally, those who like 1 e4 but hate the 
Sicilian might try 2 c4, tuming the opening into 
a rough version of the Symmetrical English. If 
play continues 2...ctJc6 3 ctJc3 g6 4 g3 £g7 5 
£g2 the roughness is smoothed out and we 
have reached a Botvinnik Variation (see page 
201). 

Closed Sicilian 

2CLlc3 (D) 

Once upon a time, in the days when opening 
theory, even of the Sicilian Defence, was clear 
and simple, this move was the introduction to 
the nicely compact plan g3, £g2 and d3, fol
lowed by &,jge2 (or f4 and ctJf3) and 0-0. White 
hardly needed to take any notice of what his op
ponent was doing in the meantime, Black knew 
what he was up against, and everybody was 
happy. 

Naturally, such an attitude is still perfectly 
legitimate today, but it has long lost the self
evidence it once had. Modern opening theory is 
always digging deeper and is always looking 
for new directions, but it is also constantly 
searching for ways to outfox the opponent. For 
this purpose, juggling move-orders is a perfect 
tool. Almost everyone who plays the Sicilian 
(as Black) restricts his preparation against the 
main line 2 ctJf3 [d6/e6/ctJc6] 3 d4 cxd4 4 ctJxd4 
to one or two variations. As we are about to see, 
these variations are primarily defined by Black's 
second and fourth moves. By playing 2 ctJc3 
rather than the standard 2 ctJf3, the modem 
well-infonned and flexible player forces his 
opponent to be on his guard not just for 3 g3, 
the classical Closed Sicilian, but also for a 
change of direction with 3 ctJf3 and 4 d4. If 
Black does not want to be tricked into a varia
tion he does not know very well (regardless of 
how sound that variation might be in itself) he 
has to consider his reply to 2 ctJc3 very care
fully. 

2 ctJc6 
This move used to be axiomatic, but nowa

days this is a highly technical matter. What 
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main line would Black like to play and what 
does he want to avoid at all cost? 

For instance, someone who is aiming for a 
Najdorf or a Dragon Variation is more likely to 
play 2...d6. If then 3 ttJf3 he can simply reply 
3 ttJf6, when after 4 d4 cxd4 5 ttJxd4, 5...a6 or 
5 g6 respectively will reach the desired result, 
while in case of 3 g3 the reply 3...ttJc6 4 Jtg2 g6 
5 d3 Jtg7 transposes to a standard position of the 
Closed Sicilian that is also reached via 2...ttJc6 
and which we shall be looking at shortly. 

But there are two alternatives that a 2...d6 
player has to take into account: 3 ttJge2 and 3 
f4. The former repeats the dilemma of the pre
vious move: White is waiting for Black to show 
his hand before he decides to continue 4 d4 or 4 
g3. The idea behind 3 f4 is rather different. 
White develops his bishop to c4 or b5 and plays 
d3. This is called the Grand Prix Attack. It 
may be a very aggressive strategy, for in some 
cases White continues f5, sacrificing a pawn to 
start an attack against the ever-vulnerable f7
square. A sample line (albeit an important one): 
3 f4 tLJc6 4 tLJf3 g6 5 Jtc4 JLg7 6 0-0 e6 (D). 
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7 f5!? (simply 7 d3 CUge7 8 1~ie1 is also not 
bad), intending to meet both 7...exf5 and 7...gxf5 
with the astonishingly calm 8 d3. Black has to 
be careful. If7 ...gxf5 8 d3 tLJge7. for instance, 9 
ti"lg5 followed by 10 '~h5 might well get him 
into trouble very quickly. 

Defence. It is one of White's best options of 
keeping the position closed without relinquish
ing his ambitions to obtain the initiative. 

If 2...g6 there is also 3 f4 to consider, besides 
the 'standard' 3 CUf3 and 3 g3. 

By playing 2...e6, Black makes it clear that he 
is thinking in a different direction. Both 3 g3 and 
3 f4 can now be met by a counter-thrust in the 
centre: 3...d5. And if 3 ttJf3 (making 3...d5 de
cidedly less attractive because of the firm reply 
4 exd5 exd5 5 d4), Black will choose between 
3... tZlc6, 3...a6 or 3...d6, with a Taimanov, a 
Paulsen or a Scheveningen Variation in mind 
respectively. It is true that White has a plausi
ble alternative to 4 d4 cxd4 5 ttJxd4 against any 
of these three moves, but nothing that will 
greatly wony Black. If 3...ttJc6, he might con
sider 4 JLb5 (reaching the same position as after 
2.. Jt:Jc6 3ttJf3 e6 4 JLb5); if 3...a6 White could 
play 4 g3 (analogous to 2...a6 3 g3 below) and if 
3...d6, there is the option of playing 4 d4 cxd4 5 
~xd4 ttJc6 6 JLb5 (compare this to the varia
tion 2 CUf3 d6 3 d4 cxd4 4 'i'xd4; see page 435). 

Black even has a fourth option against 3 
tLJf3, which is to reply 3...ttJf6, inviting a trans
position to the risk)' Nimzowitsch Variation by 
4 e5 {Dd5 (see page 401). 

Probably Black's most adventurous second 
move is 2...a6. Against 3 g3 the aggressive 
3...b5 4 Jtg2 JLb7 looks quite acceptable and 
against 3 ttJf3 Black can either play 3...e6 or 
3...d6. inviting a transposition to a main line, or 
remain in (relatively) unexplored territory with 
3...b5 4 d4 cxd4 5 tLJxd4 Jtb7. 

We now return to 2... ttJc6 (D): 
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F~~ ~~~~~~;Indian' motif is quite important in the Sicilian 
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In this position White has all the options that 
we have just seen against Black's alternative 
second moves, and one extra. 

The classical move, opting for a standard 
Closed Sicilian, is 3 g3. The modern option is 
to play 3lLlf3. These are the main lines that we 
shall look into in rather more detail below. 

Then there are the 'regular' alternatives 3 f4 
and 3CLlge2 and finally there is 3 j,b5, a recent 
idea. 

3 f4 may be combined with either j,c4 or 
j,b5 as in the 2...d6 3 f4 version (see page 392). 
j,b5 is especially useful if Black plays ...d5, for 
instance in case of 3...e6 4lLlf3 d5 5 j,b5. 3...g6 
4CLlf3 j,g7 is a little more solid for Black than 
in the 2...d6 3 f4 line. 

A perfect illustration of the growing popu
larity of j,b5 as a reply to ...lLlc6 in countless 
different versions is the emergence of the varia
tion 3 j,b5. Until very recently it was unheard 
of to play this move in a position where there is 
no objection to the aggressive reply ...CLld4. 
Nowadays White simply retreats the bishop 
(3 ...lLld4 4 j,c4) and calmly continues with 
CLlf3 and CLlxd4. 

By playing 3 tLJge2, White delays the mo
ment to commit himself either for or against g3 
for as long as he can. It is also a way of prepar
ing for the possible reply 3...e5, which is a ma
jor option in case of 3 tLJf3 (see page 395), for 
White can now take full possession of the d5
square with 4 eiJd5 and 5 lLlec3. But whether 
this manoeuvre is really something for Black to 
be afraid of is a moot point. 

2 ctJc3 ctJc6 3 g3 

3 g3 
Superficially, this set-up is closely related to 

the King's Indian Attack, where White plays 
CLlf3, g3, j,g2, d3 and (usually) lLlbd2. But with 
a knight on c3 and the diagonal of White's g2
bishop unobstructed by a knight at f3, it is far 
more difficult for Black to start operations in 
the centre based on ...d5. This gives the Closed 
Sicilian a decidedly different flavour. 

3 g6 
4 j,g2 j,g7 
5 d3 d6 

The decisive factor in this variation is the po
sition of Black's e-pawn. 5...d6 is the most flex
ible move. Until the 1950s, 5...e6 was thought 
of as the main line. but then it was discovered 
that a plan based on ...e5 is often more solid. 
especially if White chooses a plan with 6 j,e3 
and 71/1Vd2. White intends to play j,h6, under
mining both Black's control over the centre 
and the safety of his kingside by the exchange 
of dark-squared bishops. This also enhances 
the prospects of a plan to advance in the centre 
after all: lLldl (or lLlce2) followed by c3 and 
d4. 

6 f4 (D) 
If now 6 j,e3, Black plays 6... e5. The same 

applies to the oldest move in this position: 6 
tLJge2. 

By playing 6 f4, White concentrates his 
forces more fully on the kingside. Ever since 
Boris Spassky successfully used this idea in the 
1960s. it has been the main line. 

B 

Black now faces a fundamental choice. 
6...tLJf6 is a healthy developing move, but it 

is also a provocation, for this move is practi
cally begging to be 'punished' by g4-g5, an ad
vance that White would like to play in any case. 
But in the meantime Black advances on the 
queenside. This usually results in a full-scale 
battle with chances for both sides; for instance, 
7 tLJf3 0-0 8 0-0 :tb8 9 h3 b5 and now 10 g4 b4 
11 tLJe2 as 12 f5, or - a little more subtle - 10 a3 
as 11 j,e3. 

Those who would rather concentrate on the 
centre will prefer 6...e5, the same plan as is 
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recommended against 6 iLe3 and 6 tbge2. If 
White continues 'as expected' with 7 tbf3, 
Black obtains a solid position by 7 ... tbge7 8 
0-00-09 iLe3 tbd4. The critical move is prob
ably the unorthodox 7 tbh3. White keeps both 
the f-file and the d1-h5 diagonal open and this 
generates some dangerous attacking chances. 
After 7...tbge7 80-00-0, for instance, there is 
the energetic pawn sacrifice 9 f5! ') gxf5 10 
~h5. 

Now that White has committed himself to a 
f4 plan, Black's most solid option is perhaps to 
switch to 6...e6. This creates the opportunity 
to play .. .fS (as a reply to g4 for instance) 
blocking the enemy advance on the kingside. 
Again, there is one line out of the many possi
bilities that is particularly sharp and critical: 7 
tbf3 tbge7 8 0-0 0-0 9 iLe3 (intending 10 d4) 
9...tbd4 10 eS!? This is in effect a pawn sacri
fice for after 1O...tbef5 11 iLf2 Q'lxf3+ 12 '~xf3 

ct'Jd4 White will have to play 13 I/j!dl. when 
Black can simply take his e-pawn. The idea is to 
meet 13...dxeS 14 fxeS iLxeS with IS tbe4. 
White is threatening 16 c3, winning back the 
pawn and obtaining the upper hand in the cen
tre. Black can try to take the initiative himself 
by l5 .. .f5 16 ':tJxcS f4. 

2 '2lc3 '2lc6 3 '2lf3 

3 tbf3 (D) 
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variation he has in mind against the 'threat
ened' 4 d4. 

For those who play the Accelerated Dragon, 
the choice is easy. All they have to do is play 
3...g6 and wait for 4 d4 cxd4 5 tDxd4, and their 
favourite variation arises. The alternative 4 
iLb5 is unlikely to worry them, for although not 
bad, this is definitely less threatening to Black 
than a regular Rossolimo Variation (2 Q'lf3 tDc6 
3 iLbS g6) now that White has committed him
self to CL'Jc3 at such an early stage. 

The same applies to 3...e6. Anyone who is 
not worried about playing one of the main lines 
arising from 4 d4 cxd4 S Q'lxd4 can safely play 
this move. 4 iLb5 is a somewhat inflexible ver
sion of the analogous line 2 Q'lf3 tDc6 3 iLbS e6 
(see page 402). 

Again due to the early tbc3, the option of 
playing 4 iLbS against 3...d6 is comparatively 
harmless. If 4 d4 cxd4 S tDxd4 instead, Black 
has three main lines to choose from: S...g6 
leads either to the Dragon Variation or the Ac
celerated Dragon after 6 iLe3 iLg7 7 iLc4l2Jf6, 
S...e6 (probably) to a Scheveningen Variation 
and after S...tbf6 we have reached the starting 
position of the Classical Variation. 

But things are more complicated if Black 
plays 3...l2Jf6 (D). 
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ation (and this again only in the version 2 CL'lf3 

This position also arises (and indeed more [iJc6 3 d4 cxd4 4 tDxd4 t2Jf6 S Q'lc3 e5), this 
often!) via 2 Q'lf3 tbc6 3 Q'lc3. Black will have move is the only one that 'fits'. Unfortunately, 
to select a reply which is compatible with the it is precisely here that 4 iLb5 is a fully-fledged 
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alternative to 4 d4, mainly because 4...tLld4 
runs into the sharp 5 e5. Now that the Svesh
nikov has become one of the most important 
variations of the Sicilian, it is only logical that 
all the sidelines are also being turned upside 
down and this is one of White's most popular 
options of avoiding the Sveshnikov proper. 
4...'1i'c7 is a spirited reply. Black prepares to 
play ...tiJd4 after all (after 5 0-0 tLld4. for in
stance. 6 e5? is now bad because of 6...?"jxf3+ 
winning a pawn). 

Black's most important alternative, and the 
only way to turn 2 tLlc3 tLlc6 3 tLlf3 into an in
dependent variation (and consequently the only 
attempt at exposing White's opening playas 
'dawdling'), is to play 3...e5, radically prevent
ing d4. This used to be thought inferior because 
of the hole in Black's pawn-formation at d5, 
but assessment of this positional feature has 
changed. If Black proceeds with the necessary 
caution, White's control over d5 should not un
duly bother him and his chances should not be 
worse than in comparable variations like the 
Stonewall Variation of the Dutch Defence (see 
page 177). After 4 j"c4 j"e7 (not 4...tLlf6?? 5 
tLlg5) 5 d3 d6 6 0-0 [Llf6 Black's position is 
sound. White would like to open the f-file to in
crease the pressure against Black's kingside, 
but a variation like 7 tLlg5 0-0 8 f4 exf4 9 j"xf4 
h6 10 tLlf3 j"e6 is not overly dangerous for 
Black. A more subtle plan is to play 6 tLld2 (in
stead of 6 0-0), intending not only to free the 
way for the f-pawn but also to play tZ'lfl-e3. 
However, this allows Black to get rid of his least 
active piece with 6... j"g5 followed by ... j"xd2 
(or ... j"xc1, in case White plays 7 tLlfl). 

Alapin Variation 

2 c3 (D) 
It could be argued that this is the only move 

to take 1...c5 seriously. White does not tiptoe 
around the c5-pawn, nor does he break the sym
metry by playing 2 tLlf3 and 3 d4. He simply ac
cepts the fact that Black has prevented 2 d4 and 
is now taking steps to carry out this plan any
way. Stubbornness or common sense? 

Ironically, it is also the only move to suffer 
from the same defect as 1...c5 itself: it is not a 

B 

developing move. Quite the contrary in facL for 
White voluntarily makes the c3-square inacces
sible to his queen's knight. 

This is really the Alapin Variation in a nut
shell. White's plan is to build up a strong pawn
centre and for this he is taking a certain slow
ness of piece development in his stride. IfBlack 
wants to expose a possible downside to this 
plan, he will have to act quickly and decisively. 
It is hardly surprising then, that the main lines 
start with 2...d5 and 2...tLlf6. 

2...e6 is a solid option. but Black has to be 
aware of the fact that after 3 d4 d5. 4 e5 trans
poses to the Advance Variation of the French 
(see page 351) and that 4 exd5 exd5 leads to a 
type of play which is very similar to the 3...c5 
4 exd5 exd5 variation of the Tarrasch French 
(see page 370). Not bad, but very un-Sicilian
like. 

The fianchetto 2...g6 allows an even more 
surprising transposition. Black calmly invites 3 
d4 only to react very sharply: 3...cxd4 4 cxd4 
d5. Hthen 5 e5 tLlc6 6 tLlc3 j"g7 Black hopes to 

make good use of the open c8-h3 diagonal (e.g. 
by playing 7 tLlf3 j"g4!) and if 5 exd5 tLlf6 6 
tLlc3 we suddenly find ourselves in a Panov At
tack Caro-Kann (see page 379). 

A third alternative, and one that may seem 
obvious to someone who has just studied 2 tLlc3 
tLlc6 3 tLlf3 e5, is to play 2...e5. The only differ
ence is that after 3 C2'Jf3 lLlc6 4 j"c4 there is a 
pawn on c3 instead of a knight. Nevertheless, 
this is not a popular line for Black, perhaps be
cause the permanent threat of White playing d4 
makes the position unusually tense. 
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Finally, there is the less obvious but ex
tremely tricl)' 2...d6, waiting for White to play 
3 d4 before lashing out with 3...tZJf6 (D). 
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Black seems to be asking for trouble here. 
First, what about 4 dxc5? Second, doesn't Vv'hite 
simply achieve his strategic aim by just playing 
4 lLd3? It is the first of these lines where most of 
the venom is hidden. For Black is not intending 
to meet 4 dxcS meekly with 4...dxc5 5 ''i'xd8+ 
~xd8 hoping to be able to survive in a joyless 
endgame, nor is he intending to blunder a piece 
with 4... tZJxe4?? 5 'i'a4+. He intends to play the 
simple but very surprising 4...ltJc6. IfWhite then 
defends his e-pawn with 5 f3 he is in for another 
surprise: 5...d5!? Black ignores the c5-pawn 
and calmly continues to batter e4. His tmmp 
card is his lead in development, while the weak
ening of White's kingside (f3), however slight, 
may also make itself felt. After 6 exd5 CLlxd5 7 
lLc4 e6, for instance, there is the annoying threat 
of 8...·ith4+. 

In practice, many players prefer 4 lLd3. 
Black's main idea in that case is to intensify the 
attack against d4 by playing ...e5, either at once 
(4...e5) or at a later stage, perhaps after first 
fianchettoing his king's bishop with 4...cxd4 5 
cxd4 g6 6 CLlc3 !JLg7. 

The bulk of these variations (and of 2 ...d5 
and 2 ...?,.'Jf6 theory as well) is fairly young. The 
Alapin Variation was really viewed as an innoc
uous little thing until about 1980 and theory is 
just beginning to come to terms with it. It has 
now been extensively analysed. however. so Si
cilian players need to be well prepared for 2 c3. 

2 c3 d5 

2 dS 
A logical reaction to 2 c3 since - unlike in 

the Scandinavian Defence (l e4 d5: see page 
465) - after the exchange on d5 White does not 
have the free developing move I'I.Jc3 at his dis
posal. 

3 exdS \¥VxdS 
4 d4 (D) 
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In the multitude of variations starting from 
this position, the driving force behind all open
ing theory is clearly discernible: the never
ending search for good, better, best. 

For Black could be satisfied now with a sim
ple reply like 4...cxd4 5 cxd4 t2Jc6 6 tLlf3 e6 7 
CLlc3 'itd6 8 lLc4 CDf6 9 0-0 lLe7, which gives 
him a perfectly reasonable version of a typical 
middlegame we have seen in many an earlier 
chapter: the isolated white pawn on d4 against a 
black pawn at e6. 

But chess-players are never satisfied with 
simple solutions and are always looking for 
better, better still and better again. And usually 
there is a good reason for this, for with a varia
tion like the above one. Black not only makes 
life easy for himself but for his opponent as 
well: White gets the chance to play all his opti
mal developing moves for free. 

So any serious theoretical investigation of 
this position should start with an attempt to 
bring about the same type of position in a 
slightly more favourable version. Por example: 
Black could play 4...tbf6 5 CLlf3 e6, delaying 
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...cxd4 until White has developed at least one of 
his minor pieces in a sub-optimal way, i.e. less 
aggressively than in the above variation with 
4...cxd4. This could be a move like i,e2 or 
iLlbd2. And even i,e3 may be seen as a conces
sion on White's part, however small. In fact, 
this line constitutes one of Black's safest op
tions. After 6 i,e3 cxd4 7 cxd4 iLlc6 8 iLlc3 
'il'd6 the forthcoming middlegame is likely to 
develop along familiar lines: White has a space 
advantage and latent attacking chances on the 
kingside. Black has a wonderful square for his 
pieces at d5 and prospects of besieging White's 
d4-pawn. 

Apart from this classical treatment of the 
opening, theory has investigated a number of 
more aggressive options as well. In the first 
place, Black may want to eliminate all the cen
tre pawns and steer for a drawish position by 
playing 4...cxd4 5 cxd4 e5 (D). 

But this line has never been popular, possi
bly because the endgame after 6 iLlf3 exd4 7 
'il'xd4 'il'xd4 8 iLlxd4 is undeniably a little better 
for White (because of his tiny lead in develop
ment) or perhaps because for anyone who has 
the courage to play the Sicilian. a sudden switch 
to playing for a draw like this is just out of char
acter. 

A more popular version of this idea is to play 
4...cxd45 cxd4 t2:lc6 6 iLlf3 and only now 6...e5 
(the same position is reached via 6...iLlc6 in
stead of 6...exd4 in the previous variation). The 
idea is to meet 7 dxe5 with 7...·~xdl+ 8 'itxdl 
~g4 and 7 iLlc3 with 7... i,b4 8 ~d2 ~xc3 9 

~xc3 e4. In both cases Black is hoping to ob
tain the initiative. 

Another plausible method is to play ...i,g4 at 
some point, for instance 4...iLlf6 5 iLlf3 ~g4 (D). 

IV 

This line hinges on the 'threat' of exchang
ing pawns on d4 in the best possible circum
stances (and on White trying to avoid or even 
refute this). Positional assessments are often 
very delicate and controversial. A possible con
tinuation is 6 ~e2 e6 7 h3 i,hS 8 0-0 iLlc6 9 
~e3 cxd4 10 cxd4. 

2 c3 ~f6 

2 iLlf6 (D) 

IV 

A provocative move and, just like 2...d5, a 
pointed attempt at exposing the drawbacks of 2 
c3. The first problem for White is that he cannot 
protect his e-pawn with 3 iLlc3. 
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3 e5 '-DdS 
4 d4 

White can also play 4 tLlf3, delaying d4 until 
he feels it is the best moment for this advance. 

4 ... cxd4 (D) 
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Unlike the comparable Alekhine Defence 
(1 e4 ctJf6; see page 447). here White's options 
for establishing a broad pawn-centre are rather 
limited. 

5 f2Jf3 
This subtle move has gradually pushed the 

old main line, the obvious 5 cxd4, into the 
background. In many cases these moves trans
pose but there is one important difference. Af
ter S cxd4 d6 6 t21B f2Jc6 White would like to 
play 7 stc4. Black then has 7...e6 or 7... dxeS to 
protect his dS-knight, but the ctitical move is 
the counterattack 7 .. .t,,'Jb6. For many years the 

great debate in the 2.. .'1::\f6 variation was about 
the position arising after 8 stb5 dxe5 9 f2Jxe5 
std7, but around 1980 the discussion died 
down. Solid defences were constructed against 
all attempts to obtain an opening advantage for 
White. A change of direction was needed and 5 
ctJf3 became the new mainline. 

5 ~xd4 is also possible of course. This line 
has a long-standing reputation of being safe 
but not overly aggressive. White changes his 
strategy: instead of aiming for a strong pawn
centre (which is what 2 c3 is all about) he goes 
for open files and diagonals and speedy piece 
development. The basic position of this line 
arises after 5...e6 6 ctJf3 tLlc6 7 ·~e4. Black can 
eliminate White's last remaining centre pawn 

in classical fashion by playing 7... d6 or he may 
want to play the more adventurous 7.. .f5. 

We now return to 5 '-DB (D): 
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5 ... lLic6 
This is the crucial test of 5 lLif3, for with this 

move Black attempts to transpose into the 'old' 
main line as given above. For the same reason 
5...d6 may also be played (6 stc4 lLib6 7 stb3 
t;!Jc6 transposes to the 5/ .. tLlc6 line) but this is 
rather less popular. perhaps because of the al
ternative recapture 6 ~xd4 now being slightly 
more favourable than a move earlier. 

The alternative 5...e6 leads to a very differ
ent sort of game. This position (or rather the po
sition after 6 cxd4) is often reached via 2 4\f3 
e6 3 c3 and is therefore quite important. White 
has consolidated his central pawn-formation. 
The advanced position of his e-pawn guaran
tees a spatial advantage and promises latent 
chances on the kingside, but the dominant posi
tion of Black's d5-knight makes it difficult to 
build up an actual attack. Two main lines have 
sprung up from this position: the classical 6...d6 
and the modern 6...b6. 

If 6...d6 there are - roughly speaking - three 
possible schemes of development for White. 
One is 7 stc4 and there is also 7 a3 followed by 8 
~d3 (the immediate 7 itd3 runs into 7...tLlb4), 
both placing the king's bishop on an attractive 
square. On c4 it puts pressure on Black's pow
erful knight, while on d3 it is pointed at h7, 
making many an opponent nervous at the pros
pect of castling kingside. The third and most 
radical option is to play 7 tLlc3. At the cost of a 
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weakening of his pawn-structure (after 7...cDxc3 
8 bxc3 the c3-pawn will become a target), White 
eliminates the black knight. 

6...b6 not only prepares ....tb7 but also opens 
the way for a possible exchange of bishops with 
....ta6 as well. In this case 7 tDc3 is the unchal
lenged main line. The position after 7...tDxc3 8 
bxc3 <Jj}jc7 9 .td2 is critical. One important op
tion for Black is to start attacking White's e
pawn after all, with 9...d6 10 .td3 tDd7. 

6 .tc4 (D) 

This is the point of 5 {;Uf3. It is also the most 
aggressive move in this position. 6 cxd4 trans
poses back to the variations that White could 
have reached a move earlier by playing 5 cxd4. 

B 

6 ezJb6 
Again, this counterattack is the theoretically 

critical reply. It is less aggressive, though cer
tainly not bad, to play 6...e6, when 7 cxd4 d6 
transposes to the variation 5...e6 6 cxd4 d6 7 
.tc4 as discussed above, with the (minimal) 
difference that Black has already committed 
himself to a ...tDc6 plan. 

7 .tb3 
The purpose of White'S opening play be

comes clear. In contrast to the variation 5 cxd4 
d6 6 tDf3 tDc6 7 .tc4 tDb6, he makes no attempt 
to take advantage of the pin against the c6-knight 
by playing .tb5. but instead keeps his bishop 
aimed at the most vulnerable spot in Black's 
position: n. This strategy involves first of all a 
pawn sacrifice, albeit one that is almost never 
accepted: 7...dxc3 8 tDxc3, when White's lead 
in development is probably too threatening. 

7 d5 
Secondly, White has to have an answer to 

this solid move. 
S exd6 

This would also be the reply to 7...d6. 
S <Jj}jxd6 (D) 

w 

This is the great starting point of this varia
tion. Most of the attention goes to 9 0-0. Taking 
on c3 is still not attractive for Black. After 
9...dxc3 10 I/iVxd6 exd6 11 tDxc3 he is lagging 
behind in development while his extra pawn on 
d6 is just a flimsy little thing in any case. Black 
has a much more powerful move in 9....te6, 
making use of the opportunity to eliminate 
White's dangerous b3-bishop. After 10 .txe6 
'iVxe6 11 ezJxd4 tDxd4 12 I/iVxd4 White has got 
his pawn back but his lead in development has 
diminished. It is more aggressive to play 10 
tDa3 and after 1O...dxc3 to sacrifice another 
pawn with 11 \j'e2. 

The immediate 9 tDa3 is a variation on this 
theme, 9....te6 now has the obvious drawback 
of granting White a free developing move in the 
form of 10 tDb5. The alternative is 9...dxc3, 
when again 10 'iVe2 is critical and very contro
versial indeed. 

2 4:Jf3 

2 tDf3 (D) 
At all times, this approach has been consid

ered the most promising for White - as a refuta
tion of the Sicilian even, but that was a very 
long time ago. White intends to play 3 d4, 
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opening the d-file and taking charge of the cen
tre, not with two pawns on e4 and d4 as in the 
Alapin but with a pawn and a knight and - most 
importantly - with beautiful open lines and nat
ural squares for all pieces. Looking at the posi
tion from this perspective, one might well bow 
and say 'thank you' to 1...c5 and look to the fu
ture with great confidence. 

But as I already described earlier in this chap
ter, it is precisely here, in this type of position. 
that the great transformation of the Sicilian De
fence has taken place. The compactness of 
Black's position, his flexible pawn-formation, 
the latent central pawn-majority (two pawns 
against one), the open c-file which forms the 
base for an amazing wealth of possible coun
terplay on the queenside: these are factors that 
may look inconspicuous at tlrst sight but which 
will inexorably come to light when the position 
is examined more closely. Many an individual 
chess-player has gone through this learning pro
cess and so has the world of chess in its entirety. 

And precisely because White's prospects are 
so very different from Black's, the inherent ten
sion is enormous. A lot of self-confidence and 
confidence in one's position is required from 
both sides. In almost any 'Sicilian' position, 
one side is bound to think he has the advantage. 
In fact. very often both players will think so! 
And play will always be sharp: there simply is 
no other way to play the Sicilian. This makes 
the Sicilian an attractive but also very difficult 
opening. It is also a highly complex opening 
with a multitude of variations. all with an idea, 
a name and a great body of theoretical knowl
edge of their own yet at the same time all very 
similar to each other. Some variations are so 
closely interwoven that it is almost incompre
hensible why theory recommends move A in 
this line and move B in the other. 

In the position after 2 t£:Jf3, Black faces a far
reaching decision. How should he anticipate the 
expected 3 d4? This decision will detelmine 
which variation eventually materializes. though 
some variations can be reached via several 
move-orders. 

And Black should not forget that although 
White is preparing to play 3 d4. he has not so far 
committed himself. So, however Black chooses 
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to anticipate 3 d4, it must be compatible with 
his ideas of meeting alternative moves. Most of 
these are not quite so sharp as 3 d4, but some of 
them are not bad at all and have to be taken seri
ously. 

Black's major options are 2...t£:Jc6, 2...e6 and 
2...d6. All the main lines of the Sicilian are in
troduced with one of these moves and are based 
on play continuing 3 d4 cxd4 4 t£:Jxd4. All three 
of these moves offer White a specific choice of 
options. 

From the remaining nineteen legal moves in 
this position, there are three 'minor' options to 
be aware of: 2...g6, 2...a6 and 2...lt'lf6. 

2...g6 is an alternative route to the Acceler
ated Dragon (3 d4 cxd4 4 t£:Jxd4 t£:Jc6, or 4...i&g7 
followed by 5... t£:Jc6). By avoiding the far more 
popular 2... t£:Jc6, Black steers clear of the Rosso
limo Variation (2 ... t£:Jc6 3 i&b5), but he has to be 
prepared for some other lines, most notably 4 
'~xd4 and 3 c3. The latter option is closely re
lated to the variation 2 d g6 (see page 395) and 
may easily transpose if play continues 3...i&g7 4 
d4 cxd4 5 cxd4 d5. 

The seemingly aimless little move 2...a6 has 
a most remarkable theoretical status. On the 
one hand it must be regarded (strange as it may 
sound) as the way of discouraging White from 
playing 3 d4. On the other hand, it is practically 
useless if White continues 3 d. The idea is to 
meet 3 d4 with 3...cxd4 4 t£:Jxd4 t£:Jf6 5 t£:Jc3 e5, 
what you could call an 'improved' NajdorfVari
ation ('improved' because unlike in the Najdorf 
proper, Black can still develop his king's bishop 
at c5 or b4). The problem is that White in his 
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turn may play an 'improved' Alapin Variation 
with 3 c3, when ...a6 comes suspiciously close 
to being just a loss of tempo. 

2•. 'ctJf6 is a highly provocative move that 
strikes a balance between 2 c3 CZ'lf6 and the 
Alekhine Defence (1 e4 ctJf6). It is called the 
Nimzowitsch Variation. Compared to the Ale
khine Defence, this line has the advantage of 
not allowing White to form a broad pawn-centre 
after 3 e5 ctJd5 thanks to the pawn on c5. But 4 
ctJc3 shows up the drawback: 4...ctJxc3 5 dxc3 
is now better for White than the comparable 
line in the Alekhine (1 e4 ctJf6 2 e5 ctJd5 3 ctJc3 
ctJxc3 4 dxc3; see page 448), thanks to ... the 
c5-pawn, which makes the liberating move ...d6 
decidedly less attractive. After 5...d6 6 exd6 
exd6 Black has only saddled himself with a 
weak pawn while giving his opponent full con
trol over d5. For this reason it is not 4...ctJxc3 
but 4...e6 which takes us to the basic position of 
the Nimzowitsch Variation, which arises after 5 
ctJxd5 exd5 6 d4 (D): 

B 

White is threatening to win a pawn with 7 
dxc5 Jtxc5 8 'lixd5. Black's answer to this 
problem is both simple and bold: he takes no 
notice of the threat and continues 6...ctJc6, sac
rificing a pawn in return for fast development. 
After 7 dxc5 Jtxc5 8 'lixd5, 8...1i'b6 leaves 
White no easy way of protecting f2, but he does 
have a dangerous way of not defending it: 9 
Jtc4! Jtxf2+ 10 ~e2 0-0 11 ~fl. Most players 
prefer not to test this variation and play 8...d6, 
opening another diagonal before lashing out: 9 
exd6 'i'b6, when 10 Jtc4 Jtxf2+ 11 ~e2 can 

be met by 11...0-0 12 ~dl Jte6. On the other 
hand, White now has an easy way of protect
ing f2, namely 10 'i'e4+ Jte6 11 'i'M. This 
variation hinges on the question of whether af
ter 11 ...Jtxd6 Black has enough compensation 
for the missing pawn. 

2 ct:Jf3 ct:Jc6 

2 ctJc6 (D) 

w 

Of all the possible moves at Black's disposal, 
this one is perhaps the most natural. Black de
velops a piece and prepares 3...ctJf6, as yet 
without committing himself to any particular 
pawn-formation. 

But looking more deeply into the problem 
and looking ahead at the position after 3 d4 
cxd44 ctJxd4, we have to be a little more criti
cal. No matter how flexible Black's pawn
phalanx may be, certain main lines of the Sicil
ian are already beyond his reach. 2...ctJc6 is not 
a neutral move, as none of Black's second
move options are. Anyone playing 2...ctJc6 
does so (or so one would hope) with some par
ticular main line in mind. 

3 d4 
Naturally, White can play anything he likes 

here, but there is one move that truly deserves 
to be called the king of the minor variations: 3 
Jtb5 (D), the Rossolimo Variation. 

This move is popular at all levels with players 
who have no wish to expose themselves to the 
breakneck pace of the main lines (3 d4). White 
continues developing his kingside and only then 
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does he plan to undertake any sort of action in 
the centre. Depending on Black's reply, this may 
either be aggressive with d4 (possibly prefaced 
by c3) or very calm, with d3 for instance. The la
tent 'threat' of .txc6 adds a certain positional 
tension to the game, which not every Sicilian 
player will be happy with. For one thing, it is not 
always easy to decide whether taking on c6 is 
actually a good idea. It is also very often com
pletely unclear whether Black should recapture 
with his b- or his d-pawn. The exchange on c6 is 
most certainly the central theme of the Rosso
limo Variation. 

After Black's most popular reply 3...g6, there 
is a major division of minds. The classical ap
proach is to play 4 0-0 and after 4...i.g7 to con
tinue either with 5 c3 or the more flexible 5 
Mel, but nowadays 4 i.xc6 is a very popular al
ternative. If then 4 ...bxc6 White continues in 
classical fashion with 5 0-0 .tg7 6 c3 followed 
by d4. If 4...dxc6 on the other hand (when the 
open d-file makes this plan less promising for 
White), a simple yet dangerous alternative plan 
has emerged, consisting in 5 d3 :fLg7 6 h3 CUf6 
7 QJc3 0-0 8 i.e3 followed by 9 '~d2, i.h6 and 
possibly even 0-0-0. 

The same division occurs if Black plays 
3...e6, preparing ...ti:Jge7 and then ...a6 (thus 
actually encouraging White to take on c6!). At 
first this variation revolved around the question 
of whether after 4 0-0 QJge7 White should im
mediately open the centre (with 5 ':el a6 6 
:fLxc6 tiJxc6 7 d4 cxd4 8 CLlxd4 for instance), 
banking on his lead in development, or whether 
he should play 6 i'.fl (instead of 6 :fLxc6) , 
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planning to continue with c3 and d4, or 5 c3 a6 
6 :fLa4 b5 7 JLc2 with the same idea. But this 
line has also become infiltrated with the new 
idea of 4 i'.xc6 and this is a fully accepted option 
nowadays. After 4...bxc6 5 d3 tiJe7 (now with 
...QJg6 in mind) the bold 6 QJg5 is often played, 
freeing the way for f4. 

Perhaps as a reaction against these popular 4 
JLxc6 lines, 3...d6 (D) has recently come to the 
fore. 
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At first this move looks illogical, for Black is 
actually pinning his own knight, but the idea is 
to prepare the harmonious unpinning move 
4 JLd7. This line is also relevant to the variation 
2 d6 3 JLb5+, where interest in 3...tiJc6 has 
grown considerably oflate. After 4 iLxc6+ bxc6 
5 0-0 Black has two possibilities of hindering 
the crucial advance d4: 5...e5 and 5... iLg4. Al
though these are interesting enough lines, most 
players have so far preferred the classical 4 0-0 
in this case. After 4...i'.d7 5 Mel Black then 
has to decide whether he will risk the loss of 
tempo involved in playing 5... a6, unafraid of 6 
JLxc6 .txc6 7 d4 cxd4 8 QJxd4 (analogous to 
the variation 3...e6 4 0-0 QJge7 5 Mel a6, given 
above) or whether he will first develop another 
piece with 5...&c:Jf6. waiting for White to spend 
a tempo himself on 6 c3. In the latter case, 
6... a6 forces White to take a similarly funda
mental decision. For some time the pawn sac
rifice 7 .ixc6 Ji,.xc6 8 d4 was all the rage, but 
then the excitement died down and White 
started playing the more restrained 7 :fLfl, 
with Black usually replying 7...:fLg4, again 
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with the idea of hindering White's plan of 
playing d4. 

From White's remaining options of avoiding 
the main lines, the following deserve at least a 
brief mention: 3 c3 is neither better nor worse 
than 2 c3 and often transposes; 3 d3 has a simi
lar degree of compatibility with 2 d3; and 3 
L;iJc3 is a popular way of avoiding a Sveshnikov 
Variation - I have classified this a subvariation 
of 2 CDc3 in this book (see page 394). 

IfWhite wants to playa c4 set-up, he should 
have done so a move earlier, for now 3 c4leaves 
White's f3-knight blocking the vital advance f4 
in case Black replies 3...e5. 

3 cxd4 
4 CDxd4 (D) 

B 

This position is one of three main gates to 
the heart of the Sicilian Defence (the others 
are the analogous positions with 2...d6 and 
2...e6 instead of 2...CDc6). Now, what options 
does Black have? 

The first move that comes to mind is the 
sturdy 4...CDf6. This leads, after the natural reply 
5 t21c3 (5 t21xc6 bxc6 6 e5?? fails to 6...'i'a5+), 
to a position where Black again has several op
tions. 5...d6 (tlus position is also reached by 
2...d6 3 d4 cxd4 4 CDxd4 t21f6 5 CDc3 CDc6) is the 
starting point of the Classical Variation, al
though its main lines have different names (the 
Richter-Rauzer and Sozin Attacks) by which 
they are better known. 

The use of names for these lines is somewhat 
vague in any case, for 5 e6, a variation that 
may also be reached via 2 e6, is known as the 

Four Kllights Variation, but is mainly used as 
a cunning route to the Sveshnikov. 

More resolute than these two little pawn 
moves (but also more compronusing) is the 
powerful thrust 5...e5. For a long time this was 
called the Pelikan Variation, but is generally 
known nowadays as the Sveshnikov Variation 
(even if Sveshnikov himself has called it the 
Cheliabinsk Variation). Black immediately fixes 
the pawn-formation in the centre. Moreover, he 
does so in a way which at first sight looks rather 
dubious. Once upon a time this was regarded as 
a clumsy nunor variation and in fact it was not 
really understood until the 1970s. Now it has 
conquered the world, for this is one of the most 
important variations of the Sicilian Defence. 

Finally there is 5...'i'b6, which leads, after 6 
t'Llb3, to a position that will be briefly discussed 
in the short paragraph on 4...'i'b6 below. 

One set-up that is conspicuously absent from 
this list is the idea of a kingside fianchetto. Any
one having this formation in mind is likely to 
concentrate on the Dragon Variation (2...d6 3 d4 
cxd4 4 cLJxd4 CDf6 5 t21c3 g6). Of course, there 
are ways of combining the development of the 
king's bishop at g7 with 2...CDc6, but Black has 
to be careful here. In fact, the oldest variation 
based on this theme was 4..JiJf6 5 tLlc3 g6, but 
this is hardly ever played nowadays because 
White has the annoying 6 'LJxc6, when both 
6...dxc67 'iVxd8+ ~xd8 8 ilc4 and 6...bxc6 7 e5 
t21g8 8 ilc4 are unattractive for Black. There is, 
however, a fully viable successor to tlus 'Prime
val Dragon': 4...g6, the Accelerated Dragon. 

Another way of developing the king's bishop 
is via the a3-f8 diagonal. This plan was fiTst im
plemented in the Four Knights Variation, but a 
subtle variation on this idea is to play 4...e6 
(without the preliminary 4...CDf6 5 CDc3). This is 
the Taimanov Variation. Since this variation is 
closely related to the Paulsen (or Kan) Variation 
(2...e6 3 d4 cxd4 4 CDxd4 a6) and is in any case 
more often reached via 2...e6 in practice, I have 
chosen to include it in the section on 2...e6. 

These are the variations that we shall go into 
a little deeper. There are three other moves for 
Black which have also made their mark, but 
which cannot really be included with the main 
lines. I shall just outline them very brietly: 
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The first is 4...'i'c7. This is in fact a paradox
ical way of aiming for the Taimanov Variation, 
which now arises if White replies S IiJc3, as 
Black then plays S...e6. The idea is to make the 
aggressive S IiJbS less attractive for White by... 
inviting it. The point becomes clear in the posi
tion after S....i'b8: Black is not faced with the 
threat of IiJd6+ (as he would be after 4...e6 S 
IiJbS) so he does not have to play ...d6, closing 
the diagonal for his king's bishop. Should White 
continue 6 c4, Black can play 6...liJf6 7 IiJSc3 
and now 7...e6 or 7...b6 8 il.e2 il.b7 9 0-0 e6. 
He has retained the option of playing ...~cS or 
...il.b4, while in some cases even ...dS is possi
ble. 

4...'i'b6 is also one of those elusive varia
tions which are played, accepted and written 
about in theoretical manuals, but without ever 
becoming a truly main line. Black chases the 
knight away from its dominant position on d4 
at the price of a loss of tempo (for ... 'i'c7 will 
in due course be inevitable). This usually leads 
to a Scheveningen-type position, for instance 
after S IiJb3 IiJf6 6liJc3 (this position can also 
be reached via 4 .. .c2Jf6 S IiJc3 'ii'b6 6 IiJb3) 
6...e6 7 il.e3 'ii'c7. The aggressive plan of play
ing f4 and 'ii'f3 followed by the advance g4-gS 
is critic al. 

Finally, there is 4...e5, a variation on the 
theme of the Sveshnikov. Remarkably. this is 
both one of the oldest and the youngest varia
tions of the Sicilian. 

The old (but not old-fashioned) interpreta
tion is to meet S ttJbS with 5...a6 (D), an ap
proach based on tactical ideas. 
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At first sight, the many holes in Black's 
pawn-chain after 6 IiJd6+ il.xd6 7 'iVxd6 look 
truly honendous but these are compensated for 
(to a certain extent at least) by Black's lead in 
development after 7 'i'f6. If 8 'i'xf6 IiJxf6 9 
0..:Jc3, the liberating 9 dS becomes possible 00 
exdSIiJb4 wins back the pawn), while 9...Cilb4 
seems to be playable as well. Things become 
rather more complicated if White avoids the ex
change of queens. After 8 'i'dl 'i'g6 9 1iJc3 
IiJge7, for instance, the advance ...dS is again 
hovering over the position. 

The modem approach is purely positional: 
5...d6 (D). 
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This line is of interest to players who are 
looking for the typical middlegame of a Svesh
nikov Variation but without having to acquire 
the enormous theoretical knowledge which this 
variation nowadays demands from its devotees. 
If 6 ttJlc3 a6 (6 ...liJf6 transposes to the 'real' 
Sveshnikov) 7 fiJa3 bS 8 CLJdS, instead of play
ing 8... liJf6 (which again transposes to the 
Sveshnikov proper after 9 ~gS) Black may try 
8... liJge7 or even 8... liJce7. 

6 c4 is a cri tical test of this line. White 
strengthens his grip on dS and prevents ...bS. 
Nevertheless, there are quite a number of play
ers who like to play this position as Black. The 
most important point in Black's favour is the 
manoeuvre ...il.e7-gS, activating or exchanging 
his 'bad' bishop. 6... ~e7 7 fiJlc3 a6 8liJa3 ~e6 

9 ~e2 j~gS is a likely continuation. This varia
tion leads to a strategic rather than a tactical 
battle. 
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Classical Variation 

4 
5 

t:iJf6 
d6 (D) 

w 

In the early decades of the 20th century, the 
heyday of austere classical chess, this position 
was the starting point of the Sicilian. What was 
investigated was whether this opening could 
stand up to the then modem, strictly positional 
dogmas, as contrasted with the old-fashioned, 
highly tactically coloured opening variations of 
the 19th century (like the variation 4...e5 5 ctJb5 
a6 that we have just seen). That this -later called 
the Classical - variation was accepted is under
standable. Black is playing healthy - classical 
developing moves and avoids compromising his 
position in any way. And even though the world 
of chess, together with the Sicilian, has changed 
beyond recognition since those days, the Classi
cal Sicilian remains one of the soundest and 
most important interpretations of this opening. 

Now, how should we look at this position') 
The first, almost self-evident, main line was 6 

Jie2. Theoretical debate started with the ques
tion of whether Black should then reply 6...e6. 
the Scheveningen Variation, or 6...g6, the 
Dragon Variation. 

In the early 20th century, 6...e6 was the 
most popular choice, until in a tournament at 
the Dutch town of Scheveningen in 1923, the 
Hungarian grandmaster Geza Maroczy beat 
the future world champion Max Euwe in a 
very impressive game that continued 7 0-0 
Jie7 8 ~hl 0-09 f4 "V)jfc7 10 lbb3 a6 11 a4. In 

those days it was thought to be essential for 
Black to make either the advance ...b5 or the 
manoeuvre ...ctJa5(e5)-c4, in order to obtain 
active play on the queenside. Until then, an 
early Jie3 was usually played, but by delaying 
this move (thus avoiding 8 Jie3 a6 9 a4 "V)jfc7 10 
ctJb3 ctJe5 11 f4 lZJc4 - with an attack against 
the e3-bishop! - for instance) Maroczy frus
trated this plan. Such was the impression his 
treatment of the opening created, that the ...e6 
plan was named after Scheveningen (which is 
really odd considering it was given a thorough 
beating there!) and -more importantly perhaps 
- that it disappeared into the background, until 
it was rehabilitated many years later (see page 
427). 

6...g6 became the new main line and this 
plan held up very well for many years, which
in hindsight - is not so strange because. as we 
shall see on page 445, the Jie2 plan is not ex
actly the sharpest way to treat a Dragon. 

Then in the 1940s another weapon was added 
to Black's arsenal: 6...eS (D), the Boleslavsky 
Variation. 

w 

After 7 ctJb3 Jie7 8 0-0 0-0 9 Jie3 Jie6, 
Black is ready to play ...d5. If 9 f4, trying to 
stop this plan, he switches to active play on the 
queenside with 9...a5 10 a4 ctJb4. That Black 
could afford to create a hole in his pawn-chain 
at d5 without any visible concrete compensa
tion to show for it was a revolutionary discov
ery in those days, one which left many traces in 
other variations of the Sicilian, for instance in 
the Najdorf. 
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So halfway through the 20th century things 
were looking rather good for Black. But thcn 
the tide turned. It was becoming ohvious that 
White needed something more incisive than 6 
j.e2, something that would restrict Black in his 
freedom of movement. Very slowly, assessments 
of 'Sicilian' positions began to change. From 
being based on general and somewhat rigid po
sitional ideas, they became more concrete, pay
ing more attention to the exact characteristics 
of each and every position. Variations became 
more precise, more dynamic, more daring. The 
old move 6 ~c2 did not completely disappear 
(for there is nothing wrong with it) but it was no 
longer seen as a real test of the Classical Sicilian. 

Two new variations emerged, which pushed 
6 ~e2 aside: 6 ~g5, the Richter-Rauzer At
tack, and 6 ~c4, the Sozin Attack. We shall 
take a closer look at them. 

Richter·Rauzer Attack 

6 ~g5 (D) 
This is often called simply the Rauzer At

tack reflecting the fact that the modern han
dling of this line, with ~'d2 and 0-0-0, was 
devised by Vsevolod Rauzer. 
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The fact that 6 j,g5 is more aggressive and 
forcing than () i.e2 can be felt immediately: 

6...g6?! is far less attractive now that White 
has the reply 7 ~xf6 to ruin Black's pawn
structure. White is also much better armed to 
counter Boleslavsky's move, for if now 6...e5?! 
then after 7 ~xf6, 7...Wfxf6'7 8 tzld5 ~'d8? 9 

tzlb5 is disastrous for Black, while 7...gxf6 8 
tzlf5 is an inferior version of what we now call a 
Sveshnikov Variation because the vital advance 
.. .f5 has been prevented. 

This means that by playing 6 ~g5 White 
more or less forces his opponent into a ...e6 
plan (although there are in fact a few alterna
tives, like 6...~d7, for instance, anticipating 7 
~d2, when Black intends to create swift coun
terplay on the queenside with 7...ncS 8 0-0-0 
tzlxd4 9 ~xd4 'ifa5). 

6._ e6 
But after this move, more complicated prob

lems arise and the first doubts as to the strength 
of 6 ~g5 begin to creep in. Is g5 really such a 
good square for the bishop if Black neutralizes 
the pin against his knight so easily by playing 
... j.e7? Were White to continue indifferently, 
with 7 ~e2 ~e7 80-00-0 for example, perhaps 
the bishop would rather stand on e3, for 9 f4?? 
is now very bad on account of9... 'iVb6. 

7 jVd2 (D) 
By playing this move, White lays his cards 

on the table: he intends to castle queenside. 
This has two concrete advantages: the kingside 
is kept free for attacking operations, and Black's 
d6-pawn comes under pressure. 
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A great number of methods has been devel
oped for Black to come to terms with the prob
lems of this position. In the first place, Black has 
to find an answer to moves like tzldb5 and f4, 
especially in combination with e5 and sixf6. 
Exchanging on f6 is an important theme in the 
Richter-Rauzer Attack. In many cases it is very 
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difficult to evaluate the resulting position when 
Black takes back with his g-pawn (which is of
ten forced). This results in a complex type of 
position, which is fairly unique to the Richter
Rauzer. Black's kingside pawn-formation is 
somewhat rigid and White may well try to at
tack it by playing 1'4-1'5. On the other hand, the 
doubled f-pawns give Black greater control 
over the centre and he has the pair of bishops, 
two factors that may be to his advantage in the 
long run, for instance if he manages to play 
...d5. Some players are very fond of this pawn
structure, others are allergic to it and others 
again allow it only if they consider the circum
stances to be truly favourable. 

For instance, only the real die-hard ...gxf6 
fan will go for this type of position immediately 
by playing 7...h6 8 i,xf6 gxf6 (if 8...~xf6? 9 
ctJdb5 ~d8 10 0-0-0 Black simply loses his d
pawn). It is not that there is a concrete problem 
with this - in fact, after 9 0-0-0 a6 101'4 i,d7 
the position strongly resembles a main line that 
we are about to see - but the 'moderate' ...gxf6 
player simply does not like to give the tempo 
...h6 away for free. 

Far more usual is 7...a6, a useful move pre
venting ctJdb5 and preparing ...b5 (in the long 
run). After the consistent reply 8 0-0-0 (D), 
Black has several options: 

B 

8...h6 really makes sense now, for taking on 
1'6 is not a problem for Black now that he can 
simply recapture with the queen. Nor is 9 i,M 
ctJxe4! very promising for White. The main 
lines therefore are 9 i,e3 and 9 i,f4. 

By playing 9 i,e3 White simply accepts that 
his bishop has had to retreat. After 9...i,d7 or 
9... i,e7, he will concentrate his attention on 
gaining space on the kingside with 10 1'3 fol
lowed by g4. 

9 i,f4, on the other hand, attacks d6 and 
forces Black to defend rather ingeniously with 
9... i,d7 (9 ...e5? fails to 10 ctJxc6 bxc6 11 
i,xe5), indirectly protecting the d-pawn for af
ter 10 ctJxc6 i,xc6 White's e-pawn is attacked 
and 11 1'3 can be met by 11.. .d5. 

Both these lines are well investigated and 
lead to a sharp fight. 

A popular alternative is to play 8...i,d7, when 
91'4 (DJ is the normal reply. 

If then 9...h6, the retreat 10 i,h4 is OK since 
1O...ctJxe4 can be met stoically with 11 \\WeI, 
which promises White a dangerous initiative 
after l1...ctJf6 12 ctJf5. But the real point of 
9...h6 is to play 1O...g5!?, a spectacular way of 
breaking the pin on the f6-knight. Now the boot 
is on the other foot. for after 11 fxg5 ctJg4 it is 
White's g5-pawn that is pinned, making it diffi
cult for White to consolidate his extra pawn. In 
the meantime Black has obtained a beautiful 
square for his knight at e5. This too is a contro
versial and fascinating variation that is hotly 
debated. 

But Black may also choose simply to con
tinue developing his pieces and play 9...i,e7 
(instead of 9...h6). After 10 ctJ1'3 b5 there is 
again a parting of the ways. White has the sharp 
11 e5 (to which 11 ...b4 is the recommended re
ply) and the positional 11 i,xf6, when 11...gxf6 
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brings about that typical Richter-Rauzer pawn
formation again. 12 fS ~'b6 13 g3 0-0-0 is a 
characteristic follow-up. White could start put
ting e6 under pressure with a manoeuvre like 
.liLh3 and CDe2-f4, but he has to bc carcful all the 
time not to allow his opponent to take over the 
initiative by playing ...dS. 

9...b5 10 ~xf6 gxf6 is another way of bring
ing about this typical Richter-Rauzer pawn
formation. The alternative recapture, 1O.. :i\lxf6, 
is not quite impossible here, but it is rather risky 
because of 11 eS! dxe5 12 CDdxbS, attacking d7. 

Black may also try to do without ...a6. for the 
time being at least. In fact. the simple 7...iLe7 8 
0-0-00-0 is both the oldest and the most classi
cal of Black's options. The Achilles' Heel of 
this line is d6 of course, but it turns out not to be 
easy for White actually to take advantage of the 
vulnerability of this little pawn. If 9 CDdb5, for 
instance, 9...ifa5! 10 iLxf6 JLxf6 11 CDxd6 Md8 
is a strong reply. The powerful f6-bishop and 
the nasty pin on the d-filc arc sufficient com
pensation for the pawn. The main lines start 
with 9 CDb3 and 9 f4. 

9 ~b3 is a more subtle version of 9 c'tJdb5. 
While introducing the possibility of playing 
JLxf6, White does not commit himself. He also 
prepares an assault against Black's king with f3 
and g4. Black has a defence against these threats 
in 9...ifb6 10 f3 (if 10 JLxf6 £xf6 11 '\)iVxd6 
Black can restore the material balance by tak
ing on f2) 10...Md8, covering d6 and introduc
ing the counter-threat of dS. Other moves that 
have been tried include 9 a5 (to meet 10 ~xf(i 

with a pawn sacrifice: 1O Jhf6 11 ifxd6 'liVxd6 
12 nxd6 a4 followed by 13... (3) and 9...a6 (to 
counter 10 JLxf6 'simply' with 1O...gxf6). 

Against 9 f4 (D) Black again has several op
tions. 

First there is the radical attempt to transform 
the situation in the centre by means of the sur
prising counterattack ...e5. The most subtle ver
sion of this plan starts with 9...h6. IfWhite now 
plays 10 iLxf6, the idea is to sacrifice a pawn 
with 1O... iLxf6. Both 11 tLlxc6 bxc6 12 '~xd6 

\i'b6 and 11 lLldb5 e5! (with the nasty point 12 
fS?? iLgS) offer Black sufficient counterplay. 
The critical variation is 10 .liLh4. which allows 
both 1O...tLlxe4 (when White is satisfied with a 
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slightly better endgame: 11 iLxe7 tLlxd2 12 
iLxd8 tLlxfl 13 CDxc6 bxc6 14 :iLe7 Me8 15 
llhxfl 'fJ.xe7 16 'fJ.xd6) and - more importantly 
- 1O...e5. After 11 tLlf5 :iLxf5 12 exf5 exf4 the 
point of the inclusion of 9...h6 is revealed: 
White cannot recapture on f4 with the bishop. 
If 13 'i'xf4 instead, Black has the bold reply 
13...dS since 14 iLxf6? iLxf6 IS CLJxd5 (again) 
loses the queen to 15 ... i&g5. 

A second main line is 9...CDxd4 10 ~xd4 

ifa5. Just to illustrate in how much detail this 
line has been analysed: if White chooses the 
healthy developing move 11 :iLc4, there is no 
need for Black to reply with the timid 11...l:id8. 
He can play the unperturbed developing move 
11...:iLd7 instead, for 12 e5 is met by 12...dxe5 
13 fxe5 iLc6, when 14 cxf6 runs into 14...'i'xgS+. 
If 14 ~d2 cLld7 15 CLJd5, Black defends with 
15 ....~d8 16 ctJxe7+ ~xe7. In the resulting 
position, White has attacking chanccs against 
Black's king but Black's pieces are well-placed 
and his position is without obvious weaknesses. 

Sozin Attack 

6 ~c4 (0) 
Like 6 iLg5, this move is specifically di

rected against 6...g6 and 6...e5. 6...g6'!! is met 
by 7 tLlxc6 bxc6 8 e5! with the nasty point 
8...dxe5?? 9 :iLxf7+ winning the queen. There 
arc no such tactical objections to 6...e5?! but 
the positional drawbacks of this move as com
pared to 6 iLe2 e5 are clear enough: the white 
bishop is perfectly placed on c4. where it is 
aimed at the crucial squares d5 and f7. 
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B w 

Nevertheless, until the 19S0s 6 ~c4 was not 
a popular move. The reason for this was that c4 
was not thought to be a good square for White's 
bishop after Black's most natural reply: 

6 e6 (D) 

Nowadays the aggressive 6...'iVb6 is consid
ered as much of a test of 6 ~c4 as this quiet 
pawn move. In fact, this is probably the best of 
the many ... 'iVb6 variations that lie hidden in 
various comers of the Sicilian, since after chas
ing away White's knight there is the further 
prospect of chasing the bishop as well. After 7 
l2Jb3 e6 8 ~e3 Vj'c7 9 ~d3, for instance, White 
has lost a full tempo on the 4... 'iVb6 variation 
that I gave on page 404. White really has to play 
imaginatively here. After 7 l2Jb3 e6, for exam
ple, both 8 j,f4 and 8 j,gS have been tried (in
stead of the perhaps slightly too routine 8 ~e3) 

and an even more subtle idea is to play 7l2JdbS, 
planning to meet 7...a6 with 8 j,e3 ViaS 9l2Jd4. 
The resolute 7l2Jxc6 bxc6 8 0-0 is also quite log
ical. White makes no attempt to attack Black's 
queen but simply develops his pieces as fast as 
he can. 

In the position after 6...e6, White has to jus
tify his previous move, for ifhe plays without a 
clear plan Black will have plenty of ways to 
take advantage of the position of the bishop on 
c4: ...l2JaS, ...a6 and ...bS, ... 'iVc7, ...dS and even 
the combination ...l2Jxe4 (with the idea that af
ter l2Jxe4 there is the fork ...dS, winning back a 
piece on either e4 or c4). 

The great breakthrough of the Sozin Attack 
came in the 19S0s when it was discovered that 
advancing the f-pawn by f4-fS constitutes a 

sound and aggressive plan for White. This will 
attack e6 and if that pawn can be removed (by 
forcing Black to respond with ...exfS or .. ,eS) 
White obtains a strong square at dS. Also, the 
alternative advance eS (supported by f4 of 
course) can be quite dangerous. This plan be
came so popular that it infiltrated the Najdorf 
and Scheveningen Variations as well (as we 
shall see further on in this chapter). A few de
cades later, an even more aggressive plan by 
the Yugoslav grandmaster Velimirovic gave 
the Sozin another impulse. 

7 ~e3 j,e7 
8 'iVe2 

This is the starting move of the notorious 
Velimirovic Attack. White intends to castle 
queenside and by preparing this with Vj'e2 rather 
than'iVd2 (as in the Richter-Rauzer Attack) he 
simultaneously prevents ...l2Jg4 and prepares 
g4. 

The most important remnant of the original 
Sozin plan is the variation 8 ~b3 0-0 9 0-0 a6 
10 f4, with the position after the further moves 
1O...l2Jxd4 11 ~xd4 bS 12 eS dxeS 13 fxeS 
l2Jd7 14l2Je4 j,b7 lSl2Jd6 j,xd6 16 exd6 being 
the crucial starting point for theoretical discus
sions. White has the bishop-pair and a danger
ous passed pawn on d6. but Black's pieces are 
harmoniously placed (especially if Black con
tinues aggressively with 16... 'iVgS) and it is 
completely unclear which side has the better 
chances. 

8 0-0 
9 0-0-0 a6 

10 j,b3(D) 
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There are countless alternatives for Black on 
any of his previous moves, but this is the most 
important and also the most controversial basic 
position of the Velimirovic Attack. White still 
has the option of playing f4 in combination 
with either f5 or e5, but - now that his king is 
safely tucked away on the queenside - the far 
more ambitious g4-g5 is a dangerous option. 

10... Wic7 
This is Black's main move here. White now 

has a choice between 11 g4 and 11lIhgl. 
The immediate 11 g4 conlli1its White to re

capture on d4 with the rook, for after 11...tZJxd4, 
White loses a pawn if he plays 12 ~xd4 e5. 
However, the position of the white rook after 12 
J:txd4 is not as bad as it looks. There is, for in
stance, the prospect of a surprising switch to the 
kingside: 11 ...b5 13 g5 ftJd7 and now 14 'ilVh5 
with ideas of e5 and J:th4, while 14 f4 is another 
dangerous option. 

Nonetheless, the preparatory move 11 Mhg1 
is at least as important. Afler the further 1l...b5 
12 g4 b4 White can spark off some impressive 
fireworks like 13 ftJxc6 'l4Vxc6 14 etJd5! exd5 15 
g5! etJxe4 16 .txdS or 13 gS bxc3 14 gxf6 ihf6 
15 etJxc6 'i/i!xc6 16 .th6. Even after the more 
cautious 11...tLJd7 12 g4 ftJcs, Black is walking 
into a minefield. The reply 13 CUfs!?, for in
stance, is already considered commonplace. 
White 'simply' intends to open the g-file after 
13 ...exfs 14 gxfS and obtain a beautiful square 
for his knight on ds. In fact. some hugely com
plex variations are only about to begin from this 
point! If Black 'calmly' replies 13...bs, he has 
to he aware of the spectacular continuation 14 

.tdS!? JLb7 15 gs. Any attempt to say some
thing sensible about this could only fail misera
bly so I shall remain silent, but this variation 
does give an idea of what it takes to play the 
Velimirovic Attack. In comparison to such 
dazzling, science-fiction-like play, a line like 
11...ttJxd412 JLxd4 b5 13 g4 etJd7 14 gs b4 15 
\i'hS! bxc3 16 tld3, threatening 17 :h3, al
most looks banal. 

Summing up: while being tailor-made for 
the diligent student, preparing his openings to 
perfection in the quiet of his study, the Velim
irovic Attack is a pure kamikaze mission for 
one who goes about it unthinkingly. 

Four Knights Variation 

4 CZJf6 
5 &2:Jc3 e6 (D) 
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This line, which also arises via 2...e6, is older 
than the Classical Variation. Black keeps the 
a3-f8 diagonal open for his king's bishop, but 
has to accept a hole in his pawn-formation at d6. 

A strong point of this plan is that it forces 
White to take some fum action, for against a 
routine move like 6 i1Le2. the aggressive 6...iLb4 
is unpleasant. In fact, this practically forces 
White into the rather speculative pawn sacrifice 
7 0-0 iLxc3 8 bxc3 ?,.jxe4, since attempts to pro
tect e4 (such as 7 f3) run into the powerfu17...d5. 
Nor is the cautious 6 a3 the ideal solution, since 
6...VJlic7 and 6...d6 then transpose into relatively 
harmless sub-lines of the Taimanov and the 
Scheveningen Variations respectively. 
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White has to act vigorously. The obvious critical position arises after 6...bxc6 7 e5! tlJd5 
way of doing so is to try to find a way to take 8 tlJe4 (D). 
advantage of Black's principal weakness: the 
d6-square. 

The fIrst move that comes to mind is 6 tlJdb5 
(D). B 

Black then has two options, the fIrst being 
6...itb4, which in its turn provokes two very 
different responses from White. In the first 
place, there is the ultra-sharp 7 itf4, with the 
position after 7 ...tlJxe4 81Vf3 (or 8 tlJc7+ \t>f8 9 
"i¥f3) 8...d5 9 tlJc7+ ~f8 10 0-0-0 itxc3 11 bxc3 
as the crucial starting point. Secondly, there is 
the far more restrained 7 a3, with the position 
after 7 ...itxc3+ 8 tlJxc3 d5! 9 exd5 exd5 10 
itd3 0-0 11 0-0 d4 as the point of orientation. 
Black has taken advantage of the exchange on 
c3 to advance his d-pawn to a dominant posi
tion. This line is very old, yet still highly topi
cal, for neither the mysteries of 7 itf4 nor the 
positional problems of 7 a3 have been solved. 

But the Four Knights Variation can also be 
used as a means of entering the Sveshnikov 
Variation. After 6...d6 7 itf4 e5 8 itg5 the 
same position is reached as after 5 ...e5 6 tlJdb5 
d6 7 itg5. This move-order is popular with 
players who prefer to avoid side-variations like 
5 ...e5 6 tlJdb5 d6 7 tlJd5 or who do not want to 
run into a Rossolimo Variation (2...tlJc6 3 itb5). 
For this purpose, 2...e6 and the Four Knights 
Variation is the 0 bvious shortcut. 

But no shortcut is ever without its own little 
problems! Ever since the 1970s, 6 tlJxc6 has 
been a prominent alternative to 6 ct:Jdb5. The 

If Black does not make an effort here, White 
will play c4, chasing the knight away from d5 
and obtaining a fIrm grasp on the centre. How
ever, Black has several ways of trying to exploit 
his small lead in development. His most popu
lar option is the subtle 8 1Vc7 9 f4 ·iVb6, when 
10 c4 allows both 10 tlJe3 and 1O...itb4+. 
This leads to sharp play, as is obvious from the 
fact that the main line of the latter variation 
starts with 11 We2 f5. 

Sveshnikov Variation 

4 CDf6 
5 CDc3 e5 (D) 

w 

We have seen quite a lot of this opening by 
now, but it is only with this move that we are 
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finally entering the Sicilian of the 21st cen
tury. 

Long considered a fossil from the early 20th 
century, it was not until the 1970s that this 
move really started to attract attention owing to 
the stubborn attempts of the young Russian 
Evgeny Sveshnikov to tum it into a playable 
opening system. Influenced by his incessant 
analytical and practical efforts (and successes 
too!), around 1975 all fornler scepticism was 
swept aside and the Sveshnikov suddenly be
came all the rage. Everyone who was young in 
those days and not inhibited by dogma (or expe
rience) threw themselves headlong into this new 
opening system that so very wonderfully (and 
mercilessly) flew in the face of 'old-fashioned' 
thinking. And that was only the beginning' For 
in the 1990s a generation appeared for whom 
the Sveshnikov was not something acquired or 
foreign. They were steeped in it ever since they 
were born. Players for whom nothing was more 
natural then to play the Sicilian in precisely this 
way began taking over the world of chess. To
day, early in the 21st century, the Sveshnikov 
Variation is one of the most influential open
ings in the elite tournaments. It has become one 
ofthe great battlegrounds where world champi
ons and their challengers meet. 

This enormous popularity is the result of the 
sheer inexhaustible resilience of Black's posi
tion. Although the Sveshnikov can hardly be 
called solid, it is most certainly a variation 
where Black faces no greater dangers and is 
taking no greater risks than in many other lines 
of the Sicilian, while his chances of victory are 
unusually high. Experience of over thirty years 
now suggests that the harder White hits, the 
harder Black hits back. And yet White has to 
play sharply, for if he doesn't he has no pros
pect of obtaining any sort of opening advantage 
whatsoever. Both 6 CLlb3 and 6 CLlf3. for in
stance, allow the aggressive 6... iLM, while 6 
CLlf5 runs into the powerful 6...d5!. 

6 ct'Jdb5 d6 
The idea of allowing CLld6+ which we saw 

in the 4...e5 vatiation (see page 404), has - in 
this version - faded into the background. After 
6...a6 7 CLld6+ iLxd6 8 'il4'xd6 '¥lie7 Black's posi
tion is simply a little less dynamic than in the 

comparable version 4...e5 5 CLlb5 a6 6 CLld6+ 
iLxd6 7 'liVxd6 'liVf6. Only the subtle 6...h6, to 
prevent iLg5, is sporadically played. 

7 iLg5 
This aggressive and natural move looks com

pletely self-evident. White develops a minor 
piece, strengthens his grip on d5 and introduces 
the threat of iLxf6, forcing Black to take back 
with the g-pawn, thus seemingly ruining his 
pawn-structure even further. But anyone taking 
a closer look at this variation will soon find out 
that such an evaluation is completely outdated. 
In fact the whole underlying point of the Svesh
nikov is that doubled f-pawns are not a liability 
here, quite the contrary: they are a dangerous 
weapon! 

To what extent this judgement is correct is of 
course the central question of the Sveshnikov. 
But in view of the complexity of this problem 
and the fact that the rather optimistic manoeuvre 
~g5xf6 often backfires, it is not surprising that 
alternatives have also been seriously investi
gated. 

The most important of these is 7 CLld5, a 
move that is in every respect the exact opposite 
of7 iLg5. White uses his control over d5 only 
to bring about a radical change in the pawn
formation. After 7...CLlxd5 8 exd5 he is bank
ing on his queenside pawn-majority to be of 
more importance than Black's central advan
tage: 8...CLlb8 9 c4 :JLe7 10 ~d3 a6 11 CLlc3 0-0 
12 0-0 f5 is a characteristic continuation. 

The alternative 7 a4 is mainly an attempt to 
exorcise the hidden evil powers of the Svesh
nikov. After 7...a6 8 CLla3, the advance ...b5 is 
prevented and there is the positionally attrac
tive prospect of playing CLlc4-e3, when White 
will have a finn grip on d5. The downside of 
this plan is that there is very little immediate 
danger for Black, who has plenty of opportunity 
to develop his pieces actively and comfortably 
himself, for instance with 8...~e6 followed by 
9...MC8 and perhaps ...CLld4. 

7... a6 (D) 

8 CLla3 
In the early years of the Sveshnikov (the 

1970s), 8 ~xf6 was often played in order to 
force Black to recapture with the g-pawn. But to
day this move has all but disappeared because: 
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w 

a) After 8 CLla3 the recapture ...gxf6 will be 
forced in the majority of cases anyway; 

b) It is precisely this exchange that many 
players are keen to avoid as White these days, 
aiming for 8 Gt"Ja3 b5 9 tZld5 instead (see page 
416); and 

c) After 8 i,xf6 gxf6 9 CLla3 there is not just 
9...bS (which transposes), but also the immedi
ate 9.. .fS and even the amazing 9...dS!?, which 
- by the way - had been known long before the 
days of Sveshnikov and which is why the whole 
variation is still called the Pelikan in conserva
tive circles. 

8 bS 
Without the preceding exchange of pieces on 

f6, there is far less point to 8 dS, since after 9 
CLlxdS (if 9 exdS Black has 9 i,xa3 10 bxa3 
'liaS) 9... i,xa3 10 bxa3 'ilaS+ White now has 
11 i,d2 as well as 11 "i¥d2 'ilxd2+ 12 ~txd2, in 
both cases taking advantage of his bishop not 
having been exchanged on f6. 

Nor is there much point in playing the obvi
ous but primitive move 8...i,e7?!, for by play
ing 9 CLlc4 White easily renews the threat of 
taking on f6; then recapturing with the bishop 
will drop a pawn, while taking with the pawn 
will leave Black with his king's bishop badly 
placed at e7, 

In fact, the only reasonably safe option for 
those wishing to avoid the enormous complica
tions of 8...bS is 8...i,e6, 9 CLlc4 's'c8 then 
brings about the same type of position as the al
ready-discussed 7 a4 (with White of course rel
atively better off, not having played a4), Play is 
further determined by Black's reaction to 10 

i,xf6, It is possible to reply 1O....i¥xf6 since 11 
CLlxd6+ i,xd6 12 'ihd6 CLld4 13 i,d3 "i¥gS 
promises adequate compensation for the miss
ing pawn, but on the other hand 11 CLlb6 ,S,b8 12 
CLlcdS 'i'd8 forces Black into a rather passive 
position. Recapturing with the pawn (lO...gxf6) 
is more aggressive. 11 CLle3 can then be met by 
11...i,h6. 

We now return to 8...bS (D): 

w 

This is the true starting position of the Svesh
nikov Variation. It seemed unbelievable at first 
that Black, having already played ...eS, can 
really afford to throw in 8...bS as well, literally 
forcing White to occupy this splendid square at 
dS that Black has gifted to him. Besides, there 
are a number of seductive options to try to pun
ish ...bS outright (like a piece sacrifice on bS, or 
c4 after White has played CLldS). It is the great 
merit of Evgeny Sveshnikov to have demon
strated that Black can survive all these on
slaughts and even come out on top sometimes! 
It turned out that Black's aggressive queenside 
advance is exactly what his position needs. 
White's king's knight is trapped at a3 and in 
many positions (especially if White plays c3 at 
a later stage) ...b4 is an excellent way of starting 
an attack on the queenside. 

There are two main lines. The oldest, sharp
est and still the most critical option is 9 i,xf6, 
while the more cautious alternative is 9 CLldS. 

9 i"xf6 

9 i,xf6 gxf6 
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The great transformation in positional think
ing that was needed for the Sveshnikov to be 
understood and accepted was that taking back 
on f6 with the pawn was not an admission of 
weakness. Once it was seen that having tvva f
pawns to serve as battering-rams against White's 
central formation adds enonnous power and 
dynamism to Black's position, the tide was 
ready to turn. In some variations, Black even 
makes use of the open g-file as an attacking 
base against White's king. That his own king's 
position is rather airy, to say the least. has 
hardly appeared noticeable in practice. 

The more conventional recapture 9..:'i'xf6?! 
only shows up the drawbacks of 8...b5: by play
ing 10 &:JdS 'llUdS 11 c4 White immediately opens 
fire against Black's queenside. If 11...b4 White 
has the powerful blow 12 Wa4!; e.g., 12...ltd7?! 
(12...bxa3? 13 'i"xc6+ ltd7 loses a rook to 14 
"i'xaS! "i'xaS 15 CfJc7+) 13 CfJb5l, based on the 
same tactical point: 13 ...axb5 14 ''i'xa8l, 

10 CfJdS (D) 
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10... fS 
The classical move, if that word is appropri

ate for a variation as young and unclassical as 
the Sveshnikov, but since about 1985 10...ltg7 
has shown itself to be a reliable alternative. The 
advance .. .f5 is only postponed, not cancelled, 
and by developing the bishop first, Black de
fuses any sacrifices on b5 that White may have 
had in mind. If 11 ltxb5'J axb5 12 tiJxb5, for in
stance, Black brings his king into safety by sim
ply castling. Moreover, Black can now play 
...CfJe7, an important manoeuvre strategically, 

but not the best of moves before 1O...ltg7, be
cause of 1O.. ,ct:Je7?? 11 CfJxf6#! 

The critical test of 10...ltg7 probably starts 
with 11ltd3 CfJe7 12 CfJxe7 'lfixe7. Now 13 c4 
allows Black to highlight a characteristic aspect 
of this line: far from meekly playing 13...bxc4 
(making 14 CfJxc4 a wonderful present for 
White's knight) he strikes back at once with 
13.. .f5!. If 14 cxb5 there is another surprise in 
store for White: 14...d5!. The critical line is 14 
0-00-0 and now, for instance, 15 'i"f3 bxc4 16 
CfJxc4 d5 17 exd5 e4 IS"i'e3 ltb7. 

The immediate 11 c4 also meets with a sharp 
reply: 11...f5 12 cxb5 CfJd4 with a highly explo
sive position. 

A plan based on 11 c3 is more cautious. This 
leads, after 11...f5 12 exf5 ltxf5, to a position 
that we shall come across later via 1O.. .f5, when 
it arises following 11 exf5 ltxf5 12 c3 ltg7 or 

11 c3 ltg7 12 exf5 ltxf5. 
We now return to 1O.. .f5 (D): 
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Starting from this position, a wealth ofvaria
tions has been developed over the past 35 years 
or so. 

First, there was the simple and unceremoni
ous attempt to 'bash him flat' with 11 ltxbS 
axb5 12 cuxb5. Black cannot reply 12... 'lfia5+ 
13 c3 'i'xb5?? because of 14 CiJc7+, so he must 
either return matelial with 12...Ma7 or allow a 
white knight into the heart of his position at c7. 
The spectacular 12...Ma4 is generally regarded 
as the critical test of this idea. So far Black has 
been able to survive the resulting complica
tions, which are almost unfathomable. 
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The alternative piece sacritice, 11 ~xbS axb5 
12 i.xb5, has never been anywhere near as 
popular as 11 i.xb5. Still. after 12...i.d7 (or 
12... i.b7) 13 exf5 White has three pawns for 
the piece, so the material balance is not really 
disturbed. White's chances lie not so much in a 
direct attack against the enemy king, but in a 
(hoped-for) long-term positional domination. 

Those who do not feel tempted by either of 
these sacrifices will want to concentrate on the 
strategic problem of how best to resolve the 
central tension. The simplest way of doing so is 
11 exfS, when Black will reply 11...~\bf5. In 
the early years of the Sveshnikov, this position 
was (again) seen mainly as an opportunity for 
White to refute the whole line with the sharp 12 
Vin. But unlike 11 i.xb5, this line disappeared 
very quickly when it was found that 12...QJd4! 
13 tLic7+ VJJIxc7 14 'iixaS+ r:j;e7 15 c3 b4! 16 
cxb4 'ilb6 gives Black the most wonderful com
pensation for the exchange. After that, attention 
finally turned to a more cautious approach and 
the solid 12 c3 became important. White in
tends to regroup his knight with tLic2-e3fb4. 
This leads, after 12...~~g7, to a position that 
also arises via the surprising 11 c3. This move 
is actually based on a trap: if 11. .. fxe47, then 
the sacrifice 12 i.xb5! axb5 13 lZJxb5 is much 
more convincing than on the previous move. 
After the more solid 11.. ..1i.g7 12 exf5 i.xf5 
(D) we arrive at the critical position: 

w 

13 !iJc2 0-0 14 tLice3 .1i.e6 15 i.d3 f5 is a 
characteristic continuation. White has prospects 
of taking the initiative on the queenside with a4, 

he has consolidated the position of his d5-knight 
and all of his remaining pieces are well-placed. 
Yet he is facing two intimidating pawns at e5 
and f5, either of which might move forward at 
any moment with unforeseeable consequences. 

The consequences of White most popular 
choice, 11 i.d3, are even more difficult to eval
uate. This move strikes a balance between the 
savage piece sacrifices on b5 and the simple 11 
exf5. While making a sound developing move, 
White leaves it to the opponent to resolve the 
tension in the centre. The immediate exchange 
11...fxe4 12 .1i.xe4 is unattractive, for this gives 
White an improved version of the 11 exf5 line, 
but after a few preparatory moves, taking on e4 
in combination with ...f5 may well become a 
positional threat. The critical position arises af
ter 11.. ..1i.e6 (D), intensifying the central ten
sion even further. 

By taking aim at the d5-knight, Black not 
only prevents 12 exf5, but he also introduces 
the possibility of taking on d5, causing a change 
of scene whose consequences are very difficult 
to assess. 

In the early days of the Sveshnikov, when 
players on the white side were still working on 
the assumption that they only had to make a few 
intimidating moves and Black's position would 
collapse of its own account, 12 Vih5 i.g7 13 c3 
0-0 was usually played. This offers White the 
chance to play 14 exf5, for after 14....1i.xd5 15 
f6, mate is threatened at h7 and Black is forced 
to return the piece. In fact, the position which 
then arises after 15...e4 16 fxg7 MeS is still 
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topical today, but Black has been holding his 
own comfortably for well over thirty years now. 
Another important type of position arises if 
play continues 14 0-0 f4. After IS Mfdl Mb8 
16 tLlc2 ViVd7, for instance, it is very difficult 
(but essential!) to evaluate properly the conse
quences of moves like ...fS or ...SLxdS. In later 
years 12...M.g8 (instead of 12.. Jig7) also turned 
out to be eminently playable, albeit equally 
hard to judge. 

Another plan that has been an important 
weapon in White's arsenal right from the start, 
yet without ever causing the Sveshnikov to be 
refuted, is to attack the queenside with c4. One 
version of this idea is to play 12 0-0 SLg7 13 
'ilhS f4 14 c4. But more recently a whole new 
face was given to this line by the introduction of 
a new idea: instead of 12....Jtg7, taking on dS 
also turns out to be perfectly playable. In fact 
12....JtxdS 13 exdS tLle7 is now one of the most 
hotly contested subvariations of the Sveshnikov. 

9 CLJdS 

9 tLld5(D) 
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By playing this move, White is trying to pac
ify the dark forces that seem to matetialize inex
plicably from Black's choice of the Sveshnikov 
Variation. White wants to keep the position sim
ple and controllable, reducing the prospect of 
immense complications to a small. but tangible 
positional advantage. But the Sveshnikov would 
not have become the super-variation it is today if 
this plan worked. It is true that play usually 

calms down a little, but providing Black is ac
quainted with a few basic strategic concepts, he 
has little to worry about. 

9... SLe7 (D) 
9...'i!ia5+ is a remarkable way of inviting the 

opponent to repeat moves: 10 .Jtd2 'ild8 11 
.JtgS 'ilaS+. This invitation is in fact fairly often 
accepted, though probably more from subjec
tive than objective reasons. If White wants 
more than a short draw, he has a choice be
tween the sharp 11 c4 and the quiet 11 tLlxf6+ 
ViVxf6 12 .Jtd3. 
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10 .Jtxf6 
10 tLlxe7 is also not without venom. It looks 

illogical to exchange the wonderful knight on 
d5 for Black's passive bishop, but the point is to 
retain the bishop which is well-placed on gS. 
10...tLlxe7 is the most popular reply, indirectly 
attacking the e4-pawn. If 11 SLd3, Black re
news the threat with 11.. ..Jtb7. while after 11 
.Jtxf6 gxf6 we again have the explosive pawn
formation of the 9 SLxf6 line. The sharp 12 c4 
~b7 13 cxbS SLxe4 is a characteristic follow
up. 

10... SLxf6 
It would be a mistake to recapture with the 

pawn (compare 8....Jte7). As we have had ev
ery opportunity to see, in this type of position 
Black's king's bishop belongs at g7. 

11 c3 (D) 
This is the basic position of the 9 tLldS vari

ation. White intends to manoeuvre his a3
knight to e3 or b4 (tLlc2-e3/b4) and is likely to 
play a4 at some point, taking the initiative on 
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name Dragon Variation, which used to be ap
plied to any ...g6 set-up. 

B 

the queenside. A characteristic continuation is 
11...0-0 12 CDc2 j;~g5 (this is a drawback of the 
~xf6 plan: Black's otherwise rather passive 
bishop finds the open c1-h6 diagonal) 13 a4. If 
Black were now to react somewhat sheepishly 
with 13...Mb8 14 axb5 axb5, he would simply 
be handing White another beautiful square for 
his knights at b4 and he will be tied down to the 
defence of b5. It is far better to play 13 ...bxa4 
14 Mxa4 a5. White still has a beautiful knight 
on d5 but Black has prospects of counterplay, 
both on the queenside (with ...Mb8) and on the 
kingside (with .. .f5, possibly prefaced by ...g6). 

Accelerated Dragon 

4 g6 (D) 
The name Accelerated Dragon sounds odd, 

but becomes understandable when viewed in its 
historical context. As I described in the intro
duction to the Classical Variation (see page 
405), a century or so ago 4.J:2Jf6 5 CDc3 d6 6 
~e2 g6 was the standard way of playing a ...g6 
set-up. When everybody started to play 6 ~g5 

or 6 j,c4 in order to make 6...g6 unattractive, 
many ...g6 devotees began looking for alterna
tive ways of bringing about their favourite type 
of position. Since 4...CDf6 5 CDc3 g6 is not really 
an option (see page 403), it is only logical to go 
back another move and play 4...g6 and to call 
this the Accelerated Dragon. It was not until 
much later that the move-order 2...d6 3 d4 cxd4 
4 CDxd4 QJf6 5 f:2Jc3 g6 became popular. This 
even became the most popular way of fian
chettoing the king's bishop. It also claimed the 

But t~e Accelerated Dragon is by no means 
an obsolete variation. After 5 CDc3 Black may ei
ther 'return' to the Dragon Variation proper or 
play an independent variation. It is mainly 5 c4 
that has been considered the critical test of 4...g6 
ever since its introduction. White strengthens his 
glip on the centre and steers the game in a totally 
different direction. In fact this line, which has 
been named after Geza Maroczy (1870-1951), is 
much closer strategically to the English Opening 
than to most lines of the Sicilian Defence. 

5 t2Jc3 

5 QJc3 j,g7 
6 ~e3 CDf6 

Black is not afraid of the aggressive 7 QJxc6 
bxc6 8 e5. He can either sacrifice a pawn for the 
initiative (and open files) with 8...QJd5 9 QJxd5 
cxd5 10 'iYxd5 Mb8 or he can start an attack 
against e5 with 8...CDg8 9 f4 f6. 

7 j,c4 (D) 
What makes this variation attractive to many 

players is the multitude of treacherous tactical 
explosives which lie hidden in this position. 
White has to be very careful indeed if he is to 
avoid stepping on these little mines, especially 
if he is bent on transposing to a main-line 
Dragon. Unfortunately there is no easy way of 
circumventing them (that is to say: not from 
the stern and lofty point of view of opening 
theory), since 7 ~e2 0-080-0 d6 leads only to 
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a fairly innocuous subvariation of the Dragon 
(see page 445). Besides, Black has the aggres
sive (and highly characteristic) alternative idea 
8...d5!? 
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In this position there are two moves which 
leave White guessing whether Black is intend
ing to transpose to a regular Dragon, and one 
move which immediately gives the variation a 
character of its own. 

By playing 7...d6, Black introduces the threat 
of 8...ttJg4. Now, if White is keen on playing a 
main-line Dragon, 8 n is indicated (the alterna
tive is to play 8 h3, but this transposes to a less 
Cliticalline of the Dragon after 8...0-0; see page 
445). If then 8...0-0 we do indeed have a Yugo
slav Attack, but Black also has the double-edged 
option of 8...·~b6!? This was a hotly-contested 
valiation in the 1960s. Black is not only threat
ening 9... 'i'xb2, but 9...ttJxe4 and 9...v~g4 as 
well. One of the critical lines is 9 ttJf5 'ihb2 10 
ttJxg7+ ~f8 11 ttJd5 ttJxd5 12 JLxd5 ~xg7. 

Black has won a pawn but White has taken over 
the initiative. 

Later 7...0-0 became the most common move. 
Again White has to be careful: 8 n 'i!b6 is even 
more tricky now than in case of 7...d6 8 n, and 
8 'iVd2 is simply bad because of 8.. ,cbg4. So if 
White wants to retain the possibility of a main
line Dragon he has to play 8 JLb3. This works 
after 8...d6 9 n, but there are a few sharp alter
natives to 8...d6, based on the knight jump 
... ttJg4 and the bold central advance d5. The 
most popular version is to start with 8 a5, in
tending to meet 9 0-0 with 9...a4 10 "tJxa4 

(Llxe4 (although it is actually not at all clear 
who profits from this exchange). IfWhite radi
cally prevents the advance of the a-pawn with 9 
a4, then 9.. .'Llg4 10 'i"xg4 ttJxd4 is much more 
powerful than on the previous move because a 
future ...CLlxb3 will now have to be met by cxb3, 
weakening White's queenside pawn-structure. 
But the most surprising aspect of 8...a5 becomes 
visible if White plays the subtle 9 B, for in that 
case Black finally lashes out with 9...d5, radi
cally opening the position. 10 exd5 is countered 
with 1O.. .ve:Jb4 11 CLlde2 a4 12 CLlxa4 CLlfxd5 and 
10 JLxd5 CLlxd5 11 exd5 with 1l...,tJb4 12 
ttJde2 JLf5 13 ~cl b5. In both cases Black ob
tains the initiative although it is really hard to 
make out whether this is sufficient compensa
tion for the sacrificed pawn. Another tricky fea
ture of Black's idea is highlighted after 10 
.~xd5 ttJxd5 11 CLlxd5 (and not the other way 
round: after 10 CLlxd5 ttJxd5 11 JLxd5?? ltJxd4 
12 JLxd4 JLxd4 13 ~xd4 e6 White loses a 
piece) l1...f5, undermining White's centre from 
the other flank. 

Finally there is 7...'iVaS (D). 
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This move forces White to castle kingside, 
for both 8...iL'lxe4 and 8...ttJg4 are nasty threats 
(for example: 8 f3 'i'b4 9 JLb3 CLlxe4!). The 
only difference from what I have described 
above as "a less critical line of the Dragon" 
(7 ...d6 8 h3) is that Black has already commit
ted himself to a ... 'i'a5 set-up (which - to com
plicate things even further - is actually not bad 
and even the preferred choice of quite a few 
players in the 7...d6 8 h3 valiation!). The critical 

http:i~.~~.~�
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lines start with S 0-0 0-0 and then either 9 ctJb3 
VJ!ic7 10 f4 d6 11 lLe2 or 9 lLb3 d6 10 h3 lLd7 
11 f4. 

Maroczy Bind 

5 c4 (D) 

B 

For most players who are considering play
ing the Accelerated Dragon, this move will be 
the touchstone. A very specific (and rather un
Sicilian-like) type of position arises which not 
every player will feel comfortable with. Black's 
pawn-chain is strong and solid, but he has rela
tively little space for his pieces. He will have to 
attack White's central formation so as not to 
drift into a passive position. This requires not 
only a good strategic understanding of the situ
ation but also a keen eye for every incidental 
tactical opportunity that might happen to come 
his way. 

For White, the situation is very much the 
same. If he wants to be successful with a Mar
oczy Bind, patience and positional understand
ing are of the greatest importance, but he must 
also keep his eyes open for every even remotely 
possible attempt by his opponent to break the 
sIege. 

5 lLg7 
This natural move seems self-evident at first 

sight, yet there is a major alternative showing 
how predominant positional considerations are 
in this line. As a rule, the side that has less space 
(and consequently less manoeuvring room for 
his pieces) is well advised to exchange pieces 

but this does not automatically make every ex
change of pieces a good thing. In this position, 
for instance, playing 5...ctJxd4 6 'i'xd4 would be 
quite silly. The hS-rook is attacked and 6...ctJf6 
is strongly met with 7 e5. What is good though, 
is to play 5...ctJf6 first and to take on d4 only 
after White has replied 6 ctJc3. After 6...ctJxd4 
7 '>!/Vxd4 d6 all doors are bolted and Black has 
the pleasant prospect of playing S... lLg7 and 
9...0-0, possibly followed by a juicy knight 
move attacking White's queen on d4. 

Even more subtle (and more popular too) is 
to play 6...d6 instead of 6...ctJxd4. This move
order makes it impossible for White to choose 
the aggressive set-up of 6...ctJxd4 7 'iixd4 d6 S 
lLg5 lLg7 9 'lid2 followed by iLd3 (for after 
6...d67 lLg5 Black switches to 7...lLg7 - instead 
of taking on d4 - when White's d4-knight, left 
without the 'natural' support of his e3-bishop, 
comes under heavy pressure). An important 
starting point of this line arises after 6...d6 7 
iLe2 ctJxd4 S 'i'xd4 lLg7. If9 iLe3, for instance, 
Black's standard development is 9...0-0 10 VJ!id2 
lLe6 11 :c1 '>!/Va5 12 f3 l:IfcS 13 b3 a6, which is 
both efficient and aggressive. If 14 0-0 the ad
vance 14...b5 will be possible. White's best 
chance according to theory is now to initiate ex
changes himself with either 14 ctJd5 or (more 
subtly) 14 ciJa4. After 14 ctJa4 'lixd2+ 15 ~xd2 

ctJd7 Black retains possibilities of active play 
though, either with ...b5 or with ...f5. 

6 iLe3 
White can avoid the exchange on d4 by re

treating the knight: 6 ctJc2 or 6 ctJb3. Apart 
from the loss of tempo, this also leaves White 
slightly more vulnerable on the al-hS diagonal, 
yet in principle this is a sound idea, especially if 
White chooses 6 ctJc2. He is in fact playing the 
Rubinstein Variation of the Symmetrical Eng
lish (see page 203) with colours reversed. 

6 ctJf6 
7 ctJc3 (D) 

Again, the central (positional) issue is find
ing the right way of exchanging pieces. At first 
the surprising knight sortie 7...ctJg4 was thought 
to be Black's best option. The critical position 
arises after S VJ!ixg4 ctJxd4 9 VJ!id 1. Black can 
consolidate his knight on d4 at the cost of his 
pawn-structure by playing 9...e5, but he also 
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has the much more solid 9...<Lle6 (or 9...<Llc6). 
After 9.. /i:Je6 10 MCl, Black can play 1O...b6 
11 itd3 itb7 120-00-0, for instance, when the 
advance .. .f5 becomes crucial. Another charac
teristic plan is to play 1O...·i/a5 11 \l;\!id2 b6 12 
itd3 itb7 13 0-0 gS, trying to gain control over 
the dark squares. 

Starting in the 1980s, the simple developing 
move 7...0-0 became a popular altemative. This 
approach had long been considered too passive 
but on closer inspection this turns out not to be 
a problem at all. After 8 ite2 d6 9 0-0 Black has 
9.. /i:Jxd4 10 itxd4 itd7 (or 9...itd7 immedi
ately) with the idea of putting the bishop on c6, 
where it keeps e4 under pressure. This is often 
followed up with ...<Lld7-cS, for instance 11 
\j'd2 itc6 12 f3 cild7. Black does not have to 
fear the exchange of his king's bishop in this 
position since 13 itxg7 ciftxg7 leaves White 
rather vulnerable on the light squares. 

2 t2Jf3 e6 

2... e6 (D) 
In the 19th century, when the Sicilian De

fence was only beginning to be taken seriously, 
this was the normal reply to 2 <Llf3. With the rise 
of 2...<Llc6 and what was later to become the 
Classical Variation, 2...e6 faded into the back
ground, but it is only natural that this did not last 
very long, since 2...e6 is a healthy move which 
fits perfectly into the 'modem' Sicilian as well. 

3 d4 
One of the advantages of 2...e6 is that there 

are no obvious altematives to playing 3 d4 cxd4 
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4 cilxd4. On the other hand, some of the 'stan
dard options' are slightly more attractive - or 
perhaps we should say the timing is slightly 
better for them - now that Black has limited his 
range of possible replies, having already com
mitted himself to a set-up with ...e6. 

For instance, playing 3 d3 (D) here is the 
most popular way to reach the King's Indian 
Attack against the Sicilian Defence. 
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After 3...dS 4 <Llbd2 a position arises that we 
have seen in the French Defence (see page 
348). A more 'Sicilian' reply would be to play 
3...<Llc6 4 g3 g6 5 itg2 itg7 6 0-0 <Llge7. The
ory regards 7 c3 0-08 d4 as the most critical test 
of this set-up. This is the same switch to Plan B 
that we have seen in the paragraph on 2 d3 at 
the start of this chapter (see page 390). 

Similarly, Black now has fewer options 
against 3 c3 than he has against 2 c3. But there 
are some problems with this. If Black replies 
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3.J2::Jf6, his choice ofresponses to 4 e5 liJd5 5 
d4 cxd4 6 cxd4 is indeed limited compared to 2 
c3liJf6 (see page 398) and the same can be said 
about 3...d5 4 exd5 ~xd5 5 d4 as compared to 2 
c3 d5. But if Black chooses 4...exd5 instead of 
4.. :iVxd5 in the latter variation, he is no worse 
off than after 2 c3 e6 3 d4 d5 4 exd5 exd5. And 
the most complicated problem arises if White 
tries to improve on this line by playing 4 e5 (in
stead of 4 exd5), hoping for a transposition to 
the Advance Variation ofthe French (4...liJc6 5 
d4), for Black has an ambitious alternative frus
trating this plan: 4...d4. 

The position arising after 3 liJc3 has been 
discussed in the coverage of 2 liJc3 e6 3 liJf3 
(page 392). 

If 3 c4 is met by the natural 3...liJc6 4 liJc3 
liJf6, we arrive at a position that we have seen in 
the chapter on the Symmetrical English, where 
it arises via I c4 c5 2 &:Jf3liJc6 3 liJc3 liJf6 4 e4 
e6 (see page 208). Oddly enough, the straight
forward follow-up 5 d4 cxd4 6 It:Jxd4 takes us 
back into Sicilian territory, albeit an innocuous 
subvariation of the Taimanov (see page 422). 

In fact, the only way to turn 2...e6 into a truly 
independent variation (without playing 3 d4 
and within the limits of what opening theory 
finds acceptable) is to play 3 b3. White tries to 
take advantage of 2...e6 in so far as the most 
logical reply to a b3 idea, a set-up with ...e5 to 
close the diagonal of the bishop that is about to 
appear at b2, is (more or less) ruled out now. 
But this variation is still in an experimental 
phase and theory has little to say on it. 

3 cxd4 
4 liJxd4 (D) 

This position offers a very different range 
of options from the analogous situation after 
2...liJc6, but there are some points of contact. 

For instance, 4...liJc6 introduces the Tai
manov Variation, which can also arise after 
2... liJc6. On the other hand, 4...a6, the Paulsen 
(or Kan) Variation, although very closely re
lated to the Taimanov, is exclusive to 2...e6. 

Another transposition to a 2...liJc6 line is 
offered by 4...liJf6. when after 5liJc3 the Four 
Knights Variation (which I have included in 
the 2... liJc6 section) is only one move away: 
5...liJc6. 

B 

But one of the most important of all varia
tions based on ...e6, perhaps even the most im
portant and perhaps even the backbone of the 
entire Sicilian Defence, is the Scheveningen 
Variation, that arises after 5...d6 (D). 

w 

Not only is this a fundamental position (also 
accessible via 2...d6) in itself, but the whole Si
cilian is literally steeped in shortcuts, secret 
paths and straightforward transpositions to one 
of the innumerable subvariations of this open
ing system. It is only a very slight exaggeration 
to say that whoever does not know the Schev
eningen does not know the Sicilian Defence. 

The Taimanov, the Paulsen and the Schev
eningen are the great main lines in this position. 
There are also a few smaller variations, among 
which one is especially notable because it lies 
on the very edge of what is possible, both 
positionally and tactically: 4...liJf6 5 liJc3 iLb4 
(D), the Pin Variation. 
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Black is aiming for the complicated position 
after 6 e5 tLld5 7 jLd2 tLlxc3 8 bxc3 jLe7, 
White's queenside pawn-structure has been 
heavily damaged and Black can look to the fu
ture with confidence - if he makes it to the 
future! For in the meantime White has a lead in 
development, a space advantage and the initia
tive, 9 ~g4 is critical and in particular the ex
change sacrifice 9, ..0-0 10 oih6 g6. This is very 
much a variation 'for devotees only', but it can 
be most rewarding to give it a try, for most play
ers on the white side are unlikely to be armed to 
the teeth for it. 

4...l/Wb6 is one of the youngest variations in 
the Sicilian and practically unknown before 
1990. The idea is to meet 5 tLlc3 with 5... jLc5, 
attacking the knight. 5 tZJb3 is rather more solid 
and is likely to transpose - after 5... tLlc6 6 tLlc3 
tLlf6 - to a position we know from the variation 
2.. .c:2Jc6 3 d4 cxd4 4 tLlxd4 I/Wb6. There is plenty 
of room for new developments here. 

A perhaps more plausible version of the same 
idea is to play 4...jLcS, in order to meet 5 tLlc3 
with 5 .. :~b6. This line is very old, but has been 
rediscovered by opening theory only very re
cently. The basic idea is known from the line of 
the Paulsen where Black plays 4...a6 5 oid3 
oic5 (see page 426). If 5 tZJb3, Black replies 
5 ...oib6. After something like 6 tZJc3 tLle7 there 
are prospects of opening a frontal attack against 
White's centre with either ...d5 or .. .f5. 

Taimanov Variation 

4 tLlc6 (D) 
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This subtle variation came into fashion during 
the 1960s and has remained very popular ever 
since. It is a great favourite with positionally
oriented players who see it as a means of escap
ing the ultra-sharp and deeply-analysed com
plexes of variations of the Najdorf and the 
Sveshnikov (for instance), without being shal
low or boring (if it were possible to tind such a 
line in the Sicilian!). 

The christening of this line is rather vague. 
The Taimanov evolved from the much older 
Paulsen Variation and is often confused with it. 
Remarkably, Mark Taimanov himself, the Rus
sian grandmaster who was the most responsible 
for the upsurge of this variation, spoke of 'my 
variation' only in those cases where Black de
velops his king's knight via e7! 

5	 etJc3 
The fundamental thesis of the Taimanov 

Variation (and of the Paulsen) is that Black con
siders it unnecessary to provoke 5 etJc3 by play
ing 4...etJf6, because he is not afraid of the most 
plausible alternative to 5 tLlc3, a set-up with c4 
(as we have seen in the Accelerated Dragon). 
Whether this is correct is still an open question. 
It is true that the straightforward 5 c4 is fairly 
harmless for this allows Black to retaliate im
mediately with 5 ...etJf6 6 itJc3 (6 tLlxc6 bxc6 7 
eYI? fails to 7...l/Wa5+) 6...SLb4. But White also 
has the preparatory move 5 tLlbS, analogous to 
the Four Knights Variation, with the idea of 
playing 6 c4 only after Black has played 5 ...d6, 
closing the diagonal for his king' s bishop. Eval
uating this type of position, which we have 
come to know in the chapters on the English 
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Opening as the Hedgehog System, is difficult 
and in any case very much a matter of taste. 
There are some players who will never play the 
Taimanov because of this line and there are 
others who feel perfectly at home in it. In any 
case, White has made a concession to reach this 
type of position for he has had to play ctJb5 and 
he will have to 'lose' another move to get his 
knight into safety again (which is why hardly 
anyone ever plays 4...d6, giving White 5 c4 'for 
free'). The most important starting position of 
this line arises after 5...d6 6 c4 tt:Jf6 7 ctJlc3 a6 8 
ctJa3 .:Jl.e7 9 .:Jl.e2 0-010 0-0 b6 11 .:Jl.e3 i.b7 (D). 

White has a spatial advantage, but Black's 
position is not only very solid, but also offers 
prospects of eventually lashing out with ...b5 or 
...d5. It might be useful to study this variation in 
connection with the Hedgehog System of the 
Symmetrical English (see page 216). 

White has an alternative in 6 i.f4 (instead of 
6 c4), a move we know from the Four Knights 
and the Sveshnikov Variations. The difference 
is that now after 6...e5 White cannot play 7 
.:Jl.g5 and has to drop the bishop back to e3 first 
(7 i.e3) before 7...ctJf6 8 i.g5 becomes possi
ble. Now that White has had to invest an extra 
tempo (i.e3-g5 instead of i.g5 directly), this 
idea loses some of its bite. 

S Vliic7 
Here we get a first indication of the finesse 

and elasticity which characterize this variation. 
The a3-f8 diagonal is open. which means that 
Black could play S....:Jl.b4 or S....:Jl.cS. But since 
neither of these aggressive moves would have 

much of an impact at this stage, Black keeps 
them in reserve. Instead he chooses a piece de
ployment which leaves the opponent guessing 
where Black's king' s bishop is going to reside 
(it might even go to d6 in some cases !), while 
all the time a 'simple' ...d6 remains a possibil
ity. In fact, this is one of those cases where the 
Scheveningen Va.r:iation is sort of secretly pres
ent in the background of another variation. At 
any moment it might become visible, but even 
when it does not, it is still leaving its mark on 
the actual course of the opening. The ideal 
Taimanov player is someone who knows ex
actly which of the many Scheveningen subvari
ations he wants to play and who is a master of 
all weapons of the Taimanov. 

Nevertheless, the immediate S...d6 is a per
fectly viable alternative. This is regarded as a re
liable way of avoiding the dangerous Keres 
Attack (4 ...ctJf6 5 ctJc3 d6 6 g4), but ever since 
White started to play 6 g4 even without a knight 
on f6, this shortcut has no longer been such a 
safe option. 

By playing 5 Vliic7, Black prepares 6...ctJf6 
(the immediate S ?2Jf6 transposes to the Four 
Knights Variation). An alternative is to play 
S...a6, introducing the possibility of a quick 
...b5 and preparing the delicate manoeuvre 
...ctJge7 followed by ...ctJxd4 and .. .tZJc6 (the 
immediate 5...ctJge7?! would run into 6 [ZJdb5). 
A characteristic variation is 6 .:Jl.e2 ctJge7 7 i.e3 
ctJxd4 8 Vliixd4 b5 90-0ctJc610Vliid2.:Jl.e7 (D) . 

By eliminating White's d4-knight, Black 
has considerably reduced the pressure on his 
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position, but having omitted the 'usual' attack 
against e4, he has also left White free to de
velop as he pleases. Black has a clear plan of 
action on the queenside with moves like ...itb7, 
...McS, ...'fic7 and ...ttJaS-c4. White may want 
to make use of the weak point in Black's pawn
chain at d6, for instance by playing itf4-d6. 

Illustrative of the relatively great room for 
original manoeuvring Black has in this line is 
the variation 7 0-0 (instead of7 ite3 l 7...ttJxd4 
S 1~hd4 ttJc6 9 'fid3 'fic7 10 itg5 itd6!?, not 
only attacking h2 but with the unusual idea of 
centralizing the bishop by ...ite5. 

White has a straightforward attempt to show 
up a possible downside of 5... a6 in the simple 6 
ttJxc6 bxc6 (6...dxc6 is unattractive because of 
7 \i'xdS+ WxdS S itf4l 7 itd3. There are fa
natic devotees of this plan who take on c6 a 
move earlier, yet this has never had the sanction 
of opening theory. But with Black having al
ready played ...a6 - in this context a fairly use
less move - ttJxc6 suddenly becomes more 
attractive. 

We now return to 5...'fic7 (D): 
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After 5....JiIc7, taking on c6 (6 ttJxc6) is again 
relatively harmless because (unlike ...a6) .. ."¥lie7 
is a useful move in this type of position. Nor is 6 
ttJdbS 'fibS a major worry, though the sharp 7 
ite3 a6 8 itb6 requires an accurate response. 
Therefore, White normally just develops his 
pieces. 

The classical method is to play 6 ite2, lead
ing after 6...a6 7 0-0 ttJf6 to a classical starting 
position. White cannot play the aggressive S 

f4?? because of 8...ttJxd4 9 "§xd4 itc5. The 
logical preparation for this move is to play 8 
ite3. Black then has 8... ite7 9 f4 d6, transpos
ing to the Scheveningen Variation. or he can 
play the much sharper 8... itb4. The conse
quences of the latter move (inviting White. for 
instance, to play 9 ttJa4 with the idea of contin
uing 10 ttJxc6 and I I ttJb6) have been the sub
ject of thorough analysis for almost half a 
century by now. 

Another option is to give the e-pawn some ex
tra support. The oldest method of doing so is 6 
g3 a6 7 itg2. This has the added advantage of 
making a direct transposition to the Schevenin
gen Variation not quite the perfect solution for 
Black, since, unlike against 6 ite2, a set-up with 
... a6 and ...\i·c7 is not considered one of Black's 
very best options against g3 in the Scheveningen 
(nor is it one of the very worst, to be honest). The 
critical response is the typical Taimanov idea of 
playing 7...ttJf6 S 0-0 ttJxd4 9 'fixd4 itc5. Black 
then continues ...d6, perhaps followed by ...e5. 
White has a slight lead in development, but 
Black's position is basically sound. 

Another way to protect e4 is 6 ite3 a6 7 itd3 
(D). 
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This position is of equal importance to the 
Taimanov and to the Paulsen VaIiation, where 
it arises via 4 a6 5 tLic3 '¥lic7 6 itd3 C1jc6 7 
ite3. After 7 ttJf6 S 0-0 Black has tried all the 
typical Taimanov weapons, such as S...itd6, 
8...ttJxd4 9 itxd4 itc5 and even S...h5 (threat
ening 9... ttJg4 l, but his most popular option is 
S... ttJe5 9 h3 itc5. This is often followed by 

I 
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...bS and ...Jtb7. Black is developing his queen
side before his kingside in order to take the ini
tiative on that wing as soon as possible. 

But the 21st century has brought changes to 
this respectable variation. Following the suc
cess of the English Attack against the Najdorf 
Variation, the idea of playing 6 Jte3 a6 7 '!i'Vd2 
has also penetrated the Taimanov. White in
tends to castle queenside and wipe Black out on 
the kingside with a pawn-storm: f3 and g4, 
'etc.'. This raw and aggressive approach has 
shown itself to be a severe test for the delicate 
touch of many a Taimanov specialist. 7.. .t2lf6 8 
0-0-0 ~b4 seems a plausible reaction (threat
ening 9...t2Jxe4), but how to proceed after 9 f3 
is far less obvious. Black has tried 9... t2JeS, 
9...t2JaS and 9...t2Je7, all with the idea of mak
ing the prospect of ...~xc3 more intimidating, 
sometimes in combination with ...dS. Theory of 
this line gets rewritten almost every day. 

Paulsen Variation 

4 a6 (D) 

w 

The Paulsen (or Kan) Variation was the main 
line of the Sicilian Defence in the 19th century, 
which makes it the oldest 'living' interpretation 
of this opening. It is the invention of Louis 
Paulsen (1833-91), who has been called the ar
chitect of the Sicilian Defence. Naturally, open
ing theory has come a long way since those 
days, but the Paulsen Variation has remained 
highly topical. Black does not yet commit him
self to a square for his knights nor for his Icing's 

bishop. In many cases he will first play ...WJic7 
and ...bS followed by ...Jtb7. This flexibility 
appeals to the players who like to play the 
opening not overtly aggressively, but ready to 
pounce on his opponent if given the chance. 
One might call the Paulsen Variation the fore
runner of the Hedgehog System that has been 
briefly mentioned in this chapter as part of the 
Taimanov Variation and is especially relevant 
to the Symmetrical English. 

Since Black is playing in such reserved fash
ion, White can play just about anything he 
likes. But in this jungle of possibilities, a few 
main lines are clearly discemible nevertheless: 
5 t2Jc3 and 5 ~d3. 

The principled 5 c4 is also of importance but, 
although better than against the Taimanov, this 
advance is still not considered all that danger
ous for Black. After S...t2Jf6 6 (LJc3 the straight
forward 6...Jtb4 7 ~d3!;iJc6 used to be thought 
critical, although many players prefer 6...WJic7 
these days. The latter move prevents 7 eS and 
(again) leaves White guessing as to his oppo
nent's intentions. Depending on White's reply, 
Black will either play ...~b4 (against 7 Jte2 for 
instance), or ...~cS (against 7 ~d3), but in 
some cases he may delay such bishop moves 
even further and first develop his queenside 
with ...b6 and ...~b7 (for instance if White 
plays 7 a3). 

5 Q::lc3 

5 t2Jc3 (D) 
With this healthy and uncomplicated devel

oping move, a position is reached that arises 
also via 2 (LJc3 e6 3 t2Jf3 a6 4 d4 cxd4 S t2Jxd4 
(see page 392) or via 2 t2Jf3 e6 3 t2lc3, etc. 

Black has at his disposal 5...t2Jc6 to trans
pose to the Taimanov Variation or 5...d6 to 
transpose to the Scheveningen, but the real 
Paulsen moves are the ultra-flexible 5 'VJiIc7 
and the immediate queenside advance 5 b5. 

By playing 5...WJic7 Black controls eS and 
silently increases the pressure along the c-file. 
A transposition to either the Taimanov (with 
...t2Jc6) or the Scheveningen Variation (with 
...d6) remains possible, but there are many in
dependent lines. If 6 ~e2, for instance, the 
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advance 6...b5 7 0-0 j,b7 is slightly more inci
sive than on the previous move (5 ...b5) since 
with the bishop on e2, White's e-pawn is some
what more vulnerable. If 6 g3 it is mainly 
6... j,b4 that should concern White. If6 ~d3, a 
transposition to the Taimanov with 6...QJc6 7 
j,e3 (see page 424) is Black's most popular 
choice. Black does not have to wony about 7 
QJxc6 dxc6 in this case (compare 5 j,d3 QJc6 6 
QJxc6 dxc6 below) since the white knight is 
not optimally placed at c3 for this pawn-for
mation. 

5...b5 is the most straightforward version of 
a plan that is available to Black in almost any 
position of the Paulsen or the Taimanov Vmia
tion. Black prepares to attack White's e4-pawn 
with ... j,b7 and ...b4. Protecting e4 with 6 .~d3 

is White's most plausible reply. A critical posi
tion arises if Black then continues 6...~b6 7 
~e3 ~c5. Around 2000 it was discovered that 
this may lead to the most amazing complica
tions if White plays the unbelievable 8 ~g4!? 

j,xd4 9 e5!. The point is 9...~xe3 10 ~xg7 

j,xf2+ 11 ~fl, when. despite being two pieces 
up, Black's position is in grave danger of col
lapse. 

5 ~d3 

5 Jtd3(D) 
In contrast to 5 QJc3, which fixes the position 

of the knight (and the c-pawn!) while keeping 
all options for the king's bishop open, this move 
immediately fixes the position of the bishop 
and keeps several other options, most notably 

that of playing c4, open. This implies that Black 
no longer has any 'easy' transpositions to the 
Taimanov or the Scheveningen. 5 Jtd3 detaches 
the Paulsen Variation from the complicated 
web of ...e6 systems and is therefore the only 
real attempt to show up its downside. 
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Oddly enough, however, this has inspired 
players on the black side to come up with a ver
itable arsenal of weapons to try to show up the 
drawbacks of 5 j,d3. At first these were aimed at 
the now unprotected position of White's knight 
on d4. The simplest ways of doing so m'e 5...QJc6 
and 5...Jtc5. 

The critical test of 5...?,jc6 is to take on c6: 6 
QJxc6. White is optimally placed to counter 
6...bxc6 because after 7 0-0 d5 he can attack 
Black's centre with 8 c4. On the other hand, the 
situation is relatively favourable for Black to 
play 6...dxc6, because (unlike in the Taimanov 
Variation with 5 QJc3 a6 6 QJxc6) there is no 
queen exchange on d8 to destabilize the posi
tion of his king. Black is likely to play ...e5, 
when the symmetrical pawn-formation and the 
absence of immediate tactical problems demand 
a subtle positional understanding from both 
players. 

5...~c5 used to be played in combination 
with 6 CLlb3 Jta7, when White's standard plan 
is to exchange Black's king's bishop. Theoreti
cal discussions concentrated on variations like 
7 o~'e2 QJc6 8 lLe3 Jtxe3 9 'i'xe3 d6 and on the 
question of whether White should castle queen
side or kingside here. Nowadays 6...Jte7 is of
ten played. Black is satisfied with having driven 
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back the knight and leaves it up to his opponent 
to playa kind of Hedgehog (with c4) or an inde
finable sort of Scheveningen Variation, for in
stance with 7 t,JJc3 d6. This idea is comparable 
to the variations where Black plays ..."'i"b6 to 
chase White' s knight back to b3 and then drops 
the queen back to c7, such as 2.. .lDc6 3 d4 cxd4 
4 t,JJxd4 'i\!b6 (see page 404). 

Then there are the more subtle ways of mak
ing use of White's unprotected knight on d4: 
S...t,JJe7 and S...g6. 

The idea of S...ciJe7 looks fairly straightfor
ward. namely to play ... t,JJbc6 and be able to 
take back on c6 with the other knight. But it is 
in fact an extremely flexible move. for depend
ing on White's reply, it may be (even) more use
ful to play ... t,JJec6 and develop the other knight 
at d7. 

S...g6 is the favourite of players with a 
strongly developed aesthetic sense (all pawns 
on a light square, the geometrical pattem), but it 
is also a powerful move. Black is planning to at
tack the d4-knight with 6... j"g7 and to prepare 
an all-out central attack with ... t,JJge7 and ...dS. 
This would be quite unrealistic in most Sicilian 
Variations, but it makes good sense in this line 
because of the decrease of pressure along the 
d-file that is the result of White having played 
j"d3. 

But the most modem option is not to WOD-y 

about attacking the d4-knight at all and to play 
- typically Paulsen - the very flexible S...t,JJf6 6 
0-0 (6 eS? "'i"aS+) 6...>iJiic7. This set-up has be
come especially popular with players who feel 
comfortable in a Hedgehog position (if c4 and 
...d6 are played), but who want to keep the a3
f8 diagonal open just a little longer so that 
White still has to take moves like ...t,JJc6 and 
... j"cS into account. The immediate 7 c4, for in
stance, is met by 7...t,JJc6 8 ct:Jxc6 dxc6 fol
lowed by ...eS and ... j"cS, emphasizing the hole 
in White's pawn-formation at d4. It is more 
cautious to play 7 >iJiie2 first and only after 7...d6 
to venture 8 c4. 

Scheveningen Variation 

4 t,JJf6 
5 t,JJc3 d6 (D) 

In the general introduction to the position af
ter 4 t,JJxd4 I have already attempted to make 
the reader aware of the enormous importance of 
the Scheveningen Val1ation. And by that I do 
not mean this particular position - although this 
certainly is an important stmting point - but the 
pawn-formation ...e6 in combination with ...d6 
in general. without White having played c4 and 
excluding a number of 'special cases' which 
cannot normally arise from this position. These 
we find mainly in the Richter-Rauzer and the 
Najdorf Variation. 

The formation ...e6 and ...d6 evolved around 
1900 from the older Paulsen Variation where 
Black - as we have just seen - starts by keeping 
the a3-f8 diagonal open for his bishop but often 
ends up playing ...d6 anyway. It looks passive to 
'lock up' your own bishops behind pawns at e6 
and d6, and indeed this is precisely how this for
mation was seen in the 19th century, but with the 
rise of classical positional chess, this perspective 
changed. It begm1 to be appreciated that Black's 
position is very solid and that even without a 
bishop on b4 or cS, Black has plenty of opportu
nities to become aggressive on the queenside. 
More in particular, the plan of playing ...a6, 
...\'liic7 and ...t,JJc6-aS/eS-c4 at one point became 
so intimidating that the whole variation even be
gan to be thought of as favourable for Black! 

In the introduction to the Classical Variation 
(see page 40S) I have already described how 
this process culminated (and came to a full 
stop!) in the toumament of Scheveningen in 
1923, when Geza Maroczy so brilliantly de
feated Max Euwe. The Scheveningen Variation 
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deteriorated, the Dragon Variation rose to the 
fore and shortly afterwards the entire Classical 
Variation (of which both the Scheveningen and 
the Dragon were then seen as subvariations) 
trembled at the arrival of the Richter-Rauzer 
Attack. 

But with the fast-growing interest in the Si
cilian Defence as a whole, new paths were dis
covered, some of which turned out to lead back 
to ... the Scheveningen. The Richter-Rauzer At
tack was circumvented by delaying ...ttJc6 (as 
in the move-order we are talking about here), 
improvements for Black were found against 
Maroczy's play and - perhaps most importantly 
- it was established that an immediate attack on 
the queenside is not Black's only option at all. 

Then it was White's tum to start looking for 
alternatives to the classical ~~e2 (which later 
came to be called the Classical Scheveningen). 
New variations evolved. founded on new inter
pretations of the Sicilian Defence. The Schev
eningen Variation was considerably enriched 
strategically and concrete valiations became 
ever more complex. 

Also, around the middle of the 20th century 
some other variations for Black were devel
oped, like the Taimanov and the NajdorfVari
ation, that were partly based on a possible 
transposition to the Scheveningen. Gradually, a 
climate evolved where the Scheveningen Varia
tion functioned as a sort of background to varia
tions throughout the Sicilian Defence. It is not 
surprising then that the importance of a thor
ough understanding of the Scheveningen type 
of position and of the complex of variations that 
goes with it can hardly be overestimated. 

But what exactly is this complex of varia
tions? Strangely enough, this is not an easy 
question. Systematizing the Scheveningen is 
difficult for various reasons. 

Firstly, this type of position is literally per
vaded with move-order tricks and with ex
tremely subtle nuances. Some characteristic 
plans may be executed in many different move
orders, all with pros and cons of their own. 

Secondly, for many variations it is impossi
ble to decide whether they should be classified 
as a Scheveningen or as some other system (a 
Najdorf for instance). 

And finally, these positions are almost al
ways of a type which centres on delicate posi
tional assessments rather than concrete tactical 
problems (which in the end can always be more 
or less solved by patience, analytical prowess 
or a good computer). 

All the characteristics summed up here are 
most prominent in the good old 6 Jie2 variation, 
the Classical Scheveningen. This is where we 
shall start our survey. 

Next, we shall tum our attention to the bold 
advance 6 g4. This is the Keres Attack, which 
has been considered the most critical test of the 
Scheveningen since the 1980s. When this idea 
was introduced in 1943 by the brilliant Esto
nian grandmaster Paul Keres it was a revolu
tionary concept. Nowadays the plan of gaining 
space on the kingside by advancing the g-pawn 
is commonplace in many different variations of 
the Sicilian. The latest variation on this theme 
is 6 Jie3 a6 7 'i'd2 in the Taimanov Variation 
(see page 425) and we have already seen the 
same plan executed on a grand scale in the 
Velimirovic Attack. 

But the more conventional 6 f4 remains an 
important touchstone of the Scheveningen as 
well. White prepares 'i'f3 and (again) g4-g5. 

These are the three main lines that we shall 
be looking at in somewhat more detail. The 
principal alternatives, which I shall just briefly 
outline here, are 6 g3, 6 Jic4 and 6 Jie3. 

6 g3 is the start of a solid but unpretentious 
scheme of development, which requires little 
theoretical knowledge. Black's simplest reply 
is 6...&;:Jc6 7 Jig2 iLd7 (parrying the threat of 8 
(tJxc6 bxc6 9 e5) 8 0-0 Jie7. 

6 Jic4 is the favourite of lovers of the Sozin 
Attack, to which a direct transposition is avail
able with 6...4Jc6 (see page 409) and of players 
who like the 6 Jic4 variation against the Naj
dorf (6 ...a6; see page 439). Both of these lines 
could well be regarded as being part of the 
Scheveningen complex, but since in practice 
they usually arise via the Classical and the 
Najdorf Variations respectively I have decided 
to classify them as such. In the present move
order there is no need for Black to transpose to 
either of them (yet). 6...Jie7 is a perfectly good 
alternative. 
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6 sk.e3 confronts us with the same dilemma 
of classification. After 6...a6 we have a position 
that is 100% Scheveningen but which in prac
tice arises far more often via the Najdorf and 
which I have decided to classify as such for pre
cisely this reason (see page 442). The alternative 
6 .. .tDC6 transposes to the Sozin Attack after 7 
sk.c4, but after 7 1'4 it leads to the same position 
as 6 1'4 etJc6 7 sk.e3 (see page 433), while 7 sk.e2 
is a Classical Scheveningen. However, nowa
days 6 sk.e3 is mainly popular with players who 
are planning to continue along the lines of 1'3, 
'ild2, 0-0-0 and g4, the English Attack. They 
are more likely to meet both 6...a6 and 6...etJc6 
(and other moves like 6...sk.e7) with 71'3. 

The moment is less well-chosen for 6 sk.g5, 
the defining move of the Richter-Rauzer and a 
major variation of the Najdorf. After 6...!JLe7, 
the Najdorf-oriented 7 1'4 is not very good be
cause of the tactical counterblow 7...h6 8 sk.h4 
etJxe4! 9 sk.xe7 etJxc3. The Richter-Rauzer move 
7 'ild2 is relatively better, but after 7 ...a6 8 
0-0-0 b5, for instance, the difference from the 
Richter-Rauzer Attack is to Black's advantage. 
White lacks the typical methods of attacking 
d6: etJdb5 or etJxc6 in combination with !JLxf6. 

Classical Scheveningen 

6 sk.e2 (D) 

B 

Almost all the main vmiations of the Sicilian 
Defence started out in life with the simple 
scheme of development based on sk.e2 and 0-0. 
rt was only when it was realized that this does 

not automatically guarantee White an advantage 
that every variation was treated more sharply 
and with more regard for its own particular 
characteristics. I have already described how 
this process took place for the Classical Vmia
tion, which was the original starting point of the 
Scheveningen Variation in the first part of the 
20th century (see page 405). However, it would 
be wrong to assume that this classical scheme of 
development is now outdated. In fact it runs 
though the entire Sicilian like a leitmotif and 
acts as a link between mmlY different variations. 

6 !JLe7 
Since both sides have been fairly reserved up 

to now. the position does not contain any con
crete threats. As a result, there is no such thing 
as a forced move-order here; quite the contrary: 
both players have an almost unheard-of freedom 
of choice. Speaking very generally, it might be 
observed that a plan based on ... !JLe7, ...etJc6 
and ... a6 is the most common and that there are 
a number of standard positions connected with 
it, that can be reached in one way or another. In 
this position. apart from 6...sk.e7, 6...etJc6 and 
6...a6 are the most important moves to head 
for these standard positions. The position after 
6...etJc6 often arises via the Classical Variation 
or via the Taimanov (4 ...etJc6 5 etJc3 d6 6 sk.e2 
etJf6; see page 423), while the position after 
6 ... a6 usually results from a Najdorf. 

Naturally, there are also alternatives. Around 
1940, a plan based on ...etJbd7 was called the 
'Modern Scheveningen' and even upgraded to 
the 'Improved Scheveningen' some thirty years 
later, but despite these promising names this 
plan never managed to surpass the main line, 
which is based on ...etJc6. For example: 6...a6 7 
0-0 etJbd7 (the immediate 7...b5 is met by 8 
!JL1'3, with the awkward threat of 9 e5) and now 
either 81'4 b5 9 sk.1'3 sk.b7 or (more restrictively) 
8 a4 b6 9 1'4 !JLb7 10 sk.f3. The decision whether 
to stop ...b5 by playing a4 is one of the great di
lemmas of the Classical Scheveningen. The more 
modern(!) version of this plan is to play 7... 'ilc7 
(instead of 7...etJbd7). This move also prepares 
...b5 (or ...b6 if White replies a4), but preserves 
the choice between ...etJc6 and ...etJbd7. 

7 0-0 0-0 
8 f4 
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Like his opponent, White also enjoys almost 
complete freedom of movement and instead of 
the text-move he might just as well play 8 Jte3, 
for instance. But the advance 1'4 in itself is an es
sential element of how this variation should be 
treated and this is what began to become clear in 
the days of Maroczy (see page 405). In fact, this 
is where the modem interpretation of the Sicil
ian Defence originated, for it was in this type of 
position that - after a period when it was thought 
anything would favour White, followed by a pe
riod when the startling discovery of ...a6, .. Yliic7 
and ...CtJc6-a5-c4 seemed to swing the balance 
- the real strength of White's position was first 
understood: instead of hiding behind the e4
pawn, waiting for Black to do something on the 
queenside, White needs to be aggressive and hit 
Black with either e5, 1'4-1'5 or g4-g5. 

8 ... ctJc6 
Naturally, the alternative 8...a6 is just as 

good, keeping the option of delaying ...ctJc6 to 
a later stage or else putting the knight some
where else altogether. 

9 iLe3 (D) 
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9 ... a6 
I am adopting this move as the mainline, not 

because it is the best or even the most popular 
move in this position (it probably isn't), but be
cause the plan of ...a6 and .. Y#Jc7 is very impor
tant indeed. Two other moves which are within 
the boundaries of this plan are 9...j~d7 and 
9...'lJi!c7, A noteworthy alternative, based on a 
radically different interpretation of the posi
tion, is 9...e5. 

CHESS OPENINGS 

By playing 9...iLd7. Black signals that he is 
not looking to start an immediate attack on the 
queenside. Instead, he is planning to exchange 
on d4 and play ...iLc6, a very natural and simple 
scheme of development and a sound way of 
keeping pressure on e4. Should White decide to 
pre-empt this plan by replying 10 ctJb3, Black 
may play 1O... a6 11 a4 b6, heading forthe same 
type of position that we are about to see in the 
9...a6 line, 

9..:::JJic7 is possible because Black need not 
fear 10 ,'tJdb5 'i'b8. Otherwise, this line is very 
likely to transpose to 9...a6 10 a4 \1jjc7. 

9...e5, on the other hand, aims for simplifica
tion and an opening of the centre. The aggres
sive-looking 10 CtJf5 is not to be feared, for 
after 1O... Jtxf5 11 exf5 exf4 12 .Mxf4 d5 a posi
tion arises where White's pawn is not very well 
placed on 1'5, since it has left the vital squares 
e4 and e5 unprotected (making a manoeuvre 
like ...Jtd6-e5 a realistic prospect for Black). 
Nor is 10 fxe5 dxe5 11 ctJf5 very dangerous af
ter 11...Jtxf5 12 M,xf5 'i\txdl + 13 .Mxdl g6, 
White should be cautious with a pawn exchange 
at e5, for by doing so he solves the only struc
tural problem of the Scheveningen formation: 
Black's space disadvantage. The most popular 
reply to 9...e5 is 10 ctJb3. Black can continue 
his plan of simplification with lOoo.exf4 11 Jtxf4 
Jte6 followed by ...d5 or he can play the more 
heavy-handed 10.. ,a5. 

10 a4 
At the cost of a slight weakening of his queen

side pawn-fonnation (the b4-square), White pre
vents ...b5. Allowing this advance but stopping 
further progress of the b-pawn with a3 is a ma
jor alternative. For instance, there is the plan of 
playing liVe1-g3, starting with 10 liVel. After 
10...ctJxd4 11 iLxd4 b5 12 a3 Jtb7 13 IiVg3 
Black cannot take on e4 because of mate at g7. 
Black has to make sure of his counterplay be
fore White builds up too great a pressure on the 
kingside. 13 Jtc6 14 Jtd3 'i'd7 15 .l:tae1 a5 
followed by b4 is a characteristic continua
tion. 

10... IiVc7 
11 ~hl (D) 

If l1~el, Black has the characteristic reply 
11...CtJxd4 12 Jtxd4 e5, a variation on the theme 
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of 9...e5. For this reason, most players prefer 
the more flexible text-move, in order to meet 
11...eiJxd4 with 12 'ilxd4 e5 13 'ild3 (or 13 
'j!i'd2) 13. ..exf4 14 ~xf4. 

B 

This is one of those standard positions to 
which I was referring in the introduction. It is 
the starting point for an intricate maze of subtle 
and deeply studied variations. 

Since the ... ttJa5-c4 plan cannot readily be 
carried out yet (if 11...ciJa5 White has the sim
ple 12 'i'd3, for instance), the development of 
Black's queen's bishop is the real crux of this 
position. Apart from the already-mentioned 
l1...ciJxd4, the obvious way of doing so is 
11...~d7 (for 11...b6? runs into the powerful 
12 ttJxc6 'i'xc6 13 e5 followed by ~f3). But if 
White then retreats his knight by 12 ttJb3 to 
prevent the ...ttJxd4 and ...~c6 manoeuvre, we 
suddenly find ourselves in a type of position 
where the bishop would really like to be on b7, 
not d7. It is characteristic of the thoroughly 
strategic nature of the Scheveningen Variation 
that Black can now afford to play an extremely 
subtle waiting move, which is not really a 
waiting move: 

11 l:l:e8 
Not only does Black delay the development 

of his queen's bishop, hoping that White will 
withdraw his knight voluntarily (in order then 
to meet 12 ttJb3 very comfortably with l2 ...b6 
and ...~b7), but by playing this mysterious 
rook move he also strengthens the effect of a 
possible ...e5. After 12 'i'e1 ttJxd4 13 ~xd4 e5, 
for instance, the potentially dangerous 14 fxe5 

dxe5 15 'iig3 is now parried with l5 ...JLd8, 
when both e5 and f6 remain protected. 

White has tried a wide variety of moves an
ticipating l2...~d7, l2 ...ttJxd4 and l2...ttJa5. 
12 ~f3 is what you might call a good solid 
move, while the much more recent pawn sacri
fice 12 a5 is nothing less than a thunderbolt. 
The rather sensational idea is to meet l2 ... ttJxa5 
with yet another pawn sacrifice: 13 e5! dxe5 14 
fxe5 "liVxe5 15 JLf4 'i'c5 16 ttJa4 ''IlJla7 17 ~c7, 

when Black's disorganized queenside is under 
heavy pressure. 

Keres Attack 

6 g4 (D) 

Few variations have had such an impact on 
the Sicilian Defence as this move. Instead of 
first developing his pieces and then looking 
around for a good plan, White immediately at
tacks, boldly and unreservedly. It took a long 
time for the chess world to grasp the enormous 
strength and significance of this idea, for it was 
not until around 1980 that this became a popu
lar line (some forty years after its introduction). 
But when it did finally sink in, its effects were 
felt in even the remotest corner of the Sicilian. 
Many new variations, based on the advance g4, 
were developed (like the English Attack against 
the Najdorf) and lovers of the Scheveningen 
saw their wide, safe and comfortable avenue 
change into a narrow and dangerous mountain 
trail. 

6 h6 
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Most players do not like to have their knight 
chased away from f6, but in fact there is no real 
consensus as to what Black should play. It ap
pears to be very much a matter of taste. 

The variation 6...a6 7 g5 CDfd7 8 .te3 b5, for 
instance, could be called making a virtue of ne
cessity. While accepting the loss of space on the 
kingside, Black immediately counterattacks on 
the opposite wing, where the king's knight that 
has been driven away from f6 finds a new task. 
This is perhaps Black's sharpest way to react 
against the Keres Attack. 9 a3 .tb7 10 h4 .te7 
is possible, when the d7-knight may find gain
ful employment on b6 or c5. 

Black retains a little more influence in the 
centre if he plays 6...CDc6 7 g5 tZld7. If then 8 
.te3, many players like to play 8... .te7 9 h4 
0-0, seemingly castling 'into it'. But the point 
ofthis plan is that Black's king was not safe on 
e8 anyway and by castling he at least develops 
all of his pieces in a harmonious way, along the 
lines of 10 'id2 a6 11 0-0-0 CDxd4 12 .txd4 b5 
followed by ....tb7, for example. This variation 
too can lead to very sharp play. 

We now return to 6...h6 (D): 
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For a long time 7 gS hxg5 8 j,xgS was 
thought of as the main line in this position. 
White then has a bishop firmly anchored on g5 
(he is in effect playing an improved version of 6 
~g5 - see page 429 - since Black can no longer 
reply ...h6). and as a result he is keeping the en
emy position under pressure. On the other hand, 
the break-up of his kingside pawn-phalanx con
siderably weakens White's ability actually to do 

something with this pressure. As a result, Black 
does not have to hurry so much looking for 
counterplay as he often does in other variations 
of the Sicilian Defence. For instance, Black 
can now afford to castle queenside, something 
which is unthinkable in most other variations 
since it usually is the queenside where Black 
has to become aggressive. After 8.. JLic6 9 IWfd2 
''liUb6 10 CDb3 a6 11 0-0-0 .td7 12 h4 .te7 13 
.te20-0-0 14 f4 i'b8, for instance, White will 
have to scrutinize the enemy defences for a pos
sible weakness, while Black will be looking for 
a chance to counterattack in the centre with ...dS. 

During the 1980s. players on the white side 
started looking for alternative methods. and it 
did not take long for 7 h4 to come to the fore as 
the new main line. White is planning to play 
J:gl and only then g5, thus keeping his pawn
phalanx intact. Carried out in this way, the ad
vance g5 costs more time but its impact is far 
greater than in the variations without 6...h6, for 
there is the immediate danger of the further ad
vance g6 and with the h-file open (...hxg5, 
hxg5) castling kingside is no longer an option. 
Most players seem to agree that Black has to 
act fast before White gets his batteling-ram in 
working order. After 7...CDc6 8 J:gl, one of the 
critical positions arises following 8...d5, but the 
surprising 8...h5 is played even more often. The 
point is to meet 9 g5 with the aggressive 9...CDg4 
(rather than meekly retreating to d7). Ironically, 
9 gxh5 ['2Jxh5 blings about the same type of po
sition as the 'old' main line 7 g5. 

6 f4 

6 f4 (D) 
Until about 1980, when the Keres Attack 

took over. this variation was seen as the way of 
attacking the Scheveningen more fiercely and 
more directly than anything the Classical Schev
eningen has to offer. White's intended scheme 
of development is ~1f3, lLe3 and 0-0-0, when 
he can use either his e-, his f-, or his g-pawn as a 
bayonet to rip into Black's defences. 

Like the Keres Attack. this is not an easy 
variation for Black to handle, although theory 
has certainly come to tenns with it over the 
years. The counter-punch ...eS in particular has 
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B 

proven itself to be an excellent way of throwing 
sand in the enemy attacking machinery. One of 
the oldest versions of this idea becomes appar
ent after 6...lLlc6 7 Jte3 Jte7 8 'i{f3 0-0 9 0-0-0 
VJlic7, with the idea of 'refuting' 10 g4 with 
1O...C2Jxd4 11 Jtxd4 e5 (this is extremely con
troversial because White continues unperturbed 
with 12 fxe5 dxe5 13 'ifg3 !). Later the immedi
ate 8...e5 (instead of 8...0-0) became popular, 
when 9CLlxc6 bxc6 10 f5 is considered critical. 
The most recent variation is to play ...e5 even 
earlier: 7...e5. 

Another, much more provocative, method is 
to counterattack immediately on the queenside. 
The best-known implementation of this strat
egy is 6...a6, a variation that is often reached 
via the Najdorf. Black intends to meet 7 Jte3 
with 7...b5 8 'ilf3 Jtb7, attacking e4. After 9 
Jtd3 &2lbd7 10 g4 b4 11 CLlce2 CLlc5 12 CLlg3 a 
very sharp battle is in the making. IfWhite plays 
7 'ilf3 in order to meet 7...b5? very strongly with 
8 e5!, Black can make preparations for this ad
vance, either with 7...VJJic7 (when e5 can always 
be parried by ...Jtb7, for instance after 8 g4 b5), 
or more subtly with the by-now familiar ma
noeuvre 7...'i:b6 8CLlb3 V)Jfc7. 

2 tLJf3 d6 

2 d6(D) 
This reaction to :2 CLlf3 is specifically de

signed to cope with 3 d4 cxd4 4 CLlxd4, much 
more so than the alternatives 2...CLlc6 and :2...e6. 
In the years when the Classical Variation was 
still predominant but players on the black side 

began to feel annoyed at the new move 6 Jtg5 
instead of 6 Jte2, the alternative 2...d6 was 
'discovered'. The idea is to be able to play - af
ter 3 d4 cxd4 (or 3...&2lf6 4CLlc3 cxd4) 4 tLlxd4 
CLlf6 5 CLlc3 - the fianchetto move 5...g6 imme
diately, thus reaching the Dragon Variation 
which until then used to be played via the Clas
sical Variation, a route made inaccessible by 6 
Jtg5 instead of 6 Jte2 (see the introduction to 
the Classical Variation on page 405). Around 
1940, 2...d6 was even called the 'Modem Vari
ation' . 

w 

In the course of the stormy development the 
Sicilian has gone through since, the name dis
appeared but the move has remained. 2...d6 is 
extremely popular nowadays, not only among 
Dragon devotees, but also among those who 
want to play the Classical or the Scheveningen 
Variation and who prefer the 'side effects' of 
2...d6 (the alternatives White has to 3 d4 cxd4 4 
CLlxd4) to those of 2...CLlc6 or 2...e6. Besides, 
2...d6 is the (only!) introductory move to the 
Najdorf Variation, which in 1940 was hardly 
more than a footnote but has now become the 
most important variation of the Sicilian De
fence. 

What then are these side effects of 2...d6, 
and are they less damaging than those of the 
other two moves? 

Well, in any case there are more of them. On 
any of the next three moves, White has a re
spectable deviation from the main road 3 d4 
cxd44 CLlxd4 tLlf6 5 CLlc3. 

3 d4 
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The 'standard' alternatives 3 €Jc3, 3 d3, 3 c4 
and 3 c3 are nothing to worry the 2...d6 player. 

3 €Jc3 (which was already discussed in the 
section on the Closed Sicilian; see page 392) 
can be met by 3...€Jf6, 3 d3 is about as good or 
bad as 2 d3 (or 2 €Jf3 €Jc6 3 d3) and for 3 c4 the 
moment is not very well chosen because Black 
has two ways of preventing the crucial follow
up 4 d4: 3...e5 and 3...iLg4. 

Things are more complicated with 3 c3. This 
move also looks badly timed because Black can 
reply 3...€Jf6 without having his knight chased 
away by 4 e5. On the other hand, now that 
Black has already played ...d6, he cannot take 
over the initiative in the centre with ...d5, like in 
the 2 c3 variations, at least not without losing a 
tempo. Besides. 4...C2Jxe4 is not a threat be
cause of 5 ·i"a4+. It is true that this prevents 
White from playing 4 d4 (for precisely this 
move would allow 4...ttJxe4), but he may sim
ply reply 4 iLe2, for instance. After a plausible 
continuation like 4 ...g6 5 0-0 :JLg7 6 :el 0-0 7 
itfl White is ready to play d4, occupying the 
centre. Apart from 4 :JLe2, the somewhat surpris
ing 4 :JLd3 (intending 5 :JLc2 followed by d4) and 
even the ultra-cautious 4 h3 have been played. 
None of these lines is an immediate attempt to 
go for the enemy's throat, but they are a god
send to many a player who does not trust him
self with the hyper-sharp and ultra-theoretical 
Najdorf or Dragon Variations. Not overly sharp, 
not too difficult, requiring no theoretical knowl
edge to speak of, but perfectly sound and not 
what you would call spineless either. 

The same could be said about what is un
doubtedly the most important of the many 'side 
effects' of2...d6: 3 iLb5+ (D) 

This move aims for simplification and fast 
kingside development. It is also slightly more 
flexible than White's other third-move alterna
tives. For instance, after the plausible reply 
3...iLd7 4 :JLxd7+ 'l~hd7 White has several stan
dard plans to choose from: 5 c4 is now defi
nitely more attractive than it was a couple of 
moves ago, as is the idea of playing c3 and d4. 
After 5 0-0 ~c6 6 c3 tLlf6 White even has a 
choice hetween the cautious 7 '~e2 (or 7 1:1c1) 
and the sharp 7 d4, sacrificing a pU\vn for the ini
tiative. based on the idea of meeting 7...t2Jxe4 
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with 8 d5 followed by 9 Mel, with a consider
able lead in development. 

An ambitious alternative to 3 sil,d7 is to 
play 3...€Jd7, hoping with a later a6 either to 
obtain the bishop-pair (if White takes on d7) or 
to chase away the bishop. However, neither of 
these 'results' is favourable in itself; it all de
pends on the exact circumstances. White simply 
carries on developing his pieces, for instance by 
playing 4 d4 t2Jf6 5 t2Jc3 cxd4 6 ~xd4. 

Finally, Black has 3...€Jc6, reaching a posi
tion that was discussed in the section on the 
Rossolimo Variation (see page 402). 

3... cxd4 
Another distinguishing feature of 2...d6 is 

that it is the only second move where Black does 
not need to take on d4 at once. The zwischenzug 
3 QJf6 even used to be the main line when 
2 d6 was 'modem' (around 1940). In those 
days this was played in order to side-step the 
variation 3...cxd4 4 t2Jxd4 cDf6 51'3. Nowadays, 
what makes 3...&21f6 the preferred choice of 
some players is that it makes it impossible for 
White to follow 4 tUc3 cxd4 5 'i:lilxd4 €Jc6 6 
.ib5 iLd7 7 Jtxc6 .ixc6 up with a c4 fonna
tion, like in the analogous line 3...cxd4 4 ''1i'xd4 
€Jc6 5 Jtb5 Jtd7 6 ~xc6 Jtxc6. 

If White refuses to make any of these conces
sions (minimal as they are) he may want to try to 
squeeze an advantage from 4 dxc5 CLlxe4. Most 
players. however. do not worry about these sub
tleties and simply reply 4 €Jc3 cxd4 5 €Jxd4. 

4 €Jxd4 
Another anomaly of 2...d6 is that it allows 

White to recapture on d4 with the queen, since 
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after 4 'ilxd4 CL'lc6, instead oflosing time with a 
queen move he can play 5 .l1i.b5. This variation 
falls into the same category as 3 c3 and 3 
.l1i.b5+. It is fairly popular with players who like 
their life a little quieter than is usual in the main 
lines of the Open Sicilian. Theory is uncompli
cated and White simply gets a reasonable posi
tion. On the other hand, Black does not have to 
worry about any acute problems either. The 
main starting position arises after 5 ... .l1i.d7 6 
.l1i.xc6 .l1i.xc6 (D). 

w 

At the cost of his bishop-pair, White has 
maintained the speed of his development. He 
can now choose between the nimble 7 ct:Jc3 ct:Jf6 
8 .l1i.g5 e6 9 0-0-0 (which comes close to resem
bling a main line) and the more heavy-handed 7 
c4, which rather resembles a Maroczy Bind. 

4 ct:Jf6 
Another difference between 2...d6 and its ri

vals 2 e6 and 2...ttJc6 is that any moves other 
than 4 ttJf6 are highly unusual in this position. 

4...e6 is unattractive in a situation where it 
allows White to play 5 c4 'for free' , i.e. not hav
ing made any concessions, such as 5 ttJb5 in the 
(comparable) Taimanov Variation. 

Nor are 4...g6 and 4...ttJc6 5 c4 g6 very popu
lar, although theoretically there is nothing wrong 
with these moves. After 4 ...CL'lc6 5 c4 ttJf6 6 
ttJc3 g6 (or 6 ...ttJxd4 7 lixd4 g6) we are in the 
middle of a Maroczy Bind (see page 419). 

5 [2Jc3 (D) 
At one time,S f3 was such a dreaded move in 

this position that 3...cxd4 was thought to be an 
inaccuracy. White avoids 5 CL'lc3 because he 

wants to play 6 c4. Around 1940, the c4 plan, 
which we have seen in several fOD11S by now, 
was thought to be so powerful that any varia
tion that allows White to play this move was 
seen as inferior. But 1940 is a long time ago. 
Nowadays this type of position is seen dispas
sionately as having its pros and cons and fears of 
5 fJ have subsided, though it has remained a re
spectable option. Black may reply 5...ttJc6 6 c4 
g6 transposing to a Maroczy Bind and hoping 
that the very early fJ will restrict White in his 
choice of subvariations. Even 5...e6 or 5 ...ttJc6 
6 c4 e6 is playable now that White has opted for 
fJ so soon (which is, by the way, an excellent 
example of how finely tuned theoretical assess
ments can be, for it is less than half a page ago 
that I described 4 ...e6 5 c4 as being 'unattrac
tive'). But the sharpest and theoretically most 
critical reply to 5 fJ is 5 e5, intending to meet 
6 ttJb3 or 6 ttJf5 with 6 d5. Theory concen
trates mainly on 6 .l1i.b5+. 

B 

In this position, 5...e6 is a Scheveningen and 
5...ttJc6 a Classical Variation. I have assigned 
these lines to 2...e6 and 2...ttJc6 respectively. 

But this is also the starting point for two ex
tremely important lines of the Sicilian Defence 
that we have not encountered via any other 
move-order: 5...a6 is the Najdorf Variation 
and 5...g6 is the Dragon Variation. 

Other moves are rarely ever played. 5...e5, 
which I have just recommended as the critical 
reply to 5 fJ, is far less important here. In the 
position after 6 .l1i.b5+ ttJbd7 7 ttJf5, the devel
oping move ttJc3 is of far greater use to White 
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than the little pawn move f3. But this is not the 
fault of the ...e5 plan itself for, as we are about 
to see, this move plays a crucial role in the 
Najdorf Variation. 

Najdorf Variation 

5 a6 (D) 
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Anyone seeing this little, seemingly insipid 
move for the first time will find it hard to be
lieve that 5...a6 introduces one of the sharpest 
variations of the entire range of chess openings. 
Unlike 5...e6, 5.. .tllc6 or 5...g6, it contributes 
nothing to Black's piece development. What 
does it do then? 

The answer is not at all obvious, but to those 
who have read this chapter carefully it can 
hardly come as a surprise. Black is planning to 
meet 6 ~e2, the standard reply to {Illy Sicilian 
variation in the first half of the 20th century, 
with 6...e5. In the wake of the Boleslavsky Vari
ation (see page 405) in the 1940s the idea was 
born that an ...e5 plan might be viable even 
without ... tZJc6. In fact, this makes Black's posi
tion more flexible, for in many cases d7 is a 
better square for Black's knight than c6. Be
sides, 5...a6 has the advantage of making b5 in
accessible to White's pieces and of preparing 
the ever-useful advance ...b5. 

Under the inspiring leadership of the Pol
ish-Argentinean grandmaster Miguel Najdorf 
(1910-97), this idea was tested and found to be 
excellent. During the 1950s and 1960s. 'the 
Najdorf' became a very popular line even at 

the highest level. Its theoretical framework ex
ploded, its subvariations grew sharper and 
sharper until finally refutations and refutations 
of refutations seemed to be coming quicker 
than lightning. 

And this process has never really come to an 
end. The Najdorf is very much alive and kick
ing. It offers lovers of the Sicilian everything 
they are looking for from their favourite open
ing: aggression, resilience, the perfect combi
nation of attack and defence. 

One thing has changed though in almost 
three quarters of a century. Where 'Don Miguel' 
himself and his fellow pioneers needed no 
more than courage and positional understand
ing, present-day Najdorf adepts have to be pre
pared to work extremely hard at their opening, 
for in some subvariations Black is skirting the 
abyss so closely that a certain amount ofready 
knowledge has become indispensable. But for 
his opponent the situation is exactly the same! 

The course of further developments is very 
much determined by White's next move. First 
we shall look at the classical (and evergreen!) 6 
iLe2. White simply allows 6...e5 and continues 
to test the fundamental soundness of Black's 
plan. Positional subtleties abound in this line. 

Next we shall turn our attention to 6 f4. This 
move also allows 6...e5 but White is directing 
his attention emphatically to the kingside and 
in so doing creates a more dangerous and ag
gressive climate. 

6 iLc4 is sharper again. Just like in the Sozin 
Attack, White makes 6...e5 less attractive. But 
(again just like in the Sozin) the crucial ques
tion is whether White's bishop is not misplaced 
on c4 if Black switches to a Scheveningen type 
of position with 6... e6. 

Then we shall look at 6 ~~g5, the move that 
was seen for many decades as the ultimate test of 
the NajdorfVariation. It is this move in particu
lar which has given rise to the most breathtak
ing complex of variations, richer in sacrifices, 
counter-sacrifices. destructive attacks and nu
raculous escapes than any other opening sys
tem. 

Finally, we shall examine 6 J'Le3, the newest 
star in the Sicilian finnament. This old move 
was given a new lease on life in the 1980s and 
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1990s, originally by a group of English players, 
which is why it came to be called the English 
Attack. White is preparing to play n. 'i'd2, 
0-0-0 and g4, regardless of whether Black plays 
...e6 or ...eS. 

These are the five main lines that we shall be 
looking at in some more detail below. But it is 
only fair to say that practically every legal move 
has been tried in this position and that some of 
these moves are perfectly sound, quite impor
tant and well-researched theoretically. Never
theless, within the enormous dimensions of the 
Najdorf they remain relatively 'small' and I 
shall just mention them briefly. 

6 g3, for instance, is one of White's most 
solid replies. 6...e6 is a calm subvariation of the 
Scheveningen and after 6...eS 7 ttJde2 iLe7 8 
iLg2 White has a firm grip on dS, be it in such a 
way that he cannot really do very much with it. 
But even here accuracy and fearlessness are es
sential requirements, as is illustrated by the 
variation 8...ctJbd7 9 a4 b6 10 h3. White sud
denly 'threatens' to become aggressive with 11 
g4 and 12 ctJg3. By playing 10...hS, Black not 
only counters this plan, but he also threatens to 
take the initiative on the kingside himself by 
continuing ...h4. 

Similarly, 6 a4, 6 iLd3 and 6 h3 (intending 7 
g4) have grown into respectable side-variations. 
Nowadays, even 6 Mgl has become an accept
able option and 6 f3, a move that was practically 
never played until very recently, has become an 
alternative route to the English Attack (prepar
ing 7 iLe3 and avoiding 6 iLe3 ctJg4). 

6 i.e2 

6 iLe2 (D) 
In the early days of the Najdorf Variation, 

this move was self-evident. But even today there 
are many players who like this variation be
cause it offers the opponent just a bare mini
mum of targets for counterplay. 

6 e5 
It is on this move that the mighty structure of 

the Najdorf was built. Just as in the Boleslavsky 
Variation, the knight has nothing better than re
treating: 7 ctJdbS is of course out of the question 
while 7 ttJfS invites the powerful reply 7...dS. 

B 

And yet 6...eS is not the only way to justify 
S...a6. Many lovers of the Classical Schevenin
gen play 6...e6, preferring the Najdorf move
order to avoid the dreaded Keres Attack. Moves 
like 6...ctJbd7, 6...g6 and 6...ctJc6 have also been 
played and are not bad. But 6...b5, an almost 
prehistoric interpretation of S...a6 which disap
peared from the arena even before 6...eS first 
sUli'aced, is less reputable. The problem is that 7 
iLn! cannot be met by 7...iLb7 because of 8 eS!, 
while 7...eS 8 ctJfS is now excellent for White. 

7 ctJb3 
With this move we have reached the most im

portant starting point of this line. Thanks to his 
pawn on eS, Black has more space than he nor
mally has in a Sicilian position and this makes it 
harder for White to organize a kingside attack. 
On the other hand, dS is a potentially strong 
square for White's pieces. However, White's 
control over this square is not all that impressive. 
Contrary to the situation in the Sveshnikov Vari
ation, White cannot straightforwardly occupy dS 
by playing iLg5xf6 followed by ttJd5, for Black 
will simply replace the one knight on f6 by the 
other (...ctJbd7xf6), maintaining his influence in 
the centre. 

Many games that are played from this posi
tion revolve around subtle positional problems, 
but in a Najdorf a sudden tactical explosion is 
never far away. Against 7...iLe6 (the oldest move 
in this position), for instance, White has the 
sharp reaction 8 f4 ~c7 (in order to meet 9 f5 
with 9...iLc4) 9 g4. For this reason, most play
ers nowadays prefer... 

7 iLe7 
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8 0-0 0-0 (D) 
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Getting to know this variation is not so much 
a matter of examining separate moves, but of 
grasping the strategic essence of the position, 
Several plans have been tried here. 

At first White concentrated his attention on 
the queenside, starting with 9 a4. The very logi
cal idea is then to meet 9...ite6 with 10 f4, not 
so much a display of kingside aggression as an 
attempt to gain control over d5 by playing f5, 
chasing back the enemy bishop. The standard 
reaction to this plan is to play lO...~c7, en
abling Black to meet 11 f5 with 11. .. i.c4. After 
l2 a5 ct:lbd7 13 ite3 it may look as if White is 
getting on top in the battle for control over d5, 
but by playing 13 ...b5 14 axb6 ct:lxb6 Black is 
just in time to create counterplay on the queen
side. In order to avoid this problem, many play
ers began to delay f5, playing 11 whl ?Zlbd7 12 
ite3 instead. This gave rise to yet another char
actetistic type of position, since 12...exf4 13 
Mxf4 ct:le5 became the usual reply to this plan. 
By giving up his stronghold on e5, Black yields 
control over d4 and f4, but is rewarded for this 
by a mighty knight at e5. 

This development in its tum made some play
ers doubt the efficiency of the advance f4. Dur
ing the 1980s it became all the rage to play 9 
ite3 ite6 10 'i'd2, creating a rather slow type 
of middlegame, where profound manoeuvring 
around d5 plays a predo]]1jnant role. For exam
ple: 1O...ct:lbd7 11 a4 :lc8 12 a5 -c;//lc7 13 ~fdl 

'i'c6 14 itf3 :tfe8 15 We! h6 16 cLlcl with the 
idea &2Jla2-b4. 

CHESS OPENINGS 

During the 1990s the f4 plan was rehabili
tated, but now prefaced by 9 whl. The idea is 
that 9... i.e6 10 f4 exf4 11 i.xf4 leaves White 
slightly better off than in the 9 a4 variation. 

6 f4 

6 f4 
This is more aggressive than 6 ite2. White 

prepares the ~f3, i.e3 and 0-0-0 plan that we 
saw in the Scheveningen Variation. He can also 
retreat his knight to f3 without blocking his 
own f-pawn. Besides, the king's bishop might 
want to go to d3 or c4 instead of e2 on any of the 
next few moves and Black has to take the e5 ad
vance into account. 

6 ... e5 
Black has a large choice of moves in this po

sition but basically there are three different 
plans. or rather pawn-formations: ...e6, ...e5 
and ...g6. The latter two are often combined. 

The immediate 6...e6 transposes to a very 
sharp subvariation of the Scheveningen (see 
page 433). This is actually Black's sharpest re
ply to 6 f4. 

A set-up based on ...g6 can be reached in vari
ous ways. The straightforward 6...g6 is an option 
(if Black has an answer ready against 7 e5), but 
the preparatory moves 6...ct:lbd7 and 6..:fiic7 
are a little more cautious. Play might continue 
6...Wic7 7 ct:lf3 ct:lbd7 8 itd3 g6 9 0-0 itg7. 
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This is one of the most important and critical 
positions of the 6 f4 system. Thanks to his pawn 
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on f4, White has the option of opening the f
file (with fxeS) to create attacking chances on 
the kingside at a moment of his own choosing. 
and in some cases fS is a very useful alterna
tive. On the other hand, Black may try to at
tack the e4-pawn, which can no longer be 
defended by f3. The standard means of doing 
so are the ... lLJbd7-cS manoeuvre, developing 
the queen's bishop on b7 and opening the e
file by playing ...exf4. 

To begin with, Black has to protect eS. There 
are two methods of doing so, which differ only 
very slightly. 

At first it was thought that Black needed to 
prevent the white king's bishop from coming to 
c4 by playing 7•••'JiiIc7. After 8 a4 (to prevent 
Black's counterplay with ...bS) 8...lLJbd7 9.\td3 
g6 10 0-0 .\tg7 White then has 11 ''lWeI, intro
ducing a dangerous attacking scheme which is 
typical of any ...g6 variation, namely 11...0-0 
12 fxe5 dxe5 13 'JiiIh4 followed by .\th6 and 
ILJgS. 

Later, 7...lLJbd7 became the most popular 
move. After 8 a4 .\te7, Black has a couple of 
sharp options if White ventures 9 .\tc4. He can 
either play 9...0-0 10 0-0 exf4, intending to 
meet 11 .\txf4 with 1l...'i'b6+ (there is the al
ternative of playing 1O... 'JiiIb6+ 11 s;l;?hl exf4) , 
or he can play 9...'JiiIaS, threatening 1O... lLJxe4 
(and hoping for 10 O-O?? ''lWcS+). 

For these reasons, most players prefer to de
velop their king's bishop to d3 rather than c4 
voluntarily, i.e. without being forced to do so 
by 7.. .'JiiIc7. After 9 .\td3 0-0 10 0-0 Black again 
has the chance to stir up trouble with 1O...exf4, 
intending to grab a pawn with 11 .\txf4 'i\J'b6+ 
12 ~h 1 'JiiIxb2, but this is double-edged and 
highly controversial. If Black prefers a some
what safer course, he usually plays 1O...'i'c7 af
ter all, or 1O... lLJc5 (based on the trap 11 fxeS 
dxeS 12ILJxe5?? llJVd4+). 

6 ~c4 

6 .\tc4 
This way of tackling the Najdorf became 

popular thanks to the excellent results Bobby 
Fischer had with it around 1960 and is often 
called the Fischer Variation. But when he 

started playing against it a few years later and 
was again very successful, its reputation dwin
dled. By the end of the 1980s, however, 6.\tc4 
was all the rage again and it has now definitely 
been accepted as a major variation even at the 
highest level. 

Just as in the Sozin Attack (where Black has 
played lLJc6 instead of ...a6), 6 .\tc4 makes the 
reply 6 e5 less attractive. Thanks to his in
creased control over dS, White can now not only 
play 7ILJfS but even 71LJde2, when the situation 
is more favourable for him than in. say, the vari
ations 6 .\te2 eS 7 ILJb3 or 6 g3 e5 7 ILJde2. Nor 
is 6...b5 something to worry about, for the situ
ation remains largely unchanged after the sim
ple retreat 7 .\tb3 (which after 7 ...e6 transposes 
to the line 6...e6 7 .\tb3 bS - see below). 

6 e6(D) 
The crucial question is whether White's 

bishop is well-placed or misplaced on c4 after 
this'Scheveningen'reply. 

7 .\tb3 
This seemingly timid little step backwards is 

in reality the introduction to an aggressive plan, 
or rather to a great many different plans, which 
I already listed in the section on the Sozin At
tack. In the near future. White may try to blow 
up Black's central bastion at e6 with f4-fS, he 
may chase away Black's knight from f6 with f4 
and eS (which has the added advantage of open
ing the file - after ...dxeS and fxeS - creating 
dangerous attacking chances), or he may play 
.\te3, 'i'e2, 0-0-0 and g4, the basic scheme of 
the dangerous Velimirovic Attack. 
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Especially with a view to discouraging the 
latter option, it seems obvious to reply 7...bS. 
Black assumes a threatening pose on the queen
side and creates the possibility of playing ...b4 
and ...QJxe4, winning a pawn. During the 1960s 
and 1970s, the entire 6 ~c4 variation revolved 
around this position and more in particular 
around the plan of 8 0-0 followed by 9 f4. But 
despite the most heroic analytical efforts to 
prove a forced win for White in the variation 8 
0-0 ~e7 9 f4 ~b7 10 e5 dxe5 11 fxe5, Black's 
defences were never overcome (11...~~c5! 12 
~e3 QJc6! 13 exf6 ~xd4) and finally interest 
dwindled. 

The reason why 6 ~c4 carne back into fash
ion around 1990 was the rise of the more re
strained approach involving 9 ''iif3 (instead of 
9 f4), which not only threatens 10 e5 but intro
duces the manoeuvre ':ig3, putting pressure on 
g7. 

In order to avoid this new line, Black started 
looking for alternatives to what was until then 
the unquestioned main line, 7 b5. 

Naturally, by playing 7 QJc6 Black can 
transpose to the Sozin Attack. but apparently 
this does not satisfy the ambitious Najdorf 
player, for the search continued. 

7...~e7 is an option, but this move receives 
very rough treatment with 8 g4. 

Finally, it was 7..Ji:Jbd7 that turned out to 
be Black's main alternative to the old main 
line. Black puts his knight on c5 and forces 
White to act energetically. After 8 f4 ctJc5 a 
whole new complex of variations has been de
veloped. White has tried 9 f5, 9 e5 dxe5 10 
fxe5 QJfd7 11 ~f4. 9 ''iiUB and 9 0-0. That a 
pawn sacrifice is all in a day's work in this 
variation is clear enough from this list of op
tions. After 9 0-0 &2Jfxe4 10 ctJxe4 4:Jxe4, for 
instance, White plays 11 f5 e5 12~h5 and ob
tains a dangerous initiative. 

6 ~g5 

6 iLg5 
This move is based on the same idea as the 

Richter-Rauzer Attack (which is still within 
Black's reach: 6...QJc6 transposes). While mak
ing the reply 6...e5 very unattractive (apart from 

the solid 7 ctJf5, White even has the direct 7 
~xf6 'i¥xf6 8 QJd5 to make life difficult for his 
opponent), White creates a certain positional 
tension by introducing the possibility of ~xf6, 

the ramifications of which are hard to assess. 
But the crucial question (again) is how good or 
bad the position of White's bishop really is at 
g5 after the obvious reply: 

6... e6 
If White now chooses the typical Richter

Rauzer plan of 7 'i¥d2, the reply 7...~e7 brings 
about a position that we have seen as part of the 
Scheveningen Variation (see page 429) and 
which does not impress theory as very promis
ing for White. This means, though it is still 
barely visible to the naked eye. that White has 
burned his bridges by playing 6 ~g5. In order 
to justify this aggressive move, he has to con
tinue aggressively. 

At first, the appropriate way of doing so was 
thought to be 7 'lWf3, but as early as the 1950s it 
was discovered that only by advancing his f
pawn can White put real pressure on the enemy 
position: 

7 f4 (D) 
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This position is the starting point for a great 
number of hair-raising variations, some ofthem 
analysed so deeply as to touch bottom with a 
forced mate or a draw by perpetual check. some 
of them extending into a difficult endgame. 
There is a really big chunk of theoretical knowl
edge waiting for the diligent student here with 
refinements and spectacular new finds being 
added almost daily. 
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There is little I can do within the limits set by 
this book but to outline the main structure and 
to give just an inkling of the actual variations 
and to leave less usual moves (like 7...1i.d7, or 
7...ctJc6, which is based on the tactical point 8 
tLJxc6 bxc6 9 es h6 10 1i.h4 gs 11 fxgs tLJds) 
aside. 

7...1i.e7 is the classical move, not with the 
idea of crazily castling straight into White's 
kingside attack but in order to continue after 8 
'lin with 8...'lic7 9 0-0-0 tLJbd7, followed by 
...bs and ...1i.b7. The reply 10 g4 has evolved as 
the main line in this position. If lO...bs, White 
wants to attack Black's central stronghold at e6 
with 11 1i.xf6 tLJxf6 12 gs tLJd7 13 fs. The fact 
that this allows Black to win a pawn on gs (and 
with check!) does not worry White, who is 
counting on the open g-file as a future base of 
attack. Instead of playing 8... 'lic7, Black can 
open the kingside himself with 8...h6 9 1i.h4 
gs !? 10 fxgs t,iJfd7. This is the Gothenburg 
Variation, obviously an extremely tisky under
taking but - as yet - unrefuted. 

Even at an early stage of the Najdorf Varia
tion's history, attempts were made to accelerate 
the classical plan of playing ...bs. This started 
with the variations 7...t,iJbd7 and 7...'lic7 being 
developed. By economizing on ...1i.e7, Black is 
hoping to be fast enough to defuse White's 
most dangerous plans, like the 10 g4 line given 
above. After 7... t,iJbd7 8 'lin Wiic7 (8 ...bs runs 
into 9 es!) 9 0-0-0 bs, for instance, White has 
tried to raze Black's position to the ground in 
several ways, but - up to now - to no avail. A 
few examples: 10 es 1i.b7 11 Wiih3 dxes 12 
tLJxe6 fxe6 13 Wiixe6+, or 10 1i.xbs axbs 11 
tLJdxbs 'lib8 12 es. And what should we think of 
7.. ,'lic7 8 'lin bS 90-0-0 b4 and now 10 t,iJds!? 
or 10 es1i.b7 11 tLJcbs!? axbs l21i.xbs+ t,iJbd7 
13 'lih3, threatening 14 t,iJxe6 fxe6 15 Wiixe6+? 
And these are not coffee-house games, but prod
ucts of thorough, deadly serious analysis! 

But the culmination of this strategy is un
doubtedly to play 7...b5 at once, without any 
form of preparation. This is the Polugaevsky 
Variation, a line that is so breathtakingly com
plicated that a remarkable discrepancy has 
evolved between theory and practice: there is a 
huge complex of deep theoretical analysis, but 

there are very few games with this line. Polu
gaevsky (1934-95) himself described how he 
studied this variation several hours a day for half 
a year before he dared to play it for the first time, 

IfWhite cannot refute 7, ..bs, it is a wondeliul 
move. After 8 Wiif3 1i.b7 9 0-0-0 t,iJbd7 10 .Il.d3 
1i.e7, for instance, Black has executed the clas
sical 7....Il.e7 plan by saving the move .. :ifc7. 
The one and only critical reply must be the ob
vious 8 e5, The answer to this move and the 
point of the Polugaevsky Vatiation is 8...dxes 9 
fxes 'ifc7. Again, the aggressive 6 .Il.gs turns 
out to have its darker side as well, for if 10 exf6 
Black regains the piece with lO...Wiies+. The far 
deeper point, and the real miracle of this varia
tion, is that Black appears to be able to hold his 
own here, in spite of his enormous lag in devel
opment after, say, 11 .Il.e2 Wiixgs 12 0-0. The 
second main line arises after 10 Wiie2 t,iJfd7 11 
0-0-0 (D). 

B 

White's es-pawn is taboo: if ll...'lixes? 12 
Wiixes t,iJxes, 13 t,iJdxbs! is winning, while 
11 ... t,iJxes? allows 12 t,iJdxbs! axbs 13 'lixes! 
Wiixes 14 Md8#. The critical move is 1l....Il.b7. 
White then has several ways of going for his 
opponent's throat with a knight sacrifice on 
e6, starting, for instance, with 12 'lihs or 12 
Wii g4, or even 12 t,iJxe6 immediately. Yes, play
ing the Polugaevsky Variation requires a com
puter-like talent for calculating variations with 
flawless accuracy. 

The same can be said of the last of Black's 
main defences to 7 f4: 7...Wiib6 (D), the Poi
soned Pawn Variation. 
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Every method of protecting b2 is a smal1 
concession. For instance, 8 tLib3 CLlbd7 9 ''i?f3 
Ji.e7 10 0-0-0 'liic7 and with White's knight 
away from d4 there are far fewer attacking 
chances than in the comparable 7...:1Le7 varia
tion. That is why the critical reply is just to play 
8 'i'd2, allowing Black to reply 8.,.~xb2 (D), 
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This leads, after 9 ~bl or 9 ':Db3 (threatening 
10 a3 followed by 11 Ma2) to a situation where 
White (again) has a huge lead in development 
and Black has an extra pawn and the superior 
queenside pawn-structure. It is in fact very at
tractive for Whi te to sacrifice this pa\vn. while 
it is equally attractive for Black to take it. An 
ideal setting for a ferocious fight l 

To show how wildly complicated this varia
tion is, consider 9 :bl \~'a3 10 f5 (other main 
lines are 10 jbf6. 10 j,e2 and 10 e5. which has 
been very popular in recent top-level practice) 
10...CLlc6 11 fxe6 fxe6 12 tLlxc6 bxc6. Now 

comes a second pawn sacrifice to speed things 
up: 13 e5 dxe5 14 j,xf6 gxf6 15 CLle4. This is 
the starting point for a terrific complex of varia
tions, based on themes like 15...Ji.e7 16 Ji.e2 hS 
(to stop 17 Ji.hS+) 17 Mb3 'i'a4 18 ttJxf6+!? 
~xf6 19 c4 (D) . 
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It seems incredible that White should have 
sufficient compensation for the great material 
sacrifices he has made, but Black's position is 
extremely uncoordinated and his king has no 
safe place anywhere on the board. According to 
the present state of opening theory, attack and 
defence are equally balanced, but... everyone is 
holding their breath for future developments. 

English Attack 

6	 Ji.e3 
During the past thirty years or so, this move 

has spectacularly advanced from a mere foot
note ('a very slow move indeed') to perhaps the 
new main line of the Najdorf V31iation. This 
success story is based entirely on the strength 
of the plan f3, ~d2, 0-0-0 and g4, which is in 
effect an adaptation of the Keres Attack to the 
specific circumstances of the Najdorf Varia
tion. The g-pawn is used as a battering-ram 
against Black's kingside. 

Three principled reactions have developed 
into the variations 6...e6, 6...e5 and 6...CLlg4. 

6 ~e3 e6 

6 e6 
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This used to be an innocent invitation to 
transpose to an 'ordinary' line of the Schev
eningen Variation with an 'ordinary' move like 
7 iLe2 or 7 f4. Nowadays everyone behind the 
black pieces knows that he has to reckon first 
and foremost with a much sharper plan: 

7 f3 (D) 
White also has the even sharper 7 g4. This 

move shows a willingness to sacrifice a whole 
piece for a transition to Keres-like territory, 
for after 7 ...eS 8 CiJfS g6 the knight cannot 
move. White is hoping to obtain sufficient 
compensation after 9 gS gxfS 10 exfS. A criti
cal reply to this ferocious treatment of the 
opening is 1O...dS, intending 11 gxf6 d4, with 
vast complications. 

B 

Black has to decide how to weather the storm 
of g4-gS. One of the major starting points of 
this line arises after 7...bS 8 \llVd2 CiJbd7 9 g4 h6 
100-0-0 iLb7. One critical line is 11 h4 b4 and 
now 12 CiJa4 'iVaS 13 b3 CiJcS. The ultra-sharp 
alternative 12 liJce2 dS 13 iLh3!? dxe4 14 gS 
has also caused a few headaches. Instead of 
9...h6, there is the option of playing 9...liJb6, 
vacating d7 for the other knight. 

Paradoxically, it is slightly more solid to cas
tle 'into it' and quickly mobilize the kingside by 
playing 7...CiJc6 8 \llVd2 iLe7 9 g4 0-0 10 0-0-0 
liJxd4 11 iLxd4 b5, analogous to 6...CiJc6 against 
the Keres Attack (see page 432). 

6 .te3 e5 

6 eS 

Like 6...e6, this move started out in life as a 
fairly quiet variation. Just as in the 6 iLe2line, 
White was merely intending to keep the black 
fury in check and was hoping, in some nice and 
quiet little way, to 'do something' with the dS
square in the distant future. Black, on the other 
hand, was satisfied with having diminished 
White's attacking chances on the kingside and 
was counting on obtaining some fOlm of coun
terplay on the queenside, also in the distant fu
ture. In those days 7 CiJf3 was the usual move. 
This blocks the f-pawn, but White is hoping to 
develop his king's bishop actively on c4 (and 
have an escape-square ready at b3). But it turned 
out to be quite uncertain whether this strategy 
really promises White anything after the simple 
7...iLe7 8 iLc4 0-0 9 0-0 iLe6. Another solid re
ply is 7 ...'i'ic7, preventing 8 iLc4 altogether. 

However, the real success story of 6 iLe3 is 
built on another plan: 

7 liJb3 
Just like in the 6...e6 variation, White intends 

to play f3, followed by g4. If he succeeds in 
driving the knight away from f6, the knight 
jump liJdS might well become very powerful 
indeed. Therefore it is useful for Black to put 
his queen's bishop on e6. The most important 
starting point of this line arises after the follow
ing moves: 

7 iLe6 
8 f3 (D) 

B 

Black's 'normal' moves in this position are 
8•••liJbd7 and 8•.•iLe7. After 8... liJbd7 9 g4 
Black often does not stop to prevent gS and 
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counterattacks immediately with 9...bS 10 gS 
b4 or 9...ctJb6 10 gSctJhS. 

A radical and unorthodox alternative is to 
nip the advance g4-gS in the bud with 8...hS or 
8... jLe7 91/i{{d2 (9 g4 would be premature in this 
position because of9...dS! 10 gS d4) 9...hS. 

6 i,e3 tDg4 

6 ... ctJg4 
This move came into fashion in the 1990s, 

after it became clear that it is more than just an 
impulsive reflex, for after White's natural re
ply, Black has a clear plan of action, daring of 
course but perfectly logical: 

7 jLgS h6 
8 jLh4 gS 
9 .ig3 ~g7 (D) 
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Black could be said to be playing an enlarged 
Dragon Variation. With his g-pawn on gS rather 
than g6, his position is more threatening and 
aggressive, yet at the same time more vulnera
ble. White can attack his pawn-chain at once 
with h4 and the fS-square is a potential weak
ness (inviting White to play ctJfS, for instance). 

White's main problem is the revitalizing of 
his queen's bishop. which has ended up in an 
offside position at g3. The obvious way of do
ing so is to play n, followed by ~f2. but the 
immediate 10 f3?? is a bad mistake because of 
10...ctJe3, when 11 ·>j'd2.1xd4 12 '>j'xd4 4Jxc2+ 
costs White his queen. Speaking in general 
terms, one could say that White either has to 
solve this problem (i.e. find a way to play n 

anyway) or attack the weak points in the en
emy position before Black has time to consoli
date. 

10 1/i{{d2, 10 iLe2 and 10 h3 seem to have sur
faced as the main lines. 10 'iVd2 is usually met 
by 1O.ooctJc6 llctJb3 bS 12 f3 ctJgeS, 10 i.e2 is 
answered with 10oo.hS, when 11 h4 and 11 
jLxg4 i.xg4 12 n are both major lines, and 10 
h3 is a move that keeps all options open. After 
lOoo.CUeS both the quiet 11 nctJbc6 12 i.f2 and 
the aggressive 11 ctJfS have been played. 

Dragon Variation 

5 g6(D) 
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Finally, we arrive at the original point of 
2oo.d6: to enable Black to fianchetto his king's 
bishop, the plan that had once worked so beau
tifully in the Classical Variation until that route 
got booby-trapped by the Richter-Rauzer and 
Sozin Attacks. 

But the joy of those players who went through 
this transformation of the Sicilian in the middle 
of the 20th century was short-lived. For as early 
as the 19S0s, it became clear that the new move
order, though it does indeed offer Black a rock
solid route to the Dragon Variation, also offers 
White a new and very dangerous weapon to 
fight it. Unlike the Classical Variation move
order, where White has already played jLe2 
before ...g6, 2... d6 gives White the opportu
nity to play 2e3, f3, 'i<'d2 and 0-0-0, followed 
(in due course) by ~oh6 and h4-hS. This is the 
Yugoslav Attack. Though perhaps not really a 
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refutation of Black's opening play, this plan 
radically changes what was meant as a dynamic 
positional idea into a razor-sharp and deeply 
analysed complex of variations. 

6 .:!te3 
This is the introductory move of the Yugo

slav Attack, which has been the absolute main 
line of the Dragon Variation for well over half a 
century by now. But there are other moves, 
which may be important for players who, for 
whatever reason, do not want to be engaged in a 
theoretical duel. 

To begin with, White can 'simply' play 6 
.:!te2. This is called the Classical Dragonnowa
days and it brings us, after 6....:!tg7 7 0-0 ct:Jc6 
(D), to the identical position that used to be 
reached via 6 .:!te2 g6 7 0-0 .:!tg7 in the Classi
cal Variation. 

w 

Now, after 8 .:!te3 0-0, White would like to 
continue 9 f4, but this move allows 9...li'b6, 
when the situation is difficult for White, who 
faces no fewer than three unpleasant threats: 
1O...li'xb2. 1O...ct:Jxe4 and 1O...ct:Jg4. For this 
reason, 9 (Llb3 is the usual move, which leads, 
after 9....:!te6 10 f4, to another critical position. 
The classical moves are 1O..."i'c8 (to prevent 11 
fS and if possible to simplify the position with 
....:!tg4) and lO...ct:JaS (in order to meet 11 fS 
with 1l....:!tc4). 

A modern deviation from this line starts with 
8 ct:Jb3 straightaway, with the idea of either de
veloping the bishop more aggressively on gS or 
of continuing with the restrained 9 Mel and 10 
.:!tfl to reinforce e4. 

The immediate 6 f4 is one of the oldest 
weapons against the Dragon. The idea is to 
punish Black for his neglect of the centre with 
6... .:!tg7 7 eS. Most players prefer to dampen 
White's enthusiasm a little by replying 6...ct:Jc6 
or 6...ct:Jbd7. 

White's most solid option is undoubtedly to 
play 6 g3. By fianchettoing his king's bishop, 
White protects e4 and discourages any attempts 
to play ...dS. He is hoping that his spatial ad
vantage will yield dividends in the distant 
middlegame, when ct:Jd5 may become a possi
bility. Interestingly, 6...ct:Jc6 has turned out to 
be the main line here, with the idea of ex
changing knights on d4: 7 .:!tg2 ct:Jxd4 8 li'xd4 
.:!tg7 9 0-0 0-0 followed by 10... .:!te6 (threaten
ing 11...ct:JdS), forcing White's queen to re
treat. Should White want to avoid this, he will 
have to withdraw the knight from d4, for 7 
.:!te3 is strongly met by 7...ct:Jg4. After 7 ct:Jde2 
$i.g7 8 $i.g2 0-0 9 0-0, for instance, Black has 
9...Mb8 followed by ...bS-b4, obtaining active 
play on the queenside. 

6 $i.c4 (D) is a move with two faces. 

B 

If it is intended as an alternative start of the 
Yugoslav Attack, White should be aware of the 
fact that after 6....:!tg7 7 .:!te3 ct:Jc6, 8 f3 leads to 

a position from the Accelerated Dragon where 
Black has the treacherous 8...li'b6 (see page 
418). But 6 .:!tc4 may also be the start of a to
tally different plan. If 8 h3 instead, another 
subvariation from the Accelerated Dragon 
arises, albeit not (yet) an exact transposition: 
2...ct:Jc6 3 d4 cxd4 4 ct:Jxd4 g6 S ct:Jc3 $i.g7 6 
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i.e3 CLif67 i.c4 'i'a5 (see page 418). Now that 
Black has not yet committed himself to ... 'i'a5, 
there are a few tactical problems for White: if 
after 8 h3 0-0 White plays 9 0-0, Black can re
ply 9...CLixe4 10 CLlxe4 d5 and if 9 i.b3 there is 
9...CLla5 to be taken into account. Remarkably 
though, in practice many players ignore these 
options and simply continue 9 0-0 .i1,d7 10 .i1,b3 
J:l:c8 or even 1O 'i'a5 after all. 

6 i.g7 
Unlike in the NajdorfVariation, 6...CLig4?? is 

not an option because on .i1,b5+ .i1,d7 8 'i'xg4. 
7 f3 

Now if 7 .i1,c4 the 'reflex action' 7 CLig4 is 
possible since 8 .i1,b5+ can be met by 8 ~f8. 

7... CLic6 
8 '~d2 

This is by far the most popular move. The im
mediate 8 .i1,c4 allows 8.. ,'i'b6 (as mentioned in 
the paragraph above on 6 iLc4). It should be 
added though that many Dragon players do not 
trust this variation and simply continue 8...0-0 
instead. 

8 0-0 (D) 
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This is the starting point of a sophisticated 
and deeply-analysed complex of variations. The 
first dividing line is drawn between 9 0-0-0 and 
9 iLc4. 

9 0-0-0 allows the counter-punch 9...dS. It 
looks highly improbable that Black can really 

afford this move, but the point is revealed if af
ter 10 exd5 CLixd5 11 CLixc6 bxc6 White unsus
pectingly takes the bait by 12 CLixd5 cxd5 13 
'ii'xd5. After 13... \ilic7! (based on 14 'i'xa8 
.i1,f5!) Black has lost a pawn but he has gained 
three vitally important open lines (the b- and c
files and the a1-h8 diagonal). Most players 
prefer the more circumspect 12 .i1,d4, trying to 
exchange the powerful g7-bishop. Just how 
complex the Dragon variation really is, is illus
trated by the fact that after 12...e5 13 .i1,c5 
Black does not fear the loss of the exchange at 
f8 and calmly replies 13...i.e6. 

Of course, there is no compelling need to ven
ture 9...d5. The alternative 9...CLixd4 10 .i1,xd4 
.i1,e6 is the starting point of another multitude of 
very sharp variations. 

The consequences of 9 .i1,c4 are even more 
difficult to fathom. Almost every imaginable 
scheme of development has been tried against 
this move. Black's main task is to keep enough 
pressure on White's queenside to prevent him 
from devoting his full attention (and attacking 
power!) to the kingside. A standard follow-up 
is 9....i1,d7 10 0-0-0, when the main line (if 
such a term is applicable to a continuously 
evolving universe like the Dragon Variation) 
goes 10...J:l:c8 11 .i1,b3 and after 1l...CLie5 12 h4, 
when the choice between 12...h5 and 12...tDc4 
13 .i1,xc4 J:l:xc4 causes a major division of minds. 
Of late the relatively simple plan of playing 
11...tDxd4 12 .i1,xd4 b5 has also become re
markably popular. 

Another line that has been analysed down to 
the last detail over the years (but never really 
getting there!) is 10..,'ti~Va5, planning to meet 11 
.i1,b3 with 11...J:l:fc8 to throw even more firing 
power into the queenside offensive. Just as an 
example, to give the reader a glimpse of what 
the daily life of a Dragon player looks like: this 
variation might continue 12 h4 tDe5 13 h5 CLlxh5 
14 .i1,h6 ~xh6 15 'jixh6 J:l:xc3 16 bxc3 J:l:c8 17 
tDf5.i1,xf5 18 exf5 '~xc3 19 fxg6 'i'al + 20 ~d2 

~d+ 21 ~cl, leading to a draw by perpetual 
check. 



Alekhine Defence
 

1 e4 ctJf6 (D) 

This move used to be played sporadically 
during the 19th century, but never at top level 
and never without receiving slighting comments 
such as 'a curiosity' or worse. It was only when 
Alexander Alekhine (1892-1946) started to play 
1...ctJf6 in 1921 that the move had to be taken 
seriously, for an opening idea of the great 
Alekhine simply could not be cast aside with 
superficial and shallow commentary. "What I 
play is theory" was not one of his dictums for 
nothing. 

And very soon this provocative move tumed 
out to fit excellently into the then prevailing in
tellectual climate of critical investigation of all 
classical dogma. It has even been called "a 
striking example of the modern ideas, held by 
almost every great master in the first years after 
World War I". Contemporaries of Alekhine re
ceived his new move with great enthusiasm, 
and theory of the new opening flourished. After 
World War II this enthusiasm deteriorated, but 
in the 1960s and 1970s the fire was rekindled 
when a new generation of world-class players 
again used 1...ctJf6 to challenge predominant 
(and rusty) views on opening theory. 

2 e5 

One of the great attractions of the Alekhine 
Defence is that White has very little opportu
nity of steering the game in a different direc
tion. The only serious alternative to 2 e5 is 2 
ctJc3 (2 d3 being really too tame to cause any 
theoretical development). But in the first place 
this move allows a transposition to the Vienna 
Game with 2...e5 and secondly White has to 
find an answer to the aggressive 2...d5. This 
vmiation has developed in two directions. White 
can either try 3 eS, which can be met with 
3...~jfd7, 3...ctJe4 and even 3...d4, or 3 exd5 
LLJxd5 4 i,c4. The latter variation was taken 
very seriously and analysed at top level in the 
days of Alekhine himself, but nowadays it is 
mostly a variation for the avoiders of main 
lines. Black has little difficulty obtaining a sat
isfactory position after 4 ...ctJb6 5 il.b3 ctJc6 or 
4 ...e6 and the same can be said about White. 
Both sides are saving their energy for the up
coming middlegame. 

2 ctJd5 (D) 

w 

This is just as provocative a square for the 
knight as f6, and accepting the challenge by 
chasing the knight again with 3 c4 ctJb6 4 c5 
must be regarded as a true test of Black's open
ing play. After 4...ctJd5 both 5 ctJc3 and 5 i,c4 
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are played. The sharpest option is to combine 
these moves and play 5 i.c4 e6 6 t2Jc3. White is 
hoping to obtain sufficient compensation for 
the pawn he is sacrificing, after 6...tZlxc3 7 
dxc3 j,xc5 (7 .. .!1:Jc6 is the more cautious move) 
8 'iVg4. 

Another possibility is to play 3 tZlc3 tZlxc3 4 
dxc3 (or 4 bxc3) at once. Again White is hop
ing to take advantage of the many open files 
and diagonals for a speedy development, but 
without the extra complication of the loose 
pawn at c5. 

3 d4 
This level-headed move is unchallenged as 

the main line. White keeps the option of play
ing c4 in reserve and does not make any unnec
essary concessions. The crucial question is 
what to do after Black's thematic reply: 

3 ... d6(D) 
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The positional tension is mounting. Does 
White have to allow his e-pawn to be exchanged 
and perhaps become a target for counterattack" 
Does he have to exchange on d6 himself. saying 
goodbye to the best part of his space advantage 
and its inherent potential attacking chances on 
the kingside? 

There are no easy answers to these ques
tions, nor is the Alekhine Defence an easy 
opening to play, either for Black or for White. 
To have arrived at this conclusion was suffi
cient for Alekhine and his fellow pioneers to 
justify 1...tZlf6. And even today this will be all 
the encouragement and theoretical knowledge 
some players are likely to need. 

But for those who do want to know more I 
shall continue a little further. There are three 
main lines for White. The sharpest option is to 
create as broad a pawn-centre as possible by 
playing 4 c4 tZlb6 5 f4. This is the Four Pawns 
Attack. The most cautious is to take on d6. 
This is the Exchange Variation, which (for 
reasons that will be explained later) is most ac
curately reached via 4 c4 tZlb6 5 exd6. 

Between these two extremes of bravado and 
modesty lies the middle way of 4 tZlf3. This 
simple, yet powerful developing move has been 
called the Modern Variation ever since the 
1930s. 

Four Pawns Attack 

4 c4 tZlb6 
5 f4 (D) 
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This uncompromising approach has brought 
White both glorious victories and crushing de
feats. But more than anything else, it is the most 
heavily analysed of White's options. A certain 
ready knowledge of the variation complex is a 
primary requirement for both players. 

5 .,. dxe5 
6 fxe5 l2Jc6 

The most usual move, but some players prefer 
6...c5. Strategically this idea is totally COlTect (in 
the end Black will always have to attack White's 
central formation with either ...c5 or .. .f6) and it 
contains a few enticing tactical points, but of 
course it is also extremely risky to offer White an 
even more threatening pawn-centre. The most 
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important starting position arises after 7 d5 e6 
(threatening 8...~4+ 9 g3 'ife4+ so White has 
no time to play 8 d6) 8 ttJc3 exd5 9 cxd5 and 
now 9...c4 intending 1O....il.b4. 

7 .il.e3 
The straightforward 7 ttJf3 allows the pow

erful reply 7....il.g4. After 7 .il.e3 Black has to 
develop the bishop to a slightly less active 
square. 

7 .il.f5 
8 ttJc3 e6 
9 ctJf3 (D) 

B 

Black now has a great many options for put
ting pressure on White's centre. He can play 
9....il.b4 in order to contain the threatened 10 
d5. 9...ttJb4, intending 10 Mcl c5, is a possibil
ity. Even with the loss of tempo (....il.f5-g4) 
9....il.g4 is worth a try, the point being that the 
seemingly easy reply 10 .il.e2 .il.xf3 11 .txf3? 
fails to 11 ...ttJxc4. 9...'ifd7 with the idea ...0-0-0 
or ...Md8!? has been played. 

But most of the attention has always gone to 
what is both the most modest and the most pro
vocative move: 

9 .il.e7 
If White now simply continues his kingside 

development with 10 .il.e2 0-0110-0, Black at
tacks the centre with 11 ...f6, when after 12 exf6 
.il.xf6 13 'ifd2 the strength of White's remain
ing centre pawns is more or less balanced by 
the pressure of Black's pieces on those pawns. 

But the most critical move is 10 d5. This can 
lead to truly chaotic situations. After 1O...exd5 
11 cxd5 ttJb4, the d5-pawn is attacked and 

12...e,2Jc2+ is threatened, but 12 ttJd4 parries 
the threats and attacks the f5-bishop. If now 
12....il.d7 (12....il.g6 is strongly met by 13 .il.b5+) 
the VeiY ambitious play 13 e6 fxe6 14 dxe6 .il.c6 
15 'ifg4. White is prepared to sacrifice a whole 
rook for the initiative: 15 ....il.h4+ 16 g3 .il.xhl 
170-0-0. 

Exchange Variation 

4 c4 ttJb6 
5 exd6 (D) 

An uncomplicated treatment of the opening. 
White is satisfied with an easy development for 
his pieces and makes no immediate effort to 
blow his opponent off the board. 

B 

Black has three ways of recapturing on d6, 
but 5... 'ifxd6 is unattractive since 6 c5 forces 
Black to put his queen on a rather unfortunate 
square: e6. This is in fact why the Exchange 
Variation is usually prefaced by 4 c4. If 4 exd6 
immediately, there is no objection whatsoever 
to 4 ... \i"xd6, when 5 c4 can be met by 5...ctJf6. 

So the real choice is between 5...exd6 and 
5...cxd6. Both moves are about equally popu
lar. 

By playing 5...exd6, Black creates the same 
symmetrical type of position that we have seen 
in the Petroff Defence and the Exchange Varia
tion of the French, but with two small differ
ences. Since Black's d-pawn is not on d5 (yet), 
his pawn-chain is more flexible and since White 
has already played c4 his pawn-chain is (para
doxically) both stronger and weaker for his 
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pawns on c4 and d4 are in need of protection. 
Black normally picks on d4 first, for instance 
by playing ... tLlc6 and ... ioe7-f6. Another char
acteristic plan is to play ...d5 at some point, ei
ther to open the d-file or to force White to play 
c5. A possible variation: 6 tLlc3 ioe7 7 tLlf3 0-0 
S .ie2 iog4 9 b3 (enabling White to take back 
on f3 with the bishop if necessary, without 
dropping c4) 9.. .eLlc6 10 ioe3 iof6 11 0-0 d5 12 
c5 tLlcS with the idea of continuing ...tLlSe7-f5. 

Intuitively, 5...cxd6 is perhaps the more Ale
khine-like way of recapturing on d6, since this 
retains a good deal more of the positional ten
sion. Black still has the option of attacking 
White's centre with ...d5, but ...e5 may also 
come in handy. On the other hand, White now 
has a queenside pawn-majOlity that offers him 
a clear long-term strategic perspective. 

A straightforward (though by no means a 
forced) variation is 6 tt:Jf3 g6 7 1Le2 JLg7 8 0-0 
0-0 9 tLlc3 tt:Jc6 10 ~e3 ilLg4 11 b3 d5 12 c5 
tLlcS 13 b4 (with the simple point 13 .. .tiJxb4~! 

14 '~b3, winning back the pawn at b7). But 
many players prefer to prevent ...iLg4, for in
stance by playing 6 t?Jc3 g6 7 h3 ilLg7 S t?Jf3. In 
this case, after 8...0-0 9 ~e2 tLlc6 10 0-0 ilLf5 
11 iLe3, the even sharper 1l ...d5 12 c5 'L:c4 is 
critical. This position was hotly debated in the 
1960s and 1970s. It is important to note that in 
both these lines, d5 as a reply to tDc6 is usu
ally answered aggressively with &2Ja5. If, for 
instance, 11 d5?! instead of 11 ~e3 in the latter 
variation. lL.t?Ja5! 12 CDd2? (12 [iJd4 obtains 
some compensation) 12 ...MC8 wins the c-pawn. 
Nowadays 6 t2Jc3 g6 7 ke3 .ig7 8 Mel is 
White's most popular plan, specifically de
signed to deal with this type of problem. By 
quickly putting his queen's rook on c L White 
reinforces both the position of the c3-knight 
and his c-pawn so that he can freely play d5 or 
b3 if needed. 

Modern Variation 

4 Ct:Jf3 (D) 
White refuses to be tempted into playing the 

ambitious f4 and keeps both the exchange on d6 
and the move c4 in reserve, 

4 ... ~g4 
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This natural and aggressive bishop move has 
always held the most prominent place in the 
books, but it would be a mistake to assume that 
other moves must be inferior or passive. In fact 
Black has a number of very interesting alterna
tives. 

To begin with, the most obvious move is to 
take on e5: 4...dxe5. This exchange used to be 
criticized on general grounds, for White's knight 
is invited to a very good square: 5 ?,:jxe5 (D) (5 

dxe5 is far weaker since this would leave the 
e5-pawn really vulnerable after 5...~g4). 
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The first player to question this judgement 
was Bent Larsen, who in an important game 
against Mikhail Tal coolly continued S...l'ZJd7, 
placing his (unprepared) opponent in a very 
awkward position. White either has to allow his 
actively posted knight to be exchanged or he 
has to try to annihilate his opponent with a 
knight sacrifice, 6 Ct:Jxf7!? ~xf7 7 '\I'h5+ \t>e6. 
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The resulting position is extremely complicated. 
Most players assume that White must be win
ning somehow, but nobody is certain. Only a 
handful of specialists, mostly correspondence 
players, go in for this explosive variation. 

Nevertheless, 4...dxe5 is also popular in the 
ordinary chess world for it has turned out that 
5.. .tDd7 is not the only attempt at 'justifica
tion'. S g6 and S...c6 in particular (intending 
to play CL:ld7 on the next move, when it will be 
much safer) are played quite often these days, 
with the latter being one of the main lines of the 
entire opening in modem practice. If in reply to 
5...c6 White continues 6 c4, there is the nasty 
riposte 6...CL:lb4, threatening both 7 ... jU5 and 
7 ...l'Wxd4. 

Another option is 4...CL:lc6. This looks like a 
fairly blunt developing move, but it is in fact - as 
so often in the Alekhine - an outright provoca
tion. If White continues (meekly) with 5 1I.e2, 
taking on e5 is fine for Black. This means that 
unless White switches to the Exchange Varia
tion (by playing 5 c4 CL:lb6 6 exd6), he has no al
ternative but to go for an all-out fight, starting 
with the pawn sacrifice 5 c4 ct:lb6 6 e6!? Since 
6...1I.xe6? loses a piece to 7 d5, Black has to 
reply 6...fxe6. White then calmly continues 7 
CL:lc3, hoping that the extra pawn on e6 makes 
it harder for Black to develop his pieces. If 
7... g6, for example, the advance 8 h4 is very 
dangerous. Black usually returns the gift by 
playing 7...e5 8 d5 CL:ld4, giving his pieces 
some air. 

The most important alternative to 4...1I.g4 
has traditionally been 4...g6 (D). 

w 

Without retaliating immediately, Black none
theless increases the pressure against e5 by de
veloping his king's bishop at g7. This line was 
also thought to be inadequate at first, mainly 
because of the sharp 5 CL:lgS, threatening 6 l'Wf3 
and 6 CL:lxf7, but it was rehabilitated when in the 
1970s the calm reply 5...c6 (protecting the d5
knight and preparing to meet 6l'Wf3 with 6.. .f6) 
turned out to be perfectly OK for Black. This 
discovery freed the way for a much deeper in
vestigation of 4...g6 and it soon became a very 
popular line. There is of course the possibility 
of transposing to the Exchange Variation with 5 
c4 CL:lb6 6 exd6, or by taking on d6 at a later 
stage (for instance after 5 1I.e211.g7 6 0-0 0-0), 
but sound as this may be from White's point of 
view, it does not constitute a refutation of 
4... g6. The only really critical move is 5 1I.c4. 
More in particular, the position after 5...CL:lb6 6 
1I.b3 1I.g7 (D) is of vital importance. 

w 

7 CL:lg5 is White's sharpest option and 7 a4 
the most subtle, but strangely it is the latter 
move which leads to the greatest complica
tions if Black accepts the challenge and plays 
7 ...dxe5. A starting(!) point of profound analy
sis is the position which then arises after 8 a5 
CL:l6d7 9 1I.xf7+ ~xf7 10 CL:lg5+ ~g8 11 CL:le6 
l'We8 12 CL:lxc7l'Wd8 13 CL:lxa8 (13 CL:le6 is a draw 
by repetition) 13...exd4. 

5 1I.e2 
In this case 5 1I.c4 would be fairly pointless 

since Black can simply reply 5...e6 without hav
ing his queen's bishop bottled up at c8 (which 
would be a major positional drawback of 5...e6 
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in response to 4...g6 5 iLc4). Nor is S h3 a par
ticularly good idea for after 5... iLxf3 6 '>/iVxf3 
dxe5 7 dxe5 e6 Black has every prospect of a 
hamlonious piece development while White's 
e5-pawn is likely to become a target (.. /6c6 or 
.. .tt:Jd7). 

S ... e6 
Now S...dxeS 6 CL:lxe5 iLxe2 7 \'i(xe2 would 

just be stimulating White's development and 
the preliminary s...iLxf3 lacks punch, for after 
6 iLxf3 the desired follow-up 6...dxeS is refuted 
by 7 c4! CL:lb6 8 il.xb7. But the mati/of an ex
change on f3 is really important in this line, as 
is shown by the seemingly modest but very 
popular little move S...c6. Black intends to meet 
6 0-0 with 6... il.xf3 7 il.xf3 dxe5 8 dxe5 e6, 
when he is hoping to pressurize White's e-pawn 
with moves like ... t2Jd7. ...'iic7 and ...CL:le7-g6. 
Players who do not fancy this prospect used to 
play 6 t2JgS instead of 6 0-0. This leads, after 
6 ... il.xe2 7 '>/iVxe2 dxe5 8 dxe5 e6 9 0-0. to the 
same pawn-formation but with a knight on g5 in
stead of a bishop on n. which makes it easier for 
White to protect e5 and may increase White's 
attacking chances on the kingside (therefore 
Black tends to avoid this by playing 6... iLf5). 
Nowadays 6 c4 CZJb6 7 CL:lbd2 is more popular. 
White prepares to recapture on f3 with the 
knight, while 7 dxe5 can now be met by 8 
CL:lxe5!, when 8 il.xe2 9 \fgxe2 '~'xd4 10 4:Jdf3 
followed by 11 CL:lg5 is very dangerous. 

6 0-0 il.e7 
The most flexible move. 6...&2Jc6 has the 

drawback of inviting 7 c4 4:Jb6 8 exd6 cxd6 9 
d5. 

7 c4 tLlb6 (D) 

In this position the central question still is 'to 
take or not to take' . By playing 8 exd6 (or 8 h3 
il.h5 9 exd6) White can bring about what looks 
like a favourable version of the Exchange Vari
ation, for Black's queen's bishop is not posi
tioned on the beautiful al-h8 diagonal, as it is. 
for instance, after 4 c4 tDb6 5 exd6 cxd6 6 fDf3 
g6 (see page 450). But as it turns out. Black's 
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position is still very resilient. After 8 exd6 cxd6 
9 tDc3 0-0 10 iLe3 the characteristic advance 
1O...d5 11 c5 creates strong counterplay if fol
lowed up with ll...il.xf3! 12 il.xf3 CL:lc4. After 
the further moves 13 iLf4 CL:lc6 (l3 ...4:Jxb2 has 
a boomerang effect: 14 ilbl i:L:Jc4 15 \'i(xb7) 14 
b3 4:J4aS Black is ready to attack White's 
pawn-chain with ...il.f6 and ...b6. 

For this reason, 8 fDc3 or 8 h3 il.h5 9 4:Jc3 
(White can allow himself the luxury of inserting 
8 h3 because after 8...il.xf3 9 iLxf3 the b7-pawn 
is under attack) has become the main line. After 
8 h3 .1Lh5 9 tL:Jc3 0-0 10 .1Le3 the moment is still 
not right for Black to take on f3 and e5, while 
10...tt:Jc6 (again) allows White to take the initia
tive with 11 exd6 cxd6 12 dS. Some Alekhine 
specialists have experimented with 1O aS, but 
Black's most popular move remains 10 dS with 
the idea of meeting 11 c5 with 1l....1Lxf3 12 
~~xf3 fDc4 followed by ...b6. But after 1980 this 
variation has taken a different course. Instead of 
the obvious 12 .1Lxf3, the seemingly very awk
ward 12 gxf3 became fashionable. Black cannot 
then reply with 12...4:Jc4 because of 13 .1Lxc4 
dxc4 14 ~a4 winning a pawn, so he has to re
treat. The resulting position (after 12...tDc8 13 
f4 for instance) is very solid for Black but the 
initiative is firmly in White's hands (for the time 
being at least) and this is of course a most un
usual situation in the Alekhine Defence! 



Pirc Defence
 

1 e4 d6 
So far removed is this opening from the 

world of classical positional principles that it 
was too modem even for the 'Hypermodem 
School', a movement in the 1920s that rebelled 
against the prevailing dogmas of that age and 
that produced, for instance, the Alekhine De
fence. 

Even as 'recently' as 1941, former world 
champion Max Euwe needed no more than a 
few lines in his standard work De Them'ie der 
Schaakopeningen to dispose of l...d6, which he 
could only see as a preparatory move for 2...e5, 
concluding that "further examination of this 
move is unnecessary". 

It was not until the rise of the King's Indian 
Defence after World War II, that the ground 
was prepared for l...d6 to flourish. 

2 d4 ttJf6 (D) 
With this move Vasja Pirc (1909-80) put a 

new opening on the map in the 1940s and 1950s, 
and it soon came to carry his name (although 
the Russians also attach the name of Anatoly 
Ufimtsev to this opening). In the two decades 
following his pioneering work, 'the Pirc' ma
tured into a full-grown and popular defence to 
both I e4 and I d4. 

Ironically though, after well over half a cen
tury the old 2...eS has risen from the grave and 
is sometimes played nowadays, although the 
more common version of this idea is 2...ttJf6 3 
'tJc3 e5, which we shall be looking at shortly. 

3 ttJc3 
To a natural I e4 player, this move is proba

bly self-evident. But theory ofthe Pirc Defence 
has evolved far enough for two altematives to 
be treated as independent variations. 

By playing 3 iLd3, White has a solid scheme 
of development in mind that is quite popular 
against l...g6. He supports his d-pawn with c3 
and completes his kingside development with 
ttJf3 and 0-0. This is not an attempt to refute the 

IV 

Pirc, but it has the great merit of not offering 
Black any chances to strike hard against White's 
pawn-centre as in the main lines. After 3...g6 4 
ttJf3 :Ji.g7 5 0-0 0-0 6 c3 a position is reached 
that is usually arrived at via I e4 g6 (see page 
462). If this does not satisfy Black, he could try 
something a little more spicy, like 3...eS 4 c3 
and now 4.Jt:Jc6 or even 4...d5!? 

3 f3 (D) is a favomite with the I d4 players. 

B 

The idea is to continue with c4. transposing 
to the Samisch Variation of the King's Indian 
Defence or something closely resembling this 
line. Thus, playing 3 f3 is really paying a great 
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compliment to 1...d6, for quite clearly White 
prefers a King's Indian to a Pirc! But a more 
down-to-earth explanation is that this variation 
probably arises most often via 1 d4, when after 
1...d6 White does not like 2 c4 eS (see page 
191) so he plays 2 e4, but then after 2...ttJf6 he 
prefers 3 f3 (followed by c4) to 3 ttJc3 because 
this move offers a 1 d4 player the chance to re
main on familiar ground. After 3...g6 4 c4 ~g7 

S ttJc3 we have a King's Indian Samisch (see 
page 97), while the alternative 3...eS 4 dS (or 4 
ttJe2 followed by S c4) also gives White what 
he wants (in a strategic sense). The alternative 4 
dxeS is not bad either, by the way. 

3...dS!? is a bold and radical attempt to alter 
the course of the opening. Black is counting on 
the move f3 being useless (or worse) in case of 
4 exdS ttJxdS or 4 eS CZJfd7 (even 4... ttJg8 has 
been played) and above all play retains a dis
tinct 1 e4 flavour. The typical pawn-formation 
of the French Defence, for instance, is not far 
away: 4 eS ttJfd7 S f4 e6 6 ttJf3 cS. 

3... g6 
This is the defining move of the Pirc De

fence. By developing his bishop at g7, Black 
creates the same sort of positional tension as in 
the King's Indian Defence. He does nothing to 
prevent White from building a strong pawn
centre, but he will soon start hacking away 
against it, either with ...eS, ...cS, ttJc6 in com
bination with ...~g4 or ...c6 and bS. 

In general, play will not be as sharp and 
complicated as in the King's Indian. The extra 
move c4 makes 'vVhite's pawn-formation even 
more threatening so for Black's counterattack 
to succeed it has to be even fiercer. Still. the 
Pirc Defence contains some sharp and danger
ous variations. 

But before we look at these, there are three 
alternative third moves for Black which demand 
our attention. For nowadays 3...eS, 3... t2Jbd7 
and 3...c6 have become almost as popular as 
3...g6. All of them are fairly young (mostly 
born in the 1980s) and based on interpretations 
of this position that differ considerably from 
3...g6. One could call them trespassers on the 
land of the Pirc. 

3...eS (D) is a move we have seen in the 
chapter 'Other 1 e4 eS Openings'. for this is a 

popular move-order to reach the Philidor De
fence (see page 339). 
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White has a major alternative to allowing this 
transposition (4 ttJf3 ttJbd7) in 4 dxe5. After 
4 ...dxe5 5 1lixd8+ ~xd8 a queenless middle
game arises which looks a little better for White 
at first glance because Black's king has got 
stuck in the centre, but whether this theoretical 
advantage has any practical meaning is moot. 
The plausible 6 ~c4 is met by the surprising 
6...~e6 7 ~xe6 fxe6, when Black's doubled e
pawns are a little vulnerable naturally, but on 
the other hand they provide Black with a cast
iron grip on the centre. 

However, since not every Philidor devotee 
feels at home in such a simplified, sober posi
tion, it is only natural that the alternative 
3..Jijbd7 has also become quite important. 
Again, if 4 ttJf3 e5 Black has achieved his goal. 
But unavoidably, even this subtle move-order 
has its problems. Black has to find an answer to 
4 f4 e5 5 ttJf3 exd4 6 1lixd4, for instance. This 
line offers White a space advantage and healthy 
open lines for his pieces. Remarkably, the most 
promising defence to this seems to consist in 
6.. /tJcS 7 ~e3 g6, aiming to put pressure on 
White's central fortress in the same way as ... a 
'proper" Pirc. 

Finally. there is the somewhat mysterious lit
tle move 3...c6, the Czech Variation, called af
ter a group of Czech players who popularized 
this opening in the 1980s. This idea is of a dif
ferent calibre altogether. Black is planning to 
meet 4 f4 with the powerful and unorthodox 
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4... 'iVa5. This move not only threatens 5 lbxe4 
but also prepares the counter-punch e5. No 
matter how primitive this plan may look, it is 
not easy for White to come to terms with it. The 
main line runs 5 .id3 e5 6 [iJf3 .ig4 and pro
duces sharp play. Players who do not feel confi
dent with this usually avoid 4 f4, but even then 
the opening is likely to run along unorthodox 
and challenging lines. If 4 lbf3, for instance, 
Black has 4....ig4, creating similar positional 
problems to the variation 1 d4 d6 2 lbf3 JLg4 3 
e4 lbf6 4 lbc3 e6 (see page 192). 

We now return to 3...g6 (D): 

w 

This is the real starting position of the Pirc 
Defence. By playing 2...lbf6, Black has forced 
his opponent to protect e4, but otherwise White 
is free to develop as he sees fit. 

At first this liberal attitude was - of course 
seen as a sign of weakness. Looking at the 
opening from such a lofty perspective, one is al
most obliged to continue aggressively. Thus 4 
f4 became the first main line of the Pirc. 

However, it soon transpired that Black's po
sition is not easily overrun by power play like 
this and White is in fact taking some chances 
himself if he persists in such an attitude. The 
second and far subtler test of the soundness of 
the Pirc is 4 lbf3. White calmly develops his 
pieces. Does Black have an answer to this too? 

Between these two extremes of fierce ag
gression and alert watchfulness, several other 
variations have been developed. We shall look 
into 4 .ig5 and 4 g3 a little deeper. Other 
moves, like 4 .ic4 .ig7 5 v,we2 (intending 6 e5) 

have never really become popular (always with 
a few notable exceptions) and fall outside the 
scope of this book. 

So the Pirc Defence was thoroughly exam
ined, and it became a grown-up opening that 
began to be treated in a more businesslike man
ner. This culminated, towards the end of the 
20th century, in a new system which combined 
many of the ideas behind the older variations 
and starts with 4 .ie3. This method became so 
popular in such a short period of time that it is 
only a very slight exaggeration to call this the 
new main line of the Fire Defence. 

By playing 4 .ie3, White does not yet com
mit himself to any particular pawn or piece for
mation. He can castle queenside or kingside, he 
can move his f-pawn to f4 or 1'3 or leave it on f2, 
and by playing 'iVd2 White introduces the pos
sibility of playing .ih6 (which is also one of the 
ideas behind 4 .ig5). 

4 f4 

4 f4 
A gallant move, known as the Austrian At

tack, throwing down the gauntlet at once. White 
is threatening to play 5 e5. Or is he? 

4 .ig7 
If this natural move were impossible, Black's 

opening play would have very little future. It is 
true that 5 e5 is a realistic option, but it is not a 
fundamental threat to the soundness of the Fire. 
In fact 5 e5 is not even aggressive, but designed 
to simplify the position with 5...dxe5 6 dxe5. 
White is hoping to obtain a slight advantage in 
the queenless middlegame thanks to his space 
advantage, but practice has shown that after 
6.. :~xdl + 7 ~xdl lbg4 8 ~el, for instance, 
Black will eliminate the enemy spearhead with 
. .f6 sooner or later. Taking back with the f-pawn 
is less promising than in other variations which 
we are about to see: after 6 fxe5 lbd5 Black will 
find it relatively easy to attack White's centre 
with ...c5. 

Instead of 5...dxe5, even the much sharper 
5...lbfd7 has done very well in practice. Black 
retains the tension in the centre, preparing to 
strike back very powerfully with ...c5. 

5 lbf3 (D) 
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This is the crucial starting position of the 
Austrian Attack. There are two options for 
Black: he may want to complete his kingside 
development by playing 5...0-0 or he may pre
fer an immediate attack upon White's central 
fom1ation with 5...c5. 

If 5...0-0 White again has the option of play
ing 6 e5 (with consequences very similar to 5 
e5), but most players prefer one of three devel
oping moves: 6 .te2, 6 .td3 or 6 .te3. 

The best reply to 6 .te2 is 6...c5 (or so theory 
will have it). If White tries to tum the opening 
into a sort of Benoni by playing 7 d5, Black's 
counterplay starting with 7...e6 runs like clock
work. The critical option therefore is to play 7 
dxc5, when 7 1/i'a5! 8 0-0 (8 cxd6 CLlxe4 fa
vours Black) 8 'ilhc5+ 9 I:t>hl produces a Si
cilian-type position. White will try to initiate a 
kingside attack with moves like f5 and '~e I-M. 
Black will either play the provocative 9.. .ltJbd7 
followed by ...a6 and ...b5 (resembling the 6 f4 
variation of the Najdorf; see page 438) or he 
may choose the more solid 9...ctJc6 in combina
tion with ....tg4 and/or ...CLlb4. 

To avoid 6...c5, many players prefer 6 .td3. 
for now that e4 is protected White can simply 
meet 6...c5'J! 7 dxc5 ~'a5'? with 8 cxd6. Black 
has tried several other moves instead of 6...c5 
and the main lines are 6... ?L:Ja6 and 6...CLlc6. 

6...CLla6 is aimed at achieving the advance 
...c5 after all. After 7 0-0 c5 8 d5 a Benoni-like 
pawn-formation arises. This usually leads to a 
sharp middlegame with White attacking on the 
kingside (f5, ~e1-M) and Black on the queen
side (...b5-b4). 

6../LJc6 is slightly less provocative. If 7 0-0, 
Black intends to attack White's centre in a 
more 'conventional' way by means of7 ...e5 or 
7... .tg4. The critical move is 7 e5, for now that 
Black has put a knight on c6. he cannot easily 
counterattack with the thematic thrust ...c5. 
But there are other options. After 7...dxe5 8 
fxe5 CLlh5!?, for instance, Black keeps d4 un
der pressure and prepares ...f6. 

White's most recent attempt to win the strug
gle for domination in the centre is to play 6 
.te3. This move prepares ifd2 and 0-0-0 and 
does not commit the king's bishop yet to any 
particular square. It is characteristic for the 
precision with which all these lines have been 
examined that it is yet another plan of counter
attack that is considered Black's best chance 
here: 6...b6 with the twofold idea of playing 
....tb7 and ...c5. 

The immediate 5...c5 (D) forestalls all these 
options. 
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Black is aiming for the same Sicilian-like 
type of play that we saw in the 5...0-0 6 .te2line, 
which arises after 6 dxc5 '/lVaS 7 jJ,d3 1/i'xc5. 
Now 8 '~e2 0-0 9 .te3 ~a5 produces a funda
mental position. Again, 1O....tg4 in combina
tion with 11...CLlc6 is usually seen as Black's 
most solid plan. 

A sharper reaction to 5...c5 is to play 6.tb5+. 
The idea of this move is a very concrete one (as 
is often the case with these early checks), for 
there is something 'wrong' with every possible 
reply to it. If 6...CLlbd7, for instance, the advance 
7 e5 is much stronger than on the previous 
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move (the immediate 6 e5 is met by 6.. .';Ufd7). 
The main line runs 6...i,d7 7 e5 ttJg4. when the 
razor-sharp 8 e6 is probably White's most dan
gerous try. The point of this move is to meet 
8...fxe6 with 9 ttJg5. This looks extremely men
acing but several defensive possibilities have 
been discovered. There is a beautiful (though 
not forced) draw by repetition after 9...i,xb5 
10 ttJxe6 i,xd4! 11 ttJxd8 j_f2+ 12 'it'd2 j,e3+ 
13 'it'el i,f2+. Another complicated line is 
8•..i,xb5 9 exf7+ ~d7! (this is stronger than 
9...~xf7 10 ttJg5+) 10 ttJxb5 'ila5+ 11 ttJc3 
cxd4 12 ttJxd4. This position remains difficult 
to judge even though it has been analysed very 
deeply. 

4 ttJf3 

4 tiJf3 
This move poses problems of a more posi

tional nature. We have seen that against a set-up 
based on f4 Black has two fundamentally sound 
plans, ...e5 and ...c5. even though the tactical 
implications are often highly complicated. But 
if Black chooses either of these plans against 4 
ttJf3, will he not end up in a rather dreary ver
sion of an 1...e5 or 1...c5 opening? 

4 i,g7 (D) 

w 

5 i,e2 
This modest but sound developing move is 

often called the Classical Variation (or Classi
cal Pirc). The seemingly more aggressive 5 i,c4 
has the drawback of inviting 5...0-060-0 (6 'i'e2 
is probably a better move) 6... ttJxe4! 7 ttJxe4 d5, 

breaking up White's ideal central formation. A 
more subtle (and indeed more highly regarded) 
alternative is to play 5 .'iLe3 or 5 h3 0-0 6 i,e3, 
postponing the choice of a square for the king's 
bishop to a later moment. This line is closely 
connected with the variation 4 .'iLe3, which will 
be dealt with at the end of this chapter. 

5 0-0 
6 0-0 (D) 

B 

Now Black will have to show his hand. What 
chances does he see for himself in this position, 
where White has occupied the centre in such a 
solid, non-fanatical, sound and careful way? 

Let us first take a look at what happens if 
Black plays either 6...e5 or 6...c5 straightaway. 

As for 6...e5, this move is conspicuous by its 
absence in both theory and practice. And yet 
there is no immediate objection to it! After 7 
dxe5 dxe5 8 lIxd8 Mxd8 9 ttJxe5 Black regains 
the pawn with 9... ttJxe4. The reason why this 
straightforward advance in the centre is obvi
ously so unattractive to a Pirc player (in stark 
contrast to the comparable 5 ttJf3 variation 
against the King's Indian Defence; see page 
102) must be of a temperamental nature. The 
sober (not to say barren) position after 9 i,g5 
can hardly be more than just 'slightly better for 
White', but its most prominent feature is a total 
lack of targets for counterplay. Black is re
stricted to a purely defensive role (for the time 
being at least), which is a big difference from 
the Exchange Variation of the King's Indian 
where there is a weak point in White's pawn
structure at d4. 
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6...c5 is a little more promising in this re
spect, for if now 7 dxc5 dxc5 8 'i'xd8 Mxd8 
Black has some potential counterchances based 
on ...CLlc6-d4 or ...b6 and ...~b7. But in this 
case the critical reply is likely to be 7 d5, trans
posing to the Schmid Benoni (see page 170). 

If Black is happy with either of the above 
lines, his opening problems are solved. But es
pecially for those who like to play ...e5, there 
remains an important question: are there any 
chances of successfully preparing this move? 

6.. .t2Jbd7 is probably the first option that 
comes to mind. Unfortunately, this has the draw
back of inviting the powerful reply 7 e5, be
cause 7 ...dxe5? 8 dxe5 CLlg4 gets refuted by 9 
e6!, when 9.. .fxe6? loses to 10 CLlg5. This means 
that the knight has to move backwards. After 
7...CLle8 White supports his e-pawn with 8 ~f4. 

when Black's position looks passive. 
The alternative 6...CLlc6 is more active, but it 

is also rather provocative of course, for Black is 
practically begging for 7 d5. The idea is then to 
continue 7 ...CLlb8 or 7...CLlb4 followed by either 
...c6 or ...e6. At any rate, this variation creates a 
certain positional tension. It is therefore quite 
popular with the more ambitious among Pirc 
players. 

Still, if this were all the Pirc had to offer, the 
picture would be rather dreary. Fortunately for 
Black, there are two other moves. Neither of 
them seems to contJibute much to the prepara
tion of ...e5 at first sight, but on closer inspec
tion they both tum out to be extremely useful. 
These are the real main lines of the Classical 
Pirc: 6...~g4 and 6...c6. 

By playing 6...~g4 (D), Black introduces 
the possibility of taking on B. \vhich weakens 
White's control over the central squares e5 and 
d4. 

The main line is 7 ~e3 c'2Jc6. when 8 d5 is 
answered by 8...~xB 9 £xB (ZJe5 10 ite2 c6. 
Thanks to the exchange on B, Black's develop
ment is running much more smoothly than after 
the immediate 6...tZJc6. His piece coordination 
is also much better, now that one of his minor 
pieces has been exchanged. Another option for 
White is simply to play 8 ·~d2. This is a good 
moment for 8...e5. for although 9 dxe5 is still a 
realistic move, this exchange is now not as 
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unpleasant for Black as after 6...e5. The more 
robust alternative is to play 9 d5, when 9...CLle7 
10 Mad1 (to prevent Black from nibbling away 
at White's central pawn-formation with 1O...c6) 
leads to a King's Indian-like position with 
chances for both sides. 

The calm 6...c6 prepares no fewer than three 
moves that in their turn are a preparation for 
...e5: ... c'2Jbd7...3ic7 and ...·>lia5. This shows up 
the darker side of White's solid opening sys
tem, for he hardly has any means of penna
nently preventing or discouraging ...e5. White 
usually continues in such a way as to be able to 
meet ...e5 with dxe5, hoping that his pieces will 
be just that little bit more active than Black's in 
the resulting symmetrical pawn-formation. A 
concrete knowledge of variations is not a pri
mary requirement in this line, but a subtle posi
tional understanding is very useful. 

4 ~g5 

4 ~g5 (D) 

This move, sometimes called the Byrne Vari
ation, was popular in the 1970s, and then faded 
into the background, but it made a strong recov
ery at the turn of the century, in the wake of the 
fast-growing 4 ~e3 system. On g5 the bishop is 
more aggressively placed than at e3, but it is 
also more vulnerable. 

1\aturally, 4...iLg7 is the first move that comes 
to mind in this position, but because White has 
the option of playing 5 '~'d2 and 6 ~h6, ex
changing dark-squared bishops, there has been 
a thorough search for possible alternatives. 
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B 

This has resulted in 4...c6 becoming a popu
lar move. Black intends to meet 5 'i'd2 with 
5...b5. Exchanging on f6 is almost never a prob
lem for Black in this type of position, as long as 
he makes sure that he can follow up ...exf6 with 
...f5, reopening the diagonal for his king's 
bishop. 

But there is no unanimity whatsoever among 
theoreticians as regards to Black's best fourth 
move. Probably the classical 4...~g7 is played 
slightly more often. Against 5 '~d2 Black may 
choose 5...h6 6 ~h4 g5 7 ~g3 f2Jh5, when the 
crucial question is who will benefit the most 
from a possible ...f2Jxg3. Another option is to 
play 5...c6 after all, not worrying about 6 ~h6. 

I shall return to this subject in the section on 4 
~e3. White's most popular reply, by the way, is 
the sharper 6 f4. 

4 g3 

4 g3 
In view of the great importance of the g3 sys

tem against the .King's Indian Defence, it seems 
obvious that this could be an interesting set-up 
against the Pirc as well. Strangely though, this 
is a relatively recent variation that was not 
even mentioned in most opening manuals be
fore 1980. 

White makes no effort to refute Black's open
ing play by violent means. By giving his e4
pawn a firm backing, he is hoping to defuse 
Black's expected counterattack. Thus White is 
in effect hoping - just like in the Classical Vari
ation - to reduce the Pirc to a passive opening. 

4 ~g7 

5 ~g2 0-0 
6 tbge2 (D) 

This is a more harmonious development for 
the king's knight than 6 ctJf3, although that 
move is certainly playable as well. 

6 e5 
There are other moves, such as 6...ctJbd7 or 

6...c6, but unlike in the Classical Variation the 
immediate 6...e5 has no drawbacks, since there 
is no advantage to be gained from 7 dxe5. In 
principle, exchanging on e5 is not what White 
is after in the g3 system, nor is d5 the powerful 
option it is in comparable openings, such as the 
King's Indian Defence, where having a pawn 
on c4 strengthens White's queenside position. 
Quite the contrary, the idea of the g3 variation 
is to maintain the tension in the centre. With his 
e4-pawn firmly protected, White is working on 
the assumption that an exchange at d4 is not all 
that attractive for Black. But other forms of 
counterplay are not easy to find! So the open
ing battle revolves almost entirely around one 
theme: when is Black going to take on d4 and 
what follow-up does he have in mind? 

Another characteristic of the g3 system is that 
a plan based on ...c5 is hard to achieve. 6...c5, for 
instance, is not a problem for White, for after 7 
dxc5 dxc5 (7...'i'a5? makes no sense now that 
8...ctJxe4 is not a threat) 8 'i'xd8 Mxd8 9 e5 or 9 
~e3 the g2-bishop becomes very powerful. 

7 h3 (D) 
This subtle preventive move is more often 

played than 7 0-0, since in that case 7...ctJc6 
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cannot comfortably be met with 8 ~e3 in view 
of 8.. .lZJg4. 
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This is the most important starting point of 
the g3 system. Just as in the King's Indian De
fence, Black now has a few solid options but 
also some astonishingly complicated ones. For 
instance, after 7...tZJc6 8 ~e3 the straightfor
ward 8...exd4 9 ct:Jxd4 ~d7 10 0-0 Me8 11 Mel 
'i'c8 is sometimes played. The point of this idea 
is to meet 12 st>h2 with the absolutely uncom
promising 12.. J'ieS!? 13 f4 MhS. 

The alternative 7...c6 is more cautious. Black 
allows himself as much time for delaying exd4 
as he can find. After 8 a4 (to prevent 8 bS) 
8...aS 9 0-0 Black develops his queenside with 
9.. .ctJa6 10 ~e3 tZJb4 11 ''i'd2 ~e6, preparing 
both ...~c4 and the counter-thrust ...dS. 

4~e3 

4 :te3 (D) 

Until the late 1980s, White usually prefaced 
this move with 4 f3, to prevent 4... ct:Jg4. This 
now seems to have become obsolete for two 
reasons. First of all, there never was that much 
point in playing 4...ct:Jg4 anyway, since White 
simply replies S ~gS without really being dis
turbed in his piece development. The second and 
far deeper reason is that the whole idea behind 4 
:te3 has been completely transformed. From a 
one-dimensional (though not hannless!) attack
ing scheme, based on ''i'd2. ~h6, 0-0-0. n. g4 
and h4-hS, it has become an extremely subtle 
variation where - depending on Black's reaction 
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- White has a choice between a plan with f3, a 
plan with f4 or 'just' CLJn followed by :te2 (or 
~d3, or ~c4) and 0-0, sometimes accompanied 
by h3, sometimes not. The latter option is in fact 
a vm1ation on the idea of the Classical Pirc and is 
aimed at smothering Black's counrerplay. 4 ~e3 

has come full circle. 
Just as against 4 :tgS, Black now faces a del

icate choice. Does he simply continue 4...:tg7 
or does he prefer 4.••c6, initiating queenside 
counterplay at once') The latter move has the 
undeniable advantage of saving a tempo if 'iVd2 
and :th6 can be met by ...:tf8xh6 instead of 
...:tg7xh6. Postponing ...:tg7 has in fact be
come an art in itself in this variation. One of the 
main lines. for instance, goes (after 4...c6) S 
''i'd2 bS 6 ~d3 (to protect e4 and allowing the 
queen's knight to regroup comfortably to e2 af
ter ...b4) 6...?~bd7 7 ct:Jn e5. Here S h3 is a ma
jor alternative. The tactical point of this move is 
that. now that 6...ct:Jg4 is no longer possible, 
5...b5 runs into the powerful 6 eS. The strategic 
idea is to meet S...:tg7 (or S...ct:Jbd7) with 6 f4. 

The 'nonnal' 4...:tg7 again has the advan
tage of not yet committing Black to a plan with 
...b5. Depending on further developments, Black 
could also lash out with ...c5 or e5. If S 'i'd2, 
for instance, Black can reply S ct:Jg4 6 :tgS, 
when 6...c5!? is a serious option, while 6...h6 7 
~h4 g5 8 J.,g3 e5 is also played. And yet, even 
here S...c6 is the most popular move. Black is 
simply not afraid of :th6, as long as he has not 
castled kingside. If 6 :th6. Black plays 6...:txh6 
7 '~xh6 '~'a5. Ironically perhaps, many players 
prefer the 'old-fashioned' 6 f3 in this case. 
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1 e4 (D) 

B 

We have almost come to the end of our long 
and tiring journey through the world of chess 
openings. But for some the best part is yet to 
come! For in this final chapter we shall take a 
look at two openings that are both theoretically 
important and popular, even though they did 
not get a chapter of their own in this book (for 
which I offer my apologies). These are 1...g6, 
an opening that has been given many names 
over the years, but is generally known as the 
Modern Defence, and 1...d5, the Scandina
vian Defence. 

Furthermore. 1...ctJc6 and 1...b6 should be 
mentioned, but on these moves I shall be brief: 

1...ttJc6 (D) is the Nimzowitsch Defence. 
This is a very old opening. but it has never 

really come out of that dark and swampy area 
on the fringes of opening theory, where only the 
reckless and desperate ever ventme. It might re
sult in a difficult, unorthodox opening battle, 
but if Black does not know really well what he 
is doing he is likely to end up creating difficul
ties only for himself. 

The relatively best charted line of this open
ing runs 2 d4 d5, a variation on the idea of the 
Scandinavian. The point is that after 3 exdS 

w 

~xd5 the d4-pawn is attacked so White cannot 
play 4 tLlc3. The main lines are 3 e5 and the 
pawn sacrifice 3 tLlc3 dxe4 (3 ...e6 transposes to 
a minor variation of the French; see page 353) 4 
d5. Another interpretation of 1...tLlc6 which is 
even more provocative is 2...e5. 

Those who prefer to avoid these rather sharp 
variations usually play 2 tLlf3, inviting Black to 
return to 'the civilized world' with 2...e5. It is of 
course more in the spirit of Black's adventurous 
first move to continue 2...d6 instead, in order to 
meet 3 d4 with 3... tLlf6 4 tLlc3 i¥,g4. This varia
tion is closely related to 1 d4 d6 2 LtJf3 j,g4 3 
e4 tLlf6 4 tLlc3 e6 (see page 192) but with a 
knight on c6, the advance d5, which is the stra
tegically correct plan anyway, becomes even 
more attractive. 

Equally, 1...b6 has been known for a long 
time, yet for this move otIicial recognition has 
been even less forthcoming. In fact, theoretical 
manuals for well over four centuries agree that 
this is a fairly passive opening move. Black al
lows his opponent to take up a strong central 
position for free, without any immediate pros
pects of counterplay. The difference between 
the position after 2 d4 j,b7 on the one hand and 
the one after 1 e4 g6 2 d4 j,g7 on the other is 
that in the latter case a counterattack with ...c5 
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is a realistic prospect, whereas the conespond
ing thrust .. .£5 in the former case is not. Only 
after (l e4 b6 2 d4 i.h7) 3 .id3 is 3...f5 a possi
bility (based on tactical motifs), but the posi
tion arising after 4 exf5! Jtxg2 5 'ib5+ g6 6 
fxg6 is generally considered too dangerous for 
Black, so even this is hardly ever played. The 
normal move is 3...e6, when 4 ctJf3 c5 5 c3 al
lows White to consolidate his central position. 

Modern Defence 

1... g6 
In an earlier chapter I have already com

mented on this move, which is equally playable 
against 1 d4 and 1 e4 (see page 193). Black 
gives his opponent a free hand in the centre, but 
not without a reason. Just as in the Pirc - of 
which 1...g6 is in fact a more radical version 
Black has a veritable arsenal of strategies at his 
disposal to strike against White's central for
mation with great force. 

2 d4 Jtg7 (D) 
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The most important difference between 1...d6 
and l...g6 is that l...g6 allows 3 c4 (see page 
194) transposing to the King's Indian Defence 
or a related I d4 opening. 

Less drastic than such a shift from 1 e4 to 1 
d4, but quite important nevertheless. is the dif
ference that by playing 1... g6 rather than 1. ..d6 
Black allows his opponent a set-up based on 3 
c3. In the Pirc this is normally impossible since 
playing l...d6 and 2.. .'1Jf6 provokes tt:Jc3. Al
though, as we have seen. Willte may try to 
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adopt a c3 plan anyway by playing 3 .ltd3 in
stead of 3 tLic3 -leaving the question just how 
dangerous this set-up actually is aside for the 
moment - there are a number ofalternatives to 
3...g6 in this case (see page 453). No such es
cape-route is available after 1...g6. 

A major starting position of this line (which is 
also relevant to the opening 1 L\lJf3 g6 2 e4; see 
page 249), arises after 3 c3 d6 4 v21f3 (or 3 V21f3 
d6 4 c3) 4 ...ctJf6 5 Jid3 0-060-0. Black's clas
sical plan is to prepare ...e5 by playing 6...L\lJc6 
or 6...tLibd7. The main alternative, aimed at un
balancing the position rather than equalizing it, 
is 6...c5. 

But it is obvious that, in an opening where 
White is given a free hand so emphatically, 
White can play anything he likes. For instance, 
a development of the king's bishop on c4 is 
much more popular here than in the Pirc (see 
page 455). After 3 [Df3 d6 4 Jtc4 L\lJf6 White 
has 5 'iiVe2, threatening (or at least toying with 
the idea of) 6 e5. 

3...c5 is an alternative reply to 3 ctJf3. This 
invites transpositions to various other open
ings. Doth 4 tLic3 cxd4 5 lLlxd4 ctJc6 and 4 c4 
cxd4 5 tL\xd4 produce a variation of the Accel
erated Dragon of the Sicilian Defence and 4 d5 
is likely to lead to some variation of the Benoni 
or another. If White does not fancy these trans
positions, he has two 'independent' alterna
tives. 4 dxc5 and 4 c3. 

3 ctJc3 (D) 
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In spite of having a wealth of alternatives, 
this robust developing move is White's most 
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popular choice (apart from 3 c4). White makes 
no attempt to refute 1...g6 and offers his oppo
nent the chance to 'return' to a regular Pirc by 
playing 3...d6 and 4.. JiJf6. The question now is 
'are there any other moves?'. In other words: 
what is the point of playing 1...g6 rather than 
l...d6? 

3 d6 
There are two alternatives. 
By playing 3...c5, Black opens the door to 

the same transpositions that we saw after 3ttJf3 
cS. If4ttJf3 cxd4 SttJxd4ttJc6 we have a Sicil
ian Defence and if 4 dS it will be a Benoni. The
oretically, 4 dxcS is perhaps the crucial move, 
or at any rate the hardest to judge. 4...'ilVaS re
gains the pawn, but just exactly how dangerous 
is White's initiative after 5 iiLd2 \j'xc5 6ttJd5? 

3...c6 (D) looks slower than 3...cS, yet this is 
in fact a highly venomous move. 

w 

Black's idea is to meet 4 f4 - the old main 
line of the Pirc and superficially very attractive 
in this position as well- with 4...dS S eS hS (or 
S...ttJh6). Unlike the similar situation in the Ad
vance Variation of the Caro-Kann, Black's first 
priority in this variation is to block White's 
kingside pawn-phalanx. If he succeeds, Black 
will eventually take the initiative on the queen
side in classical fashion with ...cS. This strategy 
is likely to produce some heavyweight posi
tional tussling, where a good general grasp of 
the position is much more important than con
crete knowledge of variations. For example: 
S...h5 6 iiLe3 ttJh6 7 ~f3 iiLg4 8 h3 iiLxf3 9 
\j'xf3 ~fS 10 Jtf2 h4 11 i.d3 e6. The kingside 

is closed off for the time being. Everything now 
depends on which side will be the first or the 
more successful in getting his queenside mov
ing: Black with ...c5 or White with c4? 

Players who do not like or trust this variation 
usually prefer 4 ~f3 dS S h3. White prevents 
...Jtg4 and does not let himself be provoked 
into playing e5. This is a position which also 
arises via the Caro-Kann (1 e4 c6 2 d4 d5 3 ~c3 

g6 4 h3 i.g7 S ~f3, for example) and which of
ten leads - after an eventual ...dxe4 - to a typi
cal Caro-Kann pawn-fonnation. 

4 Jtc4 is another plausible move. It is true 
that this does not actually prevent 4 dS, for if 5 
exdS Black regains his pawn with S b5 6 Jtb3 
b4 7 ~ce2 cxdS, but most 3...c6 players do not 
seem to trust this line and prefer the less drastic 
4... d6 instead. This produces a Pirc-like varia
tion, where one of the theoretical issues is S 
'~B!? e6 6ttJge2. 

We now return to 3...d6 (D): 

White now faces the same basic choice as in 
the starting position of the Pirc Defence. Does 
he go for the classical aggression of 4 f4, the 
classical solidity of 4 i:tJf3 or something in be
tween? And what about the modern 4 i.e3 and 
other moves that we have investigated in the 
Pirc? Are they stronger or weaker, now that 
Black has played ...Jtg7 before ...~f6? 

Let us first examine the consequences of 4 
f4. Here there are three variations that have all 
been more or less accepted as playable (though 
all of them are regarded as liskier than a trans
position to the Pirc with 4...~f6). 
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The most closely related to a regular Pirc is 
probably 4...ctJc6. This is an obvious move, for 5 
d5 can be countered with the excellent 5...ctJd4. 
The more restrained reply 5 i.e3 ctJf6 6 ctJf3 
0-0 7 ~e2 is probably critical. 

4...c6 is a more profound move (which is not 
to say that it is better!). The idea is not just to be 
able to play ...b5 but also to prepare ...'~b6, in
creasing the pressure against d4 and against b2. 
This immediately produces some rather difficult 
strategic problems, for instance if play continues 
5 ''iJf3 ~g4 6 i.e3 ~b6 7 ~d2. It is clear that 
White does not have to worry about 7 i¥xb2 8 
Mbl ~a3 9 Mxb7. but what about 7 ~xf3 8 
gxf3? And what if we continue this variation a 
little further with 8...ctJd7 9 0-0-0 ~a5, followed 
by an all-out attack on the queenside by Black 
with ...b5 and ... tt'Jb6-c4 and an all-out attack on 
the kingside by White with e5. f5 or h4-h5? 

Finally, 4...a6 is even more provocative. Here 
Black intends to combine ...b5 with ...i.b7, at
tacking e4; for instance, 5 ctJf3 b5 6 i.d3 i.b7. 

Likewise, if White plays 4 ctJf3 (D), there are 
some adventurous alternatives to a transposi
tion to a Classical Pirc with 4...ctJf6 (see page 
457). 
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To begin with. 4...xg4 seems logical. but al
though this is certainly a reasonable move it has 
never really caught on. probably because 5 1!.e3 
ctJc6 6 .tb5 neutralizes the pressure against d4. 
an option that is not available to White in the 
Classical Pirc. 

4...c6 is more popular, now not with the idea 
of playing ...o,~fb6. but to continue ...b5. quite 

possibly in combination with ...ctJf6. Black is 
hoping to reach the typical middlegame of the 
6...c6 variation of the Classical Pirc in a slightly 
more favourable version. A subtle variation! 

The most provocative move is 4...a6 again. 
Many opponents may find this rather phleg
matic treatment of the opening quite irritating, 
for Black is in effect practically ignoring clas
sical principles (and his opponent!). After a 
seemingly simple and solid continuation like 5 
i.e2 b5 6 0-0 i.b7 White still has to reckon 
with both ...b4 and ...ctJbd7 followed by ...c5. 

4 .te3 (D) also has to be studied in combina
tion with its sister variation, 4 .te3 against the 
Pirc. 
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Black may of course immediately transpose 
with 4..Jllf6, but - analogous to postponing 
... 'I~g7 in the Pirc - it seems logical to try post
poning ...LLJf6 in this case and developing the 
queenside first with moves like 4...c6 5 ~d2 

b5 or 5.. ,tL'Jd7. Again 4...a6 is a popular alter
native. more so in fact than in any of the lines 
that we previously looked at. Here too, it is a 
certain psychological element, as well as the 
prospect of attacking the centre with 5 'iVd2 b5 
6 f3 ctJd7 and ... c5, that makes this variation at
tractive. 

Other fourth moves present a similar picture. 
Black always has the option of looking for 
something better than a transposition to the Pirc 
Defence, but it usually is very hard to tell if 
these alternatives really (Ire better. Theory does 
not provide us with clear answers (something it 
is not very good at in any case). The ideal1...g6 
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player is someone who does not need theoreti
cal confirmation and who is always willing to 
extend the frontiers of his knowledge (and 
ours). 

Scandinavian Defence 

1 dS (D) 
Whereas 1...g6 gives White a free hand en

tirely, 1...d5 limits his choice to the utmost. 
These two openings are opposites in every
thing. While 1.. .g6 is probably the ultimate in 
flexibility, 1...d5 creates a very definite type of 
position at once. And whereas after 1...g6 the 
battle often takes a long time to get properly 
started, after 1...d5 there is a crisis already. 

w 

For all practical purposes, Black is making a 
mockery of the Caro-Kann and the French De
fence. Why take the trouble to play 1...c6 or 
1...e6 if you can play 1...d5 at once? But things 
are not that simple of course, or these two ven
erable openings would not have got a chapter of 
their own in his book and the Scandinavian 
would not have been squeezed in at the end. 
Theory has a very different view of the matter. 

2 exdS 
The great thing about the Scandinavian is 

that White cannot very well avoid this pawn ex
change, for 2 e5 i.f5 3 d4 e6 would produce an 
Advance Variation of the Caro-Kann with a 
beautiful extra move for Black. who has econo
mized on ...c6. 

The great drawback is that Black will have to 
take back on d5 and that - now that there is no 

pawn on e6 or c6 to do the dirty work - this will 
have to be done either by the queen (2..JlQxdS) 
or the knight (2...CLJf6). Either way this will take 
up some time, which boils down to the fact that 
while Black is busy recapturing on d5, White 
will move his d-pawn to d4 and start develop
ing his pieces. 

But undeniably the strategic goal of 1...d5, 
the elimination of White's e4-pawn, has been 
achieved. It is not easy to weigh these two fac
tors against each other, the disappearance of 
e4 on the one hand and the appearance of a 
pawn at d4 on the other. Theory has always 
been rather sceptical about the Scandinavian, 
but there have always been staunch support
ers, great champions and exciting variations. 

2...'i'xdS 

2 l/i'xdS 
3 CLJc3 

The classical and most logical move. White 
immediately accepts the free developing move 
to which 2... ''i'xd5 entitles him. But the alterna
tive 3 CLJf3 is also not bad and perhaps rather 
frustrating to a player who was looking forward 
to the well-analysed 3 CLJc3 variations. White 
gives priority to his kingside development and 
cashes the free tempo afterwards. Depending 
on Black's reaction this may be done with CLJc3 
or c4. for instance after 3...CLJf6 4 d4 i.g4 5 
i.e:? e6, 

3 "i'aS 
The classical reply. Retreating the queen to 

d8 or d6 (3...l/i'd8 or 3..:i¥d6) is less compro
mising (for the queen is not safe at a5) but also 
less aggressive, though the latter move has also 
become quite popular of late. 

4 d4 
A powerful and consistent move, yet it re

veals the point behind 3...l/i'a5: the c3-knight is 
now pinned. 

4 iLlf6 
There was a time when 4...eS was seen as 

best on the grounds of a game Morphy-Anders
sen from 1858. Having eliminated White's e
pawn, Black now gets rid of all the centre 
pawns. But the price of this 'achievement' is 
high, for it is precisely in an open, symmetrical 
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position like this that White's lead in develop
ment becomes a telling factor. After S dxeS 
'lixeS+ 6 .te2 followed by 7 tLlf3 or simply S 
tLlf3, Black has far from solved his opening 
problems. 

S tLlf3 (D) 
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This is the main starting pOSItIOn of the 
2...'i/xdS variation, The pawn-formation is iden
tical to the one in those variations of the French 
and the Caro-Kann where Black exchanges 
pawns on e4, but the manoeuvre ..."i'aS gives 
the position a definite flavour ofits own. There 
is little chance for Black to attack d4 directly, 
but he does have the opportunity of developing 
his queen's bishop actively. The variations 
roughly divide into those where Black plays 
....tg4 and those where he plays lus. Apart 
from the immediate 5....tg4 and S .tf5, there 
is also 5...c6, a move that is often necessary in 
any case to prepare an escape-route for the 
queen. This allows Black to postpone the deci
sion whether to play ....tg4 or .. .JUS until the 
next move. 

The ....tg4lines are usually the sharpest. es
pecially if Black, after S....tg4 6 h3, for in
stance, does not exchange on f3 but maintains 
the pin on the f3-knight by playing 6....thS. 
The energetic but double-edged 7 g4 .iLg6 8 
tLleS, with the idea of continuing h4-hS, is criti
cal. Likewise, S...c6 6 ~c4 iLg4 7 h3 .iLhS 8 g4 
(or 8 .td2 e6 9 t2JdS '~'d8 10 tLlxf6+) 8., .~g6 9 
tLleS produces some lively complications. 

A .. ,~fS set-up is less provocative. After 
5....tfS 6 .tc4 c6 (or 5...c6 6 ~c4 ~fS) 7 ~d2 

e6 a critical position is reached. The great com
plexity of this variation is illustrated by the fact 
that the simple developing move 8 0-0 is al
most never played. Much more popular are the 
sharp 8 'i'e2, the subtle 8 t2Je4 followed by 9 
tLlg3 and the sobering 8 tbdS 'lid8 9 t2Jxf6+, 
when 9...'lixf6 is met by 10 'lie2. Without 
wonying about his c-pawn (1O... iLxc2), White 
prepares both queenside castling and the stra
tegically important dS breakthrough. 

2 ...4.:Jf6 

2... CLJf6 (D) 
Black would rather give away a pawn than a 

tempo by 2... \Ii{xdS 3 CLJc3. Still, an eventual re
capture on dS cannot be avoided and even after 
...tbxdS White has the prospect of playing c4 at 
an opportune moment. But the big question is 
whether this advance builds up a strong or a 
vulnerable pawn-centre. It is around this posi
tional problem that the 2.. .t2Jf6 variation re
volves. 
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3 d4 
This sensible move is the most common re

ply to 2.. /iJf6. Accepting the pawn sacrifice 
with 3 c4 c6 4 dxc6 is generally viewed as not 
very promising, since it is obvious that 4...tbxc6 
S d3 eS offers Black sufficient compensation. 
He has a lead in development and White has se
riously compromised his pawn-formation with 
holes at d3 and d4. Instead of 4 dxc6, however, 
there is the sound option of transposing to the 
Panov or the 2 c4 vmiation of the Caro-Kann 
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with 4 d4 or 4 tbc3 cxdS S cxdS respectively 
(see pages 378 and 376). Some die-hard Scandi
navian fans avoid these transpositions by play
ing 3...e6 instead of 3...c6, thus im'iting their 
opponents not just to win a pawn but to build up 
a broad pawn-centre as well with 4 dxe6 j,xe6 
S d4. This may lead to dangerous complications 
after S...ii.b4+ 6 iod2 "fie7! 7 ii.xb4 '~xb4+ 8 
'iVd2 tbc6!. A more cautious reply is S tLJB 
ctJc6 6 j,e2 (instead of S d4). 

3 ii.b5+ (D) is a more subtle approach, keep
ing the extra pawn at least a little bit longer. 

After the obvious reply 3...ii.d7, White has a 
choice between the complications of 4 ii.c4 
ii.g4 S B iofS and the simple 4 j,e2 ctJxdS S d4. 
With Black's queen's bishop on d7 instead of 
c8, the pressure against d4 is weakened, which 
makes the ...g6 formation less effective. But 
S...ii.fS is quite solid and likely to transpose to 
the 'regular' 4...ii.fS variation with 6 ctJB. 

The latter variation may look a little over
subtle for a fierce opening like the Scandina
vian Defence, but it would be a mistake to 
think that a few simple and straightforward de
veloping moves suffice to give White an open
ing advantage. A certain minimum of subtlety 
is required even here. The blunt 3 tbc3, for in
stance, transposes to a fairly harmless varia
tion of the Alekhine Defence (see page 447). 

In view of the fiery complications that we 
shall see in the next note, the cunning move
order 3 tbf3, with d4 to follow later. has been 
gaining ground in recent practice. 3...ii.g4 can 
then be met by 4 ii.bS+. 

3 t2:Jxd5 
It seems incredible but ever since around 

1990 Black has had a serious alternative to this 
almost self-evident move: he can play 3...ii.g4 
(D). 

This wild new vanatlOn is based on two 
ideas, one extremely sober and one that com
pletely sweeps away every rational or posi
tional argument. 

Firstly, Black wants to meet 4 tbf3 with 
4...·~·xdS after all, this time with the explicit 
idea of meeting S ii.e2 (for instance) with 
S...ctJc6 6 [Lic3 'i'hS followed by castling queen
side, a plan that was not available in the regu
lar 2...~·xdS variation. The modest 4 ii.e2 can 
be treated in the same way: 4...ii.xe2 S 'iVxe2 
~xdS 6 ctJB e6 followed by ... tLJc6 and ...0-0-0. 

Secondly, if White chooses the more ambi
tious 4 f3 ii.fS 5 c4 Black sets the board on fire 
(almost literally so!) with the double pawn sac
rifice S...e6! 6 dxe6 ctJc6!. the same motif as in 
the 3 c4 e6 variation. The sparkling activity of 
Black's pieces and the annoying weakening 
B, which not only obstructs the much-needed 
developing move ?;JB but makes White vulner
able on the e-file as well (something that be
comes painfully clear after 7 exf7+'? ~xf7 8 
ii.e3 ii.b4+ 9 ctJc3 Me8) combine to make the 
position very difficult to handle for White and 
perfect for an aggressive and dynamic Scandi
navian player. 

4 tbf3 (D) 
This cautious move is played slightly more 

often than the impetuous 4 c4, but both moves 
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have their pros and cons, and theory does not 
appear to have any preference for either move. 
It is important to note though that 4 c4 QJb6 5 
QJc3 allows Black to seize the initiative with 
the pawn sacrifice 5...e5!? 6 dxe5 1/ixdl+ 7 
~xdl QJc6 8 f4 ~e6, which offers Black a 
marked lead in development. White may play 5 
QJf3 instead of 5 QJc3, which after 5...g6 or 
5...~g4 transposes to the variations 4 QJf3 g6 
or 4 QJf3 ~g4 below (though with White hav
ing already committed himself to a c4 strategy). 
It is precisely to avoid these variations that 5 
QJc3 would be the obvious move (if it were not 
for 5...e5), for 5 QJc3 eliminates the option 
5.. JLg4, while 5...g6 now allows 6 c5 c,!jd5 7 
~c4 with strong pressure against d5. 
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In this position there are two main lines. 
4...g6 and 4...i.g4, while a third move, 4...~f5 

is also played fairly often. 
4...g6 is a real provocation to play c4, for al

though it is obvious that Black's g7-bishop \vill 
then become very powerful and that White's 
pawn-centre might be at risk, White's prospects 
of consolidating that centre and obtaining an 
opening advantage as a result look good. This 
variation is almost certain to produce a sharp 
fight. Some of the critical lines arise from 5 c4 
QJb6 6 QJc3 ~g7 7 ~e2 0-0 8 0-0 and now ei
ther 8...QJc6 9 d5 £t:le5 or 8...~g4. Sharpest of 
all is to play 7 h3 (instead of 7 £e2) 7...0-0 8 
~e3 tZJc6 9 ·~·d2. when after 9...e5 10 d5 ?Je7 
11 g4 (stopping 11...CZJf5) 11...f5 120-0-0 fxg4 

13 QJg5 White has consolidated his central for
mation but lost a pawn on the kingside. 

The more cautious approach is not to play 
c4 at all. After 5 i.e2 ~g7 6 0-0 0-0 7 .!leI, for 
instance, the position resembles some of the 
calmer variations of the Alekhine Defence, 
like 4 tZJf3 dxe5 5 tZJxe5 g6 (see page 451). 
Black is not under any immediate pressure, but 
neither is White. 

4...~g4 is equally logical and perhaps a little 
more solid than 4...g6, since Black is not giving 
his opponent any targets. After 5 ~e2 e6 6 0-0 
4']c67 c4 QJb6 a problem arises which is highly 
characteristic of this variation: White's pawns 
on d4 and c4 are both threatened by the immi
nent ...~xf3. Although there are several ways 
to do something about this (8 b3, for instance, 
with the idea of meeting 8...~xf3 with 9 i.xf3 
£t:lxd4 10 ~xb7, regaining the pawn), there are 
many players who prefer to treat this v311ation 
either much more aggressively (with 5 h3 ~h5 

6 g4 ~g6 7 &::Je5, for instance) or more conser
vatively (by omitting c4). 

4...i.f5 (D) is the least provocative move. 
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White can either proceed in classical fashion 
\vith 5 ite2 e6 6 0-0 (and after 6...~e7 start 
wondering whether 7 c4 is going to be met by 
7... i;<Jb4), he can simplify the position with 5 
~d3. or he can play 5 ?::Jh4. The latter option in 
particular is a step into uncharted territory and 
can be said to mark the end of our journey 
through the world of opening theory. 
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4 iLb7 785 iLg2 iLe7 6 0-0 80 7 ~~e3 110 7... tLlg4 8 .ig5 f6 9 ~h4 111
 
4 iLa6 81 5 b3 iLb4+ 82 5 .ie2 0-0 6 iLgS 111
 

4a384 6 c5 111 7 d5 111
 
4 iLb7 84 5 tiJc3 d5 84 6 h6113
 
4 iLa6 855 'lic2 iLb7 6 tiJc3 c5 7 e4 86 6 tiJbd7 113 7 'i'd2 e5 8 d5 tiJc5 9 f3 as 113
 

4 tiJc3 86 4...iLb4 5 iLg5 .ib7 6 e3 h6 7 ltM 87 6	 tLla6113 
4 e3 87 4...iLb7 5 ltd3 88 3 g3 114 3...~g7 4 iLg2 0-0 5 tiJc3 d6 6 tLlf3 114
 

6 tiJbd7 11570-0 eS 8 e4115
 
6 tLlc6 1167 0-0 116
Baga-Indian Defence 

7 e5 117
 
1 d4 tiJf6 2 c4 e6 3 tLlf3 .ib4+ 89 7 a6 117 8 d5 tiJaS 9 tLld2 c5 118
 
4 .id2 89 6 cS 118 7 0-0 tLlc6 8 dxc5 dxc5 119
 
4 tiJbd2 91 6 c61197 0-0 'i'a5 8 h3 120
 

King's Indian Defence	 GrOnfeld Defence 
1 d4 tiJf6 2 c~ (without ... dS) 93 1 d4lZJf6 2 c4 g(i (with ...d5) 121
 
3 tLlc3 94 3....ig7 4 e4 d6 94 3 ~Jc3 d5 121
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5 f4 95 5...0-0 6 tLlf3 95 4 cxd5 121 4 tLlxd5 5 e4 tiJxc3 6 bxc3 .ig7 121
 
6 cS 95 7 dxc5 'i'a5 95 7 tiJf3122 7 c5 122
 
6 tLla696 8 .ie3 122 8 'i'a5 9 '~d2 tLlc6 10 l:!:.c1 123
 

5 f3 97 5...0-0 6 ~e3 98	 8 :J:'!.bl124 8 0-0 9 i.e2 124
 
5 tiJf3 101 5...0-06 .ie2 101 6...e5 102 9 tLlc6125
 

7 dxeS 103 7... dxe5 8 'i'xd8 1:,xd8 9 iLg5 103 9 cxd4126
 
7 dS 103 LaS 8 iLg5 h6 9 iLh4 tiJa6 104 7 i.c4 126 Lc5 8 tiJe2 tLlc6 9 .ie3 0-0 126
 
70-0104 4 iLg5 127 4.. ,tiJe4 5 ~f4 128
 

4 Ji.f4 129 4...Ji.g7 129
 
J OS' (~ A '''Wi ~~~. ~ ;~/~ 5 e3 129 5",c5 6 dxc5 ';WaS 130
 
,a.,~;.JiL,!! . i~~%;
 SliJf3 131 5..0-0131
 '/oJ/-'//: ... "/&0 ,/,,,,:1 ... i.:lif.f ...

it/,Y: ~_ i_0 '. ~%i:? ~_ ~ .- 4 &21f3 131 4....ig7 S~b3 dxc4 6 'i'xc4 0-0


B 
I f?k~ ~~ ;~; & t:y~ 7 e4132

rJjf;{;;:.,~; ?!'4Ilj ... ~:- :.::~
 
':;:;~::r~ ;.'.~ ';",;.
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7 exd4 105 8 tiJxd4 1:,e8 9 f3 105	 ',ii; ,\:U #''1 "lJ ~ ..!j I
 

· fI 'f0;:P"/ff£ ... ····<'~A',iVi
 7 tiJbd7105 o {fQ1 ¥k;~ r.~ 0 i(,$2

:'Ff: <a« '~r::, '?:;0 'R I
7 tiJc6 106 8 d5 tiJe7 107 

7 tiJa6109	 ~:~ ~~ ~~~_Mi 



475 INDEX OF VARIATIONS 

7...a6133 
7...tZJa6134 
7...~g4 135 8 ~e3 tZJfd7 135
 

3 g3 (with ...d5) 136
 
3 ~g7 4 ~g2 d5 1365 exd5 tZJxd5 136
 
3 c6 137 4 ~g2 d5 5 tZJf3 ~g7 6 exd5 exd5 138
 

3 f3 139 3... d5 4 exd5 tZJxd5 5 e4 tZJb6 139
 

Benoni and Benko 
1 d4 tZJf6 2 c4 c5 140 (2...e6 3 tZJf3 e5 145) 3 d5 140
 

B 

3 g6141 4 tZJe3 ~g7 5 e4 d6 142
 
3 e5 143 4 tZJe3 d6 5 e4 ~e7 143
 
3 e6 1444 tZJc3 exd5 5 cxd5 d6 146
 

6 e4 g6 7 f4 146 7...~g7 146
 
6 e4 g6 7 f3 148 7...~g7 8 ~g5 0-0 9 'lWd2 148
 
6 e4 g6 7 tZJf3 149 7...~g7 149
 

8 ~e2 149 8...0-0 9 0-0 149
 
8 h3 0-0 9 ~d3151
 

6 tZJf3 g6 7 g3 151 7...~g7 8 ~g2 0-0 9 0-0 152
 
6 tZJf3 g6 7 ~f4 152
 

3...b5 153 4 cxb5 a6 154 5 bxa6 ~xa6 155
 
6 Q:lc3 156 6...g6 7 e4 ~xfl 8 ~xfl d6 157
 
6 g3 157 6... d6 7 ~g2 g6 8 (be3 ~g7 158
 

Other 1 d4 ct:Jf6 Openings 
1 d4 tZJf6 159
 

w 

2 c4 159
 
2...d6 1603 tZJe3 e5 4 tZJf3 tZJbd7 161
 

2...e5 161 3 dxe5 tZJg4 4 ~f4162
 

2 tZJf3 163
 
2...g6164
 
3 g3 164
 
3 ~f4165
 

3 ~g5 165
 
3 tZJc3 165
 

2...e6166
 
3 ~g5 166 3...e5 4 e3 166
 
3 ~f4167
 

3 g3 
3 e3168
 

167
 

2 c5 1693 d5 169
 
3 e6169
 
3 g6170
 
3 b5170
 

2 ~g5 171
 
2 d5 171 3 ~xf6 exf6 4 e3 172
 
2 t2Je4 172 3 ~f4 172
 
2 e6 173 3 e4 h6 4 ~xf6 \lIYxf6 173
 

Dutch Defence 
1 d4 f5 174 2 g3 tZJf6 3 ~g2 176
 

B 

3 e6 176 4 ctJf3 176
 
4 d5 177 5 e4 e6 6 0-0 ~d6 178
 
4 ~e7 179 5 0-0 0-0 6 e4 d6 7 tZJc3 'i!le8 179
 

3 g6 180 4 tZJf3 ~g7 5 0-0 0-0 6 c4 d6 7 L2Jc3 181
 
7 c6 181 8 d5 e5 9 dxe6 ~xe6 182
 
7 tZJc6 182 8 d5 183
 
7 1/j'e8 183 8 d5 tZJa6 184
 

Other 1 d4 Openings 
1 d4185 
l...e6 186 2 c4 186
 
2 ~b4+ 187 3 ~d2 a5 187
 
2 b61883 e4 ~b7 188
 

l...d6190
 
2 c4190 2... e5 191
 
2 tZJf3 191 2...~g4 192
 

3 e4 192 3... tZJf6 4 tZJe3 e6 192
 
3 c4192
 



476	 FUNDAMENTAL 

l...g6 193 2 c4 ~g7 194 3 e4 d6 4 CLlc3 195
 
4 CLlc6195
 
4 eS 196 5 CLlf3 exd4 6 CLlxd4 [bc6 197
 

Symmetrical English 
1 c4 c5 199
 

I "=' ~.~%...t '.\U.... ~ '..t'~ ;?i.~'ii'!'. . 1i ... /.",.".laS \m~~/ ..~~~1 
lafl.~ B'i~i~ I.'~101.'j 

IV r B • B \11
•• B B!
 
11
=.Bt:, B B I:! 

''; (// • I
~.~;:0 :0// • • 
1
'An ;~AnAWi\~
IO~:G i~Ofdofb~! 
~'ifflf;:::~~~ut~Y;.;/~' ~i 
i~;;WLJ ~~ § ,)§t~ ~ ~> § I
 

2 CLlc3 199
 
2 CLlc6 199 3 g3 g6 4 ~g2 :k.g7 200
 
2 CLlf6 202 3 g3 dS 4 cxdS CLlxdS 5 i.g2 203
 

2 CLlf3 204
 
2...CLlc6204
 

3 d4 204 3...cxd4 4 ctJxd4 CLlf6 5 CLlc3 204
 
3 CLlc3 207 3...t'Lif6 4 g3 208
 

4 dS 209 5 cxdS &jxdS 6 i.g2 209
 
4 g6 210 5 i.g2 i.g7 6 d4 cxd4 7 t'Lixd4 0-0210
 

2...t'Lif6211
 

"=' ~~..t rUlE ~ ~ '~.d
Ila.~ %~~~~ £~ 
1";.']1'''' ... • %j'l'~Z ... "lw'1i ... ~ 
~"o~ A ~)1 t""~ .. W~/ ... ::." :IV
 
1 ••••b // WI};- . /gA, .,.' Y..~/:»};i///0 
,r;c.=~; »..... ..... ;;"W""iWW/. 7A/ 'j'///. ;///~"~~ L···/ 0h ~d>; 
I ~%% A fiifii (;:/}: <~f~ , W~ 0 • ~~0;::; jjrfjf;; 
~.(fr; 'fd'0 i~ P:\ /:.7• ~w~ ~,,'lJ ;ie··. 
; A ?'fN %,fi,if A 'fdi\:f A 'f'{;;
o fw r~ 0 ;:01 0 ~L::Y 
S:'iffll~ 'i'~~ili;~%;'; ~i/ I"'i
/~~tJ .iifi § ~ ~ ~J:( § 

3 d4 212 3...cxd4 4 t'Lixd4 e6 5 g3 213
 
3 t'Lic3 214
 

3 dS 214 4 cxdS t'LixdS 214
 
3 e6 2164 g3 b6 5 i.g2 .tb7 6 0-0 i.e7 216
 

7 d4 216 7 cxd4 8 'iiVxd4 d6 217
 
7 .::reI 218 7 d6 8 e4 a6 9 d4 219
 

3 g3 220 3...b6 4 iLg2 itb7 5 0-0 g6 6 [2\c3 221
 

Reversed Sicilian 
1 c4 eS 222 2 t'Lic3 222
 
2 t'Lic6 2233 g3 g6 4 i.g2 J>.g7 223
 
2 t'Lif6 224 3 t'Lif3 t'Lic6 225
 

CHESS OPENINGS 

4 d4 226
 
4 e3 226 4...i.b4 5 ViUc2 227
 
4 g3 227
 

I. • ..t:	 ..• "if 
· • •.~ ""' ~fii~n.~ 
I
,!i%:?I'X; ... W~ ... :'.'" ... }~ ...
~/,] .. [~ .. />~ .. ~,•.~> ..

B 
i •••••

I. B •• I
 
B ['J 1:% • .1
11,. 

~0: ~. ••P:\B~
~' \I2.J • 'lJ ~ . 
• A :11" hfiy A W,fi,if z;,fi,if! 
o ·;w~ ~Q% 0 £~ [~i 
~g ~lliV~iL~.~gi~uU' u,., " ~ ~ 

4 dS 228 5 cxdS t'LixdS 6 i.g2 t'Lib6 7 0-0 228
 
4 i.b4 230 5 iLg2 0-0 6 0-0 e4 230
 
4 .tc5 2315 i.g2 d6 6 0-0 0-0 231
 
4 t'Lid4 232 5 i.g2 CLlxf3+ 6 i.xf3 i.b4 232
 

1 c4 tZJf6 and Other English lines 
1 c4233 l...CLlf6233
 
2 t'Lic3 235
 

2...e6235
 
3 e4 235
 

3 dS 2364 eS d4 5 exf6 dxc3 6 bxc3 ViUxf6 236
 
3 cS 2374 eS t'Lig8 237
 

3 t'Lif3 237
 
3 .tb4 2384 ViUc2 0-0 5 a3 i.xc3 6 ii'xc3 239
 
3 b6 2394 e4 iLb7 5 i.d3 240
 

2 g6240
 
2 dS 2413 cxdS &ilxdS 4 g3 g6 5 i.g2 242
 

2 [Llf3 243
 
2 e6 243 3 g3 dS 243
 
2 g6 244 3 t'Lic3 dS 4 cxdS t'LixdS 245
 
2 b6 246 3 g3 itb7 4 i.g2 247
 

Reti Opening 
1 t'Lif3 248
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l...d5249 



477 INDEX OF VARIATIONS 

2 c4 250
 
2 d4250
 
2 c6251 3 b3 &2\f6 4 g3 252
 
2 dxc4252
 

2 g3 253
 

B 

2...c5 254 3 .tg2 ttJe6 4 d4 254
 
z...lZlf6 254 3 .tg2 254
 
2 1Z1c6256
 
2 g6 256 3 .tg2 .tg7 256
 

2 b3 257
 
2 c5 2573 e3 lZlf6 4 .tb2 258
 
2 1Z1f6 258 3 .tb2 258
 

L.lZlf6 259 2 g3 259
 

Other Flank Openings 
Misc. 1st moves 261
 
1 g3 262 1...eS 2 .tg2 dS 263
 
1 b3 263 1...eS 2 .tb21Z1e6 3 e3 dS 4 .tbS 264
 
1 f4 264 1...dS 21Z1f3 265 2...c1Jf6 266
 
11Z1c3 266 1...dS 2672 e4 268
 

Ruy lopez 
1 e4 e5 2 Cbf3 lZlc6 3 .tb5 272
 

B 

3...a6273
 
4 .txc6 274 4...dxe6 S 0-0274
 
4 .ta4 276
 

4 b5 277 S .tb3 lZlaS 60-0 d6 7 d4 tt:Jxb3 277
 
4 d6277
 

5 c3 278
 
50-0279 5....tg4 6 h3 h5 279
 

4 1Z1f6 280 5 0-0280
 
5 1Z1xe4281 6 d4 b5 7 .tb3 d5 8 dxe5 .te6 282
 

9 c3 283 9....te5 10 lZlbd2 0-0 11 .te2 283
 
9 tt:Jbd2 285 9... ltJe5 10 e3 d4285 

5....te7 287 6 Mel b5 7 .tb3 288
 

B 

7 d6 288 8 c3 0-0 9 h3 288
 
9 Cba5 290 10 .te2 e5 11 d4 "IJIie7 290
 
9 ltJb8292 10 d41Z1bd7 11 Cbbd2 .tb7 292
 
9 .tb7 293 10 d4 Me8 11 a4 293
 

7 0-02958 e3 d5 295
 
5 b5 296 6 .tb3 297
 

3 1Z1f6 2974 0-0 ttJxe4 5 d4 298
 
3 f5299
 

Italian Game 
1 e4 e5 2 Cbf3 Cbc6 3 .tc4 301
 

B 

3....tc5301
 
4 c3 302 4 Cbf6 5 d4 exd4 6 exd4 .tb4+ 302
 
4 b4 303 4 .txb4 5 e3 .ta5 6 d4 304
 
41Z1c3 305 4...&2\f6 S d3 d6 6 .tg5 305
 
4 d3 305
 

3...1Z1f6306
 
4 Cbg5 3074...d5 5 exd5 307
 
4 d4 309 4...exd4 5 0·0 309
 

5 £c5309
 
5 1Z1xe4 310 6 .!:tel d5 7 £xdS "IJIixd5 8 Cbe3 310
 

4 d3 311 4...£e7 5 0-0 0-0 311
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Scotch Opening 
1 e4 eS 212Jf312Jc6 3 d4 312 3...exd4 412Jxd4 312
 

I i:?/o/:fj A""" W <.1
iEBA~.~"'r~ 
i?c.'&...... & /.1',. & _ & ~.;' & '.
WAal'aa_a"A'''a:

B 
/ " ~ ~.~"%_~~... •.

1 
0i:?/% '":IIIl ~., _"'Y'h 

'R_~ • ;;':;-; >::~ wJ;;; .•.. ,,", . 
R_!%<.~ N fJ B 10:
~;% ~/ //&/ ~I ~ ~-~ }/o/:fj ~~'IBBB • '..' 

A "'.W~ A iZ.,/~ '!f:t.'~ A ;:rr;.0 ,~,~ ;j~ 0 ;;U~~:fa 0 
1
ii:'iifPl~ (J'!.\'tW;;,~~;';0.'~: 
!~~~ ;~ i§f ~ & wtf:ffi §: 

4...i.cS 313
 
S i.e3 3/3 5...'iVf6 6 e312Jge7 313
 
S ILlxc6 314 5... 'iVf6 6 'JIVd2 314
 
S I2Jb3 315 5...i.b6 6 a4 a6 7 &,.je3 315
 

4...l2Jf6315
 
S I2Jc3 315
 
S I2Jxc6 316 5...bxe6 6 e5 'JIVe7 7 ''/iVe2 tZld5 317
 

Four Knights Game 
1 e4 eS 2 tZlf3 fi:Jc6 312Jc3 318 3...l2Jf6 4 .ltbS 319
 

~ %; A Killi,k irN·. i.~J' 
&~.&.~~f~~- :~ 
!§!\I'~/&~';' &:;;:% &i;;;~/.~&i 
I~~/_-j.~•• f;)!i! • ;:~-//~ • 
i ~!%< ~ './";.' ..~ 'i!?~.;;.

B 
: ~ffi?~?/-- :~ ~~ 

.!;0~:::: ~.1 y~/~ m"////-. _ _ F-'///"/-f.-.f

%f% /~ A ?::;~% ;::;'n 
_ ~d 0 ~~ /h;1j 

~f':Y: 'l;/%?: 1'":\ /;:::;:;, 
~ ~d11 ~ ~fw:-

'I

I 

A . o •h:,/0; ....A.... @.·,Wi:.@;N.'.·".;;;..·.. A... ·....N'.·;; •.:.'.; 0. *"01 :0// 0 /O/~i .
;"",,/ .... (?I.\h \,'11; ~.. .. "<;"';i
f~~ [~§~~; tiM 

4 i.b4 320 5 0-00-06 d3 d6 7 Ji,g5 320
 
4 0':Jd4 320 5 i.a4 i.e5 6 tL'lxe5 0-0321
 

Petroff Defence 
1 e4 eS 2 tL'lf3 ct:Jf6 322
 
3 lLlxeS 322 Ld6 4 I2Jf3 :iJxe4 5 d4 323
 
3 d4 325 LtL'lxe4 4 itd3 325 4...d5 5 fi:Jxe5 326
 

King's Gambit 
1 e4 eS 2f4 328
 
2 exf4 329 3 ?Jf3 329
 

3 gS 3314 h4 g4 5 &Je5 332
 
3 dS 333 4 exd5 ct:Jf6 333
 

2 dS 334 3 exd5 334
 

FUNDAMENTAL CHESS OPENINGS 

3 e4 3354 d3lLlf6 5 dxe412Jxe4 335
 
3 c6 3354 tL'le3 exf4 5 tL'lf3 i.d6 6 d4 {jje7 336
 

2 i.cS 3363 [!:Jf3 d6 336
 

Other 1 e4 e5 Openings 
1 e4 eS 337
 
2 [!:Jf3 lLlc6 3 c3 337
 
2 ti:Jf3 d6 338 3 d4 338
 
2 tZ:lf3 fS 339
 
2 tZ:lc3 340
 

2...lLlf6340
 
3 f4 341 3... d5 4 fxe5 tL'lxe4 341
 
3 .ltc4 341 3...tZle6 4 d3 342
 
3 g3 342
 

2...lLlc6 343 3 f4 exf4 4 ct:Jf3 g5 5 h4 g4 612Jg5 344
 
2 .ltc4 3";'4 2.. .ti:Jf6 3 d3 e6 4 :tJf3 d5 5 .ltb3 345
 
2 d4 346 2...exd4 3 'iiVxd4 tZle6 4 'iVe3 346
 

French Defence 
1 e4 e6 347 2 d4 dS 349
 

.i • .t~.~"'.&f?'!& "~~U y;~'. &'W~ '&1 
,...~ .. ;r~ W~:~ .. t~ ..w 
i.•'.' .1.;.:'.·~Y:iI.·.~~~.@;~~., i~... ~.-~_yy _II 
:'l,(;:>/."" /~ w@

/ifh . .:{.. /i/i ~z»; ~'fj; fJ • .: 

A ~ff:n A. i§1Ai:i A ~f{ -- -- ;o cQ 0 Y;Y; irQ, 0 irQ: 
.~/ f!':\ :~! tUX!'~ ,{, 'f!':\: """ .
~;g[.~~§~~~~i 

3 exdS 349 3... exd5 349
 
3 eS 350 3...e5 4 e3 l2Je6 5 tL'lf3 'iVb6 351
 
3 tL'lc3 353
 

3...dxe4353 
3...{jjf6355
 

4 eS 355 4... lLlfd7 5 f4 e5 6 lLlf3 lLle6 7 i.e3 356
 
4 .ltgS 357
 

4 dxe4 357 5 :{jxe4 i.e7 6 i.xf6 358
 
4 i.e7 359 5 e5 I2Jfd7 6 i.xe7 'JIVxe7 359
 
4 i.b4 360 5 e5 h6 6 i.d2 .ltxe3 7 bxe3 361
 

3....ii~b4 363 4 e5 e5 364 5 a3 365
 
3 (Jd2 369
 

3 c5 370 4 exdS 370
 
4 exdS 370
 
4.. :~xd5 371
 

3...:tJf6 372 -+ e5 tL'lfd7 5 .ltd3 e5 6 e3 &2]e6 373
 

Caro-Kann Defence 
1 e4 c6 375 2 d4 dS 377
 
3 exd5 cxd5 41.d3 377
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3 exd5 exd5 4 e4 378 4...cuf6 S iDe3 378
 
3 eS 379 3....2HS 380
 
3 tDe3 381 (3 tDd2 381) 3...dxe4 4 tDxe4 381
 

4 ltf5 382 S tDg3 ltg6 6 h4 5 a6436
382
 
4 iDd7385 

5 ltc4 386 S iDgf6 6 iDgS e6 7 ''iiie2 ?Jb6 386
 
5 iDg5 387 S tDgf6 6 ltd3 387
 

Sicilian Defence 
1 e4 e5 389
 

w 

2 iDe3 391 2 tDe6 391
 
3 g3 393 3 g6 4 ltg2 ltg7 S d3 d6 6 f4393 
3 £tJf3 394
 

2 e3 395
 
2 d5 396 3 exdS 'i'xdS 4 d4 396
 

c


2 tDf3 399
 

4...g6417
 

2 uf6 397 3 eS tDdS 4 d4 exd4 S tDf3 398
 

2 iDc6 401 3 d4 exd4 4 tDxd4 403
 
4 £tJf6 5 £tJe3 d6 405
 

() ltgS 406 6 e6 7 li:i'd2 406
 
6 .2Lc4 408 6 e6 7 lte3 lte7 8 "liiie2 409
 

4 tDf(} 5 tDe3 e6 410
 
4 £tJf(} 5 tDc3 e5 4116 tDdb5 do 7 .2Lg5 412
 
7 a6 8 tDa3 b5 413
 

9 .2Lxf6 413 9 gxf6 10 tDd5 fS 414
 
9 £tJd5 416 9 .2Le7 10 .2Lxf6 .2Lxf6 11 e3 416
 

5 tDc3 417 S...ltg7 6 lte3 tDf6 7 .2Le4 417
 
5 e4 419 S... ltg7 6 .2Le3 tDf6 7 iDe3 419
 

2 e(} 420 3 d4 exd4 4 tDxd4 421
 
4 tDe6 422 S tDe3 Vilie7 423
 
4 a6425
 

5 tDe3 425
 
5 .2Ld3 426
 

4...tDf6 5 tDe3 d6 427
 
o .2Le2 429 6....2Le7 7 0-0 0-0 8 f4 tDe6 430
 

INDEX OF VARIATIONS 

6 g4 431 6...h6 431
 
6 f4 432
 

2 d6 433 3 d4 cxd4 434 4 tDxd4 tDf6 5 tDe3 435
 

w 

() lte2 437 6...eS 7 tDb3 lte7 8 0-0 0-0438
 
6 f4 438 6...eS 7 tDf3 438
 
() lte4 439 6 e6 7 .2Lb3 439
 
6 .2Lg5 440 6 e6 7 f4440
 
() i,e3 442
 

6 e6 442 7 f3 443
 
6 eS 443 7 tDb3 lte6 8 f3 443
 
6 tLlg4 444 7 JigS h6 8 .2Lh4 gS 444
 

5...g6 444 6 .2Le3 445 6...:li,g7 7 f3 tDe6 446
 

Alekhine Defence 
1 e4 £tJf6 447 2 eS tDd5 447 3 d4 d6 448
 
4 e4 tLlb6 5 f4 448
 
4 c4 tDb6 S exd6 449
 
4 cuf3 450 4....2Lg4 S lte2 451
 

Pirc Defence 
1 e4 d6 453 2 d4 tDf6 3:t:Jc3 453 3...~ 454
 
4 f4 455 4... .2Lg7 S ?::Jf3 455
 
4 tDf3 457 4....2Lg7 S :li,e2 0-0 6 0-0 457
 
4 :li,g5 458 ~
 
4 g3 459 4... ltg7 S :li,g2 0-0 6 tLlge2 eS 7 h3 459
 
4 lte3 460
 

Other 1 e4 Openings 
1 e4461
 
1...g6 462:2 d4 .2Lg7 3 tDe3 462 3... d6 463
 
1...d5 465 2 exdS 465
 

2 'iVxd5 465 3 ctJe3 'i'aS 4 d4 tDf6 465 S tDf3 466
 
2 tDf6 466 3 d4 tLlxdS 4 ,'tJf3 467
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